CHAPTER 1
Changing Nature of Human Resource Management

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Identify four major HR challenges currently facing organizations and managers.
- List and define each of the seven major categories of HR activities.
- Identify the three different roles of HR management.
- Discuss the three dimensions associated with HR management as a strategic business contributor.
- Explain why HR professionals and operating managers must view HR management as an interface.
- Discuss why ethical issues and professionalism affect HR management as a career field.
HR TRANSITIONS

HR Management Contributes to Organizational Success

More effective management of human resources (HR) increasingly is being seen as positively affecting performance in organizations, both large and small.

A joint venture between General Electric and a Japanese company, GE Fanuc is a manufacturer of factory automation and control products. Headquartered in Virginia with 1,500 employees, the HR department primarily performed administrative support activities. But when Donald Borwhat, Jr., took over as Senior Vice President of Human Resources, he and his staff began by restructuring and decentralizing the HR entity so that each functional area of the company has an HR manager assigned to it. The HR managers were expected to be key contributors to their areas by becoming knowledgeable about the business issues faced by their business functional units. Today, HR managers participate in developing strategies and ensure that human resource dimensions are considered.

For instance, the HR manager for manufacturing has HR responsibilities for 600 employees. In that role she contributes to workflow, production, scheduling, and other manufacturing decisions. It also means that she is more accessible to and has more credibility with manufacturing workers, most of whom are hourly workers.

Making the transition in HR management required going from seven to three levels of management, greatly expanding the use of cross-functional work teams, and significantly increasing training. To ease employee and managerial anxieties about the changes, GE Fanuc promised that no employees would lose their jobs. Managers and supervisors affected by the elimination of levels were offered promotions, transfers to other jobs in GE Fanuc, or early retirement buyouts. Additionally, employees were promised profit sharing, which has resulted in up to three weeks additional pay in profit sharing bonuses in some years.

The test of the change is in the results. GE Fanuc’s revenue is up almost 18%. Over 40 work teams meet regularly to discuss work goals, track their performance against established measures, and discuss problems and issues. Employee turnover is also extremely low in most areas.

Transitions in HR management are also paying off in the Bank of Montreal, based in Montreal, Quebec. Emphasizing human resources has involved 35,000 employees in organizational success. This recognition meant focusing greater attention on the talents of diverse employees working at the bank. Specific efforts were made to expand opportunities for women employees, who composed about three-fourths of the bank’s workers. As a result, several years later about one-fourth of all managers and executives are women. Similar attention also was focused on other diverse groups of employees. So that all employees were given opportunities to grow and learn, the Bank of Montreal’s Institute of Learning was established at a cost exceeding $50 million. The goal of providing five days of training and education to every employee each year has been met for several years.

To focus on performance, each department and every employee have performance targets and measures on such factors as customer service, return on equity, and profitability. Yearly, the scores from all measures are computed as indices, and then compiled into one figure to measure overall bank performance. Executives believe that their emphasis on HR activities has contributed significantly to the Bank of Montreal’s achieving period profits for seven years in a row.

In summary, it is evident that the transition of HR management at GE Fanuc and at Bank of Montreal has enhanced organizational competitiveness and success.1
As human resources have become viewed as more critical to organizational success, many organizations have realized that it is the people in an organization that can provide a competitive advantage. Throughout the book it will be emphasized that the people as human resources contribute to and affect the competitive success of the organization. **Human Resource (HR) management** deals with the design of formal systems in an organization to ensure the effective and efficient use of human talent to accomplish organizational goals. In an organization, the management of human resources means that they must be recruited, compensated, trained, and developed.

### HR Management Challenges

The environment faced by HR management is a challenging one; changes are occurring rapidly across a wide range of issues. A study by the Hudson Institute, entitled *Workforce 2020*, has highlighted some of the most important workforce issues. From that and other sources, it appears that the most prevalent challenges facing HR management are as follows:

- Economic and technological change
- Workforce availability and quality concerns
- Demographics and diversity issues
- Organizational restructuring

#### Economic and Technological Change

Several economic changes have occurred that have altered employment and occupational patterns in the United States. A major change is the shift of jobs from manufacturing and agriculture to service industries and telecommunications. This shift has meant that some organizations have had to reduce the number of employees, while others have had to attract and retain employees with different capabilities than previously were needed. Additionally, pressures from global competitors have forced many U.S. firms to close facilities, adapt their management practices, and increase productivity and decrease labor costs in order to become more competitive. Finally, the explosive growth of information technology, particularly that linked to the Internet, has forced many changes throughout organizations of all types.

**OCCUPATIONAL SHIFTS** Projections of the growth and decline in jobs illustrates the economic and employment shifts currently occurring. Figure 1–1 indicates the occupations with the largest percentage growth anticipated between 1996 and 2006. It is interesting to note that in Figure 1–1 most of the fastest-growing occupations percentagewise are related to information technology or health care. The increase in the technology jobs is due to the rapid increase in the use of information technology, such as databases, system design and analysis, and desktop publishing. The health care jobs are growing as a result of the aging of the U.S. population and workforce, a factor discussed later.
GLOBAL COMPETITION One major factor affecting these shifts is the globalization of economic forces. As seen the past few years, the collapse of Asian economies had significant effects on U.S.-based organizations. One estimate by U.S. government statisticians is that over 25% of all U.S. manufacturing workers hold jobs dependent on exporting goods to other countries. This is particularly true with more highly skilled, technical jobs in technology-driven industries. As a result, these export-driven jobs pay wages averaging 25% higher than most other manufacturing jobs. On the other hand, the less-skilled manufacturing assembly jobs have been shifting from the higher-wage, developed economies in the United States and Western Europe to developing countries in Eastern Europe, China, Thailand, Mexico, and the Philippines.

Due to the increase in information technology, global linkages are now more extensive and production and transportation can be coordinated worldwide. Therefore, the loss of manufacturing jobs in the United States has been replaced with jobs in information technology, financial services, health care, and retail services.

In summary, the U.S. economy has become a service economy, and that shift is expected to continue. Over 80% of U.S. jobs are in service industries, and most new jobs created by the year 2006 also will be in services. It is estimated that manufacturing jobs will represent only 12% to 15% of all U.S. jobs by that date.

Workforce Availability and Quality

In many parts of the United States today, significant workforce shortages exist due to an inadequate supply of workers with the skills needed to perform the jobs being added. In the last several years news reports have regularly described tight labor markets with unemployment rates in some locales below 3%. Also, continuously there are reports by industries and companies facing shortages of qualified,
experienced workers. Jobs with extreme supply shortages for several years have included specialized information systems technicians, physical therapists, plumbers, air conditioning repair technicians, and many others. Consequently, HR professionals have faced greater pressures to recruit and train workers.

**WORKFORCE QUALITY DEFICIT** Many occupational groups and industries will require more educated workers in the coming years. The number of jobs requiring advanced knowledge is expected to grow at a much more rapid rate than the number of other jobs. This growth means that people without high school diplomas or appropriate college degrees increasingly will be at a disadvantage, as their employment opportunities are confined to the lowest-paying service jobs. In short, there is a growing gap between the knowledge and skills required by many jobs and those possessed by employees and applicants. Several different studies and projections all point to the likelihood that employers in many industries will have difficulties obtaining sufficiently educated and trained workers.

Estimates are that about half of the U.S. workforce (about 50 million workers) needs or will need new or enhanced workplace training to adapt to the myriad job and technological changes that are occurring. At the same time, many individuals who are obtaining higher education degrees are doing so in nontechnical or nonscientific fields rather than engineering or computer sciences, where the greatest gap between job growth and worker supply exists. On the lower end, far too many students graduating from U.S. high schools lack the basic mathematical, reasoning, and writing skills needed for many jobs.

Unless major efforts are made to improve educational systems, especially those serving minorities, employers will be unable to find enough qualified workers for the growing number of “knowledge jobs.” A number of employers are addressing the deficiencies that many employees have in basic literacy and mathematical skills by administering basic skills assessments to employees. Then they conduct basic mathematics and English skills training classes at workplace sites for employees with deficiencies. Some employers also sponsor programs for employees and their family members to aid them in obtaining general equivalency diplomas. To address the skills deficiencies, HR management must do the following:

- Assess more accurately the knowledge and skills of existing employees, as well as the knowledge and skills needed for specific jobs.
- Make training for future jobs and skills available for employees at all levels, not just managers and professionals.
- Increase the usage of new training methods, such as interactive videos, individualized computer training, and via the Internet.
- Become active partners with public school systems to aid in upgrading the knowledge and skills of high school graduates.

**GROWTH IN CONTINGENT WORKFORCE** In the past, temporary workers were used for vacation relief, maternity leave, or workload peaks. Today “contingent workers” (temporary workers, independent contractors, leased employees, and part-timers) represent over 20% of the workforce. Many employers operate with a core group of regular employees with critical skills and then expand and contract the workforce through the use of contingent workers.

This practice requires determining staffing needs and deciding in advance which employees or positions should form the “core” and which should be more fluid. At one large firm, about 10% of the workforce is contingent now. The com-
pany sees using contingent employees as a way to stabilize the workforce. Instead of hiring regular workers when work piles up and then firing them when the work is finished, the company relies more on temporary workers and independent contractors. Productivity is measured in output per hour. Thus, if employees are paid only when they are working (as contingents are), overall productivity increases.

Another reason for the growth in contingent workers is the reduced legal liability faced by employers. As more and more employment-related lawsuits have been filed, some employers have become more wary about adding employees. Instead, by using contract workers supplied by others, they face fewer employment legal issues regarding selection, discrimination, benefits, discipline, and termination.

## Demographics and Diversity

The U.S. workforce has been changing dramatically. It is more diverse racially, women are in the labor force in much greater numbers than ever before, and the average age of the workforce is now considerably older than before. As a result of these demographic shifts, HR management in organizations has had to adapt to a more varied labor force both externally and internally. The three most prominent dimensions of the demographic shifts affecting organizations are highlighted next.

### Racial/Ethnic Diversity

Projections by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics are that the racial/ethnic mix of the U.S. workforce will continue to shift. The white labor force is expected to decline from 80% of the workforce in 1986 to about 73% by 2006. As Figure 1–2 indicates, the Asian and Hispanic labor forces...
are expected to increase faster than the African-American labor force. This increase means that non-whites will compose about 28% of the U.S. labor force by 2006. Also, with 36% of all children under age 18 being non-white, the demographic shifts to greater racial/ethnic diversity are likely to continue. In addition, immigration of individuals into the United States is heavily weighted toward non-whites.

The importance of all these shifts is that HR professionals must ensure that diverse groups are managed and treated equitably in organizations. Also, HR professionals will have to develop diversity-oriented training so that all employees, regardless of background and heritage, can succeed in workplaces free from discrimination and inappropriate behaviors. It also means that more attention will have to be given to recruiting, staffing, and promoting individuals without regard to their racial/ethnic heritage, so that equal employment results for all.5

AGING OF THE WORKFORCE Most of the developed countries are experiencing an aging of their populations—including Australia, Japan, most European countries, and the United States. In the United States, the median age will continue to increase from about 31 years in 1986 to over 40 by 2006. This increase is due in part to people living longer and in part to a decrease in the number of younger people, particularly in the 16–24 age bracket. Figure 1–3 illustrates the percentage shifts in the U.S. workforce, with those over age 45 showing the greatest increase. In fact, it is projected that by 2020 about 20% of the U.S. population will be 65 or older, and that there will be as many people over 65 as there will be ages 20–35.6

*FIGURE 1–3 Age Distribution of U.S. Civilian Labor Force, 1996–2006*

The aging of the population also is reflected in the occupational shifts noted previously. The growth in medically related jobs will be due primarily to providing care to older persons who will live longer and need greater medical care. Taken together, this aging issue means that HR professionals will continue to face significant staffing difficulties. Efforts to attract older workers through the use of part-time and flexible staffing will increase. Also, as more older workers with a lifetime of experience and skills retire, HR will face significant challenges in replacing them with workers having the capabilities and work ethic that characterize many older workers.

For HR management, elder care will grow as a major HR issue. More workers will have primary care responsibilities for aging, elderly relatives, with over 22 million U.S. households having elder-care responsibilities. One estimate is that lost productivity due to workers having elder care responsibilities is at least $11 billion per year. Even group benefit programs are changing, with long-term care insurance being added by an increasing number of employers. In these programs workers can allocate some of their “benefit dollars” to buy long-term care insurance at lower group rates.

**BALANCING WORK AND FAMILY** For many workers in the United States, balancing the demands of family and work is a significant challenge. While this balancing has always been a concern, the growth in the number of working women and dual-career couples has resulted in greater tensions for many workers. According to data from the U.S. Census Bureau, families and households today can be described as follows:

- The “traditional family” represents only 10% or less of today’s U.S. households.
- The number of households of married couples with no children living at home is growing and represents more households than those of married couples with children.
- Dual-career couples compose about 60% of all married couples, representing 30.3 million couples.
- Households headed by a single parent make up almost 30% of all families, with women heading most of these households.
- Single-parent households are less prevalent among whites than among other racial/ethnic groups.
- Seventy percent of all women with children under age six are in the workforce, and 60% of all women with children under age three are working.
- Both men and women are marrying at later ages, with the median age of first marriage for men about 27 and for women about 24.
- A majority of both men and women aged 18 to 24 still live with their parents or are considered dependents.

The decline of the traditional family and the increasing numbers of dual-career couples and working single parents place more stress on employees to balance family and work. For instance, many employees are less willing than in the past to accept relocations and transfers if it means sacrificing family or leisure time. Organizations that do get employees to relocate often must offer employment assistance for spouses. Such assistance can include contacting other employers, providing counseling and assistance in resume development, and hiring employment search firms to assist the relocated spouse. Additionally, balancing work and family concerns has particular career implications for
women, because women more than men tend to interrupt careers for child rearing.

To respond to these concerns employers are facing growing pressures to provide “family-friendly” policies and benefits. The assistance given by employers ranges from maintaining references on child-care providers to establishing on-site child-care and elder-care facilities. Also, employers must have HR policies that comply with legislation requiring many employers with at least 50 workers to provide up to 12 weeks of unpaid parental/family leave, as noted in the Family and Medical Leave Act.

Organizational Restructuring

Many organizations have restructured in the past few years in order to become more competitive. Also, mergers and acquisitions of firms in the same industries have been made to ensure global competitiveness. The “mega-mergers” in the banking, petroleum, and telecommunications industries have been very visible, but mergers and acquisitions of firms in many other industries have increased in recent years.

As part of the organizational changes, many organizations have “rightsized” either by (1) eliminating layers of managers, (2) closing facilities, (3) merging with other organizations, or (4) outplacing workers. A common transformation has been to flatten organizations by removing several layers of management and to improve productivity, quality, and service while also reducing costs. As a result, jobs are redesigned and people affected. One of the challenges that HR management faces with organizational restructuring is dealing with the human consequences of change. The human cost associated with downsizing has been much discussed in the popular press: a survivor’s mentality for those who remain, unfulfilled cost savings estimates, loss of loyalty, and many people looking for new jobs.

Whereas many large firms have cut jobs by reducing their workforces, many smaller firms have continued to create jobs. This is particularly true in high-technology industries, such as software development. These entrepreneurial firms are faced with growth, while trying to attract sufficient workers with flexible capabilities and to conserve financial resources. More discussion on HR’s role in organizational restructurings is found in Chapter 2, focusing on strategic HR planning. Consequently, in both large and small organizations the management of HR activities is crucial.

HR Management Activities

The central focus for HR management must be on contributing to organizational success. As Figure 1–4 depicts, key to enhancing organizational performance is ensuring that human resources activities support organizational efforts focusing on productivity, service, and quality.

- **Productivity:** As measured by the amount of output per employee, continuous improvement of productivity has become even more important as global competition has increased. The productivity of the human resources in an organization is affected significantly by management efforts, programs, and systems.
- **Quality:** The quality of products and services delivered significantly affects organizational success over the long term. If an organization gains a reputa-
tion for providing poor-quality products and services, it reduces its organizational growth and performance. An emphasis on quality requires continuous changes aimed at improving work processes. That need opens the door for reengineering the organizational work done by people. Customer value received and satisfaction become the bases for judging success, along with more traditional HR measures of performance and efficiency.

- **Service:** Because people frequently produce the products or services offered by an organization, HR management considerations must be included when identifying service blockages and redesigning operational processes. Involving all employees, not just managers, in problem solving often requires changes in corporate culture, leadership styles, and HR policies and practices.
To accomplish these goals, HR management is composed of several groups of interlinked activities. However, the performance of the HR activities must be done in the context of the organization, which is represented by the inner rings in Figure 1–4. Additionally, all managers with HR responsibilities must consider external environmental forces—such as legal, political, economic, social, cultural, and technological ones—when addressing these activities. These external considerations are especially important when HR activities must be managed internationally, as discussed in Chapter 4. The HR activities for which a brief overview follows are:

- HR Planning and Analysis
- Equal Employment Opportunity
- Staffing
- HR Development
- Compensation and Benefits
- Health, Safety, and Security
- Employee and Labor/Management Relations

**HR Planning and Analysis**

HR planning and analysis activities have several facets. Through *HR planning*, managers attempt to anticipate forces that will influence the future supply of and demand for employees. Having adequate *human resource information systems (HRIS)* to provide accurate and timely information for HR planning is crucial. The importance of human resources in organizational competitiveness must be addressed as well. As part of maintaining organizational competitiveness, HR analysis and assessment of *HR effectiveness* must occur. The internationalization of organizations has resulted in greater emphasis on *global HR management*. These topics are examined in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.

**Equal Employment Opportunity**

*Compliance* with equal employment opportunity (EEO) laws and regulations affects all other HR activities and is integral to HR management. For instance, strategic HR plans must ensure sufficient availability of a *diversity* of individuals to meet *affirmative action* requirements. In addition, when recruiting, selecting, and training individuals, all managers must be aware of EEO requirements. The nature of EEO compliance is discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

**Staffing**

The aim of staffing is to provide an adequate supply of qualified individuals to fill the jobs in an organization. By studying what workers do, *job analysis* is the foundation for the staffing function. From this, *job descriptions* and *job specifications* can be prepared to *recruit* applicants for job openings. The *selection* process is concerned with choosing the most qualified individuals to fill jobs in the organization. Staffing activities are discussed in Chapters 7, 8, and 9.

**HR Development**

Beginning with the *orientation* of new employees, HR training and development also includes *job-skill training*. As jobs evolve and change, ongoing *retraining* is nec-
necessary to accommodate technological changes. Encouraging development of all employees, including supervisors and managers, is necessary to prepare organizations for future challenges. Career planning identifies paths and activities for individual employees as they develop within the organization. Assessing how employees perform their jobs is the focus of performance management. Activities associated with HR development are examined in Chapters 10, 11, and 12.

**Compensation and Benefits**

Compensation rewards people for performing organizational work through pay, incentives, and benefits. Employers must develop and refine their basic wage and salary systems. Also, incentive programs such as gainsharing and productivity rewards are growing in usage. The rapid increase in the costs of benefits, especially health-care benefits, will continue to be a major issue. Compensation and benefits activities are discussed in Chapters 13, 14, and 15.

**Health, Safety, and Security**

The physical and mental health and safety of employees are vital concerns. The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA) has made organizations more responsive to health and safety concerns. The traditional concern for safety has focused on eliminating accidents and injuries at work. Additional concerns are health issues arising from hazardous work with certain chemicals and newer technologies. Through a broader focus on health, HR management can assist employees with substance abuse and other problems through employee assistance programs (EAP) in order to retain otherwise satisfactory employees. Employee wellness programs to promote good health and exercise are becoming more widespread.

Workplace security has grown in importance, in response to the increasing number of acts of workplace violence. HR management must ensure that managers and employees can work in a safe environment. Health, safety, and security activities are examined in Chapter 16.

**Employee and Labor/Management Relations**

The relationship between managers and their employees must be handled effectively if both the employees and the organization are to prosper together. Whether or not some of the employees are represented by a union, employee rights must be addressed. It is important to develop, communicate, and update HR policies and rules so that managers and employees alike know what is expected. In some organizations, union/management relations must be addressed as well. Activities associated with employee and labor/management relations are discussed in Chapters 16, 17, and 18.

**HR Management in Transition**

The field of HR management is undergoing transition because organizations themselves are changing. As a result, the terminology in the field is in transition. Traditionally called personnel departments, many of these entities have been renamed human resource departments. But more than the name has changed as HR management continues to be the “people” focus in organizations.
HR as Employee Advocate

Traditionally, HR has been viewed as the “employee advocate” in organizations. As the voice for employee concerns, HR professionals traditionally have been seen as “company morale officers” who do not understand the business realities of the organizations and do not contribute measurably to the strategic success of the business. Some have even suggested dismantling HR departments totally because they contribute little to the productivity and growth of organizations.

Despite this view, HR plays a valuable role as the “champion” for employees and employee issues. One example is the stress that many employees feel when balancing work and family pressures. HR professionals must be the advocate for employees, recognizing that they have other lives besides work, and ensuring that organizational policies and practices consider these pressures. Otherwise, in many cases, the organization loses valuable human resources who do not want to continue working in a “family-unfriendly” environment. Closely related, HR professionals spend considerable time on HR “crisis management” dealing with employee problems that are both work and non-work related.

Another facet of employee advocacy is to ensure that fair and equitable treatment is given to people regardless of their personal background or circumstances. Some entity inside the organization must monitor employee situations and respond to employee complaints about unfair treatment or inappropriate actions. Otherwise, employers would face even more lawsuits and regulatory complaints than they do now.

As HR management has changed, it has become clear that there is a need for HR to balance being the advocate for employees and being a business contributor. What this balancing means is that it is vital for HR professionals to represent employee issues and concerns in the organization. However, just being an effective employee advocate is not sufficient. Instead, the HR professionals must be strategic contributors, partners with operating managers, administratively efficient, and cost effective.

As Figure 1–5 depicts, HR management has three roles in organizations. The traditional administrative and operational roles of HR management have broadened to include more strategic facets. It should be emphasized that as HR roles shift to the right, the previous roles still must be met and the additional ones performed. Also, the continuum shows that the primary focus of HR as it becomes more strategic, changes to considerations with longer time horizons and the broader impact of HR decisions.

Administrative Role of HR Management

The administrative role of HR management is heavily oriented to processing and record keeping. Maintaining employee files and HR-related databases, processing employee benefits claims, answering questions about tuition and/or sick leave policies, and compiling and submitting required state and federal government reports are all examples of the administrative nature of HR management. These activities must be performed efficiently and promptly.

However, this role resulted in HR management in some organizations getting the reputation of paper shufflers who primarily tell managers and employees what cannot be done. If limited to the administrative role, HR staff are seen primarily as clerical and lower-level administrative contributors to the organization.
In some organizations these administrative functions are being outsourced to external providers, rather than being done inside the HR departments. Also, technology is being used to automate many of the administrative tasks. More about the outsourcing of HR administrative processes is discussed later in this chapter.

### Operational Role of HR Management

Operational activities are tactical in nature. Compliance with equal employment opportunity and other laws must be ensured, employment applications must be processed, current openings must be filled through interviews, supervisors must be trained, safety problems must be resolved, and wages and salaries must be administered. In short, a wide variety of the efforts performed typically are associated with coordinating the management of HR activities with the actions of managers and supervisors throughout the organization. This operational emphasis still exists in some organizations, partly because of individual limitations of HR staff members and partly because of top management’s resistance to an expanded HR role.

Typically, the operational role requires HR professionals to identify and implement operational programs and policies in the organization. They are the major implementors of the HR portion of organizational strategic plans developed by top management, rather than being deeply involved in developing those strategic plans.

### Strategic Role of HR Management

Organizational human resources have grown as a strategic emphasis because effective use of people in the organization can provide a competitive advantage, both
domestically and abroad. The strategic role of HR management emphasizes that the people in an organization are valuable resources representing significant organizational investments. For HR to play a strategic role it must focus on the longer-term implications of HR issues. How changing workforce demographics and workforce shortages will affect the organization, and what means will be used to address the shortages over time, are illustrations of the strategic role. The importance of this role has been the subject of extensive discussion recently in the field, and those discussions have emphasized the need for HR management to become a greater strategic contributor to the success of organizations.

**HR Management as Strategic Business Contributor**

One of the most important shifts in the emphasis of HR management in the past few years has been the recognition of HR as a strategic business contributor. Even organizations that are not-for-profit, such as governmental or social service entities, must manage their human resources as being valuable and in a “business-oriented” manner. Based upon the research and writings of a number of scholars, including David Ulrich of the University of Michigan, the importance of HR being a *strategic business partner* has been stressed. This emphasis has several facets to it.

**Enhancing Organizational Performance**

Organizational performance can be seen in how effectively the products or services of the organization are delivered to the customers. The human resources in organizations are the ones who design, produce, and deliver those services. Therefore, one goal of HR management is to establish activities that contribute to superior organizational performance. Only by doing so can HR professionals justify the claim that they contribute to the strategic success of the organization.

**INVolVEMENT IN STRATEGIC PLANNING** Integral to being a strategic partner is for HR to have “a seat at the table” when organizational strategic planning is being done. Strategically, then, human resources must be viewed in the same context as the financial, technological, and other resources that are managed in organizations. For instance, the strategic planning team at one consumer retailer was considering setting strategic goals to expand the number of stores by 25% and move geographically into new areas. The HR executive provided information on workforce availability and typical pay rates for each of the areas and recommended that the plans be scaled back due to tight labor markets for hiring employees at pay rates consistent with the financial plans being considered. This illustration of HR professionals participating in strategic planning is being seen more frequently in organizations today than in the past.

**DECISION MAKING ON MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS, AND DOWNSIZING** In many industries today, organizations are merging with or acquiring other firms. One prime illustration is the banking and financial services industry, in which combinations of banks have resulted in changes at Bank of America, Wells Fargo, Nations Bank, First Union, and others large and small. The merger of Chrysler and
Daimler-Benz has had significant implications for the automobile industry. Many other examples could be cited as well.

In all of these mergers and acquisitions there are numerous HR issues associated with combined organizational cultures and operations. If they are viewed as strategic contributors, HR professionals will participate in the discussions prior to top management making final decisions. For example, in a firm with 1,000 employees, the Vice-President of Human Resources spends one week in any firm that is proposed for merger or acquisition to determine if the “corporate cultures” of the two entities are compatible. Two potential acquisitions that were viable financially were not made because he determined that the organizations would not mesh well and that some talented employees in both organizations probably would quit. But according to one survey of 88 companies, this level of involvement by HR professionals is unusual. That study found that less than one-third of those involved in mergers surveyed have adequately considered HR issues.18

REDESIGNING ORGANIZATIONS AND WORK PROCESSES It is well established in the strategic planning process that organization structure follows strategic planning. The implication of this concept is that changes in the organization structure and how work is divided into jobs should become the vehicles for the organization to drive toward its strategic plans and goals.

A complete understanding of strategic sources of competitive advantages for human resources must include analyses of the internal strengths and weaknesses of the human resources in an organization. Those in HR management must be the ones working with operating executives and managers to revise the organization and its components. Ulrich likens this need to that of being an organizational architect. He suggests that HR managers should function much as architects do when redesigning existing buildings.19 In this role HR professionals prepare new ways to align the organization and its work with the strategic thrust of each business unit.

ENSURING FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY FOR HR RESULTS A final part of the HR management link to organizational performance is to demonstrate on a continuing basis that HR activities and efforts contribute to the financial results of the organization.20 Traditionally, HR was seen as activity-oriented, focusing on what was done, rather than what financial costs and benefits resulted from HR efforts. For instance, in one firm the HR director reported every month to senior management how many people were hired and how many had left the organization. However, the senior managers were becoming increasingly concerned about how long employment openings were vacant and the high turnover rate in customer service jobs. A new HR director was hired who conducted a study that documented the cost of losing customer service representatives. The HR director then requested funds to raise wages for customer service representatives and also implemented an incentive program for those employees. Also, a new customer service training program was developed. After one year the HR director was able to document net benefits of $150,000 in reduction of turnover and lower hiring costs for customer service representatives.

In the past HR professionals justified their existence by counting activities and tasks performed. To be strategic contributors, HR professionals must measure what their activities produce as organizational results, specifically as a return on the investments in human resources.21 HR management that focuses on high-performance work practices has been linked to better financial performance of the organization.22
This shift to being a strategic business contributor requires that all HR activities be examined and justified as producing results and value for the organization. Figure 1–6 indicates the HR priorities according to a recent survey of HR executives. For instance, training must be justified by the increase in capabilities of employees and the value that training produces in greater organizational results. In summary, HR must justify its existence as an organizational contributor, and not just a cost center.

Expanding Human Capital

Another goal for those focusing on HR management, as well as operating executives and managers, is to enhance the human capital of the organization. Human capital is the total value of human resources to the organization. Also sometimes referred to as intellectual capital, it is composed of the people in the organization and what capabilities they have and can utilize in their jobs.

A critical part of expanding human capital is to utilize the talents of all people inside the organization and to bring in the best from the diverse population outside. Due to the shifting demographics in the workforce, HR management must be built to maximize the capabilities of all the diverse human resources. Thus, HR professionals must be those who ensure that all people, regardless of their life circumstances or backgrounds, are provided opportunities to develop their capabilities.

ATTRACTING AND RETAINING HUMAN RESOURCES

As strategic business contributors, HR professionals must ensure an adequate supply of people with the capabilities needed to fill organizational jobs. Various experts on human capital have predicted a skills shortage for U.S. organizations that would hurt their competitive edge unless more investment is made in human capital. If that trend spreads as predicted, being able to attract people to the organization with the requisite capabilities currently requires more planning and creative implementation than in the past. For instance, at a computer software firm, growth is being limited by shortages of programmers and systems analysts. The company plans to open a new facility in another state so that a different labor market can be tapped, and the HR director heads up the site-selection team.
As the HR Perspective indicates, in many geographic locations in the United States and in many occupations, it is difficult to find sufficient qualified workers with the necessary capabilities. Truck drivers, welders, computer software engineers, legal assistants, and many others are just some jobs for which difficulty in recruiting has occurred. In many geographic locales in the United States, the official unemployment rate has been below 3%, which creates more staffing pressures.

To meet the staffing challenges, HR professionals are using a greater number of options. Traditionally, work was done by people who were employees. Increasingly today, work is done by independent contract workers, consultants, temporary workers, and others who are not employees of organizations. Developing policies, negotiating contracts, evaluating staffing suppliers, and monitoring work performance of these non-employees requires a broader role than when all workers are employees.

But recruiting and selecting new employees is only part of the challenge. The HR activities in organizations must be revised in order to retain employees. For every employee who does not leave the organization for a new job elsewhere, that is one less employee who has to be recruited from outside. Therefore, significant emphasis is being placed on keeping existing employees and providing growth opportunities for them.

**HR PERSPECTIVE**

Workforce Availability—Tight Now and Getting Worse

Michael Ottenweller can tell you about the tight labor market—first-hand. His family-owned metal fabrication business in Fort Wayne, Indiana, has turned down contracts with Caterpillar ranging in value from $3 to $6 million. He had no choice—he simply could not find enough workers to do the jobs. In fact, throughout the midwestern United States the low unemployment rate has resulted in many job openings going unfilled. Consequently, some slowing of economic growth has begun.

To find clear evidence that a workforce shortage exists, one need go no farther than many shopping malls, grocery stores, or other retail stores. The jobs available in the retail industry typically pay less and are less exciting than jobs in some other industries. As a result, retail employees are being recruited by high-technology firms offering more money, better benefits, and different work. The void in staffing retail businesses can be painfully apparent to customers who have to wait for service or who find clerks with little knowledge of merchandise.

But perhaps no segment of the economy has felt the workforce shortage more than the trucking industry. The amount of truck freight is growing rapidly and is projected to continue to increase through 2004. The industry needs from 300,000 to 500,000 new drivers each year. Turnover rates range from 80% to 200%. In many trucking firms drivers regularly jump to competitors for more money. Working conditions such as spending up to 14 days on the road, sleeping in a truck, and rarely being home do not appeal to many workers. It is estimated that 50,000 truckers leave the industry each year and 300,000 switch jobs within the industry. Increasingly tight deadlines, only five hours of sleep per night, and employer monitoring of rigs on the road by satellite make drivers less satisfied with jobs that used to appeal to freedom-loving “knights of the road.” With the increased demand for drivers has come the inevitable upward pressure on wages. Starting annual salaries average $34,000 and many companies pay $55,000 or above for experienced drivers. Special retention bonuses, safety incentives, and other strategies are being used to attract and retain drivers.

In many other industries availability of sufficient workers with the necessary capabilities and experience is a problem as well. Based on current population and workforce projections, the worker shortages appear likely to grow in future years.
DEVELOPING HUMAN RESOURCE CAPABILITIES  The human capital in organizations is valuable because of the capabilities that the people have. As part of the strategic role, HR managers are often seen as responsible for expanding the capabilities of the human resources in an organization. Currently, considerable emphasis is being focused on the competencies that the employees in the organization have and will need for the organization to grow in the future.

HR management must lead in developing the competencies that employees have in several ways. First, the needed capabilities must be identified and linked to the work done in the organization. This identification often requires active cooperation between HR professionals and operating managers. Next, the capabilities of each employee much be assessed. This approach requires that the competencies and depth of those competencies be identified. For example, in a firm with 100 employees, the HR director is developing career plans and succession charts to determine if the firm has sufficient human resources to operate and manage the 70% growth it expects over the upcoming four years.

Once the comparison of the “gap” between capabilities needed in the organization and those existing in employees is identified, then training and development activities must be designed. The focus throughout is providing guidance to employees and creating awareness of career growth possibilities within the organization. For many individuals, continuing to enhance their capabilities and knowing that there are growth opportunities in the organization may lead to greater job satisfaction and longer employment with that organization.

IDENTIFYING AND REWARDING PERFORMANCE  The formal reward systems in organizations must be aligned with the strategic goals for the organization. It is important that the human capital in organizations be rewarded competitively for their capabilities. Currently, many organizations are emphasizing compensation based on individual, team, and organizational performance.

If performance is going to be emphasized, then the means of identifying employee performance must be developed or reviewed. This is particularly true when employees work in teams or if their supervisors and managers are located elsewhere.

Once employee performance has been measured, it must be linked to compensation programs. Unlike traditional compensation programs that provide “cost-of-living” or other across-the-board pay increases, HR is having to develop and implement more performance-oriented reward programs. In this regard they are having to serve as agents of change because of the increasing complexity of compensation issues.

Base pay for many jobs and fields has increased faster due to worker shortages than pay structures have increased in organizations. This imbalance has affected employee retention, and has required HR professionals to develop more and different compensation programs tailored to the demands of different employee groups and business unit realities.

There has been a significant increase in variable pay programs, such as gain-sharing, team-based incentives, and others. These programs link rewards directly to organizational performance goals, so that the compensation system is integrally linked to the strategic objectives and results of the organization. Benefit programs also have had to become more varied and cost-effective as well.
Delivering Cost-Effective Compliance Systems

The third part of HR management being a strategic business contributor is to deliver HR services and activities in a cost-effective manner that ensures compliance with applicable laws and regulations. Figure 1–7 indicates that there has been a mismatch between the way HR professionals have allocated their efforts and what contributes value for the organization. Based on a study of HR’s role in organizations, the study results show that the greatest amount of time and costs of HR management are concentrated at the administrative level. However, HR management adds the greatest value at the strategic level, and the administrative activities produce a limited value for the organization. Two aspects that must be considered in this area are legal compliance and administrative systems.

ENSURING LEGAL COMPLIANCE Over the past thirty years numerous laws and regulations have been enacted at national, state, and local levels. Every year these regulations have been expanded due to regulatory actions and judicial decisions. As a result, considerable time and effort must be spent by HR professionals and other managers in organizations ensuring that compliance with HR-related laws and regulations occurs. Just to name a few, consider the following areas that must be managed daily by HR staff members.

- Equal employment
- Sexual harassment prevention
- Health benefit portability
- Pension compliance reporting
- Family/medical leaves
- Safety and health management
- Union contract grievances
- Disability accommodations

The role of HR is to ensure that the organization and its managers and employees know of these regulations, and that HR management reduces the legal liabilities and complies with the myriad regulations. With more and more people willing to file lawsuits, and more government enforcement agencies inspecting HR practices in organizations, it is crucial that HR management be done in ways that reduce the legal exposures faced by the organization.

LOGGING ON . . .
Employment Laws Assistance for Workers and Small Business (elaws)
Contains an interactive system to help employers and employees understand and comply with numerous employment laws enforced by U.S. Department of Labor.
http://www.dol.gov/elaws/

FIGURE 1–7 Cost of HR vs. Value Added of HR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR Costs</th>
<th>HR Value Added</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic (planning)</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational (service delivery)</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative (record keeping and compliance)</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DEMONSTRATING ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY  A final part of HR management is to deliver HR services and activities in a cost-effective and timely manner. Many HR professionals are aware that there is too much “administrivia” affecting HR. One study of senior-level HR executives found that 59% of their time is spent on administrative matters, and only 6% is spent on strategic issues with the remainder being operational in nature. But the HR executives indicated that they would rather spend only 6% on administration and 92% on strategy. Three trends in this area are currently affecting HR delivery systems.

First is the growing use of information systems to replace the manual record keeping and processing of HR data. There are numerous federal, state, and local laws requiring that organizations keep many different records on employees. The requirements are so varied that it is difficult to identify exactly what should be kept and for how long. Generally records relating to employment, work schedules, wages, performance appraisals, merit and seniority systems, and affirmative action programs should be kept by all employers who are subject to provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Other records may be required on issues related to EEO, OSHA, or the Age Discrimination Act. The most commonly required retention time for such records is three years. Throughout the book, details on the most important laws and regulations are presented in appropriate content sections.

Second, rather than HR information being centrally processed and controlled, it has been more dispersed, so that managers and employees can access HR data themselves. The distribution of HR information has changed dramatically as a result of the widespread usage of e-mail, the Internet, distributed information processing, and other technology. However, with wider access has come the need for greater security to protect employee privacy of certain types of data and to preserve the integrity of the data from improper alteration.

A third trend is the growing use of outsourcing of HR activities. Increasingly, HR departmental functions are being examined to determine if outside providers can perform them more efficiently and at lower cost than when done internally. Figure 1–8 indicates the HR activities for which outsourcing has occurred or is likely to occur. Not reflected in those figures is the large number of employers that have outsourced payroll administration, which is often done by HR or accounting staff members.

In summary, HR professionals must cost-justify their existence and administratively deliver HR activities efficiently and responsively. Otherwise, HR management is seen as a cost center that does not produce results for the organization.

Managing HR Activities

Managers and supervisors throughout organizations are responsible for the effective use of all the resources available to them. Therefore, effective management of the human resources is integral to any manager’s job, whether as a hospital head nurse, assistant manager in a retail store, director of engineering, or president of a nonprofit agency.

Moreover, cooperation among people who specialize in HR and other managers is critical to organizational success, especially when global operations are involved. This cooperation requires contact, or interface, between the HR unit and managers within the organization. These points of contact represent the “boundaries” that determine who does what in the various HR activities. In
organizations, decisions must be made to manage “people-related” activities; they cannot be left to chance.

Figure 1–9 illustrates how some of the responsibilities in the process of selection interviewing might be divided between the HR unit and other managers. A possible division of HR responsibilities is outlined throughout the book, illustrating HR responsibilities in a particular area and who typically performs what portion of them. These are not attempts to indicate “the one way” all organizations should perform HR activities but are simply illustrations of how these activities can be divided. For example, in one medium-sized bank, all new non-management employees are hired by the HR department. In another equally successful company, applicants are screened by the HR department, but the new employees actually are selected by the supervisors for whom they will work.

In smaller organizations without separate HR departments, cooperation among managers at different levels and in different departments also is essential if HR activities are to be performed well. For instance, in a small distribution firm hiring a new sales representative, the sales manager coordinates with the office supervisor, who may place a recruiting ad in a local newspaper, respond to telephone inquiries about the job from interested applicants, and conduct a telephone screening interview.
Before 1900, improving the working life of individuals was a major concern of reformers. Some employees attempted to start unions or strike for improved conditions. However, HR management as a specialized function in organizations began its formal emergence shortly before 1900. Before that time, most hiring, firing, training, and pay-adjustment decisions were made by individual supervisors. Also, the scientific management studies conducted by Frederick W. Taylor and others, beginning in 1885, helped management identify ways to make work more efficient and less fatiguing, thus increasing worker productivity.

As organizations grew larger, many managerial functions such as purchasing and personnel began to be performed by specialists. The growth of organizations also led to the establishment of the first personnel departments about 1910. Work by individuals such as Frank and Lillian Gilbreth dealt with task design and efficiency. The Hawthorne Studies, conducted by Elton Mayo in the mid-1920s, revealed the impact of work groups on individual workers. Ultimately, these studies led to the development and use of employee counseling and testing in industry.

### 1930s to 1950s
In the 1930s, the passage of several major labor laws, such as the National Labor Relations Act of 1935, led to the growth of unions. The importance of collective bargaining and union/management relations following the labor unions’ rise to power in the 1940s and 1950s expanded the responsibilities of the personnel area in many organizations, especially those in manufacturing, utilities, and transportation. Such work as keeping payroll and retirement records, arranging stockholder visits, managing school relations, and organizing company picnics was often the major role of personnel departments. The role of the HR department in the organization as a staff function to support operational (line) departments expanded during this period, and line/staff issues grew to influence HR departments in the following decades.

### 1960s to 1980s
Increased legal requirements and constraints arising from the social legislation of the 1960s and 1970s forced dramatic changes in the HR
departments of most organizations. HR departments had to become much more professional and more concerned about the legal ramifications of policies and practices. Also, organizations took a new look at employee involvement and quality of work as a result of concerns about the impact of automation and job design on worker productivity.

During the 1980s, the strategic role of HR management became essential as organizations reduced staff, closed plants, or “restructured.” Outplacing employees and retraining the rest became prime concerns of HR departments. Containing the costs of health-care benefits also grew in importance.

1990s During the 1990s, organizational restructuring continued. A study of HR executives involved in reengineering the HR management in their companies found that the traditional HR function began shifting its emphases. As Figure 1–10 indicates, the HR managers of the future will need to be more strategic and proactive.

Changing demographics and increasing shortages of workers with the needed capabilities have grown in importance. Related to the demographic shifts, HR management has had to address the issues and implications of workforce diversity. Both the outsourcing of HR activities and the computerization of the administrative aspects of HR activities, even in small firms, have received attention as well. Finally, growth in issues involving employee rights, such as drug testing and smoking restrictions, are affecting how HR activities are managed.

**FIGURE 1–10 Shifts in HR Management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional HR Function</th>
<th>Emerging HR Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Focus</td>
<td>Strategic Focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Proactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate and Isolated</td>
<td>Key Part of Key Part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from Company Mission</td>
<td>of Organizational Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Focus</td>
<td>Service Focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Organization</td>
<td>Process-Based Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with Vertical Lines of Authority</td>
<td>• Generalists with horizontal responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Corporate team of specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People as Expenses</td>
<td>People as Investments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1-11 Sample HR Unit Structure

- Director of Human Resources
  - HR Administrative Assistant
    - Employment Manager
      - Employment Specialist
      - EEO Coordinator
    - Compensation & Benefits Manager
      - Compensation Specialist
      - Employment Records Processor
    - Training & Development Manager
      - Benefits Coordinator
      - Training Specialist
    - Employee Relations Manager
      - Safety Specialist
      - Employee Relations Representative
      - Benefits Clerk
Organizing the HR Unit

HR management as an organizational function traditionally was viewed as a staff function. Staff functions provide advisory, control, or support services to the line functions. Line functions are those portions of the organization directly concerned with operations resulting in products or services. Line authority gives people the right to make decisions regarding their part of the workflow; however, traditional staff authority only gives people the right to advise the line managers who will make the decisions.

Two different organizational arrangements that include an HR department are common. In one structure the HR function reports directly to the CEO, which is likely to result in greater status and access to the strategy-making process in organizations. Another structure that is still frequently found has the head of the HR unit reporting to the Vice President of Finance/Administration. This structure often leads to HR being focused more on operational and administrative issues.

Within the HR unit, it is common to structure jobs around the major HR activities. Figure 1–11 shows a typical HR department organization for a firm with no workers represented by unions.

A wide variety of jobs can be performed in HR departments. As a firm grows large enough to need someone to focus primarily on HR activities, the role of the HR generalist emerges—that is, a person who has responsibility for performing a variety of HR activities. Further growth leads to adding HR specialists who have in-depth knowledge and expertise in a limited area. Intensive knowledge of an activity such as benefits, testing, training, or affirmative action compliance typifies the work of HR specialists.

**HR MANAGEMENT COSTS** As an organization grows, so does the need for a separate HR department, especially in today’s climate of increasing emphasis on human resources. As might be expected, the number of HR-unit employees needed to serve 800 employees is not significantly different from the number needed to serve 2,800 employees. The same activities simply must be provided for more people. Consequently, the cost per employee of having an HR department is greater in organizations with fewer than 250 employees, as Figure 1–12 shows.

Two HR management trends are evident today in a growing number of organizations. One is the decentralization of HR activities and the other is outsourcing of HR activities.

**DECENTRALIZING HR ACTIVITIES** How HR activities are coordinated and structured varies considerably from organization to organization. Many organizations have centralized HR departments, whereas these departments are decentralized throughout other organizations.

Centralization and decentralization are the end points on a continuum. Organizations are seldom totally centralized or decentralized. The degree to which authority to make HR decisions is concentrated or dispersed determines the amount of decentralization that exists. With centralization, HR decision-making authority/responsibility is concentrated upward in the organization; whereas with decentralization HR decision-making authority/responsibility is distributed downward throughout the organization. How large an HR staff is or should be, or the extent of centralized or decentralized HR decision-making in organizations, is determined by many factors: culture of the organization, management style of the executives, geographic location, industry patterns, extent of unionization, and others.
What is occurring in some organizations is that HR activities are being aligned more with the specific business needs of individual operating entities and subsidiaries. The result is the shrinking of the staff in a centralized HR department for an entire organization. For instance, a financial services company has six different subsidiaries. Each subsidiary has its own HR director and HR staff; and compensation, training, and employment are all handled by the HR professionals in each of the strategic business units. The only centralized HR activities are benefits design and administration, human resource information systems design and administration, and equal employment compliance reporting and monitoring. In this way the HR central and administrative functions can be centralized for efficiency, while also allowing each business unit to develop and tailor its HR practices to its own needs.

Even smaller organizations are decentralizing HR activities. In one hospital with about 800 employees, four HR representatives are designated for different sections of the hospital. These individuals are the primary contact for all HR needs of managers and employees in the various hospital departments. The only centralized HR functions are those mentioned earlier. The Vice President of Human Resources serves primarily as a strategist with the CEO and other senior-level managers. As a result of this shift, the hospital has had to train the HR professionals who specialized in an HR function such as employment to become HR generalists. In this way the HR “partnership” with operating managers has become stronger.
In a growing number of organizations, various HR activities are being outsourced to outside providers and consultants. The HR Perspective discusses research done on HR outsourcing.

Outsourcing some HR activities can be beneficial for organizations for several reasons. First, the contractor is likely to maintain more current systems and processes, so that the employer does not have to keep buying new items, such as computer software, programs, and hardware. Also, many contractors have special expertise that is unavailable to HR managers in smaller organizations, whose time and experience both may be limited. A major benefit is to reduce HR payroll costs and shift activities to the outsourcing contractor. This shift means that the HR department has fewer people and more flexibility in changing its structure and operations as organizational changes require.

But outsourcing HR activities has some disadvantages also. First, the success of outsourcing rests in the competence of the outside vendor. Having a contract that identifies what will be done and what continuing support will be provided is crucial. Obviously, selecting an outsider who fails to provide good services or results reflects negatively on the HR staff in the organization. Second, some concerns exist about “losing control” by utilizing outsourcing. When data are available from and services are provided by an outsider, the HR staff may feel less important and more anxious because they do not have as much access and control. This concern can be partially addressed by clearly identifying the outsourcing relationship. In addition, sometimes outsourcing may cost more than providing some HR activities in-house, particularly if the contract is not clear on a variety of factors. In summary, there definitely are risks associated with outsourcing, but there are distinct advantages as well. Detailed analyses should be done by HR managers before outsourcing occurs, followed by periodic evaluations.

---

**Research on HR Outsourcing**

Outsourcing of HR management activities has grown in recent years. In a research study published in *Human Resource Planning*, Scott Lever surveyed HR executives to identify HR outsourcing trends and reasons that outsourcing decisions were made. The 69 HR professionals surveyed who were using outsourcing were primarily in light manufacturing and service industry firms. The greatest amounts of outsourcing were in the areas of payroll, benefits, recruiting, and training. However, there was limited outsourcing of compensation activities.

The primary reasons given for outsourcing some HR activities were to outsource processes in which the organization had limited internal investments in systems and where there was significant variation in workload levels during the year. Those factors were especially evident in the outsourcing of payroll and benefits. For outsourcing of training and recruiting, the primary reasons were to respond to rapidly changing needs and provide special technical expertise.

Overall, outsourcing was seen by the HR executives surveyed as being beneficial to tapping external expertise in areas where HR practices and challenges are shifting rapidly. Also, being able to use outsourcing to obtain skilled assistance in training and recruiting was especially noted. Finally, the degree to which human resource information systems (HRIS) are outsourced was found to be a concern if they were not coordinated well with other HR activities, whether performed inside or outsourced.

**Outsourcing Activities**

In a growing number of organizations, various HR activities are being outsourced to outside providers and consultants. The HR Perspective discusses research done on HR outsourcing.

Outsourcing some HR activities can be beneficial for organizations for several reasons. First, the contractor is likely to maintain more current systems and processes, so that the employer does not have to keep buying new items, such as computer software, programs, and hardware. Also, many contractors have special expertise that is unavailable to HR managers in smaller organizations, whose time and experience both may be limited. A major benefit is to reduce HR payroll costs and shift activities to the outsourcing contractor. This shift means that the HR department has fewer people and more flexibility in changing its structure and operations as organizational changes require.

But outsourcing HR activities has some disadvantages also. First, the success of outsourcing rests in the competence of the outside vendor. Having a contract that identifies what will be done and what continuing support will be provided is crucial. Obviously, selecting an outsider who fails to provide good services or results reflects negatively on the HR staff in the organization. Second, some concerns exist about “losing control” by utilizing outsourcing. When data are available from and services are provided by an outsider, the HR staff may feel less important and more anxious because they do not have as much access and control. This concern can be partially addressed by clearly identifying the outsourcing relationship. In addition, sometimes outsourcing may cost more than providing some HR activities in-house, particularly if the contract is not clear on a variety of factors. In summary, there definitely are risks associated with outsourcing, but there are distinct advantages as well. Detailed analyses should be done by HR managers before outsourcing occurs, followed by periodic evaluations.

**Logging on...**

Outsourcing

General information on starting a company outsourcing program is available from the Outsourcing Institute at http://www.outsourcing.com
Ethics and HR Management

As the issues faced by HR managers have increased in number and complexity, so have the pressures and challenges of acting ethically. Ethical issues pose fundamental questions about fairness, justice, truthfulness, and social responsibility. Concerns have been raised about the ethical standards used by managers and employees, particularly those in business organizations.

It appears that the concerns are well-founded, if the results of one study of 1,300 employees and managers in multiple industries is an indication. About 48% of those surveyed admit engaging in unethical behavior at work. Some of the most frequently mentioned items were cheating on expense accounts, paying or accepting bribes and kickbacks, forging signatures, and lying about sick leave.35

WHAT IS ETHICAL BEHAVIOR? Ethics deals with what “ought” to be done. For the HR manager, there are ethical ways in which the manager ought to act relative to a given human resource issue. However, determining specific actions is not always easy. Ethical issues in management, including HR issues, often have five dimensions:36

- **Extended consequences:** Ethical decisions have consequences beyond the decisions themselves. Closing a plant and moving it to another location to avoid unionization of a workforce has an impact on the affected workers, their families, the community, and other businesses.
- **Multiple alternatives:** Various alternatives exist in most decision-making situations, so the issue may involve how far to “bend” rules. For example, deciding how much flexibility to offer employees with family problems, while denying other employees similar flexibility, may require considering various alternatives.
- **Mixed outcomes:** Decisions with ethical dimensions often involve weighing some beneficial outcomes against some negative ones. For example, preserving the jobs of some workers in a plant might require eliminating the jobs of others. The result would be a mix of negative and positive outcomes for the organization and the affected employees.
- **Uncertain consequences:** The consequences of decisions with ethical dimensions often are not known. Should employees’ personal lifestyles or family situations eliminate them from promotion even though they clearly are the most qualified candidates?
- **Personal effects:** Ethical decisions often affect the personal lives of employees, their families, and others. Allowing foreign customers to dictate that they will not have a female or minority sales representative call on them may help with the business relationship short term, but what are the effects on the employees denied career opportunities?

RESPONDING TO ETHICAL SITUATIONS To respond to situations with ethical elements, the following guides are suggested for thought:37

- Does the behavior or result achieved comply with all **applicable laws, regulations, and government codes**?
- Does the behavior or result achieved comply with all **organizational standards** of ethical behavior?
- Does the behavior or result achieved comply with **professional standards** of ethical behavior?
What the preceding three points make clear is that just complying with the laws does not guarantee ethical behavior. Laws and regulations cannot cover every situation that HR professionals and employees will face. Instead, people must be guided by values and personal behavior “codes,” but employers have a role to play through HR management.38 A code of ethics adopted for HR professionals by the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) is reproduced in the accompanying HR Perspective.

**ETHICAL ISSUES IN HR MANAGEMENT**  
HR professionals regularly are faced with ethical issues.39 According to a study by SHRM and the Ethics Resource Center, a majority of the HR professionals surveyed indicated that they had seen unethical workplace conduct in the previous year. The most common unethical incidents by employees were lying to supervisors, employee drug or alcohol abuse, and falsification of records. Almost half of the HR professionals also indicated that their organization had pressured them to compromise their own ethical standards in order to meet financial, scheduling, or other operational goals.40

With HR management in an international environment, other ethical pressures arise. Such practices as gift giving and hiring vary in other countries, and some of those practices would not be accepted as ethical in the United States. Consequently, all managers, including HR managers, must deal with ethical issues and be sensitive to how they interplay with HR activities. One way to address ethical issues in organizations is to conduct training of executives, managers, and employees. Training of managers and employees in ethics compliance has been found to reduce the incidence of ethical problems.41

---

**HR PERSPECTIVE**

**SHRM Code of Ethics**

As a member of the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), I pledge myself to:

- Maintain the highest standards of professional and personal conduct.
- Strive for personal growth in the field of human resource management.
- Support the Society’s goals and objectives for developing the human resource management profession.
- Encourage my employer to make the fair and equitable treatment of all employees a primary concern.
- Strive to make my employer profitable both in monetary terms and through the support and encouragement of effective employment practices.
- Instill in the employees and the public a sense of confidence about the conduct and intentions of my employer.
- Maintain loyalty to my employer and pursue its objectives in ways that are consistent with the public interest.
- Uphold all laws and regulations relating to my employer’s activities.
- Refrain from using my official positions, either regular or volunteer, to secure special privilege, gain or benefit for myself.
- Maintain the confidentiality of privileged information.
- Improve public understanding of the role of human resource management.

This Code of Ethics for members of the Society for Human Resource Management has been adopted to promote and maintain the highest standards of personal conduct and professional standards among its members. Adherence to this code is required for membership in the Society and serves to assure public confidence in the integrity and service of human resource management professionals.

Source: Society for Human Resource Management, used with permission.
The complete study of ethics is philosophical, complex, and beyond the scope of this book. The intent here is to highlight ethical aspects of HR management. Various ethical issues in HR management are highlighted throughout the text as well.

HR Management Competencies and Careers

As HR management has become more and more complex, greater demands are placed on individuals who make the HR field their career specialty. Although most readers of this book will not become HR managers, it is important that they know about the competencies required for those choosing HR as a career field.

Changes in the HR field are leading to changes in the competencies and capabilities of individuals concentrating on HR management. The development of broader competencies by HR professionals will ensure that HR management plays a strategic role in organizational success. One study by SHRM found that HR professionals must have core competencies, level-specific competencies, and role-specific competencies. Based on these and other studies and surveys, it appears that three sets of capabilities are important for HR professionals:

- Knowledge of business and organization
- Influence and change management
- Specific HR knowledge and expertise

Knowledge of Business and Organization

HR professionals must have knowledge of the organization and its strategies if they are to contribute strategically. This knowledge also means that they must have understanding of the financial, technological, and other facets of the industry and the organization. As illustration, in some organizations the top HR executive jobs are being filled by individuals who have been successful operations managers, but have never worked in HR. The thinking behind such a move is that good strategic business managers can rely on the HR specialists reporting to them, while bringing a performance-oriented, strategic view of HR management to the top of the organization. In other organizations, top HR managers have come up through HR specialities, and have demonstrated that they understand broader business and strategic realities, not just HR management functional issues.

Influence and Change Management

Another key capability that HR professionals need is to be able to influence others and guide changes in organizations. Given the myriad HR-related changes affecting today’s organizations, HR professionals must be able to influence others. One study at Eli Lilly and Company found that influencing through relationship building, leadership, and effective communication are important HR competencies.

Specific HR Knowledge and Expertise

The idea that “liking to work with people” is the major qualification necessary for success in HR is one of the greatest myths about the field. It ignores the techni-
cal knowledge and education needed. Depending on the job, HR professionals may need considerable knowledge about tax laws, finance, statistics, or computers. In all cases, they need extensive knowledge about equal employment opportunity regulations and wage/hour regulations. The body of knowledge of the HR field, as used by the Human Resource Certification Institute (HRCI), is contained in Appendix A. This outline reveals the breadth and depth of knowledge necessary for HR professionals. Additionally, those who want to succeed in the field must update their knowledge continually. Reading HR publications, such as those listed in Appendix C, is one way to do this.

PROFESSIONAL INVOLVEMENT The broad range of issues faced by HR professionals has made involvement in professional associations and organizations important. For HR generalists, the largest organization is the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM). Public-sector HR professionals tend to be concentrated in the International Personal Management Association (IPMA). Other major functional specialty HR organizations exist, such as the International Association for Human Resource Information Management (IHRIM), the American Compensation Association (ACA), and the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD). A listing of major HR-related associations and organizations is contained in Appendix B.

CERTIFICATION One of the characteristics of a professional field is having a means to certify the knowledge and competence of members of the profession. The C.P.A. for accountants and the C.L.U. for life insurance underwriters are well-known examples. The most well-known certification program for HR generalists is administered by the Human Resource Certification Institute (HRCI), which is affiliated with SHRM. The program has seen significant growth in the number of those certified in the 1990s. Over 12,000 HR professionals annually sit for the HRCI exam now, compared with 3,000 in the early 1990s. Currently over 30,000 HRCI certified individuals are active in the HR field.45

Increasingly, employers hiring or promoting HR professionals are requesting certification as a “plus.” One survey of HR professionals found that about two-thirds of them felt that HR certification gave them more credibility with corporate peers and senior managers.46 Certification by HRCI is available at two levels; and both levels have education and experience requirements.

Additional certification programs exist for both specialists and generalists sponsored by other organizations. For specialists, here are some of the most well-known programs:

- Certified Compensation Professional (CCP), sponsored by the American Compensation Association
- Certified Employee Benefits Specialist (CEBS), sponsored by the International Foundation of Employee Benefits Plans
- Certified Benefits Professional (CBP), sponsored by the American Compensation Association
- Certified Safety Professional (CSP), sponsored by the Board of Certified Safety Professionals
- Occupational Health and Safety Technologist (OHST), given by the American Board of Industrial Hygiene and the Board of Certified Safety Professionals

LOGGING ON . . .
SHRM This site contains HR News On-Line and information on all of the services and products available through the Society for Human Resource Management.
http://www.shrm.org
Summary

- HR management is concerned with formal systems in organizations to ensure the effective and efficient use of human talent to accomplish organizational goals.
- HR challenges faced by managers and organizations include economic and technological changes, workforce availability and quality concerns, demographics and diversity, and organizational restructuring.
- HR management activities can be grouped as follows: HR planning and analysis, equal employment opportunity compliance, staffing, HR development, compensation and benefits, health, safety and security, and employee and labor/management relations.
- HR management must perform three roles: administrative, operational, and strategic.
- It is important for HR management to be a strategic business contributor in organizations.
- To enhance organizational performance, HR management must be involved in strategic plans and decision making, participate in redesigning organizations and work processes, and demonstrate financial accountability for results.
- Expanding human capital requires HR management to develop means to attract and retain human resources, develop their capabilities, and identify and reward performance.
- Decentralization and outsourcing are being utilized more frequently in the management of HR units than they were in past years.
- Ethical behavior is crucial in HR management, and a number of HR ethical issues are regularly being faced by HR professionals.
- HR as a career field requires maintaining current knowledge in HR management.
- Professional certification has grown in importance for HR generalists and specialists.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. How have some of the HR challenges listed in the chapter affected organizations at which you have worked?
2. What are the seven major sets of HR activities, and what activities fall within each set?
3. Why is it important for HR management to evolve from the administrative and operational roles to the strategic one?
4. To be a strategic business contributor, HR management must enhance organizational performance, expand human capital, and be cost-effective. Discuss how HR professionals must balance the competing demands made on them.
5. Discuss the following statement: “In many ways, all managers are and must be HR managers.”
6. What do you see as the most interesting part of HR as a career field?

Terms to Know

HR generalist 27
HR specialist 27
human capital 18
Human Resource (HR) management 4
interfaces 22
Using the Internet

Outsourcing

Assume that you are the HR Manager for a large company. Department managers are requesting information on outsourcing non-core functions in their departments. Prepare a general memo to all department managers. In this memo, include what outsourcing is, the benefits of outsourcing, and the three phases involved in the outsourcing process.

Log onto the web site mentioned earlier in this chapter (see “Outsourcing HR Activities”) to assist you with writing this memo. The site is from the Outsourcing Institute at: http://www.outsourcing.com.

CASE

Remedy for HR Management

HR management is contributing to the success of both large and small organizations. One smaller organization, Remedy Corporation of Mountain View, California, has seen management of human resources as contributing to its business success. Based in California’s Silicon Valley, Remedy provides internal help desks for computer networks and databases. Customers contact Remedy for assistance with network computing problems. Started in 1990 by three high-technology experts, Remedy currently has almost $40 million in annual revenue.

When the founders started the company, they established as one basic value that working at Remedy should be enjoyable as well as profitable. That belief has helped create a company culture today that gives Remedy competitive advantages when recruiting and retaining workers in the challenging labor market of Silicon Valley.

Because recruiting of employees to handle growth at Remedy is so crucial, the HR unit has used various unique approaches. For instance, they rent mini cars at local tracks and invite promising job applicants to drive the cars. An aggressive employee referral program pays employees up to $5,000 for referring new hires who stay with the firm. In another effort, Remedy had its executives wearing animal costumes as part of a “jungle” recruiting campaign.

All of these “fun” programs have a more important business purpose: to demonstrate that people are important at Remedy. The HR unit prides itself on prompt feedback to potential employees. In one recent program, managers washed the cars of their employees to indicate their appreciation for employees’ efforts at the company.

But traditionalists would ask if all this fun pays off. Remedy’s answer is an unqualified yes. Over 40% of all Remedy’s new employees came from the employee referral program. The firm’s cost to hire each new employee is about $2,000 less than the industry average. Even more important, those hired stay longer with Remedy, as indicated by its retention rate of 42 months compared to the Silicon Valley average of 20 months. Also, employee turnover is about 8% annually—significantly below the industry average. It is obvious that Remedy’s approach to HR management is paying off, both in an enjoyable company culture and in contributing to organizational success.

Questions

1. What is your view about “fun at work” being used as a specific part of HR management?
2. Compare the approach to HR management at Remedy to that at a current or previous job you have had.
Notes

35. Del Jones, “48% of Workers Admit to Unethical or Illegal Acts,” USA Today, April 4, 1997, 1A.
CHAPTER 2

Strategic Human Resource Planning

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Discuss why human resources can be a core competency for organizations.
- Explain how organizational culture and industry life-cycle stages affect HR strategies and activities.
- Define HR planning and outline the HR planning process.
- Discuss why external environmental scanning is an important part of HR planning and what factors must be considered.
- Explain how an internal assessment of current jobs and skills is vital to HR planning.
- Identify what a human resource information system (HRIS) is and why it is useful when doing HR planning.
- Identify factors to be considered in forecasting the supply and demand for human resources in an organization.
- Discuss several ways to manage a surplus of human resources.
HR TRANSITIONS

Welfare to Work

To fill many jobs, particularly those requiring lower knowledge, skills, and abilities, HR managers increasingly are having to use people who are out of work—those on welfare—and many success stories are being told.

The tight labor market has not been the only factor motivating HR managers to hire welfare workers. A major impetus has been the Personal Responsibility and Welfare Reconciliation Act of 1996. This act required that by September 1997, 25% of individuals receiving welfare assistance be employed or in work training programs. The percentage increases each year to 50% by September 2002. To attain these targets, many employers are “encouraged” to hire welfare recipients through tax incentives and wage-subsidy programs during the early tenure of workers formerly on welfare.

What some employers initially saw as a “social responsibility” has evolved into a source of workers to fill jobs, enabling organizations to expand their workforces in order to meet business objectives. One study by the Welfare to Work Partnership, composed of over 5,000 member companies, found that in one year 135,000 welfare recipients had been hired by U.S. companies. The study also reported that over one million welfare recipients had stopped receiving welfare benefits because of getting jobs, entering work training programs, or being dropped from welfare.

Employers who participate in welfare-to-work programs have found that many welfare recipients wanted to work but had inadequate education, skills, or work habits. Consequently, both government and employer-sponsored programs have been established to assist the welfare-to-work transition. In Tulsa, Oklahoma, Zebco—a leading manufacturer of fishing equipment—and the Metropolitan Tulsa Chamber of Commerce developed a program to teach welfare recipients workplace skills. During the six-month program, individuals attend classroom training four hours daily to learn both educational skills and how to get and hold jobs. Typical topics covered in this training program, as well as in programs elsewhere, include the importance of being on time, what transportation arrangements exist, how to find child-care providers, how to dress for work, and how to interview. Interestingly, because a number of welfare recipients are single mothers, some private-sector child-care providers have had success hiring women on welfare as day-care workers. Despite the relatively low wages paid in the child-care industry, about two-thirds of the former welfare recipients are still employed after one year. About 80% of those who completed the Tulsa program are still working.

Here are some other success stories:

- **United Airlines:** Over 500 of the 760 former welfare recipients hired were still with the airline a year later.
- **Giant Foods:** Over 100 welfare recipients had been hired as cashiers, pharmacy clerks, baker’s assistants, and etc., and about 80% were still employed after the 90-day introductory period.
- **Marriott Corporation:** A leader in welfare-to-work programs, Marriott has hired several thousand welfare recipients. Their success is measured by the fact that almost 70% are still with Marriott.

All of these examples illustrate that additional sources for a sufficient supply of human resources are being tapped by employers as part of meeting their HR planning needs. The examples also illustrate that a broad range of HR activities, but especially training, must be seen as integral to organizations in obtaining the human resources needed for the future.1
This chapter deals with planning for the human resources that the organization will need in the future. The opening discussion of using welfare-to-work programs as a future source of human resources is one means. But any description of HR planning must begin on a level one step higher—with the overall strategic plan of the organization. Strategic planning can be defined as the process of identifying organizational objectives and the actions needed to achieve those objectives. It involves analyzing such areas as finance, marketing, and human resources to determine the capacities of the organization to meet its objectives.

The process of strategic planning can be thought of as circular in nature. As Figure 2–1 shows, the process begins with identifying and recognizing the philosophy and mission of the organization. This first step addresses the most fundamental questions about the organization:

- Why does the organization exist?
- What unique contribution does it make?
- What are the underlying values and motivations of owners and key managers?

Once the philosophy and mission of the organization are identified, the next requirement is to scan the environment. This scanning is especially important when rapid changes are occurring, such as in the last several years. HR managers also need the results of environmental scanning. For example, some questions might be: What recruiting approaches are competitors currently using to attract
scarce specialties? How are competitors using welfare-to-work programs? Will a new product under development require a production process using an expanded number of workers with different knowledge and skills? Answers to these questions illustrate that HR managers must be able to predict what capabilities employees will have to implement the business strategy. Workforce patterns and conditions, social values and lifestyles, and technological developments are some external factors to consider.

After external forces are examined, an internal assessment is made of what the organization can do before a decision is reached on what it should do. Internal strengths and weaknesses must be identified in light of the philosophy and culture of the organization. Factors such as current workforce skills, retirement patterns, and demographic profiles of current employees are items that relate to human resource capabilities. Next comes forecasting organizational capabilities and future opportunities in the environment to match organizational objectives and strategies.

The development of strategies and objectives often is based on a SWOT analysis, which examines the strengths and weaknesses of the organizations internally and the opportunities and threats externally. The purpose of the SWOT analysis is to develop strategies that align organizational strengths with opportunities externally, to identify internal weaknesses to be addressed, and to acknowledge threats that could affect organizational success.

Finally, specific plans are developed to identify how strategies will be implemented. Details of the plans become the basis for implementation and later adjustments. Like all plans, they must be monitored, adjusted, and updated continually. The strategic planning process is circular, since the environment is always changing and a specific step in the process must be repeated continually.

Organizational Strategy and Human Resources

The development of specific business strategies must be based on the areas of strength that an organization has. Referred to as core competencies by Hamel and Prahalad, they are the foundation for creating the competitive advantage for an organization. A core competency is a unique capability in the organization that creates high value and that differentiates the organization from its competition.

Human Resources as a Core Competency

Certainly, many organizations have voiced the idea that their human resources differentiate them from their competitors. Organizations as widely diverse as Federal Express, Nordstrom’s Department Stores, and Gateway Computers have focused on human resources as having special strategic value for the organization. The significance of human resources as a core competency was confirmed in a study of 293 U.S. firms. The study found that HR management effectiveness positively affected organizational productivity, financial performance, and stock market value.

Some ways that human resources become a core competency are through attracting and retaining employees with unique professional and technical capabilities, investing in training and development of those employees, and compensating them in ways that keep them competitive with their counterparts in other organizations. The value of human resources was demonstrated several times.
years ago, when United Parcel Service workers went on strike. In offices around the country, customers had concerns that the brown-shirted UPS drivers, whom customers often knew by their first names, were not working. Fortunately for UPS, its drivers, and their customers, the strike was settled relatively quickly. Another illustration is what happened in the banking industry with the many mergers and acquisitions. Smaller, community-oriented banks have picked up numerous small- and medium-sized commercial loan customers because they emphasize that “you can talk to the same person,” rather than having to call an automated service center in another state.

Resource-Based Organizational Strategies

There has been growing recognition that human resources contribute to sustaining a competitive advantage for organizations. Jay Barney and others have focused on four factors that are important to organizational strategic accomplishments. Those factors, called the VRIO framework, are related to human resources as follows:

- **Value:** Human resources that can create value are those that can respond to external threats and opportunities. Having this ability means that employees can make decisions and be innovative when faced with environmental changes.

- **Rareness:** The special capabilities of people in the organization provide it significant advantages. Especially important is that the human resources in an organization be provided training and development to enhance their capabilities, so that they are continually seen as “the best” by customers and industry colleagues. This rareness also helps in attracting and retaining employees with scarce and unique knowledge, skills, and abilities. Reducing employee turnover is certainly important in preserving the rareness of human resources.

- **Imitability:** Human resources have a special strategic value when they cannot be easily imitated by others. Southwest Airlines, Disney, and Marriott Corporation each have created images with customers and competitors that they are different and better at customer service. Any competitors trying to copy the HR management “culture” created in these organizations would have to significantly change many organizational and HR aspects.

- **Organization:** The human resources must be organized in order for an entity to take advantage of the competitive advantages just noted. This means that the human resources must be able to work effectively together, and have HR policies and programs managed in ways that support the people working in the organization.

Using a VRIO framework as the foundation for HR management means that people are truly seen as assets, not as expenses. It also means that the culture of organizations must be considered when developing organizational and HR strategies.

Organizational Culture and HR Strategy

Organizational culture is a pattern of shared values and beliefs giving members of an organization meaning and providing them with rules for behavior. These values are inherent in the ways organizations and their members view themselves, define opportunities, and plan strategies. Much as personality shapes an individual, organizational culture shapes its members’ responses and defines what an organization can or is willing to do.
The culture of an organization is seen in the norms of expected behaviors, values, philosophies, rituals, and symbols used by its employees. Culture evolves over a period of time. Only if an organization has a history in which people have shared experiences for years does a culture stabilize. A relatively new firm, such as a business existing for less than two years, probably has not developed a stabilized culture.

Managers must consider the culture of the organization because otherwise excellent strategies can be negated by a culture that is incompatible with the strategies. Further, it is the culture of the organization, as viewed by the people in it, that affects the attraction and retention of competent employees. Numerous examples can be given of key technical, professional, and administrative employees leaving firms because of corporate cultures that seem to devalue people and create barriers to the use of individual capabilities. In contrast, by creating a culture that values people highly, some corporations have been very successful at attracting, training, and retaining former welfare recipients.

The culture of an organization also affects the way external forces are viewed. In one culture, external events are seen as threatening, whereas another culture views risks and changes as challenges requiring immediate responses. The latter type of culture can be a source of competitive advantage, especially if it is unique and hard to duplicate. This is especially true as an organization evolves through the life cycle in an industry.

Organization/Industry Life-Cycle Stages and HR Strategy

As noted, organizations go through evolutionary life cycles, and the stage in which an organization finds itself in an industry affects the human resource strategies it should use. For example, the HR needs of a small, three-year-old high-technology software firm will be different from those of Netscape or America Online. The relationship between the life cycle of an organization and HR management activities is profiled in Figure 2-2.6

**EMBRYONIC** At the embryonic stage a high-risk, entrepreneurial spirit pervades the organization. Because the founders often operate with limited financial resources, base pay often is modest. When skills are needed, the organization recruits and hires individuals who already have the necessary capabilities. Training and development are done on an as-needed basis.

**GROWTH** During the growth stage, the organization needs investments to expand facilities, marketing, and human resources to take advantage of the demand for its products and services. Often, backlog and scheduling problems indicate that the organization has grown faster than its ability to handle the demand. Extensive efforts are made to recruit employees to handle the expanded workload. It is also important to have HR plans, and planning processes, rather than just reacting to immediate pressures. Compensation practices have to become more market-competitive in order to attract sufficient employees with the necessary capabilities. Communicating with those employees about career opportunities affects their retention, so career planning efforts and HR development efforts to support them are expanded.

**SHAKEOUTS** In the shakeout stage the industry reacts to rapid growth, and not all firms will continue to exist. Some will be bought out by other larger competitors; others will fade from the industry. The explosive growth in Internet businesses
### FIGURE 2-2 Industry Life Cycle and HR Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Embryonic</td>
<td>Growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR Activities</th>
<th>Embryonic</th>
<th>Growth</th>
<th>Shakeout</th>
<th>Maturity</th>
<th>Decline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Staffing</strong></td>
<td>Recruit and retain highly capable people.</td>
<td>Respond to escalating need for qualified workers in numerous fields.</td>
<td>Internal movement and job shifts as organizational restructuring occurs.</td>
<td>Retaining key performers while limited advancement opportunities exist.</td>
<td>Retaining key employees while eliminating some jobs and creating others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compensation</strong></td>
<td>Lower base pay with some broad-based, longer-term incentives for risk-taking employees, and limited benefits.</td>
<td>Mid-market competitive pay, increased use of annual performance incentives, and expanded incentives.</td>
<td>Control compensation expenses while maintaining market-competitive pay, short- and longer-term incentives.</td>
<td>Higher base wages, expanded annual incentives, lucrative executive stock options, and comprehensive benefit plans.</td>
<td>Tight cost control and pay reduction. Short-term cash and long-term stock and scaled-back benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HR Development</strong></td>
<td>Limited training and development using external resources.</td>
<td>Identification of competencies and career growth needs and addition of some internal HR development resources.</td>
<td>Review of employee capabilities and HR development needs for high-potential, scarce-skilled employees using external and internal resources.</td>
<td>Extensive internal training and development programs and use of “big-name” external training resources.</td>
<td>Retraining and career transition planning through external training and development activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and the consolidations of Internet providers by such firms as America Online, Microsoft, and Yahoo illustrate how shakeouts occur. Regarding HR management in a shakeout industry, competition to retain human resources is important, especially while restructuring and reducing the number of jobs to control costs. Compensation costs must be monitored, but a balance is required in order to retain key employees using short- and longer-term incentives. HR development is focused on high-potential, scarce-skilled employees who are seen as ones who will ensure that the organization is a major player following the shakeout.

**Maturity** In the maturity stage, the organization and its culture are stabilized. Size and success enable the organization to develop even more formalized plans, policies, and procedures. Often, organizational politics flourish and HR activities expand. Compensation programs become a major focus for HR efforts, and they are expanded to reward executives as well. Extensive HR development occurs, coordinated by an internal training staff.

**Decline** The organization in the decline stage faces resistance to change. Numerous examples can be cited in the manufacturing sectors of the U.S. economy. Manufacturing firms have had to reduce their workforces, close plants, and use their accumulated profits from the past to diversify into other industries. During the decline stage, employers try certain HR practices such as productivity-enhancement and cost-reduction programs. Unionized workers resist the decline by demanding no pay cuts and greater job-security provisions in their contracts. Nevertheless, employers are compelled to reduce their workforces through attrition, early retirement incentives, and major facility closings.

**Linking Organizational Strategies and HR Plans**

Strategic planning must include planning for human resources to carry out the rest of the plan. Figure 2–3 shows the relationship among the variables that

![Figure 2-3 Factors That Determine HR Plans](image-url)
ultimately determine the HR plans an organization will develop. Business strategy affects strategies and activities in the HR area. For example, several years ago, a large bank began planning to become one of the top financial institutions in the country. Two parts of its strategic plan were (1) to adopt a global focus and (2) to improve service. HR plans to support global goals included integrating compensation and benefits systems and hiring policies for international operations and domestic operations. Service improvement plans hinged on well-trained, capable first-level employees. But an HR diagnosis turned up basic skills deficiencies in employees. As a result of HR planning, a series of programs designed to remedy basic skills problems in the workforce was developed. The coordination of company-wide strategic planning and strategic HR planning was successful in this case because HR plans supported corporate strategic plans.

There are many possible approaches to understanding the strategies that an organization may choose. To illustrate the relationship between strategy and HR, two basic business strategies can be identified: cost-leadership and differentiation. Figure 2-4 compares HR needs under each strategy and suggests the HR approaches that may be most appropriate. The first strategy may be appropriate in a relatively stable business environment. It approaches competition on the basis of low price and high quality of product or service. The differential strategy is more appropriate in a more dynamic environment characterized by rapid change (such as the computer software industry). It requires continually finding new products and new markets. The two categories may not be mutually exclusive, because it is possible for an organization to pursue one strategy in one product or service area and a different one with others.

The cost-leadership strategy requires an organization to “build” its own employees to fit its specialized needs. This approach requires a longer HR planning horizon. When specific skills are found to be needed for a new market or product, it may be more difficult to internally develop them quickly. However, with a differentiation strategy, responsiveness means that HR planning is likely to have a shorter time frame, and greater use of external sources will be used to staff the organization. The HR Perspective discusses a study that examined the involvement of HR executives when determining organizational strategies and core competencies.

**FIGURE 2-4** Linkage of Organizational and HR Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational Strategy</th>
<th>Strategic Focus</th>
<th>HR Strategy</th>
<th>HR Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost-Leadership</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Long HR planning horizon</td>
<td>Promote from within</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>Build skills in existing employee</td>
<td>Extensive training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost control</td>
<td>Job and employee specialization for production and control</td>
<td>Hire and train for specific capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiation</td>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>Shorter HR planning horizon</td>
<td>External staffing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>Hire the HR capabilities needed</td>
<td>Less training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decentralization</td>
<td>Broader, more flexible jobs and employees</td>
<td>Hire and train for broad competencies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HR PERSPECTIVE

Research on Human Resources as a Core Competency and Organizational Strategy

A group of researchers (Wright, McMahan, McCormick, and Sherman) conducted a study of the effect of organizational strategy, core competencies, and HR executive involvement on both organizational and HR management performance in some petrochemical refineries. As reported in Human Resource Management, the researchers mailed surveys to all petrochemical refineries in the United States and received responses from 86 of them.

The surveys asked about each refinery’s organizational strategy, as reflected in the product mix produced and the refinery’s financial performance. The surveys also asked petrochemical HR executives to evaluate employee skills and motivations and indicate the involvement of HR executives in the strategic management of their firms.

The study results showed that HR involvement in strategic decision making is more positive when the refinery was following a product innovation strategy instead of one emphasizing cost control. Interestingly, the relationship between HR executives and the effectiveness of HR activities was higher where skilled employees were seen as being a core competency of the refinery.

Using both of these findings, the researchers suggest that when an organizational strategy of differentiation and innovation is being followed, then human resources are a core competency supporting that strategy. In those situations, HR executives are more involved as strategic decision-makers, thus allowing them to ensure that human resources are viewed as a “core” strength of the organization. However, when human resources are seen as costs to be constricted when a cost-control strategy is being followed, then HR executives are not as heavily involved in organizational strategic decision making.10

Human Resource Planning

The competitive organizational strategy of the firm as a whole becomes the basis for human resource (HR) planning, which is the process of analyzing and identifying the need for and availability of human resources so that the organization can meet its objectives. This section discusses HR planning responsibilities, the importance of HR planning in small and entrepreneurial organizations, and the HR planning process.

HR Planning Responsibilities

In most organizations that do HR planning, the top HR executive and subordinate staff specialists have most of the responsibilities for this planning. However, as Figure 2–5 indicates, other managers must provide data for the HR specialists to analyze. In turn, those managers need to receive data from the HR unit. Because top managers are responsible for overall strategic planning, they usually ask the HR unit to project the human resources needed to implement overall organizational goals.

HR Planning in Evolving Small and Entrepreneurial Organizations

HR management and ultimately HR planning are critical in small and entrepreneurial organizations. “People problems” are among the most frustrating ones faced by small-business owners and entrepreneurs.
EVOLUTION OF HR ACTIVITIES  At the beginning of a small business’s existence, only very basic HR activities must be performed. Compensation and government-mandated benefits must be paid. As the organization evolves, more employees must be recruited and selected. Also, some orientation and on-the-job training are necessary, though they are often done haphazardly.

The evolution of the business proceeds through several stages. The focus of each stage reflects the needs of the organization at the time. In the initial stage, the organization first hires an HR clerk, then possibly an HR administrator. As the organization grows, it may add more HR professionals, often including an employment or benefits specialist. With further growth, other specialists, such as trainers, may be needed. From this point, additional clerical and specialist employees can be added, and separate functional departments (employment, compensation, benefits, and training) can evolve.

SMALL BUSINESS AND FAMILY ISSUES  One factor often affecting the planning of HR activities in small firms is family considerations. Particular difficulties arise when a growing business is passed on from one generation to another, resulting in a mix of family and nonfamily employees. Some family members may use employees as “pawns” in disagreements with other family members in the firm. Also, nonfamily employees may see different HR policies and rules being used for family members than for them.

Key to the successful transition of a business from one generation to another is having a clearly identified HR plan. Crucial in small businesses is incorporating the role of key nonfamily members with HR planning efforts. Often, nonfamily members have important capabilities and expertise that family members do not possess. Therefore, planning for the attraction and retention of these “outsiders” may be vital to the future success of smaller organizations. One survey of over 3,000 small businesses found that management succession was one of the top challenges faced by family-owned firms. It even may be that the nonfamily members will assume top management leadership roles, with some or all family members who are owners serving on the Board of Directors, but not being active managers in the firm. Additionally, nonfamily executives may be the intermediaries who focus on the needs of the business when family-member conflicts arise. Small businesses, depending on how small they are,
may use the HR planning that follows, but in very small organizations the process is much more intuitive and often done entirely by the top executives, who often are family members.

**HR Planning Process**

The steps in the HR planning process are shown in Figure 2–6. Notice that the HR planning process begins with considering the organizational objectives and strategies. Then both external and internal assessments of HR needs and supply sources must be done and forecasts developed. Key to assessing internal human resources is having solid information, which is accessible through a human resource information system (HRIS).

Once the assessments are complete, forecasts must be developed to identify the mismatch between HR supply and HR demand. HR strategies and plans to address the imbalance, both short and long term, must be developed.

**HR strategies** are the means used to aid the organization in anticipating and managing the supply and demand for human resources. These HR strategies provide overall direction for how HR activities will be developed and managed. Finally, specific HR plans are developed to provide more specific direction for the management of HR activities.

**FIGURE 2–6 HR Planning Process**
DEVELOPING THE HR PLAN  The HR plan must be guided by longer-term plans. For example, in planning for human resources, an organization must consider the allocation of people to jobs over long periods of time—not just for the next month or even the next year. This allocation requires knowledge of any foreseen expansions or reductions in operations and any technological changes that may affect the organization. On the basis of such analyses, plans can be made for shifting employees within the organization, laying off or otherwise cutting back the number of employees, or retraining present employees. Factors to consider include the current level of employee knowledge, skills, and abilities in an organization and the expected vacancies resulting from retirement, promotion, transfer, sick leave, or discharge.

In summary, the HR plan provides a road map for the future, identifying where employees are likely to be obtained, when employees will be needed, and what training and development employees must have. Through succession planning, employee career paths can be tailored to individual needs that are consistent with organizational requirements. Succession plans are discussed in more detail in Chapter 11.

Further, the compensation system has to fit with the performance appraisal system, which must fit with HR development decisions, and so on. In summary, the different HR activities must be aligned with the general business strategy, as well as the overall HR strategy, in order to support business goals.

EVALUATING HR PLANNING  If HR planning is done well, the following benefits should result:

- Upper management has a better view of the human resource dimensions of business decisions.
- HR costs may be lower because management can anticipate imbalances before they become unmanageable and expensive.
- More time is available to locate talent because needs are anticipated and identified before the actual staffing is required.
- Better opportunities exist to include women and minority groups in future growth plans.
- Development of managers can be better planned.

To the extent that these results can be measured, they can form the basis for evaluating the success of HR planning. Another approach is to measure projected levels of demand against actual levels at some point in the future. But the most telling evidence of successful HR planning is an organization in which the human resources are consistently aligned with the needs of the business over a period of time.

Scanning the External Environment

At the heart of strategic planning is the knowledge gained from scanning the external environment for changes. Environmental scanning is the process of studying the environment of the organization to pinpoint opportunities and threats. Scanning especially affects HR planning because each organization must draw from the same labor market that supplies all other employers. Indeed, one measure of organizational effectiveness is the ability of an organization to compete for a sufficient supply of human resources with the appropriate capabilities.
Many factors can influence the supply of labor available to an employer. Some of the more significant environmental factors are identified in Figure 2–7. They include government influences; economic, geographic, and competitive conditions; workforce composition; and work patterns.

**Government Influences**

A major element that affects labor supply is the government. Today, managers are confronted with an expanding and often bewildering array of government rules as regulation of HR activities has steadily increased. As a result, HR planning must be done by individuals who understand the legal requirements of various government regulations.

Government trade policies and restrictions can affect HR planning. Under a *closed-import policy*, foreign firms may establish more American-based manufacturing operations using American labor. An *open-import policy*, on the other hand, creates an entirely different economic labor environment.

Tax legislation at local, state, and federal levels also affects HR planning. Pension provisions and Social Security legislation may change retirement patterns and funding options. Elimination or expansion of tax benefits for job-training expenses might alter some job-training activities associated with workforce expansions. Employee benefits may be affected significantly by tax law changes. Tax credits for employee day care and financial aid for education may affect employer...
practices in recruiting and retaining workers. In summary, an organization must consider a wide variety of government policies, regulations, and laws when doing HR planning.

**Economic Conditions**

The general business cycle of recessions and booms also affects HR planning. Such factors as interest rates, inflation, and economic growth help determine the availability of workers and figure into organizational plans and objectives. Decisions on wages, overtime, and hiring or laying off workers all hinge on economic conditions. For example, suppose economic conditions lead to a decrease in the unemployment rate. There is a considerable difference between finding qualified applicants in a 3% unemployment market and in a 7% unemployment market. In the 3% unemployment market, significantly fewer qualified applicants are likely to be available for any kind of position. Those who are available may be less employable because they are less educated, less skilled, or unwilling to work. As the unemployment rate rises, the number of qualified people looking for work increases, making it easier to fill jobs.

**Geographic and Competitive Concerns**

Employers must consider the following geographic and competitive concerns in making HR plans:

- Net migration into the area
- Other employers in the area
- Employee resistance to geographic relocation
- Direct competitors in the area
- Impact of international competition on the area

The *net migration* into a particular region is important. For example, in the past decade, the population of U.S. cities in the South, Southwest, and West have grown rapidly and provided a ready source of labor.

*Other employers* in a geographic region can greatly expand or diminish the labor supply. If, for example, a large military facility is closing or moving to another geographic location, a large supply of good civilian labor, previously employed by the military, may be available for a while. In contrast, the opening of a new plant may decrease the supply of potential employees in a labor market for some time.

Within the last decade, there has been growing reluctance on the part of many workers, especially those with working spouses, to accept *geographic relocation* as a precondition of moving up in the organization. This trend has forced organizations to change their employee development policies and practices, as well as their HR plans.

*Direct competitors* are another important external force in staffing. Failure to consider the competitive labor market and to offer pay scales and benefits competitive with those of organizations in the same general industry and geographic location may cost a company dearly in the long run. Underpaying or “under-competing” may result in a much lower-quality workforce.

Finally, the impact of *international competition*, as well as numerous other external factors, must be considered as part of environmental scanning. A global competition for labor appears to be developing as global competitors shift jobs and workers around the world.
Workforce Composition and Work Patterns

Changes in the composition of the workforce, combined with the use of varied work patterns, have created workplaces and organizations that are very different from those of a decade ago. As noted in Chapter 1, demographic shifts have resulted in greater workforce diversity. Many organizations are addressing concerns about having sufficient workers with the necessary capabilities, and have turned to such sources as welfare-to-work programs. The use of outsourcing and contingent workers also must be considered as part of human resource planning. As Figure 2–8 indicates, part-time employees are used in various ways. Working patterns and arrangements are also shifting, and these shifts must be considered during HR planning.

ALTERNATIVE WORK SCHEDULES

The traditional work schedule, in which employees work full time, 8 hours a day, 5 days a week at the employer’s place of operations, is in transition. Organizations have been experimenting with many different possibilities for change: the 4-day, 40-hour week; the 4-day, 32-hour week; the 3-day week; and flexible scheduling. Many employers have adopted some flexibility in work schedules and locations. Changes of this nature must be considered in HR planning. These alternative work schedules allow organizations to make better use of workers by matching work demands to work hours. Workers also are better able to balance their work and family responsibilities.

One type of schedule redesign is flextime, in which employees work a set number of hours per day but vary starting and ending times. The traditional starting and ending times of the 8-hour work shift can vary up to one or more hours at the beginning and end of the normal workday. Flextime allows management to relax some of the traditional “time clock” control of employees. Generally, use of flextime has resulted in higher employee morale and reduced absenteeism and

**FIGURE 2–8 Part-time Worker Usage by Type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Part-Time Employees</th>
<th>Percentage of Employers Hiring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former Full-Time</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Sharers</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommuters</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal/Contingent</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirees</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involuntary</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N=102

**SOURCE:** Adapted from “Part-time Employment” (New York: The Conference Board), vol. 6, No. 1.
employee turnover. However, some problems must be addressed when flextime is used, particularly if unionized workers are involved.12

Another way to change work patterns is with the **compressed workweek**, in which a full week’s work is accomplished in fewer than five days. Compression simply alters the number of hours per day per employee, usually resulting in longer working times each day and a decreased number of days worked per week.

**ALTERNATIVE WORK ARRANGEMENTS** A growing number of employers are allowing workers to use widely different working arrangements. Some employees work partly at home and partly at an office, and share office space with other “office nomads.” According to data from governmental statistics for a recent year, over 21 million U.S. workers worked at home for some or all of the time.13

*Telecommuting* is the process of going to work via electronic computing and telecommunications equipment. Many U.S. employers have telecommuting employees or are experimenting with them, including such firms as American Express, Travelers Insurance, and J.C. Penney Co. Other types of nontraditional work arrangements have been labeled in various ways.

Although it does not deal with working hours, another work arrangement is **hoteling**, in which workers check in with an office concierge, carry their own nameplates with them, and are assigned to work cubicles or small offices. A worker uses the assigned office for a day or more, but other workers may use the same office in later days and weeks.

Other employees have **virtual offices**, which means that their offices are wherever they are, whenever they are there. An office could be a customer’s project room, an airport conference room, a work suite in a hotel resort, a business-class seat on an international airline flight, or even a rental car.

The shift to such arrangements means that work is done anywhere, anytime, and that people are judged more on results than on “putting in time.” Greater trust, less direct supervision, and more self-scheduling are all job characteristics of those with virtual offices and other less traditional arrangements.

**Internal Assessment of Organizational Workforce**

Analyzing the jobs that will need to be done and the skills of people currently available to do them is the next part of HR planning. The needs of the organization must be compared against the labor supply available.

**Auditing Jobs and Skills**

The starting point for evaluating internal strengths and weaknesses is an audit of the jobs currently being done in the organization. This internal assessment helps to position an organization to develop or maintain a competitive advantage.14 A comprehensive analysis of all current jobs provides a basis for forecasting what jobs will need to be done in the future. Much of the data to answer these questions should be available from existing staffing and organizational databases. The following questions are addressed during the internal assessment:

- What jobs now exist?
- How many individuals are performing each job?
What are the reporting relationships of jobs?
How essential is each job?
What jobs will be needed to implement the organizational strategy?
What are the characteristics of anticipated jobs?

Organizational Capabilities Inventory

As those doing HR planning gain an understanding of current jobs and the new jobs that will be necessary to carry out organizational plans, they can make a detailed audit of current employees and their capabilities. The basic source of data on employees is the HR records in the organization. By utilizing different databases in an HRIS, it is possible to identify the employees’ capabilities, knowledge, and skills. Planners can use these inventories to determine long-range needs for recruiting, selection, and HR development. Also, that information can be the basis for determining which additional capabilities will be needed in the future workforce that may not currently exist, but will be needed.15

COMPONENTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL CAPABILITIES INVENTORY This inventory of organizational capabilities often consists of:

- Individual employee demographics (age, length of service in the organization, time in present job)
- Individual career progression (jobs held, time in each job, promotions or other job changes, pay rates)
- Individual performance data (work accomplishment, growth in skills)

These three types of information can be expanded to include:

- Education and training
- Mobility and geographic preference
- Specific aptitudes, abilities, and interests
- Areas of interest and internal promotion ladders
- Promotability ratings
- Anticipated retirement

All the information that goes into an employee’s skills inventory affects the employee’s career. Therefore, the data and their use must meet the same standards of job-relatedness and nondiscrimination as those used when the employee was initially hired. Furthermore, security of such information is important to ensure that sensitive information is available only to those who have specific use for it.

USING ORGANIZATIONAL INVENTORY DATA Data on individual employees can be aggregated into a profile of the current organizational workforce. This profile reveals many of the current strengths and deficiencies. The absence of some specialized expertise, such as advanced computer skills, may affect the ability of an organization to take advantage of new technological developments. Likewise, if a large group of experienced employees are all in the same age bracket, their eventual retirement will lead to high turnover and a major void in the organization. For example, in one case, eight skilled line workers in a small rural electric utility were due to retire within a three-year period. Yet it takes seven years of apprenticeship and on-the-job training for a person to be qualified for a senior skilled job within the utility.
Other areas often profiled include turnover, mobility restrictions of current workers, and specialized job qualifications. A number of these factors are ones over which the organization has little control. Some employees will die, leave the firm, retire, or otherwise contribute to a reduction in the current employee force. It can be helpful to plot charts giving an overview of the employee situation for each department in an organization, suggesting where external candidates might be needed to fill future positions. Similarly, the chart may indicate where there is a reservoir of trained people that the employer can tap to meet future conditions. Increasingly, employers are making use of a computerized human resource information system (HRIS) to compile such records.

**Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS)**

Computers have simplified the task of analyzing vast amounts of data, and they can be invaluable aids in HR management, from payroll processing to record retention. With computer hardware, software, and databases, organizations can keep records and information better, as well as retrieve them with greater ease. A human resource information system (HRIS) is an integrated system designed to provide information used in HR decision making. Although an HRIS does not have to be computerized, most are.

**Purposes of an HRIS**

An HRIS serves two major purposes in organizations. One relates to administrative and operational efficiency, the other to effectiveness. The first purpose of an HRIS is to improve the efficiency with which data on employees and HR activities is compiled. Many HR activities can be performed more efficiently and with less paperwork if automated. When on-line data input is used, fewer forms must be stored, and less manual record keeping is necessary. Much of the reengineering of HR activities has focused on identifying the flow of HR data and how the data can be retrieved more efficiently for authorized users. Workflow, automation of some HR activities, and automation of HR record keeping are key to improving HR operations by making workflow more efficient.

The second purpose of an HRIS is more strategic and related to HR planning. Having accessible data enables HR planning and managerial decision making to be based to a greater degree on information rather than relying on managerial perception and intuition. For example, instead of manually doing a turnover analysis by department, length of service, and educational background, a specialist can quickly compile such a report by using an HRIS and various sorting and analysis functions.

HR management has grown in strategic value in many organizations; accordingly, there has been an increased emphasis on obtaining and using HRIS data for strategic planning and human resource forecasting, which focus on broader HR effectiveness over time.

**Uses of an HRIS**

An HRIS has many uses in an organization. The most basic is the automation of payroll and benefit activities. With an HRIS, employees’ time records are entered
into the system, and the appropriate deductions and other individual adjustments are reflected in the final paychecks. As a result of HRIS development and implementation in many organizations, several payroll functions are being transferred from accounting departments to HR departments. Another common use of HRIS is EEO/affirmative action tracking. Beyond these basic activities, many other HR activities can be affected by the use of an HRIS, as Figure 2–9 illustrates.

**Establishing an HRIS**

The explosion of information technology has changed the nature of HR information usage. Just a few years ago, most HR information had to be compiled and maintained on mainframe computers. Today, many different types of information technology are being integrated and used so that HR professionals can access HR-related data and communicate it to other managers and executives.

**CHOOSING AN HRIS** It is crucial when establishing an HRIS that the system be able to support the HR strategies of the organization. This requires analyses of the

**FIGURE 2–9 Uses of a Human Resource Information System (HRIS)**
uses of HR information, both in the HR unit and throughout the organization. Too often, the decisions about an HRIS are made based primarily on cost factors, rather than on how well the HRIS supports HR decision making.

**DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING AN HRIS**

To design an effective HRIS, experts advise starting with questions about the data to be included:

- What information is available, and what information is needed about people in the organization?
- To what uses will the information be put?
- In what format should the output be presented to fit with other company records?
- Who needs the information?
- When and how often is it needed?

Answers to these questions help pinpoint the necessary hardware and software. Experts recommend that a *project team* be established and extensive planning be done. This team often includes representatives from several departments in the organization, including the HR and management information/data processing areas. The team serves as a steering committee to review user needs, identify desired capabilities of the system, solicit and examine bids from software and hardware vendors, and identify the implementation process required to install the system. By involving a cross-section of managers and others, the organization attempts to ensure that the HRIS fulfills its potential, is accepted by users, and is implemented in an organized manner.¹⁶

Many different types of software systems are available to provide human resource information. Some HRIS software systems use mainframe computers and represent significant costs for purchase and installation. Other HR software systems can be run on personal computers and through local area or wide area networks in organizations. Growing use is being made of the Internet as a base for HR information systems.

**ACCESSING THE HRIS VIA INTRANETS AND EXTRANETS**

The dramatic increase in the use of the Internet is raising possibilities and concerns for HR professionals, particularly when establishing intranets and extranets. An *intranet* is an organizational network that operates over the Internet. The growth in the use of HR intranets for obtaining and disseminating HR information is seen in a study of about 50 global firms, about 45% of whom are using global intranets, up from 27% in just one year.¹⁷

An *extranet* is an Internet-linked network that allows employees access to information provided by external entities. For instance, with an extranet, employees can access benefit information maintained by a third-party benefits administrator.¹⁸ In another situation employees can access their payroll information from a payroll service provider and submit their travel requests to an external travel-service provider. For both intranets and extranets, security is important to prevent unauthorized or inappropriate access and usage.¹⁹

Use of web-based information systems has allowed the firm’s HR unit to become more administratively efficient and to be able to deal with more strategic and longer-term HR planning issues.²⁰ Firms have used these web-based HRIS options in four primary ways:²¹
- **Bulletin boards:** Information on personnel policies, job posting, and training materials can be accessed by employees globally.
- **Data access:** Linked to databases, an extranet or intranet allows employees themselves to access benefit information such as sick leave usage, 401(k) balances, and so on, freeing up time for HR staff members who previously spent considerable time answering routine employee inquiries.
- **Employee self-service:** Many intranets incorporate employee self-service options whereby employees can access and update their own personnel records, change or enroll in employee benefits plans, and respond to employment opportunities in other locations. Obviously, maintaining security is critical when the employee self-service option is available.\(^{22}\)
- **Extended linkage:** Integrating extranets and intranets allows the databases of vendors of HR services and an employer to be linked so that data can be exchanged electronically. Also, employees can communicate directly from throughout the world to submit and retrieve personnel details.

**TRAINING** Training those who will be using an HRIS is critical to the successful implementation of an HRIS. This training takes place at several levels. First, everyone in the organization concerned with data on employees has to be trained to use new recording forms compatible with the input requirements of the system. In addition, HR staff members and HR executives must be trained on the system. Support and instruction from hardware and software vendors also are important in order for the organization to realize the full benefits of the system. One study of HRIS successes found that the presence of in-house training was linked with greater user satisfaction with an HRIS.\(^{23}\)

**ENSURING SECURITY AND PRIVACY** Two other issues of concern are security and privacy. Controls must be built into the system to restrict indiscriminate access to HRIS data on employees. For instance, health insurance claims might identify someone who has undergone psychiatric counseling or treatment for alcoholism, and access to such information must be limited. Likewise, performance appraisal ratings on employees must be guarded.

### Forecasting

The information gathered from external environmental scanning and assessment of internal strengths and weaknesses is used to predict or forecast HR supply and demand in light of organizational objectives and strategies. **Forecasting** uses information from the past and present to identify expected future conditions. Projections for the future are, of course, subject to error. Changes in the conditions on which the projections are based might even completely invalidate them, which is the chance forecasters take. Usually, though, experienced people are able to forecast with enough accuracy to benefit organizational long-range planning.

Approaches to forecasting human resources range from a manager’s best guess to a rigorous and complex computer simulation. Simple assumptions may be sufficient in certain instances, but complex models may be necessary for others. It is beyond the scope of this text to discuss in detail the numerous methods of forecasting available, but a few of the more prominent ones will be highlighted.

Despite the availability of sophisticated mathematical models and techniques, forecasting is still a combination of quantitative method and subjective judg-
ment. The facts must be evaluated and weighed by knowledgeable individuals, such as managers and HR experts, who use the mathematical models as a tool rather than relying on them blindly.

**Forecasting Periods**

HR forecasting should be done over three planning periods: short range, intermediate, and long range. The most commonly used planning period is short range, usually a period of six months to one year. This level of planning is routine in many organizations because very few assumptions about the future are necessary for such short-range plans. These short-range forecasts offer the best estimates of the immediate HR needs of an organization. Intermediate and long-range forecasting are much more difficult processes. Intermediate plans usually project one to five years into the future, and long-range plans extend beyond five years.

**Forecasting the Need for Human Resources (Demand)**

The main emphasis in HR forecasting to date has been on forecasting organizational need for human resources, or HR demand. Forecasts of demand may be either judgmental or mathematical. Figure 2–10 summarizes judgmental and mathematical approaches to forecasting HR demand. Even when mathematical methods are used, human judgments are also needed to confirm the conclusion of the mathematical models.

The demand for employees can be calculated on an organization-wide basis and/or calculated based on the needs of individual units in the organization. For example, to forecast that the firm needs 125 new employees next year might mean less than to forecast that it needs 25 new people in sales and customer service, 45 in production, 20 in accounting, 5 in HR, and 30 in the warehouse. This unit breakdown obviously allows for more consideration of the specific skills needed than the aggregate method does.

Forecasting human resources can be done using two frameworks. One approach considers specific openings that are likely to occur and uses that as the basis for planning. The openings (or demands) are created when employees leave a position because of promotions, transfers, and terminations. The analysis always begins with the top positions in the organization, because from those there can be no promotions to a higher level.

Based on this analysis, decision rules (or “fill rates”) are developed for each job or level. For example, a decision rule for a financial institution might state that 50% of branch supervisor openings will be filled through promotions from customer service tellers, 25% through promotions from personal bankers, and 25% from new hires. But forecasters must be aware of chain effects throughout the organization, because as people are promoted, their previous positions become available. Continuing our example, forecasts for the need for customer service tellers and personal bankers would also have to be developed. The overall purpose of this analysis is to develop a forecast of the needs for human resources by number and type for the forecasted period.

**Forecasting Availability of Human Resources (Supply)**

Once the need for human resources has been forecasted, then their availability must be identified. Forecasting the availability of human resources considers both
external and internal supplies. Although the internal supply may be easier to calculate, it is important to calculate the external supply as accurately as possible.

EXTERNAL SUPPLY The external supply of potential employees available to the organization needs to be estimated. Extensive use of government labor force population estimates, trends in the industry, and many more complex and interrelated factors must be considered. Here are some of the factors that may be considered:

- Net migration into and out of the area
- Individuals entering and leaving the workforce
- Individuals graduating from schools and colleges
- Changing workforce composition and patterns
- Economic forecasts for the next few years
- Technological developments and shifts

Judgmental Methods

Estimates can be either top-down or bottom-up, but essentially people who are in a position to know are asked, “How many people will you need next year?”

Rules of thumb rely on general guidelines applied to a specific situation within the organization. For example, a guideline of “one operations manager per five reporting supervisors” aids in forecasting the number of supervisors needed in a division. However, it is important to adapt the guidelines to recognize widely varying departmental needs.

The Delphi technique uses input from a group of experts. The experts’ opinions are sought using separate questionnaires on what forecasted situations will be. These expert opinions are then combined and returned to the experts for a second anonymous opinion. The process continues through several rounds until the experts essentially agree on a judgment. For example, this approach was used to forecast effects of technology on HR management and staffing needs.

The nominal group technique, unlike the Delphi technique, requires experts to meet face to face. Their ideals are usually generated independently at first, discussed as a group, and then compiled as a report.

Mathematical Methods

Statistical regression analysis makes a statistical comparison of past relationships among various factors. For example, a statistical relationship between gross sales and number of employees in a retail chain may be useful in forecasting the number of employees that will be needed if the retailer’s sales increase 30%.

Simulation models are representations of real situations in abstract form. For example, an econometric model forecasting the growth in software usage would lead to forecasting the need for software developers. Numerous simulation techniques are available, but surveys reveal that the more complex simulation techniques are used by relatively few firms.

Productivity ratios calculate the average number of units produced per employee. These averages can be applied to sales forecasts to determine the number of employees needed. For example, a firm could forecast the number of needed sales representatives using these ratios.

Staffing ratios can be used to estimate indirect labor. For example, if the company usually uses one clerical person for every 25 production employees, that ratio can be used to help estimate the need for clerical people.
INTERNAL SUPPLY  Figure 2–11 shows in general terms how the internal supply can be calculated. Estimating internal supply considers that employees move from their current jobs into others through promotions, lateral moves, and terminations. Also, it considers that the internal supply is influenced by training and development programs, transfer and promotion policies, and retirement policies, among other factors.

Internally, succession analysis is one method used to forecast the supply of people for certain positions. It relies on replacement charts, which are succession plans developed to identify potential personnel changes, select backup candidates, promote individuals, and keep track of attribution (resignations, retirements) for each department in an organization.

A transition matrix, or Markov matrix, can be used to model the internal flow of human resources. These matrices simply show as probabilities the average rate of historical movement from one job to another. Figure 2–12 presents a very simple transition matrix. For a line worker, for example, there is a 20% probability of being gone in 12 months, a 0% probability of promotion to manager, a 15% probability of promotion to supervisor, and a 65% probability of being a line worker this time next year. Such transition matrices form the bases for computer simulations of the internal flow of people through a large organization over time.

COMPILING THE HR PLAN  With all the data collected and forecasts done, an organization has the information it needs to develop an HR plan. Such a plan can be extremely sophisticated or rather rudimentary. Regardless of its degree of com-

---

**FIGURE 2–11 Estimating Internal Labor Supply for a Given Unit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Inflows</th>
<th>The Unit</th>
<th>Source of Outflows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transfers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Promotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Quits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hires</td>
<td></td>
<td>Terminations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recalls</td>
<td></td>
<td>Demotions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Employees In

Current Staffing Level

Employees Out

CurrentStaffing Level - Projected Outflows This Year + Projected Inflows This Year = Unit’s Internal Supply for This Time Next Year
plexity, the ultimate purpose of the plan is to enable managers in the organization to match the available supply of labor with the forecasted demands in light of the strategies of the firm. If the necessary skill level does not exist in the present workforce, employees may need to be trained in the new skill, or outside recruiting may need to be undertaken. Likewise, if the plan reveals that the firm employs too many people for its needs, a human resource surplus exists.

Managing a Human Resource Surplus

All efforts involved in HR planning will be futile unless management takes action to implement the plans. Managerial actions vary depending on whether a surplus or a shortage of workers has been forecast. Consideration will be given here to managing a surplus of employees, since dealing with a shortage is considered later, in the recruiting and training chapters (Chapters 8 and 10). A surplus of workers can be managed within an HR plan in a variety of ways. But regardless of the means, the actions are difficult because they require that some employees be removed from the organization and workforce reductions are necessary.

Workforce Reductions and the WARN Act

In this era of mergers, acquisitions, and downsizing, many workers have been laid off or had their jobs eliminated due to closing of selected offices, plants, and operations. To provide employees with sufficient notice, a federal law was passed, the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification (WARN) Act. This act requires employers to give a 60-day notice before a layoff or facility closing involving more than 50 people. However, part-time employees working fewer than 20 hours per week do not count toward the 50 employees. Also, seasonal employees do not have to receive WARN notification. The WARN Act also imposes stiff fines on employers who do not follow the required process and give proper notice.

Downsizing

During the past decade in the United States, a large number of firms initiated aggressive programs to downsize their workforces. Downsizing is reducing the size of an organizational workforce. To avoid the negative terminology, some firms have called it “rightsizing.” But the end result is that many people lose their jobs.

CAUSES OF DOWNSIZING There are two major reasons why organizations with a surplus of workers have instituted downsizing. First, many organizations have
not competed effectively with foreign and domestic competition. With higher

cost structures and lower productivity rates, many of these firms have had lower
financial performance and have not adapted to rapid changes in their industries.

Consequently, due to both competitive pressures and intense scrutiny by finan-
cial investors, corporations have had to take aggressive actions to improve organi-
izational results. Cutting back the number of employees is one approach that
demonstrates that management is trying to produce better results.

Another cause for downsizing has been the proliferation of mergers in many
industries. One only has to look at the financial or telecommunications industry
to see the consolidation in the number of firms. While some mergers are between
two huge firms, such as British Petroleum and Amoco, or Norwest and Wells-
Fargo banks, others have been smaller mergers, such as the merger of two local
hospitals. But a common result of most mergers and acquisitions is that there is
an excess of employees once the firms have been combined. Because much of the
rationale for combinations is financial, eliminating employees with overlapping
responsibilities is a primary concern. The wave of merger and acquisition activ-
ity in the United States has often left the new, combined companies with redu-
dant departments, plants and people.24

In both causes for downsizing, there often is an undercurrent of change that
management believes to be necessary. By restructuring the organization, man-
agement hopes to realign it to achieve strategic objectives. In some firms that
have downsized, more jobs have been created than jobs eliminated; but often the
new jobs are filled by employees with different capabilities and in different orga-
nizational areas from those in the old jobs.

**CONSEQUENCES OF DOWNSIZING** Despite the extensive usage of downsizing
throughout many industries and organizations, there are significant questions
about the longer-term value of downsizing. In some companies organizational
performance has not improved significantly, although operating expenses de-
cline in the short term. Only 43% of the firms in a study by the American Man-
agement Association (AMA) had an increase in operating profits as an immediate
result of organizational restructurings, and only 30% had an increase in worker
productivity. For instance, both Kodak Corporation and Apple Computer have
cut thousands of workers in the past few years, and both firms are continuing to
lose money or lag their competitors in profitability.25 In the case of Kodak and
many downsized firms, despite eliminating many workers, the final number of
employees changed very little, but the disruption in the organization has caused
significant problems. What these firms and others have found is that just cutting
payroll expenses does not produce profits and strengthen growth if the firm’s
products, services, and productivity are flawed.

In some downsizings, so many employees in critical areas have been elimi-
nated—or have chosen to leave—that customer service and productivity have de-
clined. In the telecommunications industry, so many of the craft and technical
workers of Bell Atlantic accepted a company buyout offer that the remaining in-
stallation and repair technicians could not keep up with customer service de-
mands and work orders. At AT&T about 20% more managers elected to leave the
firm than was anticipated, which reduced the managerial depth needed to han-
dle the dynamic environmental facing AT&T.26

Corporations that are closing facilities or eliminating departments may need
to offer financial transition arrangements. A **transition stay bonus** is extra
payment for employees whose jobs are being eliminated, thereby motivating
them to remain with the organization for a period of time. Figure 2–13 shows the nature of these bonus payments, according to a survey of over 800 firms.

Just as critical is the impact of job elimination on the remaining employees. The AMA survey found that in 69% of the surveyed firms, employee morale declined in the short term and 28% of the firms had longer-term declines in employee morale. Additionally, resignations and employee turnover all increased substantially in the year following the downsizing. These consequences are crucial challenges to be addressed by HR management when organizational restructurings occur.

MANAGING SURVIVORS OF DOWNSIZING A common myth is that those who are still around after downsizing in any of its many forms are so glad to have a job that they pose no problems to the organization. However, some observers draw an analogy between those who survive downsizing and those who survive wartime but experience guilt because they were spared while their friends were not. The result is that the performance of the survivors and the communications throughout the organization may be affected.

The first major reduction in force (RIF) of workers ever undertaken in a firm is often a major jolt to the employees’ view of the company. Bitterness, anger, disbelief, and shock are common reactions. For those who survive the cuts, the paternalistic culture and image of the firm as a “lifetime” employer often is gone forever. Survivors need information about why the actions had to be taken, and what the future holds for them personally. The more that employees are involved in the regrouping, the more likely the transition is to be smooth. Managers, too, find downsizing situations very stressful and react negatively to having to be the bearers of bad news.

FIGURE 2–13 Transition Stay Bonus Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Provision</th>
<th>Companies*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bonus payment given only at end of transition period</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees may begin outplacement during transition period</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entire bonus forfeited if employee leaves before end of period</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees required to sign agreement to receive bonus</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus formulas kept consistent within each employee level</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload assessment made to identify key employees for retention</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment tied to achievement of specified performance goals</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool of money earmarked for stay bonuses</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outplacement during transition contingent on supervisor approval</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company reference depends on completion of required period</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Sample includes both U.S. and Canadian firms.

Downsizing Approaches

Downsizing has inspired various innovative ways of removing people from the payroll, sometimes on a massive scale. Several alternatives can be used when downsizing must occur: Attrition, early retirement buyouts, and layoffs are the most common.

ATTRITION AND HIRING FREEZES  Attrition occurs when individuals who quit, die, or retire are not replaced. With this approach, no one is cut out of a job, but those who remain must handle the same workload with fewer people. Unless turnover is high, attrition will eliminate only a relatively small number of employees. Therefore, employers may use a method that combines attrition with a freeze on hiring. This method is usually received with better employee understanding than many of the other methods.

EARLY RETIREMENT BUYOUTS  Early retirement is a means of encouraging more senior workers to leave the organization early. As an incentive, employers make additional payments to employees so that they will not be penalized too much economically until their pensions and Social Security benefits take effect. Such voluntary termination programs, or buyouts, entice employees to quit with financial incentives. They are widely viewed as ways to accomplish workforce reduction without resorting to layoffs and individual firings.30

Buyouts appeal to employers because they can reduce payroll costs significantly over time. Although there are some up-front costs, the organization does not incur the continuing payroll costs. One hospital saved $2 for every $1 spent on early retirees. As noted, early retirement buyouts are viewed as a more humane way to reduce staff than terminating long-service, loyal employees. In addition, as long as buyouts are truly voluntary, the organization is less exposed to age discrimination suits.31 Employees whom the company wishes would stay as well as those it wishes would leave can take advantage of the buyout. Consequently, some individuals whom the employer would rather retain often are among those who take a buyout.

Layoffs occur when employees are put on unpaid leaves of absence. If business improves for the employer, then employees can be called back to work. Layoffs may be an appropriate downsizing strategy if there is a temporary downturn in an industry. Nevertheless, careful planning of layoffs is essential. Managers must consider the following questions:

- How are decisions made about whom to lay off, using seniority or performance records?
- How will call-backs be made if all workers cannot be recalled at the same time?
- Will any benefits coverage be given workers who are laid off?
- If workers take other jobs, do they forfeit their call-back rights?

Companies have no legal obligation to provide a financial cushion to laid-off employees; however, many do. When a provision exists for severance pay, the most common formula is one week’s pay for every year of employment. Larger companies tend to be more generous. Loss of medical benefits is a major problem for laid-off employees. But under a federal law (COBRA), displaced workers can retain their medical group coverage for up to 18 months, and up to 36 months for dependents, if they pay the premiums themselves.
Outplacement Services

Outplacement is a group of services provided to displaced employees to give them support and assistance. It is most often used with those involuntarily removed because of performance problems or elimination of jobs. A variety of services may be available to displaced employees. Outplacement services typically include personal career counseling, resume preparation and typing services, interviewing workshops, and referral assistance. Such services are generally provided by outside firms that specialize in outplacement assistance. Special severance pay arrangements also may be used. As Figure 2–14 indicates, firms commonly provide additional severance benefits and continue medical benefit coverage for a period of time at the same company-paid level as before. Other aids include retraining for different jobs, establishing on-site career centers, and contacting other employers for job placement opportunities.

In summary, a decade of experience with downsizing has led to some wisdom on how to deal with it if necessary.

- Investigate alternatives to downsizing: Given the potential problems of downsizing, alternatives should be seriously considered first.
- Involve those people necessary for success in the planning for downsizing: This involvement frequently is not done; those who have to make the downsizing operation work often are not involved in its planning.
- Develop a comprehensive communications plan: Employees are entitled to advance notice so they can make plans.
- Nurture the survivors: Remaining employees may be confused about their future careers. These and other concerns obviously can have negative effects.
- Outplacement pays off: Helping separated employees find new work is good for the people and the reputation of the organization.

FIGURE 2–14 Outplacement Assistance by Company

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Percentage of Employers Providing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outplacement Services</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended Severance Pay</td>
<td>42.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended Health Coverage</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Retraining</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary

- HR planning is tied to the broader process of strategic planning, beginning with identifying the philosophy and mission of the organization.
- Human resources can provide a core competency for the organization, which may represent unique capabilities of the organization.
- Human resources can be part of resource-based organizational strategies if they have value, rareness, difficult imitability, and organization.
- HR strategies are affected by the culture of the organization and the life-cycle stages of the industry and the organization.
- Different organizational strategies require different approaches to HR planning.
- HR planning involves analyzing and identifying the future needs for and availability of human resources for the organization. The HR unit has major responsibilities in HR planning, but managers must provide supportive information and input.
- The HR planning process must be linked to organizational objectives and strategies.
- When developing HR plans, it is important for managers to scan the external environment to identify the effects of governmental influences, economic conditions, geographic and competitive concerns, and workforce composition and patterns.
- Assessment of internal strengths and weaknesses as a part of HR planning requires that current jobs and employee capabilities be audited and organizational capabilities be inventoried.
- An HRIS is an integrated system designed to improve the efficiency with which HR data is compiled and to make HR records more useful to management as a source of information.
- The growth of web-based HRIS options means that training and security issues must be addressed.
- Information on past and present conditions is used to identify expected future conditions and forecast the supply and demand for human resources. This process can be carried out with a variety of methods and for differing periods of time.
- Management of HR surpluses may require downsizing and outplacement. Attrition and early retirement are commonly used.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. Describe some examples in your work experience of human resources being valuable, rare, hard to imitate, and well-organized.
2. Discuss how business strategy and HR practices vary in different industry life-cycle stages.
3. What is HR planning, and why must HR planning be seen as a process flowing from the organizational strategic plan?
4. Assume you have to develop an HR plan for a local bank. What specific external factors would be important for you to consider? Why?
5. At a computer software firm, how would you audit the current jobs and capabilities of employees?
6. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of employees using a web-based HRIS.
7. Why are the time frame and methods used to forecast supply and demand for human resources so important?
8. Assume that as a result of HR planning, a hospital identifies a shortage of physical therapists but a surplus of administrative workers. Discuss the actions that might be taken to address these problems, and explain why they must be approached carefully.

Terms to Know

- compressed workweek 54
- core competency 41
- downsizing 63
- environmental scanning 50
- extranet 58
- forecasting 59
- flextime 53
- HR strategies 49
Using the Internet

Downsizing

The CEO and Senior Vice Presidents have called a special meeting to discuss and then evaluate a possible organizational downsizing. As the Senior HR Manager, you have been asked to develop alternatives to terminations and layoffs. Prepare a handout listing three alternatives to layoffs that would be beneficial to the organization.

Log on to the following web site: [http://worksearch.gc.ca/hroffice](http://worksearch.gc.ca/hroffice) select English, and then select British Columbia to find the information.

CASE

Merging Incompatible Organizational Cultures

As the number of mergers and acquisitions has continued to rise, it has become evident that merging two different organizational cultures is not easy. Also, many anticipated benefits of the mergers are not realized because of different organizational and human resource cultures. According to one national estimate, 70% of all mergers and acquisitions do not meet expectations, and just 15% of all combinations achieve their stated financial objectives.

One example from the health-care industry illustrates the problems. Two large home-health-care organizations, both headquartered in southern California, had been fierce competitors. Homedco and Abbey Healthcare Group decided that rather than continuing to compete, they could strengthen their market positions by merging to create one large firm, Apria Healthcare Group. Together, they planned to expand their home health services nationwide as the effects of managed care spread.

Yet three years later the stock value of Apria had declined by 25%, and earnings fell. How far Apria declined was soon evident; when efforts began to find another company to take over the firm, few buyers were interested. What happened was primarily due to operational problems caused by the merger. Those issues had not been resolved because of internal conflict between the ex-Homedco and Abbey Healthcare executives and employees. Ultimately, the Board of Directors, which was evenly split, accepted the need to remove Timothy Aitken, former CEO of Abbey Healthcare, and have Jeremy Jones from Homedco as CEO.

It was obvious from the beginning that the organizational cultures were very different. Whereas Homedco had a more formalized structure with more centralized decision making, Abbey Healthcare had very decentralized decision making, and branch managers had significant authority. Also, merging computer and billing systems by using the Abbey Healthcare system meant that employees from Homedco had to be trained, which did not happen fast enough. As a result, numerous billing errors and the resulting complaints and phone calls from unhappy customers overwhelmed Apria customer service departments.

To save costs and eliminate duplication of jobs, about 14% of the employees in the combined company lost jobs. But the greatest number of those cut were former Abbey employees. For those remaining, it appeared that most Homedco managers were not
affected as much as the Abbey Healthcare managers. For instance, only 6 of the 21 regional managers were formerly with Abbey Healthcare, which caused most of the best-performing Abbey sales representatives to quit. Even changing some basic HR policies caused problems. For example, when Homedco HR policies were extended into Abbey offices, a new dress code and time-recording procedures irritated many former Abbey workers. A significant number of them left in the first year. The level of conflict was so severe that employees from one firm referred to those from the other company as “idiots” and refused to return phone calls from employees with the other firm. Finally, both Aitken and Jones left the firm, and a new executive team has been struggling to rebuild Apria. Instead of being a healthy merger, it turned into the “merger from hell.”

Unfortunately, this situation is not unusual; similar conflicting cultures have diminished the effectiveness of mergers by firms in other industries as well. One instance is a merger of two financial institutions, Society Corporation and Key Corporation (KeyCorp). Since the merger, the combined firm has grown only half as fast as other banks its size and has cut 5,000 employees. In this case, as well as the Apria one, it is evident that human resource issues and organizational culture incompatibilities can destroy the value of mergers that appear to be logical from a broad business strategy perspective.32

**Questions**

1. Describe how analyses of human resource issues should have been done prior to the Apria merger.
2. Given the problems both KeyCorp and Apria have, what actions could be taken to begin creating better organizational cultures?

**Notes**

6. The authors acknowledge that the development of concepts in Figure 2–2 are based on ideas suggested by Kathryn D. McKe, SPHR, CCP; Charles W. L. Hill and Gareth R. Jones, *Strategic Management* (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1998), 92–96; and Thomas A. Kochan and Thomas A. Barocci, *Human Resource Management and Industrial Relations* (Chicago: Scott, Foresman, 1985), 105.


CHAPTER 3

Individuals, Jobs, and Effective HR Management

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Identify three areas where HR departments should set performance goals.
- Describe your current job using the job characteristics model.
- Discuss advantages and disadvantages of work teams.
- Compare and contrast ways of dealing with turnover and absenteeism.
- Enumerate ways to collect data for evaluating HR performance.
- Summarize the process of evaluating HR performance.
Effective HR: Linking Individuals and Jobs Successfully

The kinds of Human Resources systems and practices that organizations develop differ to some extent. They evolve in response to different circumstances, but it is becoming clear that HR management does affect an organization’s effectiveness and ability to compete. Three examples are given here to show how the relationships among individuals, jobs, and effective HR management can affect an organization.

Plastics Lumber Company: In Akron, Ohio, Alan Robbins started a small factory that converts old milk and soda bottles to fake lumber used in picnic tables, fences, etc. His major problems have been with his employees. He intentionally put his factory in a downtown location and hired local residents. When he began, he was lax and friendly—he would break out cold beers for everyone at the end of a shift, or grant employees personal loans. A turning point came when Mr. Robbins had to fire two workers for fighting on the work floor. One was roaming the factory looking for the other with an iron bar in his hand. Both men filed for unemployment compensation, and filed racial discrimination complaints. Mr. Robbins realized his laissez-faire approach to HR was not going to work. Other tough issues involving alcohol and drugs at work also emerged. In one month, he had to fire four of his 50 employees for cocaine and other substance abuse problems. Absenteeism is a constant problem. So is the threat of lawsuits and injury claims, as well as discrimination and unemployment claims. In response Mr. Robbins has built elaborate HR defenses against such problems and says he no longer trusts his employees as much as he once did. His solution is an HR system built around a thick employment manual outlining what will be tolerated and what will not.

Northwest Airlines: Northwest’s customer service and labor problems have gone from bad to the worst among major airlines. Northwest had the highest number of customer complaints, the most delayed flights, and second worst performance on mishandled bags. The airline recognized the problems, but the situation worsened when General Motors and Chrysler announced they were shifting some of their business travel to a Northwest rival. The automakers were unhappy with high fares, delays, and cancellations by Northwest. The FAA is investigating an unusually high number of mechanical problems, and union employees had a strike. In looking at Northwest Airlines, the CEO of Continental Airlines observed, “They know they have some service issues.” He further noted, “A successful company can’t be at war with its own employees.”

Chrysler Corporation’s Windsor Van Plant: When 33-year-old James Bonini was named manager of the big van plant in Windsor, Ontario, virtually everyone was surprised. He was young and inexperienced for the big job in one of the least-automated plants—with hundreds of manual jobs. He was selected because his boss wanted to shake up Chrysler’s manufacturing plants, where managers thought they were drill sergeants, workers were dissatisfied, and quality problems were abundant.

Mr. Bonini made mistakes and was met with skepticism. But his common-sense management approach finally succeeded in changing the culture of the plant and attitudes of many employees. En route to that outcome, he took actions that had not been used before—and that paid off. He met with all the workers in small groups; interestingly, many workers had never even met a plant manager.

“A successful company can’t be at war with its own employees.”

Bonini and his staff redesigned about 70% of the assembly operations and redesigned jobs to improve ergonomics, cost, and quality. His concern for his people showed up in incidents as minor as dealing with worker complaints about restrooms to changing telephone policy after a worker did not get a call in time to get to his dying wife’s bedside. Bonini and his managers used worker teams to help draft standard operating procedures, and those teams made meaningful changes in the way workers did their jobs each day.

The plant’s approach to individuals and their jobs was changed—a feat acknowledged positively by even the most hard-bitten skeptics. Workers and managers both had changed the way they viewed and did their jobs.
The perception used to be that Human Resources thought about the happiness of employees... Now we realize the overriding concern is the yield from employees.

JEAN COYLE

This chapter focuses on individuals: their relationship with their employers and their motivation. It also looks at the jobs they do and the ways of measuring the effectiveness of HR management in dealing with individuals and their jobs. Throughout the chapter, important HR output variables are considered: productivity, quality, service, satisfaction, and turnover and absenteeism.

Individuals are both valuable and perverse commodities for the managers who rely on them to accomplish work. In some organizations the people and the innovative ideas they generate are really the “product” that the firm produces. In others, depending on the job design, people may be a necessary but much smaller part of the overall effort, because machines do most of the work.

What is the actual monetary value of an individual to an organization? Employers who compete on the basis of their employees’ capabilities know the importance of people to the success of the organization. However, the exact monetary value of a skilled workforce may be difficult to identify. An organization may have created a workforce that works harder or smarter than competitors; or one that generates many new ideas and is continually learning new ways and finding better methods. There may be no formula to put a precise dollar amount on such favorable values and activities, but when a company is sold, such attributes of the workforce bring a premium price.2

Just as the quality of the workforce can be a competitive advantage, it can also be a liability. When very few employees know how to do their jobs, when people are constantly leaving the organization, and when those workers who remain refuse to change or work more effectively, the human resources are a competitive problem that puts the organization at a disadvantage. Simply having an effective strategy and good products or services does not guarantee success for an organization if the individual employees do not implement that strategy or produce organizational products or services efficiently.3

Individual Employee Performance

Many factors can affect the performance of individual employees—their abilities, motivations, the support they receive, the nature of the work they are doing, and their relationship with the organization. The Human Resources unit in an organization exists in part to analyze and help correct problems in these areas.4 Exactly what the role of the HR unit in an organization “should be” depends upon what upper management expects. As with any management function, HR management activities should be evaluated and reengineered as necessary so that they can contribute to the competitive performance of the organization and individuals at work.

In many organizations the performance depends largely on the performance of individual employees. There are many ways to think about the kind of performance required of employees for the organization to be successful; but here, we will consider three key elements: productivity, quality, and service.
Productivity

The more productive an organization, the better its competitive advantage, because its costs to produce a unit of output are lower. Better productivity does not necessarily mean more is produced; perhaps fewer people (or less money or time) were used to produce the same amount. A useful way to measure the productivity of a workforce is the total cost of people per unit of output. In its most basic sense, productivity is a measure of the quantity and quality of work done, considering the cost of the resources it took to do the work. It is also useful to view productivity as a ratio between input and output. This ratio indicates the value added by an organization or in an economy.

GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS AND PRODUCTIVITY At the national level, productivity is of concern for several reasons. First, high productivity leads to higher standards of living, as shown by the greater ability of a country to pay for what its citizens want. Next, increases in national wage levels (the cost of paying employees) without increases in national productivity lead to inflation, which results in an increase in costs and a decrease in purchasing power. Finally, lower rates of productivity make for higher labor costs and a less competitive position for a nation’s products in the world marketplace.

ORGANIZATIONS AND PRODUCTIVITY Productivity at the organization level ultimately affects profitability and competitiveness in a for-profit organization and total costs in a not-for-profit organization. Decisions made about the value of an organization often are based on the productivity of which it is capable.5

Perhaps none of the resources used for productivity in organizations are so closely scrutinized as human resources. Many of the activities undertaken in an HR system deal with individual or organizational productivity. Pay, appraisal systems, training, selection, job design, and compensation are HR activities concerned very directly with productivity.6

Another useful way to measure organizational HR productivity is by considering unit labor cost, or the total labor cost per unit of output, which is computed by dividing the average cost of workers by their average levels of output. Using the unit labor cost, it can be seen that a company paying relatively high wages still can be economically competitive if it can also achieve an offsetting high productivity level.

Productivity
A measure of the quantity and quality of work done, considering the cost of the resources it took to do the work.

Unit labor cost
The total labor cost per unit of output, which is the average cost of workers divided by their average levels of output.

---

* Dilbert reprinted by permission of United Feature Syndicate, Inc.*
INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTIVITY  How a given individual performs depends on three factors: ability to do the work, level of effort, and support given that person. Figure 3–1 illustrates these three factors. The relationship of these factors, widely acknowledged in management literature, is that performance (P) is the result of ability (A) times effort (E) times support (S) (P = A × E × S). Performance is diminished if any of these factors are reduced or absent.

Recruiting and selection are directly connected to the first factor, innate ability, which involves choosing the person with the right talents and interests for a given job. The second factor—the effort expended by an individual—is influenced by many HR issues, such as motivation, incentives, and job design. Organizational support, the third factor, includes training, equipment provided, knowledge of expectations, and perhaps a productive team situation. HR activities involved here include training and development and performance appraisal.

INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY  U.S. firms have been on a decade-long crusade to improve organizational productivity. Much of the productivity improvement efforts have focused on the workforce. The early stages included downsizing, reengineering jobs, increasing computer usage, and working employees harder. These approaches have done as much good as possible in some firms. Some ideas for the next step in productivity improvement include:

- **Outsource:** Contract with someone else to perform activities previously done by employees of the organization. For instance, if UPS can deliver products at a lower cost than a manufacturing company can internally, then the firm could outsource shipping to UPS.
- **Make workers more efficient with capital equipment:** A study of productivity in four countries found that in each country the less spent on equipment per worker, the less output per worker.
- **Replace workers with equipment:** Certain jobs are not well done by humans. The jobs may be mindless, physically difficult, etc. For example, a ditch usually is better dug by a person operating a backhoe than by a person with a shovel.
- **Help workers work better:** Replace outmoded methods and rules, or find better ways of training people to work more efficiently.
- **Redesign the work:** Some work can be redesigned to make it faster, easier, and possibly even more rewarding to employees. Such changes generally improve productivity.

FIGURE 3–1 Components of Individual Productivity
The need for productivity improvement will never end. With global competition there will always be a need to produce more at less cost, which entails working both harder and smarter in many situations.9

Quality Production

Quality of production also must be considered as part of productivity, because one alternative might be to produce more but at a lower quality. At one time, American goods suffered as a result of this trade-off. W. Edwards Deming, an American quality expert, argued that getting the job done right the first time—through pride in craftsmanship, excellent training, and an unwillingness to tolerate delays, defects, and mistakes—is important to quality production.

Organizations throughout the world are proceeding on the quality front in many different ways, ranging from general training of workers on improving and maintaining quality to better engineering of products prior to manufacturing. One way in which organizations have focused on quality is by using international quality standards.

ISO 9000 A set of quality standards called the ISO 9000 standards has been derived by the International Standards Organization in Geneva, Switzerland. These standards cover everything from training to purchasing and are being implemented widely in European countries. Companies that meet the standards are awarded a certificate. The purpose of the ISO 9000 certification is to show that an organization has documented its management processes and procedures and has a trained staff so that customers can be confident that organizational goods and services will be consistent in quality.

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT (TQM) Many organizations that have made major improvements in the quality of their operations have recognized that a broad-based quality effort has been needed. Total Quality Management (TQM) is a comprehensive management process focusing on the continuous improvement of organizational activities to enhance the quality of the goods and services supplied. TQM programs have become quite popular as organizations strive to improve their productivity and quality.

At the heart of TQM is the concept that it is customer focused, which means that every organizational activity should be evaluated and analyzed to determine if it contributes to meeting customers’ needs and expectations. Another characteristic of TQM is the importance of employee involvement. Often, quality improvement teams of other group efforts are used to ensure that all employees understand the importance of quality and how their efforts affect quality. Benchmarking is another facet of TQM, in which quality efforts are measured and compared with measures both for the industry and for other organizations. It is hoped that providing measurement information on quality will help to make continuous improvements in quality a part of the organizational culture.

For some organizations, the promises of TQM have been realized; but for others, TQM became a short-term program that later was dropped. A nationwide study of over 1,000 executives and managers found that only 45% of the organizations that had implemented TQM thought their programs had been successful.10 However, some observers contend that quality concerns have
become much more basic to the way work is done. They argue it is a widespread philosophy caused by competitive pressures. The idea of continuous improvement has indeed been built into the approaches of many producers of goods and services.11

Service

Delivering high-quality customer service is another important outcome that affects organizational competitive performance. High quality and productivity are both important in the third aspect of performance considered here—customer service. Service begins with product design and includes interaction with customers, ultimately providing a satisfactory meeting of customers’ needs. Some firms do not produce products, only services. The U.S. economy is estimated to be composed of over 75% service jobs including retail, banking, travel, government, etc., where service is the basis for competition.

Overall, customer satisfaction has declined in the United States and other countries. The American Customer Satisfaction Index revealed that in many U.S. industries, customers are growing more dissatisfied with the customer service they receive.12 However, if their expectations are met, customers are likely to be more satisfied, make favorable comments to others, and/or become repeat customers. Consequently, organizations working to enhance their competitiveness must work to enhance service.13

Service excellence is difficult to define, but people know it when they see it. In many organizations, service quality is affected significantly by individual employees who interact with customers.14 The dimensions of service are depicted in Figure 3–2. Employing organizations have used many approaches attempting to improve productivity, quality, and service. In the process of doing so, the relationship between the organization and individual employees has been changed in many cases.15

---

**FIGURE 3–2 Customer Service Dimensions**
Individual/Organizational Relationships

At one time loyalty and long service with one company were considered an appropriate individual/organizational relationship. Recently, changes have been noted in both loyalty and length of service, with employees leaving more frequently. Several factors are driving the changes, including the following:16

- Mergers and acquisitions
- Self-employment and contingent work
- Outsourcing jobs
- Loss of employment security
- Less management job tenure
- Altered “psychological contracts”

Surveys show that workers have grown more skeptical about their chances to share equitably in the success of the organizations that they helped create.17 While some 60% or more of workers report they are satisfied with their jobs, only about half would recommend their employer as a good place to work and only 35% trust top management.18 As a result, faith in management and belief in workplace reciprocity has eroded.

The idea of reciprocity seems to be a very significant issue in these changes. Reciprocity means to “give in return” and is basic to human feelings of fair treatment. When organizations merge, lay off large numbers of employees, outsource work, and use large numbers of temporary and part-time workers, employees see no reason to give their loyalty in return for this loss of job security.19 These issues are illustrated in the HR Perspective that follows on the next page.

Importance of Employee/Organizational Relationships

It can be argued (and it is) that the relationship between an employer and employee really does not affect performance. The employer exchanges pay for the performance of specified work, and that is all that is necessary. As in a legal agreement, one party contracts for specific services of the other party. Recent research suggests that employees perform better when they work in a situation with mutual investment, or even overinvestment by the employer, than they do in a legal agreement situation.20 The implication is that the employee-organizational relationship does matter and should be chosen carefully. Many employees seem to respond favorably in performance and attitude when organizations are willing to commit to a mutual relationship.

Such a commitment might include traditional benefits, rewards for longevity, flexible schedules, communication with supervisors, and work-life balance. These observations suggest that despite all the changes in workplaces, many employers still want committed workers willing to solve difficult problems. Many employees still want security and stability, interesting work, a supervisor they respect, and competitive pay and benefits.21

The Psychological Contract

The long-term economic health of most organizations depends on the efforts of employees with the appropriate knowledge, skills, and abilities. One concept that has been useful in discussing employees’ relationship with the organization is that of a psychological contract, which refers to the unwritten expectations that employees and employers have about the nature of their work relationships.
that employees and employers have about the nature of their work relationships. Because the psychological contract is individual and subjective in nature, it focuses on expectations about “fairness” that may not be defined clearly by employees.

Both tangible items (such as wages, benefits, employee productivity, and attendance) and intangible items (such as loyalty, fair treatment, and job security) are encompassed by psychological contracts between employers and employees. Many employers may attempt to detail their expectations through employee handbooks and policy manuals, but those materials are only part of the total “contractual” relationship.

**TRADITIONAL PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTRACT** In the “good old days,” employees exchanged their efforts and capabilities for a secure job that offered rising wages, comprehensive benefits, and career progression within the organization. But as organizations have downsized and cut workers who have given long and loyal service, a growing number of employees question whether they should be loyal to their employers. The transformation in the psychological contract mirrors an evolution in which organizations have moved from employing individuals just to
perform tasks, to employing individuals expected to produce results. Rather than just paying them to follow orders and put in time, increasingly employers are expecting employees to utilize their skills and capabilities to accomplish organizational results. According to one expert, the new psychological contract rewards employees for contributing to organizational success in the competitive marketplace for goods and services.

**LOYALTY** Studies suggest that employees do believe in these unwritten agreements or psychological contracts, and hope their employers will keep their sides of the agreement. When employers do not, employees feel a minimal necessity to contribute to the organizational productivity because they no longer trust the company. Thus, employees’ loyalty has been affected negatively. Not everyone feels that a decline in employee loyalty is a problem. However, more employers are finding that in tight labor markets turnover of key people occurs more frequently when employee loyalty is low, and they have concluded that a loyal and committed workforce is important.

Perhaps loyalty is necessary, but it should be based on a new psychological contract with the following expectations:

**Employers provide:**
- Competitive compensation
- Benefits tailored to the workforce
- Flexibility to balance work and home life

**Employees contribute:**
- Continuous skill improvement
- Reasonable time with organization
- Extra effort when needed

The remainder of this chapter uses the conceptual model shown in Figure 3–3. This model shows the linkages, beginning with individual and job characteristics, that lead to job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and affect the
organizational outcomes—productivity, quality, and service—already discussed. All five output variables can be used to measure HR effectiveness.

**Individual Motivation**

The performance that employers look for in individuals rests on ability, motivation, and the support individuals receive; however, motivation is often the missing variable. Motivation is the desire within a person causing that person to act. People usually act for one reason: to reach a goal. Thus, motivation is a goal-directed drive, and it seldom occurs in a void. The words need, want, desire, and drive are all similar to motive, from which the word motivation is derived. Understanding motivation is important because performance, reaction to compensation, and other HR concerns are related to motivation.

Approaches to understanding motivation differ because many individual theorists have developed their own views and theories. They approach motivation from different starting points, with different ideas in mind, and from different backgrounds. No one approach is considered to be the “ultimate.” Each approach has contributed to the understanding of human motivation.

**Content Theories of Motivation**

Content theories of motivation are concerned with the needs that people are attempting to satisfy. The most well-known theories are highlighted briefly next.

**MASLOW’S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS** One theory of human motivation that has received a great deal of exposure in the past was developed by Abraham Maslow. In this theory, Maslow classified human needs into five categories that ascend in a definite order. Until the more basic needs are adequately fulfilled, a person will not strive to meet higher needs. Maslow’s well-known hierarchy is composed of (1) physiological needs, (2) safety and security needs, (3) belonging and love needs, (4) esteem needs, and (5) self-actualization needs.

An assumption often made by those using Maslow’s hierarchy is that workers in modern, technologically advanced societies basically have satisfied their physiological, safety, and belonging needs. Therefore, they will be motivated by the needs for self-esteem, esteem of others, and then self-actualization. Consequently, conditions to satisfy these needs should be present at work; the job itself should be meaningful and motivating.

**HERZBERG’S MOTIVATION/HYGIENE THEORY** Frederick Herzberg’s motivation/hygiene theory assumes that one group of factors, motivators, accounts for high levels of motivation. Another group of factors, hygiene, or maintenance factors, can cause discontent with work. Figure 3–4 compares Herzberg’s motivators and hygiene factors with Maslow’s needs of hierarchy.

The implication of Herzberg’s research for management and HR practices is that although managers must carefully consider hygiene factors in order to avoid employee dissatisfaction, even if all these maintenance needs are addressed, people may not be motivated to work harder. Only motivators cause employees to exert more effort and thereby attain more productivity, and this theory suggests that managers should utilize the motivators as tools to enhance employee performance.
**Process Theories of Motivation**

Process theories suggest that a variety of factors may prove to be motivating, depending on the needs of the individual, the situation the individual is in, and the rewards the individual expects for the work done. Theorists who hold to this view do not attempt to fit people into a single category, but rather accept human differences.

One process theory by Lyman Porter and E.E. Lawler focuses on the value a person places on a goal as well as the person’s perceptions of workplace equity, or fairness, as factors that influence his or her job behavior. In a work situation, perception is the way an individual views the job. Figure 3–5 contains a simplified Porter and Lawler model, which indicates that motivation is influenced by people’s expectations. If expectations are not met, people may feel that they have been unfairly treated and consequently become dissatisfied.

Using the Porter and Lawler model, suppose that a salesclerk is motivated to expend effort on her job. From this job she expects to receive two types of rewards: intrinsic (internal) and extrinsic (external). For this salesclerk, intrinsic rewards could include a feeling of accomplishment, a feeling of recognition, or other motivators. Extrinsic rewards might be such items as pay, benefits, good working conditions, and other hygiene factors. The salesclerk compares her performance with what she expected and evaluates it in light of both types of rewards she receives. She then reaches some level of job satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Once this level is reached, it is difficult to determine what she will do. If she is dissatisfied, she might put forth less effort in the future, she might
work harder to get the rewards she wants, or she might just accept her dissatisfaction. If she is highly satisfied, it does not always mean she will work harder. She may even slack off a bit, saying, “I got what I wanted.”

The essence of the Porter and Lawler view of motivation is perception. In addition, as the feedback loop in Figure 3–5 indicates, performance leads to satisfaction rather than satisfaction leading to performance.

Job Design

Individual responses to jobs vary. A job may be motivating to one person but not to someone else. Also, depending on how jobs are designed, they may provide more or less opportunity for employees to satisfy their job-related needs. For example, a sales job may furnish a good opportunity to satisfy social needs, whereas a training assignment may satisfy a person’s need to be an expert in a certain area. A job that gives little latitude may not satisfy an individual’s need to be creative or innovative. Therefore, managers and employees alike are finding that understanding the characteristics of jobs requires broader perspectives than it did in the past.

Designing or redesigning jobs encompasses many factors. Job design refers to organizing tasks, duties, and responsibilities into a productive unit of work. It involves the content of jobs and the effect of jobs on employees. Identifying the components of a given job is an integral part of job design. More attention is being paid to job design for three major reasons:

- Job design can influence performance in certain jobs, especially those where employee motivation can make a substantial difference. Lower costs through reduced turnover and absenteeism also are related to good job design.
- Job design can affect job satisfaction. Because people are more satisfied with certain job configurations than with others, it is important to be able to identify what makes a “good” job.
Job design can affect both physical and mental health. Problems such as hearing loss, backache, and leg pain sometimes can be traced directly to job design, as can stress and related high blood pressure and heart disease.

Not everyone would be happy as a physician, as an engineer, or as a dishwasher. But certain people like and do well at each of those jobs. The person/job fit is a simple but important concept that involves matching characteristics of people with characteristics of jobs. Obviously, if a person does not fit a job, either the person can be changed or replaced, or the job can be altered. In the past, it was much more common to make the round person fit the square job. However, successfully “reshaping” people is not easy to do. By redesigning jobs, the person/job fit can be improved more easily. Jobs may be designed properly when they are first established or “reengineered” later.

Nature of Job Design

Identifying the components of a given job is an integral part of job design. Designing or redesigning jobs encompasses many factors, and a number of different techniques are available to the manager. Job design has been equated with job enrichment, a technique developed by Frederick Herzberg, but job design is much broader than job enrichment alone.

**Job Enlargement and Job Enrichment**

Attempts to alleviate some of the problems encountered in excessive job simplification fall under the general headings of job enlargement and job enrichment. **Job enlargement** involves broadening the scope of a job by expanding the number of different tasks to be performed. **Job enrichment** is increasing the depth of a job by adding responsibility for planning, organizing, controlling, and evaluating the job.34

A manager might enrich a job by promoting variety, requiring more skill and responsibility, providing more autonomy, and adding opportunities for personal growth. Giving an employee more planning and controlling responsibilities over the tasks to be done also enriches. However, simply adding more similar tasks does not enrich the job. Some examples of such actions that enrich a job include:

- Giving a person an entire job rather than just a piece of the work.
- Giving more freedom and authority so the employee can perform the job as he or she sees fit.
- Increasing a person’s accountability for work by reducing external control.
- Expanding assignments so employees can learn to do new tasks and develop new areas of expertise.
- Giving feedback reports directly to employees rather than to management only.

**Job Rotation**

The technique known as **job rotation** can be a way to break the monotony of an otherwise routine job with little scope by shifting a person from job to job. For example, one week on the auto assembly line, John Williams attaches doors to the rest of the body assembly. The next week he attaches bumpers. The third week he puts in seat assemblies, then rotates back to doors again the following week. Job rotation need not be done on a weekly basis. John could spend one-third of a day on each job or one entire day, instead of a week, on each job. It has been argued, however, that rotation does little in the long run to solve the problem of employee boredom. Rotating a person from one boring
job to another may help somewhat initially, but the jobs are still perceived to be boring. The advantage is that job rotation does develop an employee who can do many different jobs.

**Job Characteristics**

The job-characteristics model by Hackman and Oldham identifies five important design characteristics of jobs. Figure 3–6 shows that *skill variety*, *task identity*, and *task significance* affect meaningfulness of work. Autonomy stimulates responsibility, and feedback provides knowledge of results. Following is a description of each characteristic.

**SKILL VARIETY** The extent to which the work requires several different activities for successful completion indicates its *skill variety*. For example, low skill variety exists when an assembly-line worker performs the same two tasks repetitively. The more skills involved, the more meaningful the work.

Skill variety can be enhanced in several ways. Job rotation can break the monotony of an otherwise routine job with little scope by shifting a person from job to job. Job enlargement may as well.

**TASK IDENTITY** The extent to which the job includes a “whole” identifiable unit of work that is carried out from start to finish and that results in a visible outcome is its *task identity*. For example, one corporation changed its customer service processes so that when a customer calls with a problem, one employee, called a Customer Care Advocate, handles most or all facets of the problem from maintenance to repair. As a result, more than 40% of customer problems are resolved by one person while the customer is still on the line. Previously, less than

---

**FIGURE 3–6 Job-Characteristics Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Characteristics (enriched jobs)</th>
<th>Psychological States</th>
<th>Desired Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skill Variety, Task Identity, Task Significance</td>
<td>Experienced Meaningfulness</td>
<td>Motivation, Performance, Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>Experienced Responsibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>Knowledge of Results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relationship is moderated by the strength of an employee’s need for growth.
1% of the customer problems were resolved immediately because the customer service representative had to complete paperwork and forward it to operations, which then followed a number of separate steps using different people to resolve problems. In the current system, the Customer Care Advocate can identify more closely with solving a customer’s problem.

**Task Significance** The amount of impact the job has on other people indicates its task significance. A job is more meaningful if it is important to other people for some reason. For instance, a soldier may experience more fulfillment when defending his or her country from a real threat than when merely training to stay ready in case such a threat arises. In the earlier example, the Customer Care Advocate’s task has significance because it affects customers considerably.

**Autonomy** The extent of individual freedom and discretion in the work and its scheduling indicates autonomy. More autonomy leads to a greater feeling of personal responsibility for the work. Efforts to increase autonomy may lead to what was characterized as job enrichment by Frederick Herzberg. Examples of actions that increase autonomy include giving more freedom and authority so the employee can perform the job as he or she sees fit and increasing an employee’s accountability for work by reducing external control.

**Feedback** The amount of information employees receive about how well or how poorly they have performed is feedback. The advantage of feedback is that it helps employees to understand the effectiveness of their performance and contributes to their overall knowledge about the work. At one firm, feedback reports from customers who contact the company with problems are given directly to the employees who handle the customers’ complaints, instead of being given only to the department manager.

**Consequences of Job Design**

Jobs designed to take advantage of these important job characteristics are more likely to be positively received by employees. Such characteristics help distinguish between “good” and “bad” jobs. Many approaches to enhancing productivity and quality reflect efforts to expand some of the job characteristics.

Because of the effects of job design on performance, employee satisfaction, health, and many other factors, many organizations are changing or have already changed the design of some jobs. A broader approach is reengineering work and jobs.

**Changes in Job Design: “Reengineering” Jobs**

One movement that has affected the design and characteristics of jobs and work is reengineering. Reengineering is rethinking and redesigning work to improve cost, service, and speed. The reengineering process may include such techniques as creating work teams, training employees in multiple skills so they can do multiple jobs, pushing decision making as far down the organizational hierarchy as possible, and reorganizing operations and offices to simplify and speed work.

The thrust of reengineering is not downsizing or restructuring the organization but focusing on the flow of work and how jobs themselves need to change.
to improve the processes associated with work. Reengineering assumes that the ultimate focus of all organizational work should be the customer, and it attempts to generate dramatic improvement in organizational productivity, quality, and service. As a result, many jobs are changed, and greater use of technology is made, particularly of information systems and computers.

Using Teams in Jobs

Typically, a job is thought of as something done by one person. However, where it is appropriate, jobs may be designed for teams. In an attempt to make jobs more meaningful and to take advantage of the increased productivity and commitment that can follow, more organizations are using teams of employees instead of individuals for jobs. Some firms have gone as far as dropping the terms workers and employees, replacing them with teammates, crew members, cast members, and others that emphasize teamwork.

Special-purpose team
An organizational team that is formed to address specific problems and may continue to work together to improve work processes or the quality of products and services.

Quality circle
A small group of employees who monitor productivity and quality and suggest solutions to problems.

Production cells
Groupings of workers who produce entire products or components of products.

Self-directed work team
An organizational team composed of individuals who are assigned a cluster of tasks, duties, and responsibilities to be accomplished.

SPECIAL-PURPOSE TEAMS AND QUALITY CIRCLES
Several types of teams are used in organizations today that function outside the scope of members’ normal jobs and meet from time to time. One is the special-purpose team, which is formed to address specific problems and may continue to work together to improve work processes or the quality of products and services. Often, these teams are a mixture of employees, supervisors, and managers. Another kind of team is the quality circle, a small group of employees who monitor productivity and quality and suggest solutions to problems. In many organizations, these problem-solving teams are part of Total Quality Management (TQM) efforts. Care must be taken that such teams do not violate federal labor laws. In a number of court cases, teams selected by and dominated by managers have been ruled to violate provisions of the National Labor Relations Act.

PRODUCTION CELLS
Another way work is restructured is through the use of production cells. As used in a number of manufacturing operations, production cells are groupings of workers who produce entire products or components of products. As many as fifty employees and as few as two can be grouped into a production cell, and each cell has all necessary machines and equipment. The cells ultimately replace the assembly line as the primary means of production.

SELF-DIRECTED WORK TEAMS
The self-directed work team is composed of individuals who are assigned a cluster of tasks, duties, and responsibilities to be accomplished. Unlike special-purpose teams, these teams become the regular entities in which team members work.

An interesting challenge for self-directed work teams involves the emergence or development of team leaders. This role is different from the traditional role played by supervisors or managers. Rather than directing and giving orders, the team leader becomes a facilitator to assist the team, mediate and resolve conflicts among team members, and interact with other teams and managers in other parts of the organization. Shared leadership may be necessary; here, team members rotate leadership for different phases of projects in which special expertise may be beneficial. Certain characteristics have been identified for the successful use of self-directed work teams in the United States.
Teams value and endorse dissent: The effective use of self-directed work teams requires that conflict and dissent be recognized and addressed. Contrary to what some might believe, suppressing dissent and conflict to preserve harmony ultimately becomes destructive to the effective operations of the team.

Teams use “shamrock” structures and have some variation in membership: As Figure 3-7 shows, a shamrock team is composed of a core of members, resource experts who join the team as appropriate, and part-time/temporary members as needed. As identified by Charles Handy, the presence of core members provides stability, but the infusion of the resource experts and part-time/temporary members provides renewal and change to the team.

Teams have authority to make decisions: For self-directed work teams to be effective, they must be allowed to function with sufficient authority to make decisions about team activities and operations. As transition to self-directed work teams occurs, significant efforts are necessary to define the areas and scope of authority of the teams as well as their goals.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Team Jobs

Teams have been popular job redesigns for much of the last two decades. Improved productivity, greater employee involvement, more widespread employee learning, and greater employee ownership of problems are among the potential benefits. Some organizations have found favorable results with transnational teams as the challenges of managing across borders becomes more common and complex. Even virtual teams linked primarily through advanced technology can contribute despite geographical dispersion of essential employees. Virtual teams also can easily take advantage of previously unavailable expertise.

But not everyone has been pleased with teams as a part of job design. In some cases employers find that teams work better with employees who are “group oriented.” Further, much work does not really need a team, and peer pressure may lead to unethical behavior. Many companies have used teamwork without much thought. Too often, teamwork can be a buzzword or “feel-good” device that may actually get in the way of good decisions. Further, compensating individual team members so that they see themselves as a team rather than just a group of individuals is often a problem. The HR Perspective on the next page relates how Levi Strauss Company has used teams in redesigned jobs.

Job Satisfaction and Organizational Commitment

In its most basic sense, job satisfaction is a positive emotional state resulting from evaluating one’s job experiences. Job dissatisfaction occurs when these expectations are not met. For example, if an employee expects clean and safe working conditions on the job, then the employee is likely to be dissatisfied if the workplace is dirty and dangerous.

Job satisfaction has many dimensions. Commonly noted facets are satisfaction with the work itself, wages, recognition, rapport with supervisors and coworkers, and chance for advancement. Each dimension contributes to an individual’s overall feeling of satisfaction with the job itself, but the “job” is defined differently by different people.
The number of people who are dissatisfied with their jobs nationally varies with the unemployment rate. Higher unemployment rates usually mean more dissatisfied workers because it is more difficult to change jobs, and people stay longer on jobs they do not like. Those workers who are mostly satisfied with their jobs vary from 60 to 85 percent of the total. These numbers are similar to those found in Europe when employees are asked about satisfaction with their jobs. Individual managers seem to have a greater impact on employee satisfaction than the company itself.

There is no simple formula for predicting a worker’s satisfaction. Furthermore, the relationship between productivity and job satisfaction is not entirely clear. The critical factor is what employees expect from their jobs and what they are receiving as rewards from their jobs. Although job satisfaction itself is interesting and important, perhaps the “bottom line” is the impact that job satisfaction has on organizational commitment, which affects the goals of productivity, quality, and service.

---

**HR PERSPECTIVE**

At Levi Strauss, Teams Are a Problem

Levi Strauss redesigned the assembly-line work at its U.S. plants in an effort to cut the costs associated with repetitive stress injuries. It further hoped to be able to continue doing the work in U.S. plants instead of moving significant production overseas. Levi Strauss had stayed with its U.S. manufacturing operations long after competitors had moved significant production offshore.

The company abandoned its old piecework system, in which a worker repeatedly performed a simple, single task (like sewing seams or attaching zippers) and was paid according to how much work he or she accomplished. In the team system, groups of 10 to 35 workers would be paid as part of a team according to the number of pants the group produced. Workers could rotate to different tasks, helping relieve monotony and reducing repetitive stress injuries.

However, the new team production system led not to more productivity, but to a quagmire of lower production, infighting, and stress. Threats and insults became more common. Friendships dissolved as faster workers tried to get rid of slower ones. The quantity of pants produced per hour worked dropped the next year to 77% of pre-team levels. Since then, productivity has gradually improved, but it is still only 93% of the original level. Additionally, labor cost per pair of pants was up 25%. Just as critical, wages of top performers fell. For example, one skilled woman saw her hourly pay drop from $8.75 to $7.00 per hour because of slow teammates. But the slower employees saw their pay increase—eliminating savings for Levi Strauss. Unit labor cost to stitch a pair of “Dockers” pants rose from $5.00 to $7.50.

The basic problem was the nature of the work. Speed of production relates directly to workers’ skills and stamina in a series of grueling, repetitive motions necessary to stitch the fabric. Top performers, on seeing pay shrink, decided not to work so hard. “You feel cheated because you are making less so why give them 120%” one noted. When a team member was absent or slow, the rest of the team had to make up for the lack of production, which made better-performing workers angry that they had to carry poorer performers. Dividing up the work of absent team members led to trouble as well. Team members were merciless to injured or absent teammates, causing resentment and turnover. Management noted that teams often created a tremendous amount of peer pressure, and that peer pressure was not always healthy.

Ultimately, Levi Strauss laid off 6,000 employees—one-third of its domestic workforce. Unofficially, much of the approach is being scrapped as managers try to improve productivity. Even so, one long-term employee notes, “I hate teams. Levi’s is not the place it used to be.”
If employees are committed to an organization, they are more likely to be more productive. **Organizational commitment** is the degree to which employees believe in and accept organizational goals and desire to remain with the organization. Research has revealed that job satisfaction and organizational commitment tend to influence each other. What this finding suggests is that people who are relatively satisfied with their jobs will be somewhat more committed to the organization and also that people who are relatively committed to the organization are more likely to have greater job satisfaction.

A logical extension of organizational commitment focuses specifically on continuance commitment factors, which suggests that decisions to remain with or leave an organization ultimately are reflected in employee absenteeism and turnover statistics. Individuals who are not as satisfied with their jobs or who are not as committed to the organization are more likely to withdraw from the organization, either occasionally through absenteeism or permanently through turnover.

**Absenteeism**

Absenteeism is expensive, as seen in estimates that absenteeism nationally costs $505 per employee per year. Being absent from work may seem like a small matter to an employee. But if a manager needs 12 people in a unit to get the work done, and 4 of the 12 are absent most of the time, the unit’s work will probably not get done, or additional workers will have to be hired. Nationally, 7.2 days per employee are lost to absenteeism each year.

**TYPES OF ABSENTEEISM** Employees can be absent from work for several reasons. Figure 3–8 depicts the reasons for unscheduled absences. Clearly, some absenteeism is unavoidable. People do get sick and have family issues such as sick children that make it impossible for them to attend work. This is usually referred to

**FIGURE 3–8 Reasons for Unscheduled Absences**

SOURCE: Data from CCH Survey of over 400 firms, as presented in “Why Workers Don’t Show Up,” *Business Week*, November 16, 1998, 8.
as involuntary absenteeism. However, much absenteeism is avoidable; it is called voluntary absenteeism. Often, a relatively small number of individuals in the workplace are responsible for a disproportionate share of the total absenteeism in an organization.

Because illness, death in the family, and other personal reasons for absences are unavoidable and understandable, many employers have sick-leave policies that allow employees a certain number of paid absent days per year. Absenteeism tends to be highest in governmental agencies, utilities, and manufacturing firms. Absenteeism is lowest in retail/wholesale firms, possibly because those industries use a large percentage of part-time workers.

**Measuring Absenteeism** Controlling or reducing absenteeism must begin with continuous monitoring of the absenteeism statistics in work units. Such monitoring helps managers pinpoint employees who are frequently absent and the departments that have excessive absenteeism.

Various methods of measuring or computing absenteeism exist. One formula for computing absenteeism rates, suggested by the U.S. Department of Labor, is as follows:

\[
\text{Absenteeism Rate} = \frac{\text{Number of person-days lost through job absence during period}}{\text{(Average number of employees) } \times \text{(Number of work days)}} \times 100
\]

(This rate also can be based on number of hours instead of number of days.)

**Controlling Absenteeism** Controlling voluntary absenteeism is easier if managers understand its causes more clearly. However, there are a variety of thoughts on reducing voluntary absenteeism. Organizational policies on absenteeism should be stated clearly in an employee handbook and stressed by supervisors and managers. The policies and rules an organization uses to govern absenteeism may provide a clue to the effectiveness of its control. Studies indicate that absence rates are highly related to the policies used to control absenteeism.51

Absenteeism control options fall into three categories: (1) discipline, (2) positive reinforcement, and (3) a combination of both. A brief look at each follows.

- **Disciplinary approach:** Many employers use a disciplinary approach. People who are absent the first time receive an oral warning, but subsequent absences bring written warnings, suspension, and finally dismissal.52
- **Positive reinforcement:** Positive reinforcement includes such methods as giving employees cash, recognition, time off, or other rewards for meeting attendance standards. Offering rewards for good attendance, giving bonuses for missing fewer than a certain number of days, and “buying back” unused sick leave are all positive methods of reducing absenteeism.
- **Combination approach:** Combination approaches ideally reward desired behaviors and punish undesired behaviors. One of the most effective absenteeism control methods is to provide paid sick-leave banks for employees to use up to some level. Once that level is exhausted, then the employees may face the loss of some pay if they miss additional work unless they have major illnesses in which long-term disability insurance coverage would begin.

Another method is known as a “no-fault” absenteeism policy. Here, the reasons for absences do not matter, but the employees must manage their time rather than having managers make decisions about excused and unexcused absences.

---

**BNA: Absenteeism**

Review the policy considerations at 1459.10.10–1459.10.30. Then compare these considerations to an absenteeism policy in an actual employee handbook.
Once absenteeism exceeds normal limits, then disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment can occur. Some firms have extended their policies to provide a paid time-off (PTO) program in which vacation time, holidays, and sick leave for each employee are combined into a PTO account. Employees use days from their accounts at their discretion for illness, personal time, or vacation. If employees run out of days in their accounts, then they are not paid for any additional days missed. The PTO programs generally have reduced absenteeism, particularly one-day absences, but overall, time away from work often increases because employees use all of “their” time off by taking unused days as vacation days.

**Turnover**

Like absenteeism, turnover is related to job dissatisfaction.\(^5\) Turnover occurs when employees leave an organization and have to be replaced. Excessive turnover can be a very costly problem, one with a major impact on productivity. One firm had a turnover rate of more than 120% per year! It cost the company $1.5 million a year in lost productivity, increased training time, increased employee selection time, lost work efficiency, and other indirect costs. But cost is not the only reason turnover is important. Lengthy training times, interrupted schedules, additional overtime, mistakes, and not having knowledgeable employees in place are some of the frustrations associated with excessive turnover. Turnover rates average about 16% per year for all companies, but 21% per year for computer companies.\(^4\) Computer companies average higher turnover because their employees have many opportunities to change jobs in a “hot” industry.

**Types of Turnover** Turnover often is classified as voluntary or involuntary. The involuntary turnover occurs when an employee is fired. Voluntary turnover occurs when an employee leaves by choice and can be caused by many factors. Causes include lack of challenge, better opportunity elsewhere, pay, supervision, geography, and pressure. Certainly, not all turnover is negative. Some workforce losses are quite desirable, especially if those workers who leave are lower-performing, less reliable individuals.

**Measuring Turnover** The turnover rate for an organization can be computed in different ways. The following formula from the U.S. Department of Labor is widely used. (Separation means leaving the organization.)

\[
\text{Turnover Rate} = \frac{\text{Number of employee separations during the month}}{\text{(Total number of employees at midmonth)}} \times 100
\]

Common turnover figures range from almost zero to over 100% per year, and normal turnover rates vary among industries. Organizations that require entry-level employees to have few skills are likely to have higher turnover rates among those employees than among managerial personnel. As a result, it is important that turnover rates be computed by work units. For instance, one organization had a companywide turnover rate that was not severe—but 80% of the turnover occurred within one department. This imbalance indicated that some action was needed to resolve problems in that unit.

**Controlling Turnover** Turnover can be controlled in several ways. During the recruiting process, the job should be outlined and a realistic preview of the job pre-
sented, so that the reality of the job matches the expectations of the new employee. A good way to eliminate voluntary turnover is to improve selection and to better match applicants to jobs. By fine-tuning the selection process and hiring people who will not have disciplinary problems and low performance, employers can reduce involuntary turnover.

Good employee orientation also helps reduce turnover, because employees who are properly inducted into the company and are well-trained tend to be less likely to leave. Compensation also is important. A fair and equitable pay system can help prevent turnover. Inadequate rewards may lead to voluntary turnover, especially with employees such as salespeople, whose compensation is tied directly to their performance. Career planning and internal promotion can help an organization keep employees, because if individuals believe they have no opportunities for career advancement, they may leave the organization.

Finally, turnover may be linked to personal factors that the organization cannot control. This is particularly true with part-time workers. Here are some of the many reasons employees quit that cannot be controlled by the organization: (1) the employee moves out of the geographic area, (2) the employee decides to stay home for family reasons, (3) the employee’s spouse is transferred, or (4) a student employee graduates from college.

Even though some turnover is inevitable, organizations must take steps to control turnover, particularly that caused by organizational factors such as poor supervision, inadequate training, and inconsistent policies. HR activities should be examined as part of the turnover control efforts.

Assessing HR Effectiveness

Productivity, quality, service, absenteeism, and turnover are all measurable—and they are related to the way activities are performed in an organization. Yet, there is a long-standing myth that one cannot really measure what the HR function does. That myth has hurt HR departments in some cases, because it suggests that any value added by HR efforts is somehow “mystical” or “magical.” None of that is true; HR—like marketing, legal, or finance—must be evaluated based on the value it adds to the organization. Defining and measuring HR effectiveness is not as straightforward as it might be in some more easily quantifiable areas, but it can be done.

Effectiveness for organizations is often defined as the extent to which goals have been met. Efficiency is the degree to which operations are done in an economical manner. Efficiency can also be thought of as cost per unit of output. To be effective, organizations must be able to achieve their goals, but must reach them using limited resources efficiently. For example, providing on-site child care for all employees might help an employer to achieve an effectiveness goal of reducing turnover, but it could be too expensive (reducing efficiency of expenditures) for that employer to implement.

Other departments, managers, and employees are the main “customers” for HR services. If those services are lacking, too expensive, or of poor quality, then the organization may have to consider outsourcing some HR activities.

The HR department is an organization within an organization. What it does (or does not do) affects the entire organizational system. To function effectively, HR needs a clear vision of what it does and whom it serves. That perspective should unify the HR staff and provide a basis for making decisions. HR can position itself as a partner in an organization, but only by demonstrating to the rest of the organization that there are real links between what HR activities contribute...
and organizational results. To demonstrate to the rest of the organization that the HR unit is a partner with a positive influence on the bottom line of the business, HR professionals must be prepared to measure the results of HR activities. Then the HR unit must communicate that information to the rest of the organization. Measurement is a key to demonstrating the success of the HR activities. Figure 3–9 shows a general approach to evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of HR activities.

**FIGURE 3–9 Overview of the Evaluation Process for HR**
HR Evaluation Model

The contribution of the HR unit’s efforts to organizational effectiveness and the efficiency of the department’s activities should both be measured. Studies of large and medium-sized firms in the United States have found relationships between the best HR practices and reduced turnover and increased employee productivity. Further, those practices enhanced profitability and market value of the firms studied. A high-quality, highly motivated workforce is hard for competition to replicate, which is an advantage that improves organizational effectiveness.58

Data to evaluate performance can come from several sources. Some of those sources are already available in most organizations, but some data may have to be collected. Considered here are using existing HR records, an HR audit, HR research for assessment, and exit interviews.

Assessing HR Effectiveness Using Records

With the proliferation of government regulations, the number of required records has expanded. Of course, the records are useful only if they are kept current and properly organized. Managers who must cope with the paperwork have not always accepted such record-keeping requirements easily. Also, many managers feel that HR records can be a source of trouble because they can be used to question past managerial actions.

Another view of HR record-keeping activities is that HR records serve as important documentation should legal challenges occur. Disciplinary actions, past performance appraisals, and other documents may provide the necessary “proof” that employers need to defend their actions as job related and nondiscriminatory. Records and data also can provide a crucial source of information to audit or assess the effectiveness of any unit, and they provide the basis for research into possible causes of HR problems. The HR Perspective reports on a study of the effectiveness.

Jac Fitz-Enz, who studies HR effectiveness, has suggested some diagnostic measures from records to check the effectiveness of the HR function. Note how each of the following measures requires accurate records and a comprehensive human resource information system:

- HR expense per employee
- Compensation as a percent of expenses
- HR department expense as a percent of total expenses
- Cost of hires
- Turnover rate
- Absence rate
- Workers compensation cost per employee

HR Audit

One general means for assessing HR effectiveness is through an HR audit, similar to a financial audit. An HR audit is a formal research effort that evaluates the current status of HR management in an organization. Through the development and use of statistical reports and research data, HR audits attempt to evaluate how well HR activities have been performed, so that management can identify what needs to be improved.60
An HR audit begins with a determination by management of the objectives it wants to achieve in the HR area. The audit compares the actual state of HR activities with these objectives, as the sample audit in Figure 3–10 does.

**Using HR Research for Assessment**

**HR research** is the analysis of data to determine the effectiveness of past and present HR practices. Research in general can be categorized as primary or secondary. In primary research, data is gathered firsthand for the specific project being conducted. Attitude surveys, questionnaires, interviews, and experiments are all primary research methods. Secondary research makes use of research already done by others and reported in books, articles in professional journals, or other sources.

Individuals who plan to do primary research should decide first what they wish to study. Examples of primary research topics are causes of nursing employee turnover, employee attitudes about flextime, and the relationship of preemployment physical exams to workers’ compensation claims.

HR practitioners do primary research when they conduct a pay survey on computer system jobs in other companies in their geographic area or a study of turnover costs and reasons that employees in technical jobs leave more frequently during the first 24 to 30 months of employment. Thus, primary research has very specific applications to resolving actual HR problems in particular organizations. Examples of primary research can be found in the *Academy of Management Journal, Personnel Psychology*, and the other research-oriented journals listed in Appendix C. The research studies described in these journals can offer HR competing in countries with unsophisticated HR practices. But for most large U.S. firms, improvements to strategic HR activities have the greatest potential for financial gains.

The authors of this study further suggest that the technical skills of HR staff are important because they provide for movement into the strategic effectiveness necessary to make HR a financial contributor to organizational success. In other words, the basic technical HR activities must be performed well for the HR department to become more effective strategically.59
This HR management audit allows you to rate the extent to which an organization has basic HR activities in place and how well they are being performed. In deciding upon your rating, consider also how other managers and employees would rate the activities. The total score provides a guide for actions that will improve HR activities in your organization.

**Instructions:** For each of the items listed below, rate your organization using the following scale:

- **VERY GOOD** (complete, current, and done well) 3 points
- **ADEQUATE** (needs only some updating) 2 points
- **WEAK** (needs major improvements/changes) 1 point
- **BASICALLY NONEXISTENT** 0 points

### I. LEGAL COMPLIANCE

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Equal employment opportunity (EEO) requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Immigration reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Health and safety (OSHA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Wage and hour laws (FLSA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Employment-at-will statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Privacy protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>ERISA reporting/compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Family/medical leave (FMLA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### II. OBTAINING HUMAN RESOURCES

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Current job descriptions and specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>HR supply-and-demand estimates (for 3 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Recruiting process and procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Job-related selection interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Physical exam procedures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. MAINTAINING HUMAN RESOURCES

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Formal wage/salary system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Current benefits programs/options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Employee recognition programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Employee handbook/personnel policy manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Absenteeism and turnover control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Grievance resolution process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>HR record-keeping/information systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. DEVELOPING HUMAN RESOURCES

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>New employee orientation program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Job skills training programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Employee development programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Job-related performance appraisal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Appraisal feedback training of managers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HR Audit Scoring**

Evaluate the score on the HR audit as follows:

- **60—75** HR activities are complete, effective, and probably meeting most legal compliance requirements.
- **45—59** HR activities are being performed adequately, but they are not as complete or effective as they should be. Also, it is likely that some potential legal risks exist.
- **30—44** Major HR problems exist, and significant attention needs to be devoted to adding and changing the HR activities in the organization.
- **Below 30** Serious potential legal liabilities exist, and it is likely that significant HR problems are not being addressed.

**SOURCE:** Developed by Robert L. Mathis, Mathis & Associates, L.L.C., 1429 North 131st Avenue Circle, Omaha, Nebraska, 68154. All rights reserved. No part of this audit may be reproduced in any form or by any means, without written permission from Mathis & Associates.

---

**Experiment**

Research to determine how factors respond when changes are made in one or more variables, or conditions.

**Experiments and Pilot Projects** Experiments and pilot projects can provide useful HR insights. An experiment involves studying how factors respond when
changes are made in one or more variables, or conditions. For instance, to test the impact of flextime scheduling on employee turnover, a firm might allow flexible scheduling in one department on a pilot basis. If the turnover rate of the employees in that department drops in comparison with the turnover in other departments still working set schedules, then the experimental pilot project may indicate that flexible scheduling can reduce turnover. Next, the firm might extend the use of flexible scheduling to other departments.

**EMPLOYEE ATTITUDE SURVEYS** Employee opinions can be used to diagnose specific problem areas, identify employee needs or preferences, and reveal areas in which HR activities are well received or are viewed negatively. For example, questionnaires may be sent to employees to collect ideas for revising a performance appraisal system. Another common use of a questionnaire is to determine if employees are satisfied with their benefits programs.

Questionnaires can be distributed by supervisors or the HR unit, given out with employee paychecks, or mailed to employees’ homes. More accurate information usually is obtained if employees can provide their input anonymously. New ways to obtain employee survey information include electronic mail (e-mail) surveys and interactive telephone surveys using touch-tone responses.

The attitude survey focuses on employees’ feelings and beliefs about their jobs and the organization. By serving as a sounding board to allow employees to air their views about their jobs, their supervisors, their coworkers, and organizational policies and practices, these surveys can be starting points for improving productivity. Some employers conduct attitude surveys on a regularly scheduled basis (such as every year), while others do so intermittently. As the use of e-mail has spread, more organizations have begun conducting attitude surveys electronically.

Attitude surveys can be custom-designed to address specific issues and concerns in an organization. But only surveys that are valid and reliable can measure attitudes accurately. Often a “research” survey developed in-house is poorly structured, asks questions in a confusing manner, or leads employees to respond in ways that will give “favorable” results.

By asking employees to respond candidly to an attitude survey, management is building up employees’ expectations that action will be taken on the concerns identified. Therefore, a crucial part of conducting an attitude survey is to provide feedback to those who participated in it. It is especially important that even negative survey results be communicated to avoid fostering the appearance of hiding the results or placing blame. Generally, it is recommended that employee feedback be done through meetings with managers, supervisors, and employees; often this is done in small groups to encourage interaction and discussion. That approach is consistent with the most common reason for conducting an attitude survey—to diagnose strengths and weaknesses so that actions can be taken to improve the HR activities in an organization.

**EXIT INTERVIEWS** One widely used type of interview is the exit interview, in which those who are leaving the organization are asked to identify the reasons for their departure. This information can be used to correct problems so that others will not leave. HR specialists rather than supervisors usually conduct exit interviews, and a skilled HR interviewer can gain useful information. A wide range of issues can be examined in exit interviews, including reasons for leaving, supervision, pay, training, and the best-liked and least-liked aspects of the job.

**LOGGING ON . . .**

**Employee Attitude Surveys**

CVR Center for Values Research, Inc., provides information on employee attitude surveys, including the statements that are measured and the roles played by management for assessing and administering a successful survey.

http://www.cvrdallas.com/index.htm

**Attitude survey**

A special type of survey that focuses on employees’ feelings and beliefs about their jobs and the organization.

**Exit interview**

An interview in which those leaving the organization are asked to identify the reasons for their departure.
Most employers who do exit interviews use standard questions so the information is in a format that allows summarizing and reporting to management for assessment.

Departing employees may be reluctant to divulge their real reasons for leaving because they may wish to return to the company some day. Also, they may fear that candid responses will hinder their chances of receiving favorable references. One major reason employees commonly give for leaving their jobs is an offer for more pay elsewhere. However, the pay increase may not be the only factor. To uncover other reasons, it may be more useful to contact the departing employee a month or so after departure. Also, former employees may be more willing to provide information on questionnaires mailed to their homes or in telephone conversations conducted some time after they have left the organization.

HR Performance and Benchmarking

When information on HR performance has been gathered, it must be compared to a standard. A standard is a model or measure against which something is compared to determine its performance. For example, it is meaningless to know that organizational turnover rate is 75% if it is not known what the turnover rates at comparable organizations might be. One approach to assessing HR effectiveness is benchmarking, which compares specific measures of performance against data on those measures in other “best practices” organizations.

HR professionals attempting to benchmark try to locate organizations that do certain activities very well and thus become the “benchmarks.” One means for obtaining benchmarking data is through telephone calls, which then may be followed up with questionnaires and site visits to benchmarking partners. The most commonly benchmarked performance measures in HR management are:

- Total compensation as a percentage of net income before taxes
- Percent of management positions filled internally
- Dollar sales per employee
- Benefits as a percentage of payroll cost

Professional Organizations as Information Sources for Benchmarking

HR specialists can gain information and insights from managers and specialists in other organizations by participating in professional groups. The most prominent professional organizations are the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) and the International Personnel Management Association (IPMA). These organizations publish professional journals and newsletters, conduct annual meetings and conferences, and offer many other services, often through local chapters. SHRM is composed primarily of private-sector HR professionals, whereas members of IPMA primarily are HR managers from local, state, and federal government agencies.

Professional HR journals and publications of professional organizations are a useful communication link among managers, HR specialists, researchers, and other practitioners. Appendix C contains a list of publications that often contain HR management information.
Surveys done by various professional organizations can also provide useful perspectives. Some organizations, such as the Bureau of National Affairs and the Conference Board, sponsor surveys on HR practices in various communities, states, and regions. The results are distributed to participating organizations.

Finally, private management consulting firms and local colleges and universities can assist in HR research. These outside researchers may be more knowledgeable and unbiased than people inside the organization. Consultants skilled in questionnaire design and data analysis can give expert advice on HR research.

**Doing the Benchmarking Analysis**

A useful way to analyze HR involves calculating ratios. The ratios can be calculated and compared from year to year, providing information about changes in HR operations. For example, one suggested series of ratios and measures to consider is shown in Figure 3–11.

Effectiveness is best determined by comparing ratio measures with benchmarked national statistics. The comparisons should be tracked internally over time. For instance, the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) and the Saratoga Institute have developed benchmarks based on data from over 500

---

**FIGURE 3–11 HR RATIOS AND MEASURES FOR ASSESSMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR FUNCTION</th>
<th>USEFUL RATIOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Selection</strong></td>
<td>![Long-term vacancies](Total jobs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>![Vacancies filled internally](Total vacancies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>![Time to fill vacancy](Total vacancies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>![Offers accepted](Offers extended)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Training</strong></td>
<td>![Number of days training](Number of employees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>![Total training budget](Total vacancies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Compensation</strong></td>
<td>![Total compensation costs](Total revenue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>![Basic salary cost](Total compensation cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Employee relations</strong></td>
<td>![Resignations](Total employees per year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>![Length of service](Total employees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>![Absences](Total managers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>![Days worked per months](Total employees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Overall HR</strong></td>
<td>![Part-time employees](HR professionals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>![HR professionals](Total employees)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
companies, presented by industry and by organizational size. The Saratoga Institute in Santa Clara, California, surveys employers annually and compiles information that allows individual employers to compare HR costs against national figures.

Here is an example of how HR costing models can be developed. The following equations show how to compute interviewing costs.

\[
C/I = \frac{ST + MT}{I}
\]

where:
- \(C/I\) = cost of interviewing
- \(ST\) = total staff time spent interviewing (interviewer’s hourly rate \times hours)
- \(MT\) = management time spent interviewing (manager’s hourly rate \times hours)
- \(I\) = number of applicants interviewed

An example helps to illustrate use of the formula. Assume that an employment interview specialist is paid $12 an hour and interviews eight applicants for a job for an hour each. Following the personal interview, the applicants are interviewed by a department manager paid $20 an hour for 30 minutes each. The interview costs would be:

\[
\frac{(12 \times 8 \text{ hours}) + (20 \times 4 \text{ hours})}{8 \text{ interviews}} = \frac{96 + 80}{8} = \frac{176}{8} = $22 \text{ per applicant}
\]

What this equation might indicate is the benefit of reducing the number of applicants interviewed by using better employment screening devices. Obviously, the costs of those screening items, such as a paper-and-pencil test, must be included when total selection costs are calculated.

**RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI) AND ECONOMIC VALUE ADDED (EVA)** Return on investment (ROI) and economic value added (EVA) are two related approaches to measuring the contribution and cost of HR. Both calculations are a bit complex, so they are just highlighted here. *Return on investment (ROI)* can show the value of expenditures for HR activities. It can also be used to show how long it will take for the activities to pay for themselves. The following formula can be used to calculate the ROI for a new HR activity:

\[
(A - B) - C + D = ROI
\]

where:
- \(A\) = current operating costs for the time period
- \(B\) = operating costs for a new or enhanced system for the time period
- \(C\) = one-time cost of acquisition and implementation
- \(D\) = value of gains from productivity improvements for the time period
Economic value added (EVA) is a firm’s net operating profit after the cost of capital is deducted. Cost of capital is the minimum rate of return demanded by shareholders. When a company is making more than the cost of capital, it is creating wealth for shareholders. An EVA approach requires that all policies, procedures, measures, and methods use cost of capital as a benchmark against which their return is judged. Human resource decisions can be subjected to the same analyses. Both of these methods are useful, and specific information on them is available from other sources.

Utility or cost/benefit analyses In utility analysis, economic or other statistical models are built to identify the costs and benefits associated with specific HR activities. These models generally contain equations that identify the relevant factors influencing the HR activity under study. According to Jac Fitz-Enz—a pioneer in measuring HR effectiveness—formulas and measures should be derived from a listing of activities and the variables associated with those activities. An example that quantifies selection interviewing costs follows.

Continuing efforts to cost-justify expenditures will require HR professionals to be versed in research and assessment approaches and methods. To face the challenges outlined throughout this text, effective HR management will be essential in organizations both in the United States and globally.

Summary

- Productivity at national, organizational, and individual levels is critical for organizational success.
- Total Quality Management (TQM) is a comprehensive management process focusing on the continuous improvement of organizational activities to enhance the quality of the goods and services supplied. But the success of TQM has been mixed.
- Service is critical to meeting customer expectations, and HR must support service through selection, training, and other activities.
- A psychological contract contains the unwritten expectations that employees and employers have about the nature of their work relationships. Those contracts are being transformed in different organizations.
- Motivation deals with “whys” of human behavior, and employers want motivated employees.
- Various theories of motivation have been developed. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and Herzberg’s motivation/hygiene theory are widely known content theories.
- Job design is organizing tasks, duties, and responsibilities into a productive unit of work.
- The job-characteristics model suggests that five characteristics of jobs (skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and feedback from the organization) affect motivation, performance, and satisfaction.
- Teams increasingly are being used in organizations. Special-purpose teams, production cells, and self-directed work teams have all been used successfully.
- Self-directed work teams are more successful when dissent is valued, membership is flexible, and teams have decision-making authority.
- Job satisfaction affects commitment to the organization, which in turn affects the rates of absenteeism and turnover.
- Absenteeism is expensive, but it can be controlled by discipline, positive reinforcement, or some combination of the two.
- Turnover has been studied extensively and appears to be strongly related to certain external, work-related, and personal factors.
Review and Discussion Questions

1. Discuss why productivity in an organization depends to a large extent on individual productivity.
2. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of self-directed work teams.
3. Discuss the concept of organizational commitment to jobs you have had.
4. How would you conduct HR research on turnover and absenteeism problems in a bank?
5. Using the HR audit checklist, rate an organization where you have worked.
6. Why is assessing and measuring the effectiveness and efficiency of HR programs so important?

Terms to Know

- attitude survey 99
- autonomy 87
- benchmarking 100
- economic value added (EVA) 103
- effectiveness 94
- efficiency 94
- exit interview 99
- experiment 98
- feedback 87
- HR audit 96
- HR research 97
- job design 84
- job enlargement 85
- job enrichment 85
- job rotation 85
- job satisfaction 89
- motivation 82
- organizational commitment 91
- primary research 97
- production cells 88
- productivity 75
- psychological contract 79
- quality circle 88
- reciprocity 79
- reengineering 87
- return on investment (ROI) 102
- secondary research 97
- self-directed work team 88
- shamrock team 89
- skill variety 86
- special-purpose team 88
- task identity 86
- task significance 87
- Total Quality Management (TQM) 77
- turnover 93
- unit labor cost 75
- utility analysis 103

Using the Internet

Self-Directed Work Teams and Their Development

As the HR manager you have been informed by the top level of management that teams will be implemented for the production floor. They have asked you to meet with the supervisors to devise a plan of action to develop the teams and ensure their success. To prepare for your meeting with the production supervisors use the following website on self-directed work teams, and investigate the success of the Allstate nine-step charter process for developing teams. Then, detail the steps for the meeting.

http://users.ids.net/~brim/sdwtt.html
Benchmarking HR at Goodyear

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, like most businesses, has seen massive change and has tried to focus on finding new and better ways to get work done. As part of that search, the company has used benchmarking to help identify the “best practices” for all facets of its operations, including human resources. By measuring itself and comparing the measurements against those of other companies, Goodyear has managed to find more efficient ways to get work done.

The idea behind benchmarking is that it is possible to examine the best practices of other organizations and make changes in operations based on what is learned. More than 70% of the Fortune 500 companies use benchmarking regularly. A benefit of benchmarking is that it forces companies to focus on the specific factors that lead to success or failure.

When Goodyear begins a benchmarking project, it spends up to three months planning. There are major discussions about what the firm hopes to accomplish. Those who are participants receive training in the process. From the highly focused questions that are developed by the benchmark team come answers about specific practices and results. Developing these questions and answers may require conducting interviews in person or over the phone, bringing in an academic to design a scientific study to examine a problem, or using outside consultants to gather information. But obtaining information about Goodyear’s practices and those of the other company (or companies) is the key thrust. Communicating information so that comparisons can be made and new ideas generated is the basis for benchmarking.

Recently, when the company—as part of the broader benchmarking process—examined compensation strategies, it put together an internal team with individuals from many departments. The team developed questions and studied topics such as variable pay, the pay for top performers, and the role of training in compensation. Team members first determined what the company needed to learn and then created an agenda to gather the information. After conducting interviews and gathering data from many other sources, the team compared notes on the practices of various successful companies. Then it made its recommendations for changes at Goodyear.

When HR began to benchmark its own practices, it examined a wide range of issues. Leadership development, succession planning, benefits, safety, and compensation were all benchmarked. The company wanted to tie employee compensation to individual performance and the firm’s goals of improving customer service and shareholder satisfaction.

After about six months of examining several Fortune 100 companies, Goodyear’s HR staff made several changes, including altering the way the company approached its compensation program. It concluded that to remain competitive and provide better customer service, it needed to better define the employee performance appraisal process and tie that activity to Goodyear’s business objectives. That link meant clearly communicating what each position was expected to contribute and what its responsibilities were. As a result, part of the Chairman’s compensation is now “at risk,” depending on the company’s financial performance.

The HR Director has summarized Goodyear’s use of benchmarking as a way to evaluate the success of company practices and to assess effectiveness. He says, “If your goal is continuous improvement, your company will always want to learn what other companies are doing. And it is important for HR to be aligned with the corporate strategy and be recognized as a valuable resource for change.”

Questions
1. Explain how benchmarking HR relates to productivity, service, and quality at Goodyear.
2. How could the results from benchmarking be used for making organizational change at Goodyear?
Notes

CHAPTER 4

Global Human Resource Management

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Discuss the major factors influencing global HR management.
- Define culture and explain how national cultures can be classified.
- List and define several types of international employees.
- Explain why staffing activities are more complex for international jobs than for domestic ones.
- Discuss three aspects of international training and development.
- Identify basic international compensation practices.
- Describe several international health, safety, and security concerns.
Building Mercedes vehicles in Alabama may have seemed somewhat unusual a few years ago, but not any longer. Certainly, when Mercedes-Benz announced that it had selected Alabama as the site for building its “M” class sports utility vehicles, many skeptics wondered how successful that plant would be. Along with other car manufacturers such as Toyota, Nissan, and BMW, all of which have established manufacturing plants in the United States, Mercedes followed the growing trend—also seen in other industries—of foreign-owned corporations establishing operations in the United States. Now one of the most notable successes in combining foreign firms and U.S. workers can be seen at Mercedes-Benz and its Vance, Alabama, plant.

Central Alabama is hardly where one would have expected Mercedes to build a new plant. Vance, Alabama (population 400), is an hour’s drive from Birmingham, and now has a 1-million-square-feet plant for building Mercedes M class vehicles. Mercedes chose to build in Vance for several reasons. First, wage rates and overall labor costs in the U.S. are significantly lower compared to German wage and benefit costs. Second, the U.S. is the largest market for sport utility vehicles. Third, the State of Alabama offered Mercedes incentives valued at $250 million, including $90 million in training assistance. Finally, there was a supply of quality workers, who could be trained to build the M class vehicles.

When Mercedes started taking applications for workers, the state of Alabama provided employment screening assistance. Over 40,000 Alabamians applied for the 650 jobs the plant would fill at start-up. Virtually none of the applicants had previous experience building cars. Andreas Renschler, a German sent to head up the M class plant, referred to the plant as a “learning field” both for workers and Mercedes. In choosing workers, Mercedes focused on adaptability and the ability of individuals to work in teams. For Mercedes, the firm could try new and more flexible production methods that were not typical in its German plants.

Once selected, approximately 160 Alabama workers went to Germany to work at Mercedes plants as part of their training. There they learned production tasks from specially selected German workers and supervisors. As more Alabama workers were trained in Germany, it ultimately became less necessary to send the remaining new hires to Germany, so 70 Germans were sent to Alabama to work for two years as trainers at the training facilities in Alabama. In preparation for these interchanges, two weeks of language and culture training were given to those traveling to Germany or Alabama.

The Mercedes M class management team was international in nature also. Renschler hired a Canadian with experience at Toyota and an American who had worked at General Motors and Nissan plants in the United States.

Five years later, the plant and the M class vehicles are a huge success. About 80,000 vehicles are being produced annually, and the plant cannot keep up with the demand. The quality of vehicles produced in the Alabama plant has equaled or exceeded the quality of other vehicles produced in Germany over much longer periods of time. As a result, the Alabama plant is being expanded and more workers are being added. With all of these successes, probably the best indicator that Alabama workers are building world-class vehicles is this: Because of the high demand for the M class vehicles in Europe and worldwide, Mercedes has had to convert a plant in Austria to produce M class vehicles. Mercedes is sending Alabama workers to train Austrian workers in the production methods and working approaches used in Alabama. Truly Alabama workers and Mercedes have become global in nature.1

One of the most notable successes in combining foreign firms and U.S. workers can be seen at Mercedes-Benz and its Vance, Alabama, plant.
The internationalization of business has proceeded at a rapid pace as the world has become a global economy. Many U.S. firms receive a substantial portion of their profits and sales from outside the United States, and estimates are that the largest 100 U.S. multinational firms have foreign sales of more than $500 billion in one year. For firms such as Colgate and Coca-Cola, foreign sales and profits account for over 60% of total sales and profits. Other U.S. firms have substantial operations in other countries as well.2

Globalization has had a major impact on HR management,3 and has raised a number of issues noted in earlier chapters. But additional issues have included:

- How should a company staff plants around the world with a mix of parent-country nationals, host-country nationals, or third-country nationals?
- How will these employees be recruited, selected, trained, compensated, and managed?
- What characteristics of the countries being considered affect the HR decisions that must be made?

A Survey of Business Issues Worldwide

The impact of global competition can be seen in many U.S. industries. The automobile, steel, and electronics industries have closed unproductive facilities or reduced employment because of competition from firms in Japan, Taiwan, Korea, Germany, and other countries. At the same time, as the opening discussion of Mercedes in Alabama illustrates, foreign-owned firms have been investing in plants and creating jobs in the United States. The growth in employment resulting from foreign investments has helped to replace some of the jobs lost at U.S. firms due to downsizing.

An international agreement, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), was signed to provide general guidelines on trade practices among nations, but a number of provisions in GATT affect HR practices in the various countries, including the United States. The brief look at the various areas of the world that follows illustrates some of those HR issues, as well as the changing nature of international economic linkages.

North America

The United States, Canada, and Mexico have recognized the importance of world trade by eliminating barriers and working more closely together, starting in North America.4 One aspect of this cooperation is that U.S. firms, as well as companies from other nations such as Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan, have taken advantage of the lower Mexican wage rates to establish operations in Mexico. The signing of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) expanded trade opportunities among Canada, the United States, and Mexico. But NAFTA also placed restrictions on employers to ensure that their HR practices in Mexico met certain standards. The Commission on Labor Cooperation (CLC) was established as part of NAFTA to review complaints filed in the United States, Canada, or Mex-
ico regarding occupational safety and health, child labor, benefits, and labor-management relations.

**Latin America**

One highlight of recent years in Latin America is the resurgence of the economies of the largest countries, specifically Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. Economic austerity programs in those countries have reduced their inflation rates to more normal levels. Expanding populations created by relatively high birthrates have led to those countries being seen as attractive for foreign investment, and many multinational organizations based in the United States, Asian countries, and European nations have expanded operations through joint ventures with host-country firms.

**Asia**

In Asia, Japan’s economy has been maturing, and Japanese society has been changing because of a rapidly aging population. Also, younger Japanese are becoming more “westernized” and are buying more imported goods. Gradually the Japanese government has had to open up its markets and make changes in its economy in response to pressure from the United States and other countries.

Economic relations between foreign firms and firms in such Asian countries as Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore, and Malaysia have become more complex, and their exports have increased dramatically. The rapid growth of the economies in those Asian countries, as well as in Indonesia, Thailand, and Vietnam, has led more foreign firms to establish manufacturing facilities there and to increase trade opportunities.

Two other Asian countries, India and China, have huge populations. Consequently, a growing number of foreign firms are establishing operations in those nations. But the difficulty of attracting foreign managers and professionals to these countries and the costs of providing for them have created a shortage of qualified human resources in both India and China.

**Europe**

Changes in Europe, after the disintegration of the USSR into 14 independent states, include opening to international commerce the economies of Eastern European countries. This change has given U.S.-based and other firms dramatically expanded opportunities to sell products and services. Also, the ample supply of workers available in those countries, whose wage rates are relatively low, means that labor-intensive manufacturing facilities can be established to tap the available labor pools.

In Western Europe, efforts to create a unified European economic market have led to cross-country mergers of firms and greater cooperation by European governments. The creation of the Euro, a unified currency, is reshaping European economies also. At the same time, some national governmental efforts may have the effect of limiting the import of U.S.- and Japanese-made goods to participating European countries. Therefore, U.S. and Asian firms have added offices and production facilities in Europe to avoid potential trade restrictions.

The stagnation of the economies and high costs imposed on employers in Western European countries such as Germany and France have led to double-
digit unemployment rates. As a result, many European-headquartered organizations have shifted production to new plants in the United States and other countries, as the Mercedes-Benz plant in Alabama illustrates.

Africa

In many parts of Africa, opportunities for international operations are inhibited by civil strife and corrupt governments. Also, the infrastructure in many countries is inadequate. A more positive outlook exists for the country of South Africa since its discredited apartheid policy was repealed. As a result, foreign firms are entering South Africa and establishing operations and joint ventures. But race relations still must be considered by HR professionals in global organizations operating in South Africa.

Factors Affecting Global HR Management

Managing human resources in different cultures, economies, and legal systems presents some challenges. However, when well done, HR management pays dividends. A seven-year study in Britain of over 100 foreign companies showed that good HR management, as well as other factors, accounted for more of the variance in profitability and productivity than did technology, or research and development. The most common obstacles to effective HR management are cross-cultural adaptation, different organizational/workforce values, differences in management style, and management turnover. Doing business globally requires that adaptations be made to reflect these factors. It is crucial that such concerns be seen as interrelated by managers and professionals as they do business and establish operations globally. Figure 4–1 depicts the general considerations for HR managers with global responsibilities. Each of those factors will be examined briefly.

Legal and Political Factors

The nature and stability of political systems vary from country to country. U.S. firms are accustomed to a relatively stable political system, and the same is true in many of the other developed countries in Europe. Although presidents, prime ministers, premiers, governors, senators, and representatives may change, the legal systems are well-established, and global firms can depend on continuity and consistency.

However, in many other nations, the legal and political systems are turbulent. Some governments regularly are overthrown by military coups. Others are ruled by dictators and despots who use their power to require international firms to buy goods and services from host-country firms owned or controlled by the rulers or the rulers’ families. In some parts of the world, one-party rule has led to pervasive corruption, while in others there are so many parties that governments change constantly. Also, legal systems vary in character and stability, with business contracts sometimes becoming unenforceable because of internal political factors.

International firms may have to decide strategically when to comply with certain laws and regulations and when to ignore them because of operational or political reasons. Another issue involves ethics. Because of restrictions imposed
on U.S.-based firms through the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), a fine line exists between paying “agent fees,” which is legal, and bribery, which is illegal.

HR regulations and laws vary among countries in character and detail. In many Western European countries, laws on labor unions and employment make it difficult to reduce the number of workers because required payments to former employees can be very high, as the HR Perspective on the next page indicates. Equal employment legislation exists to varying degrees.

In some countries, laws address issues such as employment discrimination and sexual harassment. In others, because of religious or ethical differences, employment discrimination may be an accepted practice.

All of these factors reveal that it is crucial for HR professionals to conduct a comprehensive review of the political environment and employment-related laws before beginning operations in a country. The role and nature of labor unions should be a part of that review.

Economic Factors

Economic factors affect the other three factors in Figure 4–1. Different countries have different economic systems. Some even still operate with a modified version of communism, which has essentially failed. For example, in China communism is the official economic approach. But as the government attempts to move to a more mixed model, it is using unemployment and layoffs to reduce government enterprises bloated with too many workers.

Many lesser-developed nations are receptive to foreign investment in order to create jobs for their growing populations. Global firms often obtain significantly cheaper labor rates in these countries than they do in Western Europe, Japan, and the United States. However, whether firms can realize significant profits in developing nations may be determined by currency fluctuations and restrictions on transfer of earnings.
Europe cannot seem to shake its chronic unemployment. The unemployment rate has ranged from almost 20% in Spain to over 10% in France—but it averages about 12%. Joblessness is much higher in Europe than in the United States or Japan. The accompanying chart shows the percent employed recently compared to the base year of 1980. While the United States has created many new jobs, Europe has created very few.

Forecasts are that even with an improvement in the economy and employment, unemployment at over 10% will continue in European Union (EU) countries. Why?

Economists disagree about many matters, but not about unemployment. Generally they agree that labor markets need to be flexible, but in European countries they are relatively rigid. Very generous unemployment benefits, high minimum wages, strong unions, and unique (by U.S. standards) laws dissuade employers from hiring more employees. For example, in Spain, a permanent employee who is fired can get 45 days’ pay times the number of years he has been with the company. It is a large liability, so few firms create more permanent jobs. Similar legislation in other countries tends to keep those who have jobs at work, but the effect of the protective legislation keeps employers from creating more jobs. Economists tell us that in the long run, without such laws, firms that cut costs and become more productive create more jobs because productive industries tend to expand.

The pressure of world competition that is forcing painful reform is not popular in Europe. Many Europeans are crying “enough,” and questioning how quickly the European economies can transform themselves into the Anglo-Saxon model of capitalism. That formula—high productivity, low jobless rates, and a minimal social safety net—is not typical in most Western European countries. For example, a recent French poll found that two-thirds of the French people prefer their rich benefits and high unemployment to America’s approach of lower unemployment and limited social welfare benefits. Of course, elected politicians tend to follow the wishes of their constituents, bringing political and legal factors together—in this case, resulting in an average of 12% unemployment.10
Also, political instability can lead to situations in which the assets of foreign firms are seized. In addition, nations with weak economies may not be able to invest in maintaining and upgrading the necessary elements of their infrastructures, such as roads, electric power, schools, and telecommunications. The absence of good infrastructures may make it more difficult to convince managers from the United States or Japan to take assignments overseas.

Economic conditions vary greatly. For example, Figure 4–2 shows the relative cost of living for major cities in the world. Cost of living is a major economic consideration for global corporations.

In many developed countries, especially in Europe, unemployment has grown, but employment restrictions and wage levels remain high. Consequently, many European firms are transferring jobs to lower-wage countries, as Mercedes-Benz did at its Alabama plant. In addition, both personal and corporate tax rates are quite high. These factors all must be evaluated as part of the process of deciding whether to begin or purchase operations in foreign countries.

Cultural Factors

Cultural forces represent another important concern affecting international HR management. The culture of organizations was discussed earlier in the text, and

**FIGURE 4–2 Cost-of-Living Comparison in Major World Cities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Cost of Living</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel Aviv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taipei</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buenos Aires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sao Paulo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisbon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santiago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caracas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogota</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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of course, national cultures also exist. **Culture** is composed of the societal forces affecting the values, beliefs, and actions of a distinct group of people. Cultural differences certainly exist between nations, but significant cultural differences exist within countries also. One only has to look at the conflicts caused by religion or ethnicity in Central Europe and other parts of the world to see the importance of culture on international organizations. Getting individuals from different ethnic or tribal backgrounds working together may be difficult in some parts of the world. Culture can lead to ethical differences among countries. The HR Perspective on the next page gives several examples.

One widely used way to classify and compare cultures has been developed by Geert Hofstede, a Dutch scholar and researcher. Hofstede conducted research on over 100,000 IBM employees in 53 countries, and he identified five dimensions useful in identifying and comparing culture. A review of each of those dimensions follows.11

**POWER DISTANCE** The dimension of **power distance** refers to the inequality among the people of a nation. In countries such as Germany, the Netherlands, and the United States, there is a smaller power distance—which means there is less inequality—than in such countries as France, Indonesia, Russia, and China. As power distance increases, there are greater status and authority differences between superiors and subordinates.

One way in which differences on this dimension affect HR activities is that the reactions to management authority differ among cultures. A more autocratic approach to managing is more common in most other countries, while in the United States there is a bit more use of participatory management.

**INDIVIDUALISM** Another dimension of culture identified by Hofstede is **individualism**, which is the extent to which people in a country prefer to act as individuals instead of members of groups. On this dimension, people in Asian countries tend to be less individualistic and more group-oriented, whereas those in the United States score the highest in individualism. An implication of these differences is that more collective action and less individual competition is likely in those countries that deemphasize individualism.

**MASCULINITY/FEMININITY** The cultural dimension **masculinity/femininity** refers to the degree to which “masculine” values prevail over “feminine” values. Masculine values identified by Hofstede were assertiveness, performance orientation, success, and competitiveness, whereas feminine values included quality of life, close personal relationships, and caring. Respondents from Japan had the highest masculinity scores, while those from the Netherlands had more femininity-oriented values. Differences on this dimension may be tied to the role of women in the culture. Considering the different roles of women and what is “acceptable” for women in the United States, Saudi Arabia, Japan, and Mexico suggests how this dimension might affect the assignment of women expatriates to managerial jobs in the various countries.

**UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE** The dimension of **uncertainty avoidance** refers to the preference of people in a country for structured rather than unstructured situations. A structured situation is one in which rules can be established and there are clear guides on how people are expected to act. Nations high on this factor, such as Japan, France, and Russia, tend to be more resistant to change and more
rigid. In contrast, people in places such as Hong Kong, the United States, and Indonesia tend to have more “business energy” and to be more flexible.

A logical use of differences on this factor is to anticipate how people in different countries will react to changes instituted in organizations. In more flexible cultures, what is less certain may be more intriguing and challenging, which may lead to greater entrepreneurship and risk taking than in the more “rigid” countries.

LONG-TERM ORIENTATION The dimension of long-term orientation refers to values people hold that emphasize the future, as opposed to short-term values, which focus on the present and the past. Long-term values include thrift and persistence, while short-term values include respecting tradition and fulfilling social obligations. People scoring the highest on long-term orientation were China and Hong Kong, while people in Russia, the United States, and France tended to have more short-term orientation.

Differences in many other facets of culture could be discussed. But it is enough to recognize that international HR managers and professionals must recognize that cultural dimensions differ from country to country and even within coun-

**Long-term orientation**

Dimension of culture that refers to values people hold that emphasize the future, as opposed to short-term values focusing on the present and the past.
tries. Therefore, the HR activities appropriate in one culture or country may have to be altered to fit appropriately into another culture or country.

**Types of Global Organizations**

A growing number of organizations that operate within only one country are recognizing that they must change and develop a more international perspective. Organizations may pass through three stages as they broaden out into the world, as shown in Figure 4–3. A discussion of each stage follows.

**Importing and exporting**

The phase of international interaction in which an organization begins selling and buying goods and services with organizations in other countries.

**Importing and exporting**

The first phase of international interaction consists of **importing and exporting**. Here, an organization begins selling and buying goods and services with organizations in other countries. Most of the international contacts are made by the sales and marketing staff and a limited number of other executives who negotiate contracts. Generally, HR activities are not affected except for travel policies for those going abroad.

**FIGURE 4–3 Transition to Global Organization**

I. **Importing-Exporting**

- Home country

Lines indicate countries involved in importing from and exporting to the home country.

II. **Multinational Enterprise**

- Home country

- Location of operations (some are located in home country).

III. **Global Organization**

- Operations
- Headquarters
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES  As firms develop and expand, they identify opportunities to begin operating in other countries. A multinational enterprise (MNE) is one in which organizational units are located in foreign countries. Typically these units provide goods and services for the geographic areas surrounding the countries where operations exist. Key management positions in the foreign operations are filled with employees from the home country of the corporation. As the MNE expands, it hires workers from the countries in which it has operations. HR practices for employees sent from corporate headquarters must be developed so that these employees and their dependents may continue their economic lifestyles while stationed outside the home country. Ways to link these individuals to the parent company are also critical, especially if the international job assignment is two to three years long. There are likely to be laws and regulations differing from those in the home country that must be considered. As a result, the HR professionals in the parent organization must become knowledgeable about each country in which the MNE operates and know how staffing, training, compensation, health and safety, and labor relations must be adapted.14

GLOBAL ORGANIZATION The MNE can be thought of as an international firm, in that it operates in various countries but each foreign business unit is operated separately. In contrast, a global organization has corporate units in a number of countries that are integrated to operate as one organization worldwide. An MNE may evolve into a global organization as operations in various countries become more integrated.

Another example of making the transition from MNE to global organization involves Ford Motor Co. in the early 1990s. Ford started shifting from having a separate, relatively autonomous unit on each continent to operating as a global firm. One facet of Ford’s approach illustrates the shift. Previously, Ford had its major design centers in the United States, and centers elsewhere adapted U.S.-designed vehicles to market needs in various countries. If separate Ford vehicles were developed, they often differed in model name and style. Under the global approach, Ford is merging design facilities and people from all over the world. In centers located in several countries, designers, engineers, and production specialists will work in teams to develop cars. Ford plans to develop a common “platform” and model for what it hopes will become a “world car” that can be produced and sold throughout the world. It will differ in different countries only in having the steering wheel and the instrumentation on the right for such countries as Great Britain and Australia.

HR management in truly global organizations moves people, especially key managers and professionals, throughout the world. Individuals who speak several languages fluently are highly valued, and they will move among divisions and countries as they assume more responsibilities and experience career growth. As much as possible, international HR management must be viewed strategically in these organizations.15 Global HR policies and activities are developed, but decentralization of decision making to subsidiary units and operations in other countries is necessary in order for country-specific adjustments to be made.16

Managing Internationally

Are good domestic managers going to make good managers in another country? How is management on a day-to-day basis different internationally? The specific
answers to these questions depend on the countries involved. However, some observations from those who have managed in multiple countries can be useful.

Managing globally means dealing with eclectic staffs and teams, understanding foreign competition, and studying the politics, culture, and operating style in different markets. Global managers apparently must handle more complexity, relate well to very diverse groups, learn to listen rather than talk, and be comfortable with the observation “I have no idea what will happen today.” Clearly understanding their own company objectives and administrative approach is important as well.

Differences in successful managers can be great across countries. For example, the successful head of a major Chinese appliance manufacturer approaches management and leadership much differently than would be tolerated in the United States. He assesses employees’ performance each month and adjusts pay monthly—up or down. Poor employees are humiliated. The slowest worker on each shift must explain his problems in public. Managers who fail to reach goals are named in the company paper, and must volunteer for a pay cut.

Protocol, dress, greetings, and even business cards are potentially cultural differences that can work against the unattentive manager. Dealing with gender issues among countries can be a problem as well, as the HR Perspective shows.

Despite somewhat different challenges for global managers than those faced by domestic managers, the need for international managerial talent is increasing. Finding and selecting good expatriates (including managers) is the next topic.

International Staffing

Staffing (or finding, choosing and placing) good employees is difficult even at home. However, it becomes more difficult in other countries. For example, until recently in Russia, very few Russians had resumes available to give to prospective employers with vacant positions. Consequently, recruiting is often done only by word of mouth. Only recently have more sophisticated methods—such as structured interviews, testing or work samples—been used on a limited basis. More systematic selection is becoming necessary in Russia and many of the former Soviet-bloc countries as younger, more highly educated candidates are being needed by international firms.

Deciding on the mix of local employees, employees from the home country, and even people from third countries that will best meet organizational goals is a challenge. In staffing an overseas operation, cost is a major factor to be considered. The cost of establishing a manager or professional in another country can run as high as $1 million for a three-year job assignment. The actual costs for placing a key manager outside the United States often are twice the manager's annual salary. For instance, if the manager is going to Japan, the costs may be even higher when housing costs, schooling subsidies, and tax equalization payment are calculated. Further, if a manager or professional executive quits an international assignment prematurely or insists on a transfer home, associated costs can equal or exceed the annual salary. “Failure” rates for managers sent to other countries run as high as 45%.
Factors that are most likely to be causes of concern for an employee sent overseas are shown in Figure 4–4. The figure shows that only roughly two-thirds to three-fourths of employees sent to another country are satisfied with the way the top five support needs are being met.

To meet these needs, organizations are outsourcing various functions, citing gains in cost effectiveness, expertise, and efficiency. Several respondents to a survey on the subject suggested that outsourcing certain HR functions to international experts may be a long-term trend.25

**Types of International Employees**

International employees can be placed in three different classifications.

- An **expatriate** is an employee working in a unit or plant who is not a citizen of the country in which the unit or plant is located but is a citizen of the country in which the organization is headquartered.

**Expatriate**

An employee working in a unit or plant who is not a citizen of the country in which the unit or plant is located, but is a citizen of the country in which the organization is headquartered.

---

**The Female Factor**

Even though slightly more than half of the world population is female, in some countries being female presents some special problems in dealing with local males about business issues.

For example, in Pakistan a female pilot for a major international carrier made radio contact with ground control personnel who were so astonished to hear a woman they refused to speak to her. Consequently, the male copilot had to take over the landing. Many American women wonder if they must start all over again overseas after attaining success in the United States. Their bosses often have similar concerns, especially in male-dominated cultures of the Middle East, Latin America, and Asia. The fear is that women will not be taken seriously and therefore are unable to represent the company’s interests effectively.

Male chauvinism is still a fact of life in many other countries as well. For example, in Poland, most of the business persons one will meet are male. In such a male-dominated society, admonishing Polish businessmen for their sexist attitudes, real or perceived, does not help change those attitudes or advance women’s business efforts.

The female factor may have its greatest impact in some Islamic countries. The role of women in much of the Islamic world is different from that in the United States, though not uniformly so. For example, in Egypt only 9% of women are in paid employment, and only about 10% of managers are female. In very conservative countries such as Iran and Saudi Arabia, even shaking hands with a woman can cause extreme embarrassment. Just getting into Saudi Arabia is difficult for a woman who is unaccompanied by a husband or close relative, because the government will not issue her a visa. Once in Saudi Arabia, a woman will find that people are segregated by gender and a woman must be escorted in public. She may not drive, and taxi drivers will not pick up unaccompanied female customers.

Although small mistakes in etiquette are usually forgiven in most countries, some social customs regarding females elicit strong emotional reactions if ignored. For instance, proper dress is very important for women working abroad. Longer skirts and higher necklines are good rules of thumb. In Asia, modest and gentle behavior is the expectation for females. Also, in many places the friendly, open smiles of U.S. women business professionals may be seen as an invitation for a more personal relationship. As a result, U.S. businesswomen should learn that it is best to err on the side of formality when doing business in many countries.24

---
Host-country national
An employee working in a unit or plant who is a citizen of the country in which the unit or plant is located, but where the unit or plant is operated by an organization headquartered in another country.

Third-country national
An employee who is a citizen of one country, working in a second country, and employed by an organization headquartered in a third country.

A host-country national is an employee working in a unit or plant who is a citizen of the country in which the unit or plant is located, but where the unit or plant is operated by an organization headquartered in another country.

A third-country national is a citizen of one country, working in a second country, and employed by an organization headquartered in a third country.

Each of these individuals presents some unique HR management challenges. Because in a given situation each is a citizen of a different country, different tax laws and other factors apply. HR professionals have to be knowledgeable about the laws and customs of each country. They must establish appropriate payroll and record-keeping procedures, among other activities, to ensure compliance with varying regulations and requirements.

Expatriates Many MNEs use expatriates to ensure that foreign operations are linked effectively with the parent corporations. Generally, expatriates also are used to develop international capabilities within an organization. Experienced expatriates can provide a pool of talent that can be tapped as the organization expands its operations more broadly into even more countries. Japanese-owned firms with operations in the United States have rotated Japanese managers through U.S. operations in order to expand the knowledge of U.S. business practices in the Japanese firms.

Several types of expatriates may be differentiated by job assignment, because not all individuals who decide to work as expatriates are similar in the assignments undertaken.
Volunteer expatriates: These are persons who want to work abroad for a period of time because of career or self-development interests. Often, these expatriates volunteer for shorter-term assignments of less than a year so that they can experience other cultures and travel to desired parts of the world.

Traditional expatriates: These are professionals and managers assigned to work in foreign operations for one to three years. They then rotate back to the parent corporation in the home country.

Career development expatriates: These individuals are placed in foreign jobs to develop the international management capabilities of the firm. They may serve one to three “tours” in different countries, so that they can develop a broader understanding of international operations.

Global expatriates: The broadcast category comprises those individuals who move from one country to another. Often, they prefer to work internationally rather than in the home country.

American managers are developing a reputation as being somewhat more versatile and adaptable, perhaps because of leading a more diverse workforce at home. Their management education is often very good as well—both from formal business schools and in-house training programs. Whirlpool, GTE, Quaker Oats, and others are using retired American managers to staff hard-to-fill temporary international jobs. They find it is faster and less expensive than relocating a regular expatriate, who would normally expect to stay three years or more.

Host-country nationals Using host-country nationals is important for several reasons. It is important if the organization wants to establish clearly that it is making a commitment to the host country and not just setting up a foreign operation. Host-country nationals often know the culture, politics, laws, and business customs better than an outsider would. Also, tapping into the informal “power” network may be important. In one Southeast Asian country, foreign companies have learned that a firm’s problems are resolved more quickly if a family member of that country’s president is a consultant to the firm or a member of its management. But U.S. firms must take care that the individuals used actually perform work for the company; the “salary” must not be a disguised bribe paid in order to obtain contracts. Otherwise, the firms could be in violation of the FCPA addressing foreign corrupt practices. Another reason to use host-country nationals is to provide employment in the country. In many lesser-developed countries, compensation levels are significantly lower than in the United States, so U.S. firms can gain cost advantages by using host-country nationals to staff many jobs.

Recruiting the first group of local employees can be a challenge. The initial group helps create a culture for that organization—for better or worse. Yet, the opportunity for serious errors is great. For example, many countries have very different employment laws, which may make it difficult to dismiss an employee. In countries where there is a shortage of qualified candidates, good potential employees may be lost if not approached correctly. To accomplish successful hiring of host-country nationals, many firms form partnerships with local companies to help with hiring.

Third-country nationals Using third-country nationals emphasizes that a truly global approach is being taken. Often, these individuals are used to handle responsibilities throughout a continent or region. For instance, a major U.S.-based electronics company has its European headquarters in Brussels, Belgium.
While most employees on the clerical staff are Belgians, only about 20% of the professionals and managers are from Belgium. Most of the rest, except for five U.S. expatriates, are from other Western European countries.

It is unusual to find third-country nationals in a new multinational enterprise (MNE). These are usually staffed with qualified nationals and expatriates. Third-country nationals are often first hired when a company has several foreign operations and decides to open another. The choice is often between transferring another expatriate from headquarters or transferring an employee from another overseas operation. Third-country nationals are more common in MNEs with headquarters in North America than in other regions.29

**TRANSNATIONAL PROJECT TEAMS** There has been a dramatic increase in the number and variety of multicultural or “transnational” teams. These teams may be temporary or somewhat permanent and are formed to solve a specific problem or to handle ongoing activities. They often include headquarters representatives, host-country nationals, and third-country nationals. They are useful not only as potentially valuable business units but also as development vehicles for leaders. Eastman Kodak formed a transnational team based in London to launch its photo CD at the same time in several European countries. The team dealt with complex strategic issues across geographic and cultural barriers.30

**Selection for International Assignments**

The selection process for an international assignment should provide a realistic picture of the life, work, and culture to which the employee may be sent. HR managers should prepare a comprehensive description of the job to be done. This description especially should note responsibilities that would be unusual in the home nation, including negotiating with public officials; interpreting local work codes; and responding to ethical, moral, and personal issues such as religious prohibitions and personal freedoms. Figure 4–5 shows the most frequently cited key competencies for expatriates. Most of these competencies can be categorized as either cultural adaptability or communication skills. The following discussion examines those ideas.

**CULTURAL ADAPTABILITY** Most staffing “failures” among those placed in foreign assignments occur because of cultural adjustment problems, not because of difficulties with the jobs or inadequate technical skills. Organizational support for the employees is particularly important for successful cultural adjustment. Once employees have been selected for international assignments, continuing organizational support for the employees is crucial. The intention of expatriates to quit and their commitment to their organizations are affected by how they view the support given to them by their employers.

Throughout the selection process, especially in the selection interviews, it is crucial to assess the potential employee’s ability to accept and adapt to different customs, management practices, laws, religious values, and infrastructure conditions. For example, in Nigeria the local telephone system is so inefficient that overseas calls can be made more easily than crosstown calls, especially in Lagos, the capital city. A U.S. citizen who is accustomed to the convenience and reliability of the U.S. telephone system may become impatient and angry when confronted with such delays.
COMMUNICATION SKILLS One of the most basic skills needed by expatriate employees is the ability to communicate orally and in writing in the host-country language. Inability to communicate adequately in the language may significantly inhibit the success of an expatriate. Numerous firms with international operations select individuals based on their technical and managerial capabilities and then have the selected individuals take foreign language training. Intensive 10-day courses offered by Berlitz and other schools teach basic foreign language skills.

But in any language there is more to communication than simply vocabulary. Greetings, gestures, pace, and proximity all are different in various countries. Basic values about other people and interacting with them are at least as important as speaking the language.

FAMILY FACTORS The preferences and attitudes of spouses and other family members also are major staffing considerations. Two of the most common reasons for turning down international assignments are family considerations and spouses’ careers. Nearly three-fourths of expatriates are married, and most are male. Of the expatriates who are married, only about 13% are not accompanied on overseas assignments by their spouse.

With the growth in dual-career couples, the difficulty of transferring international employees is likely to increase, particularly given work-permit restrictions common in many countries. Some international firms have begun career services to assist spouses in getting jobs with other international firms.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY (EEO) CONCERNS The assignment of women and members of racial/ethnic minorities to international posts involves
legal issues, because these individuals may be protected by U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) regulations. Many U.S. firms operating internationally have limited assignments of women and other protected-class individuals in deference to cultural concerns. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 extended coverage of EEO laws and regulations to U.S. citizens working internationally for U.S.-controlled companies. However, the act states that if laws in a foreign country require actions that conflict with U.S. EEO laws, the foreign laws will apply. If no laws exist, only customs or cultural considerations, then the U.S. EEO laws will apply.

In a related area, some foreign firms in the United States, particularly those owned by Japan, have “reserved” top-level positions for those from the home country. Consequently, EEO charges have been brought against these firms. Previous court decisions have ruled that because of a treaty between Japan and the United States, Japanese subsidiaries can give preference to Japanese over U.S. citizens.

However, it should be noted that most other EEO regulations and laws do apply to foreign-owned firms. In a closely related area, women have brought sexual harassment charges against foreign managers, and other protected-class individuals have brought EEO charges for refusal to hire or promote them.34 In those cases, courts have treated the foreign-owned firms just as they would U.S.-owned employers.

**International Training and Development**

Just as in any organization—global in scope or not—training and development are key factors for HR success. For the global firm these activities are just as important, but for incoming expatriates, host-country nationals, and third-country nationals, training and development is crucial. The training needs of a German expatriate assigned to the United States for the first time might be very different than the needs of an employee working for the company as a factory assembler in Mexico, but both need training to be effective.35 For example, when companies first began to put down roots in Mexico on the U.S./Mexican border, there was little incentive to train employees who were seen simply as a source of cheap labor. But employee turnover rates ran over 20% a month in many places, and employers found that the gains in labor costs were offset with shoddy quality. Training quickly became an important part of turning the HR catastrophe around. Greatly improved productivity has resulted from programs of continuous training, skills improvement, vocational training, and employees training other employees.36

Figure 4–6 shows three different kinds of training and development activities for global employees. Not all apply to every type of international employee, but all are important.

**Pre-Departure Orientation and Training**

The orientation and training that expatriates and their families receive before departure have a major impact on the success of the overseas assignment. Three areas affect the cross-cultural adjustment process: (a) work adjustment, (b) interaction adjustment, and (c) general adjustment. Permeating all of those
areas is the need for training in foreign language and culture familiarization. Many firms have formal training programs for expatriates and their families, and this training has been found to have a positive effect on cross-cultural adjustment.38

Individuals selected to work outside the United States for MNEs need answers to many specific questions about their host countries. Such areas as political and historical forces, geographic and climatic conditions, and general living conditions are topics frequently covered in the orientation and training sessions on the culture of the host country. Expatriates and their families also must receive detailed, country-specific training on customs in the host country. Such knowledge will greatly ease their way in dealing with host-country counterparts. Training in such customs and practices also should be part of the training programs for individuals who will not live outside the home country but will travel to other countries for business purposes.

A related issue is the promotion and transfer of foreign citizens to positions in the United States. As more global organizations start or expand U.S. operations, more cross-cultural training will be necessary for international employees relocated to the United States. For example, many Japanese firms operating in the United States have training programs to prepare Japanese for the food, customs, and other practices of U.S. life. The acceptance of a foreign boss by U.S. workers is another concern. These issues point to the importance of training and development for international adjustment.

Once global employees arrive in the host country, they will need assistance in “settling in.” Arrangements should be made for someone to meet them and assist them. Obtaining housing, establishing bank accounts, obtaining driver’s licenses, arranging for admissions to schools for dependent children, and establishing a medical provider relationship are all basics when relocating to a new city, internationally or not. But differences in culture, language, and laws may complicate these activities in a foreign country. The sooner the expatriates and their families can establish a “normal” life, the better the adjustment will be, and the less likely that expatriate failure will occur.
Continuing Employee Training/Development

Career planning and continued involvement of expatriates in corporate employee development activities are essential. One of the greatest deterrents to accepting foreign assignments is employees’ concern that they will be “out of sight, out of mind.” If they do not have direct and regular contact with others at the corporate headquarters, many expatriates experience anxiety about their continued career progression. Therefore, the international experiences of expatriates must be seen as beneficial to the employer and to the expatriate’s career.37

One way to overcome problems in this area is for firms to invite the expatriates back for regular interaction and development programs with other company managers and professionals. Another useful approach is to establish a mentoring system. In this system, an expatriate is matched with a corporate executive in the headquarters. This executive talks with the expatriate frequently, ensures that the expatriate’s name is submitted during promotion and development discussions at the headquarters, and resolves any headquarters-based problems experienced by the expatriate.39

Opportunities for continuing education represent another way for international employees to continue their development. In some of the more developed European countries, foreign executives and professionals may enroll in Master of Business Administration (MBA) programs at well-respected universities. By obtaining an MBA while on the international assignment, the expatriate keeps up with those with similar jobs in the home country who pursue advanced degrees while working full time.

Repatriation Training and Development

The process of bringing expatriates home is called repatriation. Some major difficulties can arise when it is time to bring expatriates home. For example, the special compensation packages often available to expatriates are dropped, which means that the expatriates experience a net decrease in total income, even if they receive promotions and pay increases. In addition to concerns about personal finances, repatriated employees must readjust to a closer working and reporting relationship with other corporate employees. Often, expatriates have a greater degree of flexibility, autonomy, and independent decision making than do their counterparts in the United States.

Expatriates often must also be reacclimatized to U.S. lifestyles, transportation services, and other cultural practices, especially if they have been living in less-developed countries.40 For example, the wife of a U.S. expatriate was accustomed to bargaining for lower prices when she shopped in the foreign country. During the first week after her return to the United States, she tried to bargain with the checkout cashier at a supermarket before she realized that she was back in a place where this practice was not normal.

International Compensation

Organizations with employees in many different countries face some special compensation pressures. Variations in laws, living costs, tax policies, and other factors all must be considered in establishing the compensation for expatriate managers and professionals. Even fluctuations in the value of the U.S. dollar must be tracked and adjustments made as the dollar rises or falls in relation to currency.
rates in other countries. Add to all of these concerns the need to compensate employees for the costs of housing, schooling of children, and yearly transportation home for themselves and their family members. When all these different issues are considered, it is evident that international compensation is extremely complex. Typical components of an international compensation package for expatriates are shown in Figure 4–7. Several approaches to international compensation are discussed next.

**Balance-Sheet Approach**

Many multinational firms have compensation programs that use the balance-sheet approach. The *balance-sheet approach* provides international employees with a compensation package that equalizes cost differences between the international assignment and the same assignment in the home country of the individual or the corporation. The balance-sheet approach is based on some key assumptions, which are discussed next.41

**HOME-COUNTRY REFERENCE POINT** The compensation package is developed to keep global employees at a level appropriate to their jobs in relation to similar jobs in the home country. Special benefits or allowances are provided to allow the global employees to maintain a standard of living at least equivalent to what they would have in the home country.

---

**FIGURE 4–7 Typical Expatriate Compensation Components**

---

[Diagram of typical expatriate compensation components]

---

**Balance-sheet approach**

An approach to international compensation that provides international employees with a compensation package that equalizes cost differences between the international assignment and the same assignment in the home country of the individual or the corporation.
LIMITED DURATION OF GLOBAL ASSIGNMENT Another basic premise of the balance-sheet approach is that expatriate employees generally have international assignments lasting two to three years. The international compensation package is designed to keep the expatriates “whole” for a few years until they can be reintegrated into the home-country compensation program. Thus, the “temporary” compensation package for the international assignment must be structured to make it easy for the repatriated employee to reenter the domestic compensation and benefits programs. Also, it is assumed that the international employee will retire in the home country, so pension and other retirement benefits will be home-country-based.

Global Market Approach

Increasingly, global organizations have recognized that attracting, retaining, and motivating managers with global capabilities requires taking a broader perspective than just sending expatriates overseas. As mentioned earlier, in many large multinational enterprises, key executives have worked in several countries and may be of many different nationalities. These executives are moved from one part of the world to another and to corporate headquarters wherever the firms are based. It appears that there is a high demand for these global managers, and they almost form their own “global market” for compensation purposes.

Unlike the balance-sheet approach, a global market approach to compensation requires that the international assignment be viewed as continual, not just temporary, though the assignment may take the employee to different countries for differing lengths of time. This approach is much more comprehensive in that the core components, such as insurance benefits and relocation expenses, are present regardless of the country to which the employee is assigned. But pegging the appropriate pay level, considering rates in the host country, home country, and/or headquarters country, becomes more complex. Further, the acceptability of distributing compensation unequally based on performance varies from country to country. Therefore, global compensation requires greater flexibility, more detailed analyses, and greater administrative effort. Some factors affecting executive compensation include the “cultural distance” from headquarters and how much responsibility and autonomy the subsidiary incurs.

Tax Concerns

Many international compensation plans attempt to protect expatriates from negative tax consequences by using a tax equalization plan. Under this plan, the company adjusts an employee’s base income downward by the amount of estimated U.S. tax to be paid for the year. Thus, the employee pays only the foreign-country tax. The intent of the tax equalization plan is to ensure that expatriates will not pay any more or less in taxes than if they had stayed in the United States.

Global Employee Relations Issues

Several issues related to employee relations are often concerns in international situations. Health and safety issues may be of concern to employees overseas, and security has become a very difficult issue in certain areas of the world. The nature
of labor unions and labor laws can be an important variable for managers from other countries when dealing with host-country national employees. Finally, maintaining the expatriate employee in an international position given the potential difficulties deserves attention.

**Global Health and Safety**

Safety and health laws and regulations vary from country to country, ranging from virtually nonexistent to more stringent than in the United States. The importance placed on workplace safety varies among different countries. With more and more expatriates working internationally, especially in some of the less-developed countries, significant health and safety issues are arising, and addressing these issues is part of the HR role. For instance, in many parts of the former Soviet Union, medical facilities are more primitive, treatment is not as available, and pharmaceuticals are less easily obtained. U.S. expatriates traveling to such countries as Turkmenistan and Tajikistan commonly take antibiotics, other medications, and syringes and needles with them in case they need them. Similar practices are recommended for those traveling or working in some African and lesser-developed Asian countries, including China.

Another consideration is provision of emergency evacuation services. For instance, how to evacuate and care for an expatriate employee who sustains internal injuries in a car accident in the Ukraine or Sierra Leone may be a major issue. Many global firms purchase coverage for their international employees from an organization that provides emergency services, such as International SOS, Global Assistance Network, or U.S. Assist. To use such a service, an employer pays a membership fee per employee, and all employee travelers are given emergency contact numbers. If an emergency arises, the emergency services company will dispatch physicians or even transport employees by chartered aircraft. If adequate medical assistance can be obtained locally, the emergency services company maintains a referral list and will make arrangements for the expatriate to receive treatment. Legal counsel in foreign countries, emergency cash for medical expenses, and assistance in retrieving lost documents or having them reissued also are provided by emergency services firms.

**International Security and Terrorism**

As more U.S. firms operate internationally, the threat of terrorist actions against those firms and the employees working for them increases. U.S. citizens are especially vulnerable to extortions, kidnapping, bombing, physical harassment, and other terrorist activities. In a three-month period in a recent year, several hundred terrorist acts were aimed at businesses and businesspeople. Many of these acts targeted company facilities and offices. Nevertheless, individual employees and their families living abroad must constantly be aware of security issues.

Countries vary in the extent to which they are likely to see violence at the workplace. Figure 4–8 shows the share of workers reporting violence on the job in different countries.

It should be noted, of course, that not all violence occurs at work. Kidnapping, murder, home invasion, robberies, and car-jackings are relatively frequent in some places. People who appear affluent are targets, and in some countries a person can appear ostentatiously wealthy simply by wearing eyeglasses. Many firms provide bodyguards who escort executives everywhere. Different routes of
travel are used, so that “normal” patterns of movement are difficult for terrorists to identify. Family members of employees also receive training in security. Children are told to avoid wearing sweatshirts with U.S. logos and to be discreet when meeting friends. In a number of countries schools for children of U.S. expatriates have instituted tight security measures, including sign-in procedures for visitors, guards for the grounds, and improved security fences and surveillance equipment.47

Firms themselves are taking other actions. For example, one U.S. firm removed its large signs from facilities in a Latin American country. Removal of signs identifying offices and facilities reduces the visibility of the firm and thus reduces its potential as a target for terrorist acts. Many international firms screen entry by all employees, and many use metal detectors to scan all packages, briefcases, and other items. Physical barriers, such as iron security fences, concrete barricades, bulletproof glass, and electronic surveillance devices, are common in offices.

Global Labor-Management Relations

The strength and nature of unions different from country to country. In some countries, unions either do not exist at all or are relatively weak. Such is the case in China and a number of African countries. In other countries, unions are extremely strong and are closely tied to political parties.48 This is the case in

FIGURE 4–8 Violence at Work Globally

- France: 11.2% (Males) and 8.9% (Females)
- Argentina: 6.1% (Males) and 1.6% (Females)
- Switzerland: 4.3% (Males) and 1.6% (Females)
- Canada: 3.9% (Males) and 5.0% (Females)
- Netherlands: 3.6% (Males) and 3.8% (Females)
- England: 3.2% (Males) and 6.3% (Females)
- United States: 1.0% (Males) and 4.2% (Females)

some European countries. In still other countries, such as the United States and Great Britain, unions have declined in influence and membership during the last decade.

Some countries require that firms have union or worker representatives on their boards of directors. This practice is very common in European countries, where it is called co-determination. But signs of change in Europe are beginning to emerge. Predictions are that in the next decade unions will have less power in Europe as competition worldwide forces change. However, union militancy is increasing in some lesser-developed countries, such as Brazil, Mexico, Poland, and Romania.

Differences from country to country in how collective bargaining occurs also are quite noticeable. In the United States, local unions bargain with individual employers to set wages and working conditions. In Australia, unions argue their cases before arbitration tribunals. In Scandinavia, national agreements with associations of employers are the norm. In France and Germany, industry-wide or region-wide agreements are common. In Japan, local unions do the bargaining but combine at some point to determine national wage patterns. In spite of these differences, unions appear to have somewhat similar effects internationally in most situations regarding employment and provision of benefits.

**Maintaining the Expatriate Employee**

Problems associated with expatriate assignments have been noted throughout the chapter. Some interesting research on expatriates’ psychological withdrawal from international assignments is reflected in the HR Perspective. Those problems are well-documented but not always dealt with very well by employers who need to send employees overseas. Yet, international strategies are threatened with

---

**HR PERSPECTIVE**

Research on Expatriate Withdrawal from International Assignments

Margaret Shaffer and David Harrison conducted research using a sample of over 600 expatriates living in 45 countries to determine reasons behind their decisions to quit their international assignments. Using their research, as reported in Personnel Psychology, the authors of the study built a model to predict turnover among expatriates.

The picture that emerged from the research was consistent with what turnover research in the United States has found: Work-related factors of job satisfaction and organizational commitment were significant predictors of expatriate withdrawal. The researchers also found that factors including non-work satisfaction and several family variables—spouse adjustment, spouse satisfaction, and living conditions—were important.

The researchers concluded that international Human Resources management efforts must address non-work factors, including those associated with the foreign environment and with the expatriate’s family, in order to reduce turnover of expatriates. They also concluded that family issues have a strong impact on satisfaction and adjustment throughout the entire duration of the overseas assignment, and expatriate retention can be improved by initiating HR management strategies that focus on them. Additionally, researchers identified listing of family-related practices that international employers should consider using.

---

**Co-determination**

A practice whereby union or worker representatives are given positions on a company’s board of directors.
ineffectiveness when those who are offered such international assignments refuse them or take them unwillingly.

Whether the problem is with the family, salaries, loss of visibility in the company, living conditions, danger, or whatever, the loss of good employees with international experience is a big issue for some organizations. For example, one executive noted that after spending three years of hard work overseas—generating millions of dollars in profit for the company—when it was time to come home, suddenly his supervisors were saying, “Where will we send him?” “What will he do?” “What will we pay him?” “Why won’t he stay overseas?” Another notes that when his three years were over and he needed to come back to the United States because of his children’s ages, his superiors quickly turned the discussion toward another three years abroad. In the end he became discouraged and gave up 18 years with the company to move to another firm in the United States.52

Behind the hype and the horror stories, there is one valid generalization about foreign assignments: They can pay professional and personal dividends, but they carry some real risks.53 The organizations that help their expatriates deal with the risks—and choose the right people for those very challenging assignments—ultimately share in the benefits with their successful employees.

Summary

- International HR activities must be adapted to reflect what is appropriate in different countries.
- Global HR management is most influenced by legal, political, economic, and cultural factors.
- Culture is composed of the societal forces affecting the values, beliefs, and actions of a distinct group of people.
- One scheme for classifying national cultures considers power distance, individualism, masculinity/femininity, uncertainty avoidance, and long-term orientation.
- Organizations doing business internationally may evolve from organizations engaged in importing and exporting activities, to multinational enterprises, to global organizations.
- Staffing international jobs can be costly, and selection criteria must include a wide range of skills, abilities, and family factors in addition to the required business knowledge and experience.
- Training and development activities for international employees focus on pre-departure orientation and training, continued employee development, and readjustment training for repatriates.
- Compensation practices for international employees are much more complex than those for domestic employees, because many more factors must be considered.
- Global organizations must be concerned about the health, safety, and security of their employees.
- Labor-management relations vary from country to country.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. Discuss the following statement: “Shifts in the types of jobs and the industries in which jobs are gained or lost reflect global competition and other economic shifts that are occurring in the United States.”
2. Select a country and identify how you believe it would stand on Hofstede’s five dimensions of culture.
3. What are some advantages and disadvantages associated with using expatriate managers instead of host-country nationals?
4. Assume you have been asked to consider a job in a foreign country with a U.S.-based corporation. Develop a list of questions and issues that the corporation should address with you before you make your decision.

5. Assuming you accepted a foreign job, what should the content of the pre-departure training be for you and your family?

6. Discuss the following statement: Global compensation packages should keep expatriates even with what they would receive at home, but not allow them to get rich.

7. Suppose an expatriate employee is to work in Bulgaria for two years. What health, safety, and security issues should be addressed?

Terms to Know

- balance-sheet approach 129
- co-determination 133
- culture 116
- expatriate 121
- global organization 119
- host-country national 122
- importing and exporting 118
- individualism 116
- long-term orientation 117
- masculinity/femininity 116
- multinational enterprise (MNE) 119
- power distance 116
- repatriation 128
- tax equalization plan 130
- third-country national 122
- uncertainty avoidance 116

Using the Internet

Training Your Workforce for Global Business Negotiations

With the globalization of the marketplace, your company has decided to explore some international business opportunities. They have informed you, the HR manager, that they are sending a team to Colombia to negotiate a business agreement. It is your responsibility to train the team on some of the customs and negotiating tactics that are acceptable in Colombia. Use the website http://www.getcustoms.com to obtain the information. Access the passport database, choose Colombia, and go to Colombia’s business practices. Then identify five negotiating tactics to share with the team.

CASE

McDonald’s Global HR

One of the best-known companies worldwide is McDonald’s Corporation. The fast-food chain, with its symbol of the golden arches, has spread from the United States into 91 countries. With over 18,000 restaurants worldwide, McDonald’s serves 33 million people each day. International sales are an important part of McDonald’s business, and over 50% of the company’s operating income results from sales outside the United States. To generate these sales, McDonald’s employs over one million people, and by 2000, McDonald’s had grown to over two million employees.

Operating in so many different countries means that McDonald’s has had to adapt its products, services, and HR practices to legal, political, economic, and cultural factors in each one of those countries. A few examples illustrate how adaptations have been made. In some countries, such as India, beef is not acceptable as a food to a major part of the population, so McDonald’s uses lamb or mutton. To appeal to
Japanese customers, McDonald’s has developed teriyaki burgers. Separate dining rooms for men and women have been constructed in McDonald’s restaurants in some Middle Eastern countries.

HR practices also have had to be adapted. Before beginning operations in a different country, HR professionals at McDonald’s research the country and determine how HR activities must be adjusted. One method of obtaining information is to contact HR professionals from other U.S. firms operating in the country and ask them questions about laws, political factors, and cultural issues. In addition, the firm conducts an analysis using a detailed outline to ensure that all relevant information has been gathered. Data gathered might include what employment restrictions exist on ages of employees and hours of work, what benefits must be offered to full-time and part-time employees (if part-time work is allowed), and other operational requirements. For instance, in some of the former communist countries in Eastern Europe, employers provide locker rooms and showers for their employees. These facilities are necessary because shower facilities, and even consistent water supplies, are unavailable in many homes, particularly in more rural areas around major cities. Also, public transportation must be evaluated to ensure that employees have adequate means to travel to work.

Once a decision has been made to begin operations in a new country, the employment process must begin. Often, McDonald’s is seen as a desirable employer, particularly when its first restaurant is being opened in a country. For instance, in Russia, 27,000 people initially applied to work at the first Moscow McDonald’s, which currently has over 1,500 employees. Because customer service is so important to McDonald’s, recruiting and selection activities focus on obtaining employees with customer service skills. For worker positions such as counter representative and cashier, the focus is to identify individuals who will be friendly, customer-service-oriented employees. A “trial” process whereby some applicants work for a few days on a conditional basis may be used to ensure that these individuals will represent McDonald’s appropriately and will work well with other employees.

For store managers, the company uses a selection profile emphasizing leadership skills, high work expectations, and management abilities appropriate to a fast-paced restaurant environment. Once applicant screening and interviews have been completed, individuals are asked to work for up to a week in a restaurant. During that time, both the applicants and the company representatives evaluate one another to see if the job “fit” is appropriate. After the first group of store managers and assistant managers are selected, future managers and assistant managers are chosen using internal promotions based on job performance.

Once the restaurants are staffed, training becomes crucial to acquaint new employees with their jobs and the McDonald’s philosophy of customer service and quality. McDonald’s has taken its Hamburger University curriculum from the United States and translated it into 22 different languages to use in training centers throughout the world. Once training has been done for trainers and managers, they then conduct training for all employees selected to work at McDonald’s locations in the foreign countries.54

Questions

1. Identify cultural factors that might be important in a training program for food handlers at McDonald’s in Saudi Arabia.

2. Rather than focusing on the differences, what similarities do you expect exist among McDonald’s customers and employees in both the United States and abroad?

Notes


CHAPTER 5

Diversity and Equal Employment Opportunity

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Define diversity management, and discuss what it encompasses.
- Differentiate among diversity management, equal employment opportunity (EEO), and affirmative action.
- Discuss several arguments supporting and opposing affirmative action.
- Explain how to identify when illegal discrimination occurs, and define five basic EEO concepts.
- Discuss the two general approaches that can be used to comply with the 1978 Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures.
- Define validity and reliability, and explain three approaches to validating employment requirements.
Diversity and Law Enforcement

Law enforcement takes place in many venues and with all citizens regardless of background. Yet law enforcement officers as a group do not reflect the diversity of the citizenry. For years, police work was seen mostly as men’s work—and white men filled most officer’s jobs. Increasingly it has become clear that having a more diverse group of law enforcement officers has some real advantages, yet making the transition to that more diverse workforce has presented some challenges.

Recently, a suspect was handcuffed in front of his three young children and became agitated, demanding an apology. The male deputy who handcuffed him was not in the mood for debate, and the atmosphere grew very tense. Fifteen-year police veteran Cheryl Peck stepped in and calmly pointed out, “Look, we don’t know you. We don’t know what your intentions are.” Peck’s words and female presence evidently reduced tensions. The results were the same—the suspect was taken into custody—but the circumstances were different (and less threatening) thanks to the female officer’s presence.

Local law enforcement agencies began hiring women in the early 1970s. They still employ fewer women than men, but the number of women is growing. A survey of 800 police departments throughout the United States found that about 12% of nearly 600,000 officers are female.

Early on, some female officers noted an “overprotective” attitude on the part of their male colleagues. Other observers have noted that departments are much more professional with a mix of male and female officers.

“Some of the guys could get pretty raunchy—with women there they had to quit. But that is the way it should be,” Peck notes. Further, a shift to community policing requires that officers reflect the makeup of the community, and that in turn requires adding more women officers. Additionally, a number of law enforcement officials believe women possess superior interpersonal skills and want to recruit more.

But despite the benefits, changing the diversity mix of law enforcement agencies reflects the same challenges of doing so in other sectors of U.S. industry. One controversy focuses on the tests required to become officers. About 83% of law enforcement departments require applicants to pass a test on reading, writing, and reasoning—the so-called cognitive skills. Because the Federal Department of Justice was concerned that cognitive tests keep out more racial minority applicants than whites, it designed a new police exam that focuses on personality variables instead. The only remaining cognitive section was a reading test. To pass, applicants had to score only as well as the bottom 1% of current officers. Many argued that the test was “watered down.” They pointed out that if police forces cannot test for intellectual skills, they will end up with recruits who cannot learn, write crime reports, or do well in court when confronted by defense lawyers.

Whether or not the test is a valid one for recruiting good police officers, other controversies have surfaced around its use. For example, in Suffolk County, New York, where African Americans make up 4.8% of the county and Hispanic Americans 6.6%, their representation on the police force was only 2.2% and 4.6% respectively. The county devised a plan to improve those numbers, under pressure from the U.S. Justice Department. Forty-three new African American and Hispanic American cadets were assured officer’s jobs if they earned junior college criminal justice degrees and passed an entrance exam. While completing their degrees, these promising applicants worked part-time as unpaid police clerks. Most also enrolled in a prep course designed to help them with the exam. In the course the instructor offered test questions and some “preferred answers” on the test. Consequently, all of the candidates passed the test. However, controversy flared about “cheating,” fairness, and reverse discrimination. Further, the New York supreme court ruled that Suffolk County did not explore sufficient alternatives before recruiting on the basis of skin color. The candidates, caught in the middle, felt they were being penalized because the county had devised a faulty program.

Even with its advantages, diversity is sometimes controversial and difficult to achieve. The Police Commissioner in Suffolk County says that he wants more diversity, but admits “I’m not sure how we get there.”
Diversity
Differences among people.

Diversity

The notion that diversity had a business imperative and gave us a strategic advantage came later.

JOHN BRYAN

Differences among people at work are both a managerial plus and minus. It has been clear for many years from classic studies done in social psychology that groups made up of very different people are more creative and more able to see all sides of an issue. But groups often do not choose to be diverse in makeup, and do not always get along as well as groups made up of more similar members.

People have many dimensions—age, gender, race, color, and religion are only a few. The concept of diversity recognizes the differences among people.

The Nature of Diversity

The existence of diversity is apparent in most organizations. As suggested in a number of studies, diversity has both positive and negative consequences. On the positive side, it provides organizations opportunities to tap a broader, more diverse set of people, ideas, and experiences. Diversity is particularly valuable in a business organization because it often reflects the diversity of customers and the marketplace. By capitalizing on the diversity internally, business organizations may be able to adapt better to the subtle differences in various customer markets.

On the negative side, diversity may initially lead to increased tensions and conflicts in the workplace. In some organizations, people who are part of well-established groups with relatively similar backgrounds and racial or ethnic heritages have demonstrated reluctance to accept people who are “different.” Fortunately, outright hostility and physical resistance have occurred in relatively few work situations. But tensions have increased in other circumstances as diversity efforts have been instituted in work settings. Communication difficulties and conflicts between workers may occur more often in organizations having greater diversity of people. Consequently, organizations must be proactive not only in addressing diversity concerns by existing employees but also in supporting individuals with different backgrounds and heritages.

Probably the worst response to diversity is to ignore it. Because of its many dimensions, the concept of diversity should be viewed broadly (see Figure 5–1). Any of these dimensions can create conflicts between people at work, but they can also bring the advantages of different ideas and viewpoints, which is why organizations address diversity as a strategic human resource issue.

Demographics and Diversity

Diversity is seen in demographic differences in the workforce. The shifting makeup of the U.S. population accounts for today’s increased workforce diversity as many organizations hire from a more diverse pool of potential workers.

Organizations have been seeing the effects of these demographics trends for several years. A more detailed look at some of the key changes follows. According to the U.S. Department of Labor:

- Total workforce growth will be slower between 1996 and 2006 than in previous decades.
Only one-third of the entrants to the workforce between 1990 and 2005 will be white males.

Women will constitute a greater proportion of the labor force than in the past, and 63% of all U.S. women will be in the workforce by 2005.

Minority racial and ethnic groups will account for a growing percentage of the overall labor force. Immigrants will expand this growth.

The average age of the U.S. population will increase, and more workers who retire from full-time jobs will work part-time.

As a result of these and other shifts, employers in a variety of industries will face shortages of qualified workers.

**WOMEN IN THE WORKFORCE** The influx of women into the workforce has major social and economic consequences. It is projected that 63% of all women of working age, and over 80% of women from 25 to 40 years old, will be working or looking for work by 2000. This increase will mean that women will make up 47% of the total workforce by 2005. Further, about half of all currently working women are single, separated, divorced, widowed, or otherwise single heads of households. Consequently, they are “primary” income earners, not co-income providers.

One major consequence of having an increased percentage of women in the workforce is that balancing work and family issues will continue to grow in importance. Also, as more women enter the workforce, greater diversity will be found in organizations. Some other implications for HR management of more women working include the following:

- Greater flexibility in work patterns and schedules to accommodate women with family responsibilities, part-time work interests, or other pressures.
- More variety in benefits programs and HR policies, including child-care assistance and parental-leave programs.
Job placement assistance for working spouses whose mates are offered relocation transfers.

Greater employer awareness of gender-related legal issues such as sexual harassment and sex discrimination.3

RACIAL AND ETHNIC DIVERSITY IN THE WORKFORCE  The fastest-growing segments of the U.S. population are minority racial and ethnic groups, especially Hispanic Americans, African Americans, and Asian Americans. By 2000, about 30% of the U.S. population will be from such minority groups. Already, “minority” individuals make up a majority in many cities of at least 100,000 population in California, Texas, and Florida. Some of the changes in racial and ethnic groups are as follows:

- The population of Asian Americans is expected to jump fivefold from 1990 to 2050, with half of these people being foreign born.
- The number of African Americans in the labor force grew twice as fast as the number of whites from 1990 to 2000.
- Hispanic Americans will be the largest minority group by 2010. Projections are that about 20% of the U.S. population will be Hispanic by 2020, with the number of Hispanic Americans having tripled by then.

Much of the growth in the various racial and ethnic groups is due to immigration from other countries. Approximately 700,000 immigrants are arriving annually in the United States. As Figure 5–2 shows, immigrants come into the country as temporary workers, visitors, students, illegals, or in other situations.

During the 1950s most immigrants were Europeans, whereas in the 1990s, Hispanics and Asians predominated. Today, about one-third of immigrants have less than a high school education, while about one-fourth are college graduates. Increasingly, people with advanced degrees in science and engineering being hired by U.S. firms are foreign born.4

Possible implications of the increase in racial and ethnic cultural diversity are as follows:

- The potential for work-related conflicts among various racial and ethnic groups could increase.

FIGURE 5–2 Status of Immigrants in the United States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Workers</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitors</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extensive employer-sponsored cultural awareness and diversity training may be required to defuse conflicts and promote multicultural understanding.

Training in communication skills for those with English as a second language will increase, and job training will have to accommodate the different language abilities of a multicultural workforce.

Employees skilled in more than one language will be vital, particularly in service industries in certain geographic locales.

Greater cultural diversity in dress, customs, and lifestyles will be seen in workplaces.

AGING OF THE WORKFORCE Most of the developed countries—including Australia, Japan, most European countries, and the United States—are experiencing an aging of their populations. For the United States, the median age will be 39 in 2000—up from 31.5 just 15 years earlier. This increase is due partly to people living longer and partly to a decrease in the number of young people, particularly in the 16–24 age bracket. Little growth in this age group is projected until after 2005.

A major implication of this age shift is that employers such as hotels, fast-food chains, and retailers will continue to face significant staffing difficulties. Many employers are attracting older persons to return to the workforce through the use of part-time and other scheduling options. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the number of workers aged 55 to 64 holding part-time jobs has been increasing. Many of these older workers are people who lost their jobs in organizational restructurings or who took early retirement buyout packages.

A change in Social Security regulations allows individuals over age 65 to earn more per year without affecting their Social Security payments. As a result, it is likely that the number of older workers interested in working part-time will increase, and that they will work more hours than previously.

Implications of the shifting age of the U.S. workforce include the following:5

- Retirement will change in character as organizations and older workers choose phased retirements, early retirement buyouts, and part-time work.
- Service industries will actively recruit senior workers for many jobs.
- Retirement benefits will increase in importance, particularly pension and health-care coverage for retirees.
- Fewer promotion opportunities will exist for midcareer baby boomers and the baby busters below them in experience.
- Baby boomers will have more “multiple” careers as they leave organizations (voluntarily or through organizational restructurings) and/or as they start their own businesses.

INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES IN THE WORKFORCE Another group adding diversity to the workforce is composed of individuals with disabilities. With the passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), employers were reminded of their responsibilities for employing individuals with disabilities. At least 43 million Americans with disabilities are covered by the ADA. The disabilities of this group are shown in Figure 5–3. Estimates are that up to 10 million of these individuals could be added to the workforce if appropriate accommodations were made. The number of individuals with disabilities is expected to continue growing as the workforce ages. Also, people with AIDS or other life-threatening illnesses are considered disabled, and their numbers are expected to increase. The ADA is discussed further in Chapter 6.
Implications of greater employment of individuals with disabilities include the following:

- Employers must define more precisely what are the essential tasks in jobs and what knowledge, skills, and abilities are needed to perform each job.
- Accommodating individuals with disabilities will become more common by providing more flexible work schedules, altering facilities, and purchasing special equipment.
- Nondisabled workers will be trained in ways to work with coworkers with disabilities.
- Employment-related health and medical examination requirements will be revised to avoid discriminating against individuals with disabilities.

**INDIVIDUALS WITH DIFFERING SEXUAL ORIENTATIONS IN THE WORKFORCE** As if demographic diversity did not place pressure enough on managers and organizations, individuals in the workforce today have widely varying lifestyles that can have work-related consequences. A growing number of employers are facing legislative efforts to protect individuals with differing sexual orientations from employment discrimination, though at present, only a few cities and states have passed such laws. In addition, there are growing concerns about balancing employee privacy rights with legitimate employer requirements.

Some implications of these issues include the following:

- The potential for workplace conflicts is heightened as people with different lifestyles and sexual orientations work together. Training to reduce such conflicts will be necessary.
- Access to employee records will be limited, and the types of information kept must be reviewed.
- Generally, managers must recognize that they should not attempt to “control” off-the-job behavior of employees unless it has a direct, negative effect on the organization. Even then, difficulties may exist.
Managing Diversity

As organizations become more aware of both the advantages and inevitability of diversity in the workplace, they are finding that the advantages do not happen automatically—sensible management of diversity is necessary. (See the HR Perspective.) For example, failure to manage the potential difficulties associated with diversity can lead to the following problems:

- **Higher turnover costs:** The turnover rate for African Americans in the United States is 40% higher than for whites, and women turn over twice as often as men. The lack of opportunity for career growth is a primary reason why professionals and managers in these groups leave their jobs.

- **Higher absenteeism costs:** Similarly, absenteeism is often higher for women and for minority-group men. This costly absenteeism is related to many minority individuals feeling that they are not being valued by the organization. For women workers who are mothers, the lack of work/family balance also has significant effects on absenteeism.

- **Lawsuits:** Employee plaintiffs win two-thirds of the discrimination lawsuits filed. The average jury award is $600,000. Failure to train and monitor managers’ behaviors in this area can be quite expensive.

- **Failure to compete well for talent:** Recruiting and retaining diverse employees is more difficult. Companies cited as the best places to work for women and minorities tend to be more successful in attracting and retaining the best employees in these labor market segments.

**HR PERSPECTIVE**

Best Companies for African, Asian, and Hispanic Americans

Many organizations make “politically correct” statements about diversity, but which firms do something about it? What do they do, and how well does it work? Fortune magazine considered these questions and listed the 50 best companies for three racial minority groups. The article concludes that there are common characteristics involved in being a “good” company for people of color:

- The racial and gender mix of management (especially senior management)
- Whether the company hires, promotes, and retains minorities
- Open discussion of delicate race matters
- Manager’s bonuses tied to performance in diversity issues
- But even the best firms are by no means perfect. Many of the 50 companies rated best for racial minorities and women have been sued for discrimination at some point and paid the settlements when they lost cases. However, it is interesting to note that none of the companies seem concerned about quotas, even though numbers are often used to measure diversity. Members of racial minority groups represent 14% of the officials and managers at the 50 companies—higher than the 12.4% nationally.

The result has been that the 50 best companies outperformed the Standard and Poor's in average return on investment (ROI) over both a 3-year and 5-year period: 125% to 112% ROI for 3 years and 201% to 171% for 5 years. The top 10 companies in this “diversity elite” are:

- Pacific Enterprises (California)
- Applied Materials (California)
- Advantica (South Carolina)
- Bank America (California)
- Fannie Mae (Washington, DC)
- Marriott International (Maryland)
- Edison International (California)
- Computer Associates (New York)
- Ryder System (Florida)
- Pitney Bowes (Connecticut)

**LOGGING ON . . .**

The Eastern Point Approach to Managing Diversity

This is an example of one company's approach to managing a diverse workforce, which has resulted in increased performance and productivity.

http://www.eastpt.com/divers.htm
• Reduced organizational performance: The often-mentioned potential business advantages of diversity—better marketplace understanding, creativity and problem solving, and global effectiveness—simply do not happen unless the diverse workforce is given the opportunity and means to contribute to these goals.

Common Components of Diversity Management Efforts

There are many different sources of advice and opinions about how to approach the challenges of diversity in an organization. Figure 5–4 summarizes the most commonly cited components of diversity management efforts. For diversity to succeed, it should be approached from the standpoint of its advantages. Training, diversity committees, promotion, and mentoring are all common means for achieving the positive benefits from diversity. Establishing management accountability for diversity can take many forms.8 Tying bonuses to performance in diversity is a powerful approach. Many organizations, including Allstate Insurance Company, also survey employees on how well their managers are doing on diversity—and the resulting index determines 25% of each manager’s bonus.9

Prevalence of Diversity Programs

Larger organizations are more likely to have diversity programs. Roughly three-fourths of the Fortune 500 companies have diversity programs, and another 8%
were planning to implement programs, according to a survey by the Society for Human Resource Management. However, only about 50% of the firms have a mechanism in place to measure the impact of the programs.

Smaller companies have diversity programs as well, but only about one-third of the smaller companies have such programs. Diversity training is most commonly found in companies with diversity programs. Approximately 90% of the larger organizations surveyed include diversity training, with middle managers being most often trained. However, for several reasons (discussed next) the effectiveness of diversity training is uncertain.10

Diversity Training

Diversity training seeks to eliminate infringements on legal rights, and to minimize discrimination, harassment, and lawsuits. Approaches to such training vary but often include at least three components.

- **Legal awareness:** Focuses on the legal implications of discrimination. Diversity training typically addresses federal and state laws and regulations on equal employment, and examines consequences of violations of those laws and regulations.
- **Cultural awareness:** Attempts to deal with stereotypes, typically through discussion and exercises. The desired outcome is for all participants to see the others as valuable human beings.
- **Sensitivity training:** Aims at “sensitizing” people to the differences among them and how their words and behaviors are seen by others. Some training includes exercises containing examples of harassing and other behaviors. These exercises are designed to show white males how discrimination feels.

Although diversity training is designed to correct problems, in many cases it appears to have made them worse. In both public- and private-sector organizations, very mixed reviews about the effectiveness of diversity training suggest that either the programs or their implementations are suspect.11 Common complaints are:

- Diversity training tends to draw attention to differences, building walls rather than breaking them down.
- Diversity training without other initiatives (such as accountability) becomes meaningless.
- The diversity training is viewed as “politically correct,” which is an idea that lacks credibility for a significant proportion of the workforce.
- Diversity training is seen as focused on “blaming” majority individuals for past wrongs by those with an “axe to grind.”12

Some argue that diversity training has failed, pointing out that it does not reduce discrimination and harassment complaints, often produces divisive effects, and does not teach the necessary behaviors for getting along in a diverse workplace. This last point, focusing on behaviors, seems to hold the most promise for making diversity training more effective. One statement capturing this focus said, “Employers are not liable for the beliefs of their employees. But employers are responsible for the illegal behavior and conduct of their employees.”13 Teaching appropriate behaviors and skills in relationships with others is more likely to produce satisfactory results than focusing just on attitudes and beliefs among diverse employees.
Diversity, Equal Employment, and Affirmative Action

It is very easy to note that diversity exists, and most people recognize that there are differences between themselves and others. However, acceptance of diversity is another matter when the rights of an individual are affected because of such differences. The debate about differences and how they should be handled in employment situations has led to various effects. To assist in identifying the issues involved in workplace diversity, it is critical that terminology often used generally and incorrectly be clarified.

Figure 5-5 shows that diversity management is the highest level at which organizations have addressed diversity issues. To review, diversity management is concerned with developing organizational initiatives that value all people equally, regardless of their differences. In managing diversity, efforts are made by both the organization and the individuals in it to adapt to and accept the importance of diversity.

As the figure shows, organizations can also address diversity issues in more restricted ways: equal employment opportunity and affirmative action. These levels are discussed next.

Equal Employment Opportunity

Equal employment opportunity (EEO) is a broad concept holding that individuals should have equal treatment in all employment-related actions. Individuals who are covered under equal employment laws are protected from illegal discrimination, which occurs when individuals having a common characteristic are discriminated against based on that characteristic. Various laws have been passed to protect individuals who share certain characteristics, such as race, age, or gender. Those having the designated characteristics are referred to as a protected class or as members of a protected group. A protected class is composed of individuals who fall within a group identified for protection under equal employment laws and regulations. Many of the protected classes historically have been subjected to illegal discrimination. The following bases for protection have been identified by various federal laws:

- Race, ethnic origin, color (African Americans, Hispanic Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans)
- Gender (women, including those who are pregnant)
- Age (individuals over 40)
- Individuals with disabilities (physical or mental)
- Military experience (Vietnam-era veterans)
- Religion (special beliefs and practices)

For instance, suppose a firm that is attempting to comply with EEO regulations has relatively few Hispanic managers. To increase the number of Hispanics, the firm will take steps to recruit and interview Hispanics who meet the minimum qualifications for the management jobs. Notice that what the firm is providing is equal employment opportunity for qualified individuals to be considered for employment. To remedy areas in which it appears that individuals in protected classes have not had equal employment opportunities, some employers have developed affirmative action policies.
Affirmative Action

**Affirmative action** occurs when employers identify problem areas, set goals, and take positive steps to guarantee equal employment opportunities for people in a protected class. Affirmative action focuses on hiring, training, and promoting of protected-class members where they are underrepresented in an organization in relation to their availability in the labor markets from which recruiting occurs. Sometimes employers have instituted affirmative action voluntarily, but many times employers have been required to do so because they are government contractors having over 50 employees and over $50,000 in government contracts annually.

**AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND REVERSE DISCRIMINATION** When equal employment opportunity regulations are discussed, probably the most volatile issues concern the view that affirmative action leads to quotas, preferential selection, and reverse discrimination. At the heart of the conflict is the employers’ role in selecting, training, and promoting protected-class members when they are underrepresented in various jobs in an organization. Those who are not members of any protected class have claimed that there is discrimination in reverse. This **reverse discrimination** may exist when a person is denied an opportunity because of preferences given to a member of a protected class who may be less qualified. Specifically, some critics charge that white males are at a disadvantage today, even though they traditionally have held many of the better jobs. These critics say that white males are having to “pay for the sins of their fathers.”

It has been stated by some that the use of affirmative action to remedy underrepresentation of protected-class members is really a form of quotas, or “hiring by the numbers.” However, the Civil Rights Act of 1991 specifically prohibits the use of quotas. It also sets limits on when affirmative action plans can be challenged by individuals who are not members of a protected class. Some phrases used to convey that affirmative action goals are not quotas include “relative numbers,” “appropriately represented,” “representative sample,” and “balanced workforce.”

Along with the economic restructuring of many organizations has come a growing backlash against affirmative action. As noted, some see it as an unfair...
Supporters have offered many reasons why affirmative action is necessary and important. Some common reasons are given here.

1. **Affirmative action is needed to overcome past injustices or eliminate the effects of those injustices.** Proponents of affirmative action believe it is necessary because of the historical inequities that have existed in the United States. In particular, women and racial minorities have long been subjected to unfair employment treatment by being relegated to lower positions (such as clerical and low-paying jobs), not being considered qualified, and being discriminated against for promotions. Without affirmative action, the inequities will continue to exist for individuals who are not white males.

2. **Women and minorities have taken the brunt of the inequality in the past; but now more equality can be created, even if temporary injustice to some may result.** White males in particular may be disadvantaged temporarily in order for affirmative action to create broader opportunities for all—the greatest good. Proponents argue that there must be programs to ensure that women and minorities be considered for employment opportunities so that they can be competitive with males and nonminorities. An often-cited example is that in a running contest, someone running against a well-trained athlete starts at a disadvantage. Women and minorities have had such a disadvantage. Consequently, for a period of time, they should be given a head start in order to ensure that a truly competitive contest occurs.

3. **Raising the employment level of women and minorities will benefit U.S. society in the long run.** Statistics consistently indicate that the greatest percentage of those in lower socioeconomic groups belong to minority groups. If affirmative action assists these minorities, then it is a means to address socioeconomic disparities. Without affirmative action, proponents believe that a larger percentage of the U.S. population will be consigned to being permanently economically disadvantaged. When economic levels are low, other social ills proliferate, such as single-parent families, crime, drug use, and educational disparities. Ultimately, then, a vicious circle of desperation will continue unless special efforts are made to provide access to better jobs for all individuals.

4. **Properly used, affirmative action does not discriminate against males or nonminorities.** An affirmative action plan should help remedy a situation in which disproportionately few women and minorities are employed compared with their numbers in the labor markets from which they are drawn. The plan should have a deadline for accomplishing its long-term goals. All individuals must meet the basic qualifications for jobs. Once all of these job criteria are established, qualified women or minorities should be chosen. In this way, those not selected are discriminated against only in the sense that they did not get the jobs.

Proponents of affirmative action also stress that affirmative action involves not quotas but goals. The difference is that quotas are specific, required numbers, whereas goals are targets for “good faith” efforts to ensure that protected-class individuals truly are given consideration when employment-related decisions are made.

5. **Affirmative action promotes long-term civility and tolerance through forced interaction.** The United States is a diverse country facing social integration issues, and change is occurring rapidly. In order to staff their jobs, employers will have to tap the talents of the diverse members of the U.S. labor force and to find ways for all inhabitants to work together effectively. When women and minorities are placed in widely varying work environments and males and nonminorities interact and work with them, there will be greater understanding among the diverse peoples in the United States. Additionally, women and minorities who are given opportunities can become role models who will make preferences in the future unnecessary. Thus, if successful, affirmative action ultimately may no longer be necessary.
HR PERSPECTIVE

Debate: Why Affirmative Action Should Be Eliminated

While proponents argue in favor of affirmative action, opponents argue against it. They offer the following reasons why affirmative action should be eliminated.

1. Creating preferences for women and minorities results in reverse discrimination. Those opposed to affirmative action believe that discriminating for someone means discriminating against someone else. If equality is the ultimate aim, then discriminating for or against anyone on any basis other than the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to perform jobs is wrong. Equal employment opportunity means that people should compete for jobs according to their qualifications. If any factor such as gender or race is considered in addition to qualifications, then there is discrimination in reverse, which is counter to creating a truly equal society.

2. Affirmative action results in greater polarization and separatism along gender and racial lines. The opponents of affirmative action believe that affirmative action establishes two groups: women and minorities who are in protected classes, and everyone else. For any job, a person will clearly fall into one group or the other. In reality, according to affirmative action classification efforts, women may or may not fall into the “special” category, depending on whether there has been disparate impact on them. Thus, affirmative action may be applicable to some groups but not to others in various employment situations. Regardless of the basis for classification, affirmative action results in males and nonminorities being affected negatively because of their gender or race. Consequently, they become bitter against the protected groups, leading to greater racism or prejudice.

3. Affirmative action stigmatizes those it is designed to help. The opponents of affirmative action cite examples wherein less-qualified women and minorities were given jobs or promotions over more-qualified males and nonminorities. When protected-class individuals perform poorly in jobs because they do not have the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed, the result is to reinforce gender or racial stereotypes. Because affirmative action has come to be viewed by some people as placing unqualified women and minorities in jobs, it reinforces the beliefs held by some that women and minorities could not succeed on their own efforts. Thus, any women or minority members who have responsible positions are there only because of who they are, not because of what they can do and have done.

4. Affirmative action penalizes individuals (males and nonminorities) even though they have not been guilty of practicing discrimination. Opponents argue that affirmative action is unfair to “innocent victims”—males and nonminorities. These innocent victims had nothing to do with past discrimination or disparate impact and were not even present at the time. Thus, the opponents of affirmative action wonder why these individuals should have to pay for the remediation of these discriminatory actions.

5. Preferences through affirmative action lead to conflicts between protected groups. In this argument, opponents cite examples that illustrate how using preferences for one underrepresented racial minority group has led to discrimination against women or members of another racial minority group when these groups were adequately represented. Conflicts between African American organizations and Asian American organizations are one example. Another is the situation in which Hispanic Americans have sued employers because African Americans were overrepresented.

Closely related is the difficulty of “classifying” people at all. While gender is a bit clearer, melding of races and backgrounds has made racial/ethnic classification difficult. If someone has parents and grandparents from three different ethnic groups, it is difficult to determine how the person should be classified. Thus, focusing on someone’s racial/ethnic background may lead to multiple or inaccurate classifications. This process points out the difficulties of classifying people in any way other than by their qualifications and abilities, according to those opposed to affirmative action.
quota system rather than sound HR management. Proponents of affirmative action maintain that it is a proactive way for employers to ensure that protected-class members have equal opportunity in all aspects of employment, and that it is indeed sound management. The accompanying HR Perspective provides both viewpoints.\(^{15}\)

**COURT DECISIONS AND LEGISLATION ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION** Increasingly, court decisions and legislative efforts have focused on restricting the use of affirmative action. California’s Civil Rights Initiative stipulated that the State of California:

> Shall not discriminate against or grant preferential treatment to any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of public employment, public education, or public contracting.

More evidence comes from a federal court decision regarding admission standards at the University of Texas Law School. The university used separate admissions committees to evaluate minority and nonminority applicants. The suit was brought by Cheryl Hopwood and three other students who were denied admission to the law school, even though they had test scores and grade point averages significantly higher than those of a majority of African Americans and Hispanic Americans who were admitted. Clarifying an earlier case, *Bakke v. University of California*, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in *Hopwood v. State of Texas* ruled: \(^{16}\)

> The use of race in admissions for diversity in higher education contradicts, rather than furthers, the aims of equal protection. Diversity fosters, rather than minimizes, the use of race. It treats minorities as a group, rather than as individuals. It may further remedial purposes, but just as likely, may promote improper racial stereotypes, thus fueling racial hostility.

Finally, a federal court in Washington voided a government requirement that radio and television stations must seek minority job applicants. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) had required stations to go out and find minority and female applicants, which resulted in the broadcasting companies granting special hiring preferences to minorities. The judge noted, “We do not think it matters whether a government hiring program imposes hard quotas, soft quotas, or goals. Any of these techniques induces an employer to hire with an eye toward meeting the numerical target. As such they can and surely will result in individuals being granted a preference because of their race.” \(^{17}\)

That clear statement illustrates the idea that affirmative action as a concept is under attack by courts and employers, as well as by males and nonminorities. Whether that trend continues will depend on future changes in the makeup of the U.S. Supreme Court and the results of presidential and congressional elections.

The authors of this text believe that whether one supports or opposes affirmative action, it is important to understand why its supporters believe that it is needed and why its opponents believe it should be discontinued. Because the “final” status of affirmative action has not been determined, we have presented the arguments on both sides of the debate without advocating one of the positions.\(^{18}\)

**Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and 1991**

Numerous federal, state, and local laws address equal employment opportunity concerns. As the chart in Figure 5–6 indicates, some laws have a general civil
rights emphasis, while others address specific EEO issues and concerns. At this point, it is important to discuss two major broad-based civil rights acts that encompass many areas. In Chapter 6, specific acts and priorities will be discussed.

Even if an organization has no regard for the principles of EEO, it must follow federal, state, and local EEO laws and regulations to avoid costly penalties. Whether violations of such laws occur intentionally, accidentally, or through ignorance, many employers have learned the hard way that they may be required

---

**FIGURE 5-6 Major Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Laws and Regulations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Act</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equal Pay Act</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Requires equal pay for men and women performing substantially the same work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title VII, Civil Rights Act of 1964</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Prohibits discrimination in employment on basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Orders 11246 and 11375</td>
<td>1965 1967</td>
<td>Require federal contractors and subcontractors to eliminate employment discrimination and prior discrimination through affirmative action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Discrimination in Employment Act (as amended in 1978 and 1986)</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Prohibits discrimination against persons over age 40 and restricts mandatory retirement requirements, except where age is a bona fide occupational qualification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Order 11478</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Prohibits discrimination in the U.S. Postal Service and in the various government agencies on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, handicap, or age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational Rehabilitation Act Rehabilitation Act of 1974</td>
<td>1973 1974</td>
<td>Prohibit employers with federal contracts over $2,500 from discriminating against individuals with disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam-Era Veterans Readjustment Act</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Prohibits discrimination against Vietnam-era veterans by federal contractors and the U.S. government and requires affirmative action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy Discrimination Act</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Prohibits discrimination against women affected by pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions; requires that they be treated as all other employees for employment-related purposes, including benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td>1986 1990 1996</td>
<td>Establishes penalties for employers who knowingly hire illegal aliens; prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of national origin or citizenship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americans with Disabilities Act</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Requires employer accommodation of individuals with disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older Workers Benefit Protection Act of 1990</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Prohibits age-based discrimination in early retirement and other benefits plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Rights Act of 1991</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Overturns several past Supreme Court decisions and changes damage claims provisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congressional Accountability Act</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Extends EEO and Civil Rights Act provisions to U.S. congressional staff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to pay back wages, reinstate individuals to their jobs, reimburse attorneys’ fees, and possibly pay punitive damages. Even if not guilty, the employer still will have considerable costs in HR staff and managerial time involved and legal fees. Therefore, it is financially prudent to establish an organizational culture in which compliance with EEO laws and regulations is expected.

**Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VII**

Although the first civil rights act was passed in 1866, it was not until the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that the keystone of antidiscrimination legislation was put into place. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed in part to bring about equality in all employment-related decisions. As is often the case, the law contains ambiguous provisions giving considerable leeway to agencies that enforce the law. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) was established to enforce the provisions of Title VII, the portion of the act that deals with employment.

**PROVISIONS OF TITLE VII** In Title VII, Section 703(a) of the act it states:

It shall be unlawful employment practice for an employer: (1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or (2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

**WHO IS COVERED?** Title VII, as amended by the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, covers most employers in the United States. Any organization meeting one of the criteria in the following list is subject to rules and regulations that specific government agencies set up to administer the act:

- All private employers of 15 or more persons who are employed 20 or more weeks per year
- All educational institutions, public and private
- State and local governments
- Public and private employment agencies
- Labor unions with 15 or more members
- Joint (labor/management) committees for apprenticeships and training

**Civil Rights Act of 1991**

The major purpose for passing the Civil Rights Act of 1991 was to overturn or modify seven U.S. Supreme Court decisions handed down during the 1988–1990 period. Those decisions made it more difficult for individuals filing discrimination charges to win their cases. Also, the 1991 act amended other federal laws, including Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and Section 1981 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866. The major effects of the 1991 act are discussed next.

Supreme Court decisions made it more difficult for protected-class individuals to use statistics to show that illegal discrimination had occurred. The 1991 act reversed those rulings, relying on earlier reasoning in the *Griggs v. Duke Power* decision. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 requires employers to show that an
employment practice is *job-related for the position* and is consistent with *business necessity*. The act did clarify that the plaintiffs bringing the discrimination charges must identify the particular employer practice being challenged.

**DISCRIMINATORY INTENT** The Civil Rights Act of 1991 overturned several court decisions that had made it more difficult for plaintiffs to bring suits based on intentional discrimination. Under the 1991 act, the plaintiff charging intentional discrimination must show only that protected-class status played *some factor*. For employers, this means that an individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin *must play no factor* in the challenged employment practice.

**COMPENSATORY AND PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND JURY TRIALS** The 1991 act allows victims of discrimination on the basis of sex, religion, or disability to receive both compensatory and punitive damages in cases of intentional discrimination. Under the 1991 act, compensatory damages do not include back pay or interest on that pay, additional pay, or other damages authorized by Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Compensatory damages typically include payments for emotional pain and suffering, *loss of enjoyment of life*, mental anguish, or inconvenience. However, limits were set on the amount of compensatory and punitive damages, extending from a cap of $50,000 for employers with 100 or fewer employees to a cap of $300,000 for those with over 500 employees.

Additionally, the 1991 act allows jury trials to determine the liability for and the amount of compensatory and punitive damages, subject to the caps just mentioned. Prior to passage of this act, decisions in these cases were made by judges. Generally, this provision is viewed as a victory for people who bring discrimination suits against their employers, because juries tend to more often find for individuals than for employers.

**OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE 1991 ACT** The Civil Rights Act of 1991 contained some sections that addressed a variety of other issues. More detailed discussions of most issues appear later in this chapter or in Chapter 6. Briefly, some of the issues and the provisions of the act are as follows:

- **Race norming:** The act prohibited adjustment of employment test scores or use of alternative scoring mechanisms on the basis of the race or gender of test takers. The concern addressed by this provision is the use of different passing or cut-off scores for protected-class members than for those individuals in nonprotected classes.

- **International employees:** The act extended coverage of U.S. EEO laws to U.S. citizens working abroad, except where local laws or customs conflict.

- **Government employee rights:** Responding to criticism that some government employees were being excluded from EEO law coverage, Congress extended such coverage to employees of the Senate, presidential appointments, and previously excluded state government employees.

**EFFECTS OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1991** By overturning some U.S. Supreme Court decisions, the 1991 act negated many of the more “employer-friendly” decisions made by the Supreme Court from 1988 to 1990. Allowing jury trials and compensatory and punitive damages in cases involving allegations of intentional discrimination means that the costs of being found guilty of illegal discrimination have increased significantly. The number of EEO complaints filed likely will
continue to increase because of some of the provisions of the 1991 act. Consequently, more than ever before, employers must make sure their actions are job related and based on business necessity.

Enforcement Agencies

Government agencies at several levels have powers to investigate illegal discriminatory practices. At the state and local levels, various commissions have enforcement authority. At the federal level, the two most prominent agencies are the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP).

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)

The EEOC, created by the Civil Rights Act of 1964, is responsible for enforcing the employment-related provisions of the act. The agency initiates investigations, responds to complaints, and develops guidelines to enforce various laws. The EEOC has enforcement authority for charges brought under the following federal laws:

- Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VII
- Civil Rights Act of 1991
- Equal Pay Act
- Pregnancy Discrimination Act
- Age Discrimination in Employment Act
- Americans with Disabilities Act
- Vocational Rehabilitation Act

The EEOC has been given expanded powers several times since 1964 and is the major agency involved with employment discrimination. Over the years, the EEOC has been given the responsibility to investigate equal pay violations, age discrimination, and discrimination based on disability.

An independent regulatory agency, the EEOC is composed of five members appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. No more than three members of the commission can be from the same political party, and members serve for seven years. In addition, the EEOC has a staff of lawyers and compliance officers who do investigative and follow-up work for the commission. For an example of one EEOC enforcement activity, see the HR Perspective on testers.

Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP)

While the EEOC is an independent agency, the OFCCP is part of the Department of Labor, established by executive order to ensure that federal contractors and subcontractors have nondiscriminatory practices. A major thrust of OFCCP efforts is to require that federal contractors and subcontractors take affirmative action to overcome the effects of prior discriminatory practices. Affirmative action plans are discussed in detail in the next chapter.

Enforcement Philosophies and Efforts

Since 1964, the various U.S. presidential administrations have viewed EEO and affirmative action enforcement efforts from different philosophical perspectives. Often the thrust and aggressiveness of enforcement efforts have varied depend-
ing on whether a Republican or Democratic president and Congress were in office. The purpose of pointing this out is not to suggest who is right or wrong but rather to emphasize that laws are enforced by agencies staffed by presidential appointees. Differing degrees of activism and emphasis result, depending on the philosophical beliefs and priorities held by a particular administration.

**State and Local Enforcement Agencies**

In addition to federal laws and orders, many states and municipalities have passed their own laws prohibiting discrimination on a variety of bases. Often, these laws are modeled after federal laws; however, state and local laws sometimes provide greater remedies, require different actions, or prohibit discrimination in areas beyond those addressed by federal law. As a result, state and local enforcement bodies have been established to enforce EEO compliance. Fortunately, the three levels of agencies generally coordinate their activities to avoid multiple investigations of the same EEO complaints.

**Interpretations of EEO Laws and Regulations**

Laws establishing the legal basis for equal employment opportunity generally have been written broadly. Consequently, only through application to specific organizational situations can one see how the laws affect employers.
The broad nature of the laws has led enforcement agencies to develop guidelines and to enforce the acts as they deem appropriate. However, agency rulings and the language of those rulings have caused confusion and have been interpreted differently by employers. Interpretation of ambiguous provisions in the laws also shifts as the membership of the agencies changes.

The court system is left to resolve the disputes and issue interpretations of the laws. The courts, especially the lower courts, have issued conflicting rulings and interpretations. The ultimate interpretation often has rested on decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court, although Supreme Court rulings, too, have been interpreted differently.

Thus, equal employment opportunity is an evolving concept that often is confusing. However, for employers equal employment violations are costly, as Figure 5–7 indicates.

When Does Illegal Discrimination Occur?

Equal employment laws and regulations address concerns about discrimination in employment practices. The word discrimination simply means that differences among items or people are recognized. Thus, discrimination involves choosing among alternatives. For example, employers must discriminate (choose) among applicants for a job on the basis of job requirements and candidates’ qualifications. However, discrimination can be illegal in employment-related situations in which either: (1) different standards are used to judge different individuals, or (2) the same standard is used, but it is not related to the individuals’ jobs.

When deciding if and when illegal discrimination has occurred, courts and regulatory agencies have had to consider the following issues:
**Disparate treatment** occurs when protected-class members are treated differently from others. For example, if female applicants must take a special skills test not given to male applicants, then disparate treatment may be occurring. If disparate treatment has occurred, the courts generally have said that intentional discrimination exists.

**Disparate impact** occurs when there is substantial underrepresentation of protected-class members as a result of employment decisions that work to their disadvantage. The landmark case that established the importance of disparate impact as a legal foundation of EEO law is *Griggs v. Duke Power* (1971). The decision of the U.S. Supreme Court established two major points:

- It is not enough to show a lack of discriminatory intent if the employment tool results in a disparate impact that discriminates against one group more than another or continues a past pattern of discrimination.
- The employer has the burden of proving that an employment requirement is directly job related as a “business necessity.” Consequently, the intelligence test and high school diploma requirements of Duke Power were ruled not to be related to the job.

**Business necessity and job relatedness**

A **business necessity** is a practice necessary for safe and efficient organizational operations. Business necessity has been the subject of numerous court decisions. Educational requirements often are based on business necessity. However, an employer who requires a minimum level of education, such as a high school diploma, must be able to defend the requirement as essential to the performance of the job. For instance, equating a degree or diploma with the possession of math or reading abilities is considered questionable. Having a general requirement for a degree cannot always be justified on the basis of the need for a certain level of ability. All requirements must be job related, or proven necessary for job performance. Determining and defending the job relatedness of employment requirements through validation procedures is discussed later in this chapter.

**Bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ)** Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act specifically states that employers may discriminate on the basis of sex, religion, or national origin if the characteristic can be justified as a “bona fide occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the normal operation of the particular business or enterprise.” Thus, a **bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ)** is a legitimate reason why an employer can exclude persons on otherwise illegal bases of consideration. What constitutes a BFOQ has been subject to different interpretations in various courts across the country.
BURDEN OF PROOF  Another legal issue that arises when discrimination is alleged is the determination of which party has the burden of proof. At issue is what individuals who are filing suit against employers must prove in order to establish that illegal discrimination has occurred.

Based on the evolution of court decisions, current laws and regulations state that the plaintiff charging discrimination (1) must be a protected-class member and (2) must prove that disparate impact or disparate treatment existed. Once a court rules that a prima facie (preliminary) case has been made, the burden of proof shifts to the employer. The employer then must show that the bases for making employment-related decisions were specifically job related and consistent with considerations of business necessity.

RETAIATION  Employers are prohibited by EEO laws from retaliating against individuals who file discrimination charges. Retaliation occurs when employers take punitive actions against individuals who exercise their legal rights. For example, an employer was ruled to have engaged in retaliation when an employee who filed a discrimination charge was assigned undesirable hours and his work schedule was changed frequently. Various laws, including Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, protect individuals who have (1) made a charge, testified, assisted, or participated in any investigation, proceeding, or hearing” or (2) “opposed any practice made unlawful.

To implement the provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the interpretations of it based on court decisions, the EEOC and other federal agencies developed their own compliance guidelines and regulations, each agency having a slightly different set of rules and expectations. Finally, in 1978, the major government agencies involved agreed on a set of uniform guidelines.

Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures

The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures apply to the federal EEOC, the U.S. Department of Labor’s OFCCP, the U.S. Department of Justice, and the federal Office of Personnel Management. The guidelines provide a framework used to determine if employers are adhering to federal laws on discrimination. These guidelines affect virtually all phases of HR management because they apply to employment procedures, including but not limited to the following:

- Hiring (qualifications required, application blanks, interviews, tests)
- Promotions (qualifications, selection process)
- Recruiting (advertising, availability of announcements)
- Demotion (why made, punishments given)
- Performance appraisals (methods used, links to promotions and pay)
- Training (access to training programs, development efforts)
- Labor union membership requirements (apprenticeship programs, work assignments)
- Licensing and certification requirements (job requirements tied to job qualifications)
The guidelines apply to most employment-related decisions, not just to the initial hiring process. Two major means of compliance are identified by the guidelines: (1) no disparate impact and (2) job-related validation.

No Disparate Impact Approach

Generally, regarding discrimination in organizations, the most important issue is the effect of employment policies and procedures, regardless of the intent. Disparate impact occurs whenever there is a substantial underrepresentation of protected-class members in employment decisions. The Uniform Guidelines identify one approach in the following statement: “These guidelines do not require a user to conduct validity studies of selection procedures where no adverse impact results.”

Under the guidelines, disparate impact is determined with the 4/5ths rule. If the selection rate for any protected group is less than 80% (4/5ths) of the selection rate for the majority group or less than 80% of the group’s representation in the relevant labor market, discrimination exists. Thus, the guidelines have attempted to define discrimination in statistical terms. Disparate impact can be checked both internally and externally.

INTERNAL Checking disparate impact internally compares the treatment received by protected-class members with that received by nonprotected-group members. As shown in Figure 5–8, the Standard Company interviewed both men and women for jobs. Of the men who applied, 40% were hired; of the women who applied, 25% were hired. The selection rate for women is less than 80% (4/5ths) of the selection rate for men (40% × 4/5 = 32%). Consequently, Standard Company’s employment process does have “disparate impact.”

FIGURE 5–8 Internal Disparate Impact at Standard Company

4/5ths Rule
Rule stating that discrimination generally is considered to occur if the selection rate for a protected group is less than 80% of the group’s representation in the relevant labor market or less than 80% of the selection rate for the majority group.
HR activities for which internal disparate impact can be checked internally most frequently include:

- Candidates selected for interviews of those recruited
- Performance appraisal ratings as they affect pay increases
- Promotions, demotions, and terminations
- Pass rates for various selection tests

**EXTERNAL** Employers can check for disparate impact externally by comparing the percentage of employed workers in a protected class in the organization with the percentage of protected-class members in the relevant labor market. The relevant labor market consists of the areas where the firm recruits workers, not just where those employed live. External comparisons can also consider the percentage of protected-class members who are recruited and who apply for jobs to ensure that the employer has drawn a “representative sample” from the relevant labor market. Although employers are not required to maintain exact proportionate equality, they must be “close.” Courts have applied statistical analyses to determine if any disparities that exist are too high.

To illustrate, assume the following situation. In the Valleyville area, Hispanic Americans make up 15% of those in the job market. RJ Company is a firm with 500 employees, 50 of whom are Hispanic. Disparate impact is determined as follows if the 4/5ths rule is applied:

\[
\text{Percent of Hispanics in the labor market (15\%)} \times \frac{4}{5}\text{ths rule (.8)} = \frac{15\% \times 0.8}{1} = 12\%
\]

**Comparison:**

- RJ Co. has 50/500 = 10% Hispanics.
- Disparate-impact level = 12% Hispanics.
- Therefore, disparate impact exists because fewer than 12% of the firm’s employees are Hispanic.

The preceding example illustrates one way external disparate impact can be determined. In reality, statistical comparisons for disparate-impact determination may use more complex methods. Note also that external disparate-impact charges make up a very small number of EEOC cases. Instead, most cases deal with the disparate impact of internal employment practices.

**EFFECT OF THE NO DISPARATE IMPACT STRATEGY** The 4/5ths rule is a yardstick that employers can use to determine if there is disparate impact on protected-class members. However, to meet the 4/5ths compliance requirement, employers must have no disparate impact at any level or in any job for any protected class. (The next chapter contains more details.) Consequently, using this strategy is not really as easy or risk-free as it may appear. Instead, employers may want to turn
to another compliance approach: validating that their employment decisions are based on job-related factors.

**Job-Related Validation Approach**

Under the job-related validation approach the employment practices that must be valid include such practices and tests as job descriptions, educational requirements, experience requirements, work skills, application forms, interviews, written tests, and performance appraisals. Virtually every factor used to make employment-related decisions—recruiting, selection, promotion, termination, discipline, and performance appraisal—must be shown to be specifically job related. Hence, the concept of validity affects many of the common tools used to make HR decisions.

Validity is simply the extent to which a test actually measures what it says it measures. The concept relates to inferences made from tests. It may be valid to infer that college admission test scores predict college academic performance. However, it is probably invalid to infer that those same test scores predict athletic performance. As applied to employment settings, a test is any employment procedure used as the basis for making an employment-related decision. For a general intelligence test to be valid, it must actually measure intelligence, not just vocabulary. An employment test that is valid must measure the person’s ability to perform the job for which he or she is being hired. Validity is discussed in detail in the next section.

The ideal condition for employment-related tests is to be both valid and reliable. Reliability refers to the consistency with which a test measures an item. For a test to be reliable, an individual’s score should be about the same every time the individual takes that test (allowing for the effects of practice). Unless a test measures a trait consistently (or reliably), it is of little value in predicting job performance.

Reliability can be measured by several different statistical methodologies. The most frequent ones are test-retest, alternate forms, and internal-consistency estimates. A more detailed methodological discussion is beyond the scope of this text; those interested can consult appropriate statistical references.

Validity and Equal Employment

If a charge of discrimination is brought against an employer on the basis of disparate impact, a *prima facie* case has been established. The employer then must be able to demonstrate that its employment procedures are valid, which means to demonstrate that they relate to the job and the requirements of the job. A key element in establishing job-relatedness is to conduct a *job analysis* to identify the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) and other characteristics needed to perform a job satisfactorily. A detailed examination of the job provides the foundation for linking the KSAs to job requirements and job performance. Chapter 7 discusses job analysis in more detail. Both the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as interpreted by the *Griggs v. Duke Power* decision, and the Civil Rights Act of 1991 emphasize the importance of job relatedness in establishing validity.

Using an invalid instrument to select, place, or promote an employee has never been a good management practice, regardless of its legality. Management also should be concerned with using valid instruments from the standpoint of operational efficiency. Using invalid tests may result in screening out individuals...
who might have been satisfactory performers and hiring less satisfactory workers instead. In one sense, then, current requirements have done management a favor by forcing employers to do what they should have been doing previously—using job-related employment procedures.

The 1978 uniform selection guidelines recognize validation strategies measuring three types of validity:

- Content validity
- Criterion-related validity (concurrent and predictive)
- Construct validity

**Content Validity**

**Content validity** is a logical, nonstatistical method used to identify the KSAs and other characteristics necessary to perform a job. A test has content validity if it reflects an actual sample of the work done on the job in question. For example, an arithmetic test for a retail cashier should contain problems that typically would be faced by cashiers on the job. Content validity is especially useful if the workforce is not large enough to allow other, more statistical approaches.

A content validity study begins with a comprehensive job analysis to identify what is done on a job and what KSAs are used. Then managers, supervisors, and HR specialists must identify the most important KSAs needed for the job. Finally, a test is devised to determine if individuals have the necessary KSAs. The test may be an interview question about previous supervisory experience, or an ability test in which someone types a letter using a word-processing software program, or a knowledge test about consumer credit regulations.

Many practitioners and specialists see content validity as a common-sense way to validate staffing requirements that is more realistic than statistically oriented methods. Consequently, content validity approaches are growing in use.

**Criterion-Related Validity**

Employment tests of any kind attempt to predict how well an individual will perform on the job. In measuring **criterion-related validity**, a test is the predictor and the desired KSAs and measures for job performance are the criterion variables. Job analysis determines as exactly as possible what KSAs and behaviors are needed for each task in the job. Tests (predictors) are then devised and used to measure different dimensions of the criterion-related variables. Examples of “tests” are: (1) having a college degree, (2) scoring a required number of words per minute on a typing test, or (3) having five years of banking experience. These predictors are then validated against criteria used to measure job performance, such as performance appraisals, sales records, and absenteeism rates. If the predictors satisfactorily predict job performance behavior, they are legally acceptable and useful.

A simple analogy is to think of two circles, one labeled predictor and the other criterion variable. The criterion-related approach to validity attempts to see how much the two circles overlap. The more overlap, the better the performance of the predictor. The degree of overlap is described by a **correlation coefficient**, which is an index number giving the relationship between a predictor and a criterion variable. These coefficients can range from −1.0 to +1.0. A correlation
coefficient of +.99 indicates that the test is almost an exact predictor, whereas a +.02 correlation coefficient indicates that the test is a very poor predictor.

There are two different approaches to criterion-related validity. **Concurrent validity** represents an “at-the-same-time” approach, while **predictive validity** represents a “before-the-fact” approach.

**CONCURRENT VALIDITY**  *Concurrent* means “at the same time.” As shown in Figure 5–9, when an employer measures **concurrent validity**, a test is given to current employees and the scores are correlated with their performance ratings, determined by such measures as accident rates, absenteeism records, and supervisory performance appraisals. A high correlation suggests that the test can differentiate between the better-performing employees and those with poor performance records.

A drawback of the concurrent validity approach is that employees who have not performed satisfactorily are probably no longer with the firm and therefore cannot be tested, while extremely good employees may have been promoted or may have left the organization for better jobs. Furthermore, an unknown is how people who were not hired would have performed if given opportunities to do so. Thus, the firm does not really have a full range of people to test. Also, the test takers may not be motivated to perform well on the test because they already have jobs. Any learning that has taken place on the job may influence test scores, presenting another problem. Applicants taking the test without the benefit of on-the-job experience might score low on the test but might be able to learn to do the job well. As a result of these problems, a researcher might conclude that a test is valid when it is not, or might discard a test because the data indicate that it is invalid when, in fact, it is valid. In either case, the organization has lost because of poor research.

---

**FIGURE 5–9 Concurrent Validity**

- **Current Employees** → **Test** → **Job Performance**
  - **Comparison**
  - **Scores of Tests** → **If Significant, Predictive Validity Exists** → **Measure of Job Success** → **Use on Future Applicants as a Predictor of Job Success**

**Concurrent validity**  Validity measured when an employer tests current employees and correlates the scores with their performance ratings.
**Predictive validity**
Validity measured when test results of applicants are compared with subsequent job performance.

**Construct validity**
Validity showing a relationship between an abstract characteristic inferred from research and job performance.

**Predictive Validity**
To measure predictive validity, test results of applicants are compared with their subsequent job performance. The following example illustrates how a predictive validity study might be designed. A retail chain, Eastern Discount, wants to establish the predictive validity of requiring one year of cashiering experience, a test it plans to use in hiring cashiers. Obviously, the retail outlet wants to use the test that will do the best job of separating those who will do well from those who will not. Eastern Discount first hires 30 people, regardless of cashiering experience or other criteria that might be directly related to experience. Some time later (perhaps after one year), the performance of these same employees is compared. Success on the job is measured by such yardsticks as absenteeism, accidents, errors, and performance appraisals. If those employees who had one year of experience at the time when they were hired demonstrate better performance than those without such experience, as demonstrated by statistical comparisons, then the experience requirement is considered a valid predictor of performance and may be used in hiring future employees (see Figure 5-10).

In the past, predictive validity has been preferred by the EEOC because it is presumed to give the strongest tie to job performance. However, predictive validity requires (1) a fairly large number of people (usually at least 30) and (2) a time gap between the test and the performance (usually one year). As a result, predictive validity is not useful in many situations. Because of these and other problems, other types of validity often are used.

**Construct Validity**
Construct validity shows a relationship between an abstract characteristic inferred from research and job performance. Researchers who study behavior have

---

**Figure 5-10 Predictive Validity**

- Applicants → Test → Applicant Hired → Job Performance
- Scores of Tests → If Significant, Predictive Validity Exists → Measure of Job Success
- Use on Future Applicants as a Predictor of Job Success
given various personality characteristics names such as *introversion*, *aggression*, and *dominance*. These are called **constructs**. Other common constructs for which tests have been devised are creativity, leadership potential, and interpersonal sensitivity. Because a hypothetical construct is used as a predictor in establishing this type of validity, personality tests and tests that measure other such constructs are more likely to be questioned for their legality and usefulness than other measures of validity. Consequently, construct validity is used less frequently in employment selection than the other types of validity.

**Validity Generalization**

**Validity generalization** is the extension of the validity of a test with different groups, similar jobs, or other organizations. Rather than viewing the validity of a test as being limited to a specific situation and usage, one views the test as a valid predictor in other situations as well. Those advocating validity generalization believe that variances in the validity of a test are attributable to the statistical and research methods used; this means that it should not be necessary to perform a separate validation study for every usage of an employment test. Proponents particularly believe validity generalization exists for general ability tests.

Although the approach is controversial, it has been adopted by the U.S. Employment Service, a federal agency, for the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB). Also, it has been adopted for use throughout the United States in many state and local job service offices. As more and more such jobs services adopt the approach, more detailed records of results will be available. Anyone interested in learning more about the GATB and validity generalization should contact a state job service office in a specific locale to find out how it is used.

**Summary**

- Diversity, which recognizes differences among people, is growing as an HR issue.
- Organizations have a demographically more diverse workforce than in the past, and continuing changes are expected.
- Major demographic shifts include the increasing number and percentage of women working, growth in minority racial and ethnic groups, and the aging of the workforce. Other changes involve the need to provide accommodations for individuals with disabilities and to adapt to workers with different sexual orientations.
- Diversity management is concerned with advancing organizational initiatives that value all people equally regardless of their differences.
- Effective management of diversity often means that it must be differentiated from affirmative action.
- Diversity training has had limited success, possibly because it too often has focused on beliefs rather than behaviors.
- Equal employment opportunity (EEO) is a broad concept holding that individuals should have equal treatment in all employment-related actions.
- Protected classes are composed of individuals identified for protection under equal employment laws and regulations.
- Affirmative action requires employers to identify problem areas in the employment of protected-class members and to set goals and take steps to overcome those problems.
- The question of whether affirmative action leads to reverse discrimination has been intensely litigated, and the debate continues today.
- EEO is part of effective management for two reasons: (1) it focuses on using the talents of all human resources; (2) the costs of being found guilty of illegal discrimination can be substantial.
- Disparate treatment occurs when protected-class members are treated differently from others, whether or not there is discriminatory intent.
Disparate impact occurs when employment decisions work to the disadvantage of members of protected classes, whether or not there is discriminatory intent.

Employers must be able to defend their management practices based on bona fide occupational qualifications (BFOQ), business necessity, and job relatedness.

Retaliation occurs when an employer takes punitive actions against individuals who exercise their legal rights, and it is illegal under various laws.

The 1964 Civil Rights Act, Title VII, was the first significant equal employment law. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 altered or expanded on the 1964 provisions by overturning several U.S. Supreme Court decisions.

The Civil Rights Act of 1991 addressed a variety of issues, such as disparate impact, discriminatory intent, compensatory and punitive damages, jury trials, and EEO rights of international employees.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) are the major federal equal employment enforcement agencies.

The 1978 Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures are used by enforcement agencies to examine recruiting, hiring, promotion, and many other employment practices.

Under the 1978 guidelines, two alternative compliance approaches are identified: (1) no disparate impact and (2) job-related validation.

Job-related validation requires that tests measure what they are supposed to measure (validity) in a consistent manner (reliability).

Disparate impact can be determined through the use of the 4/5ths rule.

There are three types of validity: content, criterion-related, and construct.

The content-validity approach is growing in use because it shows the job relatedness of a measure by using a sample of the actual work to be performed.

The two criterion-related strategies measure concurrent validity and predictive validity. Whereas predictive validity involves a “before-the-fact” measure, concurrent validity involves a comparison of tests and criteria measures available at the same time.

Construct validity involves the relationship between a measure of an abstract characteristic, such as intelligence, and job performance.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. Discuss the following statement: “U.S. organizations must adjust to diversity if they are to manage the workforce of the present and future.”
2. Explain why diversity management represents a much broader approach to workforce diversity than providing equal employment opportunity or affirmative action.
3. Regarding the affirmative action debate, why do you support or oppose affirmative action?
4. If you were asked by an employer to review an employment decision to determine if discrimination had occurred, what factors would you consider, and how would you evaluate them?
5. Why is the Civil Rights Act of 1991 such a significant law?
6. Why is the job-related validation approach considered more business-oriented than the no disparate impact approach in complying with the 1978 Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures?
7. Explain what validity is and why the content validity approach is growing in use compared with the criterion-related and construct validity approaches.
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Using the Internet

Defining and Managing Workplace Diversity

Imagine that you are the training and development manager at a company with a very diverse workforce. Some tension among employees has been noticed by the senior-level staff. They believe the organization is in need of some diversity training and have asked you to develop the program. They have posed several questions to you.

Using the following website, answer their questions.
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/mb/wfd/

1. Name five items contributing to diversity not including gender, sex, or national origin.
2. Give examples of the four layers of diversity.
3. What can we do to take full advantage of diversity in organizations?

CASE

Hooters

Hooters is a company that has staffed its restaurants with attractive women, known as Hooters Girls. The uniforms of the Hooters Girls consist of short shorts, tank tops or half-shirts, and suntan-colored hose. In approximately 150 Hooters restaurants, the food staff was virtually all female, and males tended to be hired into kitchen, cook, or “back-room” jobs. Many women’s groups criticized the “blatant sexist” appeal used at Hooters restaurants to attract and entertain customers.

Meanwhile, employment practices at Hooters caused enough concern that the EEOC began an intensive investigation of Hooters. The EEOC concluded that Hooters was violating EEO laws and regulations by refusing to hire men as wait staff, bartenders, and hosts. Hooters and the EEOC held initial discussions in which the EEOC demanded the following:

- Hooters would establish a fund estimated at over $22 million for men who had been denied employment. Any male who claimed to have applied for one of the “female-designated” jobs would be entitled to up to $10,000.
- Hooters would run newspaper ads inviting males to file claims and encouraging them to apply at Hooters.
- Hooters henceforth would be guilty of violating EEO laws anytime the number of men hired fell below 40% of the total hiring rate.
- Hooters would discontinue using the Hooters Girls in advertising, to avoid discouraging males from applying for jobs.
- Hooters would provide sensitivity training to teach Hooters employees how to be more sensitive to men’s needs.
Hooters rejected the EEOC demands and ran full-page ads in many newspapers showing a burly, moustached man—wearing a blond wig, tank top, short shorts, and tennis shoes. In one hand the man was holding a plate of chicken wings, and in the other a sign saying, “Washington—Get a Grip.” Specifically in response to the EEOC, Hooters’ legal counsel stated that “The business of Hooters is predominantly the provision of entertainment, diversion, and amusement based on the sex appeal of the Hooters Girls.” Hooters felt the EEOC was being so unreasonable that it decided to take the offensive.

Ultimately, the EEOC’s position was rejected. Therefore, Hooters was allowed to continue hiring attractive young women for its waitstaff and other customer-contact jobs.27

Questions

1. Make the argument that selecting only attractive women is a violation of EEO.

2. When is an approach like Hooters’ aggressive response to the EEOC’s demands likely to be effective, and when might it backfire?

Notes


2. Throughout the following section, various statistics on workforce composition and trends are taken from U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and Census Bureau data widely reported in various reference and news media reports. For additional details, consult http://stats.bls.gov.


7. The following list is adapted from Gail Robinson and Kathleen Dechant, “Building a Business Case for Diversity,” Academy of Management Executive, August 1997, 21.


15. The authors acknowledge the assistance of Christina Harjehausen in structuring the content of the debate on affirmative action.
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CHAPTER 6
Implementing Equal Employment

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Discuss the two types of sexual harassment and how employers should respond to complaints.
- Give examples of two sex-based discrimination issues besides sexual harassment.
- Identify two age discrimination issues.
- Discuss the major requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
- Describe two bases of EEO discrimination in addition to those listed above.
- Identify typical EEO record-keeping requirements and those records used in the EEO investigative process.
- Discuss the contents of an affirmative action plan (AAP).
The Costs of Discrimination

Over the past several decades since passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, numerous employers have been found guilty of illegal employment discrimination. Whether based on age, sex, race, disability, or other factors, both large and small employers have paid for their illegal human resource actions. But employers continue to engage in discriminatory practices that lead to large fines and settlements, sometimes through ignorance and sometimes intentionally. Some examples illustrate that employment discrimination is expensive.

**Sex Discrimination and Sexual Harassment**

*Smith-Barney*, a Wall Street brokerage firm, agreed to spend $15 million over four years to increase diversity in the firm. As part of the settlement of a lawsuit, the firm agreed over a three-year period to raise the percentage of female brokers in its training classes to 33% of the total, and to have 25% of its investment banker training classes composed of females. At the time, only 14.5% of the 15,000 Smith-Barney brokers were women.

*Mitsubishi Motors* paid $34 million to settle a class-action sexual harassment lawsuit filed by 350 current and former female employees. This settlement was the largest class-action settlement ever paid for sexual harassment claims brought by the EEOC. At the time, only 14.5% of the 15,000 Smith-Barney brokers were women.

**Racial/Ethnic Discrimination**

*Tempel Steel Co.*, based in Niles, Illinois, settled a race bias case on behalf of African Americans who had applied for or who could show that they would have applied for jobs at the firm. Only 70 of the firm’s 1,000 workers were African Americans. The case involved Tempel’s recruiting practices, in which job advertisements were placed in Polish- and German-language newspapers where few African Americans would see them. Therefore, the recruiting continued a past pattern of discrimination. In addition to paying $4 million total to the victims of past discrimination, the firm was required to file reports on its hiring practices for four years and pay $500,000 to set up a training program to help African American employees qualify for the higher-skilled, higher-paying jobs in the two factories in the Chicago area.

An African American lawyer at a national law firm’s Washington, D.C., office was awarded $2.5 million for race discrimination. He alleged that even though he was given good performance reviews, he was paid $3,000 less per year than others, was not considered for partnership on the same schedule, and was dismissed from the firm due to his race.

**Age Discrimination**

*First Union*, a large financial institution based in Charlotte, North Carolina, settled an age discrimination lawsuit by agreeing to pay $58.5 million. The 239 workers in the case, all over age 40, lost their jobs when smaller banks were bought by First Union. The lawsuit charged that in many situations the plaintiffs were replaced by younger, less-experienced workers who were paid lower salaries.

*First America*, an Iowa-based telemarketing firm, was ordered by a federal jury to pay over $300,000 to a 62-year-old sales representative. The sales rep was not promoted, despite a satisfactory work record, so he filed a lawsuit. Also, the sales rep charged that once he filed the lawsuit, the firm refused to pay him some sales commissions, which was a form of retaliation prohibited by EEOC regulations.

All of these cases emphasize that illegal employment discrimination can represent significant costs. Therefore, employers of all sizes must be familiar with EEO laws and regulations and ensure that their practices are nondiscriminatory.
“Our equality lies in the right for each of us to grow to our full capacity whatever it is.”

PEARL BUCK

As the examples in the opening discussion indicate, the days are past when employers can manage their workforces in any manner they wish. Federal, state, and local laws prohibit unfair discrimination against individuals on a variety of bases. One purpose of this chapter is to discuss the range of issues that have been addressed by Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) laws, regulations, and court decisions. The other purpose is to review what employers should do to comply with the regulations and requirements of various EEO enforcement agencies. Because race discrimination is still the most prevalent form of employment discrimination, a look at this area is next.

**Discrimination Based on Race, National Origin, and Citizenship**

The original purpose of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was to address race discrimination. This area continues to be important today, and employers must be aware of practices that may be discriminatory on the basis of race. Further, the EEOC and the affirmative action requirements of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) specifically designate race as an area for investigation and reporting.

Race is often a factor in discrimination on the basis of national origin. What are the rights of people from other countries, especially those illegally in the United States, with regard to employment and equality? Illegal aliens often are called *undocumented workers* because they do not have the appropriate permits and documents from the Immigration and Naturalization Service. The passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Acts (IRCA) and later revisions to it have clarified issues regarding employment of immigrants.

**Immigration Reform and Control Acts (IRCA)**

To deal with problems arising from the continued flow of immigrants to the United States, the IRCA was passed in 1986 and has been revised in later years. The IRCA makes it illegal for an employer to discriminate in recruiting, hiring, or terminating based on an individual’s national origin or citizenship. Many employers were avoiding the recruitment and hiring of individuals who were “foreign looking” or who spoke with an accent, fearing they might be undocumented workers. Hispanic leaders voiced concern about the discriminatory effects of this practice on Hispanic Americans.

A revision of the act attempted to address this issue by prohibiting employers from using disparate treatment, such as requiring more documentation from some prospective employees than from others. In addition, the IRCA requires that employers who knowingly hire illegal aliens be penalized.

**HIGH-TECHNOLOGY AND SKILLED WORKER VISAS** Recent revisions to the IRCA changed some of the restrictions on the entry of immigrants to work in U.S. organizations, particularly those organizations with high-technology and other “scarce-
skill" areas. The number of immigrants allowed legal entry was increased, and categories for entry visas were revised. As the HR Perspective indicates, foreign-language skills have created issues with many employers.

EMPLOYER DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS Under the acts just described, employers are required to examine identification documents for new employees, who also must sign verification forms about their eligibility to work legally in the United States. Employers must ask for proof of identity, such as a driver's license.
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Bilingual Employees and “English-Only” Requirements

As the diversity of the workforce has increased, more employees have language skills beyond English. Interestingly, some employers have attempted to restrict the use of foreign languages, while other employers have recognized that bilingual employees have valuable skills.

"English-Only" Requirements

A number of employers have policies requiring that employees speak only English at work. Employers with these policies contend that the policies are necessary for valid business purposes. For instance, a manufacturer has a requirement that all employees working with dangerous chemicals use English in order to communicate hazardous situations to other workers and to be able to read chemical labels. The EEOC has issued guidelines clearly stating that employers may require workers to speak only English at certain times or in certain situations, but the business necessity of the requirements must be justified.

Some cases that have created more difficulties for employees involve retailers requiring that sales employees speak only English. Such policies generally have been enforced for use when waiting on customers. However, requiring employees to speak only English in situations not requiring customer contact has been ruled to be more questionable. Also, questions asked during the selection process about an applicant’s language skills should be limited to situations in which workers will have job-related reasons for using a foreign language. The employer is restricted to making such inquiries only for jobs that make use of the foreign language.

The prudent use of English-only rules can be seen at 3Com Corporation in Illinois. Among its 1,200 employees, over 20 different languages are spoken. Employees of 3Com are required to speak English in group settings on the job, but may use other languages in nonwork situations. The company also offers courses on English as a second language for employees wishing to improve their English skills.

Bilingual Employees

Some employers with a diverse customer base have found it beneficial to have bilingual employees. For instance, some teleservicing firms have identified employees with Spanish-speaking skills, so that calls from Spanish-language customers can be directed to the bilingual representatives. Also, a number of airlines have bilingual flight attendants on international flights.

Those individuals often wear pins with the flag of the country whose language they speak, so that foreign-language customers can contact someone speaking their languages.

However, one issue with bilingual employees is whether they should receive extra pay for having the additional language capabilities and using them at work. Some employers do not pay bilingual employees extra, believing that paying for the jobs being done is more appropriate than paying individuals for language skills that are used infrequently on the job. Other employers pay "language premiums" if employees must speak to customers in another language. For instance, MCI-World Com pays workers in some locations a 10% bonus if they are required to use a foreign language a majority of the time with customers. Delta Airlines pays bilingual flight attendants extra hourly pay on international routes.

As both employees and customers of more companies become more diverse, English-language and bilingual policies are likely to be issues. It seems that the difficulties of deciding when English-only is a business necessity, and when bilingual language skills are advantageous, will be faced by employers in all types of industries.
with a picture, Social Security card, birth certificate, immigration permit, or other documents. The required I-9 form must be completed by all new employees within 72 hours.

**Conviction and Arrest Records**

Court decisions consistently have ruled that using records of arrests, rather than records of convictions, has a disparate impact on some racial and ethnic minority groups protected by Title VII. An arrest, unlike a conviction, does not imply guilt. Statistics indicate that in some geographic areas, more members of some minority groups are arrested than nonminorities.

Generally, courts have held that conviction records may be used in determining employability if the offense is job related. For example, a bank could use an applicant’s conviction for embezzlement as a valid basis for rejection. Some courts have held that only job-related convictions occurring within the most recent five to seven years may be considered. Consequently, employers inquiring about convictions often add a phrase such as “indication of a conviction will not be an absolute bar to employment.”

**Gender Discrimination and Sexual Harassment**

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis of gender. Other laws and regulations are aimed at eliminating such discrimination in specific areas. This section begins with a discussion of sexual harassment and then discusses other forms of gender-based discrimination.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has issued guidelines designed to curtail sexual harassment. A variety of definitions of sexual harassment exist, but generally sexual harassment refers to actions that are sexually directed, are unwanted, and subject the worker to adverse employment conditions or create a hostile work environment. Sexual harassment can occur between a boss and a subordinate, among coworkers, and when nonemployees have business contacts with employees.

Because of the increased awareness of sexual harassment resulting from events such as those involving President Clinton, employers and individuals affected by sexual harassment are less tolerant of it. However, as more men and women work together, more voluntary relationships based on affection and romance develop.

**Workplace Relationships and Romances**

As more and more men and women work together in teams and on projects, more employers are becoming concerned about personal relationships between employees. Could permitting such relationships lead to liability for sexual harassment claims when relationships end?

The appeal of workplace relationships was succinctly described by a 28-year-old single male information systems specialist: “When you’re working 50 to 60 hours per week, the only place to meet women is at work.” When work-based friendships lead to romance and off-the-job sexual relationships, managers and employers face a dilemma: Do they monitor for and protect the firm from potential sexual harassment complaints, thereby “meddling” in employees’ private,
The victims of sexual harassment are more likely to bring charges and take legal actions against employers and harassing individuals than they were in the past. According to EEOC statistics, well over 90% of the sexual harassment charges filed have involved harassment of women by men. However, some sexual harassment cases have been filed by men against women managers and supervisors and for same-sex harassment.

Two types of sexual harassment are defined as follows.

- **Quid pro quo** harassment occurs when an employer or supervisor links specific employment outcomes to the individuals’ granting sexual favors.
- **Hostile environment** harassment occurs when the harassment has the effect of unreasonably interfering with work performance or psychological well-being or when intimidating or offensive working conditions are created.
QUID PRO QUO Linking any condition of employment—including pay raises, promotions, assignments of work and work hours, performance appraisals, meetings, disciplinary actions, and many others—to the granting of sexual favors can be the basis for a charge of quid pro quo (meaning “something for something”) harassment. Certainly, harassment by supervisors and managers who expect sexual favors as a condition for a raise or promotion is inappropriate behavior in a work environment. This view has been supported in a wide variety of cases.

HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT The second type of sexual harassment involves the creation of a hostile work environment. In Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc., the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that in determining if a hostile environment exists, the following factors should be considered.5

- Whether the conduct was physically threatening or humiliating, rather than just offensive
- Whether the conduct interfered unreasonably with an employee’s work performance
- Whether the conduct affected the employee’s psychological well-being

Numerous cases in which sexual harassment has been found illustrate that what is harmless joking or teasing in the eyes of one person may be offensive and hostile behavior in the eyes of another. Commenting on dress or appearance, telling jokes that are suggestive or sexual in nature, allowing centerfold posters to be on display, or making continual requests to get together after work can lead to the creation of a hostile work environment.

Changing Legal Standards on Sexual Harassment

In 1998, the U.S. Supreme Court issued rulings in three different cases in which charges of sexual harassment were brought by different individuals working for different employers.6 Grouping these cases together, the U.S. Supreme Court issued decisions that significantly clarified both the legal aspects of when sexual harassment occurs and what actions employers should take to reduce their liabilities if sexual harassment claims are filed. A look at the implications of the three cases follows.

DEFINITION OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT First, the three decisions make it clear that sexual harassment, whether quid pro quo or hostile environment, or whether with different or same-sex individuals, is illegal. The courts will look at the conduct and actions of both the employer’s representatives and the complainants.

TANGIBLE EMPLOYMENT ACTIONS As Figure 6–1 indicates, if the employee suffered any tangible employment action (such as being denied raises, being terminated, or being refused access to training) because of the sexual harassment, then the employers are liable. However, even if the employee suffered no tangible employment action, and the employer has not produced an affirmative defense, employer liability still exists.7

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE AND REASONABLE CARE Only if the employer can produce evidence of an affirmative defense in which the employer took reasonable care to prohibit sexual harassment does the employer have the possibility of avoiding liability.
Components of ensuring reasonable care include the following:

- Establishing a sexual harassment policy
- Communicating the policy regularly
- Training all employees, especially supervisors and managers, on avoiding sexual harassment
- Investigating and taking action when complaints are voiced

**Employer Responses to Sexual Harassment Complaints**

Employers generally are held responsible for sexual harassment unless they take appropriate action in response to complaints. Also, employers are held responsible if they knew (or should have known) of the conduct and failed to stop it.
SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY AND COMPLAINT PROCESS

The U.S. Supreme Court decisions make it clear that every employer should have a policy on sexual harassment that addresses such issues as the following:

- Instructions on how to report complaints, including how to bypass a supervisor if he or she is involved in the harassment
- Assurances of confidentiality and protection against retaliation by those against whom the complaint is filed
- A guarantee of prompt investigation
- A statement that disciplinary action will be taken against sexual harassers, up to and including termination of employment

It is important that all employers, even small ones, have specific sexual harassment complaint procedures and policies that allow a complainant to bypass a supervisor if the harasser is the supervisor. If such a complaint process exists and it is not used by the complainant, the employer has a better standing in refuting sexual harassment claims. The HR Perspective discusses a research study on using complaint processes to confront sexual harassment.

COMMUNICATION OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY

All employees, especially supervisors and managers, should be informed that sexual harassment will not be tolerated in an organization. To create such an awareness, communications to all employees should highlight the employer’s policy on sexual harassment and the importance of creating and maintaining a work environment free of sexual
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Research on Confronting Sexual Harassment

As awareness of sexual harassment has grown, more women have reported incidents of sexual harassment to both internal organizational representatives and governmental enforcement agencies. To add some research on women’s decisions to report or confront sexual harassment, Adams-Roy and Barling conducted a study that was published in the *Journal of Organizational Behavior*.

The authors conducted a survey of 800 women in seven different Canadian organizations. The wide range of organizations included employees at a hospital, a manufacturing plant, one prison, three military bases, and a real estate agency. Almost 18% of the women surveyed indicated that they had experienced sexual harassment at work some time in the past. Then the research questionnaire inquired about actions that the individuals took, if any, to report the incident or confront the harasser. Additionally, the individuals were asked to complete some questions inquiring about organizational and interaction justice.

Using all of this data, the analyses done by the researchers found that individual perceptions of the fairness of organizational policies about sexual harassment affected reporting or confronting sexual harassment at work. But most surprising, those who had reported sexual harassment by following formal policies and procedures had poorer perceptions of organizational justice. The researchers suggest that these results indicate that the women who utilized the formal processes likely were disappointed with the resolution of their complaints.

In summary, the study indicates that just having a formal complaint process and using it is not enough. The outcome of the process must be seen as just; otherwise, the process is viewed negatively. Therefore, both having a process and having it operate in a manner seen as fair are necessary for employees facing sexual harassment to believe that their treatment is just.
harassment. The communications should be ongoing to reinforce to all employees that sexual harassment will not be tolerated and will be dealt with severely.

**TRAINING OF MANAGERS, SUPERVISORS, AND EMPLOYEES** Training of all employees, especially supervisors and managers, is recommended. The training should identify what constitutes sexual harassment and alert employees to the types of behaviors that create problems. Analyses of the Supreme Court decisions by legal experts consistently stress that all employers should hold sexual harassment training regularly. For smaller employers without formal training programs, this training can be developed by training and human resource consultants, legal counsel, local college human resource professors, or others. But regardless of organizational size, specific training on sexual harassment should be done regularly in all companies.

**INVESTIGATION AND ACTION** Once management has knowledge of sexual harassment, the investigation process should begin. Often, to provide objectivity, an HR staff member, a key senior manager, and/or outside legal counsel will lead the investigation. The procedures to be followed should be identified at the time the sexual harassment policy is developed, and all steps taken during the investigation should be documented. It is crucial to ensure that the complainant is not subjected to any further harassment or to retaliation for filing the complaint.

Prompt action by the employer to investigate sexual harassment complaints and then to punish the identified harassers aid an employer’s defense. In summary, if harassment situations are taken seriously by employers, the ultimate outcomes are more likely to be favorable for them.

**Pregnancy Discrimination**

The Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA) of 1978 was passed as an amendment to the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Its major provision was that any employer with 15 or more employees had to treat maternity leave the same as other personal or medical leaves. Closely related to the PDA is the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) of 1993, which requires that individuals be given up to 12 weeks of family leave without pay and also requires that those taking family leave be allowed to return to jobs (see Chapter 15 for details). The FMLA applies to both men and women.

In court cases filed by pregnant workers alleging illegal discrimination, it generally has been ruled that the PDA requires employers to treat pregnant employees the same as nonpregnant employees with similar abilities or inabilities. Therefore, if a nonpregnant employee with a bad back is accommodated by not having to lift some file boxes, then a pregnant employee who has been advised by a physician to avoid heavy lifting must be accommodated in the same manner.

**Compensation Issues and Sex Discrimination**

A number of concerns have been raised about employer compensation practices that discriminate on the basis of sex. At issue in several compensation practices is the extent to which men and women are treated differently, with women most frequently receiving lower compensation or benefits. Equal pay, pay equity, and benefits coverage are three prominent issues.
EQUAL PAY The Equal Pay Act, enacted in 1963, requires employers to pay similar wage rates for similar work without regard to gender. Tasks performed only intermittently or infrequently do not make jobs different enough to justify significantly different wages. Differences in pay may be allowed because of (1) differences in seniority, (2) differences in performance, (3) differences in quality and/or quantity of production, and (4) factors other than sex, such as skill, effort, and working conditions.

The importance of considering job responsibilities and skills under equal pay can be seen in a case involving a female vice president of an insurance company who was paid less than the five other vice presidents, all of whom were male. The court decision ruled against the woman because the employer was able to show that her job had substantially different tasks that were not as crucial to company operations. Also, the court noted that the skills needed to do her job were not as great as those associated with the vice presidential jobs held by the males.12

PAY EQUITY According to the concept of pay equity, the pay for jobs requiring comparable levels of knowledge, skill, and ability should be similar even if actual duties differ significantly. This concept has also been called comparable worth when earlier cases were addressed. The Equal Pay Act applies to jobs that are substantially the same, whereas pay equity applies to jobs that are valued similarly in the organization, whether or not they are the same.

A major reason for the development of the pay equity idea is the continuing gap between the earnings of women and men. For instance, in 1959, the average pay of full-time women workers was 59% of that of full-time men workers. By the late 1990s, the gap had shrunk to about 76%.13 More in-depth data show that the education and age of women workers affects the size of the gaps. As Figure 6–2 indicates, the pay of younger female college graduates consistently is higher than that of older female graduates. Even greater disparity exists when pay for lower-skilled, less-educated women is compared with pay for lower-skilled, less-educated men.

As discussed in more detail in Chapter 13 on compensation, a number of state and local government employers have mandated pay equity for public-sector employees through legislation. Some Canadian provinces have enacted similar laws. But except where state laws have mandated pay equity, U.S. federal courts generally have ruled that the existence of pay differences between jobs held by women and jobs held by men is not sufficient to prove that illegal discrimination has occurred.

PAYCHECK FAIRNESS ACT OF 1999 To address the continuing gap between men’s and women’s wages, in 1999 President Clinton proposed new legislation, called the Paycheck Fairness Act. This legislation would allow women to sue employers for unlimited damages, in addition to the back pay available under such laws. Also, the act would provide the EEOC more enforcement workers to handle equal pay and cases related to pay equity. As of the writing of this text, this bill has not been passed into law.

BENEFITS COVERAGE A final area of sex-based differences in compensation relates to benefits coverage. One concern has been labeled “unisex” pension coverage. The Arizona Governing Committee v. Norris decision held that an employer’s deferred compensation plan violated Title VII because female employees received
lower monthly benefits payments than men received on retirement, despite the fact that women contributed equally to the plan. Regardless of longevity differences, men and women who contribute equally to pension plans must receive equal monthly payments.

**Sex Discrimination in Jobs and Careers**

The selection and promotion criteria that employers use can discriminate against women. Some cases have found that women were not allowed to enter certain jobs or job fields. Particularly problematic is the use of marital or family status as a basis for not selecting women.

**NEPOTISM** Many employers have policies that restrict or prohibit nepotism, the practice of allowing relatives to work for the same employer. Other firms require only that relatives not work directly for or with each other or be placed in a position where potential collusion or conflicts could occur. The policies most frequently cover spouses, brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers, sons, and daughters. Generally, employer anti-nepotism policies have been upheld by courts, in spite of the concern that they tend to discriminate against women more than men (because women tend to be denied employment or leave employers more often as a result of marriage to other employees).

However, inquiries about previous names (not maiden names) under which an applicant may have worked may be necessary in order to check reference infor-
information with former employers, educational institutions, or employers' own files, in the case of former employees. This kind of inquiry is not illegal.

**JOB ASSIGNMENTS AND “NONTRADITIONAL JOBS”** One result of the increasing number of women in the workforce is the movement of women into jobs traditionally held by men. More women are working as welders, railroad engineers, utility repair specialists, farm equipment sales representatives, sheet metal workers, truck drivers, and carpenters. Many of these jobs typically pay higher wages than the office and clerical jobs often held by women. Nevertheless, women hold a small percentage of the blue-collar jobs traditionally held by men, such as welder, carpenter, mechanic, and bricklayer. Thus, it appears there still are gender-based groupings of jobs, in which women hold most jobs of certain types and men hold most other types of jobs. Clearly, discrimination in the assignment of women to certain jobs and job fields still exists.

The right of employers to reassign women from hazardous jobs to jobs that may be lower paying because of health-related concerns is another issue. Employers' fears about higher health-insurance costs, and even possible lawsuits involving such problems as birth defects caused by damage sustained during pregnancy, have led some employers to institute reproductive and fetal protection policies. However, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled such policies are illegal. Also, having different job conditions for men and women usually is held to be discriminatory.

**THE “GLASS CEILING”** For years, women's groups have alleged that women encounter a “glass ceiling” in the workplace. The glass ceiling refers to discriminatory practices that have prevented women and other protected-class members from advancing to executive-level jobs. The extent of the problem is seen in the fact that white males compose 43% of the workforce but hold 95% of all senior management positions. In the nation’s largest corporations, only a few women are CEOs, and women compose less than 10% of the executive vice presidents in larger firms. Figure 6–3 shows the percentages of women and minority managers by industry segment. Statistics reveal that women tend to have better opportunities to progress in smaller firms and, of course, when they start their own businesses. Also, in computer-related fields, women are increasing their representation in management, particularly in data processing service and software development firms.

The Glass Ceiling Act of 1991 was passed in conjunction with the Civil Rights Act of 1991. A Glass Ceiling Commission was established to conduct a study on how to shatter the glass ceiling encountered by women and other protected-class members. Key recommendations in the commission's report included the following:

- Employers should include diversity goals in strategic business plans, and managers should be accountable for meeting these goals.
- Affirmative action should be used to encourage firms to recruit more widely and give promotion opportunities to more diverse individuals.
- Women and minorities should be prepared for senior positions by the use of mentoring, training, and other programs.
- Federal government agencies should refine data collection requirements to avoid “double counting” of minority women, so that true statistics and measures of progress can be obtained.
- Increased government enforcement efforts are needed, as well as more funding and staffing of agencies such as the EEOC.
"GLASS WALLS" AND "GLASS ELEVATORS" A related problem is that women have tended to advance to senior management in a limited number of functional areas, such as human resources and corporate communications. Because jobs in these “supporting” areas tend to pay less than jobs in sales, marketing, operations, or finance, the overall impact is to reduce women’s career progression and income. Limits that keep women from progressing only in certain fields have been referred to as “glass walls” or “glass elevators.” Some firms have established formal mentoring programs in order to break down glass walls.

Age Discrimination

For many years, race and sex discrimination cases overshadowed those dealing with age discrimination. Starting with passage of the 1978 amendments to the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) of 1967, a dramatic increase in age discrimination suits occurred. However, in recent years, age discrimination still has followed race and sex discrimination as the basis for complaints filed with the EEOC.

Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA)

The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, amended in 1978 and 1986, makes it illegal for an employer to discriminate in compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment because of an individual’s age. The later amendments first raised the minimum mandatory retirement age to 70 and then eliminated it completely. The ADEA applies to all individuals above the age of 40 working for employers having 20 or more workers. However, the act does not apply if age is a job-related occupational qualification.

Prohibitions against age discrimination do not apply when an individual is disciplined or discharged for good cause, such as poor job performance. Older
workers who are poor performers can be terminated, just as anyone else can be. However, numerous suits under the ADEA have been filed involving workers over 40 who were forced to take “voluntary retirement” when organizational restructuring or workforce reduction programs were implemented.

**“OVERQUALIFIED” OLDER EMPLOYEES** One issue that has led to age discrimination charges is labeling older workers as “overqualified” for jobs or promotions. In a number of cases, courts have ruled that the term *overqualified* may have been used as a code word for workers being too old, thus causing them not to be considered for employment.\(^{18}\)

**AGE DISCRIMINATION AND WORKFORCE REDUCTIONS** In the past decade, early retirement programs and organizational downsizing have been used by many employers to reduce their employment costs. Illegal age discrimination sometimes occurs in the process when an individual over the age of 40 is forced into retirement or is denied employment or promotion on the basis of age. If disparate impact or treatment for those over 40 exists, age discrimination occurs.

Ensuring that age discrimination—or any kind of illegal discrimination—does not affect employment decisions requires that documentation of performance be completed by supervisors and managers. In the case of older employees, care must be taken that references to age (“good old Fred” or “need younger blood”) in conversations are not used with older employees. As mentioned, terminations based on documented performance deficiencies not related to age are perfectly legal.

However, employers should be careful about what they document and say. In one case, Westinghouse Electric abolished a number of jobs held by individuals over 40. A year after the terminations, a Westinghouse executive wrote a memo describing older employees as “blockers” who prevented young managers from being promoted. A 52-year-old former Westinghouse employee sued for age discrimination, and the U.S. Supreme Court ruled against Westinghouse because the memo reflected a “cumulative management attitude” about older workers. The terminated employee was awarded almost $250,000.\(^{19}\)

**Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (OWBPA)**

The Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (OWBPA) of 1990 was passed to amend the ADEA to ensure that equal treatment for older workers occurs in early retirement or severance situations. Many early retirement and downsizing efforts by employers target older workers by hoping to entice them to choose early retirement buyouts and enhanced severance packages. In exchange, employers often require the workers to sign waivers indicating that by accepting the retirement incentives, the workers waive their rights to sue the employers for age discrimination.

The OWBPA specifies that employees considering an early retirement buyout enhancement must:

- Receive copies of any waiver of their rights to sue for age discrimination.
- Be given sufficient time to consider the buyout offer, most frequently up to 45 days if they must sign a waiver of age discrimination rights.
- Be able to revoke their retirement agreement within seven days of signing the waiver.

These and other provisions of the OWBPA have provided guidelines to employers, as well as protection for older workers, when early retirement buyout and downsizing programs are used.
The passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990 represented an expansion in the scope and impact of laws and regulations on discrimination against individuals with disabilities. All employers with 15 or more employees are covered by the provisions of the ADA, which are enforced by the EEOC. The ADA was built upon the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Rehabilitation Act of 1974, both of which applied only to federal contractors.

The ADA affects more than just employment matters, as Figure 6–4 shows, and it applies to private employers, employment agencies, labor unions, and state and local governments. The ADA contains the following requirements dealing with employment:

- Discrimination is prohibited against individuals with disabilities who can perform the essential job functions, a standard that is somewhat vague.
- A covered employer must have reasonable accommodation for persons with disabilities, so that they can function as employees, unless undue hardship would be placed on the employer.
- Preemployment medical examinations are prohibited except after an employment offer is made, conditional upon individuals passing a physical examination.
- Federal contractors and subcontractors with contracts valued at more than $2,500 must take affirmative action to hire qualified disabled individuals.

### Discrimination Against Individuals with Disabilities

Employers looking for workers with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to perform jobs often have neglected a significant source of good, dedicated people—individuals with physical or mental disabilities. According to U.S. government estimates, almost 50 million Americans have some sort of disability. Many of them between the ages of 16 and 64 are unemployed but would like to work if given appropriate opportunities. When individuals with disabilities are hired and placed in jobs that match their capabilities, they often succeed.

The number of complaints filed under the ADA has skyrocketed in recent years. According to statistics from the EEOC, over 40,000 disability discrimina-
tion complaints were filed in the first several years the act was in effect. Over half of those complaints had to do with discharge of employees with disabilities or employees who became disabled. Another 25% dealt with failure to provide reasonable accommodation.20

Who Is Disabled?

As defined by the ADA, a **disabled person** is someone who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits that person in some major life activities, who has a record of such an impairment, or who is regarded as having such an impairment. Persons who qualify for protection under the act include those who have obvious disabilities such as the absence of a limb, sight or hearing impairments, or other physical disabilities. Individuals with less visible disabilities classified as disabled under the ADA include persons with life-threatening diseases (AIDS, cancer, leukemia), rehabilitated drug users and alcoholics, and persons with major muscular limitations or breathing difficulties. People with various mental disabilities or impairments also qualify under the ADA. Regulations exclude current users of illegal drugs, people with sexual behavior disorders, and compulsive gamblers from being classified as disabled.21

**EEOC GUIDELINES ON DISABILITIES** To provide better guidance to those covered by the ADA, the EEOC issued additional clarifications of its guidelines, including the following:

- **Impairment** was defined as a physiological disorder affecting one or more body systems or a mental/psychological disorder. Specifically excluded are
  - Environmental, cultural, and economic disadvantages
  - Homosexuality and bisexuality
  - Normal deviation in height and weight
  - Normal personality traits (rudeness, quick temper, arrogance, etc.)
  - Pregnancy
  - Physical characteristics
- **Thinking, concentrating, and interacting with other people** were included as **major life activities**. Individuals impaired in one of these areas are covered by the ADA.
- A **substantial limitation** was clarified to mean a limitation in life activities other than working.

In spite of the EEOC guidelines, there is still some confusion as to who is disabled. For example, some court decisions and laws have protected individuals perceived as impaired to a degree that their employment is affected. Thus, even individuals with facial disfigurements may qualify for protection against employer discrimination. Other court decisions have found individuals who have high blood pressure, epilepsy, allergies, obesity, and color blindness to be disabled. Figure 6—5 indicates the most frequently cited impairments in ADA cases filed with the EEOC.

**MENTAL DISABILITIES** A growing area of concern under the ADA is individuals with mental disabilities. A mental illness is often more difficult to diagnose than a physical disability. In an attempt to add clarification, the EEOC has released explanatory guidelines; but the situations are still confusing. In one case, an employee claimed that mental stress due to a negative performance review meant
that she had a disability. Fortunately for employers, a U.S. Court of Appeals ruled against the employee.22

Deciding whether job pressures can create a disability covered under the ADA has been the subject of several court cases. Generally, employers have prevailed when mental disability charges have been brought against employers.23

LIFE-THREATENING ILLNESSES  In recent years, the types of disabilities covered by various local, state, and federal acts prohibiting discrimination have been expanded. For example, a U.S. Supreme Court case held that an employer cannot discriminate against an individual whom the employer believes may have a contagious disease. The case involved an individual who had a relapse of tuberculosis and was discharged from her job as a schoolteacher because her employer feared her illness might be contagious.24

The most feared contagious disease is acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). The disease was almost unknown in 1980, but it currently is estimated that a million people in the United States either have AIDS or are classified as HIV-positive.25 A recent U.S. Supreme Court decision ruled that individuals infected with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), not just those with AIDS, have a disability covered by the ADA.26

Unfortunately, employers and employees often react with fear about working with an AIDS victim. Nevertheless, if an employer does have an employee with a life-threatening illness, educating other employees is more appropriate than terminating the victim’s employment. A medical leave of absence (without pay if that is the general policy) can be used to assist the AIDS-affected employee during medical treatments. Other employees should be told to keep medical records of affected persons confidential. Also, employees who indicate that they will not work with an AIDS victim should be told that their refusal to work is not protected by law, and that they could be subject to disciplinary action up to and including discharge.
Essential Job Functions

The ADA requires that employers identify the essential job functions—the fundamental job duties of the employment position that an individual with a disability holds or desires. These functions do not include marginal functions of the position.

The essential functions should be identified in written job descriptions that indicate the amount of time spent performing various functions and their criticality. Most employers have interpreted this provision to mean that they should develop and maintain current and comprehensive job descriptions for all jobs. These job descriptions should list the job functions in the order of “essentiality.” Also, the job specification statements that identify the qualifications required of those in the jobs should specify the exact knowledge, skills, abilities, and physical demands involved. For example, hearing, seeing, speaking, climbing, lifting, and stooping should be mentioned when those actions are necessary in performing specific jobs.

Reasonable Accommodation

A reasonable accommodation is a modification or adjustment to a job or work environment that enables a qualified individual with a disability to have equal employment opportunity. Employers are required to provide reasonable accommodation for individuals with disabilities to ensure that illegal discrimination does not occur.

There are several areas of reasonable accommodation. First, architectural barriers should not prohibit disabled individuals’ access to work areas or rest rooms. A second area of reasonable accommodation is the assignment of work tasks. Satisfying this requirement may mean modifying jobs, work schedules, equipment, or work area layouts. Some examples include teaching sign language to a supervisor so that a deaf person can be employed, modifying work schedules to assist disabled workers, and having another worker perform minor duties. Also, employers can provide special equipment, such as visually enhanced computers or speech synthesizers for those with vision impairments. Figure 6–6 shows some means commonly used by employers to provide reasonable accommodations. In summary, there are few specific rules on which an employer can rely in this area, because the courts consider every situation on its own merits.

Undue Hardship

Reasonable accommodation is restricted to actions that do not place an “undue hardship” on an employer. An action places undue hardship on an employer if it imposes significant difficulty or expense. The ADA offers only general guidelines on when an accommodation becomes unreasonable and places undue hardship on an employer. More information on reasonable accommodations is given in Chapter 7, on job analysis and design.

Initially, employers were very concerned about facing extensive costs for remodeling facilities or making other accommodations, because some accommodations can be expensive. However, a study of compliance efforts done by the U.S. General Accounting Office found that over 50% of all accommodations cost employers nothing, while another 30% cost less than $500.
Other Bases of Discrimination

There are several other bases of discrimination that various laws have identified as illegal. Religious discrimination is an area in which a growing number of issues are having to be addressed by employers.

Religious Discrimination

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act identifies discrimination on the basis of religion as illegal. However, religious schools and institutions can use religion as a bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ) for employment practices on a limited scale. As Figure 6–7 depicts, three major facets must be considered by employers with employee religious issues at work. The extent of religious discrimination is seen in a 99% increase in charges of illegal religious discrimination being filed with the EEOC in a recent year, totaling about 1,700. Another sign of the growing concern about religion is the development of religious guidelines for U.S. government employees issued in 1997. A bill to extend the guidelines to all employers has been proposed as well. The Workplace Religious Freedom Act explicitly spells out employer requirements to accommodate employees’ religious practices. However, that bill has not yet been passed into law.

**WORK SCHEDULES AND REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION** Many religions have days of worship other than Sunday, which is typical in many U.S. religious denominations. Also, holidays other than Christmas are observed by individuals of the Jewish, Muslim, and other faiths. As the workforce has become more diversified, all of these differences are affecting employers’ holiday time-off and work-scheduling policies.

A major guide in this area was established by the U.S. Supreme Court in *TWA v. Hardison*. In that case, the Supreme Court ruled that an employer is required to make *reasonable accommodation* of an employee’s religious beliefs. Because TWA had done so, the ruling denied Hardison’s discrimination charges.
The impact of that decision can be seen in a recent case involving an employee who wished to make a religious pilgrimage in October. However, the retailer for whom the individual worked had a policy prohibiting employee vacations between October and January, due to the heavy holiday customer demands. A U.S. Court of Appeals ruled for the employer, finding that the employer's policy had a business purpose and that the employee could have taken the trip at a different time. Both this case and others indicate that employers are advised to offer alternative work schedules, make use of compensatory time off, or otherwise adjust to employees’ religious beliefs. Once reasonable accommodation efforts have been made, employers are considered to have abided by the law.

EXPRESSION OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS Another issue relates to religious expression. In the last several years, there have been several cases in which employees have sued employers for prohibiting them from expressing their religious beliefs at work. In one case, a Muslim employee filed a complaint that the employer would not let him pray during his work breaks, and that coworkers harassed him and wiped their shoes on his prayer rug. A state discrimination agency ruled for the employee. In other cases, employers have had to take action because of the complaints by other workers that employees were aggressively “pushing” their religious views at work.

RELIGIOUS DRESS AND APPEARANCE Another potential area for conflict between employer policies and employees’ religious practices is in the area of dress and appearance. Some religions have standards about the appropriate attire for women.
Also, some religions expect men to have beards and facial hair. For instance, a woman was fired for violating a retailer’s dress standards by wearing a hijab, a head scarf worn by many Muslim women. After she filed a complaint outside the organization, the corporate office of the retailer requested that the woman be reinstated and granted her back pay for two weeks. However, if the clothing represents a safety hazard, such as wearing long clothing around machinery, then employers generally have been able to enforce their requirements.

**Discrimination and Appearance**

In addition to appearance issues related to religion, several EEO cases have been filed concerning the physical appearance of employees. Court decisions consistently have allowed employers to have dress codes as long as they are applied uniformly. However, requiring a dress code for women but not for men has been ruled to constitute disparate treatment; therefore, it would be discriminatory. Most of the dress standards contested have required workers to dress in a conservative manner.

**HEIGHT/WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS** Many times, height/weight restrictions have been used to discriminate against women or other protected groups. For example, the state of Alabama violated Title VII in setting height and weight restrictions for correctional counselors. The restrictions (5 feet 2 inches and 120 pounds) would have excluded 41.14% of the female population of the country, but less than 1% of the men. The Supreme Court found that the state’s attempt to justify the requirements as essential for job-related strength failed for lack of evidence. The Court suggested that if strength was the quality sought, the state should have adopted a strength requirement.

Individuals also have brought cases claiming employment discrimination based on obesity or an unattractive appearance. Employers have lost many of the cases because of their inability to prove any direct job-related value in their requirements. In other cases, some courts have ruled that under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), obese individuals may qualify as having a covered disability when they are perceived and treated as if they have a disability.

**HAIR AND GROOMING** Some employers have policies regarding the length of hair, facial hair, and other grooming standards. In one case, four men were fired for refusing to cut their long hair. The men claimed that they were being discriminated against because women workers were allowed to have longer hair. A U.S. Court of Appeals ruled that employer policies prohibiting long hair on male employees, but not female employees, are allowed.

Cases also have addressed the issue of facial hair for men. Because African American men are more likely than white males to suffer from a skin disease that is worsened by shaving, they have filed suits challenging policies prohibiting beards or long sideburns. Generally, courts have ruled for employers in these cases, unless religious issues are involved.

**Sexual Orientation and Gay Rights**

Recent battles over revising policies for nonheterosexuals in the U.S. military services illustrate the depth of emotions that accompany discussions of “gay rights.” Some states and cities have passed laws prohibiting discrimination based
on sexual orientation or lifestyle. Even the issue of benefits coverage for “domestic partners,” whether heterosexual or homosexual, has been the subject of state and city legislation. However, at the federal level no laws of a similar nature have been passed. Whether gay men and lesbians have rights under the equal protection amendment to the U.S. Constitution has not been decided by the U.S. Supreme Court.

Regarding transsexuals (individuals who have had sex-change surgery), court cases and the EEOC have ruled that sex discrimination under Title VII applies to a person’s gender at birth. Thus, it does not apply to the new gender of those who have had gender-altering operations. Transvestites and individuals with other sexual behavior disorders are specifically excluded from being considered as disabled under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.

Veterans’ Employment Rights

The employment rights of military veterans and reservists have been addressed several times. The two most important laws are highlighted next.

**VIETNAM-ERA VETERANS READJUSTMENT ACT OF 1974**  Concern about the readjustment and absorption of Vietnam-era veterans into the workforce led to the passage of the Vietnam-Era Veterans Readjustment Act. The act requires that affirmative action in hiring and advancing Vietnam-era veterans be undertaken by federal contractors and subcontractors having contracts of $10,000 or more.

**UNIFORMED SERVICES EMPLOYMENT AND REEMPLOYMENT RIGHTS ACT OF 1994**  Under the Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act of 1994, employees are required to notify their employers of military service obligations. Employees serving in the military must be provided leaves of absence and have reemployment rights for up to five years. Other provisions protect the right to benefits of employees called to military duty.

Seniority and Discrimination

Conflict between EEO regulations and organizational practices that give preference to employees on the basis of seniority represent another problem area. Employers, especially those with union contracts, frequently make layoff, promotion, and internal transfer decisions by giving employees with longer service first consideration. However, the use of seniority often means that there is disparate impact on protected-class members, who may be the workers most recently hired. The result of this system is that protected-class members who have obtained jobs through an affirmative action program are at a disadvantage because of their low levels of seniority. They may find themselves “last hired, first fired” or “last hired, last promoted.” In some cases, the courts have held that a valid seniority system does not violate rights based on sex or race. In other cases, gender and racial considerations have been given precedence over seniority.

EEO Compliance

Employers must comply with EEO regulations and guidelines. To do so, management should have an EEO policy statement and maintain all required EEO-related records.
**EEO Policy Statement**

It is crucial that all employers have a written EEO policy statement. This policy should be widely disseminated throughout the organization. The policy can be communicated by posting it on bulletin boards, printing it in employee handbooks, reproducing it in organizational newsletters, and reinforcing it in training programs. The contents of the policy should clearly state the organizational commitment to equal employment. Particularly important is to incorporate the listing of the appropriate protected classes in the policy statement.38

**EEO Records**

All employers with 15 or more employees are required to keep certain records that can be requested by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). If the organization meets certain criteria, then reports and investigations by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) also must be addressed. Under various laws, employers also are required to post an “officially approved notice” in a prominent place where employees can see it. This notice states that the employer is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate.

**EEO RECORDS RETENTION** All employment records must be maintained as required by the EEOC, and employer information reports must be filed with the federal government. Further, any personnel or employment record made or kept by the employer must be maintained for review by the EEOC. Such records include application forms and records concerning hiring, promotion, demotion, transfer, layoff, termination, rates of pay or other terms of compensation, and selection for training and apprenticeship. Even application forms or test papers completed by unsuccessful applicants may be requested. The length of time documents must be kept varies, but generally three years is recommended as a minimum.

Keeping good records, whether required by the government or not, is simply a good HR practice. Complete records are necessary for an employer to respond when a charge of discrimination is made and a compliance investigation begins.

**ANNUAL REPORTING FORM** The basic report that must be filed with the EEOC is the annual report form EEO-1 (see Appendix E). The following employers must file this report:

- All employers with 100 or more employees, except state and local governments
- Subsidiaries of other companies where total employees equal 100
- Federal contractors with at least 50 employees and contracts of $50,000 or more
- Financial institutions in which government funds are held or saving bonds are issued

The annual report must be filed by March 31 for the preceding year. The form requires employment data by job category, classified according to various protected classes.

**APPLICANT FLOW DATA** Under EEO laws and regulations, employers may be required to show that they do not discriminate in the recruiting and selection of members of protected classes. For instance, the number of women who applied...
**EQUAL EMPLOYMENT DATA COLLECTION FORM**

The following statistical information is required for compliance with federal laws assuring equal employment opportunity without regard to race, color, sex, national origin, religion, age or disability, as well as the Vietnam-era readjustment act. The information requested is voluntary and will remain separate from your application for employment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPLICATION DATE</strong></td>
<td><strong>APPLICANT SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER</strong></td>
<td><strong>FIRST INITIAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>MIDDLE INITIAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>LAST NAME</strong></td>
<td><strong>STREET</strong></td>
<td><strong>ADDRESS</strong></td>
<td><strong>CITY</strong></td>
<td><strong>STATE</strong></td>
<td><strong>ZIP</strong></td>
<td><strong>1/ EEO CODES</strong></td>
<td><strong>EEO CODES 1/</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTH</td>
<td>DAY</td>
<td>YEAR</td>
<td>MONTH</td>
<td>DAY</td>
<td>YEAR</td>
<td>MONTH</td>
<td>DAY</td>
<td>YEAR</td>
<td>MONTH</td>
<td>DAY</td>
<td>YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A—White Male</td>
<td>B—White Female</td>
<td>C—Black Male</td>
<td>D—Black Female</td>
<td>E—Hispanic Male</td>
<td>F—Hispanic Female (Spanish Origin)</td>
<td>G—American Indian/Alaskan Native Male</td>
<td>H—American Indian/Alaskan Native Female</td>
<td>I—Asian or Pacific Islander Male</td>
<td>J—Asian or Pacific Islander Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DO YOU HAVE A DISABILITY—Impairment which substantially limits one or more of your life activities?</strong></td>
<td><strong>ARE YOU A DISABLED VETERAN—30% V.A. Compensation or discharged because of disability incurred in line of duty</strong></td>
<td><strong>ARE YOU A VIETNAM ERA VETERAN—180 days Active Duty between Aug. 15, 1964 &amp; May 7, 1975</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOB YOU HAVE APPLIED FOR</strong></td>
<td><strong>LOCATION APPLICATION IS MADE FOR</strong></td>
<td><strong>TO BE COMPLETED BY OFFICE ACCEPTING APPLICATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIVISION</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEPT. APPLICATION IS MADE FOR</strong></td>
<td><strong>HR STAFF USE ONLY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REFERRAL SOURCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>Applicant's Signature</strong></td>
<td><strong>198</strong></td>
<td><strong>Section 2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Staffing the Organization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 6-8 Applicant Flow Data Form**
and the number hired may be compared with the selection rate for men to determine if adverse impact exists. The fact that protected-class identification is not available in employer records is not considered a valid excuse for failure to provide the data required.

Because collection of racial data on application blanks and other preemployment records is not permitted, the EEOC allows employers to use a “visual” survey or a separate applicant flow form that is not used in the selection process. An example of such a form is shown in Figure 6–8. Notice that this form is filled out voluntarily by the applicant, and that the data must be maintained separately from all selection-related materials. These analyses may be useful in showing that an employer has underutilized a protected class because of an inadequate applicant flow of protected-class members, in spite of special efforts to recruit them.

**EEOC Compliance Investigation Process**

When a discrimination complaint is received by the EEOC or a similar agency, it must be processed. Figure 6–9 indicates the number of complaints in a recent year by type of discrimination. To handle a growing number of complaints, the EEOC has instituted a system that categorizes complaints into three categories: priority, needing further investigation, and immediate dismissal. If the EEOC decides to pursue a complaint, it uses the process outlined here.

**COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATIVE STAGES** In a typical situation, a complaint goes through several stages before the compliance process is completed. First, the charges

---

**FIGURE 6–9 Recent Year Charge Statistics from EEOC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Discrimination</th>
<th>Charges</th>
<th>Percentages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>29,199</td>
<td>36.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>24,728</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retaliation</td>
<td>18,113</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability</td>
<td>18,108</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>15,785</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Origin</td>
<td>6,712</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>1,709</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal Pay Act</td>
<td>1,134</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of charges = 80,680*

*Number for total charges reflects the number of individual charge filings. Because individuals often file charges claiming multiple types of discrimination, the number of total charges may be less than the total of the eight types of discrimination.

are filed by an individual, a group of individuals, or their representative. A charge must be filed within 180 days of when the alleged discriminatory action occurred. Then the EEOC staff reviews the specifics of the charges to determine if it has jurisdiction, which means that the agency is authorized to investigate that type of charge. If jurisdiction exists, a notice of the charge must be served on the employer within 10 days after the filing, and the employer is asked to respond. Following the charge notification, the EEOC’s major thrust turns to investigating the complaint.

If the charge is found to be valid, the next stage involves mediation efforts by the agency and the employer. If the employer agrees that discrimination has occurred and accepts the proposed settlement, then the employer posts a notice of relief within the company and takes the agreed-on actions. This notice indicates that the employer has reached an agreement on a discrimination charge and reiterates the employer’s commitment to avoid future discriminatory actions.

**INDIVIDUAL RIGHT TO SUE** If the employer objects to the charge and rejects conciliation, the EEOC can file suit or issue a right-to-sue letter to the complainant. The letter notifies the person that he or she has 90 days in which to file a personal suit in federal court. Thus, if the EEOC decides that it will not bring suit on behalf of the complainant, the individual has the right to bring suit. The suit usually is brought in the U.S. District Court having jurisdiction in the area.

**LITIGATION** In the court litigation stage, a legal trial takes place in the appropriate state or federal court. At that point, both sides retain lawyers and rely on the court to render a decision. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 provides for jury trials in most EEO cases. If either party disagrees with the court ruling, either can file appeals with a higher court. The U.S. Supreme Court becomes the ultimate adjudication body.

**Employer Responses to EEO Complaints**

Many problems and expenses associated with EEO complaints can be controlled by employers who vigorously investigate their employees’ discrimination complaints before they are taken to outside agencies. An internal employee complaint system and prompt, thorough responses to problem situations are essential tools in reducing EEO charges and in remedying illegal discriminatory actions. The general steps in effectively responding to an EEO complaint are outlined in Figure 6–10 and discussed next.

**REVIEW CLAIM AND EMPLOYEE’S PERSONNEL FILE** By reviewing the claim, the HR staff can determine which individuals and agencies are handling the investigation. Also, any personnel files on the employees involved should be reviewed to determine the nature and adequacy of internal documentation. For many employers, contacting outside legal counsel at this point also may be advisable.

**TAKE NO RETALIATORY ACTION** It is crucial that no retaliatory actions, even snide remarks, be used against individuals filing EEO complaints. The HR staff should also notify relevant managers and supervisors of the complaint, instructing them to refrain from any retaliatory actions, such as changing job assignments or work schedules unnecessarily. However, appropriate disciplinary action that is work related still can be administered.
CONDUCT INTERNAL INVESTIGATION A thorough internal investigation of the facts and circumstances of the claim should be conducted. Some firms use outside legal counsel to conduct these investigations in order to obtain a more objective view. Once the investigative data have been obtained, then a decision about the strength or weakness of the employer’s case should be determined. If the case is weak, possible settlement discussions may begin with the enforcement agency representatives. However, if the employer believes that a strong case exists, then the employer likely will draft a response to the claim that states the relevant facts and reasons why the employer does not believe the complaint is valid.

REASONABLY COOPERATE WITH AGENCY INVESTIGATORS It is highly recommended that the agency investigators be treated professionally, rather than as
Berating the investigator, creating unnecessary procedural demands, or refusing to allow access to requested documentation (within reason) serve only to antagonize the investigator. However, cooperating does not mean agreeing with all requests by the agency investigators, whether related to the existing charge or not.

**DETERMINE WHETHER TO NEGOTIATE, SETTLE, OR OPPOSE COMPLAINT** Once the agency investigation has been completed, the employer will be notified of the results. Also, the remedies proposed by the agency investigators will be identified. At that point, the HR staff, outside legal counsel, and senior managers often meet

---

**FIGURE 6-11 Guidelines to Lawful and Unlawful Preemployment Inquiries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject of Inquiry</th>
<th>It May Not Be Discriminatory To Inquire About:</th>
<th>It May Be Discriminatory To Inquire About:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Name</td>
<td>a. Whether applicant has ever worked under a different name</td>
<td>a. The original name of an applicant whose name has been legally changed. b. The ethnic association of applicant’s name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Age</td>
<td>a. If applicant is over the age of 18 b. If applicant is under the age of 18 or 21 if job related (i.e., selling liquor in retail store)</td>
<td>a. Date of birth b. Date of high school graduation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Residence</td>
<td>a. Applicant’s place of residence; length of applicant’s residence in state and/or city where employer is located</td>
<td>a. Previous addresses b. Birthplace of applicant or applicant’s parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Race or Color</td>
<td></td>
<td>a. Applicant’s race or color of applicant’s skin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. National Origin and Ancestry</td>
<td></td>
<td>a. Applicant’s lineage, ancestry, national origin, parentage, or nationality b. Nationality of applicant’s parents or spouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Creed or Religion</td>
<td></td>
<td>a. Applicant’s religious affiliation b. Church, parish, or holidays observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Citizenship</td>
<td>a. Whether the applicant is a citizen of the United States b. Whether the applicant is in the country on a visa that permits him or her to work or is a citizen</td>
<td>a. Whether applicant is a citizen of a country other than the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Language</td>
<td>a. Language applicant speaks and/or writes fluently, if job related</td>
<td>a. Applicant’s native tongue; language commonly used at home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. References</td>
<td>a. Names of persons willing to provide professional and/or character references for applicant</td>
<td>a. Name of applicant’s pastor or religious leader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to decide whether to settle the complaint, negotiate different terms of the settlement, or to oppose the charges and begin court proceedings.

**Preemployment vs. After-Hire Inquiries**

Figure 6–11 lists preemployment inquiries and identifies whether they may or may not be discriminatory. All those preemployment inquiries labeled in the figure as “may be discriminatory” have been so designated because of findings in a variety of court cases. Those labeled “may not be discriminatory” are practices

---

**FIGURE 6–11 Guidelines to Lawful and Unlawful Preemployment Inquiries (continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject of Inquiry</th>
<th>It May Not Be Discriminatory To Inquire About:</th>
<th>It May Be Discriminatory To Inquire About:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 11. Relatives      | a. Names of relatives already employed by the employer | a. Name and/or address of any relative of applicant  
  |                   | b. Whom to contact in case of emergency | b. Convictions unless related to job performance |
| 12. Organizations  | a. Applicant’s membership in any professional, service, or trade organization | a. All clubs or social organizations to which applicant belongs |
| 13. Arrest Record and Convictions | a. Convictions, if related to job performance (disclaimer should accompany) | a. Number and kinds of arrests  
  |                   | b. Convictions unless related to job performance | b. Whether applicant has ever filed workers’ compensation claim |
| 14. Photographs    | a. Photograph with application, with resume, or before hiring | b. Photograph with application, with resume, or before hiring |
| 15. Height and Weight | a. Any inquiry into height and weight of applicant except where a BFOQ | b. Whether applicant has the ability to perform job-related functions with or without accommodation |
| 16. Physical Limitations | a. Whether applicant has the ability to perform job-related functions with or without accommodation | a. The nature or severity of an illness or the individual’s physical condition  
  |                   | b. Convictions unless related to job performance | b. Whether applicant has ever filed workers’ compensation claim |
| 17. Education      | a. Training applicant has received if related to the job under consideration  
  |                   | b. Highest level of education attained, if validated that having certain educational background (e.g., high school diploma or college degree) is necessary to perform the specific job | c. Any recent or past operations or surgery and dates |
| 18. Military       | a. What branch of the military applicant served in  
  |                   | b. Type of education or training received in military | a. Type of military discharge  
  |                   | c. Rank at discharge | b. Garnishments |
| 19. Financial Status | a. Applicant’s debts or assets  
  |                   | b. Garnishments | 

SOURCE: Developed by Robert L. Mathis, Mathis & Associates, L.L.C., 1429 North 131st Avenue Circle, Omaha, NE 68154. All rights reserved. No part of this may be reproduced, in any form or by any means, without written permission from Mathis & Associates.
that are legal, but only if they reflect a business necessity or are job related for the specific job under review.

Once an employer tells an applicant he or she is hired (the “point of hire”), inquiries that were prohibited earlier may be made. After hiring, medical examination forms, group insurance cards, and other enrollment cards containing inquiries related directly or indirectly to sex, age, or other bases may be requested. Photographs or evidence of race, religion, or national origin also may be requested after hire for legal and necessary purposes, but not before. Such data should be maintained in a separate personnel records system in order to avoid their use in making appraisal, discipline, termination, or promotion decisions.

**Affirmative Action Plans (AAPs)**

Throughout the last 30 years, employers with federal contracts and other government entities have had to address additional areas of potential discrimination. Several acts and regulations have been issued that apply specifically to government contractors. These acts and regulations specify a minimum number of employees and size of government contracts. The requirements primarily come from federal Executive Orders 11246, 11375, and 11478. Many states have similar requirements for firms with state government contracts.

**Executive Orders 11246, 11375, and 11478**

Numerous executive orders have been issued that require employers holding federal government contracts not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex. An **executive order** is issued by the President of the United States to provide direction to government departments on a specific issue or area.

During the 1960s, by executive order, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) in the U.S. Department of Labor was established and given responsibility for enforcing nondiscrimination in government contracts. Under Executive Order 11246, issued in 1965, amended by Executive Order 11375 in 1967, and updated by Executive Order 11478 in 1979, the Secretary of Labor was given the power to cancel the contract of a noncomplying contractor or blacklist a noncomplying employer from future government contracts. These orders and additional equal employment acts have required employers to take affirmative action to overcome the effects of past discriminatory practices.

**Who Must Have an Affirmative Action Plan?**

Even though affirmative action as a concept has been challenged in court, as described in Chapter 5, most federal government contractors still are required to have affirmative action plans (AAPs). Generally, an employer with at least 50 employees and over $50,000 in government contracts must have a formal, written affirmative action plan. A government contractor with fewer than 50 employees and contracts totaling more than $50,000 can be required to have an AAP if it has been found guilty of discrimination by the EEOC or other agencies. The contract size can vary depending on the protected group and the various laws on which the regulations rest.
Courts have noted that any employer that is not a government contractor may have a voluntary AAP, although the employer must have such a plan if it wishes to be a government contractor. Where an employer that is not a government contractor has a required AAP, a court has ordered the employer to have an AAP as a result of past discriminatory practices and violations of laws.

Contents of an Affirmative Action Plan

The contents of an AAP and the policies flowing from it must be available for review by managers and supervisors within the organization. Plans vary in length; some are long and require extensive staff time to prepare. Figure 6–12 depicts the phases in the development of an AAP.48

INTERNAL BACKGROUND REVIEW

In this phase, the EEO and AAP policy statements are presented, including the employer’s commitment to equal employment and affirmative action. Then the workforce analysis is done by detailing the makeup of the workforce as seen on an organization chart and by depicting departmental groupings, job titles and salaries, and the lines of progression. This analysis details the status of employees by gender, race, and other bases. The final part of the internal background review is to prepare a job group analysis. Unlike the workforce analysis, in which data are classified by organizational unit, the job group analysis looks at similar jobs throughout the organization, regardless of department. For instance, EEO demographic data on incumbents in all engineering jobs will be reported, regardless of departments. For instance, an electric utility may have eight levels of engineers in twelve different operating divisions.
ANALYSES AND COMPARISONS  Two different types of analyses are done. The first one is availability analysis, which identifies the number of protected-class members available to work in the appropriate labor markets in given jobs. This analysis, which can be developed with data from a state labor department, the U.S. Census Bureau, as well as other sources, serves as a basis for determining if underutilization exists within an organization. The census data also must be matched to job titles and job groups used in the utilization analysis.

Another major section of an AAP is the utilization analysis, which identifies the number of protected-class members employed and the types of jobs they hold in an organization. According to Executive Order 11246, employers who are government contractors meeting the required levels for contract size and number of employees must provide data on protected classes in the organization. In calculating utilization, the employer considers the following:

- Number of protected-class members in the population of the surrounding area
- Number of protected-class members in the workforce in the surrounding area compared with number in the total workforce of the organization
- Number of unemployed members of protected classes in the surrounding area
- General availability of protected-class members having requisite skills in the immediate area and in an area in which an employer reasonably could recruit
- Availability of promotable and transferable protected-class members within the organization
- Existence of training institutions that can train individuals in the requisite skills
- Realistic amount of training an employer can do to make all job classes available to protected-class members

Fortunately for many employers, much of the data on the population and workforce in the surrounding area is available in computerized form, so availability analysis and underutilization calculations can be done more easily. However, an employer still must maintain an accurate profile of the internal workforce.

ACTION AND REPORTING  Once all of the data have been analyzed and compared, then underutilization statistics must be calculated by comparing the workforce analyses with the utilization analysis. It is useful to think of this stage as comparing to see if the internal workforce is a “representative sampling” of the available external labor force from which employees are hired. One of several means of determining underutilization is the 4/5ths rule. Recall that the 4/5ths rule states that discrimination generally is considered to occur if the rate for a protected group is less than 80% of the group’s representation in the relevant labor market, or less than 80% of the selection rate for the majority group.

Using the underutilization data, goals and timetables for reducing the underutilization of protected-class individuals must then be identified. Actions that will be taken to recruit, hire, promote, and train more protected-class individuals are described. The implementation of an AAP must be built on a commitment to affirmative action. The commitment must begin at the top of the organization. A crucial factor is the appointment of an affirmative action officer to monitor the plan.

Once a plan is developed, it should be distributed and explained to all managers and supervisors. It is particularly important that everyone involved in the employment process review the plan and receive training on its content. Also,
the AAP must be updated and reviewed each year to reflect changes in the utilization and availability of protected-class members. If an audit of an AAP is done by the OFCCP, the employer must be prepared to provide additional details and documentation.

Summary

- Discrimination on the basis of national origin still is illegal, but the Immigration Reform and Control Act has affected how many employers inquire about and verify citizenship.
- Sexual harassment takes two forms: (a) quid pro quo and (b) hostile environment.
- Employers should have policies on sexual harassment, have identifiable complaint procedures, train all employees on what constitutes sexual harassment, promptly investigate complaints, and take action when sexual harassment is found to have occurred.
- Sex discrimination can include any of the following: unequal job assignment, sexual harassment, pregnancy discrimination, or unequal compensation for similar jobs.
- Age discrimination, especially in the form of forced retirements and terminations, is a growing problem.
- The definition of who is disabled has been expanding in recent years.
- The Americans with Disabilities Act requires that most employers identify the essential functions of jobs, and make reasonable accommodation for individuals with disabilities, unless undue hardship results.
- Reasonable accommodation is a strategy that can be used to deal with religious discrimination situations.
- Implementation of equal employment opportunity requires appropriate record keeping, such as completing the annual report (EEO-1) and keeping applicant flow data.
- Many employers are required to develop affirmative action plans (AAPs) that identify problem areas in the employment of protected-class members and initiate goals and steps to overcome those problems.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. Give examples that you have experienced or observed of the two types of sexual harassment in employment situations.
2. Based on your experiences, identify examples of sex discrimination in job conditions, sexual stereotyping, and pregnancy discrimination.
3. Why are age discrimination issues growing in importance?
4. The Americans with Disabilities Act contains several key terms. Define each: (a) essential job function, (b) reasonable accommodation, and (c) undue hardship.
5. Respond to the following comment made by the president of a company: “It’s getting so that you can’t ask anybody anything personal, because there are so many protected classes.”
6. Discuss the following question: “How can I report protected-class statistics to the EEOC when I cannot ask about them on my application blank?”
7. Describe how to perform availability analyses and compute underutilization for an affirmative action plan.

Terms to Know

- availability analysis 206
- glass ceiling 186
- right-to-sue letter 200
- disabled person 190
- nepotism 185
- sexual harassment 178
- essential job functions 192
- pay equity 184
- undue hardship 192
- executive order 204
- reasonable accommodation 192
- utilization analysis 206
Using the Internet

Americans with Disabilities Act Regulations

As the HR manager, it is your job to ensure compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act regulations. The division managers have recently brought forward some questions regarding compliance with this act. Answer the following questions for them so they might assist you in ensuring compliance.

1. What are the guidelines required legally for an individual to be protected by the Americans with Disabilities Act?

2. What organizations are affected by the employment provisions of the ADA? How are they affected by public accommodations?

3. Summarize what the final rule on Title III means for employers.

Use the following website to assist you:
http://janweb.icdi.wvu.edu/kinder/

CASE

Denny’s Deals with Discrimination

Denny’s a national restaurant chain with over 500 locations, faced a crisis in the mid 1990s due to discriminatory practices. For a number of years, African Americans and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) had charged that African American customers were discriminated against in various ways. Finally, the NAACP and the U.S. Justice Department filed lawsuits against Denny’s for illegal discrimination.

Denny’s is owned by Flagstar Companies, a conglomerate with a number of subsidiaries. Flagstar signed an agreement with the NAACP to take aggressive action against racism at Denny’s. Terms of the agreement included the following:

- A payment of $45 million was made to settle two class-action lawsuits brought under civil rights laws.
- Flagstar promised to increase the number of minority franchisees to 53 by 1997.
- Denny’s agreed to purchase over $50 million worth of goods and services from minority-owned firms, representing about 12% of total supply purchases.
- Flagstar agreed to increase the percentage of minorities among employees, managers, and corporate staff. The firm indicated that almost half of its new management positions would be staffed with African Americans by 2000.
- A toll-free number was established at Denny’s corporate headquarters to be used by customers to report service problems, including discrimination. The number is displayed in Denny’s restaurants. Complaints are investigated by a lawyer independent of the company.

All of these actions helped Denny’s deal with some of its discriminatory practices. But the major change was to replace virtually all of the top management at Denny’s. The current management team is headed by James Adamson, chairman and CEO of Flagstar. The team includes several women and minorities. Previously, the Denny’s executive group had been almost exclusively white males.

To change the organizational culture throughout Denny’s, a diversity training program was developed, and participation in it is mandatory for managers. Also, a portion of bonus payments to managers is now based on results in reducing customer complaints, including those relating to discrimination.

Several years later, Denny’s took steps to make its commitment to equality even more evident. Denny’s instituted a major TV advertising campaign featuring race and minority issues. In each ad, a minority
teenager talks about race by stating, “Noticing a person’s color doesn’t make you a racist. Acting like it matters does.”

In summary, Adamson recognized that continuing efforts are needed for Denny’s to convince customers and employees, both nonminorities and minorities, that it believes in equal opportunity for all. For several years Adamson has had a very clear message for employees, managers, and franchises: “If you discriminate, you’re history!”

Questions

1. Discuss why the previous absence of equal employment opportunity at Denny’s showed ineffective management of human resources.
2. How likely is it that Denny’s treatment of African Americans would have changed without legal intervention? Support your answer.
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of Denny’s approach to taking affirmative action to remedy its past problems with discrimination?

Notes

Section 2 Staffing the Organization


37. Public Law 103-353, October 13, 1944.


41. In structuring the components of AAPs, the authors acknowledge the assistance of Raymond B. Weinberg, SPHR, CCP; and Kathleen Shotkoski, PHR; of SilverStone Consulting, Omaha, NE.

CHAPTER 7
Analyzing and Identifying Jobs

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Discuss why job analysis is changing as organizations change.
- Compare task-based job analysis with the competency approach of job analysis.
- Develop an organization chart using job families.
- Identify how job analysis information is used in four other HR activities.
- Explain how job analysis has both legal and behavioral aspects.
- List and explain four job analysis methods.
- Identify the five steps in conducting a job analysis.
- Write a job description and the job specifications for it.
Decline of Secretaries, Growth of Administrative Coordinators

The changing nature of jobs is seen in many organizations and industries, especially those facing major changes due to external forces, such as financial services and telecommunications. But even in more stable industries, one of the most traditional jobs appears to be changing—that known in many organizations as secretary and/or administrative assistant.

Statistics from the U.S. government illustrate clearly that secretarial jobs are declining. For example, in 1983, secretary was the most common job for women, composing 8.7% of the jobs held by women in the civilian workforce. By the late 1990s, only 5.3% of the women working in the civilian labor force were secretaries, making it the fourth most common job for women. The three most common jobs for women had become sales, teaching, and food preparation. Further, the number of secretaries in the late ‘90s—3.2 million—was a decrease of 700,000 from 1983. This statistic is even more significant when considering the rapid growth in jobs and organizations that has occurred in the United States since 1983.

The traditional secretarial job has several common tasks associated with it. A look at typical secretarial tasks and duties, along with how they are done today, illustrates how the secretary job has changed.

**Typing correspondence:** Instead of giving handwritten correspondence to secretaries, many managers compose and transmit their own memos, letters, and reports via e-mail.

**Scheduling:** With the advent of computer scheduling systems, a growing number of organizations have all individuals’ schedules on network systems, and meetings can be scheduled electronically.

**Voice mail:** The explosive growth of voice mail means that the message-taking function of secretaries has declined. For employees who are away from their desks frequently, messages can be retrieved while traveling or upon returning to the desk without human interface.

**Copying and filing:** Rather than employing secretaries as generalists who perform a variety of tasks, firms have created office services centers. These centers include specialized high-speed equipment for mass copying. Specialized technicians complete much of the copying, report building, and other production activities.

Interestingly, the company’s productivity initially dipped some, but then returned to the same levels. One side effect was that managers started prioritizing their activities more and letting nonessential tasks drift, because those “make-work” tasks could no longer be delegated to secretaries. Some of the former secretaries lost their jobs, while some others transferred to different jobs in the firm where they could use their capabilities differently.

While most organizations do not take such an extreme approach, many organizations have examined the work processes and tasks performed by secretaries and decided that fewer secretaries are needed.

Many organizations have examined the work process and tasks performed by secretaries and decided that fewer secretaries are needed.
Many organizations are today well along the path toward being “de-jobbed.”

WILLIAM BRIDGES

A primary focus of HR management is on the jobs and work performed by individuals in the organization. Because organizations are changing and jobs must fit so many different situations, managers and employees alike are finding that designing and analyzing jobs requires greater attention than in the past. As the opening discussion indicates, such changes are affecting secretarial jobs, as well as others.

Much current interest in analyzing jobs results from the importance assigned to the activity by federal and state courts. The legal defensibility of an employer’s recruiting and selection procedures, performance appraisal system, employee disciplinary actions, and pay practices rests in part on the foundation of job analysis. In a number of court cases, employers have lost because their HR processes and practices were not viewed by judges or juries as sufficiently job related. Fundamentally, it is important to document that HR activities and the decisions resulting from them are clearly job-related and relatively consistent over time.

Additionally, analyzing and understanding the work done in the organization must be based on facts and data, not just personal perceptions of managers, supervisors, and employees. It has become evident in many organizations that analyzing both the way work is done and what employees do in their jobs is vital to maintaining organizational competitiveness.

Nature of Job Analysis

The most basic building block of HR management, job analysis, is a systematic way to gather and analyze information about the content and human requirement of jobs, and the context in which jobs are performed. Job analysis usually involves collecting information on the characteristics of a job that differentiate it from other jobs. Information that can be helpful in making the distinction includes the following:

- Work activities and behaviors
- Interactions with others
- Performance standards
- Financial and budgeting impact
- Machines and equipment used
- Working conditions
- Supervision given and received
- Knowledge, skills, and abilities needed

What Is a Job?

Although the terms job and position are often used interchangeably, there is a slight difference in emphasis. A job is a grouping of common tasks, duties, and responsibilities. A position is a job performed by one person. Thus, if there are two persons operating word processing equipment, there are two positions (one for each person) but just one job (word processing operator).

Differentiating between Job Analysis and Job Design

It is useful to clarify the differences between job design and job analysis. Job design is broader in nature and has as its primary thrust meshing the productivity
needs of the organization with the needs of the individuals performing the vari-
ous jobs. Increasingly, a key aim for job design is to provide individuals mean-
ingful work that fits effectively into the flow of the organization. It is concerned
with changing, simplifying, enlarging, enriching, or otherwise making jobs such
that the efforts of each worker fit together better with other jobs.

Job analysis has a much narrower focus in that it is a formal system for gathering data about what people are doing in their jobs. The information generated
by job analysis may be useful in redesigning jobs, but its primary purpose is to get
a clear understanding of what is done on a job and what capabilities are needed
to do a job as it has been designed. Documents that capture the elements identi-
fied during a job analysis are job descriptions and job specifications.

Job Analysis and the Changing Nature of Jobs

Increasingly, commentators and writers are discussing the idea that the nature of
jobs and work is changing so much that the concept of a “job” may be obsolete
for many people. For instance, in some high-technology industries employees
work in cross-functional project teams and shift from project to project. The fo-
cus in these industries is less on performing specific tasks and duties and more on
fulfilling responsibilities and attaining results. For example, a project team of
eight employees developing software to allow various credit cards to be used with
ATMs worldwide will work on many different tasks, some individually and some
with other team members. When that project is finished those employees will
move to other projects, possibly with other employers. Such shifts may happen
several times per year. Therefore, the basis for recruiting, selecting, and compen-
sating these individuals is their competence and skills, not what they do. Even
the job of managers changes in such situations, for they must serve their project
teams as facilitators, gatherers of resources, and removers of roadblocks.

However, in many industries that use lower-skilled workers, traditional jobs
continue to exist. Studying these jobs and their work consequences is relatively
easy because of the repetitiveness of the work and the limited number of tasks
each worker performs.

Clearly, studying the two different types of jobs—the lower-skilled ones and
highly technical ones—requires different approaches. Many of the typical
processes associated with identifying job descriptions are still relevant with the
lower-skilled, task-based jobs. However, for fast-moving organizations in high-
technology industries, a job description is becoming an obsolete concept. Em-
ployees in these “virtual jobs” must be able to function without job descriptions
and without the traditional parameters that are still useful with less changeable
jobs.

Work Analysis

Work analysis studies the workflow, activities, context, and output of a job. This analysis can be conducted on a department, business process, or individu-
ual level. At one level, the industrial engineering approach of time and motion
studies is useful in work analysis. At another level the linkage of what is done
in one department may be looked at in relation to work activities performed
in another area. For instance, in an electric utility if a customer calls with a service outage problem, it is typical for a customer service representative to take the information and enter it into a database. Then in the operations department, a dispatcher may access the database to schedule a line technician to repair the problem. The customer would be called back and notified about the timing of the repair. The line technician also must receive instructions from a supervisor, who gets the information on workload and locations from the dispatcher.

A work analysis identified that there were too many steps involving too many different jobs in this process. Therefore, the utility implemented a new customer information system and combined the dispatching function with customer service. The redesign permitted the customer service representatives to access workload information and schedule the line technicians as part of the initial consumer phone calls, except in unusual situations. The redesign of jobs required redefining the jobs, tasks, duties, and responsibilities of several jobs. To implement the new jobs required training the customer service representatives in dispatching and moving dispatchers into the customer service department and training them in all facets of customer service. The result was a more responsive workflow, more efficient scheduling of line technicians, and broadening of the jobs of the customer service representatives.

This example illustrates that analyzing work activities and processes may require looking at what capabilities individuals need as well as what they do. That certainly would be true as office support jobs, such as the secretarial job, are examined. Increasingly, it is being recognized that jobs can be analyzed on the basis of both tasks and competencies.

**Task-Based Job Analysis**

Analyzing jobs based upon what is done on the job focuses on the tasks, duties, and responsibilities performed in a job. A task is a distinct, identifiable work activity composed of motions, whereas a duty is a larger work segment composed of several tasks that are performed by an individual. Because both tasks and duties describe activities, it is not always easy or necessary to distinguish between the two. For example, if one of the employment supervisor’s duties is to interview applicants, one task associated with that duty would be asking questions. Job responsibilities are obligations to perform certain tasks and duties.

For jobs that remain task-based, many standard phases of the job analysis process can continue. As indicated in the phases of traditional job analysis that are outlined later in the chapter, extensive effort is made to clarify what specifically is done on a job. Development of job descriptions identifies what is done and lists job functions.

**Competency Approach to Job Analysis**

There is a growing interest in focusing on the competencies that individuals need in order to perform jobs, rather than on the tasks, duties, and responsibilities composing a job. This shift emphasizes that it is the capabilities that people have that truly influence organizational performance. As E.E. Lawler suggests, instead of thinking of individuals having jobs that are relatively stable and can be written up into typical job descriptions, it may be more relevant to focus on the competen-
Competencies are basic characteristics that can be linked to enhanced performance by individuals or teams of individuals. The groupings of competencies, as Figure 7–1 indicates, may include knowledge, skills, and abilities.

**VISIBLE AND HIDDEN COMPETENCIES** Figure 7–1 illustrates that there are both hidden and visible competencies. Knowledge, being more visible, is recognized by many employers in matching individuals to jobs. With skills, although some are evident such as skill in constructing financial spreadsheets, others such as negotiating skills, may be less identifiable. But it is the “hidden” competencies of abilities, which may be more valuable, that can enhance performance. For example, the abilities to conceptualize strategic relationships and to resolve interpersonal conflicts are more difficult to identify and assess.

A growing number of organizations are using some facets of competency analysis. A survey of over 200 organizations sponsored by the American Compensation Association (ACA) asked about the major reasons that firms have used the competency approach. The three primary reasons given were (1) communicating valued behaviors throughout the organization; (2) raising the competency levels of the organization; and (3) emphasizing the capabilities of people to enhance organizational competitive advantage.

Many earlier efforts to use competencies have been job-based, meaning that competencies are identified in the context of specific jobs. In this way the competency approach is a logical extension of traditional job analysis activities. However, some organizations are taking the competency approach to another level by focusing on role-based competencies. This shift has been accentuated by the growing use of work teams, whereby individuals move among tasks and jobs. Some of the roles might be leader, supporter, tactician, technical expert, administrator, or others. Through competency analysis, the competencies needed for individuals playing different roles in work teams can be identified. Then selection criteria, development activities, and other HR efforts must be revised to focus on the different sets of competencies needed for the various roles.

**COMPETENCY ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY** Unlike the traditional approach to analyzing jobs, which identifies the tasks, duties, knowledge, and skills associated with a job, the competency approach considers how the knowledge and skills are used. The competency approach also attempts to identify the hidden factors that are often critical to superior performance. For instance, many supervisors talk...
about employees’ attitudes, but they have difficulty identifying what they mean by attitude. The competency approach uses some methodologies to help supervisors identify examples of what they mean by attitude and how those factors affect performance.

Several methodologies are available and being used to determine competencies, with behavioral event interviews being commonly found. This process involves the following steps:

1. A team of senior managers identifies future performance results areas critical to the business and strategic plans of the organization. These concepts may be broader than those used in the past.
2. Panel groups are assembled, composed of individuals knowledgeable about the jobs in the company. This group can include both high- and low-performing employees, supervisors, managers, trainers, and others.
3. A facilitator from HR or an outside consultant interviews the panel members to get specific examples of job behaviors and actual occurrences on the jobs. During the interview the individuals are also asked about their thoughts and feelings during each of the described events.
4. Using the behavioral events, the facilitator develops detailed descriptions of each of the competencies. This descriptive phase provides clarity and specifics so that employees, supervisors, managers, and others in the organization have a clearer understanding of the competencies associated with jobs.
5. The competencies are rated and levels needed to meet them are identified. Then the competencies are specified for each of the jobs.
6. Finally, standards of performance are identified and tied to the jobs. Appropriate selection screening, training, and compensation processes focusing on competencies must be developed and implemented.

Examples of the competencies used in organizations vary widely. In one survey of 10 companies, the following were most common.

- Customer focus
- Leadership
- Team orientation
- Innovation
- Technical expertise
- Adaptability
- Results orientation

HR Activities and Competency Analysis

The competency approach focuses on linking business strategies to individual performance efforts. It also encourages employees to develop competencies that may be used in diverse work situations, rather than being boxed into a job. Development of employees focuses on enhancing their competencies, rather than preparing them for moving to jobs. In this way they can develop capabilities useful throughout the organization as it changes and evolves. The competency approach affects HR activities, particularly those following:

- **Selection and placement**: Once the competencies needed in jobs have been identified, selection and placement activities must be revised to focus on assessing the competencies of individuals.
- **HR development**: Training and development efforts must be revised to stress a full range of competencies, rather than being narrowly focused on job skills and knowledge. The hidden competencies are more behaviorally based and require more varied approaches than have been common in many training
efforts. Also, in assessing training needs and evaluating the meeting of those needs, the focus must be on abilities, not just knowledge and skills. Career development also must focus on competency growth and opportunities both within and outside the organization.

- **Compensation and performance management:** Shifting from a task-based pay system to a competency-based pay system requires significant efforts. Assessing performance by measuring results and competencies, especially if work teams are used, is a daunting challenge—especially if the organization is highly structured. Rewarding individuals for demonstrating competencies, particularly those that are less evident and more behavioral, leads to significantly different compensation structures. The ACA survey mentioned earlier found that competency-based compensation is the least common use of competency approaches in organizations. More on competency-based pay programs appears in Chapter 13.

The difficulties with competency analysis are centered around the major shift in focus from tasks and duties to competencies. Shifting to competencies may lead to broadening jobs to allow more flexibility, greater cross-training, introduction and use of work teams, revising individually focused performance management and pay systems, and changing training efforts to focus on competency development. Yet, this shift to broaden jobs and competencies may not be compatible with the typical formal structures and job-focused activities in many organizations.

Ultimately, it may be that job analysis will shift in order to address the changing nature of broader and looser jobs in some areas, while continuing to be relevant in those areas where jobs remain task-based. Because the task-based approach is much more common, the remainder of this chapter concentrates on the traditional job analysis process.

**Organizational Components and Job Analysis**

Effective HR management demands that job analysis be the foundation for a number of other HR activities. The process of analyzing jobs in organizations requires planning of several factors. As Figure 7–2 indicates, some of the considerations are how it is to be done, who provides data, and who conducts and uses the data so that job descriptions and job specifications can be prepared and reviewed. Once those decisions are made, then several results are linked to a wide range of HR activities. The most fundamental use of job analysis is to provide the information necessary to develop job descriptions and specifications.

**Job Analysis Responsibilities**

Most methods of job analysis require that a knowledgeable person describe what goes on in the job or make a series of judgments about specific activities required to do the job. Such information can be provided by the employee doing the job, the supervisor, and/or a trained job analyst. Each source is useful, but each has drawbacks. The supervisor seems to be the best source of information on what should be done, but employees often know more about what actually is done. However, both may lack the knowledge needed to complete a job
analysis and draw the appropriate conclusions from it. Thus, job analysis requires a high degree of coordination and cooperation between the HR unit and operating managers.

The responsibility for job analysis depends on who can best perform various aspects of the process. Figure 7–3 shows a typical division of responsibilities in organizations that have an HR unit. In small organizations, managers have to perform all the work activities identified in Figure 7–3. In larger companies, the HR unit supervises the process to maintain its integrity and writes the job descriptions and specifications for uniformity. The managers review the efforts of the HR unit to ensure accuracy and completeness. They also may request reanalysis when jobs change significantly.

**FIGURE 7–3 Typical Job Analysis Responsibilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR Unit</th>
<th>Managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>∗ Prepares and coordinates job analysis procedures</td>
<td>∗ Complete or assist in completing job analysis information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∗ Writes job descriptions and specifications for review by managers</td>
<td>∗ Review and maintain accuracy of job descriptions/job specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∗ Revises and periodically reviews job descriptions and specifications</td>
<td>∗ May request new job analysis as jobs change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∗ Reviews managerial input to ensure accuracy</td>
<td>∗ Identify performance standards based on job analysis information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∗ May seek assistance from outside experts for difficult or unusual analyses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Job Descriptions and Job Specifications

In most cases, the job description and job specifications are combined into one document that contains several different sections. An overview of each section follows next.

**JOB DESCRIPTIONS** A **job description** indicates the tasks, duties, and responsibilities of a job. It identifies what is done, why it is done, where it is done, and briefly, how it is done.

**Performance standards** should flow directly from a job description, telling what the job accomplishes and how performance is measured in key areas of the job description. The reason for including the performance standards is clear. If employees know what is expected and how performance is to be measured, they have a much better chance of performing satisfactorily. Figure 7-4 shows a job description duty statement and some performance standards used for a customer response representative in a telecommunications firm.

Unfortunately, performance standards often are omitted from job descriptions. Even if performance standards have been identified and matched to job descriptions, they may not be known by employees if the job descriptions are not provided to employees but used only as tools by the HR department and managers. Such an approach limits the value of job descriptions.

**JOB SPECIFICATIONS** While the job description describes activities to be done, it is **job specifications** that list the knowledge, skills, and abilities an individual needs to perform a job satisfactorily. Knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) include education, experience, work skill requirements, personal abilities, and mental and physical requirements. Job specifications for a data entry operator might include a required educational level, a certain number of months of experience, a typing ability of 60 words per minute, a high degree of visual concentration, and ability to work under time pressure. It is important to note that accurate job specifications identify what KSAs a person needs to do the job, not necessarily what qualifications the current employee possesses.

Developing Job Families and Organization Charts

Once all jobs in the organization have been identified, it is often helpful for communicating with employees to group the jobs into job families and display them on an organization chart. There are various ways of identifying and grouping job families.

**JOB FAMILIES** A **job family** is a grouping of jobs having similar characteristics. In identifying job families, significant emphasis is placed on measuring the similarity of jobs. For instance, at one insurance company the HR director decided that jobs requiring specialized technical knowledge, skills, and abilities related to information systems (IS) should be viewed as a separate job family, regardless of the geographic locations of those jobs. Due to the nature of information systems jobs, attracting and retaining IS professionals was difficult, and special compensation programs were needed to match the compensation packages given by competing employers.

**ORGANIZATION CHARTS** In many organizations, organization charts are developed. An **organization chart** depicts the relationships among jobs in an organization. Organization charts have traditionally been hierarchical, showing

---

**Definitions**

- **Job description**: Identification of the tasks, duties, and responsibilities of a job.
- **Performance standards**: Indicators of what the job accomplishes and how performance is measured.
- **Job specifications**: List the knowledge, skills, and abilities an individual needs to perform a job satisfactorily.
- **Job family**: A grouping of jobs having similar characteristics.
- **Organization chart**: A depiction of the relationships among jobs in an organization.
the reporting relationships for authority and responsibilities. In most organizations, the charts can help clarify who reports to whom. In developing typical organization charts, such as the one shown in Figure 7–5, there are some general considerations:

1. **Focus of chart**: Label the chart to identify the scope of the chart, whether for a department, division, region, or the company as a whole.
2. **Simplicity**: Keep the chart as simple as possible, emphasizing primary lines of authority.
3. **Titles**: Use job titles, describing the job level and function, in each box on the chart. For example, the title of Director may not be sufficient. Where possible, indicate the area of responsibility, such as Director of Administration. Broader titles, such as General Manager or Secretary, need no further clarification.
4. **Incumbents**: Do not develop organization charts around existing people in the organization. First identify the functions, and then add names of incumbents to the charts.
5. **Jobs**: Depict the jobs in organizational units as rectangular boxes.
6. **Levels**: Use vertical placement to depict the relative position of jobs at different levels in the organization. Use horizontal placement to show jobs having similar levels of authority in the organization.
7. **Authority**: Show direct lines of authority with solid lines, drawn vertically and horizontally as appropriate. For indirect or functional authority, use dotted lines.

**FIGURE 7–4 Sample Job Duty Statements and Performance Standards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duty</th>
<th>Performance Standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discusses nonpayment of bills with customers and notifies them of nonpayment disconnecting of service.</td>
<td>- Flags accounts within two days that are not to be disconnected according to discussions with Local Manager.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Mails notices to cable television customers so they will be received at least five days prior to disconnection date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Determines which accounts require credit deposit, based on prior payment history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Calmly discusses the nonpayment status of the account, along with options for reconnection with customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Disconnects and reconnects long distance calling cards for nonpayments with 100% accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receives and records trouble reports from customers on mechanized trouble-reporting system for telephone or proper form for cable television. Dispatches reports to appropriate personnel.</td>
<td>- Completes all required trouble information on the trouble-reporting system accurately with no more than five errors annually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Dispatches trouble ticket information to voice mail with 100% accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Tests line if needed or as requested by technician for telephone troubles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In dynamic organizations the charts can become very complicated because dual reporting relationships may exist. For instance, a design engineer may report to a project manager on a project while also reporting to the chief design engineer for technical review and supervision. This type of organization, often called a matrix organization, has grown in usage in recent years, particularly in professional practice and high-technology industries.

**Job Analysis and HR Activities**

The completion of job descriptions and job specifications, based on job analysis, is at the heart of many other HR activities, as Figure 7–6 indicates. But even if legal requirements did not force employers to do job analysis, effective HR management would demand it.

**HR Planning**

HR planning requires auditing of current jobs, as noted in Chapter 2. Current job descriptions provide the basic details necessary for this internal assessment, including such items as the jobs available, current number of jobs and positions, and reporting relationships of the jobs. By identifying the functions currently being performed and calculating the time being spent to perform them, managers and HR specialists can redesign jobs to eliminate unnecessary tasks and combine responsibilities where desirable.

When reviewing the information provided by both employees and supervisors, a team composed of the HR Manager, the Director of Administration, and an outside consultant noted that several duties associated with maintaining customer service records were divided among three employees. This often led to delays in recording customer payments and scheduling repair services.
The team regrouped the various customer service duties so that two of the employees performed complete but different functions. Filing activities were concentrated with the third employee, who also served as backup for the other two.

**Recruiting and Selection**

Equal employment opportunity guidelines clearly require a sound and comprehensive job analysis to validate recruiting and selection criteria. Without a systematic investigation of a job, an employer may be using requirements that are not specifically job related. For example, if a medical clinic requires a high school diploma for a medical records clerk job, the firm must be able to justify how such an educational requirement matches up to the tasks, duties, and responsibilities of that job. It must be able to show that the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed by the medical records clerk could be obtained only through formal education.

Organizations use job analysis to identify job specifications in order to plan how and where to obtain employees for anticipated job openings, whether recruited internally or externally. For example, a job analysis for a small manufacturer of electric equipment showed that the Accountant II job, which traditionally had required a college-trained person, really could be handled by someone with high school training in bookkeeping and several years of experience. As a result, the company could select from within and promote a current accounting clerk. In addition to saving on recruiting costs, promotion can have a positive impact on employee commitment and career-planning efforts.

**Compensation**

Job analysis information is essential when determining compensation. As part of identifying appropriate compensation, job analysis information is used to determine job content for internal comparisons of responsibilities and external comparisons with the compensation paid by competing employers. Information from job analysis can be used to give more weight, and therefore more pay, to jobs involving more difficult tasks, duties, and responsibilities. Employees’ perceptions of fairness and equity are linked not only to how the extrinsic rewards they receive compare with those given to others both inside and outside the organization but also to those rewards they expect for themselves.

Job analysis also can aid in the management of various employee benefits programs. For instance, a job analysis can be used to determine what functions can be performed by workers who have been on workers’ compensation disability leave.

**Training and Development**

By defining what activities comprise a job, a job analysis helps the supervisor explain that job to a new employee. Information from job descriptions and job specifications can also help in career planning by showing employees what is expected in jobs that they may choose in the future. Job specification information can point out areas in which employees might need to develop in order to further their careers. Employee development efforts by organizations depend on the job descriptions and job specifications generated from job analyses.
Performance Appraisal

With performance standards to compare what an employee is supposed to be doing with what the person actually has done, a supervisor can determine the employee’s performance level. The performance appraisal process should then tie to the job description and performance standards. Developing clear, realistic performance standards can also reduce communication problems in performance appraisal feedback among managers, supervisors, and employees.

Safety and Health

Job analysis information is useful in identifying possible job hazards and working conditions associated with jobs. From the information gathered, managers and HR specialists can work together to identify the health and safety equipment needed, specify work methods, and train workers.13

Union Relations

Where workers are represented by a labor union, job analysis is used in several ways. First, job analysis information may be needed to determine if the job should be covered by the union agreements. Specifically, management may be able to exclude a supervisory job and its incumbents from the bargaining unit. Second, it is common in unionized environments for job descriptions to be very specific about what tasks are and are not covered in a job. Finally, well-written and specific job descriptions can reduce the number of grievances filed by workers. In one manufacturing plant, a worker refused to sweep up his work area and was disciplined. He filed a grievance and won, because cleaning his work area was not mentioned in the job description.

Legal Aspects of Job Analysis

Permeating the discussion of equal employment laws, regulations, and court cases in preceding chapters is the concept that legal compliance must focus on the jobs that individuals perform. The 1978 Uniform Selection Guidelines make it clear that HR requirements must be tied to specific job-related factors if employers are to defend their actions as a business necessity.

Job Analysis and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) has increased the emphasis on job analysis, job descriptions, and job specifications. HR managers and their organizations must identify job activities and then document the steps taken to identify job responsibilities. One result of the ADA is increased emphasis by employers on conducting job analysis, as well as developing and maintaining current and accurate job descriptions.14 Also, many employers have had to revise their job specifications to reflect the prerequisite KSAs, rather than the “puffed up” ones favored by some managers and employees. It is clear that the ADA has had a major impact on job analysis and the activities derived from it.
The ADA requires that organizations identify the essential functions of jobs. Specifically, the ADA indicates that essential job functions are the fundamental job duties of the employment position that an individual with the disability holds or desires. The term “essential functions” does not include the marginal functions of the positions. Marginal functions are those duties that are part of a job but are incidental or ancillary to the purpose and nature of a job.

Figure 7-7 shows three major considerations regarding essential functions and marginal functions. Job analysts, HR staff members, and operating managers must evaluate and make decisions when the information on the three considerations is not clear.

An important part of job analysis is to obtain information about what duties are being performed and what percentage of time is devoted to each duty. As the ADA suggests, it is generally true that the percentage of time spent on a duty indicates its relative importance. How often the duties are performed also becomes important. If duties are performed daily, weekly, and/or monthly, they are more likely to be seen as essential. However, if a task is only performed infrequently or when helping another worker on a totally unrelated job, its essentiality may be more questionable.

Another consideration is the ease or difficulty involved in assigning a duty to be performed by someone else, or in a different job. For instance, assume an assembler of electronic components places the completed parts in a bin next to the work area. At the end of each day, the bin of completed parts must be carried to another room for use in final assembly of a product. Carrying the bin to the other room probably would be defined as a marginal task, because assigning someone else to carry it would not likely create major workflow problems with other jobs and workers.

Another aspect of job analysis is to identify the physical demands and environmental condition of jobs. It is important to identify the skills and capabilities used on a job. For example, it is essential for a customer service representative to be able to hear well enough to take customer orders. However, hearing may be less essential for a heavy equipment operator in a quarry.

### Reasonable Accommodations

Having identified the essential job functions through a job analysis, an employer must be prepared to make reasonable accommodations. Again, the core job duties and KSAs must be considered. One manufacturing company with multiple

### Table: Determining Essential and Marginal Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Considerations</th>
<th>Essential Functions</th>
<th>Marginal Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time spent</td>
<td>Significant time spent: often 20% of time or more</td>
<td>Generally less than 10% of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Performed regularly: daily, weekly, monthly</td>
<td>Performed infrequently or when substituting in part of another job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td>Task has consequences to other parts of job and other jobs.</td>
<td>Task is unrelated to job and has little consequence if not performed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Essential job functions**
The fundamental job duties of the employment position that an individual with the disability holds or desires.

**Marginal functions**
Functions that are part of a job but are incidental or ancillary to the purpose and nature of a job.

**BNA**
Defining Essential Functions 1805.70.40.10
Review this description of factors to consider when defining the essential functions of jobs and identify those factors for a job you have held.
buildings identified that participation in design planning meetings was an essential job function. To accommodate a physically disabled employee, the firm purchased a motorized cart for the employee and required that all design team meetings be held in first-floor, accessible conference rooms. Generally, the costs of making reasonable accommodation are not great. According to one study, most employers spend $500 or less in making accommodations.17

Job Analysis and Wage/Hour Regulations

Typically, a job analysis identifies the percentage of time spent on each duty in a job. This information helps determine whether someone should be classified as exempt or nonexempt under the wage/hour laws.

As will be noted in Chapter 13, the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and most state wage/hour laws indicate that the percentage of time employees spend on routine, manual, or clerical duties affects whether they must be paid overtime for hours over 40 per week. To be exempt from overtime, the employees must perform their primary duties as executive, administrative, or professional employees. Primary has been interpreted to mean occupying at least 50% of the time. Additionally, the exemption regulations state that no more than 20% (40% in retail settings) of the time can be spent on manual, routine, or clerical duties.

Other legal-compliance efforts, such as those involving workplace safety and health, can also be aided through the data provided by job analysis. In summary, it is extremely difficult for an employer to have a legal staffing system without performing job analysis. Truly, job analysis is the most basic HR activity.

Behavioral Aspects of Job Analysis

A detailed examination of jobs, while necessary, can be a demanding and threatening experience for both managers and employees, in part because job analysis can identify the difference between what currently is being performed in a job and what should be done. Job analysis involves determining what the “core” job is. This determination may require discussion with managers about the design of the job. Often the content of a job may reflect the desires and skills of the incumbent employee. For example, in one firm a woman promoted to office manager continued to spend considerable time opening and sorting the mail because she had done that duty in her old job. Yet she needed to be supervising the work of the eight clerical employees more and should have been delegating the mail duties to one of the clerks. Her manager indicated that opening and sorting mail was not one of the top five tasks of her new job, and the job description was written to reflect this. The manager also met with the employee to discuss what it meant to be a supervisor and what duties should receive more emphasis.

Job “Inflation”

Employees and managers also have some tendency to inflate the importance and significance of their jobs. Because job analysis information is used for compensation purposes, both managers and employees hope that “puffing up” their jobs will result in higher pay levels.

Titles of jobs often get inflated also, and some HR specialists believe that it is becoming worse. Some firms give fancy titles in place of pay raises, while others
do it to keep well-paid employees from leaving for “status” reasons. Some industries, such as banking and entertainment, are known for having more title inflation than others. For instance, banking and financial institutions use officer designations to enhance status. In one small Midwestern bank, an employee who had three years’ experience as a teller was “promoted” with no pay increase to Second Vice-President and Senior Customer Service Coordinator. She basically became the lead teller when her supervisor was out of the bank and now could sign a few customer-account forms.

Managerial Straitjacket

Through the information developed in a job analysis, the job description is supposed to capture the nature of a job. However, if it fails—if some portions of the job are mistakenly left out of the description—some employees may use that to limit managerial flexibility.¹⁸ The resulting attitude, “It’s not in my job description,” puts a straitjacket on a manager. In some organizations with unionized workforces, very restrictive job descriptions exist. Because of such difficulties, the final statement in many job descriptions is a miscellaneous clause, which consists of a phrase similar to “Performs other duties as needed upon request by immediate supervisor.” This statement covers unusual situations that may occur in an employee’s job. However, duties covered by this phrase cannot be considered essential functions under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Also, it may be important to develop flexible work role definitions, particularly in manufacturing operations.¹⁹

Current Incumbent Emphasis

As suggested earlier, it is important that a job analysis and the resulting job description and job specifications should not describe just what the person currently doing the job does and what his or her qualifications are. The person may have unique capabilities and the ability to expand the scope of the job to assume more responsibilities. The company would have difficulty finding someone exactly like that individual if he or she left. Consequently, it is useful to focus on the core jobs and necessary KSAs by determining what the jobs would be if the current incumbents quit or were no longer available to do the jobs.

Employee Anxieties

One fear that employees may have concerns the purposes of a detailed investigation of their job. Management should explain why the job analysis is being done, because some employees may be concerned that someone must feel they have done something wrong if such a detailed look is being taken. The attitude behind such a fear might be, “As long as no one knows precisely what I am supposed to be doing, I am safe.”

Also, some employees may fear that an analysis of their jobs will put a “straitjacket” on them, limiting their creativity and flexibility by formalizing their duties. However, it does not necessarily follow that analyzing a job will limit job scope or depth. In fact, having a well-written, well-communicated job description can assist employees by clarifying what their roles are and what is expected of them.²⁰ Perhaps the most effective way to handle anxieties is to involve the employees in the revision process.
Job Analysis Methods

Job analysis information can be gathered in a variety of ways. One consideration is who is to conduct the job analysis. Most frequently, a member of the HR staff coordinates this effort. Depending on which of the methods discussed next is used, others who often participate are managers, supervisors, and employees doing the jobs. For more complex analyses, industrial engineers may conduct time and motion studies.

Another consideration is the method to be used. Common methods are observations, interviews, questionnaires, and specialized methods of analysis. Combinations of these approaches frequently are used, depending on the situation and the organization. Each of these methods is discussed in some detail next.

Observation

When the observation method is used, a manager, job analyst, or industrial engineer observes the individual performing the job and takes notes to describe the tasks and duties performed. Observation may be continuous or based on intermittent sampling.

Use of the observation method is limited because many jobs do not have complete and easily observed job duties or complete job cycles. Thus, observation may be more useful for repetitive jobs and in conjunction with other methods. Managers or job analysts using other methods may watch parts of a job being performed to gain a general familiarity with the job and the conditions under which it is performed. Multiple observations on several occasions also will help them use some of the other job analysis methods more effectively.

Work Sampling

As a type of observation, work sampling does not require attention to each detailed action throughout an entire work cycle. Instead, a manager can determine the content and pace of a typical workday through statistical sampling of certain actions rather than through continuous observation and timing of all actions. Work sampling is particularly useful for routine and repetitive jobs.

Employee Diary/Log

Another method requires that employees “observe” their own performances by keeping a diary/log of their job duties, noting how frequently they are performed and the time required for each duty. Although this approach sometimes generates useful information, it may be burdensome for employees to compile an accurate log. Also, employees sometimes perceive this approach as creating needless documentation that detracts from the performance of their work.

Interviewing

The interview method of gathering information requires that a manager or HR specialist visit each job site and talk with the employees performing each job. A standardized interview form is used most often to record the information. Frequently, both the employee and the employee’s supervisor must be interviewed to obtain a complete understanding of the job. In some situations, such as team-directed jobs, group interviews also can be used, typically involving experienced job incumbents and/or supervisors. It usually requires the presence of a repre-
representative from the HR department as a mediator. For certain difficult-to-define jobs, group interviews are probably most appropriate.

The interview method can be quite time consuming, especially if the interviewer talks with two or three employees doing each job. Professional and managerial jobs often are more complicated to analyze and usually require longer interviews. For these reasons, combining the interview with one of the other methods is suggested.

**Questionnaires**

The questionnaire is a widely used method of gathering data on jobs. A survey instrument is developed and given to employees and managers to complete. The typical job questionnaire often covers the areas shown in Figure 7–8.

The major advantage of the questionnaire method is that information on a large number of jobs can be collected inexpensively in a relatively short period of time. However, the questionnaire method assumes that employees can accurately analyze and communicate information about their jobs. Employees may vary in their perceptions of the jobs, and even in their literacy. For these reasons, the
questionnaire method is usually combined with interviews and observations to clarify and verify the questionnaire information.

One type of questionnaire sometimes used is a checklist. Differing from the open-ended questionnaire, the checklist offers a simplified way for employees to give information. An obvious difficulty with the checklist is constructing it, which can be a complicated and detailed process.

**Job Analysis and the U.S. Department of Labor**

A variety of resources related to job analysis are available from the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL). The resources have been developed and used over many years by various entities with the DOL, primarily the Employment and Training Administration.

**FUNCTIONAL JOB ANALYSIS (FJA)** This method is a comprehensive approach to job analysis. FJA considers: (1) goals of the organization, (2) what workers do to achieve those goals in their jobs, (3) level and orientation of what workers do, (4) performance standards, and (5) training content. A functional definition of what is done in a job can be generated by examining the three components of data, people, and things. The levels of these components are used to identify and compare important elements of jobs given in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT), a standardized data source provided by the federal government.

**DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES (DOT)** Functional job analysis, as captured in the DOT, is a valuable source of job information, regardless of the job analysis method used. The DOT describes a wide range of jobs, samples of which are shown in Figure 7—9. A manager or HR specialist confronted with preparing a large number of job descriptions can use the DOT as a starting point. The job description from the DOT can then be modified to fit the particular organizational situation.

**Specialized Job Analysis Methods**

Several job analysis methods are built on the questionnaire approach. Some of these methods are described next.

**POSITION ANALYSIS QUESTIONNAIRE (PAQ)** The PAQ is a specialized questionnaire method incorporating checklists. Each job is analyzed on 27 dimensions composed of 187 “elements.” The PAQ comprises six divisions, with each division containing numerous job elements. The divisions include:

- **Information input:** Where and how does the worker get information to do the job?
- **Mental process:** What levels of reasoning are necessary on the job?
- **Work output:** What physical activities are performed?
- **Relationships with others:** What relationships are required to perform the job?
- **Job context:** What working conditions and social contexts are involved?
- **Other:** What else is relevant to the job?

The PAQ focuses on “worker-oriented” elements that describe behaviors necessary to do the job, rather than on “job-oriented” elements that describe the technical aspects of the work. Although its complexity may deter many potential
### Parts of Occupational Definition

There are seven parts to an occupational definition identified by the U.S. Department of Labor that present data about a job in a systematic fashion. The parts are listed here as they appear in every definition:

1. The Occupational Code Number
2. The Occupational Title
3. The Industry Designation
4. Alternate Titles (if any)
5. The Body of the Definition
   - (a) Lead Statement
   - (b) Task Element Statements
   - (c) "May" Items
6. Undefined Related Titles (if any)
7. Definition Trailer

---

**FIGURE 7-9 Sample Job Titles from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles**

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Alternate Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>166.227-010</td>
<td>TRAINING REPRESENTATIVE</td>
<td>education</td>
<td>training instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>030.162-022</td>
<td>SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER (profess. &amp; kin.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Develops and conducts training programs for employees of industrial, commercial, service, or government establishment: Confers with management to gain knowledge of work situation requiring training for employees to better understand changes in policies, procedures, regulations, and technologies. Formulates teaching outline and determines instructional methods, utilizing knowledge of specified training needs and effectiveness of such methods as individual training, group instruction, lectures, demonstrations, conferences, meetings, and workshops. Selects or develops teaching aids, such as training handbooks, demonstration models, multimedia visual aids, computer tutorials, and reference works. Conducts training sessions covering specified areas such as those concerned with new employee orientation, on-the-job training, use of computers and software, apprenticeship programs, sales techniques, health and safety practices, public relations, refresher training, promotional development, upgrading, retraining displaced workers, and leadership development. Tests trainees to measure progress and to evaluate effectiveness of training. May specialize in developing instructional software.

Coordinates installation of computer operating system software and tests, maintains, and modifies software, using computer terminal: Reads loading and running instructions for system software, such as task scheduling, memory management, computer file system, or controlling computer input and output, and loads tape into tape drive or transfers software to magnetic disk. Initiates test of system program and observes readout on monitor of computer system to detect errors or work stoppage. Enters code changes into computer system to correct errors. Analyzes performance indicators, such as system’s response time, number of transactions per second, and number of programs being processed at once, to ensure that system is operating efficiently. Changes system software so that system performance will meet objectives. Reviews computer system capabilities, workflow, and scheduling limitations to determine if requested changes to operating system are possible. Writes description of steps taken to modify system and procedures required to implement new software. Assists users having problems with use of system software. May train users.

users, the PAQ is easily quantified and can be used to conduct validity studies on selection tests. It is also useful in helping to ensure internal pay fairness because it considers the varying demands of different jobs.\textsuperscript{24}

**MANAGERIAL JOB ANALYSIS** Because managerial jobs are different in character from jobs with clearly observable routines and procedures, some specialized methods have evolved for their analysis. One of the most well known and widely used methods was developed at Control Data Corporation and is labeled the Management Position Description Questionnaire (MPDQ). Composed of a listing of over 200 statements, the MPDQ examines a variety of managerial dimensions, including decision making and supervising.\textsuperscript{25}

**Computerized Job Analysis**

As computer technology has expanded, researchers have developed computerized job analysis systems. They all have several common characteristics, including the way they are administered. First, analysts compose task statements that relate to all jobs. They are then distributed as questionnaires that list the task statements. Next, employee responses on computer-scannable documents are fed into computer-based scoring and reporting services capable of recording, analyzing, and reporting thousands of pieces of information about any job.

An important feature of computerized job analysis sources is the specificity of data that can be gathered. All of this specific data is compiled into a job analysis database.

A computerized job analysis system often can reduce the time and effort involved in writing job descriptions. These systems have banks of job duty statements that relate to each of the task and scope statements of the questionnaires.

As is evident, the melding of computer technology with job analysis methodology allows firms to develop more accurate and comprehensive job descriptions, linked to compensation programs, and performance appraisal systems. These processes can also provide better data for legal defensibility than was once available.

**Combination Methods**

There are indeed a number of different ways to obtain and analyze information about a job. No specific job analysis method has received the stamp of approval from the various courts in all situations. Therefore, in dealing with issues that may end up in court, care must be taken by HR specialists and those doing the job analysis to document all of the steps taken. Each of the methods has strengths and weaknesses, and a combination of methods generally is preferred over one method alone.

**Stages in the Job Analysis Process**

The process of job analysis must be conducted in a logical manner, following appropriate management and professional psychometric practices. Therefore, a multistage process usually is followed, regardless of the job analysis methods.
used. The stages for a typical job analysis are outlined here, but they may vary with the methods used and the number of jobs included. Figure 7–10 illustrates the basic stages of the process.

**Planning the Job Analysis**

It is crucial that the job analysis process be planned before beginning the gathering of data from managers and employees. Probably the most important consideration is to identify the objectives of the job analysis. Maybe it is just to update job descriptions. Or, it may include as an outcome revising the compensation programs in the organization. Another objective could be to redesign the jobs in a department or division of the organization. Also, it could be to change the structure in parts of the organization to align it better with business strategies.

Whatever the purpose identified, it is vital to obtain top management support. The backing of senior managers is needed as issues arise regarding changes in jobs
Support from even the highest levels of management helps when managerial and employee anxieties and resistance arise.

**Preparing and Introducing the Job Analysis**

Preparation begins by identifying the jobs under review. For example, are the jobs to be analyzed hourly jobs, clerical jobs, all jobs in one division, or all jobs in the entire organization? In this phase, those who will be involved in conducting the job analysis and the methods to be used are identified. Also specified is how current incumbents and managers will participate in the process and how many employees’ jobs will be considered.

Another task in the identification phase is to review existing documentation. Existing job descriptions, organization charts, previous job analysis information, and other industry-related resources all may be useful to review. Having details from this review may save time and effort later in the process.

A crucial step is to communicate and explain the process to managers, affected employees, and other concerned people, such as union stewards. Explanations should address the natural concerns and anxieties people have when someone puts their jobs under close scrutiny. Items to be covered often include the purpose of the job analysis, the steps involved, the time schedule, how managers and employees will participate, who is doing the analysis, and whom to contact as questions arise. When employees are represented by a union, it is essential that union representatives be included in reviewing the job descriptions and specifications to lessen the possibility of future conflicts.

**Conducting the Job Analysis**

With the preparation completed, the job analysis can be conducted. The methods selected will determine the time line for the project. Sufficient time should be allotted for obtaining the information from employees and managers. If questionnaires are used, it is often helpful to have employees return them to supervisors or managers for review before giving them back to those conducting the job analysis. The questionnaire should be accompanied by a letter explaining the process and instructions for completing and returning the job analysis questionnaires.

Once data from job analysis has been compiled, it should be sorted by job, the job family, and organizational unit. This step allows for comparison of data from similar jobs throughout the organization. The data also should be reviewed for completeness, and follow-up may be needed in the form of additional interviews or questions to be answered by managers and employees.

**Developing Job Descriptions and Job Specifications**

At this stage the job analysts will prepare draft job descriptions and job specifications. Later in this chapter is a section discussing details on how to write job descriptions and job specifications. Our purpose here is to emphasize that the drafts should be relatively complete and identify areas where additional clarifications are needed.

Generally, organizations have found that having managers and employees write job descriptions is not recommended for several reasons. First, there is no consistency in format and details, both of which are important given the legal
consequences of job descriptions. Second, managers and employees vary in their writing skills. Also, they may write the job descriptions and job specifications to reflect what they do and what their personal qualifications are, not what the job requires.26

Once the drafts are completed, they should be reviewed by managers. Whether employees review the drafts or wait to receive the final job descriptions is often determined by the managerial style of the supervisors/managers and the culture of the organization regarding employee participation and communication.

When finished, job descriptions are distributed by the HR department to managers, supervisors, and employees. It is important that each supervisor or manager review the completed description with individual employees so that there is understanding and agreement on the content that will be linked to performance appraisals, as well as to all other HR activities.

Maintaining and Updating Job Descriptions and Job Specifications

Once job descriptions and specifications have been completed and reviewed by all appropriate individuals, a system must be developed for keeping them current. Otherwise, the entire process, beginning with job analysis, may have to be repeated in several years. Because organizations are dynamic and evolving entities, rarely do all jobs stay the same for years.

Someone in the HR department usually has responsibility for ensuring that job descriptions and specifications stay current. Employees performing the jobs and their managers play a crucial role because, as those closest to the jobs, they know when changes occur. One effective way to ensure that appropriate reviews occur is to use job descriptions and job specifications in other HR activities. For example, each time a vacancy occurs, the job description and specifications should be reviewed and revised as appropriate before recruiting and selection efforts begin. Similarly, in some organizations, managers review the job description during each performance appraisal interview. This review enables the job holder and the supervisor to discuss whether the job description still describes the actual job adequately or whether it needs to be revised. In addition, a comprehensive and systematic review may be done during HR planning efforts. For many organizations, a complete review is made once every three years, or as technology shifts occur, and more frequently when major organizational changes are made.

Job Descriptions and Job Specifications

The output from analysis of a job is used to develop a job description and job specifications. Together, they summarize job analysis information in a readable format and provide the basis for defensible job-related actions. They also serve the individual employees by providing documentation from management that identifies their jobs.

Job Description Components

A typical job description, such as the one in Figure 7–11, contains several major parts. Overviews of the most common components are presented next.
**FIGURE 7-11 Sample Job Description and Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB TITLE:</th>
<th>Compensation Administrator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INCUMBENT:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERVISOR’S TITLE:</td>
<td>Vice President of Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLSA STATUS:</td>
<td>Exempt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEOC CLASS:</td>
<td>O/M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Summary:** Responsible for the design and administration of all cash compensation programs, ensures proper consideration of the relationship of compensation to performance of each employee, and provides consultation on compensation administration to managers and supervisors.

**Essential Duties and Responsibilities:**

1. Prepares and maintains all job descriptions for all jobs and periodically reviews and updates all job descriptions. Responds to questions from employees and supervisors regarding job descriptions (25%).
2. Ensures that Company compensation rates are in accordance with the Company philosophy. Maintains current information applicable to pay structure movements taking place in comparable organizations; obtains or conducts pay surveys as necessary and presents recommendations on pay structures on an annual basis. (20%)
3. Develops and administers the performance appraisal program and assists in the development of supervisory training programs. Monitors the use of the performance appraisal instruments to ensure the integrity of the system and its proper use. (20%)
4. Directs the job evaluation process by coordinating committee activities, and reevaluates jobs periodically through the committee process. Resolves disputes over proper evaluation of jobs. Conducts initial evaluation of new jobs prior to hiring and assigns jobs to pay ranges. (15%)
5. Researches and provides recommendations on executive compensation issues. Assists in the development and oversees the administration of all annual bonus payments for senior managers and executives. (15%)
6. Coordinates the development of an integrated Human Resource information system. Assists in identifying needs and interfaces with the Management Information Systems Department to achieve departmental goals for information needs. (5%)
7. Performs related duties as assigned or as the situation dictates.

**Required Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities:**

1. Knowledge of compensation and HR management practices and approaches.
2. Knowledge of effective job analysis methods and of survey development and interpretation practices and principles.
3. Knowledge of performance management program design and administration.
4. Knowledge of federal and state wage and hour regulations.
5. Skill in writing job descriptions, memorandums, letters, and proposals.
6. Skill in making presentations to groups and in explaining compensation policies and practices to employees and supervisors.
7. Ability to plan and prioritize work.
8. Ability to use spreadsheets, presentation graphics, word processing, and database computer software.

*continued*
Education and Experience:
This position requires the equivalent of a college degree in Business Administration, Psychology, or a related field plus 3–5 years experience in HR management, 2-3 of which should include compensation administration experience. An advanced degree in Industrial Psychology, Business Administration, or HR Management is preferred, but not required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Requirements</th>
<th>Rarely (0–12%)</th>
<th>Occasionally (12–33%)</th>
<th>Frequently (34–66%)</th>
<th>Regularly (67–100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seeing: Must be able to read reports and use computer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing: Must be able to hear well enough to communicate with co-workers.</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing/Walking:</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climbing/Stooping/Kneeling:</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifting/Pulling/Pushing:</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingering/Grasping/Feeling:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Must be able to write, type and use phone system.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Working Conditions: Normal working conditions with the absence of disagreeable elements.

Note: The statements herein are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being performed by employees, and are not to be construed as an exhaustive list of responsibilities, duties, and skills required of personnel so classified. Furthermore, they do not establish a contract for employment and are subject to change at the discretion of the employer.

IDENTIFICATION The first part of the job description is the identification section, in which the job title, reporting relationships, department, location, and date of analysis may be given. Usually, it is advisable to note other information that is useful in tracking jobs and employees through human resource information systems (HRIS). Additional items commonly noted in the identification section are:

- Job code
- Pay grade
- Exempt/nonexempt status under Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)
- EEOC Classification (from EEO-1 form)

GENERAL SUMMARY The second part, the general summary, is a concise statement of the general responsibilities and components that make the job different from others. One HR specialist has characterized the general summary statement as follows: “In thirty words or less, describe the essence of the job.”
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS AND DUTIES The third part of the typical job description lists the essential functions and duties. It contains clear, precise statements on the major tasks, duties, and responsibilities performed. Writing this section is the most time-consuming aspect of preparing job descriptions.

JOB SPECIFICATIONS The next portion of the job description gives the qualifications needed to perform the job satisfactorily. The job specifications typically are stated as (1) knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs), (2) education and experience, and (3) physical requirements and/or working conditions. The components of the job specifications provide information necessary to determine what accommodations might and might not be possible under Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) regulations.

DISCLAIMER AND APPROVALS The final section on many job descriptions contains approval signatures by appropriate managers and a legal disclaimer. This disclaimer allows employers to change employees’ job duties or request employees to perform duties not listed, so that the job description is not viewed as a “contract” between the employer and the employee.

Preparing Job Descriptions

The ADA focused attention on the importance of well-written job descriptions. Legal compliance requires that they accurately represent the actual jobs. Some guidelines for preparing legally satisfactory job descriptions are noted next.

IDENTIFYING TITLES Job titles should be descriptive of job functions performed. For instance, one firm lumped all clerical jobs into four secretarial categories, even though the actual jobs were for such functions as payroll processor, marketing secretary, and receptionist. When the firm reviewed its descriptions, each job was given a function-related title. However, the jobs were grouped for pay purposes into the same pay grades as before. In summary, job titles should reflect the relative responsibilities in the organization and be linked to the pay grade system.

WRITING THE GENERAL SUMMARY AND ESSENTIAL FUNCTION STATEMENTS Most experienced job analysts have found that it is easier to write the general summary after the essential function statements have been completed. Otherwise, there is a tendency for the general summary to be too long.

The general format for an essential function statement is as follows: (1) action verb, (2) to what applied, (3) what/how/how often. There is a real art to writing statements that are sufficiently descriptive without being overly detailed. It is important to use precise action verbs that accurately describe the employee’s tasks, duties, and responsibilities. For example, it is generally advisable to avoid the use of vague words such as maintains, handles, and processes. Compare the statement “Processes expense vouchers” to “Reviews employee expense reports, verifies expense documentation, and submits to accounting for payment.” The second statement more clearly describes the scope and nature of the duty performed. However, it is just as important to avoid the trap of writing a motion analysis. The statement “Walks to filing cabinet, opens drawer, pulls
folder out, and inserts material in correct folder” is an extreme example of a motion statement. The statement “Files correspondence and memoranda to maintain accurate customer policy records” is sufficiently descriptive without being overly detailed.

The language of the ADA has stressed that the essential function statements be organized in the order of importance or “essentiality.” If a description has eight statements, it is likely that the last two or three duties described are less essential than the first two or three. Therefore, it is important that job duties be arranged so that the most essential (in criticality and amount of time spent) be listed first and the supportive or marginal ones listed later. Within that framework, specific functional duties should be grouped and arranged in some logical pattern. If a job requires an accounting supervisor to prepare several reports, among other functions, statements relating to the preparation of reports should be grouped together. The miscellaneous clause mentioned earlier is typically included to assure some managerial flexibility.

Some job descriptions contain sections about materials or machines used, working conditions, or special tools used. This information is often included in the specific duty statements or in comment sections. Job descriptions of executive and upper-management jobs, because of the wide range of duties and responsibilities, often are written in more general terms than descriptions of jobs at lower levels in the organization.

Writing Job Specifications

Job specifications can be developed from a variety of information sources. Obviously, the job analysis process provides a primary starting point. But any KSA included must be based on what is needed to perform a job duty. Furthermore, the job specifications listed should reflect what is necessary for satisfactory job performance, not what the ideal candidate would have. For example, it is not appropriate for a manager to list as KSAs five years’ experience in the specific industry and an MBA, when satisfactory performance would require only three years’ experience and a bachelor’s degree in marketing or advertising.

With this perspective in mind, a job analyst can obtain job specification information by talking with the current holders of the jobs and their supervisors and managers about the qualifications needed to perform the jobs satisfactorily. However, caution is needed here, because the characteristics of the current job occupant should not be the sole basis for the job specification statements. The current incumbent’s job qualifications often exceed the minimum KSAs required to perform the job satisfactorily. Checking the job requirements of other organizations with similar jobs is another means of obtaining information for job specifications.

The ADA and Writing KSAs

In writing job specifications, it is important to list specifically those KSAs essential for satisfactory job performance. Only nondiscriminatory, job-related items should be included. For example, a high school diploma should not be required for a job unless the manager can demonstrate that an individual with less education cannot perform the job as well. Because of this concern, some specification
statements read, “High school diploma or equivalent acceptable experience.” As the HR Perspective indicates, it is important to use a process to identify the minimum qualifications associated with jobs. In light of the ADA, it is crucial that the physical and mental dimensions of each job be clearly identified. If lifting, stooping, standing, walking, climbing, or crawling is required, it should be noted. Also, weights to be lifted should be specified, along with specific visual and hearing requirements of jobs. Refer to Figure 7–11, the sample job description, for examples of KSA statements. Remember, these job specifications are the foundation for evaluating individuals with disabilities for employment.

**Summary**

- Job analysis is a systematic investigation of the tasks, duties, and responsibilities necessary to do a job.
- The changing nature of jobs and work has led to additional approaches being used to analyze jobs and work.
- Work analysis examines the workflow, activities, content, and output in an organization.
- Task-based job analysis focuses on the tasks, duties, and responsibilities associated with jobs.
Review and Discussion Questions

1. What are the implications for job analysis, considering that some jobs are more varied and require more advanced capabilities compared to other jobs that are more routine and require less knowledge and skills?

2. Why is competency-based job analysis more difficult to conduct than the traditional task-based approach?

3. Obtain an organization chart from an existing organization and evaluate it in light of the suggestions contained in this chapter.

4. Why is job analysis the foundation of many other HR activities?

5. Discuss why the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) has heightened the importance of job analysis activities.

6. Describe three methods of analyzing jobs, including some advantages and disadvantages of each method.

7. Explain how you would conduct a job analysis in a company that had never had job descriptions.

8. Discuss how you would train someone to write job descriptions and job specifications for a small bank.
Section 2 Staffing the Organization

Terms to Know

- competencies 217
- duty 216
- essential job functions 227
- job 214
- job analysis 214
- job description 221
- job family 221
- job responsibilities 216
- job specifications 221
- marginal functions 227
- organization chart 221
- performance standards 221
- position 214
- task 216
- work analysis 215

Using the Internet

Conducting a Job Analysis

Your organization is in need of performing a job analysis on all your current jobs. The top level of management has asked you, the HR manager, to make a presentation on the process. Included in this presentation should be the uses and importance of job analysis, some of the legal consequences of poor job analysis, and just what a job analysis should include according to the EEOC guidelines. Your job is to educate some of the senior managers who are not current on these issues. Prepare a brief summary for your presentation from the web site found at: http://ijoa.org.

CASE

Job Analysis Guides Reorganization at Bethphage

Bethphage, with approximately 3,000 employees, is a nonprofit organization that provides living and rehabilitative services for individuals with developmental disabilities through operating entities in 15 states and several foreign countries. Dr. David Jacox, CEO, and the Board of Directors identified that due to continuing growth the structure of the organization needed to be reexamined. Previously Bethphage had the parent corporation serving as headquarters and providing corporate functions. Then there were four regional corporations throughout the United States and internationally, each with its own board of directors. Concern about coordination of efforts and the legal issues associated with having so many “governing” bodies led to a need for an organizational restructuring.

Job analysis efforts tied to HR activities provided key information for the parent company board and senior managers throughout all entities. The process of changing Bethphage’s organization structure took several years and was done in several phases. Three years ago, Bethphage took a comprehensive look at all jobs. To provide Bethphage’s Board, Dr. Jacox, and senior managers with an understanding of the jobs in the organization, a job analysis of all jobs and entities was required.

Raul Saldivar, Senior Vice-President of Human Resources, and a committee of managers and executive directors from throughout Bethphage guided the comprehensive look at all jobs in the firm. Like many organizations, Bethphage had a small HR staff that was busy with many other HR activities. Consequently, Saldivar gave the responsibility for conducting the job analyses and preparing the job descriptions and specifications to Kelli Jorgensen, Bethphage’s Compensation and Benefits Manager.

Jorgensen developed an extensive 12-page job analysis questionnaire tailored to the various job functions common throughout Bethphage. Then questionnaires were distributed to all employees in all locations. In spite of grumbling from some employees about the questionnaire length, over 90% of the ques-
tionnaires were returned within the allotted period to the appropriate departmental and agency managers for review. They were then sent to Jorgensen and the HR staff. At that point several HR interns from a local university began the arduous task of writing approximately 300 job descriptions and specifications. Once draft descriptions were available, Jorgensen coordinated their review by the appropriate managers and team leaders. Then the drafts were revised, reviewed by the compensation committee, and prepared for use in developing a coordinated compensation system. The entire process of conducting the job analysis and developing final job descriptions and specifications took four months of intensive effort. The process of developing the compensation and performance appraisal systems took another nine months, and the refinement and implementation of all components of the “new and improved” HR activities took over a year.

Once the compensation system had been installed for most of the jobs below the senior management level, the next phase of reorganization proceeded two years later. Bethphage redefined its executive structure, beginning by establishing one Board of Directors for the entire organization and dissolving the separate regional corporations. A revised management structure was created by the addition of a Senior Vice-President of Operations, Linda Timmons, to whom all regional directors report. The structural reorganization affected only about 15—20 jobs at the managerial level; those jobs were analyzed and redesigned before developing new job descriptions, compensation groupings, and ranges.

Now that all phases of the reorganization have been completed, Saldivar and Jorgensen have established procedures so that all jobs are reviewed each year and the compensation structures are updated. Several beneficial outcomes are based on the comprehensive job analysis developed by Bethphage:

- The HR department has been able to use the job analysis process for developing job descriptions for new jobs.
- Bethphage’s new compensation program enables the HR department to ensure a more equitable system of pay increases and to provide a more accurate method for developing pay structures and determining pay levels.
- Over the past few years, Bethphage also has provided managers with a better system for conducting performance evaluations to ensure that they are promptly and accurately completed, and that a pay-for-performance system is developed and used.

As a result of all these activities managers throughout Bethphage are now using the HR department on a consultative basis for organizational decisions of all types. The job analysis activities were the foundation for all of the actions taken by Bethphage.

Questions

1. Discuss why job analysis was an essential part of the corporate change process at Bethphage.
2. How does the process described in the case illustrate the linkage between job analysis and other HR activities?

Notes

6. For more details on the steps in the interview process, see David D. Dubois, The Competency Case Book (Amherst MA: HRD Press, 1998).
29. Used with permission of Bethphage.
CHAPTER 8

Recruiting in Labor Markets

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Specify the strategic decisions that must be made regarding recruiting.
- Compare internal and external sources of candidates.
- Discuss why more employers are using flexible staffing for recruiting.
- Outline a typical recruiting process and identify legal considerations affecting recruiting.
- Identify three internal sources for recruiting.
- List and briefly discuss five external recruiting sources.
- Discuss three factors to consider when evaluating recruiting efforts.
Innovative Recruiting in Tight Labor Markets

When the unemployment rate is high, recruiting people to work is easy—simply let it be known that jobs are available. But when the unemployment rate is very low and few people are looking for jobs, recruiting becomes much more challenging. In the past few years for many employers, challenging recruiting has become the rule rather than the exception. An examination of some of the recruiting techniques used by employers shows both creativity and desperation facing tight labor markets.

Merit Electric in Largo, Florida, took its pitch for electricians to the junior high schools. The owner says, “We are not expecting a decision from an eighth grader, but we want to expose them to the profession.” Additionally, in many areas other employers have formed “partnerships” with high schools that include internships, mentoring, and jobs for those graduates who do not wish to go on to college.

In Dubuque, Iowa, when employment hit a low of 3.9%, the city launched a come-home campaign during the holidays, hoping parents would convince their adult children visiting from out of state to come back and work in Iowa. Other labor-hungry Iowa communities have added similar programs and have advertised at high school reunions and in college alumni publications. Trying to attract labor rather than businesses is unusual for a state, but it has become common in Iowa, Nebraska, and a number of other states facing low unemployment levels.

Employers in other states also have turned to “risky” hires that they would normally not consider. For example, Produce Packaging in Cleveland has hired parolees from Ohio prisons, many of whom had been convicted of violent crimes. For this recruiting source, many of the 1.7 million prisoners in U.S. prisons are released to halfway houses or work-release programs from which they can be hired. Additionally, welfare recipients with little or no job experience are hired, as well as former drug addicts. In fact, one firm—Microboard Processing in Seymour, Connecticut—sets aside 10% of its hires for “high risk” candidates. They do not all work out, because a significant number of them fail to meet production or attendance standards and are terminated. But with a variety of educational and training programs provided by Microboard, others do succeed.

Employers trying to recruit employees in the especially difficult areas of information technology and computer/software engineering go to great lengths to “steal” employees from each other. One firm sent a secretary to obtain a competitor’s in-house phone book, which could be used to contact employees. In Dallas, National Semiconductor put a billboard right outside the headquarters of its competitor, Texas Instruments. The sign said, “Why did the engineer cross the road? . . . to get a better job.” It included National’s toll-free phone number.

Other information technology (IT) firms have paid signing bonuses to sophomore and junior computer science majors—and promised $60,000 jobs with no college degree. To some 19-year-olds, such offers have proved tempting—but like would-be sports stars, some individuals ultimately have found that they needed to go back and get college degrees for long-term career growth.

In another type of creative recruiting, some firms have opened employment centers in shopping malls, and others have stationed remodeled motor homes—all set up for interviews, testing, and hiring—in parking lots at the malls. These centers sport big signs: “Want a job? Apply here!”

Other innovative approaches include advertising over the loudspeaker at San Francisco 49ers games, using a plane towing an advertising banner over beach areas, setting up recruiting tables at minor league baseball games, advertising on the back of grocery receipts, advertising for “moonlighters” (those who want a second job), and busing people to work so they do not have to drive.

These are only a few of the ways employers have pursued employees when faced with tight labor markets. But like everything connected to the business cycle, if and when the unemployment rates increase, some employers will be able to return to the traditional approach of advertising in the newspapers to attract candidates for most open jobs.
Staffing is the process of matching appropriate people with appropriate jobs. From the viewpoint of organizations, staffing entails using HR planning information to determine the correct numbers and kinds of candidates, locating them, and then selecting those who are most likely to be satisfactory employees. From the standpoint of job applicants, the staffing process affects how they see jobs and organizations, and the likelihood that they will be matched with jobs that are rewarding for them. The organizational perspective is the primary focal point in this chapter and the next.

Staffing consists of two parts: recruiting and selection. This chapter examines recruiting, and the next examines selection. Recruiting is the process of generating a pool of qualified applicants for organizational jobs. If the number of available candidates only equals the number of people to be hired, there is no real selection—the choice has already been made. The organization must either leave some openings unfilled or take all the candidates.

Many employers currently are facing shortages of workers with the appropriate knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) in tight labor markets, as the chapter opener indicates. However, because business cycles go up and down, the demand for labor changes and the number of people looking for work changes. Because the labor market is the environment in which staffing takes place, learning some basics about labor markets aids understanding of recruiting.

**Labor Markets**

There actually is not one, but several labor markets that are the external sources from which employers attract employees. These markets occur because different conditions characterize different geographical areas, industries, occupations, and professions at any given time. For example, the demand for over-the-road truck drivers is very strong at this writing (a tight labor market). Yet with downsizing and mergers in the banking industry, there is a surplus of middle-level banking managers (a loose market).

There are many ways to identify labor markets, including by geographical area, type of skill, and educational level. Some labor market segments might include managerial, clerical, professional and technical, and blue collar. Classified differently, some markets are local, others regional, others national; and there are international labor markets as well. For instance, an interesting labor market segment opened up with the demise of the Soviet Union. A number of excellent Soviet scientists became available due to the absence of job opportunities in their own countries. Several research organizations, including Sun Microsystems, have recruited them for jobs. Many of these recruits have continued to live in their home countries and are linked electronically to their employers in the United States.

Recruiting locally for a job market that is really national likely will result in disappointing applicant rates. For example, attempting to recruit a senior accounting faculty member in a small town is not likely to be successful. Conversely, it may not be necessary to recruit nationally for workers in unskilled...
positions on the assembly line. The job qualifications needed and the distribution of the labor supply determine which labor markets are relevant.

Changes in a labor market may force changes in recruiting efforts. If a new major employer locates in a regional labor market, then other employers may see a decline in their numbers of applicants. For instance, when three riverboat casinos, employing a total of 3,000 workers, opened in Council Bluffs, Iowa, many employers in the area noticed a dramatic decrease in the number of applicants for job openings outside of the casino industry. Also, some employers, particularly smaller manufacturing firms, had to raise their wages to prevent turnover of existing workers. Similar occurrences have followed the opening of large automobile manufacturing plants in South Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Alabama.

To understand the components of labor markets in which recruiting takes place, three different concepts must be considered. Those three groups are labor force population, applicant population, and applicant pool.

The labor force population includes all individuals who are available for selection if all possible recruitment strategies are used. This vast array of possible applicants may be reached in very different ways. Different recruiting methods—for example, newspaper ads versus college recruiting—will reach different segments of the labor force population.

The applicant population is a subset of the labor force population that is available for selection using a particular recruiting approach. For example, an organization might limit its recruiting for management trainees to MBA graduates from major universities. This recruiting method will result in a very different group of applicants from those who would have applied had the employer chosen to advertise openings for management trainees on a local radio station.

At least four recruiting decisions affect the nature of the applicant population:

- **Recruiting method**: advertising medium chosen and considering use of employment agencies
- **Recruiting message**: what is said about the job and how it is said
- **Applicant qualifications required**: education level and amount of experience necessary
- **Administrative procedures**: time of year recruiting is done, the follow-ups with applicants, and use of previous applicant files

The applicant pool consists of all persons who are actually evaluated for selection. Many factors can affect the size of the applicant pool. For example, the organization mentioned previously is likely to interview only a small percentage of the MBA graduates at major universities, because not all graduates will want to be interviewed. The applicant pool at this step will depend on the reputation of the organization and industry as a place to work, the screening efforts of the organization, and the information available to the applicant population. Assuming a suitable candidate can be found, the final selection is made from the applicant pool.

The supply and demand of workers in the labor force population has a substantial impact on the staffing strategies of organizations. Internal labor markets also influence recruiting because many employers choose to promote from within whenever possible, but hire externally for entry-level jobs. A discussion of these and other strategic decisions to be made in recruiting follows.
Planning and Strategic Decisions About Recruiting

The decisions that are made about recruiting help dictate not only the kinds and numbers of applicants, but also how difficult or successful recruiting efforts may be. Figure 8–1 shows an overview of these recruiting decisions.

Recruiting strategy entails identifying where to recruit, who to recruit, and what the job requirements will be. One key consideration is deciding about internal vs. external searches that must be made.

Internal vs. External Recruiting

Advantages and disadvantages are associated with promoting from within the organization (internal recruitment) and hiring from outside the organization (external recruitment) to fill openings. Promotion from within generally is thought to be a positive force in rewarding good work, and some organizations use it well indeed. However, if followed exclusively, it has the major disadvantage of perpetuating old ways of operating. In addition, there are equal employment concerns with using internal recruiting if protected-class members are not already represented adequately in the organization.
Recruiting externally can infuse the organization with new ideas. Also, it may be cheaper to recruit professionals such as accountants or computer programmers from outside than to develop less-skilled people within the organization. But recruiting from outside the organization for any but entry-level positions presents the problem of adjustment time for the new employees. Another drawback to external recruiting is the negative impact on current employees that often results from selecting an outsider instead of promoting a current employee. Figure 8–2 shows some of the major advantages and disadvantages of internal and external recruiting.

Most organizations combine the use of internal and external methods. Organizations that operate in a rapidly changing environment and competitive conditions may need to place a heavier emphasis on external sources in addition to developing internal sources. However, for those organizations existing in environments that change slowly, promotion from within may be more suitable.

Employers may choose to look globally for some external candidates. However, such external recruiting requires interaction with the federal government to obtain temporary (3-year) H-1B work visas for foreign workers. The employer must attest that the visa will not displace U.S. workers. This approach is most often used for workers in very short supply in the United States.2

### Flexible Staffing as Recruiting

Decisions as to who should be recruited hinge on whether to seek traditional full-time employees or use more “flexible” approaches, which might include temporaries, independent contractors, or professional employer organizations (PEOs) and “leased” employees.

A number of employers feel that the cost of keeping a full-time regular workforce has become excessive and is getting worse because of increasing government-mandated costs. But it is not just the money that is at issue. It is also the...
number of governmental regulations that define the employment relationship, making many employers reluctant to hire new employees. Using flexible staffing arrangements allows an employer not only to avoid some of the cost of full-time benefits such as vacation pay and pension plans, but also to recruit in a somewhat different market. Flexible staffing makes use of recruiting sources and workers who are not traditional employees. These arrangements use temporary workers, independent contractors, and employee leasing.

**TEMPORARY WORKERS** Employers who use temporary employees can hire their own temporary staff or use agencies supplying temporary workers. Such firms supply workers on a rate-per-day or per-week basis. Originally developed to provide clerical and office workers to employers, agencies now provide workers in many other areas. Organizations that use temporary workers do not usually provide employee benefits, thus lowering their overall labor costs. But even if they do offer some benefits, employers may see advantages in using temporary workers.

The use of temporary workers may make sense for an organization if its work is subject to seasonal or other fluctuations. Hiring regular employees to meet peak employment needs would require that the employer find some tasks to keep employees busy during less active periods or resort to layoffs.3

Some employers hire temporary workers as a way for individuals to move into full-time, regular employment. After 90 days or some other period as a “temp,” better-performing workers may move to regular positions when they become available.

Temporary opportunities also are opening up for professional and executive-level jobs, such as chefs, accountants, lawyers, systems analysts, nurses, and managers.4 Downsizing has taken layers of management out of many firms, and companies may be hesitant to begin adding them back for projects that are temporary. Also, the same downsizing has made available “temporary executives” with experience that would not have been available in years past. Additionally, some of these individuals may have taken early retirement but want to continue working part-time.

Temporary workers can and often do accept regular staff positions after working as temps in firms. This “try before you buy” approach is potentially beneficial both to employers and employees. However, most temporary service firms bill client companies a placement charge if a temporary worker is hired full-time within a certain time period—usually 90 days.

**INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS** Some firms employ independent contractors to perform specific services on a contract basis. However, those contractors must be independent as determined by a 20-item test used by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service and the U.S. Department of Labor, which is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 13. Independent contractors are used in a number of areas, including building maintenance, security, and advertising/public relations. Estimates are that employers can save up to 40% by using independent contractors because benefits do not have to be provided.

**PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS (PEOS) AND EMPLOYEE LEASING** Employee leasing is a concept that has grown rapidly in recent years. The National Association of Professional Employer Organizations estimates that over 1.6 million individuals are employed by more than 2,200 employee leasing firms.5 The employee leasing process is simple: An employer signs an agreement with an em-
ployee leasing company, after which the existing staff is hired by the leasing firm and leased back to the company. For a fee, a small business owner or operator turns his or her staff over to the leasing company, which then writes the paychecks, pays the taxes, prepares and implements HR policies, and keeps all the required records.

All this service comes at a cost. Leasing companies often charge between 4% and 6% of employees’ monthly salaries. Thus, while leasing may save employers money on benefits and HR administration, it can also increase total payroll costs. In addition, employers may encounter some legal problems. For instance, leased workers are employees of the leasing company, but they may sue the client firm for work-related injuries if there has been negligence by the client because these injuries are not covered by workers’ compensation. One advantage for employees of leasing companies is that they may receive better benefits than they otherwise would get in many small businesses.

Reconsider the Job Requirements

In larger organizations, recruiting often begins when a manager notifies someone in the HR unit that an opening needs to be filled. Submitting a requisition to the HR unit, much like submitting a supply requisition to the purchasing department, is a common way to trigger recruiting efforts. The HR representative and the manager must review the job description and job specifications so that both have clear, up-to-date information on the job duties and specific qualifications desired of an applicant. Sometimes the HR rep and the manager may decide that those qualifications need to be altered. For example, deciding whether a job is for a computer programmer or a systems analyst would significantly affect the content of a recruiting advertisement and the screening of applicants.

The job can sometimes be changed specifically in order to alter the recruiting situation. A decision might be made to improve characteristics of vacant positions by raising salaries, increasing benefits, or redesigning the job for a different level of applicant. For example, in high-tech and accounting work, many workers say they prefer working on “projects” to the full-time processing of ongoing work. Perhaps redesigning current jobs would attract more people to the unique advantages of that work. Alternatively, perhaps the job can be changed to take into account the nature or qualifications of available applicants. Ford Motor Company indicated that its recruiters consider 100 applicants to hire 7 employees. Two-thirds of the applicants fail a test in which they are asked to add fractions. Maybe adding fractions would not be necessary if the job were redesigned, or perhaps it could be taught. Similarly, Harley-Davidson screened 9,000 applicants to hire 200 workers in Kansas City. In some cases a better approach may be hiring people with the aptitude to learn and teaching them what they need to know rather than hiring those who already have the KSAs needed to perform jobs immediately.

Retention

Finally, it may be that jobs can be changed to reduce turnover and increase retention of employees, which means less need for recruiting and fewer empty jobs. Nearly two-thirds of HR executives surveyed said they believed their companies needed to change their retention strategies. As the HR Perspective explains, compensation is commonly used to improve retention, along with better opportunities for promotion and transfer, recognition, training, and benefits.
Decisions on Recruiting Sources/Methods

Before a firm actually proceeds to recruit a pool of applicants, several other decisions should be made. These decisions help determine the exact nature of the recruiting effort (Figure 8–3).

Recruiting and Legal Considerations

Recruiting as a key employment-related activity is subject to various legal considerations. The wide range of equal employment laws and regulations was discussed in preceding chapters, but it is useful to highlight their impact on recruiting activities here.

DISPARATE IMPACT AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION One facet of legal compliance of the recruiting process is to ensure that external disparate impact is not occurring. Remember that disparate impact occurs when there is underrepresentation of protected-class members in relation to the labor markets utilized by the employer.

To determine if disparate impact is occurring, it is necessary for applicant flow information to be maintained in line with the processes discussed in Chapter 6. If disparate impact exists, then the employer may need to make special efforts to persuade protected-class individuals to apply for jobs. For instance, one major Midwestern insurance company sends announcements of job openings to over
40 different agencies and organizations that specifically service various protected-class members. For employers with affirmative action plans (AAPs), special ways to reduce disparate impact will be identified as goals listed in those plans.

Some employers that emphasize internal recruiting should take actions to obtain protected-class applicants externally if disparate impact exists in the current workforce. Even using current employees as referral sources can create legal concerns. When the organization has an underrepresentation of a particular protected class, word-of-mouth referral has been considered a violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. An organization composed primarily of nonprotected-class individuals presumably would refer more of the same for consideration as employees.

**EMPLOYMENT ADVERTISING** Employers covered by equal employment regulations must take care when preparing the wording for employment advertisements. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has issued guidelines stating that no direct or indirect references that have gender or age connotations are permitted. Some examples of likely impermissible terminology include the following: *young and enthusiastic, recent college graduate,* and *journeyman lineman.*

Additionally, employment advertisements should indicate that the employer has a policy of complying with equal employment regulations. Typically, advertisements should contain a general phrase, such as *Equal Opportunity Employer,* or more specific designations, such as *EEO/M-F/AA/ADA.*

**Recruiting Diverse Workers**

The growing difficulty that many employers have had in attracting and retaining workers has led them to tap a wide variety of sources. Specifically difficult has been recruiting protected-class individuals under equal employment laws and regulations. If outside agencies are used, equal employment and affirmative action concerns of the actual employers still must be met. What is interesting, though, is that even if the legal stipulations were not present, employers who recruit workers with diverse backgrounds have found these recruits to be valuable employees. Three specific groups that have been attracted into the workforce effectively by some employers are individuals over 55 years of age, persons with disabilities, and persons who are members of racial/ethnic minorities.
RECRUITING OLDER WORKERS  Demographic data reveals that the percentage of the population over the age of 55 continues to increase each year due to increasing life expectancies. When discussing the recruitment of older workers, the first task is to identify which individuals are included in this group. Senior experienced individuals may include the following:

- Midlife career changers: those who are burned out in their jobs and career fields and leave voluntarily to try new fields
- Displaced workers under age 62: those who have worked but have been displaced, often involuntarily, through job reductions or plant closings
- Retirees: those who took early retirement buyouts or retired at age 62 or later

Here are some concerns expressed by older workers:

- Am I employable if I’m older or lack some education or skills?
- Can I be re-trained, and will employers be patient while I learn new knowledge and skills?
- Are working schedules flexible enough given other life demands?
- How will my Social Security benefits be affected if I earn money working full-time or part-time?

Except for the last question, the reality is that most workers of any age would have similar concerns. Therefore, it is important that older workers not be viewed by their age alone. Rather, they should be viewed as experienced workers who may need some training, much as other workers would. In fact, older individuals often already have good skills and work habits.11

RECRUITING INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES  Another group of individuals providing a potential pool of recruits for jobs are the over 40 million individuals with disabilities covered by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Many of them are in the workforce, but others have not been able to find employment, particularly those with severe or multiple disabilities. Yet some 79% of those people surveyed said they want to work despite their disabilities, and 71% of employees in another survey said they would be comfortable working with a person who is disabled.12

Two keys to successfully recruiting and utilizing people with disabilities are well-designed jobs and working with associations representing these people. Jobs must be such that accommodation can be made for people with disability. Not every disability lends itself to every job, even with accommodation. However, in many cases changes in job duties, work stations, and equipment might result in a job that a person with a disability can do—and very well. Associations of people with various disabilities can sometimes refer people whose disability will fit with a particular job. Such groups can also often make recommendations for accommodation. Individuals with disabilities have generally been found to be reliable and productive employees when properly placed in the right job.13

RECRUITING MEMBERS OF RACIAL/ETHNIC MINORITIES  Employers that do business with federal and state governments must have affirmative action plans (AAPs), as discussed in Chapter 6. Consequently, those employers face pressures to increase the number of women employees and employees in racial/ethnic minorities. These pressures often are stronger for managerial, professional, and technical jobs than for unskilled, clerical, and blue-collar jobs.

Employers that are successful in diversifying their workforce use recruiting sources that target the appropriate types of applicants. For example, a firm that
needs to ensure hiring of minority engineers may use special minority-oriented publications or recruit at colleges with large numbers of minority students. Other means of recruiting have included participating in job fairs sponsored by certain racial/ethnic organizations, establishing a minority internship program, and using current minority employees to recruit others of similar backgrounds.

**Maintaining Recruiting Visibility**

Recruiting efforts may be viewed as either continuous or intensive. *Continuous* efforts to recruit have the advantage of keeping the employer in the recruiting market. For example, with college recruiting, it appears to be advantageous for some organizations to have a recruiter on a given campus each year. Those employers that visit a campus only occasionally are less likely to build a following in that school over time.¹⁴

*Intensive* recruiting may take the form of a vigorous recruiting campaign aimed at hiring a given number of employees, usually within a short period of time. Such efforts may be the result of failure in the HR planning system to identify needs in advance or to recognize drastic changes in workforce needs due to unexpected workloads.

For many people, the only contact they will have with an organization occurs when they apply for a job there. Of course, the probability is that a given individual will not get the job. If 50 people apply for a job and one is hired, 49 were not hired and are potentially unhappy. It is at this point that recruiting can do real damage to the perceptions people have of that organization. In addition to the impressions candidates have of the organization, recruiter friendliness and other variables affect decisions of job seekers.

**Organizational Recruiting Responsibilities**

In small organizations, the recruiting process is simplified. For many positions, an advertisement in the local paper may be enough to tap into the local labor market. In very small organizations, the owner/manager often places the ad, determines the recruiting criteria, and makes the decision. However, for some specialist jobs, a regional or national search may be undertaken. Figure 8–4 shows a typical distribution of recruiting responsibilities between the HR department and managers in larger organizations.

**FIGURE 8-4 Typical Recruiting Responsibilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR Unit</th>
<th>Managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Forecasts recruiting needs</td>
<td>● Anticipate needs for employees to fill vacancies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Prepares copy for recruiting ads and campaigns</td>
<td>● Determine KSAs needed from applicants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Plans and conducts recruiting efforts</td>
<td>● Assist in recruiting effort with information about job requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Audits and evaluates all recruiting activities</td>
<td>● Review recruiting efforts activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Internal Recruiting

Pursuing internal recruiting with the advantages mentioned earlier means focusing on current employees and others with previous contact with an employing organization. Friends of present employees, former employees, and previous applicants may be sources. Promotions, demotions, and transfers also can provide additional people for an organizational unit, if not for the entire organization.

Among the ways in which internal recruiting sources have an advantage over external sources is that they allow management to observe the candidate for promotion (or transfer) over a period of time and to evaluate that person’s potential and specific job performance. Further, an organization that promotes its own employees to fill job openings may give those employees added motivation to do a good job. Employees may see little reason to do more than just what the current job requires if management’s policy is usually to hire externally. This concern is indeed the main reason why an organization generally considers internal sources of qualified applicants first.

Job Posting and Bidding

The major means for recruiting employees for other jobs within the organization is a job posting system. **Job posting and bidding** is a system in which the employer provides notices of job openings and employees respond by applying for specific openings. The organization can notify employees of all job vacancies by posting notices, circulating publications, or in some other way inviting employees to apply for jobs. In a unionized organization, job posting and bidding can be quite formal; the procedure often is spelled out in the labor agreement. Seniority lists may be used by organizations that make promotions based strictly on seniority, so candidates are considered for promotions in the order of seniority.

Answers to many potential questions must be anticipated: What happens if there are no qualified candidates on the payroll to fill new openings? Is it necessary for employees to inform their supervisors that they are bidding for another job? How much notice should an employee be required to give before transferring to a new department? When should job notices not be posted?

A job posting system gives each employee an opportunity to move to a better job within the organization. Without some sort of job posting and bidding, it is difficult to find out what jobs are open elsewhere in the organization. The most common method employers use to notify current employees of openings is to post notices on bulletin boards in locations such as employee lounges, cafeterias, and near elevators. Computer software is now available to handle posting and bidding on PCs and intranets.

Job posting and bidding systems can be ineffective if handled improperly. Jobs generally are posted before any external recruiting is done. The organization must allow a reasonable period of time for present employees to check notices of available jobs before it considers external applicants. When employees’ bids are turned down, they should have discussions with their supervisors or someone in the HR area regarding the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) they need in order to improve their opportunities in the future.
Promotion and Transfer

Many organizations choose to fill vacancies through promotions or transfers from within whenever possible. Although most often successful, promotions from within have some drawbacks as well. The person’s performance on one job may not be a good predictor of performance on another, because different skills may be required on the new job. For example, not every good worker makes a good supervisor. In most supervisory jobs, an ability to accomplish the work through others requires skills in influencing and dealing with people that may not have been a factor in nonsupervisory jobs.

It is clear that people in organizations with fewer levels may have less frequent chances for promotion. Also, in most organizations, promotions may not be an effective way to speed the movement of protected-class individuals up through the organization if that is an organizational concern.

Current Employee Referrals

A reliable source of people to fill vacancies is composed of friends and/or family members of current employees. Employees can acquaint potential applicants with the advantages of a job with the company, furnish letters of introduction, and encourage them to apply. These are external applicants recruited using an internal information source.

Utilizing this source is usually one of the most effective methods of recruiting because many qualified people can be reached at a low cost. In an organization with numerous employees, this approach can develop quite a large pool of potential employees. Some research studies have found that new workers recruited through current employee referral had longer tenure with organizations than those from other recruiting sources.

Some employers pay employees incentives for referring individuals with specialized skills that are difficult to recruit through normal means. One computer firm in the Midwest pays $3,000 to any employee referring a specialized systems analyst after an analyst has worked in the company for six months.

However, as pointed out earlier in the chapter, using only word-of-mouth referrals can violate equal employment regulations if protected-class individuals are underrepresented in the organizational workforce. Therefore, some external recruiting might be necessary to avoid legal problems in this area.

Recruiting Former Employees and Applicants

Former employees and former applicants are also good internal sources for recruitment. In both cases, there is a time-saving advantage, because something is already known about the potential employee.

FORMER EMPLOYEES Former employees are considered an internal source in the sense that they have ties to the company. Some retired employees may be willing to come back to work on a part-time basis or may recommend someone who would be interested in working for the company. Sometimes people who have left the company to raise a family or complete a college education are willing to come back to work after accomplishing those personal goals. Individuals who left for other jobs might be willing to return for a higher rate of pay. Job sharing and
flextime programs may be useful in luring back retirees or others who previously worked for the organization. The main advantage in hiring former employees is that their performance is known.19 Some managers are not willing to take back a former employee. However, these managers may change their attitudes toward high-performing former employees as the employment market becomes more competitive. In any case, the decision should depend on the reasons the employee left in the first place. If there were problems with the supervisor or company, it is unlikely that matters have improved in the employee's absence. Concerns that employers have in rehiring former employees include vindictiveness or fear of morale problems among those who stayed.

FORMER APPLICANTS AND PREVIOUS “WALK-INS” Another potential source of applicants can be found in the organizational files. Although not entirely an internal source, those who have previously applied for jobs can be recontacted by mail, a quick and inexpensive way to fill an unexpected opening.

Applicants who have just “walked in” and applied may be considered also. These previous walk-ins are likely to be more suitable for filling unskilled and semiskilled jobs, but some professional openings can be filled by turning to such applications. One firm that needed two cost accountants immediately contacted qualified previous applicants and was able to hire two individuals who were disenchanted with their current jobs at other companies.

Internal Recruiting Database

Computerized internal talent banks, or applicant tracking systems, are used to furnish a listing of the KSAs available for organizations. Employers that must deal with a large number of applicants and job openings have found it beneficial to use such software as part of a human resource information system (HRIS).

Software of this type allows employers to enter resumes and then sort the resumes by occupational fields, skills, areas of interests, and previous work histories. For instance, if a firm has an opening for someone with an MBA and marketing experience, the key words MBA and marketing can be entered in a search field, and the program displays a list of all resumes containing these two items.

The advantage of these computerized databases is that they allow recruiters to identify potential candidates more quickly than they could by manually sorting numerous stacks and files of resumes. Employers who have used internal computer databases have found that they reduce recruiting costs associated with advertising expenditures, search-firm fees, and internal processing and record retention expenses.

External Recruiting

If internal sources do not produce sufficient acceptable candidates for jobs, many external sources are available. These sources include schools, colleges and universities, employment agencies, labor unions, media sources, and trade and competitive sources.

School Recruiting

High schools or vocational/technical schools may be a good source of new employees for many organizations. A successful recruiting program with these insti-
tutions is the result of careful analysis and continuous contact with the individual schools. Major considerations for such a recruiting program include the following:

- School counselors and other faculty members concerned with job opportunities and business careers for their students should be contacted regularly.
- Good relations should be maintained with faculty and officials at all times, even when there is little or no need for new employees.
- Recruiting programs can serve these schools in ways other than the placement of students. For instance, the organization might supply educational films, provide speakers, or arrange for demonstrations and exhibits.

Many schools have a centralized guidance or placement office. Contact can be established and maintained with the supervisors of these offices. Promotional brochures that acquaint students with starting jobs and career opportunities can be distributed to counselors, librarians, or others. Participating in career days and giving tours of the company to school groups are other ways of maintaining good contact with school sources. Cooperative programs in which students work part-time and receive some school credits also may be useful in generating qualified applicants for full-time positions.

Until recently students who were not going on to college received little guidance or training on finding jobs after high school. Yet some 75% of the workforce does not receive a bachelor’s degree. “Partnerships” with schools, overseen by the federal work-to-school office, have grown to over 1,000 in 45 different states. Companies are entering the classroom not only to recruit, but to tutor students in skills such as reading and math needed for work. Internships during the summer and work/school programs also are being widely used.

Some schools will work with employers in designing programs to fit their needs. This cooperation is occurring at high schools, community colleges and universities. For example, at Vincennes Junior College in Indiana, one firm, Advanced Micro-Electronics (AME), worked with the faculty to create a computer repair program; today, more than a third of AME’s employees have been hired from Vincennes Junior College.

**College Recruiting**

At the college or university level, the recruitment of graduating students is a large-scale operation for many organizations. Most colleges and universities maintain placement offices in which employers and applicants can meet. However, college recruiting presents some interesting and unique problems.

The major determinants affecting an employer’s selection of colleges at which to conduct interviews are:

- Current position requirements
- Experiences with placement offices and previous graduates
- Organizational budget constraints
- Cost of available talent (typical salaries)
- Market competition
- College reputation

College recruiting can be expensive; therefore, an organization should determine if the positions it is trying to fill really require persons with college degrees. A great many positions do not; yet many employers insist on filling them with
college graduates. The result may be employees who must be paid more and who are likely to leave if the jobs are not sufficiently challenging.

To reduce some of the costs associated with college recruiting, some employers and college or university placement services are developing programs using video interviews. With these systems, students can be interviewed by interviewers hundreds of miles away. There are advantages for both the companies and students. The firms save travel costs and still get the value of seeing and hearing students. For students, the system provides a means of discussing their credentials and job openings without having to miss classes.

There is a great deal of competition for the top students in many college and university programs. However, there is much less competition for those students with less impressive records. Attributes that recruiters seem to value most highly in college graduates—poise, oral and written communication skills, personality, and appearance—all typically are mentioned ahead of grade point average (GPA). However, for many employers, a high GPA is a major criterion when considering candidates for jobs during on-campus interviews. Top graduates in difficult-to-fill specialties are even receiving signing bonuses from employers in some tight labor markets.

Characteristics of recruiters sent to campuses also affect students’ attraction to jobs. Further, successful site visits affect the rate of job acceptance. The HR Perspective shows the results of a recent study on recruiting related to campus interviews.

Generally, successful recruiters are those who are enthusiastic and informed, show an interest in the applicant, use interview time well, and avoid overly personal or deliberately stressful questions. Even the gender of recruiters may influence the results.
Labor Unions

Labor unions are a source of certain types of workers. In some industries, such as construction, unions have traditionally supplied workers to employers. A labor pool is generally available through a union, and workers can be dispatched to particular jobs to meet the needs of the employers.

In some instances, the union can control or influence recruiting and staffing needs. An organization with a strong union may have less flexibility than a nonunion company in deciding who will be hired and where that person will be placed. Unions also can work to an employer’s advantage through cooperative staffing programs, as they do in the building and printing industries.

Media Sources

Media sources such as newspapers, magazines, television, radio, and billboards are widely used. Almost all newspapers carry “Help Wanted” sections, and so do many magazines. For example, *The Wall Street Journal* is a major source used to recruit managerial and professional employees nationally or regionally. Whatever medium is used, it should be tied to the relevant labor market and provide sufficient information on the company and the job.

Newspapers are convenient because there is a short lead time for placing an ad, usually two or three days at most. For positions that must be filled quickly, newspapers may be a good source. However, there can be a great deal of “wasted circulation” with newspaper advertising because most newspapers do not aim to reach any specialized employee markets. Some applicants are only marginally suitable, primarily because employers who compose the ads do not describe the jobs and the necessary qualifications very well. Many employers have found that it is not cost efficient to schedule newspaper ads on days other than Sunday, the only day many job seekers read them.

In addition to newspapers, other media sources include general magazines, television and radio, and billboards. These sources are usually not suitable for frequent use but may be used for one-time campaigns aimed at quickly finding specially skilled workers.

**CONSIDERATIONS IN USING MEDIA SOURCES** When using recruitment advertisements in the media, employers should ask five key questions:

- What do we want to accomplish?
- Who are the people we want to reach?
- What should the advertising message convey?
- How should the message be presented?
- In which medium should it run?

Figure 8–5 on the next page shows information a good recruiting advertisement should include. Notice that desired qualifications, details on the job and application process, and an overview of the organization are all important.

**EVALUATING ADS** Economists argue that the value of advertising is to provide good information to make good choices. But to see whether the ads are providing necessary information, HR recruiters should measure the responses they generate.
To track responses to an ad, an employer first must code the ads used. The easiest way to do this tracking is to use different contact names and addresses (for example, specify a department number). Then the employer can note the source of the advertisement each time an applicant response is received. For coordination purposes, it is best to have one person responsible for opening and coding applicant responses. If one or two people are responsible for screening phone calls, they should ask applicants where they saw the ad. If several people are regularly taking call-in messages, the organization might consider having a special memo pad just for such inquiries, with a “source” section indicated on the form.

Although the total number of responses should be tracked, judging the success of an ad only by this number is a mistake. For example, it is better to have 10 responses with two qualified applicants than 30 responses with only one qualified applicant.

**Trade and Competitive Sources**

Other sources for recruiting are professional and trade associations, trade publications, and competitors. Many professional societies and trade associations publish newsletters or magazines containing job ads. Such publications may be a good source of specialized professionals needed in an industry. Ads in other specialized publications and listings at professional meetings also can be good sources of publicity about professional openings. For example, a newspaper—*The St. Louis Post-Dispatch*—recruits in *Editor and Publisher* for managerial jobs and in *Adver-
Advertising Age for advertising and marketing jobs. It also uses job banks or computerized applicant listings from the National Association of Business Journalism and the American Association of Industrial Management.26

An employer may meet possible applicants who are currently employed by a competitor at professional associations and industry meetings. Some employers directly contact individuals working for competitors. Employees recruited from these sources spend less time in training because they already know the industry. The HR Perspective shows how one firm recruits industry sources successfully.

**Employment Agencies**

Every state in the United States has its own state-sponsored employment agency. These agencies operate branch offices in many cities throughout the state and do not charge fees to applicants or employers.

Private employment agencies also are found in most cities. For a fee collected from either the employee or the employer, usually the employer, these agencies do some preliminary screening for an organization and put the organization in touch with applicants. Private employment agencies differ considerably in the level of service, costs, policies, and types of applicants they provide. Employers can reduce the range of possible problems from these sources by giving a precise definition of the position to be filled.
Executive Search Firms

Some employment agencies focus their efforts on executive, managerial, and professional positions. These executive search firms are split into two groups: (1) contingency firms that charge a fee only after a candidate has been hired by a client company and (2) retainer firms that charge a client a set fee whether or not the contracted search is successful. Most of the larger firms work on a retainer basis.

The fees charged by executive search firms may be 33% or more of the employee’s first-year salary. Most employers pay the fees, but there are some circumstances in which employees pay the fees. For placing someone in a high-level executive job, a search firm may receive $300,000 or more, counting travel expenses, the fee, and other compensation. The size of the fees and the aggressiveness with which some firms pursue candidates for openings have led to such firms being called headhunters.

Search firms are ethically bound not to approach employees of client companies in their search efforts for another client. As search firms are retained by more corporations, an increasing number of potential candidates become off limits. At some point, the large search firms feel they may lose their effectiveness, because they will have to shun the best candidates for some jobs due to conflict-of-interest concerns.

Internet Recruiting

Organizations first started using computers as a recruiting tool by advertising jobs on a “bulletin board service” from which prospective applicants would contact the company. Then some companies began to take e-mail applications. Now some employers are not only posting jobs and accepting resumes and cover letters on-line but also are conducting employment interviews on-line. Advantages for such Internet recruiting by employers include:

- Reaching more applicants
- Having lower costs and faster response time frames
- Tapping an applicant pool conversant with the Net

Employers often begin the Internet search process by establishing an organization website and listing jobs on it. Alternatively, companies with a web page that specializes in posting job listings (an Internet job service)—much like the electronic bulletin board of days gone by—can be used by job seekers. Finally, online employment agencies can be used to post jobs and find applicants on the Net. Based on the results of one survey, Figure 8—6 shows the percentage of applicants who indicated they planned to use various recruiting resources.

One advantage of Internet recruiting is that it may improve the chances of contacting “passive job seekers”—those people who are not actively seeking work. Listing at popular job-search Internet sites is a good way to attract such browsing high-tech workers. Indeed, recent surveys show that about 37% of companies now use the Net for recruiting, and the rate is increasing rapidly.

Recruiting Evaluation

Evaluating the success of recruiting efforts is important. That is the primary way to find out whether the efforts are cost effective in terms of time and money spent.
General areas for evaluating recruiting include the following:

- **Quantity of applicants:** Because the goal of a good recruiting program is to generate a large pool of applicants from which to choose, quantity is a natural place to begin evaluation. Is it sufficient to fill job vacancies?

- **EEO goals met:** The recruiting program is the key activity used to meet goals for hiring protected-class individuals. This is especially relevant when a company is engaged in affirmative action to meet such goals. Is recruiting providing qualified applicants with an appropriate mix of protected-class individuals?

- **Quality of applicants:** In addition to quantity, there is the issue of whether the qualifications of the applicant pool are sufficient to fill the job openings. Do the applicants meet job specifications, and can they perform the jobs?

- **Cost per applicant hired:** Cost varies depending on the position being filled, but knowing how much it costs to fill an empty position puts turnover and salary in perspective. The greatest single expense in recruiting is the cost of having a recruiting staff. Is the cost for recruiting employees from any single source excessive?

- **Time required to fill openings:** The length of time it takes to fill openings is another means of evaluating recruiting efforts. Are openings filled quickly with qualified candidates, so the work and productivity of the organization are not delayed by vacancies?

**Evaluating Recruiting Quantity and Quality**

With the broad areas just outlined as a general focus, organizations can see how their recruiting efforts compare with past patterns and with the performance of other organizations. Brief discussions of some measures follow.

**SELECTION RATES** The selection rate is the percentage hired from a given group of applicants. It equals the number hired divided by the number of applicants; for example, a rate of 30% would indicate that 3 out of 10 applicants were hired. The
percentage typically goes down as unemployment rates in the job market decrease, because fewer qualified candidates typically are available. The selection rate is also affected by the validity of the selection process. A relatively unsophisticated selection program might pick 8 out of 10 applicants for the job. Four of those might turn out to be good employees. A more valid selection process might pick 5 out of 10 applicants and have only one mediocre employee in this group.

**BASE RATE** In the preceding example, the base rate of good employees in the population is 4 out of 10. That is, if 10 people were hired at random, one would expect 4 of them to be good employees. Thus, a successful recruiting program should be aimed at attracting the 4 in 10 who are capable of doing well on this particular job. Realistically, no recruiting program will attract only the 4 in 10 who will succeed. However, efforts to make the recruiting program attract the largest proportion of those in the base rate group can make recruiting efforts more effective.

Certain long-term measures of recruiting effectiveness are quite useful in indicating whether sufficient numbers of the base rate group are being attracted. Information on job performance, absenteeism, cost of training, and turnover by recruiting source helps to adjust future recruiting. For example, some companies find that recruiting at certain colleges or universities furnishes stable, high performers, whereas other schools provide employees who are more prone to turnover.

**YIELD RATIOS** Yield ratios can be calculated for each step of the recruiting/selection process. A yield ratio is a comparison of the number of applicants at one stage of the recruiting process to the number at the next stage. The result is a tool for approximating the necessary size of the initial applicant pool. Figure 8–7 shows that to end up with 25 hires for the job in question, the company must begin with 300 applicants in the pool, as long as yield ratios remain the same at each step.

A different approach to evaluating recruiting using ratios suggests that over time, organizations can develop ranges for crucial ratios. When a given indicator ratio falls outside that range, there may be problems in the recruiting process. For example, in college recruiting the following ratios might be useful:

\[
\text{College seniors given second interview} \div \text{Total number of seniors interviewed} = \text{Range of 30–50%}
\]

\[
\text{Number who accept offer} \div \text{Number invited to the company for visit} = \text{Range of 50–70%}
\]

\[
\text{Number who were hired} \div \text{Number offered a job} = \text{Range of 70–80%}
\]

\[
\text{Number finally hired} \div \text{Total number interviewed on campus} = \text{Range of 10–20%}
\]

If an organization needs a Vice President of Marketing immediately, having to wait four months to find the right person presents a problem. Generally speaking, it is useful to calculate the average amount of time it takes from contact to hire for each source of applicants, because some sources may be faster than others for a particular employer.
Evaluating Recruiting Costs and Benefits

Because recruiting is an important activity, the inability to generate enough qualified applicants can be a serious problem. When recruiting fails to bring in enough applicants, a common response is to raise starting salaries. This action initially may help recruiting, but often at the expense of other employees already in the organization. It also may create resentment on the part of employees who started at much lower salaries than the new hires.

In a cost/benefit analysis to evaluate recruiting efforts, costs may include both direct costs (advertising, recruiters’ salaries, travel, agency fees, telephone) and the indirect costs (involvement of operating managers, public relations, image). Benefits to consider include the following:

- Length of time from contact to hire
- Total size of applicant pool
- Proportion of acceptances to offers
- Percentage of qualified applicants in the pool

Cost/benefit information on each recruiting source can be calculated. Comparing the length of time applicants from each source stay in the organization with the cost of hiring from that source offers a useful perspective. Further, yield ratios from each source can help determine which sources generate the most employees.

In summary, the effectiveness of various recruiting sources will vary depending on the nature of the job being filled and the time available to fill it. But unless calculated, the effectiveness may not be entirely obvious.
Summary

- Recruiting is the process of generating a pool of qualified applicants for organizational jobs through a series of activities.
- Recruiting must be viewed strategically, and discussions should be held about the relevant labor markets in which to recruit.
- The applicant population is affected by recruiting method, recruiting message, applicant qualifications required, and administrative procedures.
- A growing number of employers are turning to flexible staffing, which makes use of recruiting sources and workers who are not employees. Using temporary employees and employee leasing are two common approaches to flexible staffing.
- Two general groups of recruiting sources exist: internal sources and external sources. An organization must decide whether it will look primarily within the organization or outside for new employees, or use some combination of these sources.
- The decision to use internal or external sources should be based on the advantages and disadvantages associated with each.
- The recruiting process begins with human resource planning and concludes with evaluation of recruiting efforts. Both HR staff and operating managers have responsibilities in the process.
- Recruiting is subject to some legal constraints, including avoidance of disparate impact, compliance with EEO requirements and affirmative action plans (AAPs), and use of nondiscriminatory advertising.
- Efforts should be made to recruit a diverse workforce, including older workers, individuals with disabilities, and individuals who are racial/ethnic minorities.
- Current employees, former employees, and previous applicants are the most common internal sources available.
- External recruiting sources include schools, colleges and universities, labor unions, media sources, trade and competitive sources, employment agencies, and the Internet.
- Recruiting efforts should be evaluated to assess how effectively they are being performed.
- Recruiting evaluation typically includes examining applicant quality and quantity, the time necessary to fill openings, and the costs and benefits of various recruiting sources.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. Discuss what strategic recruiting considerations should be addressed by HR executives at a mid-sized bank with locations in several cities. Give examples, and be specific.
2. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of recruiting internally versus externally.
3. What advantages and disadvantages of flexible staffing have you seen in organizations in which you have worked?
4. Design and describe a recruiting process for filling openings for a sales representative's job for a pharmaceutical manufacturer.
5. What internal sources for recruiting have you seen work effectively? What internal sources have you seen work ineffectively? Why?
6. Discuss some ways firms can make college recruiting more effective.
7. What should be considered in evaluating the recruiting efforts of a regional discount retailer with 80–100 stores in a geographic area?

Terms to Know

- applicant pool 251
- applicant population 251
- flexible staffing 254
- independent contractors 254
- job posting and bidding 260
- labor force population 251
- labor markets 250
- recruiting 250
- yield ratio 270
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Using the Internet

Compensation and Recruiting

The president of your organization has asked your HR department to investigate the factors that affect the wages for different supervisory/managerial positions in Human Resources. The information will be used for a new recruiting program being set up on-line to ensure that the compensation program is competitive in the market. Use the website http://www.abbott-langer.com/prsumm.html and the free summary data provided to obtain the information that you will present to the president. Address the following issues for the HR supervisory/management jobs:

- Variables affecting compensation
- Regions where these jobs are most highly and least compensated
- Types of employers and compensation levels
- Size of organization and compensation
- Education levels and compensation
- Experience and compensation
- Level of supervisory responsibilities

CASE

Spring Break Recruiting

One of the more unusual locations for recruiting is the job fair for college students held on Daytona Beach, Florida, during the last three weeks of March. Begun in the mid 1990s by city promoters trying to enhance the out-of-control image of spring break week, the job fair has become popular with both recruiters and students. Various organizations have been represented, ranging from Walt Disney World Corp. looking for entry-level host jobs to Ernest & Julio Gallo Winery seeking management training prospects. GTE Data Services looked for students to fill internships and training programs, as well as jobs in programming, sales, marketing, and telecommunications. Even the U.S. Secret Service has used the opportunity to interview a large number of college students at one time.

Recruiters can find nearly 200,000 students from a myriad of colleges, with diverse backgrounds, and all in one location at this job fair. With such a large pool of potential applicants, the recruiters work hard to entice students to think about potential jobs and careers rather than vacations.

At the Daytona Beach job fair, recruiting and interviewing practices are different from those at more formal locations. There is definitely a casual atmosphere. Little recruiting occurs in the morning, but afternoons are busier. Application blanks take only five minutes to fill out, so students don’t miss much sun time. To encourage students to consider employment, some firms have recruiters give out free sunglasses or passes to nightclubs, offer free breakfast buffets, or sponsor beauty contests. Informal dress by applicants is the norm, so recruiters have to become accustomed to evaluating people on qualities other than grooming and appearance.

Student responses to the idea of job searching while on spring break vary. Some students reject it altogether, but a number of them accept free offers and talk with recruiters. Some students even bring their resumes with them. Over 600 students interviewed with 28 employers during a recent spring break period. Such an approach indicates how a growing number of employers are using innovative means to recruit employees, especially in technical and professional areas.

Questions

1. From the prospective of a college student, argue the position that this approach is not a good idea for employers to pursue.
2. What difficulties for the employer do you see with this method of recruiting? Evaluate this method by the quality and quantity measures suggested in the chapter.
Notes


22. Adapted from Cynthia Kay Stevens, “Effects of Preinterview Beliefs on Applicants Reactions to Campus Interviews,” Academy of Management Journal 40 (1997), 947.


30. Based on “Job-Hunting College Students May Want to Try the Beach,” Omaha World-Herald, March 17, 1996, 12A.
CHAPTER 9

Selecting and Placing Human Resources

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Define selection and explain the use of selection criteria and predictors.
- Diagram the sequence of a typical selection process.
- Discuss the reception and application phases of the selection process.
- Identify two general and three controversial types of tests.
- Discuss three types of interviews and several key considerations in the selection interview.
- Construct a guide for conducting a selection interview.
- Explain how legal concerns affect background investigations of applicants.
- Discuss why medical examinations, including drug testing, may be useful in the selection process.
The Search for Useful Selection Tests

One industrial psychologist notes that “it used to be, you would hire someone, and if they didn’t work out, fine. That’s not the case anymore. This is a competitive work environment and there is much less room for mistakes in hiring. When you make a hire, you need to be right.” Testing is being used to increase the chances of being right. If a test that was 100% accurate at identifying good-performing employees and eliminating poor performers could be given to applicants for a job, what would it be worth? Apparently quite a bit, as reflected by the growing frustration employers feel at hiring poor-performing employees. Preemployment testing has boomed to be an industry with revenues over $2 billion yearly. Tests are being used for everything from hiring tow truck drivers to fire chiefs, and they are widely viewed as useful selection tools.

One example of when testing is used is illustrative. When Lori Miller had to hire 40 child-care workers for the new child-care center at Boeing, she had only 4 weeks to do it. Because she did not have time to see all 200 applicants in action with small children, Miller ultimately did as many employers are doing: she used a test to help her pick the “best” 40. The test Miller used was designed for selecting child-care workers, and she used the test score and a follow-up personal interview with those applicants to make her decisions.

Testing appeals to employers because it has the potential to reduce the number of employees who steal, use drugs, lie, and fail to perform up to standards.

The popularity of using tests for selecting employees has grown. There are all kinds of tests: honesty tests, loyalty tests, personality tests, skill tests, leadership tests, genetic tests, drug tests, accident-prone tests, and others. Trends in the use of tests also suggest that more companies are asking more different kinds of potential employees to take tests. More than half of the organizations surveyed in one study require skills tests for hourly workers, 23% ask management candidates to take a skills test, and about 20% ask both management and hourly applicants to take a personality test.

Of course, the perfect test does not exist. There is always room for error; in fact, “accuracy” is really about what is an acceptable level of error, not complete accuracy. Tests are only one part of the information-gathering process necessary for effective selection of employees, but they are not the only part of the selection process. For this reason, it is highly recommended that tests be only one element in the decision to hire or not hire.

But while many managers are embracing testing as a tool for putting the right person in the right job, civil libertarians are worrying that probing a job seeker’s personality or genetic makeup has the potential for violating individual privacy rights. If an applicant refuses to take a test, it is usually grounds not to hire, and that worries the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). Genetic tests that are used to guard against excessive future medical expenses are especially troublesome. As a spokesperson for the ACLU notes, “We all have mutant genes. We will be creating a class of unemployable people if genetic testing becomes the norm.”

Testing appeals to employers because it has the potential to reduce the number of employees who steal, use drugs, lie, and fail to perform up to standards.
Selection is the process of choosing individuals who have relevant qualifications to fill jobs in an organization. Without qualified employees, an organization is in a poorer position to succeed. A vivid case in point is athletic organizations like the Dallas Cowboys, Atlanta Braves, and Los Angeles Lakers, who fail or succeed on their ability to select the coaches, players, and other employees to win games.

Selection is much more than just choosing the best available person. Selecting the appropriate set of knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs)—which come packaged in a human being—is an attempt to get a “fit” between what the applicant can and wants to do, and what the organization needs. The task is made more difficult because it is not always possible to tell exactly what the applicant really can and wants to do. *Fit* between the applicant and the organization affects both the employer’s willingness to make a job offer and an applicant’s willingness to accept a job. Fitting a person to the right job is called *placement*.

More than anything else, placement of human resources should be seen as a *matching process*. Gaps between an individual’s skills and the job requirements are common factors that lead to rejection of an applicant. How well an employee is matched to a job affects the amount and quality of the employee’s work. This matching also directly affects training and operating costs. Workers who are unable to produce the expected amount and quality of work can cost an organization a great deal of money and time. Estimates are that hiring an inappropriate employee costs an employer three to five times that employee’s salary before it is resolved. Yet hiring mistakes are relatively common.

Good selection and placement decisions are an important part of successful HR management. Some would argue that these decisions are the most important part. Productivity improvement for an employer may come from changes in incentive pay plans, improved training, or better job design; but unless the employer has the necessary people with the appropriate KSAs in place, those changes may not have much impact. The very best training will not enable someone with little aptitude for a certain job to do that job well and enjoy it.

To put selection decisions in perspective, consider that organizations on average reject a high percentage of applicants. In some situations about five out of six applicants for jobs are rejected. Figure 9–1 depicts the reasons why employers most often reject applicants. Perhaps the best perspective on selection and placement comes from two traditional HR truisms that clearly identify the importance of effective employment selection.

- “*Good training will not make up for bad selection.*” The implication here is that when the right people with the appropriate KSAs are not selected for jobs, it is very difficult for the employer to recover later by somehow trying to train those individuals without the proper aptitude, interests, or other KSA deficiencies.
- “*If you don’t hire the right one, your competitor will.*” There is an opportunity cost in failure to select the right employee, and that cost is that the “right one” went somewhere else.
The Nature of Selection

Already having the needed knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) may be very important for a new employee to do a job well. For example, specific KSAs may be used to hire people for a given job: math skills, ability to weld, or a knowledge of spreadsheets. Job analysis can provide the basis for identifying appropriate KSAs if it is done properly. People already in jobs can help identify the most important KSAs for success as part of job analysis. These KSAs can be used to place an applicant in a suitable job based on how well their KSAs match.

However, specific KSAs may not be necessary immediately in some jobs; they can be taught on the job. In fact, for certain jobs it may be good selection strategy to deemphasize the precise matching of applicants’ specific KSAs to a job and focus on more general predictors of success. For example, if an employer hires at the entry level and promotes from within for most jobs, specific KSAs might be less important than general ability to learn and conscientiousness. Ability to learn allows a person to grasp new information and make good decisions based on that job knowledge. Conscientiousness might include thoroughness, responsibility, and an organized approach to the job. Figure 9-2 shows some situations when focusing on specific KSAs is a better approach for selection decisions, and when relying on general intelligence and conscientiousness may be better. Whether an employer uses specific KSAs or the more general approach, effective selection of employees involves using criteria and predictors of job performance.
Criteria, Predictors, and Job Performance

At the heart of an effective selection system is knowledge of what constitutes appropriate job performance and what characteristics in employees are associated with that performance. Once the definition of employee success (performance) is known, the employee specifications required to achieve that success can be determined. A selection criterion is a characteristic that a person must have to do the job successfully. A certain preexisting ability is often a selection criterion. One example is the criterion appropriate employee permanence, which considers that a person must stay in a job long enough for the employer at least to break even on the training and hiring expenses incurred to hire the employee. Figure 9–3 shows that ability, motivation, intelligence, conscientiousness, appropriate risk, and permanence might be good selection criteria for many jobs.

To predict whether a selection criterion (such as “motivation” or “ability”) is present, employers try to identify predictors as measurable indicators of selection criteria. For example, in Figure 9–3 good predictors of the criterion “appropriate permanence” might be individual interests, salary requirements, and tenure on previous jobs.

The information gathered about an applicant should be focused on finding predictors of the likelihood that the applicant will be able to perform the job well. Predictors can take many forms, but they should be job related, valid, and reliable. A test score can be a predictor of success on the job only if it is valid. Previous experience can be a predictor of success if it is related to the necessary performance on the current job. Any selection tool used (for example, application form, test, interview, education requirements, or years of experience...
required) should be used only if it is a valid predictor of job performance. Using invalid predictors can result in selecting the “wrong” candidate and rejecting the “right” one.

VALIDITY Validity is the correlation between a predictor and job performance. As mentioned in Chapter 5, validity occurs to the extent that a predictor actually predicts what it is supposed to predict. Validity depends on the situation in which the selection device is being used. For example, a test designed to predict aptitude for child-care jobs might not be valid in predicting sales potential in a candidate for a sales representative.

RELIABILITY Reliability of a predictor is the extent to which it repeatedly produces the same results, over time. For example, if the same person took a test in December and scored 100, but upon taking it in March scored significantly higher, the test would not be highly reliable. Thus, reliability has to do with consistency, and predictors that are useful in selection should be consistent.

Combining Predictors

If an employer chooses to use only one predictor (for example, a test) to select who will be hired, the decision is straightforward. If the test is valid and encompasses a major dimension of a job, and the applicant does well on the test, he or she can be hired. This is the single predictor approach. Selection accuracy depends on how valid that single predictor is at predicting performance.

However, if more than one predictor is being used, they must be combined in some way. Two different approaches for combining predictors are:

- **Multiple hurdles:** A minimum cutoff is set on each predictor, and each minimum level must be “passed.” For example, in order to be hired a candidate for a sales representative job must achieve a minimum education level, a certain score on a sales aptitude test, and a minimum score on a structured interview.
- **Combined approach**: In this approach predictors are combined into an overall score, thus allowing a higher score on one predictor to offset a lower score on another. The combined index takes into consideration performance on all predictors.

Figure 9–4 shows how adding more predictors can affect the applicant pool. When several predictors are used, only in the common area shared by the circles will “qualified” candidates be found. But given that no predictor is 100% accurate, each eliminates good candidates. Having too many predictors—especially those with lower accuracy rates—may actually harm the quality of selection decisions. It is important to ensure that only predictors that genuinely distinguish between successful and unsuccessful employees are used.

### Administering the Selection Process

Selecting employees is an important HR activity, but there are certain administrative issues that relate to doing it well: selection and the law, assigning responsibility for selection, and selection and employer image.

### Legal Concerns with Selection

Generally, employers use a variety of preemployment steps and predictors to ensure that applicants will fit available jobs. However, employers may not discrimi...
inate or otherwise refuse to hire applicants for any reasons that are against the law. Selection is subject to all the equal employment opportunity (EEO) concerns covered in previous chapters. The interview itself is becoming a minefield. One major problem is that there is no standard list of taboo questions, but only general areas about which one cannot ask. Small business owners and managers often are the worst offenders. One of their most common errors is to ask a woman about child-care arrangements, which assumes women are always the ones responsible for child rearing.

It is increasingly important for employers to define carefully exactly who is an applicant, given the legal issues involved. If there is no written policy defining conditions that make a person an applicant, any persons who call or send unsolicited resumes might later claim they were not hired because of illegal discrimination. A policy defining applicant might include the aspects shown in Figure 9–5.

It is wise for an organization to retain all applications for three years. Applicant flow data should be calculated if the organization has at least 50 employees.

Selection Responsibilities

Organizations vary in how they allocate selection responsibilities between HR specialists and managers. Until the impact of EEO regulations became widespread, selection often was carried out in a rather unplanned manner in many organizations. The need to meet EEO requirements has forced them to plan better in this regard. Still, in some organizations, each department screens and hires its own employees. Many managers insist on selecting their own people because they are sure no one else can choose employees for them as well as they can themselves. This practice is particularly prevalent in smaller firms. But the validity and fairness of such an approach may be questionable.

Other organizations have the HR unit do the initial screening of the candidates, while the appropriate managers or supervisors make the final selection. As a rule, the higher the position within the organization, the greater the likelihood that the ultimate hiring decisions will be made by operating managers rather than HR specialists. Typical selection responsibilities are shown in Figure 9–6 on the next page. These responsibilities are affected by the establishment or existence of a central employment office.

CENTRALIZED EMPLOYMENT OFFICE Selection duties may be centralized into a specialized organizational unit that is part of an HR department. In smaller organizations, especially in those with fewer than 100 employees, a full-time employment specialist or unit may be impractical.

The employment function in any organization may be concerned with some or all of the following operations: (1) receiving applications, (2) interviewing
applicants, (3) administering tests to applicants, (4) conducting background investigations, (5) arranging for physical examinations, (6) placing and assigning new employees, (7) coordinating follow-up of these employees, (8) termination interviewing, and (9) maintaining adequate records and reports.

There are several reasons for centralizing employment within one unit:

- It is easier for the applicant to have only one place in which to apply for a job.
- Contact with outside applicant sources is easier because issues can be cleared through one central location.
- Managers can concentrate on their operating responsibilities rather than on interviewing.

With centralization also comes the expectation that better selection may result because it is handled by a staffing specialist. An advantage for applicants is that they may be considered for a greater variety of jobs. Also, selection costs may be cut by avoiding duplication of effort. Additionally, it is important that people well trained in government regulations handle a major part of the process to prevent future lawsuits and costs associated with them.

**USING TEAMS FOR SELECTION** The widespread use of teams presents an interesting selection variation. To be successful, teams have to be allowed to control their destiny as much as possible, which means they should be involved in selecting their teammates. When teams hire new members, they have a vested interest in making sure those persons are successful.

However, a good deal of training is required to make sure that teams understand the selection process, testing, interviewing, and legal constraints. Further, a selection procedure in which the team votes for the top choice is inappropriate; the decision should be made by consensus, which may take longer.

**The Selection Process**

Most organizations take certain common steps to process applicants for jobs. Variations on this basic process depend on organizational size, nature of jobs to be filled, number of people to be selected, and pressure of outside forces such as
EEO considerations. This process can take place in a day or over a much longer period of time. If the applicant is processed in one day, the employer usually checks references after selection. Often, one or more phases of the process are omitted or the order changed, depending on the employer.

The selection process shown in Figure 9–7 is typical of a large organization. Assume a woman applicant comes to the organization, is directed to the employment office, and is received by a receptionist. Some firms conduct a job preview/interest screen to determine if an applicant is qualified for open jobs before giving out an application form. Next, the receptionist usually gives the individual an application form to complete. The completed application form serves as the basis for an interview or a test. After the interview or test, the applicant may be told that she does not fit any position the company has available. However, if she does appear to have appropriate qualifications, her background and previous employment history may be checked and/or an additional, more in-depth interview may be conducted. If responses are favorable, the applicant may receive a conditional offer of a job, provided she passes a medical and/or drug test.

**FIGURE 9–7 Selection Process Flowchart**

![Selection Process Flowchart](image)
Reception and Job Preview/Interest Screening

In addition to matching qualified people to jobs, the selection process has an important public-relations dimension. Discriminatory hiring practices, impolite interviewers, unnecessarily long waits, inappropriate testing procedures, and lack of follow-up letters can produce unfavorable impressions of an employer. Providing courteous, professional treatment to all candidates during the selection process is important because for most applicants a job contact of any kind is an extremely personal and significant event. A job applicant’s perception of the organization, and even about the products or services it offers, will be influenced by the reception stage of the selection process. Whoever meets the applicant initially should be tactful and able to offer assistance in a courteous, friendly manner. If no jobs are available, applicants can be informed at this point. Any employment possibilities must be presented honestly and clearly.

In some cases, it is appropriate to have a brief interview, called an initial screening or a job preview/interest screen, to see if the applicant is likely to match any jobs available in the organization before allowing the applicant to fill out an application form. For instance, in most large organizations, this initial screening is done by someone in the employment office or in the HR department. In most situations, the applicant should complete an application form after the screening.

The screening is intended to determine if the applicant is likely to have the ability to perform available jobs. Typical issues might concern job interests, location desired, pay expectations, and availability for work. One firm that hires security guards and armored-car drivers uses the screening interview to verify whether an applicant meets the minimum qualifications for the job, such as having a valid driver's license, being free of any criminal convictions in the past five years, and having been trained to use a pistol. Because these are required minimum standards, it would be a waste of time for any applicant who could not meet them to fill out an application form.

Computerized Screening

The job preview/interest screen can be done effectively by computer as well. Computerized processing of applicants can occur on several different levels. Computers can search resumes or application blanks for key words. Hundreds of large companies use types of “text searching” or artificial-intelligence (AI) software to scan, score, and track resumes of applicants. Some firms using these techniques include Sony Corporation, Coca-Cola, IBM, Paine Webber, Nations Bank, Avis Rent A Car, Microsoft, Pfizer, Shell Oil, and Staples. Companies note that computerized screening saves time and money. It also helps with better placement, thereby reducing turnover. The HR Perspective discusses scannable resumes.

A second means of computerizing screening is conducting initial screening interviews electronically. Coopers & Lybrand, a large accounting and management consulting firm, holds initial screening interviews for college students on an Internet site. Students answer 40 questions, their answers are scored, and they are told at that point whether they qualify for a face-to-face interview. The firm estimates that it eliminates 25% of its 5,000 initial applicants in this way.

Finally, computer-assisted interviewing techniques can use tools such as videotape scenarios to which applicants react. For example, Nike uses computer-
assisted interviewing as part of its high-technology selection process. For example, 6,000 applicants responded to ads for 150 positions. After answering eight questions over the phone, 3,500 applicants were screened out. The rest had a computer-assisted interview at the store and finally a personal interview. As part of the computer-assisted interview, applicants watched a video showing three scenarios for helping a retail customer, and they were asked to identify the best scenario. A printer in the next room printed the applicants’ responses. Thus, the computer helped screen for people who lost their temper, and it made suggestions to the interviewer on areas to probe in the interview.12

Realistic Job Previews

Most job seekers appear to have little information initially about the organizations to which they apply for jobs. Consequently, the information applicants receive from prospective employers in the recruiting/selection process often is given considerable weight in their decisions whether to accept jobs. Information on pay, nature of the work, geographic location, and opportunity for promotion is important to almost everyone. In addition, information on job security is particularly important to blue-collar applicants.

Some employers oversell their jobs in recruiting advertisements, making them appear better than they really are. The purpose of a realistic job preview (RJP) is to inform job candidates of the “organizational realities” of a job, so that

**HR PERSPECTIVE**

Scanning Scannable Resumes

| Scannable resumes certainly save time and money, and some argue that they “make everyone equal.” But of course, some applicants for jobs try to beat the scanning system. The trick, some think, is to list every conceivable skill and to guess which words the computer uses to search. Some applicants use as many buzzwords and as much industry jargon as they can. Of course, it is also possible to pick the wrong words. Some job counselors suggest including in resumes the words that employers use in their help-wanted advertisements. Employers worry that playing games may cause them to miss a qualified candidate. But some critics point out that selection is not an exact science. Good candidates also are missed when their resumes are submitted “on paper” instead of electronically.11 Some scannable key words used to hire for a marketing or sales position follow as an illustration: Advertising, Budget Preparation, Business Communications, Copywriting, Cost-Benefit Analysis, Customer Service, Data Processing, Database Analysis, Database Management, Direct Marketing Promotion, Direct Sales, Distribution, Entrepreneurial, Financial Markets, Forecast Inventory, Information Distribution, Inventory Control, Market Analysis, Market Research, Market Specialists, Marketing Collateral, Marketing Expense Control, Marketing Plans, Marketing Strategies, Marketing Support Functions, Order Placement, Organizational Skills, Product Sourcing, Productivity Measurement, Promotion, Public Relations, Reporting Systems, Sales, Sales Training Programs, Service-Orientation |
they can more accurately evaluate their own job expectations. By presenting applicants with a clear picture of the job, the organization hopes to reduce unrealistic expectations and thereby reduce employee disenchantment and ultimately employee dissatisfaction and turnover. A review on research on RJPs found that they do tend to result in applicants having lower job expectations.13

A recent court case is of interest here. A federal appeals court heard and upheld an argument that a woman who was fraudulently lured into her job had her career derailed by the employer. The employee (a lawyer) claimed she left the environmental law department of one law firm to head the start-up environmental law department of another firm, but that department never materialized. This and similar rulings should serve as warnings to employers not to exaggerate opportunities.

Application Forms

Application forms are widely used. Properly prepared, like the one in Figure 9–8, the application form serves four purposes:

- It is a record of the applicant’s desire to obtain a position.
- It provides the interviewer with a profile of the applicant that can be used in the interview.
- It is a basic employee record for applicants who are hired.
- It can be used for research on the effectiveness of the selection process.

Many employers use only one application form, but others need several. For example, a hospital might need one form for nurses and medical technicians, another form for clerical and office employees, another for managers and supervisors, and another for support persons in housekeeping and food-service areas.

The information received on application forms may not always be completely accurate. This problem is discussed in greater detail later, but an important point must be made here. In an attempt to prevent inaccuracies, many application forms carry a statement that the applicant is required to sign. In effect, the statement reads: “I realize that falsification of this record is grounds for dismissal if I am hired.” The statement has been used by employers to terminate people. In fact, in a recent court case, the court held that when a company can show it would not have hired an applicant if it had known the applicant lied on the application form, the employee’s claim of discriminatory discharge will not stand.

Application forms traditionally have asked for references and requested that the applicant give permission to contact them. Rather than asking for personal or general references, though, it may be more useful to request the names of previous supervisors on the application form.

EEO Considerations and Application Forms

Although application forms may not usually be thought of as “tests,” the Uniform Guidelines of the EEOC and court decisions define them as employment tests. Consequently, the data requested on application forms must be job related. Illegal questions typically found on application forms ask for the following:

- Marital status
- Height/weight
- Number and ages of dependents
- Information on spouse
- Date of high school graduation
- Contact in case of emergency
FIGURE 9–8 Sample Application Form

**Application for Employment**  
An Equal Opportunity Employer*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal Information</th>
<th>Please Print or Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name</strong> (Last) (First) (Full Middle Name)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Security Number</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current Address</strong> City State Zip Code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phone Number</strong> ( )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| What position are you applying for? Date available for employment?                   |                      |
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|                      |
| **Are you willing to relocate?** Are you willing to if required? Any restrictions on hours, weekends, or overtime? If yes, explain. |                      |
| □ Yes □ No □ Yes □ No                                                              |                      |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have you ever been employed by this Company or any of its subsidiaries before?</th>
<th>Indicate Locations and Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □ No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Can you, after employment, submit verification of your legal right to work in the United States? | Have you ever been convicted of a felony? Convictions will not automatically disqualify job candidates. The seriousness of the crime and date of conviction will be considered. |
| □ Yes □ No                                                                          | □ Yes □ No                  |

**Performance of Job Functions**

Are you able to perform all the functions of the job for which you are applying, with or without accommodation?

□ Yes, without accommodation □ Yes, with accommodation □ No

If you indicated you can perform all the functions with an accommodation, please explain how you would perform the tasks and with what accommodation.

**Education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Level</th>
<th>School Name &amp; Address</th>
<th>No. of Years Attended</th>
<th>Did You Graduate?</th>
<th>Course of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vo-Tech, Business or Trade School</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate School</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Personal Driving Record**

This section is to be completed ONLY if the operation of a motor vehicle will be required in the course of the applicant’s employment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How long have you been a licensed driver?</th>
<th>Driver's license number</th>
<th>Expiration date</th>
<th>Issuing state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List any other state(s) in which you have had a driver's license(s) in the past:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Yes □ No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Within the past five years have you had a vehicle accident? | Been convicted of reckless or drunken driving? | If yes, give dates: | Been cited for moving violations? | If yes, give dates: |
| □ Yes □ No                                               | □ Yes □ No                                         |                 | □ Yes □ No                                         |

| Has your driver's license ever been revoked or suspended? | If yes, explain: | Is your driver's license restricted? | If yes, explain: |
| □ Yes □ No                                               |                  | □ Yes □ No                           |                 |

*We are an Equal Opportunity Employer. We do not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, gender, age, national origin or disability.
The reason for concern about such questions is that they can have an adverse impact on some protected groups. For example, the question about dependents can be used to identify women with small children. These women may not be hired because of a manager’s perception that they will not be as dependable as those without small children. The high school graduation date gives a close identification of a person’s age, which can be used to discriminate against individuals over 40. Or, the question about emergency contact might reveal marital status or other personal information that is inappropriate to ask. See the HR Perspective for examples of how some firms deal unethically with these issues.

One interesting point to remember is that although many employers must collect data on the race and sex of those who apply to fulfill requirements for reporting to the EEOC, the application blank cannot contain these items. As discussed in Chapter 6, the solution used by a growing number of employers is to have applicants provide EEOC reporting data on a separate form. It is important that this form be filed separately and not used in any other HR selection activities, or the employers may be accused of using applicant information inappropriately.

### Weighted Application Forms

One way employers can make the application form more job related is by developing a weighted form. A job analysis is used to determine the knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) needed for the job, and an application form is developed to include items related to the selection criteria. Then weights, or numeric values, are placed on possible responses to the items based on their predictive value. The responses of applicants can be scored, totaled, and compared.

One interesting example involves a company that had very high turnover among sewing machine operators. It hired a consultant, who took the applications of 100 successful operators who stayed with the company and 100 operators who left or were fired. He identified 10 variables that differentiated the two groups. Some were unusual; one variable identified was that the better performing sewing machine operators weighed more than 300 pounds and did not own a car, among other factors. Based on this analysis, a weighted application form was developed, but its usefulness could be questioned.

To develop a weighted application blank, it is necessary to develop questions that differentiate between satisfactory and poor performing employees and that can be asked legally. But there are several problems associated with weighted application forms. One difficulty is the time and effort required to develop such a form. For many small employers and for jobs that do not require numerous employees, the cost of developing the weights can be prohibitive. Also, the form must be updated every few years to ensure that the factors previously identified are still valid predictors of job success. However, on the positive side, using weighted forms enables an employer to evaluate and compare applicants’ responses numerically to a valid, job-related set of inquiries.

### Resumes

One of the most common methods applicants use to provide background information is the resume. Resumes, also called *vitae* by some, vary in style and length. Technically, a resume used in place of an application form must be treated by an employer as an application form for EEO purposes. Consequently,
Even if an applicant furnishes some “illegal information” voluntarily on a resume, the employer should not use that information during the selection process. Because resumes contain only information applicants want to present, some employers require that all who submit resumes complete an application form as well, so similar information will be available on all applicants.
Individuals who mail in resumes may be sent thank-you letters and application forms to be completed and returned. Appendix D contains some suggestions on resume preparation.

**Immigration Requirements**

The Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of 1986, as revised in 1990, requires that within 72 hours of hiring, an employer must determine whether a job applicant is a U.S. citizen, registered alien, or illegal alien. Those not eligible to work in this country must not be hired. The **I-9 form** is used by employers to identify the status of potential employees. Many employers have applicants complete this form during the application process. Others have individuals submit the documents on the first day of employment. Employers do have a responsibility to make sure that documents submitted by new employees, such as U.S. passports, birth certificates, original Social Security cards, and driver’s licenses, “reasonably appear on their face to be genuine.”

**Selection Testing**

According to the Uniform Selection Guidelines issued by the EEOC, any employment requirement is a “test.” The focus in this section is on formal tests. As Figure 9—9 shows, various kinds of tests can be used. Notice that most of them focus on specific job-related aptitudes or skills. Some are paper-and-pencil tests (such as a math test), others are motor-skill tests, and still others use machines (polygraphs, for instance). Some employers purchase prepared tests, while other employers develop their own tests.

Many people feel that formal tests can be of great benefit in the selection process when properly used and administered. Considerable evidence supports this claim. Because of EEO concerns, many employers reduced or eliminated the use of tests a few years ago, fearing that they might be judged discriminatory in some way. However, test usage appears to be increasing again. One recent survey showed that 48% of employers use psychological testing, and 65% said they use some kind of skill testing. The job skills most often tested include typing and data entry and proficiency in accounting or engineering.

Interpreting test results is not always straightforward, even if the test is valid. Individuals trained in testing and test interpretation should be involved in establishing and maintaining a testing system. Furthermore, the role of tests in the overall selection process must be kept in perspective. Tests represent only one possible data source.

**Ability and Aptitude Tests**

**Ability tests** assess the skills that individuals have already learned. **Aptitude tests** measure general ability to learn or acquire a skill. The typing tests given at many firms to secretarial applicants are commonly used ability tests. Other widely used tests measure mechanical ability and manual dexterity.

A type of ability test used at many organizations simulates job tasks. These **work sample tests**, which require an applicant to perform a simulated job task that is part of the job being applied for, are especially useful. Having an applicant for a financial analyst’s job prepare a computer spreadsheet is one such test.
Requiring a person applying for a truck driver’s job to back a truck to a loading dock is another. An “in basket” test is a work sample test in which a job candidate is asked to respond to memos in a hypothetical in-basket that are typical of the problems faced by people holding that job. The key for any work sample test is the behavioral consistency between the criteria in the job and the requirements of the test.

Mental ability tests measure reasoning capabilities. Some of the abilities tested include spatial orientation, comprehension and retention span, and general and conceptual reasoning. The General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) is a widely used test of this type.

Assessment Centers

An assessment center is not necessarily a place; it is composed of a series of evaluative exercises and tests used for selection and development. The assessment uses multiple exercises and multiple raters. In one assessment center, candidates go through a comprehensive interview, pencil-and-paper test, individual and group simulations, and work exercises. The candidates’ performances are then evaluated by a panel of trained raters. It is crucial to any assessment center that the tests and exercises reflect the job content and types of problems faced on the jobs for which individuals are being screened.
Psychological/Personality Tests

Personality is a unique blend of individual characteristics that affect interaction with the environment and help define a person. Historically, predictive validities have tended to be lower for personality tests used as predictors of performance on the job. However, some studies have shown that carefully chosen personality tests that logically connect to work requirements can help predict the interpersonal aspects of job success. For example, a person’s ability to tolerate stress might be a valid concern for a police officer, emotional stability for a nuclear plant operator, and a “people” orientation for a social worker.

There is a never-ending list of characteristics that can be used to differentiate human beings. The multitude of different personality traits has long frustrated psychologists, who have argued that there is a relatively small number of underlying major traits. The most widely accepted approach to these underlying personality traits (although not the only one) is often referred to as the “Big Five” personality traits. The Big Five can be considered generally useful predictors of training success and job performance. The Big Five are:

- **Emotional stability:** This is the extent to which a person does not suffer from neurosis, depression, anger, worry, and insecurity.
- **Extroversion:** Sociable, gregarious, talkative people are considered extroverted.
- **Agreeableness:** People who are cooperative, good natured, softhearted, tolerant, and trusting score high on the agreeable dimension.
- **Openness/Experience:** This describes people who are flexible in thought and open to new ideas, broad minded, curious, and original.
- **Conscientiousness:** This is the extent to which a person is achievement-oriented, careful, hardworking, organized, and responsible.

As noted earlier in the chapter, conscientiousness has been found to be related to job success across most organizations and occupations. Extroversion predicts success in jobs requiring social interaction, such as many sales jobs. The usefulness of the other three varies depending on the kind of job and organization. When used in selection, psychological or personality testing requires that a solid link be made with job relatedness.

Polygraph and Honesty Testing

Several types of tests have been devised to assess honesty. These include polygraph tests and paper-and-pencil honesty tests. Both are controversial.

**Polygraphs and the Employee Polygraph Protection Act** The polygraph, more generally and incorrectly referred to as the “lie detector,” is a mechanical device that measures a person’s galvanic skin response, heart rate, and breathing rate. The theory behind the polygraph is that if a person answers incorrectly, the body’s physiological responses will “reveal” the falsification through the polygraph’s recording mechanisms.

As a result of concerns, Congress passed the Employee Polygraph Protection Act. The act bars polygraph use for preemployment screening purposes by most employers. However, federal, state, and local government agencies are exempt from the act. Also exempted are certain private-sector employers such as security companies and pharmaceutical companies. The act does allow employers to continue to use polygraphs as part of internal investigations of theft or losses. But the polygraph test should be taken voluntarily, and the employee can end the test at any time.
HONESTY TESTS  Individuals who take honesty tests answer “yes” or “no” to a list of questions. Sample questions include:

- Would you tell your boss if you knew another employee was stealing from the company?
- Is it all right to borrow company equipment to use at home if the property is always returned?
- Have you ever told a lie?
- Have you ever wished you were physically more attractive?

Firms use honesty tests to help reduce losses due to employee theft. With pre-employment polygraph testing no longer allowed, a growing number of firms have turned to such tests. These firms believe that giving honesty tests not only helps them to screen out potentially dishonest individuals, but also sends a message to applicants and employees alike that dishonesty will not be tolerated.

Concerns about the validity of honesty tests continue to be raised. Many firms using them do not do validation studies on their experiences. Instead, they rely on the general validation results given by the test developers, even though that practice is not consistent with the EEOC’s Uniform Guidelines.

Honesty tests are valid as broad screening devices for organizations but may not be as good at predicting whether a single individual will steal. Also, the use of these tests can have a negative public-relations impact on applicants. A final concern is that the types of questions asked may constitute invasion of individual privacy.

QUESTIONABLE TESTS  Some very questionable tests are used in employee selection. For instance, graphology, psychics, and blood types all have been used by various employers.

- **Graphology:** Graphology is a type of “test” in which an “analysis” is made of an individual’s handwriting. Such characteristics as how people dot an i or cross a t, whether they write with a left or right slant, and the size and boldness of the letters they form supposedly tell graphologists about the individuals’ personalities and their suitability for employment. The cost of a handwriting analysis ranges from $175 to $500 and includes an examination of about 300 personality traits. Formal scientific evaluations of graphology are not easily found. Its value as a personality predictor is very questionable, but it is popular in France, Israel, and several other countries.

- **Psychics:** Similarly, some firms use psychics to help select managerial talent. The psychics are supposedly able to determine if a person is suited for a job both intellectually and emotionally. However, most businesses would not want anyone to know that they used “psychic advisers.”

- **Blood type:** If using psychics in selection seems outlandish, how about blood type as a predictor of personality? In Japan, many people think blood type is an excellent predictor. Type O blood supposedly indicates a person who is generous and bold; type A, one who is industrious; type B, one who is impulsive and flexible; and type AB, one who is both rational and creative. A manager at Mitsubishi Electric chose people with type AB blood to dream up the next generation of fax machines. One Japanese nursery school divides children based on their blood types.

There is a lack of formal evidence that handwriting, psychics, or blood type are valid as performance predictors. Some experts have even commented that there may be ethical problems in using these techniques for employee selection.
Selection Interviewing

A selection interview is designed to identify information on a candidate and clarify information from other sources. This in-depth interview is designed to integrate all the information from application forms, tests, and reference checks, so that a decision can be made. Because of the integration required and the desirability of face-to-face contact, the interview is the most important phase of the selection process in many situations. Conflicting information may have emerged from tests, application forms, and references. As a result, the interviewer must obtain as much pertinent information about the applicant as possible during the limited interview time and evaluate this information against job standards. Finally, a selection decision must be made, based on all of the information obtained in the preceding steps.

The interview is not an especially valid predictor of job performance, but it has high “face validity”—that is, it seems valid to employers and they like it. Virtually all employers are likely to hire individuals using interviews. Some interviewers may be better than others at selecting individuals who will perform well. There is very high intrarater (the same interviewer) reliability, but only moderate-to-low interrater (different interviewers) reliability. Reliability is the ability to pick the same qualities again and again in applicants. Interrater reliability becomes important if there are several interviewers, each selecting employees from a pool of applicants.

EEO Considerations and Interviewing

The interview, like a pencil-and-paper test and an application form, is a type of predictor and must meet the standards of job relatedness and nondiscrimination. Some court decisions and EEOC rulings have attacked the interviewing practices of some organizations as discriminatory.

An interviewer making a hiring recommendation must be able to identify the factors that shaped the decision. If that decision is challenged, the organization must be able to show justification. Everything written or said can be probed for evidence in a lawsuit. Lawyers recommend the following to minimize EEO concerns with interviewing:

- Identify objective criteria related to the job to be looked for in the interview.
- Put criteria in writing.
- Provide multiple levels of review for difficult or controversial decisions.
- Use structured interviews, with the same questions asked of all those interviewed for a specific job.

Types of Interviews

There are six types of selection interviews: structured, situational, behavioral description, nondirective, stress, and panel interviews. Each type is discussed in this section.

Structured interview

Interview that uses a set of standardized questions asked of all job applicants.

Structured interview

The structured interview uses a set of standardized questions that are asked of all applicants. Every applicant is asked the same basic questions, so that comparisons among applicants can more easily be made. This type of interview allows an interviewer to prepare job-related questions in
advance and then complete a standardized interviewee evaluation form. Completion of such a form provides documentation if anyone, including an EEO enforcement body, should question why one applicant was selected over another. Sample questions that might be asked of all applicants for a production maintenance management opening are as follows:

- Tell me how you trained workers for their jobs.
- How do you decide the amount of work you and the maintenance crew will have to do during a day?
- How does the production schedule of the plant affect what a mechanic ought to repair first?
- How do you know what the needs of the plant are at any given time and what mechanics ought to be doing?
- How did you or would you go about planning a preventive maintenance program in the plant?

As is evident, the structured interview is almost like an oral questionnaire and offers greater consistency and accuracy than some other kinds of interviews. The structured interview is especially useful in the initial screening because of the large number of applicants in this step of the selection process. Obviously, it is less flexible than more traditional interview formats, and therefore it may be less appropriate for second or later interviews.

Even though a series of patterned questions are asked, the structured interview does not have to be rigid. The predetermined questions should be asked in a logical manner, but the interviewer can avoid reading the questions word for word down the list. The applicant should be allowed adequate opportunity to explain answers clearly. The interviewer should probe until he or she fully understands the applicant’s responses.

Research on interviews consistently has found the structured interview to be more reliable and valid than other approaches. The format for the interview ensures that a given interviewer has similar information on each candidate, so there is higher intrarater reliability. Also, the fact that several interviewers ask the same questions of applicants has led to better interrater reliability.

Regardless of the type of interview used, interviewers from time to time receive some very “unusual” responses from some job candidates. The HR Perspective describes some of the stranger responses.

Frank and Ernest

SITUATIONAL INTERVIEW  

The situational interview is a structured interview that is composed of questions about how applicants might handle specific job situations. With experienced applicants, the format is essentially one of a job knowledge or work sample test. Interview questions are based on job analysis and checked by experts in the job so they will be content valid. There are three types of questions:

- **Hypothetical:** Asking applicant what he or she might do in a certain job situation
- **Related to knowledge:** Might entail explaining a method or demonstrating a procedure
- **Related to requirements:** Explores areas such as willingness to work the hours required and meet travel demands

For some situational interviews job experts also write “good,” “average,” and “poor” responses to the questions to facilitate rating the answers of the applicant. The interviewer can code the suitability of the answer, assign point values, and add up the total number of points an interviewee received.  

BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION INTERVIEW  

When responding to a behavioral description interview, applicants are required to give specific examples of how they have performed a certain procedure or handled a problem in the past. For example, applicants might be asked the following:

- How did you handle a situation in which there were no rules or guidelines on employee discipline?
- Why did you choose that approach?
- How did your supervisor react?
- How was the issue finally resolved?

Like other structured methods, behavioral description interviews generally provide better validity than unstructured interviews.
**Nondirective Interview** The nondirective interview uses general questions, from which other questions are developed. It should be used mainly in psychological counseling, but it is also used in selection. The interviewer asks general questions designed to prompt the applicant to discuss herself or himself. The interviewer then picks up on an idea in the applicant’s response to shape the next question. For example, if the applicant says, “One aspect that I enjoyed in my last job was my supervisor,” the interviewer might ask, “What type of supervisor do you most enjoy working with?”

Difficulties with a nondirective interview include keeping it job related and obtaining comparable data on various applicants. Many nondirective interviews are only semiorganized; the result is that a combination of general and specific questions is asked in no set order, and different questions are asked of different applicants for the same job.

**Stress Interview** The stress interview is a special type of interview designed to create anxiety and put pressure on the applicant to see how the person responds. In a stress interview, the interviewer assumes an extremely aggressive and insulting posture. Those who use this approach often justify its use with individuals who will encounter high degrees of stress on the job, such as a consumer-complaint clerk in a department store or an air traffic controller.

The stress interview is a high-risk approach for an employer. The typical applicant is already somewhat anxious in any interview, and the stress interview can easily generate a very poor image of the interviewer and the employer. Consequently, an applicant that the organization wishes to hire might turn down the job offer. Even so, many interviewers deliberately put applicants under stress.

**Panel Interviews** Usually, applicants are interviewed by one interviewer at a time. But when an interviewee must see several people, many of the interviews are redundant and therefore unnecessarily time consuming. In a panel interview, several interviewers interview the candidate at the same time. All the interviewers hear the same responses. On the negative side, applicants are frequently uncomfortable with the group interview format.

**Interviewing Basics**

Many people think that the ability to interview is an innate talent, but this contention is difficult to support. Just because someone is personable and likes to talk is no guarantee that the person will be a good interviewer. Interviewing skills are developed through training. Some suggestions for good interviewing follow.

**Planning the Interview** Effective interviews do not just happen; they are planned. Pre-interview planning is essential to a well-conducted in-depth selection interview. This planning begins with selecting the time and place for the interview. Sufficient time should be allotted so that neither the interviewer nor the interviewee feels rushed. Also, a private location is important, so that both parties can concentrate on the interview content. The interviewer should review the application form for completeness and accuracy before beginning the interview and also should make notes to identify specific areas about which to question the applicant during the interview.
CONTROLLING THE INTERVIEW  An important aspect of the interview is control. If the interviewer does not control the interview, the applicant usually will. Control includes knowing in advance what information must be collected, systematically collecting it, and stopping when that information has been collected.

Having control of the interview does not mean doing extensive talking. The interviewers should talk no more than about 25% of the time in an in-depth interview. If the interviewer talks more than that, the interviewer is the one being interviewed.

Questioning Techniques

The questioning techniques that an interviewer uses can and do significantly affect the type and quality of the information obtained. Some specific suggestions follow.

GOOD QUESTIONS  Many questions an interviewer asks assume that the past is the best predictor of the future, and it usually is. An interviewer is less likely to have difficulty when questioning the applicant’s demonstrated past performance than when asking vague questions about the future.

Some types of questions provide more meaningful answers than others. Good interviewing technique depends on the use of open-ended questions directed toward a particular goal. An open-ended questions is one that cannot be answered yes or no. *Who, what, when, why, tell me, how, and which* are all good ways to begin questions that will produce longer and more informative answers. “What was your attendance record on your last job?” is a better question than, “Did you have good attendance on your last job?” because the latter question can be answered with a simple yes, which elicits less information. Figure 9–10 lists questions that are often used for different purposes in selection interviews.

POOR QUESTIONS  Certain kinds of questions should be avoided:

- **Questions that rarely produce a true answer:** An example is, “How did you get along with your coworkers?” This question is almost inevitably going to be answered, “Just fine.”

- **Leading questions:** A leading question is one to which the answer is obvious from the way that the question is asked. For example, “You do like to talk to people, don’t you?” Answer: “Of course.”

- **Illegal questions:** Questions that involve information such as race, age, gender, national origin, marital status, and number of children are illegal. They are just as inappropriate in the interview as they are on the application form.

- **Obvious questions:** An obvious question is one for which the interviewer already has the answer and the applicant knows it. Questions already answered on the application blank should be probed, not asked again.

- **Questions that are not job related:** All questions asked should be directly related to the job for which the interviewee has applied.

LISTENING RESPONSES  The good interviewer avoids *listening responses*, such as nodding, pausing, making casual remarks, echoing, and mirroring. A friendly but neutral demeanor is appropriate. Listening responses are an essential part of everyday, normal conversation, but they may unintentionally provide feedback to the applicant. Applicants may try to please the interviewer and look to the
Interviewer’s listening response for cues. Even though the listening responses may be subtle, they do provide information to applicants.

Problems in the Interview

Operating managers and supervisors most often use poor interviewing techniques because they do not interview often or have not been trained to interview. Some common problems encountered in the interview are highlighted next.

**SNAP JUDGMENTS** Ideally, the interviewer should collect all the information possible on an applicant before making a judgment. Reserving judgment is much easier to recommend than to do, because it is difficult not to form an early impression. Too often, interviewers form an early impression and spend the balance of the interview looking for evidence to support it. This impression may be based on a review of an individual’s application blank or on more subjective factors such as dress or appearance. Consequently, many interviewers make a decision on the job suitability of applicants within the first four or five minutes of the interview.

**NEGATIVE EMPHASIS** As might be expected, unfavorable information about an applicant is the biggest factor considered in interviewers’ decisions about overall
suitability. Unfavorable information is given roughly twice the weight of favorable information. Often, a single negative characteristic may bar an individual from being accepted, whereas no amount of positive characteristics will guarantee a candidate’s acceptance.

**HALO EFFECT** Interviewers should try to avoid the *halo effect*, which occurs when an interviewer allows a prominent characteristic to overshadow other evidence. The halo effect is present if an interviewer lets a candidate's accomplishments in athletics overshadow other characteristics, which leads the interviewer to hire the applicant because “athletes make good salespeople.” *Devil's horns* (a reverse halo effect), such as inappropriate dress or a low grade point average, may affect an interviewer as well.

**BIASES** Interviewers must be able to recognize their personal biases. Interviewers tend to favor or select people whom they perceive to be similar to themselves. This similarity can be in age, race, sex, previous work experiences, personal background, or other factors. As workforce demographics shift, interviewers will have to be even more aware of this “similarity bias.”

The selection of an applicant who falls below standards, and the rejection of an applicant who meets standards, indicate that personal bias may have influenced a selection decision. An interviewer should be honest and consider the reasons for selecting a particular applicant. The solution to the problem of bias lies not in claiming that a person has no biases, but in demonstrating that they can be controlled.

**CULTURAL NOISE** The interviewer must learn to recognize and handle *cultural noise*—responses the applicant believes are socially acceptable rather than factual responses. Applicants want jobs; to be hired, they know they must impress the interviewer. They may feel that if they divulge any unacceptable facts about themselves, they will not get the job. Consequently, they may try to give the interviewer responses that are socially acceptable but not very revealing.

An interviewer can handle cultural noise by not encouraging it. If the interviewer supports cultural noise, the applicant will take the cue and continue those kinds of answers. Instead, the applicant can be made aware that the interviewer is not being taken in. An interviewer can say, “The fact that you are the best
pitcher on your softball team is interesting, but tell me about your performance on your last job."

**What Interviewers Evaluate**

Overall, interviewers look for evidence that an applicant is well rounded, competent, and successful. The factors most often considered are presented in Figure 9–11. These variables do not include all possible criteria that may be taken into account; a wide variety of other variables may be considered, depending on the job and the interviewer.

**Background Investigation**

Background investigation may take place either before or after the in-depth interview. It costs the organization some time and money, but it is generally well worth the effort. Unfortunately, applicants frequently misrepresent their qualifications and backgrounds. According to one survey of employers, the most common false information given is length of prior employment, past salary, criminal record, and former job title.31

![Figure 9-11 Factors Interviewers Consider in the Interview](image-url)
Many universities report that inquiries on graduates and former students often reveal that the individuals never graduated. Some did not even attend the university. Another type of credential fraud uses the mail-order “degree mill.” To enhance their chances of employment, individuals purchase unaccredited degrees from organizations that grant them for a fee—as one advertisement puts it, “with no exams, no studying, no classes.”

It is estimated that many resumes contain at least one lie or “factual misstatement” (see Figure 9–12). The only way for employers to protect themselves from resume fraud and false credentials is to request verification on proof from applicants either before or after hire. If hired, the employee can be terminated for falsifying employment information. It is unwise for employers to assume that “someone else has already checked.” Too often, no one took the trouble.

Types of References

Background references can be obtained from several sources. Some of the following references may be more useful and relevant than others, depending on the jobs for which applicants are being considered:

- Academic references
- Prior work references
- Financial references
- Law enforcement records
- Personal references

Personal references, such as references from relatives, clergy, or family friends, often are of little value; they probably should not even be required. No applicant will ask somebody to write a recommendation who is going to give a negative response. Instead, greater reliance should be placed on work-related references from previous employers and supervisors.

**FIGURE 9–12 Common Misrepresentations on Resumes and Applications**
Legal Constraints on Background Investigations

Various federal and state laws have been passed to protect the rights of individuals whose backgrounds may be investigated during preemployment screening. States vary in what they allow employers to investigate. For example, in some states, employers can request information from law enforcement agencies on any applicant. In some states, they are prohibited from getting certain credit information. Several states have passed laws providing legal immunity for employers who provide information on an employee to another employer. Some legal issues are discussed next.

The Privacy Act of 1974
The most important law passed to protect the privacy of personal information is the Federal Privacy Act of 1974, which applies primarily to government agencies and units. However, bills to extend the provisions of the Privacy Act to private-sector employers have been introduced in Congress at various times. Under the 1974 act, a government entity must have a signed release from a person before it can give information about that person to someone else.

Fair Credit Reporting Act
Many employers check applicants’ credit histories. The logic is that if individuals have poor credit histories, then they may be irresponsible. This assumption may be questioned, however, and firms that check applicants’ credit records must comply with the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act. This act basically requires disclosing that a credit check is being made, obtaining written consent from the person being checked, and furnishing the applicant a copy of the report.

Risks of Giving References on Former Employees
In a number of court cases, individuals have sued their former employers for slander, libel, or defamation of character as a result of what the employers said to other potential employers that prevented the individuals from obtaining jobs. Two examples illustrate why employers should be careful when giving reference information.

- An executive at one firm remarked that a former employee was a “sociopath.” The former employee sued and won $1.9 million in a judgment against the employer and the executive.
- Over $500,000 was paid by both an airline and an insurance company to settle lawsuits on references given on former employees.

Because of such problems, lawyers advise organizations who are asked about former employees to give out only name, employment date, and title; many organizations have adopted policies restricting the release of reference information.

Risks of Negligent Hiring
The costs of failing to check references may be high. Some organizations have become targets of lawsuits that charge them with negligence in hiring workers who committed violent acts on the job. Lawyers say that an employer’s liability hinges on how well it investigates an applicant’s fitness. Prior convictions and frequent moves or gaps in employment should be cues for further inquiry. Details provided on the application form by the applicant should be investigated to the greatest extent possible, so the employer can show that due diligence was exercised. Also, applicants should be asked to sign releases authorizing the employer to check references, and those releases should contain a statement releasing the reference givers from any future liability actions.
Clearly, employers are in a difficult position. Because of threats of lawsuit, they must obtain information on potential employees but are unwilling to give out information in return. However, many employers hope that changes may eventually result in a reversal of this situation. One can speculate that we are not too far away from the day when the courts will say that Employer A has the duty to divulge negative information to Employer B on the basis of need to know.

Reference-Checking Methods

Several methods of obtaining reference information are available to an employer. Telephoning a reference is the most-used method, but many firms prefer written responses.

**TELEPHONE REFERENCE CHECKING** Many experts recommend using a structured telephone reference-check form. Typically, such forms focus on factual verification of information given by the applicant, such as employment dates, salary history, type of job responsibilities, and attendance record. Other questions often include reasons for leaving the previous job, the individual’s manner of working with supervisors and other employees, and other less factual information. Naturally, many firms will provide only factual information. But the use of the form can provide evidence that a diligent effort was made.

**WRITTEN METHODS OF REFERENCE CHECKING** Some organizations send pre-printed reference forms to individuals who are giving references for applicants. These forms often contain a release statement signed by the applicant, so that those giving references can see that they have been released from liability on the information they furnish. Specific or general letters of reference also are requested by some employers or provided by applicants.

Medical Examinations

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) prohibits a company from rejecting an individual because of a disability and from asking job applicants any question relative to current or past medical history until a conditional job offer is made. Figure 9–13 shows proper and improper questions about disabilities. The ADA also prohibits the use of preemployment medical exams, except for drug tests, until a job has been conditionally offered.

**DRUG TESTING** Drug testing may be a part of a medical exam, or it may be done separately. Using drug testing as a part of the selection process has increased in the past few years, though not without controversy. Employers should remember that such tests are not infallible. The accuracy of drug tests varies according to the type of test used, the item tested, and the quality of the laboratory where the test samples are sent. If an individual tests positive for drug use, then a second, more detailed analysis should be administered by an independent medical laboratory. Because of the potential impact of prescription drugs on test results, applicants should complete a detailed questionnaire on this matter before the testing. Whether urine, blood, or hair samples are used, the process of obtaining, labeling, and transferring the samples to the testing lab should be outlined clearly and definite policies and procedures established.
Drug testing also has legal implications. In a number of cases, courts have ruled that individuals with previous substance-abuse problems who have received rehabilitation are disabled and thus covered by the Americans with Disabilities Act. Also, preemployment drug testing must be administered in a nondiscriminatory manner, not used selectively with certain groups. The results of drug tests also must be used consistently, so that all individuals testing positive are treated uniformly. An applicant for a production-worker position who tests positive should be rejected for employment, just as an applicant to be vice-president of marketing would be.

Challenges to drug testing are less likely to succeed in the private sector than in the government sector. The Fourth Amendment (relating to search and seizure) fails as an argument by employees because the government is not involved.

GENETIC TESTING  Another controversial area of medical testing is genetic testing. Some large companies currently are using genetic tests and many more are considering their use in the future. However, the general public disapproves strongly of their use.

Employers that use genetic screening tests do so for several reasons. First, the tests may link workplace health hazards and individuals with certain genetic characteristics. Second, genetic testing may be used to make workers aware of genetic problems that could occur in certain work situations. The third use is the

---

**FIGURE 9–13 Questioning an Applicant About Disabilities**

**DO NOT ASK:**

- Do you have any physical or other limitations?
- Do you have any disabilities?
- Have you ever filed for or collected workers' compensation?
- How many times were you absent due to illness in the past two years?
- Have you been treated for any of the following medical conditions?
- Do you have any family members with health problems or history of illness or disabilities?
- Why are you using crutches, and how did you become injured?
- Have you ever seen a psychiatrist?
- When did you develop your disability?

**DO ASK:**

- Can you perform the essential functions of the job for which you are applying with or without accommodation? Please describe any accommodations needed.
- How would you perform the essential tasks of the job for which you have applied?
- If hired, how would you perform the tasks outlined in the job description you reviewed?
- Describe your attendance record on your last job.
- Describe any problems you would have reaching the top of a six-foot filing cabinet.
- What did your prior job duties consist of, and which ones were the most challenging?
most controversial: to exclude individuals from certain jobs if they have genetic conditions that increase their health risks. Because people cannot change their genetic makeup, the potential for discrimination based, for example, on race or sex is very real. For instance, sickle-cell anemia is a condition found primarily in African Americans. If chemicals in a particular work environment can cause health problems for individuals with sickle-cell anemia, African Americans might be screened out on that basis. The question is whether that decision should be made by the individual or the employer.

Summary

- Selection is a process that matches individuals and their qualifications to jobs in an organization.
- Predictors are used to find criteria of job applicants that make them more likely than others to do well.
- Because of government regulations and the need for better coordination between the HR unit and other managers, many organizations have established a centralized employment office as part of the HR department.
- The selection process—from reception through initial screening, applicant, testing, interview, and background investigation to physical examination—must be handled by trained, knowledgeable individuals.
- Application forms must meet EEO guidelines and ask only for job-related information.
- All tests used in the selection process must be valid, and employers should use valid predictors to identify candidates who can meet important job criteria.
- Selection tests include ability and aptitude tests, assessment centers, and general psychological/personality tests. Also, selection tests should relate directly to the jobs for which individuals apply.
- Controversial tests used to select employees include polygraph examinations and honesty tests.
- From the standpoints of effectiveness and EEO compliance, the most useful interviews are structured, situational, behavioral description, and panels, although nondirective and stress interviews are also used.
- Sound interviewing requires planning and control. Applicants should be provided a realistic picture of the jobs for which they are applying. Good questioning techniques can reduce interviewing problems.
- Background investigations can be conducted in a variety of areas, but concerns about individual privacy must be addressed.
- Care must be taken when either getting or giving reference information to avoid the potential legal problems of defamation, libel, slander, and negligent hiring.
- Medical examinations may be an appropriate part of the selection process for some employers, but only after a conditional job offer has been made.
- Drug testing has grown in use as a preemployment screening device, in spite of some problems and concerns associated with its accuracy and potential for discrimination on the part of employers.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. Why do many employers have a specialized employment office?
2. You are starting a new manufacturing company. What phases will you go through to select your employees?
3. Agree or disagree with the following statement: “A good application form is fundamental to an effective selection process.” Explain your conclusion.
4. Discuss the following statement: “We stopped giving tests altogether and rely exclusively on interviews for hiring.”
5. Make two lists. On one list, indicate what information you would want to obtain from the screening interview; on the other, indicate what information you would want to obtain from the in-depth interview.
6. Develop a structured interview guide for a 20-minute interview with a retail sales clerk applicant.
7. How would you go about investigating a new college graduate’s background? Why would this information be useful in making a selection decision?

8. Discuss how the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) has modified the use of medical exams in the selection process.
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Using the Internet

Defining Hiring Specifications

The president of the company has expressed concerns about the selection process being used for staffing. He has asked you, the HR manager, to define the selection criteria being used for staffing and prepare a memo for him. The senior members have come up with questions regarding the process. Answer the following questions for the senior staff. Use the following website to assist you:

http://www.appliedhrsolutions.com/

Questions

1. List six job analysis techniques currently used for selection.
2. From the analysis techniques used, what criteria should be developed for the job?
3. List four measurement methods used for each of the criteria.

CASE

Selecting Manufacturing Employees

In the United States, Toyota uses a selection assessment test designed to hire individuals to be employed as Toyota auto workers. Called the “Day of Work,” this test is the most grueling part of a hiring process that can take months. At Toyota plants in Kentucky and West Virginia, the Day of Work is used regularly. Starting at 6:30 a.m., applicants work on a simulated assembly line for 4 hours and then spend several hours inspecting parts for defects. They also participate in a group problem-solving session and take written tests. This is all necessary just to be considered for a job at Toyota.

Another process is used by Carrier Corporation, which makes compressors for air conditioners with its workforce of 150 at its Arkadelphia, Arkansas, plant. If someone wants a job there, he or she must complete a six-week course before even being considered for employment. The selection process weeds out 15 of every 16 applicants and provides Carrier Corporation with a top-quality workforce. High
school graduates take a state test for job applicants first. Only one-third advance to the next step. References are closely checked, and then the applicants are interviewed both by managers and by the assembly-line workers with whom they will work. Those applicants who have satisfactory interviews take a six-week course that meets five nights a week for three hours, with some extra Saturdays. Attendees learn to read blueprints, do math (including metric calculations and statistical process control), use a computer, and engage in problem solving with others. At the end of the course, the applicants have not been hired (or paid) and have no assurance that they will be.

But this approach does not work everywhere or all the time. During a year, Lincoln Electric considered more than 20,000 job applicants and rejected most of them—yet it has empty positions that it needs to fill. Very few of those who applied at Lincoln Electric could do trigonometry (even at the high school level) or read technical drawings. Those skills were needed for even entry-level work. 37

**Questions**

1. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages associated with Toyota’s “Day of Work” approach.
2. When using teams to interview applicants, as Carrier Corporation does, what potential problems might exist with the use of invalid predictors and interrater reliability?

**Notes**


CHAPTER 10
Training Human Resources

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Define training and identify two types of training.
- Discuss at least four learning principles that relate to training.
- Describe four characteristics of an effective orientation system.
- Discuss the three major phases of a training system.
- Identify three ways to determine training needs.
- List and discuss at least four training approaches.
- Give an example for each level of training evaluation.
Web-Based Training

The explosive growth in use of the Internet is changing how training is being done in organizations. As more and more employees use computers and have access to Internet portals, their employers are seeing the World Wide Web as a means for distributing training to employees who are located in widely diverse locations and jobs. A number of examples illustrate the power of web-based training.

Days Inn, the worldwide lodging chain, has 18,000 employees in almost 2,000 locations. With a staff of only 11 trainers, it would be impossible for sufficient training to be done in classroom settings at company locations. Consequently, Days Inn is making extensive use of interactive web-based training. Customer-service skills are being taught through on-line courses whereby employees at individual hotels can log on and work through an interactive training program. Days Inn is not the only lodging chain to use web-based training either. In conjunction with other firms in the hospitality industry, the American Hotel and Motel Association has established an Education Institute to provide self-paced, web-based training courses to Days Inn and other firms in the industry.

It is no surprise that technology-oriented firms use web-based training. At Sun Microsystems, employees access the web and the company intranet to learn to use standard computer software packages. Bay Networks conducts web-based pre-sales training for its sales representatives nationwide. In this training, audio and graphics presentation slides are used to provide technical information to the firm’s sales representatives. A Bay Networks training professional estimates that web-based training saves at least $350 per day per person just in travel and lodging costs. A side benefit is that the company’s sales representatives get to stay home for the training, instead of spending time away from their families and offices.

Rather than limiting web-based training to individual, self-paced instruction, Union Pacific, the large nationwide railroad, uses the company’s intranet to conduct training for employees in classrooms. Throughout the UP operating areas, employees in ten specially equipped classrooms use computer equipment to take learning retention tests. The results of these tests are used to establish additional training for employees.

The importance of web-based training has been recognized by governmental entities as well. The American Learning Exchange (ALX) has been established by the U.S. Department of Labor, a number of states, and the Public Broadcasting Corporation. Beginning operation in 1998, ALX was started to provide employers and others a web-based source for training resources. Both on-line and other types of training courses and materials are catalogued. There is no fee to those who list training program details or access ALX for information. Once specific information is located, HR professionals can link to other sites for more details on specific training resources (see ALX at www.alx.org).

With all of the web-based resources and options, it is important that managers address some key questions before embarking on extensive use of web-based training.

With all of the web-based resources and options, it is important that managers address some key questions before embarking on extensive use of web-based training.

First, top management support is crucial, because the initial costs for equipment and development of training materials may be substantial. Also, employees’ computer literacy and access to information technology are critical. Because web-based training requires diffusing training from a central location, managers and HR professionals used to training being controlled must be “retrained” to accept the idea that training is being decentralized and individualized.

It also should be recognized that web-based training may not be appropriate for certain types of training. For instance, leadership skill training or other behaviorally-focused training and development may be done better face-to-face using increased trainee interactions.

Despite these and other issues that firms are experiencing as web-based training spreads, it is likely that this type of training will grow rapidly in the next few years. Once the initial investment in equipment and content development are made, web-based training becomes a more cost-effective means to training worldwide. Also, training can be simultaneously updated and communicated more easily to employees.

In summary, training using the web is likely to continue replacing classroom instruction in much of the training done by employers. Thus, more training may become distance learning and available on demand.
Training is something we hope to integrate into every manager’s mind set.

CHRIS LANDAUER

The strategies that organizations follow have an impact on most HR activities, including training. Increasingly, employers are recognizing that training their human resources is vital. Currently, U.S. employers are spending at least $50 billion annually on training. For many employers, training expenditures average at least 1.5–2% of payroll expenses.

Traditionally, about two-thirds of the training expenses have been devoted to developing professional managers and one-third to first-line workers. But that proportion is changing. Organizations are realizing that they need to develop the capabilities of their first-line workers just as much as the capabilities of their managers. Something else is changing as well. An old axiom in HR management was, “When times get tough, training is the first expenditure cut.” Accordingly, often training expenditures are reduced significantly. But a growing number of employers have recognized that training is not just a cost; it is an investment in the human capital of the organization that benefits the entire organization.

Figure 10-1 shows some costs and benefits that may result from training. While some benefits (such as attitude changes) are hard to quantify, comparison of costs and benefits associated with training remains the best way to determine if training is cost effective. For example, one firm evaluated a traditional safety training
program and found that the program did not lead to a reduction in accidents. Therefore, the training was redesigned so that better safety practices resulted.

What is interesting is that as organizations restructure and implement strategic changes, training becomes more important. Employees who must adapt to the changes need training to update their capabilities. Also, managers must have training and development to enhance their leadership skills and abilities. In a number of situations, effective training often produces productivity gains that more than offset the cost of the training. The HR Perspective describes a study intended to document the economic value of training.

**The Context of Training**

*Training* is a process whereby people acquire capabilities to aid in the achievement of organizational goals. Because this process is tied to a variety of organizational purposes, training can be viewed either narrowly or broadly. In a limited sense, training provides employees with specific, identifiable knowledge and skills for use on their present jobs. Sometimes a distinction is drawn between *training* and *development*, with development being broader in scope and focusing on individuals gaining new capabilities useful for both present and future jobs.

**Training Responsibilities**

A typical division of training responsibilities is shown in Figure 10–2. The HR unit serves as a source of expert training assistance and coordination. The unit often

---

**HR Perspective**

Research on Identifying the Economic Value of Training

In many organizations, large expenditures are made on training. But whether those expenditures produce value and an economic impact for the organizations that make the expenditures has not been identified clearly. To provide some additional insights on the economic utility of organization-wide training, Morrow, Jarrett, and Rupinski did a study, the results of which were reported in *Personnel Psychology*.

The study was conducted in a large pharmaceutical firm and focused on identifying the economic impact of managerial and sales/technical training efforts. The CEO of the firm had requested that the dollar value of training be identified and its value to the firm be confirmed. The study examined 18 training programs, focusing on the effects of job skills training on employees’ behavioral performance on the job. The behavioral performance of those who had received the training was noted by their supervisors, peers, or subordinates, depending upon the skills being evaluated.

Using a variety of statistical analyses, the researchers found that sales/technical training had a greater effect than did managerial training. A return on investment (ROI) on each type of training was determined, with the ROI for the sales/technical training calculated to be 156% and for managerial training to be 84%. Consistent with previous research, the effects of more specific training, such as that in sales/technical skills, apparently have greater immediate payoff. It is possible that the managerial training has a larger payoff over time, but this study focused on first-year returns.

In spite of these issues, the study appears to show that training does produce a return to the organization on its training expenditures. As organizations face strategic changes and more training expenditures are made, it is crucial for the impact of training to be evaluated and documented.2
has a more long-range view of employee careers and the development of the entire organization than do individual operating managers. The difference is especially true at lower levels in the organization.

However, managers are likely to be the best source of technical information used in skills training. They also are in a better position to decide when employees need training or retraining. Because of the close and continual interaction they have with their employees, it is appropriate that managers determine and discuss employee career potentials and plans with individual employees.

It has been increasingly evident that operating managers and HR professionals must work together effectively if training is to be done well. Therefore, a “training partnership” between the HR staff members and operating managers must develop. In this partnership HR serves more as a consultant and training planner with managers, rather than as an entity controlling training.3

Types of Training

Training in organizations is offered in many different areas, and Figure 10–3 shows typical types of training done in organizations. Notice that some of this training is conducted primarily in-house, whereas other types of training make greater use of external training resources.

INTERNAL TRAINING Training in on-the-job locations tends to be viewed as being very applicable to the job, it saves the cost of sending employees away for training, and it often avoids the cost of outside trainers. However, trainees who are learning while working can incur costs in the form of lost customers and broken equipment, and they may get frustrated if matters do not go well.

Often, technical training is conducted inside organizations. Technical training is usually skills based, for example, training to run precision computer-controlled machinery. Due to rapid changes in technology, the building and updating of technical skills have become crucial training needs. Basic technical skills training is also being mandated by federal regulations in areas where the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and other agencies have regulations. As noted in the opening discussion, web-based training and intranets also are growing as internal means of training.
One internal source of training that has grown is **informal training**, which occurs internally through interactions and feedback among employees. One study found that 70% of what employees know about their jobs they learned informally from other employees, not from formal training programs. Several factors account for the amount of informal learning. First, as employees work in teams and on projects with others, they ask questions, receive explanation, and share information with coworkers. Second, rather than relying on the employer to train them and keep their capabilities current, employees request assistance from other employees more knowledgeable or skilled. Third, informal learning occurs among employees striving to meet organizational goals and deadlines. However, problems with informal training include the fact that some training done by fellow employees may not be accurate and may miss certain important details.

At one company in the southeastern United States, managers initially became concerned about the amount of time that employees spent talking with each other in the lunchroom. However, an HR professional who spent time in the lunchroom found that many of the conversations were problem-solving discussions about company projects. Consequently, white boards and flip charts were placed in the lunchroom for employees to use if they wish to do so.
EXTERNAL TRAINING External training occurs for several reasons:
- It may be less expensive for an employer to have an outside trainer conduct training in areas where internal training resources are limited.
- There may not be sufficient time to develop internal training materials.
- The HR staff may not have the level of expertise needed for the subject matter where training is needed.
- There are advantages to having employees interact with managers and peers in other companies in training programs held externally.

One growing trend is the outsourcing of training. Vendors are being used to train employees. For example, many software providers have users’ conferences where employees from a number of employers receive detailed training on using the software and new features being added. Also, vendors can do training inside the organization if sufficient numbers of employees are to be trained.6

Several computer software vendors offer employees technical certifications on their software. For example, being a Master Certified Novell Engineer or Microsoft Certified Product Specialist gives employees credentials that show their level of technical expertise. The certifications also provide employees items to put on their resumes should they decide to change jobs. These certifications also benefit employers, who can use the certifications as job specifications for hiring and promotion purposes. If an employer pays for employees to become certified, employees may view the employer more positively and be less prone to leave.7

Legal Aspects of Training
Training is an area targeted by EEO laws and regulations. One area of concern involves the practices used to select individuals for inclusion in training programs. The criteria used must be job related and must not unfairly restrict the participation of protected-class members. Another concern is differences in pay based on training to which protected-class members have not had equal access. A third is the use of training as a criterion for selecting individuals for promotions. In summary, equal employment laws and regulations definitely apply to training, and employers must be aware of them.

Training is a cost, and some employers have gone to court in an attempt to require individuals who leave their firms after training to repay the cost. For instance, one firm sued a worker in a skilled technical job, who had signed a promissory note to repay the firm $9,000 if he left the firm voluntarily or was fired for cause within 24 months of starting a special training program. The employee contested the suit by saying that he did not learn anything he had not already known and thus had received no benefits from the training. In this case the employer prevailed because of the signed note by the employee.

Learning Principles: The Psychology of Learning
Working in organizations is a continual learning process, and learning is at the heart of all training activities. Different learning approaches are possible, and learning is a complex psychological process that is not fully understood by practitioners or research psychologists.
Often, trainers or supervisors present information and assume that merely by presenting it they have ensured that it will be learned. But learning takes place only when information is received, understood, and internalized in such a way that some change or conscious effort has been made to use the information. Managers can use the research on learning to make their training efforts more effective. Some major learning principles that guide training efforts are presented next.

**Intention to Learn**

People learn at different rates and are able to apply what they learn differently. *Ability* to learn must be accompanied by motivation, or *intention*, to learn. Motivation to learn is determined by answers to questions like these: “How important is my job to me?” “How important is it that I learn that information?” “Will learning this help me in any way?” and “What’s in it for me?”

Additionally, people vary in their beliefs about their abilities to learn through training. These perceptions may have nothing to do with their actual ability to learn, but rather reflect the way they see themselves. People with low *self-efficacy* (low level of belief that they can accomplish something) benefit from one-on-one training. People with high self-efficacy seem to do better with conventional training. Because self-efficacy involves a motivational component, it affects a person’s intention to learn.8

**Whole Learning**

It is usually better to give trainees an overall view of what they will be doing than to deal immediately with the specifics. This concept is referred to as *whole learning* or *Gestalt learning*. As applied to job training, this means that instructions should be divided into small elements after employees have had the opportunity to see how all the elements fit together.

Another concept is *attentional advice*, which refers to providing trainees information about the processes and strategies that can lead to training success. By focusing the trainees’ attention on what they will encounter during training and how it is linked to their jobs, trainers can improve trainees’ participation in the training process. For instance, if customer service representatives are being trained to handle varying types of difficult customer calls, the training should give an overview of the types of calls, the verbal cues indicating the different types of calls, and the desired outcomes for each type of call.9

**Reinforcement**

The concept of *reinforcement* is based on the *law of effect*, which states that people tend to repeat responses that give them some type of positive reward and avoid actions associated with negative consequences. The reinforcers that an individual receives can be either external or internal, and many training situations provide both kinds. A new salesclerk who answers a supervisor’s question correctly and is complimented for doing so may receive both an external reward (the compliment) and an internal reward (a feeling of pride). A person who is positively reinforced for learning is more likely to continue to learn.
Behavior Modification

A comprehensive approach to training has been developed based on the concept of reinforcement. This popular approach, behavior modification, uses the theories of psychologist B.F. Skinner, who stated that “learning is not doing; it is changing what we do.” Behavior modification makes use of four means of changing behavior, labeled intervention strategies. The four strategies are positive reinforcement, negative reinforcement, punishment, and extinction. Each is reviewed next.

A person who receives a desired reward receives positive reinforcement. If an employee is on time every day during the week and, as a result, receives extra pay equivalent to one hour of normal work, the employee has received positive reinforcement of his or her good attendance by receiving a desired award.

Negative reinforcement occurs when an individual works to avoid an undesirable consequence. An employee who arrives at work on time every day may do so to avoid a supervisor’s criticism. Thus, the potential for criticism leads to the employee’s taking the desired action.

Action taken to repel a person from undesirable action is punishment. A grocery manager may punish a stock clerk for leaving the stockroom dirty by forcing her to stay after work and clean it up.

Behavior can also be modified through a technique known as extinction, which is the absence of an expected response to a situation. The hope is that unreinforced behavior will not be repeated.

All four strategies can work to change behavior, and combinations may be called for in certain situations. But research suggests that for most training situations, positive reinforcement of the desired behavior is most effective.

Immediate Confirmation

Another learning concept is immediate confirmation: people learn best if reinforcement is given as soon as possible after training. Feedback on whether a learner’s response was right or wrong should be given as soon as possible after the response. To illustrate, suppose a corporate purchasing department has developed a new system for reporting inventory information. The purchasing manager who trains inventory processors may not have the trainees fill out the entire new inventory form when teaching them the new procedure. Instead the manager may explain the total process and then break it into smaller segments, having each trainee complete the form a section at a time. By checking each individual’s form for errors immediately after each section is complete, the purchasing manager can give immediate feedback, or confirmation, before the trainees fill out the next section. This immediate confirmation corrects errors that, if made throughout the whole form, might establish a pattern that would need to be unlearned.

Learning Practice and Patterns

Learning new skills requires practice and application of what is learned. Both research and experience show that when designing training, behavioral modeling, practice, and learning curves are all important considerations.

Behavior modeling The most elementary way in which people learn—and one of the best—is behavior modeling, or copying someone else’s behavior. A
variation of modeling occurs when people avoid making mistakes they see others make. The use of behavior modeling is particularly appropriate for skill training in which the trainees must use both knowledge and practice.

**Active Practice** Active practice occurs when trainees perform job-related tasks and duties during training. It is more effective than simply reading or passively listening. Research has found that active practice was the factor most closely associated with improved performance following training. Once some basic instructions have been given, active practice should be built into every learning situation. It is one of the advantages of good on-the-job training. Assume a person is being trained as a customer service representative. After being given some basic selling instructions and product details, the trainee should be allowed to call a customer to use the knowledge received.

**Spaced vs. Massed Practice** Active practice can be structured in two ways. The first, spaced practice, occurs when several practice sessions are spaced over a period of hours or days. The other, massed practice, occurs when a person does all of the practice at once. Spaced practice works better for some kinds of learning, whereas massed practice is better for others. For example, training cashiers to operate a new machine could be alternated with having the individuals do tasks they already know how to do. Thus, the training is distributed instead of being concentrated into one period.

For other kinds of tasks, such as memorizing tasks, massed practice is usually more effective. Can you imagine trying to memorize the list of model options for a dishwasher one model per day for 20 days as an appliance distribution salesperson? By the time you learned the last option, you would have forgotten the first one.

**Learning Curves** People in different training situations learn in different patterns, called learning curves. The kind of learning curve typical of a given task has implications for the way the training program is designed. In some situations, the amount of learning and/or the skill level increases rapidly at first, then the rate of improvement slows. For example, when an employee first learns to operate a stamping machine, the rate of production increases rapidly at first and then slows as the normal rate is approached. Learning to perform most routine jobs follows such a curve.

Another common pattern occurs when a person tries to learn an unfamiliar, difficult task that also requires insight into the basics of the job. In this pattern, learning occurs slowly at first, then increases rapidly for a while, and then flattens out. Learning to debug computer systems is one example, especially if the learner has little previous contact with computers.

**Transfer of Training**

For effective transfer of training from the classroom to the job, two conditions must be met. First, the trainees must be able to take the material learned in training and apply it to the job context in which they work. Second, use of the learned material must be maintained over time on the job.

One way to aid transfer of training to job situations is to ensure that the training is as much like the jobs as possible. In the training situation, trainees should be able to experience the types of situations they can expect on the job. For
example, training managers to be better interviewers should include role playing with “applicants” who respond in the same way that real applicants would.

**Orientation: Training for New Employees**

**Orientation** is the planned introduction of new employees to their jobs, coworkers, and the organization. However, orientation should not be a mechanical, one-way process. Because all employees are different, orientation must incorporate a sensitive awareness of the anxieties, uncertainties, and needs of the individual. Orientation in one form or another is offered by most employers.

**Orientation Responsibilities**

Orientation requires cooperation between individuals in the HR unit and other managers and supervisors. In a small organization without an HR department, such as a machine shop, the new employee’s supervisor or manager has the total responsibility for orientation. In large organizations, managers and supervisors, as well as the HR department, should work as a team in employee orientation.

Figure 10–4 illustrates a common division of orientation responsibilities in which managers work with HR specialists to orient a new employee. Together they must develop an orientation process that will communicate what the employee needs to learn. Supervisors may not know all the details about health insurance or benefit options, for example, but they usually can best present information on safety rules; the HR department then can explain benefits.

**Purposes of Orientation for Employers**

The overall goal of orientation is to help new employees learn about the organization as soon as possible, so that they can begin contributing. From the perspective of employers, the orientation process has several specific purposes, which are described next.

**PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT** Both employers and new employees want individuals starting jobs to become as productive as possible relatively quickly. Texas Instruments found that orientation helps new employees reach full productivity...
levels at least two months sooner than those without effective orientation experiences. Some employers, including a large accounting firm, give new employees computer and intranet access upon acceptance of a job offer. That way new employees can become more familiar with the organization and its operations even before they go through a formal orientation program. This example illustrates that orientation to the organization really begins during the recruiting and selection processes, because the way individuals are treated and what they learn about the organization during the first contacts may shape how they approach new jobs.

Another facet of orientation that affects productivity is training new employees on the proper ways to perform their jobs. One construction company has found that emphasizing safety and instructing new employees in safe work practices has significantly reduced the number of lost-time injuries experienced by new employees.

**TURN OVER REDUCTION** Some employers have experienced significant turnover of newly hired employees, and it is common for over half of all new hires in hourly jobs to leave within their first year of employment. But employers with effective orientation programs have found that new employees stay longer. Corning Glass identified that 70% of the employees rating orientation highly were likely to stay at least three years. Another firm was able to reduce annual turnover rates by 40%, and much of the decline was attributed to more effective orientation of new employees. As pointed out in Chapter 3, turnover is costly, and if orientation helps reduce turnover, then it contributes to organizational success.

**ORGANIZATIONAL OVERVIEW** Another purpose of orientation is to inform new employees about the nature of the organization. A general organizational overview might include a brief review of the organization; the history, structure, key executives, purpose, products, and services of the organization; how the employee’s job fits into the big picture; and other general information. If the employer prepares an annual report, a copy may be given to a new employee. Also, some organizations give new employees a list of terms that are used in the industry to help them learn regularly used vocabulary. The HR Perspective shows the passport used at ACI Worldwide. It describes an orientation approach that involves executives from throughout the firm, not just HR staff members.

**Purpose of Orientation for New Employees**

New employees generally are excited about the “new beginning” and also have anxieties about what they face. Therefore, orientation should help create a favorable impression and enhance interpersonal acceptance of new employees.

**FAVORABLE EMPLOYEE IMPRESSION** Although the first two purposes of orientation are employer-centered, another goal of orientation is to benefit the new employees. Certainly a good orientation program creates a favorable impression of the organization and its work. This impression begins even before the new employees report to work. Providing sufficient information about when and where to report the first day, handling all relevant paperwork efficiently, and having personable, efficient people assist the new employee all contribute to creating a favorable impression of the organization.
Passport for New Employee Success

Transaction Systems Architects, Inc., develops, markets, and supports software products for the global electronic funds transfer market. TSA’s products are used to process transactions involving credit cards, debit cards, smart cards, home banking services, checks, wire transfers, and automated clearing and settlement. TSA’s software solutions are used by more than 2,000 customers in 70 countries on six continents. Of the top 500 banks worldwide (in terms of assets), over 100 use at least one of Transaction Systems’ product solutions. More than 2,300 people are employed by TSA in offices in 18 countries. At ACI Worldwide, TSA’s support and distribution division, the new employee orientation process picks up the global theme of TSA by using a new employee passport (see photo).

As part of its employee orientation program, ACI in Omaha, Nebraska, gives new employees their own New Employee Passports. The objective of the passport is to provide the employee with an introduction to ACI’s senior members—individuals most employees might otherwise never meet. This process also allows senior managers to share their views of the organization and its future prospects.

Modeled after the official U.S. passport, the New Employee Passport is specially prepared for each holder. Inside the passport, in the sections normally reserved for visa stamps, are the names and titles of the senior managers of the company, including the chief executive officer. In these sections, the management hierarchy specific to the new employee is identified and marked.

Using the passport as an entree, the new employee sets up appointments to meet individually with appropriate senior managers. In these one-on-one meetings, each senior manager describes his/her job and division responsibilities, the strategic directions being pursued, and how the new employee’s job fits into the company plans and changes. At the end of these meetings, each senior manager signs the “New Employee Passport,” much as a customs official in a foreign country would do. Interestingly, the senior managers uniformly give priority in their schedules for the new employees, thereby emphasizing the importance of the new employee to ACI.

ACI uses its New Employee Passport to communicate the company’s informal, open culture. The passport offers a unique introductory process for new employees to learn from senior managers about the strategies and operations of the company.
ENHANCE INTERPERSONAL ACCEPTANCE Another purpose of orientation is to ease the employee’s entry into the work group. New employees often are concerned about meeting the people in their work units. Further, the expectations of the work group do not always parallel those presented at management’s formal orientation. Also, if a well-planned formal orientation is lacking, the new employee may be oriented solely by the group, possibly in ways not beneficial to the organization. For example, at a software company the work group in the section where new employees were assigned delighted in telling the new employees “the way it really works here.” Some of their views were not entirely accurate. Therefore, orientation was essential for management to make certain that new employees knew what their supervisors wanted.

Establishing an Effective Orientation System

A systematic approach to orientation requires attention to attitudes, behaviors, and information that new employees need. Unfortunately, too often orientation is conducted rather haphazardly. The general ideas that follow highlight the major components of an effective orientation system: preparing for new employees, providing them with needed information, presenting orientation information effectively, and conducting evaluation and follow-up on the initial orientation.

PREPARING FOR NEW EMPLOYEES New employees must feel that they belong and are important to the organization. Both the supervisor and the HR unit should be prepared to give each new employee this perception. Further, coworkers as well as the supervisor should be prepared for a new employee’s arrival. This preparation is especially important if the new employee will be assuming duties that might be interpreted as threatening a current employee’s job status or security. The manager or supervisor should discuss the purpose of hiring the new worker with all current employees before the arrival of the new worker.17

Some organizations use coworkers or peers to conduct part of the new employees’ orientation. It is particularly useful to involve more experienced and higher-performing individuals who can serve as role models for new employees.

PROVIDING NEW EMPLOYEES WITH NEEDED INFORMATION The guiding question in the establishment of an orientation system is, “What does the new employee need to know now?” Often new employees receive a large amount of information they do not immediately need, and they fail to get the information they really need the first day of a new job.

Some organizations systematize this process by developing an orientation checklist. Figure 10–5 on the next page indicates items to be covered by the HR department representative, the new employee’s supervisor, or both. A checklist can ensure that all necessary items have been covered at some point, perhaps during the first week. Many employers have employees sign the checklist to verify that they have been told of pertinent rules and procedures.

Often, employees are asked to sign a form indicating that they have received the handbook and have read it. This requirement gives legal protection to employers who may have to enforce policies and rules later. Employees who have signed forms cannot deny later that they were informed about policies and rules.

To help them understand the organization fully, new employees also should be oriented to the culture of the organization. Giving informal information on
### FIGURE 10-5  Orientation Checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FIRST DAY</strong></th>
<th><strong>SECOND DAY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OVERVIEW</strong></td>
<td><strong>PERSONNEL POLICIES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Company history</td>
<td>— Equal employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Organization chart</td>
<td>— Alcohol and drug prohibition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Company business sectors</td>
<td>— Sexual and other harassment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WORKING HOURS</strong></td>
<td>— Complaints and concerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Recording work hours</td>
<td><strong>INSURANCE BENEFITS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Start and stop times</td>
<td>— Group health plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Lunch and breaks</td>
<td>— Disability insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Overtime policies</td>
<td>— Life insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PAY POLICIES</strong></td>
<td>— Worker compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Employee classifications</td>
<td><strong>LEAVE BENEFITS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Pay periods</td>
<td>— Sick leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Automatic deposits</td>
<td>— Holiday and vacations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DISTRIBUTE EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK</strong></td>
<td>— Personal leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Pay periods</td>
<td>— Family and medical leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Automatic deposits</td>
<td>— Civic duty leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Overtime policies</td>
<td>— Bereavement leave</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**At the end of the employee’s first two weeks, the supervisor will ask if the employee has any questions concerning any items. After all questions have been discussed, both the employee and the supervisor will sign and date this form and return it to the HR Department.**
such factors as typical dress habits, lunch practices, and what executives are called will help new employees to adjust.

Another important type of initial information to give employees is information on the policies, work rules, and benefits of the company. Policies about sick leave, tardiness, absenteeism, vacations, benefits, hospitalization, parking, and safety rules must be made known to every new employee immediately. Also, the employee’s supervisor or manager should describe the routine of a normal workday for the employee the first morning.

**PRESENTING ORIENTATION INFORMATION EFFECTIVELY** Managers and HR representatives should determine the most appropriate ways to present orientation information. One common failing of many orientation programs is information overload. New workers presented with too many facts may ignore important details or inaccurately recall much of the information. For example, rather than telling an employee about company sick leave and vacation policies, an employee handbook that includes this information might be presented on the first day. The manager or HR representative then can review this information a few days later to answer any of the employee’s questions, and the employee can review it as needed. Some employers have invested considerable time and effort to make their orientation efforts interesting and useful.

Self-paced orientation, whereby employees review orientation information available electronically or on videotape, is growing in usage also. There are several advantages to this approach. Most of the general company information is online for employees to access from home or in offices throughout the world. It also saves several hours of HR staff time, and new employees can return to the information at any time. If they have specific questions, new employees can contact the HR staff either by phone or e-mail.

Indeed, employees will retain more of the orientation information if it is presented in a manner that encourages them to learn. In addition to the videotapes and computers already mentioned, some organizations have successfully used movies, slides, and charts. However, the emphasis should be on presenting information, not on entertaining the new employee. Materials such as handbooks and information leaflets should be reviewed periodically for updates and corrections.

**EVALUATION AND FOLLOW-UP** A systematic orientation program should have an evaluation and/or reorientation phase at some point after the initial orientation. An HR representative or manager can evaluate the effectiveness of the orientation by conducting follow-up interviews with new employees a few weeks or months after the orientation. Employee questionnaires also can be used. Some organizations even give new employees a written test on the company handbook two weeks after orientation. Unfortunately, it appears that most employers do limited or no evaluation of the effectiveness of orientation, according to one survey of employers.

Too often, typical orientation efforts assume that once oriented, employees are familiar with everything they need to know about the organization forever. Instead, orientation should be viewed as a never-ending process of introducing both old and new employees to the current state of the organization. To be assets to their organizations, employees must know current organizational policies and procedures, and these may be altered from time to time.
Systems Approach to Training

The success of orientation or any other type of training can be gauged by the amount of learning that occurs and is transferred to the job. Too often, unplanned, uncoordinated, and haphazard training efforts significantly reduce the learning that could have occurred. Training and learning will take place, especially through informal work groups, whether an organization has a coordinated effort or not—because employees learn from other employees. But without a well-designed, systematic approach to training, what is learned may not be what is best for the organization. Figure 10–6 shows the relevant components of the three major phases in a training system: (1) the assessment phase, (2) the implementation phase, and (3) the evaluation phase.20

Assessment Phase

In the assessment phase, planners determine the need for training and specify the objectives of the training effort. Looking at the performance of clerks in a billing department, a manager might find that their data-entry and keyboard abilities are weak and that they would profit by having instruction in these areas. An objective of increasing the clerks’ keyboard entry speed to 60 words per minute without errors might be established. The number of words per minute without errors is the criterion against which training success can be measured, and it represents the way in which the objective is made specific. To make the bridge between assessment and implementation, the clerks would be given a keyboard data-entry test.

FIGURE 10–6 Model of a Training System
Implementation Phase

Using the results of the assessment, implementation can begin. For instance, a billing supervisor and an HR training specialist could work together to determine how to train the clerks to increase their speeds. Arrangements for instructors, classrooms, materials, and so on would be made at this point. A programmed instruction manual might be used in conjunction with a special data-entry class set up at the company. Implementation occurs when training is actually conducted.

Evaluation Phase

The evaluation phase is crucial. It focuses on measuring how well the training accomplished what its originators expected. Monitoring the training serves as a bridge between the implementation and evaluation phases and provides feedback for setting future training objectives.

Training Needs Assessment

Training is designed to help the organization accomplish its objectives. Determining organizational training needs is the diagnostic phase of setting training objectives. Just as a patient must be examined before a physician can prescribe medication to deal with an ailment, an organization or an individual employee must be studied before a course of action can be planned to make the “patient” function better. Managers can identify training needs by considering three sources. Figure 10–7 depicts some of the methods used, for each of the three sources.

![Levels of Training Needs Assessment](image)

**FIGURE 10–7 Levels of Training Needs Assessment**

- **Organization-wide Sources**
  - Grievances
  - Observations
  - Exit Interviews
  - Waste/Scrap
  - Accidents
  - Complaints
  - Training Observations
  - Equipment Use

- **Task Analyses Sources**
  - Job Requirements = Employee KSAs
  - Job Description Requirements = Job Specifications

- **Individual Employee Sources**
  - Tests
  - Questionnaires
  - Records
  - Performance Appraisals
  - Assessment Centers
  - Attitude Surveys
Organizational Analyses

The first way to diagnose training needs is through organizational analysis, which considers the organization as a system. An important part of the company’s strategic human resource planning is the identification of the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) that will be needed by employers in the future as both jobs and the organization change.

Both internal and external forces that will influence training must be considered when doing organizational analyses. The problems posed by the technical obsolescence of current employees and an insufficiently educated labor pool from which to draw new workers should be confronted before those training needs become critical. To illustrate, consider a medium-sized telecommunications firm that is facing increasing competition and changes in its industry. During its strategic planning, the firm recognized that greater computerization of its operations was needed. The firm identified that establishing an intranet in the company was going to mean that increased internal and external communications were to occur electronically. Many employees needed to be trained to use computer software and given laptops to use both at work and away from the office.

One important source for organizational analyses comes from various operational measures of organizational performance. On a continuing basis, detailed analyses of HR data can show training weaknesses. Departments or areas with high turnover, high absenteeism, low performance, or other deficiencies can be pinpointed. After such problems are analyzed, training objectives can be developed. Specific sources of information and operational measures for an organizational-level needs analysis may include the following:

- Grievances
- Complaints from customers
- Accident records
- Equipment utilization figures
- Observations
- Training committee observations
- Exit interviews
- Waste/scrap/quality control data

Task Analyses

The second way to diagnose training needs is through analyses of the tasks performed in the organization. To do these analyses, it is necessary to know the job requirements of the organization. Job descriptions and job specifications provide information on the performances expected and skills necessary for employees to accomplish the required work. By comparing the requirements of jobs with the knowledge, skills, and abilities of employees, training needs can be identified.

To continue an example, assume that at a telecommunications firm, analyses were done to identify the tasks to be performed by engineers who were to serve as technical instructors for other employees. By listing the tasks required of a technical instructor, management established a program to teach specific instruction skills needed so the engineers could become successful instructors.

Individual Analyses

The third means of diagnosing training needs focuses on individuals and how they perform their jobs. Figure 10–8 shows how analyses of the job and the person mesh to identify training needs. The use of performance appraisal data in making these individual analyses is the most common approach. In some
instances, a good HR information system can be used to help identify individuals who require training in specific areas.

To assess training needs through the performance appraisal process, an employee's performance inadequacies first must be determined in a formal review. Then some type of training can be designed to help the employee overcome the weaknesses. Another way of assessing individual training needs is to ask both managerial and nonmanagerial employees about what training they need. The results can inform managers about what employees believe their problems are and what actions they recommend.

A training needs survey can take the form of questionnaires or interviews with supervisors and employees on an individual or group basis. The purpose is to
gather information on problems perceived by the individuals involved. The following sources are useful for individual analyses:

- Questionnaires
- Records of critical incidents
- Job knowledge tools
- Data from assessment centers
- Skill tests
- Role-playing results
- Attitude surveys

Establishing Training Objectives and Priorities

Once training needs have been identified using the various analyses, then training objectives and priorities must be established. All of the gathered data is used to compile a gap analysis, which identifies the distance between where an organization is with its employee capabilities and where it needs to be. Training objectives and priorities are set to close the gap.22

The success of training should be measured in terms of the objectives set. Useful objectives are measurable. For example, an objective for a new salesclerk might be to “demonstrate the ability to explain the function of each product in the department within two weeks.” This objective serves as a check on internalization, or whether the person really learned.

Objectives for training can be set in any area by using one of the following four dimensions:

- **Quantity of work** resulting from training (for example, number of words per minute typed or number of applications processed per day)
- **Quality of work** after training (for example, dollar cost of rework, scrap loss, or errors)
- **Timeliness of work** after training (for example, schedules met or budget reports turned in on time)
- **Cost savings** as a result of training (for example, deviation from budget, sales expense, or cost of downtime)

Because training seldom is an unlimited budget item and there are multiple training needs in an organization, it is necessary to prioritize needs. Ideally, training needs are ranked in importance on the basis of organizational objectives. The training most needed to improve the health of the organization is done first in order to produce visible results more quickly.

Training Approaches

Once objectives have been determined, the actual training can begin. Regardless of whether the training is job specific or broader in nature, the appropriate training approach must be chosen. The following overview of common training approaches and techniques classifies them into several major groups. Other methods that are used more frequently for management development are discussed in the next chapter, although there can be overlap in the use of some of the methods.

**On-the-Job Training (OJT)**

The most common type of training at all levels in an organization is on-the-job training (OJT). Whether or not the training is planned, people do learn from their
job experiences, particularly if these experiences change over time. On-the-job training usually is done by the manager, other employees, or both. A manager or supervisor who trains an employee must be able to teach, as well as to show, the employee what to do.

**JOB INSTRUCTION TRAINING (JIT)** A special, guided form of on-the-job training is known as **job instruction training** (JIT). Developed during World War II, JIT was used to prepare civilians with little experience for jobs in the industrial sector producing military equipment. Because of its success, JIT is still used. In fact, its logical progression of steps is an excellent way to teach trainers to train. Figure 10–9 shows the steps in the JIT process.

**PROBLEMS WITH OJT** On-the-job training is by far the most commonly used form of training because it is flexible and relevant to what the employee is doing. However, OJT has some problems as well. A common problem is that OJT often is haphazardly done. Trainers may have no experience in training, no time to do it, and no desire to participate. Under such conditions, learners essentially are on their own, and training likely will not be effective. Another problem is that OJT can disrupt regular work. Unfortunately, OJT can amount to no training at all in some circumstances, especially if the trainee simply is abandoned by an ineffective trainer to learn the job alone. However, well-planned and well-executed OJT can be very effective.

**Simulation**

Simulation is a training approach that uses a training site set up to be identical to the work site. In this setting, trainees can learn under realistic conditions but be away from the pressures of the production schedule. For example, having an employee practice on a PBX console in a simulated setting before taking over as a telephone receptionist allows the person to learn the job more easily and without stress. Consequently, there may be fewer mistakes in handling actual incoming calls.

One type of simulation is called **vestibule training**, which occurs in special facilities that replicate the equipment and work demands of jobs. Examples of vestibule training include airlines that use simulators to train pilots and cabin attendants, astronauts who train in mock-up space capsules, and nuclear power plant operators who use model operations control rooms and consoles.

Behavioral simulations and computer-generated virtual reality have grown as computer technology and use of the Internet for training have grown. Virtual
reality uses three-dimensional environments to replicate a job. Computers, audio equipment, and video equipment all may be a part of a virtual reality training approach. It is very useful where danger to the learner or to expensive equipment is involved, such as teaching pilots to fly a 757 aircraft or teaching police officers when to use their weapons and when to hold their fire in situations where their lives may be in danger.

Cooperative Training

Two widely used cooperative training methods are internships and apprenticeships. Both mix classroom training and on-the-job experiences.

INTERNSHIPS An internship is a form of on-the-job training that usually combines job training with classroom instruction in trade schools, high schools, colleges, or universities. Internships are advantageous to both employers and interns. Interns get “real-world” exposure, a line on the vita (resume), and a chance to examine a possible employer closely. Employers who hire from campuses get a cost-effective selection tool that includes a chance to see an intern at work before a final hiring decision is made.

APPRENTICESHIPS Another form of cooperative training that is used by employers, trade unions, and government agencies is apprentice training. An apprenticeship program provides an employee with on-the-job experience under the guidance of a skilled and certified worker. Certain requirements for training, equipment, time length, and proficiency levels may be monitored by a unit of the U.S. Department of Labor. Apprentice training is used most often to train people for jobs in skilled crafts, such as carpentry, plumbing, photoengraving, typesetting, and welding. Apprenticeships usually last two to five years, depending on the occupation. During this time the apprentice receives lower wages than the certified individual.

Workforce Investment Partnership Act (1998)

The U.S. government and most state governments have programs providing training support to employers who hire new workers, particularly those who are long-term unemployed or have been receiving welfare benefits. Prior to 1998, most federal training was done under the provisions of the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA). However, in 1998, the JTPA was replaced by the Workforce Investment Partnership Act (WIPA). Through WIPA over 60 federal training support programs were consolidated into three block grant programs. These programs target adult education, disadvantaged youth, and family literacy. Employers hiring and training individuals who meet the WIPA criteria receive tax credits and other assistance for six months or more, depending upon the program regulations.23

Behaviorally Experienced Training

Some training efforts focus on emotional and behavioral learning. **Behaviorally experienced training** focuses less on physical skills than on attitudes, perceptions, and interpersonal issues. As Figure 10–10 shows, there are several different types of behaviorally experienced training. Employees can learn about behavior by role playing, in which individuals assume identities in a certain situation and
Act them out. Business games, case studies, other cases called incidents, and short work assignments called in-baskets are other behaviorally experienced learning methods. Sensitivity training, or laboratory training, is an example of a method used for emotional learning. Diversity training seeks to shape attitudes about a work environment with differing kinds of employees. Figure 10-10 compares some of the commonly used forms of behaviorally experienced training.

The critical issue is to emphasize the purpose of the exercise. For instance, employees may perceive role playing as fun or annoying, but they should understand clearly that the exercise is attempting to teach something. Also, the trainees must be able to transfer the learning back to their jobs.

**Classroom and Conference Training**

Training seminars, courses, and presentations can be used in both skills-related and developmental training. Lectures and discussions are a major part of this training. The numerous management development courses offered by trade associations and educational institutions are examples of conference training.

Company-conducted short courses, lectures, and meetings usually consist of classroom training, whereas company sales meetings are a common type of conference training. Both classroom and conference training frequently make use of training techniques such as case discussions, films, and tapes to enhance the learning experience. Particularly important in classroom training is to recognize

---

**FIGURE 10-10 Common Forms of Behaviorally Experienced Training**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Training</th>
<th>Nature of Training</th>
<th>Problems with Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Role Playing</td>
<td>Participants acting out roles in work-related situations can improve interpersonal skills.</td>
<td>Trainees may see it as a “game,” not transferable to the job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Games</td>
<td>Computer simulations where the trainee makes management decisions and gets feedback on success. Trains people to make business decisions without actually affecting the business.</td>
<td>Training is expensive and time-consuming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity Training</td>
<td>Unstructured attempt to show how others see individual. Can provide insight into interpersonal skills.</td>
<td>Trainees may be personally “threatened”; also may not be seen as job relevant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity Training</td>
<td>Classroom lecture approach to easing racial and gender tensions at work.</td>
<td>Training can create “backlash” or oversensitivity, inhibiting workplace interactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Basket Exercises</td>
<td>A series of memos or letters that must be dealt with, usually in a rapid fashion. Can be made relevant to real job decisions.</td>
<td>Training is time-consuming and must be tailored to jobs under focus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Studies/ Incidents</td>
<td>Descriptions of real companies or situations that require dealing with many facts and making decisions. Can provide a great deal of exposure to many different companies and problems.</td>
<td>Care must be taken to ensure that cases are relevant and problems are realistic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that adults in classroom training have different expectations and learning styles than do younger students.24

A number of large firms have established their own “universities” to offer classroom and other training as part of curricula for employees. Among the better-known corporate universities are Motorola University, Equifax University, and Northern States Power’s Quality Academy.25

**Training Media**

Several aids are available to trainers presenting information. The most common are audiovisual aids and computer-assisted instruction. Another is distance training and learning using interactive two-way television or computer technology. Also, the growth of web-based training and organizational intranets has grown, as mentioned in the chapter opening discussion. Several types of training media are examined next.

**AUDIOVISUAL AIDS** Technical aids that are audio and visual in nature can include audiotapes and videotapes, films, closed-circuit television, and interactive video teleconferencing. All but interactive video are one-way communications. They may allow the communication of information that cannot be presented in a classroom. Demonstrations of machines, experiments, and examinations of behavior are examples. Interactive video capability adds audio and video capabilities, but it uses touch-screen input instead of a keyboard. Audio and visual aids also can be tied into satellite communications systems to convey the same information, such as new product details, to sales personnel in several states.

**COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION** Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) allows trainees to learn by interacting with a computer. Application of CAI technology is driven by the need to improve the efficiency or effectiveness of a training situation and to enhance the transfer of learning to improve job performance. Computers lend themselves well to instruction, testing, drill and practice, and application through simulation.

Training programs in the United States are becoming increasingly high-tech. Interactive media such as computers can take the place of more expensive instructor-led classroom training. The advancement in computer technology also has led to placing training programs on CD-ROMs, which are distributed to trainees.

Some firms have gone beyond CD-ROMs to distributing updated training materials worldwide. This streaming of video allows video clips of training materials to be stored on a firm’s network server. Employees then can access the material using the firm’s intranet. Changes in training content are loaded directly into the server, rather than having to be distributed on CD-ROMs.26

**Virtual reality (VR)** allows trainees to “see” the training situations and react to them using computer interactive technology. For example, VR has been used to “place” police officers, training them how to react, and when to use weapons when chasing suspects in darkened and crowded areas. The U.S. military also has made extensive use of VR in training personnel in several branches of service.

A major advantage of all forms of CAI is that it allows self-directed instruction, which many users prefer. Computers used as a training tool allow self-paced approaches and often can be used at the usual place of business. In contrast, instructor-based teaching in a campus-based setting requires employees to spend
considerable time away from their jobs. A survey of 3,700 firms found that training using electronic technologies is growing in use, but that training in instructor-led classrooms is declining in use.27

**DISTANCE TRAINING/LEARNING** Many colleges and universities are using interactive two-way television to present classes. The medium allows an instructor in one place to see and respond to a “class” in any number of other locations. If a system is fully configured, employees can take courses from anywhere in the world—while remaining at their jobs or homes. Colleges are designing courses and even degrees for companies who pay for delivering courses to their employees. Both a satellite-based training business and a “World College” based on the Internet are being used. Trainers must avoid becoming dazzled with the technology so that the real emphasis is on performance and training. The effectiveness of the technologies and media needs to be examined when evaluating training.28

**Selecting Training Approaches**

Once training needs have been assessed and training objectives identified, then the training approaches and methods must be selected. There are many different training methods, and training technology is expanding the number of options available. Figure 10–11 shows that numerous factors must be considered simultaneously when selecting the training approaches to use.

---

**FIGURE 10–11 Considerations When Selecting Training Approaches**

- Individual vs. Team
- Cost
- Number of Trainees
- Completion Time Line
- Time Allotted
- Nature of Subject Matter
- Purpose of Training
- Self-paced vs. Guided
- Training Resources
Evaluation of Training

Evaluation of training compares the post-training results to the objectives expected by managers, trainers, and trainees. Too often, training is done without any thought of measuring and evaluating it later to see how well it worked. Because training is both time-consuming and costly, evaluation should be done. The management axiom that “nothing will improve until it is measured” may apply to training assessment. In fact, at some firms, what employees learn is directly related to what they earn, which puts this principle of measurement into practice.

One way to evaluate training is to examine the costs associated with the training and the benefits received through cost/benefit analysis. As mentioned earlier, comparing costs and benefits is easy until one has to assign an actual dollar value to some of the benefits. The best way is to measure the value of the output before and after training. Any increase represents the benefit resulting from training. However, careful measurement of both the costs and the benefits may be difficult in some situations. Therefore, benchmarking training has grown in usage.

Benchmarking Training

Rather than doing training evaluation internally, some organizations are using benchmark measures of training that are compared from one organization to others. To do benchmarking, HR professionals in an organization gather data on training and compare it to data on training at other organizations in the industry and of their size. Comparison data is available through the American Society of Training and Development (ASTD) and its Benchmarking Service. This service has training-related data from over 1,000 participating employers who complete detailed questionnaires annually. Training also can be benchmarked against data from the American Productivity and Quality Center and the Saratoga Institute. In both instances, data is available on training expenditures per employee, among other measures.

Levels of Evaluation

It is best to consider how training is to be evaluated before it begins. Donald L. Kirkpatrick identified four levels at which training can be evaluated. As Figure 10–12 shows, the ease of evaluating training becomes increasingly more difficult as training is evaluated using reaction, learning, behavior, and results measures. But the value of the training increases as it can be shown to affect behavior and results instead of reaction and learning-level evaluations. Later research has examined Kirkpatrick’s schematic and raised questions about how independent each level is from the others, but the four levels are widely used to focus on the importance of evaluating training.

REACTION Organizations evaluate the reaction level of trainees by conducting interviews or by administering questionnaires to the trainees. Assume that 30 managers attended a two-day workshop on effective interviewing skills. A reaction-level measure could be gathered by having the managers complete a survey that asked them to rate the value of the training, the style of the instructors, and the usefulness of the training to them. However, the immediate reaction may
measure only how much the people liked the training rather than how it benefited them.

**LEARNING** Learning levels can be evaluated by measuring how well trainees have learned facts, ideas, concepts, theories, and attitudes. Tests on the training material are commonly used for evaluating learning and can be given both before and after training to compare scores. To evaluate training courses at some firms, test results are used to determine how well the courses have provided employees with the desired content. If test scores indicate learning problems, instructors get feedback, and the courses are redesigned so that the content can be delivered more effectively. To continue the example, giving managers attending the interviewing workshop a test at the end of the session to quiz them on types of interviews, legal and illegal questions, and questioning types could indicate that they learned important material on interviewing. Of course, learning enough to pass a test does not guarantee that the trainee can do anything with what was learned or behave differently.

One study of training programs on hazardous waste operations and emergency response for chemical workers found that the multiple-choice test given at the end of the course did not indicate that those trained had actually mastered the relevant material. Also, as students will attest, what is remembered and answered on learning content immediately after the training is different from what may be remembered if the “test” is given several months later.
Evaluating training at the behavioral level involves (1) measuring the effect of training on job performance through interviews of trainees and their coworkers and (2) observing job performance. For instance, a behavioral evaluation of the managers who participated in the interviewing workshop might be done by observing them conducting actual interviews of applicants for jobs in their departments. If the managers asked questions as they were trained and they used appropriate follow-up questions, then a behavioral indication of the interviewing training could be obtained. However, behavior is more difficult to measure than reaction and learning. Even if behaviors do change, the results that management desires may not be obtained.

Employers evaluate results by measuring the effect of training on the achievement of organizational objectives. Because results such as productivity, turnover, quality, time, sales, and costs are relatively concrete, this type of evaluation can be done by comparing records before and after training. For the interviewing training, records of the number of individuals hired to the offers of employment made prior to and after the training could be gathered.

The difficulty with measuring results is pinpointing whether it actually was training that caused the changes in results. Other factors may have had a major impact as well. For example, managers who completed the interviewing training program can be measured on employee turnover before and after the training. But turnover is also dependent on the current economic situation, the demand for product, and the quality of employees being hired. Therefore, when evaluating results, managers should be aware of all issues involved in determining the exact effect on the training.

If evaluation is done internally because benchmarking data are not available, there are many ways to design the evaluation of training programs to measure improvements. The rigor of the three designs discussed next increases with each level.

The most obvious way to evaluate training effectiveness is to determine after the training whether the individuals can perform the way management wants them to perform. Assume that a manager has 20 typists who need to improve their typing speeds. They are given a one-day training session and then given a typing test to measure their speeds. If the typists can all type the required speed after training, was the training beneficial? It is difficult to say; perhaps they could have done as well before training. It is difficult to know whether the typing speed is a result of the training or could have been achieved without training.

By designing the typing speed evaluation differently, the issue of pretest skill levels could have been considered. If the manager had measured the typing speed before and after training, he could have known whether the training made any difference. However, a question remains. If there was a change in typing speed, was the training responsible for the change, or did these people simply type faster because they knew they were being tested? People often perform better when they know they are being tested on the results.
PRE-/POST-MEASURE WITH CONTROL GROUP Another evaluation design can address this problem. In addition to the 20 typists who will be trained, a manager can test another group of typists who will not be trained to see if they do as well as those who are to be trained. This second group is called a control group. If, after training, the trained typists can type significantly faster than those who were not trained, the manager can be reasonably sure that the training was effective. Figure 10–13 shows the pre-/post-measure design with a control group.

There are some difficulties associated with using this design. First, having enough employees doing similar jobs to be able to create two groups may not be feasible in many situations, even in larger companies. Second, because one group is excluded from training, there may be resentment or increased motivation by those in the control group, which could lead to distorted results, either positive or negative. Additionally, this design also assumes that performance measurement can be done accurately in both groups, so that any performance changes in the experimental group can be attributed to the training.

Other designs also can be used, but these three are the most common ones. When possible, the pre-/post-measure or pre-/post-measure with control group design should be used, because each provides a much stronger measurement than the post-measure design alone.

Summary

- Training is a learning process whereby people acquire capabilities to aid in the achievement of goals.
- Training can be conducted internally in the organization and can be done formally, informally, or on the job.
- External training is growing in usage, even to the extent that training is being outsourced.
- Training has legal implications, such as who is selected for training, the criteria used for the selection, pay differences based on training, and use of training when making promotion decisions.
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- Basic learning principles that guide training efforts include intention to learn, whole learning, reinforcement, immediate confirmation, practice, and transfer of training.
- Orientation is a special kind of training designed to help new employees learn about their jobs, coworkers, and organization.
- Components of an effective orientation system include preparing for new employees; determining what information is needed and when it is needed by the employees; presenting information about the workday, organization, policies, rules, and benefits; and doing evaluation and follow-up.
- A training system includes assessment, implementation, and evaluation.
- Of the many training approaches, on-the-job training (OJT) is the most often used (and abused) method.
- Two widely used cooperative training methods are internships and apprenticeships.
- Training media such as computer-assisted instruction and audio and visual aids each have advantages and disadvantages.
- Evaluation of training success is important. Training can be evaluated at four levels: reaction, learning, behavior, and results.
- A pre-/post-measure with control group design is the most rigorous training evaluation design, but others can be used as well.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. What are some reasons that external training is growing in usage?
2. Describe how you would use some of the learning concepts discussed in the chapter in training someone to operate a fax machine.
3. Discuss the importance of orientation, and tell how you would orient a new management trainee.
4. What are the three major phases in a training system? Identify the processes within each phase.
5. Assume that you want to identify training needs for a group of sales employees in a luxury-oriented jewelry store. What would you do?
6. You are training someone to use a word-processing computer software program. What training methods would you use?
7. You want to evaluate the training received by some data-input operators:
   (a) Give examples of how to evaluate the training at four different levels.
   (b) What type of training design would you use, and why?

Terms to Know

active practice 323  
attentional advice 321  
behaviorally experienced training 336  
behavior modeling 322  
cost-benefit analysis 340  
extinction 322  
informal training 319  
immediate confirmation 322  
massed practice 323  
negative reinforcement 322  
orientation 324  
punishment 322  
reinforcement 321  
spaced practice 323  
training 317  
vestibule training 335
Using the Internet

Training and Employee Turnover

You have just been hired as the new training and development manager in a financial institution. This is a new position for the company, and the senior officers have asked you to attend their executive meeting at the end of the week. Your purpose is to explain to them how the training and development of employees will help reduce the increasing turnover they are experiencing. Using the following website list, identify ways that training and development can be used to decrease employee turnover.  
http://www.auxillium.com/humint.htm#training_and_development

CASE

Disney “Magic” Training at Dierberg’s

One of the best-known organizations in the world is Walt Disney World. Yes, it is known for the theme parks and resorts it has worldwide, but in HR circles Disney is seen as a model for training employees to deliver outstanding service. At the heart of Disney “magic” is training employees in the Disney culture. Once individuals survive a rigorous selection process and are chosen as cast members, training begins with orientation and on-the-job training. Disney has become so well-known for its training that the Disney Institute has been established to share the Disney approach with other employers.

One firm that is a believer in the Disney “magic” is Dierberg’s, a supermarket chain based in St. Louis, Missouri. Before Fred Martels, HR director for Dierberg’s went to a Disney Institute workshop on customer service and employee orientation, Dierberg’s new employees went through a two-hour orientation program. They got an employee handbook, saw a short company history video, and were briefed on safety and company policies. Boring, was how Martels described it. Indications were that upon completing the two-hour orientation, new employees were not excited about their jobs and unclear about customer service expectations and the company.

Then Martels went to a Disney Institute workshop on customer service and Disney’s approach to orientation. As a result, Dierberg’s totally revamped its orientation program. Following the Disney example, the HR staff had the once-bare walls of the orientation and training rooms decorated with information about company history, pictures of stores, and other company details. That way, new employees can see some of the company history. They are given exercises to get them involved and interacting. They watch new videos that emphasize customer service, company growth, and career opportunities. Throughout the new orientation program, Dierberg’s stresses participant involvement and interaction.

Consequently, managers throughout Dierberg’s have noticed that new employees are more customer-service oriented and appear more pleasant to customers and coworkers. As a result of this and other changes, Dierberg’s has received professional awards for motivating and retaining employees. Evidently, Dierberg’s has created its own “magic.”

Questions

1. Discuss why the assessment of training needs at Dierberg’s was crucial to the results described in the case.
2. Identify how Dierberg’s new orientation program could be evaluated in terms of reaction, learning, behavior, and results.
Notes
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After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Define human resource development, and explain how it differs from training.
- Describe the development process.
- Discuss specific advantages and problems associated with assessment centers.
- Identify four on-the-job and four off-the-job development methods.
- Differentiate between organization-centered and individual-centered career planning.
- Explain how dual-career ladders for engineers and scientists function.
- Identify how dual-career marriages affect career paths and strategies of individuals and organizations.
HR TRANSITIONS

Development in the Professional Sports World

Successful long-term development is something every employer wants from employees. But unlike training, which is relatively well defined and more job specific, development is much less certain and more ill-defined. For instance, can a manager really develop employees so that they use good judgment? How does a supervisor develop an employee to have “appropriate attitude”? Or how does one develop a minimum level of courtesy, table manners, and social skills in relatively uncouth (but talented) technical employees? The classic movie, “My Fair Lady,” dealt with a similar set of problems, but professional sports teams may be facing an even greater challenge, given the athletes they often have.

As scandals become common among professional athletes, more teams are offering player development programs to protect their multimillion-dollar investments. For instance, the National Basketball Association has a rookie seminar on potential temptations like groupies, gambling, and drugs. Similarly, major league baseball offers a course to players coming into the big leagues. However, the Texas Rangers baseball club has taken both of those ideas quite a bit further, to help players enjoy their playing days while avoiding trouble. Unfortunately for these young men, trouble is easy to find. Consider: Holly Jenkins, in a recent encounter with one of the Rangers’ young players in his hotel room, laughs and cuddles but suddenly turns angry and storms out of the room. Later, she returns with the police and yells, “That’s the one that hit me and offered drugs for sex.”

Ms. Jenkins and the police are actors, part of a staged encounter designed to teach the Rangers’ youngest ballplayers how to avoid off-the-field trouble that can ruin their major league careers. The Texas Rangers’ “Career Development Program” uses role playing, lectures, and guest speakers and covers everything from AIDS to etiquette in six days before spring training. The ball club feels the development is necessary, unless he throws a game. Another useful development tip for young players is to teach them to drop their beer bottles—and avoid a potentially deadly weapons charge—if accosted in a bar by a drunk who wants to fight a baseball star.

Many young players just a year or two out of high school have little background in the etiquette they will need for banquets and Rotary Club luncheons. As one young prospect notes, “I’ve never had a meal that required more than one fork.” The team stages an actual banquet for the players to test their new development skills, reminding them, “You are not eating, you are dining.”

Development continues throughout everyone’s career, but as with these ballplayers, it is not necessarily always easy.

The Rangers’ players have evaluated the development program highly—if nothing else, it gets across to most players accustomed to scratching and spitting in public that they are judged on how they look, speak, and eat.2 Development continues throughout everyone’s career, but as with these ballplayers, it is not necessarily always easy.
“Nothing is more important than growing your “A” players and promptly dealing with your “C” players.”

RICHARD BROWN

When organizational strategies seem to involve endless reorganization and downsizing, it is difficult to know what a career is, much less how to develop one. Further, why worry about career “development” for employees when some suggest there will be fewer promotion opportunities in the future? These views are extreme, but three factors do appear to have changed recently regarding employee development:

- The middle-management ladder upward in organizations has been altered—and to some extent replaced—by computers.
- Many firms have sharpened their focus on core competencies, reducing the need for certain types of managers.
- Project-based work is growing, making careers a series of projects, not steps upward in a given organization.

Traditionally, development efforts have targeted managerial personnel. Their development has looked beyond the current job, helping to prepare them for a variety of future jobs in the company. But development for all employees is important for organizations to have the needed human resource capabilities for future growth and change.

Development is different from training, in that it is often the result of experience and the maturity that comes with it. It is possible to train most people to run a postage meter, drive a truck, operate a computer, or assemble a radio. However, development in such areas as judgment, responsibility, decision making, and communications is much more difficult, because such factors may or may not develop over time, either through life experiences or as part of a planned program. While managers may need a variety of experiences to enhance their development, a planned system of development experiences for all employees can help expand the overall level of capabilities in an organization. Figure 11–1 profiles development and contrasts it with training.

HR Development Today

Development can be thought of as growing capabilities that go beyond those required by the current job; it represents efforts to improve employees’ ability to handle a variety of assignments. Development is beneficial to both the organization and the individuals. Employees and managers with appropriate experiences and abilities enhance the ability of an organization to compete and adapt to a changing competitive environment. In the development process, the individuals’ careers also gain focus and evolve.

At the organizational level of analysis, executives responsible for crafting the broader organizational strategies should establish a system for developing the people who will manage and achieve those identified strategies. The successful CEO is likely to have employee and managerial succession plans on several levels and in several different succession pathways as part of that development. Specific development needs can be identified by HR planning. Currently, more jobs are taking on the characteristics of knowledge work. People in such jobs must
combine mastery of technical expertise with the ability to work in teams with other employees, form relationships with customers, and analyze their own practices. The practice of management increasingly involves guiding and integrating autonomous, highly skilled people.

**Changes in Career Development**

As discussed in Chapter 3, merger and acquisition activities, and layoffs for other reasons, have changed the way people and organizations look at careers and development. The “new career” is one in which the individual—not the organization—manages his or her own development. Such self-development consists of the person’s educational experiences, training, organizational experiences, projects, and even changes in occupational fields. Under this system, the individual’s definition of success is a personal definition, not necessarily the organizational view.

Many organizations have promoted this “self-reliance” as the basis for development, telling employees to focus on creating employability for themselves in the uncertain future. However, employability must be defined in such a way that it has value for the employing organization. To connect employability with organizational strategies, the work to be done must be identified. Then current capabilities of the workforce must be inventoried, paying special attention to the missing necessary capabilities. However, in a dilemma of sorts, employers express concern about giving employees unrestricted access to development opportunities, for fear of not being able to retain talent in some of today’s highly competitive labor markets.

Indeed, in fast-paced Silicon Valley, changing companies every year or two is more the norm than the exception. Valued employees are deluged with job offers, and they change jobs at a rate of almost twice the national average. Workers are more loyal to their careers and technologies than to a company.
standable effect is a hesitancy by Silicon Valley employers to pay for expensive development, only to see the recipients leave and take their newly developed capabilities elsewhere. Not all industries experience these problems of the high-technology industries, but many firms have similar concerns to varying degrees. Developing human resources in an organization can help provide a sustained competitive advantage as long as three basic requirements are met:

- The developed workforce produces more positive economic benefit for the organization than an undeveloped workforce.
- The abilities of the workforce provide an advantage over competitors.
- Those abilities are not easily duplicated by a competitor.

To some extent, employers face a “make or buy” choice: Develop competitive human resources, or “buy” them already developed from somewhere else. Current trends indicate that technical and professional people usually are hired based on the amount of skill development they have already achieved, rather than on their ability to learn or their behavioral traits. Thus, there is an apparent preference to buy rather than “make” scarce employees in today’s labor market. However, buying rather than developing human resource capacities does not contribute to the three basic requirements for sustained competitive advantage through human resources.

Developing Capabilities

Exactly what kind of development a given individual might need to expand his or her capabilities depends on both the person and the capabilities needed. However, the following are some important and common management capabilities to be developed:

- Action orientation
- Quality decisions
- Ethical values
- Technical skills

Equally important but much less commonly developed capabilities for successful managers are team building, developing subordinates, directing others, and dealing with uncertainty.

Developing capabilities requires assessing a person’s current capabilities, communicating that assessment to the person, and planning experiences or education to meet the development goals. When organizations take sole responsibility for developing capabilities, research shows that older, longer-service employees, lower-level employees, women, and less-educated employees receive less development than do managers.

As noted earlier, when individuals take responsibility for their own development, they are guided by their development needs as they see and define them. The HR Perspective discusses how a growing number of physicians are taking steps for their own development.

Lifelong Learning

Learning and development do not occur only once during a person’s lifetime; lifelong learning and development are much more likely. To professionals, lifelong learning may mean continuing education requirements to keep certified. For example, lawyers, CPAs, teachers, and dentists have continuing education
requirements in most states to keep their licenses to practice. For semi-skilled employees, learning and development may involve training to expand existing skills and prepare for different jobs or promotions.

Employers may help with some of the lifelong development that is necessary, typically done through programs at work or by paying for tuition reimbursement under specified circumstances. However, much of lifelong learning is voluntary, taking place outside the job or work hours. The learning may have no immediate relevance to a person’s current job, but might enhance confidence, ideas, or enthusiasm. Of course, much valuable development occurs outside formal coursework as well.

The HR Development Process

Development should begin with the HR plans of an organization. As discussed in Chapter 2, such plans deal with analyzing, forecasting, and identifying the organizational needs for human resources. Also, HR planning allows anticipating the movement of people through the organization due to retirement, promotion, and transfers. It helps identify the capabilities that will be needed by the organization in the future and the development necessary to have people with those abilities on hand when needed.

Figure 11–2 illustrates the HR development process. As the figure shows, HR plans first identify necessary abilities and capacities. Such capacities can influ-
ence planning in return. The specific abilities needed also influence decisions about who will be promoted, and what the succession of leaders will be in the organization. Those decisions influence—and are influenced by—an assessment of the development needs in the organization. Two categories of development planning follow from this needs assessment: organizational and individual. Finally, the success of the developmental process must be evaluated and changes made as necessary over time.

HR planning for needed future abilities was described in Chapter 2. Identifying development needs and succession planning are described next.

**Development Needs Analysis and Succession Planning**

Much as with training, employee development must begin with analyses of the needs of both the organization and individuals. There is evidence that this analysis of an individual’s development needs is often not given enough attention.
Development Needs Analysis

Either the company or the individual can analyze what a given person needs by way of development. The goal, of course, is to identify strengths and weaknesses. Methods used by organizations to assess development needs include assessment centers, psychological testing, and performance appraisals.

**ASSESSMENT CENTERS** Assessment centers are not places as much as they are collections of instruments and exercises designed to diagnose a person’s development needs. They are used both for developing and for selecting managers. Police departments, as well as many other types of large organizations, use assessment centers.

In a typical assessment-center experience, a potential manager spends two or three days away from the job, performing many activities. These activities may include role playing, pencil-and-paper tests, cases, leaderless group discussions, management games, peer evaluations, and in-basket exercises, in which the trainee handles typical problems coming across a manager's desk. For the most part, the exercises are samples of managerial situations that require the use of managerial skills and behaviors. During the exercises, participants are observed by several specially trained judges. Assessment centers are seen as an excellent means for determining management potential. These centers are praised because they are thought to overcome the biases inherent in interview situations, supervisor ratings, and written tests. Experience has shown that such key variables as leadership, initiative, and supervisory skills are almost impossible to measure with paper-and-pencil tests alone. Another advantage of assessment centers is that they help identify employees with potential in large organizations. Supervisors may nominate people for the assessment center, or employees may volunteer. The opportunity to volunteer is especially valuable for talented people whose supervisors may not recognize their abilities.

Assessment centers also can raise problems. Some managers may use the assessment center as a way to avoid difficult promotion decisions. Suppose a plant supervisor has personally decided that an employee is not a qualified candidate for promotion. Rather than stick by the decision and tell the employee, the supervisor may send the employee to the assessment center, hoping that the report will show that the employee is not qualified for promotion. Problems between the employee and the supervisor will be worse if the employee earns a positive report. If the report is negative, the supervisor’s views are validated. Using the assessment center in this way is not recommended, because it does not aid the development of the employee.11

**PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING** Psychological pencil-and-paper tests have been used for several years to determine employees’ developmental potential and needs. Intelligence tests, verbal and mathematical reasoning tests, and personality tests are often used. Such testing can furnish useful information to employers about such factors as motivation, reasoning abilities, leadership styles, interpersonal response traits, and job preferences.

The biggest problem with psychological testing lies in interpretation, because untrained managers, supervisors, and workers usually cannot accurately interpret test results. After a professional reports a test taker’s scores to someone in the organization, the interpretation often is left to untrained managers, who may attach their own meanings to the results. It also should be recognized that some
psychological tests are of limited validity, and test takers can easily fake desirable responses. Thus, psychological testing is appropriate only when the testing and feedback process is closely supervised by a qualified professional throughout.

**PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS** Well-done performance appraisals can be a source of development information. Performance data on productivity, employee relations, job knowledge, and other relevant dimensions can be measured this way. As noted in Chapter 12, appraisals that are designed for development purposes may be more useful than appraisals designed strictly for administrative purposes.

**Performance Appraisals**

Well-done performance appraisals can be a source of development information. Performance data on productivity, employee relations, job knowledge, and other relevant dimensions can be measured this way. As noted in Chapter 12, appraisals that are designed for development purposes may be more useful than appraisals designed strictly for administrative purposes.

**Succession Planning**

Succession planning can be an important part of development. For example, combined with skills training, management development, and promotion from within, it has been linked to “turning around” a plant acquired by another company. The general result for the plant was a large increase in capacity over four years, with virtually no infusion of new managers or employees. Existing talent was developed instead.

**Succession in Small and Closely Held Organizations**

Succession planning can be especially important in small- and medium-sized firms, but studies show that these firms have done the least planning. Few small- and medium-sized firms have formal succession plans. In closely-held family firms (those that are not publicly traded on stock exchanges), many CEOs plan to pass the business on to a family member. Planning in advance for the orderly succession and development needs of the successor is important to avoid a host of potential problems.

**Replacement Charts**

Traditional career paths in a company include a range of possible moves: lateral moves across departments, vertical moves within departments, and others. Each possible path represents actual positions, the experience needed to fill the positions, and the relationships of positions to each other. Replacement charts (similar to depth charts used by football teams to show the backup players at each position) give a simple model of the process. The purpose of replacement charts is to ensure that the right individuals are available at the right time, and that they have had sufficient experience to handle the targeted jobs.

Replacement charts can be part of the development planning process by specifying the nature of development each employee needs to be prepared for the identified promotions. This information can be used to identify development needs and “promotion ladders” for people.

**Planning and Choosing a Development Approach**

Possible development approaches are described next, under two major headings: job-site development and off-site development. Both are appropriate in developing managers and other employees. The HR Perspective discusses the variables that facilitate participation in development.
When asked, “How does learning occur in your company?”, a panel of senior HR executives responded with a mix of methods occurring both on-site and off-premises. Figure 11–3 on the next page shows the specifics, but generally on-the-job methods and off-site methods are used similarly.

Investing in human intellectual capital, whether at work or off the job, seems to be a requirement of the “knowledge work” that is becoming more important for almost all employers. Yet identifying exactly the right mix and approaches for development needs remains an art rather than a science.15

**Development Approaches: Job-Site Methods**

A number of job-site development methods are available. A major difficulty with development that takes place on the job site is that too often, unplanned activities are regarded as development. It is imperative that managers plan and coordinate development efforts so that the desired development actually occurs.

**COACHING** The oldest on-the-job development technique is coaching, which is the daily training and feedback given to employees by immediate supervisors. Coaching involves a continual process of learning by doing. For effective coaching, a healthy and open relationship must exist between employees and their supervisors or managers. Many firms conduct formal training courses to improve the coaching skills of their managers.

Unfortunately, like other on-the-job methods, coaching can be temptingly easy to implement without any planning at all. Even if someone has been good at a job or a particular part of a job, there is no guarantee that he or she will be
able to coach someone else to do it well—but that assumption is often made. It is easy for the “coach” to fall short in guiding the learner systematically, even if he or she knows which systematic experiences are best. Sometimes, too, doing a full day’s work gets priority over learning and coaching. Also, many skills have an intellectual component that might be better learned from a book or lecture before coaching occurs. Sometimes “executive” coaches are hired either by the individual executives or by employers to work with executives who are having problems of one sort or another. Outside coaches are paid well for observing behavior and providing critiques and advice to the individuals.\

**COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS** Assigning promising employees to important committees can give these employees a broadening experience and can help them to understand the personalities, issues, and processes governing the organization. For instance, assigning employees to a safety committee may give them the safety background they need to become supervisors. Also, they may experience the problems involved in maintaining employee safety awareness. But managers should be aware that it is possible for committee assignments to become time-wasting activities, too.
**Job Rotation**

Job rotation is the process of shifting an employee from job to job. In some organizations, job rotation is unplanned; other organizations have elaborate charts and schedules, precisely planning the program for each employee.

Job rotation is widely used as a development technique. For example, a promising young manager may spend three months in the plant, three months in corporate planning, and three months in purchasing. When properly handled, such job rotation fosters a greater understanding of the organization. At one large firm, job rotation is used during a 15-month sales training program. Trainees work in at least three areas, such as industrial sales, retail sales, and product training.

Especially when opportunities for promotion are scarce, job rotation through lateral transfers may be beneficial in rekindling enthusiasm and developing new talents. The best lateral moves do one or more of the following:

- Move the person into the core business.
- Provide closer contact with the customer.
- Teach new skills or perspectives.

In spite of its benefits, managers should recognize that job rotation can be expensive. Furthermore, a substantial amount of managerial time is lost when trainees change positions, because they must become acquainted with different people and techniques in each new unit.

**“Assistant-to” Positions**

An “assistant-to” position is a staff position immediately under a manager. Through such jobs, trainees can work with outstanding managers they might not otherwise have met. Some organizations have “junior boards of directors” or “management cabinets” to which trainees may be appointed. Assignments such as these are useful if trainees have the opportunity to deal with challenging or interesting assignments.

**Development Approaches: Off-Site Methods**

Off-the-job-site development techniques can be effective because they give the individual an opportunity to get away from the job and concentrate solely on what is to be learned. Moreover, meeting with other people who are concerned with somewhat different problems and come from different organizations may provide an employee with new perspectives on old problems. Various off-site methods are used.

**Classroom Courses and Degrees**

Many off-the-job development programs include some classroom instruction. The advantage of classroom training is that it is widely accepted because most people are familiar with it. But a disadvantage of classroom instruction is the lecture system, which encourages passive listening and reduced learner participation. Sometimes trainees have little opportunity to question, clarify, and discuss the lecture material. The effectiveness of classroom instruction depends on the group size, ability, instructor, and subject matter.17

Organizations often send employees to externally sponsored seminars or professional courses. These programs are offered by many colleges and universities and by professional associations such as the American Management Association. Some larger organizations have established training centers exclusively for their own employees.

---

Job rotation
The process of shifting an employee from job to job.
Many organizations encourage continuing education by paying for employees to take college courses. A very high proportion of organizations reimburses employees for school tuition. Some employers encourage employees to study for advanced degrees such as MBAs in this manner. Employees often earn these degrees at night after their regular workdays end.

**HUMAN RELATIONS TRAINING** Human relations training originated with the well-known Hawthorne studies. Initially, the purpose of the training was to prepare supervisors for “people problems” brought to them by their employees. This type of training focuses on the development of the human relations skills a person needs to work well with others. Many human relations training programs are aimed at new or relatively inexperienced first-line supervisors and middle managers. Human relations programs typically have sessions on motivation, leadership, employee communication, and humanizing the workplace.

The problem with such programs is the difficulty in measuring their effectiveness. The development of human relations skills is a long-range goal; tangible results are hard to identify over the span of several years. Consequently, such programs often are measured only by participants’ reactions to them. As mentioned in Chapter 10, reaction-level measurement is the weakest form of evaluating the effectiveness of training.

Figure 11–4 shows some of the reasons managers are most likely to fail after being promoted to management. The most common reason—poor teamwork with subordinates and peers—is a human relations issue.

**CASE STUDIES** The case study is a classroom-oriented development technique that has been widely used. Cases provide a medium through which trainees can study the application of management or behavioral concepts. The emphasis is on application and analysis, not mere memorization of concepts.

One common complaint is that cases sometimes are not sufficiently realistic to be useful. Also, cases may contain information inappropriate to the kinds of decisions that trainees would make in a real situation. This also can be one of the values of case studies, though, if the focus is to test whether students can select appropriate information.

**ROLE PLAYING** Role playing is a development technique requiring the trainee to assume a role in a given situation and act out behaviors associated with that role. Participants gain an appreciation of the many behavioral factors influencing on-the-job situations. For instance, a labor relations director may be asked to play the role of a union vice-president in a negotiating situation in order to give the director insight into the constraints and problems facing union bargaining representatives. Role playing is a useful tool in some situations, but a word of caution applies. Trainees are often uncomfortable in role-playing situations, and trainers must introduce the situations well so that learning can occur.

**SIMULATIONS (BUSINESS GAMES)** Several business games, or simulations, are available commercially. A simulation requires participants to analyze a situation and decide the best course of action based on the data given. Some are computer-interactive games in which individuals or teams draw up a set of marketing plans for an organization to determine such factors as the amount of re-
sources to allocate for advertising, product design, selling, and sales effort. The participants make a variety of decisions, and then the computer tells them how well they did in relation to competing individuals or teams. Simulations have been used to diagnose organizational problems as well.

When properly done, a simulation can be a useful management development tool. However, simulation receives the same criticism as role playing. Realism is sometimes lacking, so the learning experience is diminished. Learning must be the focus, not just “playing the game.”

**SABBATICALS AND LEAVES OF ABSENCE** A **sabbatical leave** is paid time off the job to develop and rejuvenate oneself. Popular for many years in the academic world, where professors take a leave to sharpen their skills and advance their education or conduct research, sabbaticals have been adopted in the business community as well. More than 10% of U.S. corporations offer sabbaticals. For example, Xerox Corporation gives some of its employees six months or more off with pay to work on “socially desirable” projects. Projects include training people in urban ghettos and providing technical assistance to overseas countries. Sabbaticals are often spent in some form of corporate volunteer program, and they are most commonly given to executives in high-technology businesses with around-the-clock projects. They also are becoming popular in other countries, including the United Kingdom.

**FIGURE 11-4 Reasons New Managers Fail after Being Promoted**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork with subordinates and peers</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding of their bosses' expectations</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement of crucial goals</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick grasp of the new job</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work/life balance</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal political savvy</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** Based on data in *Human Resources Executive*, “Doomed to Fail,” January 1998, 82.
Companies offering sabbaticals speak well of the results. They say sabbaticals help prevent burnout, offer advantages in recruiting and retention, boost morale, and enable people to carry heavier workloads upon their return. One disadvantage of paid sabbaticals is the cost. Also, the nature of the learning experience is not within the control of the organization and is left somewhat to chance.  

OUTDOOR TRAINING Many organizations send executives off to ordeals in the wilderness, called outdoor training, as a development tool. General Foods, Xerox, GE, Honeywell, Burger King, AMEX, Sears, and other organizations have sent executives and managers to the outdoors for stays of several days or even weeks. The rationale for these wilderness excursions is as follows: For individuals, such experiences can increase self-confidence and help them reevaluate personal goals and efforts. For work units, a shared risk outside the office environment can create a sense of teamwork. The challenges may include rock climbing in the California desert, whitewater rafting on the Rogue River, backpacking in the Rocky Mountains, or handling a longboat off the coast of Maine.  

The survival-type management development course may have more impact than many other management seminars. There are perils, however, and some participants have not been able to handle the physical and emotional challenges associated with rappelling down a cliff or climbing a 40-foot tower. The decision whether to sponsor such programs should depend on the personalities of the employees who will be involved. Figure 11–5 summarizes the major advantages and disadvantages of the various on-site and off-site approaches to development.

Management Development  

Development is important for all employees, but especially so for managers. Unless managers are appropriately developed, resources (including employees) throughout the organization may not be managed well. Management development should be seen as a way of imparting the knowledge and judgment needed by managers to meet the strategic objectives of the organization. Among these skills are leading, dealing with change, coaching and advising subordinates, controlling operations, and providing feedback.  

Some of the discussion earlier in this chapter might lead one to believe that management—especially middle management—is no longer important or even much in evidence today. That is not true; middle management is reduced, but it is not gone. There are now 11.17 managers per 100 employees, compared with 11.83 per 100 in 1990. The “massive delayering” portrayed in the popular press is creating some opportunities for managers where they did not exist before. For example, technologies that replace workers need managers to oversee them. More complex white-collar work may actually require more managers in some cases. The increasing need for managers to deal with customers rather than just supervise employees makes management both more similar to marketing and more necessary than before. Finally, with responsibility being moved lower in the organization, more people at lower levels are getting management responsibility.  

Experience is an important part of management development. Indeed, experience often contributes more to the development of senior managers than class-
room training does, because much of that experience occurs in varying circumstances on the job over time. A recent survey by the American Management Association of 4,585 managers and executives concluded that only about one-third of current managers arrived at their current positions by moving up in the same department with the same employer.²¹ Experience with varied circumstances and situations contributes to management development, and makes a manager more valuable.

Yet, despite a need for good managers, both middle- and executive-level managers are hard to find. At the middle level, many people are refusing to take management jobs. “You’re a backstop, caught in the middle between upper management and the workforce,” a cost account manager (who quit management) noted. “I was told 50 hours a week was not enough and that I had to work my people harder. . . . The few dollars more were not worth the pain.”²²

Similarly, few companies seem to take the time to develop their own executive managers anymore. Thirty-five years ago, only 9% of CEOs came from outside a company. Today, nearly a third of the top 1,000 public companies are headed by outsiders, and the number is growing.²³

Figure 11–6 on the next page shows some lessons and features important in effectively developing both middle-and upper-level managers. Next, the most widely used management development methods are examined individually.

---

**FIGURE 11–5 Advantages and Disadvantages of Major Development Approaches**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job-Site Methods</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coaching</td>
<td>Natural and job-related</td>
<td>Difficulty in finding good coaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee Assignments</td>
<td>Participants are involved in critical processes</td>
<td>Can be time waster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Rotation</td>
<td>Gives excellent overview of the organization</td>
<td>Long start-up time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Assistant-to” Positions</td>
<td>Provides exposure to an excellent manager</td>
<td>Possible shortage of good assignments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Off-Site Methods</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom Courses and Degrees</td>
<td>Familiar, accepted, status</td>
<td>Does not always improve performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Relations Training</td>
<td>Deals with important management skills</td>
<td>Difficult to measure effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Studies</td>
<td>Practical; those involved can learn from real management</td>
<td>Information may be inadequate for some decision makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role Playing</td>
<td>May lead to attitude change in difficult interpersonal situations</td>
<td>Trainees may be uncomfortable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulations</td>
<td>Realism and integration</td>
<td>Inappropriate “game playing”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabbaticals</td>
<td>Rejuvenating as well as developmental</td>
<td>Expensive; employees may lose contact with job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Training</td>
<td>Physical challenges can increase self-confidence and teamwork</td>
<td>Not appropriate for all because of physical nature; dangerous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Managerial Modeling

A common adage in management development says that managers tend to manage as they were managed. Another way of saying this is that managers learn by behavior modeling, or copying someone else’s behavior. This is not surprising, because a great deal of human behavior is learned by modeling. Children learn by modeling the behaviors of parents and older children, which means they are familiar with the process by the time they grow up. Management development efforts can take advantage of natural human behavior by matching young or developing managers with appropriate models and then reinforcing the desirable behaviors exhibited.

It is important to note that modeling is not a straightforward imitation, or copying, process; it is considerably more complex. For example, one can learn what not to do by observing a model. Thus, exposure to both positive and negative models can be beneficial to a new manager.

Management Coaching

Coaching combines observations with suggestions. Like modeling, it is a very natural way for humans to learn. In the context of management development, coaching is best accomplished when it involves a relationship between two
managers for a period of time as they perform their jobs. Coaching has many applications. It has found some success in solving behavioral problems that threaten to derail managers; abrasive or inflexible managers may benefit from coaching by the right executive. Coaching does not have to be oriented toward aberrant behavior, however; just sharing with another experienced manager how a problem might be approached is coaching, too.

Effective coaching requires patience and good communication skills. A brief outline of good coaching pointers would include:

- Explaining appropriate behavior
- Making clear why actions were taken
- Accurately stating observations
- Providing possible alternatives/suggestions
- Following up/reinforcing

**Mentoring**

Mentoring is a relationship in which managers at the midpoints in their careers aid individuals in the earlier stages of their careers. Technical, interpersonal, and political skills can be conveyed in such a relationship from the older to the younger person. Not only does the younger one benefit, but the older one may enjoy the challenge of sharing his or her wisdom. The four stages in most successful mentoring relationships are shown in Figure 11–7.

**FIGURE 11–7 Stages in Mentoring Relationships**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LESS–EXPERIENCED MANAGER</th>
<th>STAGE</th>
<th>LENGTH OF TIME</th>
<th>MORE–EXPERIENCED MANAGER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admires the senior manager's competence: recognizes him/her as source of support and guidance</td>
<td>Initiation</td>
<td>6–12 months</td>
<td>Realizes younger manager is someone with potential and &quot;is coachable&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gains self-confidence, new attitudes, values, and styles of operation</td>
<td>Cultivation</td>
<td>2–5 years</td>
<td>Provides challenging work, coaching, visibility, protection, and sponsorship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences independence and autonomy; has feelings of turmoil, anxiety, and loss at times</td>
<td>Separation</td>
<td>6–12 months</td>
<td>Demonstrates his/her success at developing management talent as they move apart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responds with gratitude for the early years but is not dependent; relationship becomes a friendship</td>
<td>Redefinition</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Continues to be a supporter; takes pride in the younger manager's accomplishments; relationship becomes a friendship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WOMEN AND MENTORING In virtually all countries in the world, the proportion of women holding management jobs is lower than the proportion of men holding such jobs. As mentioned in Chapter 6, the term glass ceiling has been used to describe the situation in which women fail to progress into top management positions. One approach to countering the glass ceiling that has been found to be useful is mentoring. For example, in some firms women with mentors have been able to move up more often than those without mentors. But, the extent of mentoring of women and its long-term effects have not been studied extensively; most of the literature on women and mentoring is based on narratives from individuals.

Based on various narratives, successful women executives have suggested that breaking the glass ceiling requires developing political sophistication, building credibility, refining a management style, and shouldering responsibilities. For example, Coopers & Lybrand LLP has a group of employees called C & L 100, made up of women and minority employees with a good chance of making partner some day. The employees are matched with senior partners as mentors who are accountable for their progress. The accounting firm hopes to boost its proportion of protected-class senior partners from 10% to 30% with such programs.24

PROBLEMS WITH MENTORING Mentoring is not without its problems. Young minority managers report difficulty finding older white mentors. Also, men have been found to be less willing than women to be mentors. Further, mentors who are dissatisfied with their jobs and those who teach a narrow or distorted view of events may not help a young manager’s development.25 However, most managers have a series of advisors or mentors during their careers, and they may find advantages in learning from the different mentors. For example, the experience of having many mentors may help less experienced managers to identify key behaviors in management success and failure. Further, those being mentored may find that their previous mentors are useful sources for networking.26

Problems with Management Development Efforts

Development efforts are subject to certain common mistakes and problems. The HR Perspective illustrates a development problem that Japan is experiencing with managers as a result of the changing nature of the Japanese economy.

Most of the management development problems in the United States have resulted from inadequate HR planning and a lack of coordination of HR development efforts. Common problems include the following:

- Inadequate needs analysis
- Trying out fad programs or training methods
- Abdicating responsibility for development to staff
- Trying to substitute training for selection
- Lack of training among those who lead the development activities
- Using only “courses” as the road to development
- Encapsulated development

The last item on the list may require some additional explanation. **Encapsulated development** occurs when an individual learns new methods and ideas in a development course and returns to a work unit that is still bound by old attitudes and methods. The reward system and the working conditions have not changed. Although the trainee has learned new ways to handle certain situations, these methods cannot be applied because of resistance from those having an in-
vestment in the status quo. The new knowledge remains encapsulated in the classroom setting. Encapsulated development is an obvious waste of time and money. For example, in some organizations, diversity training efforts have been wasted because follow-up and reinforcement were not done and the development was encapsulated as "classroom theory," not reality.

Careers

A career is the sequence of work-related positions a person occupies throughout life. People pursue careers to satisfy deeply individual needs. At one time, identifying with one employer seemed to fulfill many of those needs. Now, the distinction between the individual’s career as the organization sees it and the career as the individual sees it is very important.

Organization-Centered vs. Individual-Centered Career Planning

Career planning can be somewhat confusing, because two different perspectives exist. Career planning can be organization centered, individual centered, or both.

Organization-centered career planning focuses on jobs and on constructing career paths that provide for the logical progression of people between jobs in an organization. These paths are ones that individuals can follow to advance in certain organizational units. For example, a person might enter the sales department as a sales counselor, then be promoted to account director, to sales manager, and finally to vice-president of sales.
Individual-centered career planning focuses on individuals’ careers rather than organizational needs. It is done by employees themselves, and individual goals and skills are the focus of the analysis. Such analyses might consider situations both inside and outside the organization that could expand a person’s career. Figure 11–8 shows the different perspectives.

Organizational retrenchment and downsizing have changed career plans for many people. They have found themselves in “career transition”—in other words, in need of finding other jobs. Small businesses, some started by early retirees from big companies, have provided many of the new career opportunities.

How People Choose Careers

Four general individual characteristics affect how people make career choices.

- **Interests:** People tend to pursue careers that they believe match their interests.
- **Self-image:** A career is an extension of a person’s self-image, as well as a molder of it.
- **Personality:** This factor includes an employee’s personal orientation (for example, whether the employee is realistic, enterprising, and artistic) and personal needs (including affiliation, power, and achievement needs).
- **Social backgrounds:** Socioeconomic status and the educational and occupation level of a person’s parents are a few factors included in this category.

Less is known about how and why people choose specific organizations than about why they choose specific careers. One obvious factor is the availability of a job when the person is looking for work. The amount of information available about alternatives is an important factor as well. Beyond these issues, people seem to pick an organization on the basis of a “fit” between the climate of the organization as they perceive it and their own personal characteristics. Many factors may influence job choice, including the gender of the job informant who passed along job information.

The “dream jobs” of young people ages 13 to 17 change over time, as Figure 11–9 shows. Further, people change jobs more now than ever before. A typical
American holds 8.6 jobs between ages 18 and 32, with most of the job changes occurring earlier rather than later.31 People clearly make choices about the stops along the way in their careers, basing these stops on many different factors.

**General Career Progression**

The typical career today probably will include many different positions, transitions, and organizations—more so than in the past, when employees were less mobile and organizations more stable as long-term employers. In this context, it is useful to think about general patterns in people’s careers and in their lives.

Many theorists in adult development describe the first half of life as the young adult’s quest for competence and a way to make a mark in the world. According to this view, happiness during this time is sought primarily through achievement and the acquisition of capabilities. The second half of life is different. Once the

### FIGURE 11-9 “Dream” Jobs for Americans, Ages 13–17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>1970s</th>
<th>1990s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skilled worker</td>
<td>Businessman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lawyer</td>
<td>Lawyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Athlete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athlete</td>
<td>The Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td>Nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>Doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Technician</td>
<td>The Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Veterinarian</td>
<td>Businesswoman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

adult starts to measure time from the expected end of his or her life rather than from the beginning. The need for competence and acquisition changes to the need for integrity, values, and well-being. Internal values take precedence over external scorecards for many. In addition, mature adults already have certain skills, so their focus may shift to other interests. Career-ending concerns reflect additional shifts also. Figure 11–10 shows a model identifying general periods in a career and a lifetime.

Contained within this view is the idea that careers and lives are not predictably linear but cyclical. Periods of high stability are followed by transition, by less stability, and by inevitable discoveries, disappointments, and triumphs. Therefore, lives and careers must be viewed as cycles of structure and transition. This view may be a useful perspective for those suffering the negative results of downsizing and early career plateaus in large organizations. Such a perspective argues for the importance of flexibility in an individual’s career and may encourage a willingness to acquire diverse skills.32

Retirement

Whether retirement comes at age 50 or 70, it can require a major adjustment for many people. Some common emotional adjustments faced by retirees include:

- **Self-management:** The person must adjust to being totally self-directed after retirement. There is no longer any supervisor or work agenda dictating what to do and when to do it.
- **Need to belong:** When a person retires, he or she is no longer a member of the work group that took up so much time and formed an important social structure for so many years. What takes its place?
- **Pride in achievement:** Achievement reinforces self-esteem and is often centered around work. In retirement, past achievements quickly wear thin as a source of self-esteem.
- **Territoriality:** Personal “turf,” in the form of office, company, and title, is lost in retirement. Other ways to satisfy territorial needs must be found.
Goals: Organizations provide many of a person’s goals. Some people may be unprepared to set their own goals when they retire.

Of course, from the standpoint of the organization, retirement is an orderly way to move people out at the ends of their careers. However mindful of the problems that retirement poses for some individuals, some organizations are experimenting with phased retirement through gradually reduced workweeks and increased vacation time. These and other preretirement and postretirement programs, aimed at helping employees deal with problems, aid in the transition to a useful retirement.

The phenomenon of “forced” early retirement that began in the 1980s has required thousands of managers and professionals to determine what is important to them while they are still young and healthy and to plan accordingly. Because of economic factors, many organizations have used early retirement to reduce their workforces. Some of these young retirees “go fishing,” but many begin second careers.

Career Planning: Individual Issues

Effective career planning at the individual level first requires self-knowledge. A person must face a number of issues. How hard am I really willing to work? What is most important in life to me? What trade-offs between work and family or leisure am I willing to make? These questions and others must be confronted honestly before personal goals and objectives can be realistically set in a career plan.

As suggested earlier, changing jobs and careers has become an accepted practice in recent years, and it can be financially rewarding. However, “job-hopping” (changing jobs very frequently) can cause problems with retirement, vacation, seniority, and other benefits. Perhaps more important is the perception that job-hopping is a sign of instability, especially among more mature people.

Career Plateaus

Those who do not job-hop may face another problem: career plateaus. As the baby-boom generation reaches midlife, and as large employers cut back on their workforces, increasing numbers of managers will find themselves at a career plateau. Plateauing may seem a sign of failure to many people, and plateaued employees can cause problems for employers when frustration affects performance.

Perhaps in part because of plateauing, many middle managers’ optimism about opportunity for advancement has declined. Even though these managers have more responsibility and less influence in the decision-making process, the result has been leaner, more competitive organizations with few promotion opportunities.

Figure 11–11 shows how a new “portable” career path may be evolving, in keeping with the apparent movement away from an orderly series of cyclic alterations at prescribed chronological ages. This evolution means that careers are less predictable than in previous decades.

Dual-Career Paths for Technical and Professional Workers

Technical and professional workers, such as engineers and scientists, present a special challenge for organizations. Many of them want to stay in their labs or at their drawing boards rather than move into management; yet advancement
frequently requires a move into management. Most of these people like the idea of the responsibility and opportunity associated with advancement, but they do not want to leave the technical puzzles and problems at which they excel.

The dual-career ladder is an attempt to solve this problem. As shown in Figure 11–12, a person can advance up either the management ladder or a corresponding ladder on the technical/professional side. Dual-career paths have been used at IBM, Union Carbide, and AT&T/Bell Labs for years. They are most common in technology-driven industries such as pharmaceuticals, chemicals, computers, and electronics. Pacific Bell has created a dual-career ladder in its data processing department to reward talented technical people who do not want to move into management. Different tracks, each with attractive job titles and pay opportunities, are provided.

Unfortunately, the technical/professional ladder sometimes is viewed as leading to “second-class citizenship” within the organization. For a second or third career track to be taken seriously, management must apply standards as rigorous as those applied to management promotions.

**Dual-Career Couples**

The increasing number of women in the workforce, particularly in professional careers, has greatly increased the number of dual-career couples. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that 81% of all couples are dual-career couples. Marriages in which both mates are managers, professionals, or technicians have doubled in the past two decades. Leading areas of growth in the number of dual-career couples are the West Coast, Denver, Chicago, New York, and the Washington, DC-Baltimore area. Problem areas involving dual-career couples include retirement, transfer, and family issues.

It is important that the career development problems of dual-career couples be recognized as early as possible, especially if they involve transfer, so that realistic alternatives can be explored. Early planning by employees and their supervisors can prevent crisis. Whenever possible, having both partners involved, even when one is not employed by the company, has been found to enhance the success of such efforts.

For dual-career couples with children, family issues may conflict with career progression. Thus, in job transfer situations, one partner may be more willing to be flexible in this type of job taken for the sake of the family. Part-time work, flextime, and work-at-home arrangements may be options considered, especially for parents with younger children.
RECRUITMENT PROBLEMS WITH DUAL-CAREER COUPLES Recruiting a member of a dual-career couple increasingly means having an equally attractive job available for the candidate’s partner at the new location. Dual-career couples have more to lose when relocating, and as a result often exhibit higher expectations and request more help and money in such situations.

RELOCATION OF DUAL-CAREER COUPLES Traditionally, transfers are part of the path upward in organizations. However, the dual-career couple is much less mobile because one partner’s transfer interferes with the other’s career. Dual-career couples, besides having invested in two careers, have established support networks of friends and neighbors to cope with their transportation and dependent-care needs. These needs, in a single-career couple, would normally be met by the other partner. Relocating one partner in a dual-career couple means upsetting this carefully constructed network or creating a “commuting” relationship.

If a company has no partner-assistance program, an employee may be hesitant to request such services and may turn down the relocating. The dual-career family has not been the norm for very long, and traditional role expectations remain. A male employee may still fear he will appear “unmanly” should his partner refuse to defer in support of his career, while a female employee may feel guilty about violating the traditional concept of male career dominance.

When relocation is the only way to handle a staffing situation, employers increasingly provide support services to help the couple adapt to the new location. Such companies go so far as to hire the spouse at the new location or find the partner a job with another company. At times, companies have agreed to pay part of the salary or benefits when another company hires the partner and to reciprocate at some future time. When such arrangements cannot be made, professional
job search counseling can be obtained for the partner. It makes sense to take into account the dual-career social trend when revising HR policies on employee relocation assistance. Some approaches that could be considered are:

- Paying employment agency fees for the relocating partner
- Paying for a designated number of trips for the partner to look for a job in the proposed new location
- Helping the partner find a job within the same company or in another division or subsidiary of the company
- Developing computerized job banks to share with other companies in the area that list partners who are available for job openings

**Moonlighting As a Career Strategy**

Moonlighting traditionally has been defined as work outside a person's regular employment that takes 12 or more additional hours per week. More recently, the concept of moonlighting has been expanded to include such activities as self-employment, investments, hobbies, and other interests for which additional remuneration is received. The perception that moonlighting is a fixed outside commitment is no longer sufficiently broad, because the forms that it may take are varied and sometimes difficult to identify.

Moonlighting is no longer just a second job for the underpaid blue-collar worker but also a career development strategy for some professionals. A growing number of managers are dividing their work efforts by moonlighting as consultants or self-employed entrepreneurs. Consulting not only increases their income but also provides new experiences and diversity to their lives. Many individuals also view such activities as providing extra security, especially in these times of layoffs among middle managers.

Most moonlighting managers cannot afford to walk away from their corporate salaries, but they are looking elsewhere for fulfillment. An HR manager at a TV network moonlights by working for a training firm that she and a friend set up. An advertising executive at a cosmetics company accepts freelance assignments from his employer's clients. A computer software expert secretly develops a home computer program to market on his own.

If someone is working for a company and freelancing in the same field, questions about whose ideas and time are involved are bound to arise. Some organizations threaten to fire employees who are caught moonlighting, mainly to keep them from becoming competitors. But that does not seem to stop the activities. Other organizations permit freelance work so long as it is not directly competitive. Many believe that staff members should be free to develop their own special interests.

There is evidence that some people who hold multiple jobs work a second job in preparation for a career change. Whether or not a career change is sought, the concept of “job insurance” plays a role, as mentioned earlier. Moonlighting can be viewed in the same context as auto, car, home, or life insurance. The second job can serve as a backup in the event the primary job is lost.

Moonlighting is not without its problems. The main argument against moonlighting has been that energy is being used on a second job that should be used on the primary job. This division of effort may lead to poor performance, absenteeism, and reduced job commitment. However, these arguments are less valid with a growing number of employees.

Key for employers in dealing with moonlighting employees is to devise and communicate a policy on the subject. Such a policy should focus on defining those areas in which the employer limits employee activities because of business reasons.
Summary

- Development is different from training because it focuses on less tangible aspects of performance, such as attitudes and values.
- Successful development requires top management support and an understanding of the relationship of development to other HR activities.
- Assessment centers provide valid methods of assessing management talent and development needs.
- Replacement charts are like football depth charts. From them, decisions can be made about whether to develop people internally or go outside for new talent.
- On-the-job development methods include coaching, committee assignments, job rotation, and “assistant-to” positions.
- Off-the-job development methods include classroom courses, human relations training, case studies, role playing, simulations, sabbatical leaves, and outdoor training.
- Mentoring and modeling are two ways for younger managers to acquire the skills and know-how necessary to be successful. Mentoring follows a four-stage progression in most cases.
- Career planning may focus on organizational needs, individual needs, or both.
- A person chooses a career based on interests, self-image, personality, social background, and other factors.
- A person’s life is cyclical, as is his or her career. Putting the two together offers a useful perspective.
- Retirement often requires serious emotional adjustments.
- Dual-career ladders are used with scientific and technical employees.
- Dual-career marriages increasingly require relocation assistance for the partners of transferring employees.
- Moonlighting is growing in usage by employees in different fields.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. What is HR development, and why is top management support so important?
2. Why have many large organizations used assessment centers?
3. You are the head of a government agency. What two methods of on-the-job development would you use with a promising supervisor? What two off-the-job methods would you use? Why?
4. Discuss whether you would prefer organization-centered or individual-centered career planning.
5. List reasons why dual-career paths for professional and technical workers may grow in importance in the future.
6. Assume you must develop a company policy to address concerns about dual-career couples. What would you propose for such a policy?

Terms to Know

- assessment center 355
- career 367
- coaching 357
- development 350
- encapsulated development 366
- individual-centered career planning 368
- job rotation 359
- mentoring 365
- moonlighting 374
- organization-centered career planning 367
- role playing 360
- sabbatical leave 361
- simulation 360
Using the Internet

Coaching Tips

The manager of your telemarketing division has expressed concerns to you, the HR manager, about the coaching skills of his supervisors. He has asked you to provide him with tips the supervisors can use for coaching employees, and with some ideas for improving employee self-confidence. Use the following website with indexed articles to prepare your list.


CASE

Development Changes at Chevron

San Francisco–based Chevron Corporation had just revised its career development program when brutal economic realities forced downsizing and layoff of 8,000 employees. Even the name of the previous program, “employee career development,” sounded inappropriate after the layoffs. The company knew it could not promise career development, because development implied that upward movement would be possible—and it would not be possible. Remaining employees were concerned about job security, and the company was operating in a slow-to-no-growth environment.

To address the problem, the company changed to a “career enrichment” program designed to help employees find meaning in their current work. The process is designed to help employees enhance their effectiveness and satisfaction, develop new skills, and become better prepared to meet future needs of the company. Participation is voluntary, and there is no guarantee of higher salaries or promotions; but the program enables employees to take more responsibility for their own career development.

The key components of the plan are as follows:

- **Preparation:** This phase includes self-assessment, an organizational assessment, and goal-setting sessions.
- **Joint planning:** The employee and the employee’s manager review assessment results and agree on an “enrichment plan” for the next year.
- **Plan review:** The plan is presented by the manager to a group of managers, who form a plan review committee. The committee gives the employee feedback on lateral moves, options, and opportunities that might be available.
- **Implementation:** The employee is responsible for implementing the plan, but managers are available for help if needed.
- **End-of-cycle review:** Results are reviewed, and the cycle for the next year is begun.

There was once an understanding that if employees were loyal, they would be assured a job. That is not the case any longer. Employees must understand the business and its needs, as well as their own values and skills, in order to align their personal goals with the goals of the organization.37

Questions

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of Chevron’s development system?
2. What modifications, if any, would you make in the plan? Why?
Notes

18. S. Armour, “Workers View Sabbaticals as a Two-Edged Sword,” USA Today, August 8, 1997, 3B.
37. Adapted from Shari Caudron, “Chevron Changes Focus from Career Development to Career Enrichment,” Personnel Journal (Special Report), April 1994, 64.
CHAPTER 12
Performance Management and Appraisal

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Distinguish between job criteria and performance standards and discuss criterion contamination and deficiency.
- Identify the two major uses of performance appraisal.
- Explain several rater errors by giving examples of them.
- Describe both the advantages and disadvantages of multisource (360°) appraisal.
- Identify the nature of behavioral approaches to performance appraisal and management by objectives (MBO).
- Discuss several concerns about appraisal feedback interviews.
- Identify the characteristics of a legal and effective performance appraisal system.
360° Performance Appraisal

The latest attempt to improve performance appraisal—multisource assessment, or 360° performance appraisal (PA)—has found favor with a growing number of organizations. Unlike traditional performance appraisals, which typically come from superiors, 360° appraisal uses feedback from “all around” the appraisee. Superiors, subordinates, peers, customers—and perhaps a self-appraisal as well—provide input for the performance appraisal process. Factors driving the use of 360° PA include the increased use of teams and an emphasis on customer satisfaction that comes from quality enhancement operations. Use of 360° PA with teams presents a problem, however. Should managers even do performance appraisals, should team leaders do them, or should team members evaluate each other?

There also are several other potential problems with 360° assessment:

- The process generates a great deal of paper, with evaluations done by many people.
- Confidentiality is an issue. If people do not believe their comments will be anonymous, they are not as honest as they otherwise would be.
- Determining who will be selected for assessment is important. Friends, enemies, or both?

Intermountain Health Care (IMHC), in Salt Lake City, is a health-care provider that has designed a 360° program around a web-based approach. The company’s internally developed system can be customized to the person being rated, eliminates much of the paperwork, and solves data entry problems.

For years, employees at IMHC were evaluated in a traditional way by their supervisors. However, it became clear that due to the nature of the work, supervisors were not able to observe workers in enough situations to evaluate them accurately. Therefore, it was decided that it was more appropriate for employees to be appraised by a team consisting of internal customers, coworkers, and direct reports. Thus, but that did not eliminate the paper problem.

The new web-based system allows employees to select from a database those questions that apply to them and their jobs. For example, a nurse will select different questions than will a “team” of other evaluators agreed to by the employee and supervisor. Then, each team member is e-mailed the list of evaluation questions, and they respond by e-mail. The surveys are kept anonymous, but both employee and supervisor receive copies of the evaluations.

The system is relatively new, but so far IMHC employees and supervisors seem pleased with the way it is working. Feedback occurs quickly with a minimum amount of paper and hassle.¹ Much is left to learn about 360° performance appraisal, but with this new human resource approach, there is great potential to provide better feedback where appropriate.
Maximizing performance is a priority for most organizations today.

Employees’ job performance is an important issue for all employers. However, satisfactory performance does not happen automatically; therefore, it is more likely with a good performance management system. A performance management system consists of the processes used to identify, encourage, measure, evaluate, improve, and reward employee performance at work. In this chapter the focus is on identifying, measuring, and evaluating performance. The other remaining elements are covered in other chapters. Figure 12–1 shows performance management as part of the link between organizational strategy and results. The figure illustrates common performance management practices and outcomes.

**FIGURE 12–1 Linkage between Strategy, Outcomes, and Organizational Results**
Identifying and Measuring Employee Performance

Performance is essentially what an employee does or does not do. Performance of employees that affects how much they contribute to the organization could include:

- Quantity of output
- Quality of output
- Timeliness of output
- Presence at work
- Cooperativeness

Obviously other dimensions of performance might be appropriate in certain jobs, but those listed are common to most. However, they are general; each job has specific **job criteria** or job performance dimensions that identify the elements most important in that job. For example, a college professor’s job might include the job criteria of teaching, research, and service. Job criteria are the most important factors people do in their jobs; in a sense, job criteria define what the organization is paying an employee to do. Because these criteria are important, individuals’ performance on job criteria should be measured, compared against standards, and then the results must be communicated to each employee.

Jobs almost always have more than one job criterion or dimension. For example, a baseball outfielder’s job criteria include home runs, batting average, fielding percentage, and on-base performance, to name a few. In sports and many other jobs, multiple job criteria are the rule rather than the exception, and it follows that a given employee might be better at one job criterion than at another.

Some criteria might have more importance than others to the organization. Weights are a way to show the relative importance of several job criteria in one job. In some universities a college professor’s teaching might be a bigger part of the job than research or service, so that a weighting of the job criteria at a given university might look like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Criterion</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Job Criteria and Information Types**

The data or information that managers receive on how well employees are performing their jobs can be of three different types. **Trait-based** information identifies a subjective character trait—such as pleasant personality, initiative, or creativity—and may have little to do with the specific job. Traits tend to be ambiguous, and many court decisions have held that performance evaluations based on traits such as “adaptability” and “general demeanor” are too vague to use as the basis for performance-based HR decisions.

**Behavior-based** information focuses on specific behaviors that lead to job success. For a salesperson, the behavior of “verbal persuasion” can be observed and used as information on performance. Behavioral information is more difficult to identify, but has the advantage of clearly specifying the behaviors management
wants to see. A potential problem is that there may be several behaviors, all of which can be successful in a given situation. For example, identifying exactly what “verbal persuasion” is for a salesperson might be difficult.

Results-based information considers what the employee has done or accomplished. For jobs in which measurement is easy and appropriate, a results-based approach works very well. However, that which is measured tends to be emphasized, and the equally important but unmeasurable parts of the job may be left out. For example, a car sales representative who gets paid only for sales may be unwilling to do any paperwork or other work not directly related to selling cars. Further, ethical or even legal issues may arise when only results are emphasized and not how the results were achieved.

Relevance of Criteria

When measuring performance, it is important that relevant criteria be used. Generally, criteria are relevant when they focus on the most important aspects of employees’ jobs. For example, measuring customer service representatives in an insurance claims center on their “appearance” may be less relevant than measuring the number of calls handled properly. This example stresses that the most important job criteria should be identified and be linked back to the employees’ job descriptions.

Potential Criteria Problems

Because jobs usually include several duties and tasks, if the performance measures leave out some important job duties, the measures are deficient. For example, measuring the performance of an employment interviewer only on the number of applicants hired, but not on the quality of those hires, could be deficient. If some irrelevant criteria are included, the criteria are said to be contaminated. An example of a contaminated criteria might be appearance for a telemarketing sales representative who is not seen by the customers. Managers use deficient or contaminated criteria for measuring performance much more than they should.

Performance measures also can be thought of as objective or subjective. Objective measures can be directly counted—for example, the number of cars sold or the number of invoices processed. Subjective measures are more judgmental and more difficult to measure directly. One example of a subjective measure is a supervisor’s ratings of an employee’s customer service performance. Unlike subjective measures, objective measures tend to be more narrowly focused, which may lead to the objective measures being inadequately defined. However, subjective measures may be prone to contamination or other random errors. Neither is a panacea, and both should be used carefully.

Performance Standards

To know that an employee produces 10 “photons” per day does not provide a complete basis for judging employee performance as satisfactory or not. A standard against which to compare the information is necessary. Maybe 15 photons is considered a sufficient day’s work. Performance standards define the expected levels of performance, and are “benchmarks,” or “goals,” or “targets”—depending on the approach taken. Realistic, measurable, clearly understood
Performance standards benefit both the organization and the employees. In a sense, performance standards define what satisfactory job performance is. It is important to establish standards before the work is performed, so that all involved will understand the level of accomplishment expected.

The extent to which standards have been met often is expressed in either numerical or verbal ratings, for example, “outstanding” or “unsatisfactory.” It may sometimes be difficult for two or more people to reach agreement on exactly what the level of performance has been relative to the standard. Figure 12–2 shows terms used in evaluating employee performance on standards at one company. Notice that each level is defined in terms of performance standards, rather than numbers, in order to minimize different interpretations of the standards.

Sales quotas and production output standards are familiar numerical performance standards. A nonnumerical standard of performance is that a cashier in a retail store must balance the cash drawer at the end of each day. For example, two nonnumerical performance standards for difficult duties were derived jointly as follows:

**FIGURE 12–2 Terms Used to Define Standards at One Company**

- **Outstanding.** The person is so successful at this job criterion that special note should be made. Compared with the usual standards and the rest of the department, this performance ranks in the top 10%.

- **Very Good.** Performance at this level is one of better-than-average performances in the unit, given the common standards and unit results.

- **Satisfactory.** Performance is at or above the minimum standards. This level of performance is what one would expect from most experienced, competent employees.

- **Marginal.** Performance is somewhat below the minimum-level standard on this job dimension. However, there appears to be potential to improve the rating within a reasonable time frame.

- **Unsatisfactory.** Performance on this item in the job is well below standard, and there is serious question as to whether the person can improve to meet minimum standards.

---

**Job Criterion.** Keep current on supplier technology.

**Performance Standards.** 1. Every six months, invite suppliers to make presentation of newest technology. 2. Visit supplier plants once per year. 3. Attend trade shows quarterly.

---

**Job Criterion.** Do price or cost analysis as appropriate.

**Performance Standard.** Performance is acceptable when employee follows all requirements of the procedure “Price and Cost Analysis.”
Standards are often set by someone external to the job, such as a supervisor or a quality control inspector, but they can be written effectively by employees as well. Experienced employees usually know what constitutes satisfactory performance of tasks in their job descriptions, and so do their supervisors. Therefore, these individuals often can collaborate effectively on setting standards.

**Uses of Performance Appraisal**

**Performance appraisal (PA)** is the process of evaluating how well employees perform their jobs when compared to a set of standards, and then communicating that information to those employees. Such appraisal also has been called employee rating, employee evaluation, performance review, performance evaluation, and results appraisal.

Performance appraisal sounds simple enough; and research shows that it is widely used for administering wages and salaries, giving performance feedback, and identifying individual employee strengths and weaknesses. Most U.S. companies have performance appraisal systems for office, professional, technical, supervisory, middle management, and nonunion production workers.

For situations in which an employer deals with a strong union, performance appraisals are usually conducted only on the salaried, nonunion employees. Generally, unions emphasize seniority over merit, which precludes the use of performance appraisal. Because unions officially view all members as equal in ability, the worker with the most experience is considered the most qualified, and a performance appraisal is unnecessary.

Performance appraisal often is many managers’ least-favored activity, and there may be good reasons for that feeling. Not all performance appraisals are positive, and discussing ratings with poorly performing employees may not be pleasant. Also, it may be difficult to differentiate among employees if sufficient performance data are not available. Further, some supervisors are uncomfortable “playing God” with employees’ raises and careers, which they may feel is a result of conducting performance appraisals.

Performance appraisal has two general uses in organizations, and these roles often are potential conflicts. One role is to measure performance for the purpose of rewarding or otherwise making administrative decisions about employees. Promotions or layoffs might hinge on these ratings, often making them difficult for managers to do. Another role is development of individual potential. In that role, the manager is featured more as a counselor than as a judge, and the atmosphere is often different. Emphasis is on identifying potential and planning employees’ growth opportunities and direction. Figure 12–3 shows the two potentially conflicting roles for performance appraisal.

**Administrative Uses**

A performance appraisal system is often the link between the rewards employees hope to receive and their productivity. The linkage can be thought of as follows:

productivity $\rightarrow$ performance appraisal $\rightarrow$ rewards

Compensation based on performance appraisal is at the heart of the idea that raises should be given for performance accomplishments rather than for seniority. Under performance-oriented systems, employees receive raises based on how well they perform their jobs. The manager’s role historically has been as an evaluator of a subordinate’s performance, which then leads to managers making
compensation recommendations or decisions for employees. If any part of the process fails, the most productive employees do not receive the larger rewards, resulting in perceived inequity in compensation.

Many U.S. workers see little connection between the levels of their efforts and the sizes of their paychecks. However, the use of performance appraisal to determine pay is very common. Other administrative uses of performance appraisal, such as decisions on promotion, termination, layoff, and transfer assignments, are very important to employees. For example, the order of layoffs can be justified by performance appraisals. For this reason, if an employer claims that the decision was performance-based, the performance appraisals must document clearly the differences in employee performance. Similarly, promotion or demotion based on performance must be documented with performance appraisals.

Performance appraisals are essential when organizations terminate, promote, or pay people differently, because they are a crucial defense if employees sue over such decisions. Thus, necessity likely accounts for the widespread administrative use of performance appraisals. But certain problems, including leniency, are common when ratings are to be used for administrative purposes.

**Development Uses**

Performance appraisal can be a primary source of information and feedback for employees, which is key to their future development. When supervisors identify the weaknesses, potentials, and training needs of employees through performance appraisal feedback, they can inform employees about their progress, discuss what skills they need to develop, and work out development plans.

The manager’s role in such a situation is like that of a coach. The coach’s job is to reward good performance with recognition, explain what improvement is necessary, and show employees how to improve. After all, people do not always know where they could improve, and managers really cannot expect improvement if they are unwilling to explain where and how improvement can occur.

The purpose of developmental feedback is to change or reinforce individual behavior, rather than to compare individuals—as in the case of administrative uses of performance appraisal. Positive reinforcement for the behaviors the organization wants is an important part of development.
The development function of performance appraisal also can identify areas in which the employee might wish to grow. For example, in a performance appraisal interview that was targeted exclusively to development, an employee found out that the only factor keeping her from being considered for a management job in her firm was a working knowledge of cost accounting. Her supervisor suggested that she consider taking such a course at night at the local college.

The use of teams provides a different set of circumstances for developmental appraisal. The manager may not see all of the employee’s work, but team members do. Teams can provide developmental feedback, as we noted earlier in the feature on 360° appraisal. However, it is still an open question whether teams can handle administrative appraisal. When teams are allowed to design appraisal systems, they prefer to “get rid of judgment,” and they apparently have a very hard time dealing with differential rewards. Perhaps, then, group appraisal is best used for developmental purposes.

Informal vs. Systematic Appraisal

Performance appraisal can occur in two ways, informally or systematically. The informal appraisal is conducted whenever the supervisor feels it necessary. The day-to-day working relationship between a manager and an employee offers an opportunity for the employee’s performance to be judged. This judgment is communicated through conversation on the job, over coffee, or by on-the-spot examination of a particular piece of work. Informal appraisal is especially appropriate when time is an issue. The longer feedback is delayed, the less likely it is to motivate behavior change. Frequent informal feedback to employees can also prevent surprises when the formal evaluation is communicated. However, informal appraisal can become too informal:

A senior executive at a big auto maker so dreaded face-to-face evaluations that he recently delivered one manager’s review while both sat in adjoining stalls in the men’s room. The boss told the startled subordinate: “I haven’t had a chance to give you a performance appraisal this year. Your bonus is going to be 20%. I am really happy with your performance.”
A systematic appraisal is used when the contact between manager and employee is formal, and a system is in place to report managerial impressions and observations on employee performance. Although informal appraisal is useful, it should not take the place of formal appraisal. Even some Chief Executive Officers receive and indeed often want formal appraisal. For an example, see the HR Perspective.

**Appraisal Responsibilities**

The appraisal process can be quite beneficial to the organization and to the individuals involved if done properly. It also can be the source of a great deal of discontent.

Figure 12–4 shows that the HR unit typically designs a systematic appraisal system. The manager does the actual appraising of the employee, using the procedures developed by the HR unit. As the formal system is being developed, the manager usually offers input on how the final system will work. Only rarely does an HR specialist actually rate a manager’s employees.

**TIMING OF APPRAISALS** Appraisals typically are conducted once or twice a year, most often annually, near the employee’s anniversary date. For new employees, common timing is to conduct an appraisal 90 days after employment, again at six months, and annually thereafter. “Probationary” or new employees, or those who...
are new and in a trial period, should be evaluated frequently—perhaps weekly for the first month and monthly thereafter until the end of the introductory period for new employees. After that, annual reviews may be sufficient. Indeed, some argue that performance can be appraised too often.9

Some companies in high-technology fields are promising accelerated appraisals—six months instead of a year—so that employees receive more frequent raises. The result for some companies has been a reduction in turnover among these very turnover-prone employees.10

A regular time interval is a feature of systematic appraisals that distinguishes them from informal appraisals. Both employees and managers are aware that performance will be reviewed on a regular basis, and they can plan for performance discussions. In addition, informal appraisals should be conducted whenever a manager feels they are desirable.

APPRAISALS AND PAY DISCUSSIONS Many experts argue that the timing of performance appraisals and pay discussions should be different. The major reason for this view is that employees often focus more on the pay amount than on what they have done well or need to improve. Sometimes managers may manipulate performance appraisal ratings to justify the desired pay treatment for a given individual.

Who Conducts Appraisals?

Performance appraisal can be done by anyone familiar with the performance of individual employees. Possibilities include the following:

- Supervisors who rate their employees
- Employees who rate their superiors
- Team members who rate each other
- Outside sources
- Employee self-appraisal
- Multisource (360°) appraisal

The first method is the most common. The immediate superior has the sole responsibility for appraisal in most organizations, although it is common practice to have the appraisal reviewed and approved by the supervisor’s boss. Any system should include a face-to-face discussion between rater and ratee.

Because of the growing use of teams and a concern with customer input, two fast-growing sources of appraisal information are team members and sources out-
side the organization. Also, as highlighted in the chapter opening discussion, multisource appraisal (or 360° appraisal) is a combination of all the methods and has grown in usage recently.

**Supervisory Rating of Subordinates**

Traditional rating of employees by supervisors is based on the assumption that the immediate supervisor is the person most qualified to evaluate the employee’s performance realistically, objectively, and fairly. Toward this end, some supervisors keep performance logs noting what their employees have done. These logs provide specific examples to use when doing ratings. They also serve to jog their memory, because supervisors cannot be expected to remember every detail of performance over a six-month or one-year period. A supervisor’s appraisal typically is reviewed by the manager’s boss to make sure that a proper job of appraisal has been done. Figure 12–5 shows the traditional review process by which supervisors conduct performance appraisals on employees.

**Employee Rating of Managers**

The concept of having supervisors and managers rated by employees or group members is being used in a number of organizations today. A prime example of this type of rating takes place in colleges and universities, where students evaluate the performance of professors in the classroom. Industry also uses employee ratings for management development purposes.

---

**FIGURE 12–5  Traditional Performance Appraisal: Logic and Process**

Who designs the evaluation process?  hammer Resources  Designs  Trains  Supervisors

Who appraises whom?  Supervisor  Appraises  Direct-Report Employees

What should happen?  Feedback on Performance  Problem Solving  Goal Setting

Who reviews appraisal results?  Managers  Read and check  All supervisory ratings of their direct reports
In a very new approach, some corporate boards of directors are being evaluated. Because the fundamental responsibility of the board is to establish goals and direct their accomplishment, that part of their performance should be evaluated. In some instances, evaluation of boards of directors is done by executives if possible, but board self-review or outside evaluation all can be used.\footnote{11}

**ADVANTAGES** There are three primary advantages of having employees rate managers. First, in situations where manager-employee relationships are critical, employee ratings can be quite useful in identifying competent managers. The rating of leaders by combat soldiers is an example. Second, this type of rating program can help make the manager more responsive to employees, though this advantage can quickly become a disadvantage if it leads the manager to trying to be “nice” rather than managing. Nice people without other qualifications may not be good managers in many situations. Finally, employee appraisals can be the basis for coaching as part of a career development effort for the managers. The hope is that the feedback will assist their managerial development.

**DISADVANTAGES** A major disadvantage of receiving employee ratings is the negative reaction many superiors have to being evaluated by employees. The “proper” nature of manager-employee relations may be violated by having workers rate managers. Also, the fear of reprisal may be too great for employees to give realistic ratings. In addition, employees may resist rating their bosses because they do not perceive it as part of their jobs. If this situation exists, workers may rate the manager only on the way the manager treats them and not on critical job requirements.

The problems associated with having employees rate managers seem to limit the usefulness of this appraisal approach to certain situations, except for managerial development uses. The traditional nature of most organizations appears to restrict the applicability of employee rating to self-improvement purposes.

**Team/Peer Ratings**

The use of peer groups as raters is another type of appraisal with potential both to help and to hurt. For example, if a group of salespersons meets as a committee to talk about one another’s ratings, then they may share ideas that could be used to improve the performance of lower-rated individuals. Alternatively, the criticisms could lead to future work relationships being affected negatively.

Peer ratings are especially useful when supervisors do not have the opportunity to observe each employee’s performance, but other work group members do.\footnote{12} As mentioned earlier, it may be that team/peer evaluations are best used for development purposes rather than for administrative purposes. However, some contend that any performance appraisal, including team/peer ratings, can affect teamwork and participative management efforts negatively.

**TEAM APPRAISAL AND TQM** Total quality management (TQM) and other participative management approaches emphasize teamwork and team performance rather than individual performance. Effectiveness is viewed as the result of systematic factors rather than the product of individual efforts.\footnote{13} Individual accomplishment occurs only through working with others. In this view, individual performance appraisal is seen as producing fear and hinder-
ing the development of teamwork. If management does not appraise team members in high-involvement/high-commitment groups, some contend that it is more likely that other team members will focus informally on helping those whose performance is deficient. But even if formal appraisals seem inapposite, informal appraisals by peers or team leaders still may be necessary at times.

**TEAM RATING DIFFICULTIES** Although team members have good information on one another’s performance, they may not choose to share it. They may unfairly attack or “go easy” to spare feelings. Some organizations attempt to overcome such problems by using anonymous appraisals and/or having a consultant or manager interpret peer ratings. However, there is some evidence that using outsiders to facilitate the rating process does not necessarily result in the system being seen as more fair by those being rated. Whatever the solution, team/peer performance ratings are important and probably inevitable, especially where work teams are used extensively.¹⁴

**Self-Ratings**

Self-appraisal works in certain situations. Essentially, it is a self-development tool that forces employees to think about their strengths and weaknesses and set goals for improvement. If an employee is working in isolation or possesses a unique skill, the employee may be the only one qualified to rate his or her own behavior. However, employees may not rate themselves as supervisors would rate them; they may use quite different standards.¹⁵ Some research shows that people tend to be more lenient when rating themselves, whereas other research does not. Despite the difficulty in evaluating self-ratings, employee self-ratings can be a valuable and credible source of performance information.¹⁶

**Outside Raters**

Rating also may be done by outsiders. Outside experts may be called in to review the work of a college president, for example; or a panel of division managers might evaluate a person’s potential for advancement in an organization. Outsiders may furnish managers with professional assistance in making appraisals, but there are obvious disadvantages. The outsider may not know all the important contingencies within the organization. In addition, outsider appraisals are time consuming and expensive.

The customers or clients of an organization are obvious sources for outside appraisals. For salespeople and other service jobs, customers may provide the only really clear view of certain behaviors. One corporation uses measures of customer satisfaction with service as a way of helping to determine bonuses for top marketing executives.

**Multisource Rating**

As noted in the chapter opening discussion, multisource—or 360°—rating is growing in popularity. Figure 12–6 shows graphically some of the parties who may be involved in 360° rating. Multisource feedback recognizes that the manager is no longer the sole source of performance appraisal information. Instead,
feedback from various colleagues and constituencies is obtained and given to the manager, thus allowing the manager to help shape the feedback from all sources. The manager remains a focal point both to receive the feedback initially and to engage in appropriate follow-up, even in a 360° system. Thus, the manager’s perception of an employee’s performance is still an important part of the process.

The research on 360° feedback is relatively new and not large in volume. A review of the research suggests there is typically limited agreement among rating sources. However, it should be remembered that the purpose of 360° feedback is not to increase reliability by soliciting like-minded views. Rather, the intent is to capture all of the differing evaluations that bear on the individual employee’s different roles.

Multisource feedback has been seen by participants as useful, but follow-up on the development activities identified as a result of the feedback has been found to be the most critical factor in the future development of a manager’s skills. Appraisees are generally supportive of subordinate appraisal when they receive feedback from both their managers and their subordinates. However, supervisors’ enthusiasm for subordinates’ ratings dims considerably when such ratings are used to help determine pay.

Some potential problems clearly are present when 360° feedback is used for administrative purposes. Differences among raters can present a challenge, especially in the use of 360° ratings for discipline or pay decisions. Bias can just as easily be rooted in customers, subordinates, and peers as in a boss, and their lack of accountability can affect the ratings. Multisource approaches to performance appraisal are possible solutions to the well-documented dissatisfaction with today’s legally necessary administrative performance appraisal. But a number of questions arise as multisource appraisals become more common. One concern is whether 360° appraisals improve the process or simply multiply the number of problems by the total number of raters. Also, some wonder if multisource appraisals really will create better decisions than conventional methods, given the additional time investment.

**FIGURE 12–6 Multisource Appraisal**

![Multisource Appraisal Diagram](http://www.teamsinc.com/
It seems reasonable to assume that these issues are of less concern when the 360° feedback is used only for development, because the process is usually less threatening. But those concerns may negate multisource appraisals as an administrative tool in many situations.20

Methods for Appraising Performance

Performance can be appraised by a number of methods. In Figure 12–7, various methods are categorized into four major groups. In this section, after describing each method, the discussion considers combinations of methods. Combinations occur across different jobs in the same organization and even within the same jobs when appropriate.

Category Rating Methods

The simplest methods for appraising performance are category rating methods, which require a manager to mark an employee’s level of performance on a specific form divided into categories of performance. The graphic rating scale and checklist are common category rating methods.

**Graphic rating scale** The graphic rating scale allows the rater to mark an employee’s performance on a continuum. Because of its simplicity, this method is the one most frequently used. Figure 12–8 shows a graphic rating scale form.
used by managers to rate employees. The rater checks the appropriate rating on the scale for each duty listed. More detail can be added in the space for comments following each factor rated.

There are actually two types of graphic rating scales in use today. They are sometimes both used in rating the same person. The first and most common type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Sent</th>
<th>4/19/00</th>
<th>Return by</th>
<th>5/01/00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Jane Doe</td>
<td>Job Title</td>
<td>Receiving Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>Supervisor</td>
<td>Fred Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating Period: From</td>
<td>5/12/99</td>
<td>To:</td>
<td>5/12/00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason for appraisal (check one): Regular Interval x Introductory__ Counseling only__ Discharge__</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Utilizing the following definitions, rate the performance on as I, M, or E.

I - Performance is below job requirements and improvement is needed.

M - Performance meets job requirements and is meeting standards.

E - Performance exceeds job requirements a majority of the time and is exceeding standards.

SPECIFIC JOB RESPONSIBILITIES: List the principal activities from the job summary, rate the performance on each job duty by placing an “X” on the rating scale at the appropriate location, and make appropriate comments to explain the rating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Duty #1: Inventory receiving and checking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explanation: ________________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Duty #2: Accuracy of records kept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explanation: _________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attendance (including absences and tardies): Number of absences____ Number of tardies____

Explanation: ____________________________________________

Overall Rating: Based on the total performance, place the letter I, M, or E in the box provided that best describes the employee’s overall performance.

Explanation: ____________________________________________

FIGURE 12-8 Sample Performance Appraisal Form (simplified)
lists job criteria (quantity of work, quality of work, etc.). The second is more behavioral, with specific behaviors listed and the effectiveness of each rated.

There are some obvious drawbacks to the graphic rating scale as well. Often, separate traits or factors are grouped together, and the rater is given only one box to check. Another drawback is that the descriptive words sometimes used in such scales may have different meanings to different raters. Terms such as *initiative* and *cooperation* are subject to many interpretations, especially if used in conjunction with words such as *outstanding*, *average*, and *poor*.

Graphic rating scales in many forms are used widely because they are easy to develop; but they encourage errors on the part of the raters, who may depend too heavily on the form itself to define performance. Both graphic rating scales and the checklist (which follows) tend to focus much emphasis on the rating instrument itself and its limitations. In so far as they fit the person and job being rated, the scales work well. However, if the instrument is a poor fit, managers who must use them frequently complain about “the rating form.”

**CHECKLIST**  The **checklist** is composed of a list of statements or words. Raters check statements most representative of the characteristics and performance of employees. The following are typical checklist statements:

- _______ can be expected to finish work on time
- _______ seldom agrees to work overtime
- _______ is cooperative and helpful
- _______ accepts criticism
- _______ strives for self-improvement

The checklist can be modified so that varying weights are assigned to the statements or words. The results can then be quantified. Usually, the weights are not known by the rating supervisor because they are tabulated by someone else, such as a member of the HR unit.

There are several difficulties with the checklist: (1) as with the graphic rating scale, the words or statements may have different meanings to different raters; (2) raters cannot readily discern the rating results if a weighted checklist is used; and (3) raters do not assign the weights to the factors. These difficulties limit the use of the information when a rater discusses the checklist with the employee, creating a barrier to effective developmental counseling.

**Comparative Methods**

Comparative methods require that managers directly compare the performance of their employees against one another. For example, a data-entry operator’s performance would be compared with that of other data-entry operators by the computing supervisor. Comparative techniques include ranking, paired comparison, and forced distribution.

**RANKING**  The **ranking** method consists of listing all employees from highest to lowest in performance. The primary drawback of the ranking method is that the size of the differences among individuals is not well defined. For example, there may be little difference in performance between individuals ranked second and third, but a big difference in performance between those ranked third and fourth. This drawback can be overcome to some extent by assigning points to indicate...
the size of the gaps. Ranking also means that someone must be last. It is possible that the last-ranked individual in one group would be the top employee in a different group. Further, ranking becomes very unwieldy if the group to be ranked is very large.

**FORCED DISTRIBUTION** Forced distribution is a technique for distributing ratings that can be generated with any of the other methods. However, it does require a comparison among people in the work group under consideration.

With the **forced distribution** method, the ratings of employees’ performance are distributed along a bell-shaped curve. Using the forced distribution method, for example, a head nurse would rank nursing personnel along a scale, placing a certain percentage of employees at each performance level. Figure 12–9 shows a scale used with a forced distribution.

This method assumes that the widely known bell-shaped curve of performance exists in a given group. In fact, generally, the distribution of performance appraisal ratings does not approximate the normal distribution of the bell-shaped curve. It is common for 60% to 70% of the workforce of an organization to be rated in the top two performance levels. This pattern could reflect outstanding performance by many employees, or it could reflect *leniency bias*, discussed later in this chapter.

There are several drawbacks to the forced distribution method. One problem is that a supervisor may resist placing any individual in the lowest (or the highest) group. Difficulties may arise when the rater must explain to the employee why he or she was placed in one grouping and others were placed in higher groupings. Further, with small groups, there may be no reason to assume that a bell-shaped distribution of performance really exists. Finally, in some cases the manager may feel forced to make distinctions among employees that may not exist.

**FIGURE 12–9 Forced Distribution on a Bell-Shaped Curve**
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Narrative Methods

Managers and HR specialists frequently are required to provide written appraisal information. Documentation and description are the essence of the critical incident, the essay, and the field review methods. These records describe an employee’s actions rather than indicating an actual rating.

CRITICAL INCIDENT  In the critical incident method, the manager keeps a written record of both highly favorable and unfavorable actions in an employee’s performance. When a “critical incident” involving an employee occurs, the manager writes it down. A list of critical incidents is kept during the entire rating period for each employee. The critical incident method can be used with other methods to document the reasons why an employee was rated in a certain way.

The critical incident method also has its unfavorable aspects. First, what constitutes a critical incident is not defined in the same way by all supervisors. Next, producing daily or weekly written remarks about each employee’s performance can take considerable time. Further, employees may become overly concerned about what the superior writes and begin to fear the manager’s “black book.”

ESSAY  The essay, or “free-form,” appraisal method requires the manager to write a short essay describing each employee’s performance during the rating period. The rater usually is given a few general headings under which to categorize comments. The intent is to allow the rater more flexibility than other methods do. As a result, the essay is often combined with other methods.

FIELD REVIEW  The field review has as much to do with who does the evaluation as the method used. This approach can include the HR department as a reviewer, or a completely independent reviewer outside the organization. In the field review, the outside reviewer becomes an active partner in the rating process. The outsider interviews the manager about each employee’s performance, then compiles the notes from each interview into a rating for each employee. Then the rating is reviewed by the supervisor for needed changes. This method assumes that the outsider knows enough about the job setting to help supervisors give more accurate and thorough appraisals.

The major limitation of the field review is that the outsider has a great deal of control over the rating. Although this control may be desirable from one viewpoint, managers may see it as a challenge to their authority. In addition, the field review can be time consuming, particularly if a large number of employees are to be rated.

Behavioral/Objectives Methods

In an attempt to overcome some of the difficulties of the methods just described, several different behavioral approaches have been used. Behavioral approaches hold promise for some situations in overcoming some of the problems with other methods.

BEHAVIORAL RATING APPROACHES  Behavioral rating approaches attempt to assess an employee’s behaviors instead of other characteristics. Some of the different behavioral approaches are behaviorally anchored rating scales (BARS), behavioral observation scales (BOS), and behavioral expectation scales (BES). BARS match
descriptions of possible behaviors with what the employee most commonly exhibits. BOS are used to count the number of times certain behaviors are exhibited. BES order behaviors on a continuum to define outstanding, average, and unacceptable performance. BARS were developed first and are used here as an example of behavioral rating approaches.

Behavioral rating approaches describe examples of employee job behaviors. These examples are “anchored,” or measured, against a scale of performance levels. Figure 12–10 shows a behavioral observation rating scale that rates customer service skills. What constitutes various levels of performance is clearly defined in the figure. Spelling out the behavior associated with each level of performance helps minimize some of the problems noted earlier for other approaches.

**CONSTRUCTING BEHAVIORAL SCALES** Construction of a behavioral scale begins with identifying important job dimensions. These dimensions are the most important performance factors in an employee’s job description. For example, for a college professor, the major job dimensions associated with teaching might be (a) course organization, (b) attitude toward students, (c) fair treatment, and (d) competence in subject area.

Short statements, similar to critical incidents, are developed that describe both desirable and undesirable behaviors (anchors). Then they are “retranslated,” or assigned to one of the job dimensions. This task is usually a group project, and assignment to a dimension usually requires the agreement of 60% to 70% of the group. The group, consisting of people familiar with the job, then assigns each “anchor” a number, which represents how good or bad the behavior is. When numbered, these anchors are fitted to a scale. Figure 12–11 shows a flow diagram for developing behavioral anchors.

**FIGURE 12–10 Customer Service Skills**

Example behaviors of a telephone customer service representative taking orders for a national catalog retailer.

The customer service representative:

- **Outstanding**: 5
  - Used positive phrases to explain product.
- **Satisfactory**: 3
  - Offered additional pertinent information when asked questions by customer.
  - Referred customer to another product when requested item was not available.
- **Unsatisfactory**: 1
  - Discouraged customer from waiting for an out-of-stock item.
  - Argued with customer about suitability of requested product.
There are several problems associated with the behavioral approaches that must be considered. First, developing and maintaining behaviorally anchored rating scales require extensive time and effort. In addition, several appraisal forms are needed to accommodate different types of jobs in an organization. In a hospital, nurses, dietitians, and admission clerks all have different jobs; separate BARS forms would need to be developed for each distinct job.

Management by Objectives (MBO)

Management by objectives (MBO) specifies the performance goals that an individual hopes to attain within an appropriate length of time. The objectives that each manager sets are derived from the overall goals and objectives of the organization, although MBO should not be a disguised means for a superior to dictate the objectives of individual managers or employees. Although not limited to the appraisal of managers, MBO is most often used for this purpose. Other names for MBO include appraisal by results, target-coaching, work planning and review, performance objectives, and mutual goal setting.

KEY MBO IDEAS  Three key assumptions underlie an MBO appraisal system. First, if an employee is involved in planning and setting the objectives and determining the measure, a higher level of commitment and performance may result.

Second, if the objectives are identified clearly and precisely, the employee will do a better job of achieving the desired results. Ambiguity and confusion—and
therefore less effective performance—may result when a superior determines the objectives for an individual. By setting their own objectives, the employee gains an accurate understanding of what is expected.

Third, performance objectives should be measurable and should define results. Vague generalities such as “initiative” and “cooperation,” which are common in many superior-based appraisals, should be avoided. Objectives are composed of specific actions to be taken or work to be accomplished. Sample objectives might include:

- Submit regional sales report by the fifth of every month.
- Obtain orders from at least five new customers per month.
- Maintain payroll costs at 10% of sales volume.
- Have scrap loss of less than 5%
- Fill all organizational vacancies within 30 days after openings occur.

**THE MBO PROCESS** Implementing a guided self-appraisal system using MBO is a four-stage process. These phases are shown in Figure 12–12 and discussed next.

1. **Job review and agreement**: The employee and the superior review the job description and the key activities that comprise the employee’s job. The idea is to agree on the exact makeup of the job.
2. **Development of performance standards**: Specific standards of performance must be mutually developed. In this phase a satisfactory level of performance that is specific and measurable is determined. For example, a quota of selling

**FIGURE 12–12 MBO Process**
five cars per month may be an appropriate performance standard for a salesperson.

3. **Guided objective setting:** Objectives are established by the employee in conjunction with, and guided by, the superior. For the automobile salesperson, an objective might be to improve performance; the salesperson might set a new objective of selling six cars per month. Notice that the objective set may be different from the performance standard. Objectives should be realistically attainable.

4. **Continuing performance discussions:** The employee and the superior use the objectives as bases for continuing discussions about the employee’s performance. Although a formal review session may be scheduled, the employee and the manager do not necessarily wait until the appointed time to discuss performance. Objectives are modified mutually, and progress is discussed during the period.

**MBO CRITIQUE** No management tool is perfect, and certainly MBO is not appropriate for all employees or all organizations. Jobs with little or no flexibility are not compatible with MBO. For example, an assembly-line worker usually has so little job flexibility that performance standards and objectives are already determined. The MBO process seems to be most useful with managerial personnel and employees who have a fairly wide range of flexibility and control over their jobs. When imposed on a rigid and autocratic management system, MBO may fail. Extreme emphasis on penalties for not meeting objectives defeats the development and participative nature of MBO.

**Combinations of Methods**

There is no one best appraisal method. Indeed, research has suggested that the method used does not change the accuracy or solve rater errors. A performance measurement system that uses a combination of the preceding methods is possible and may be sensible in certain circumstances. Consider combinations to offset the following advantages and disadvantages: Category rating methods are easy to develop, but they usually do little to measure strategic accomplishments. Further, they may make inter-rater reliability problems worse. Comparative approaches help reduce leniency, central tendency, and strictness errors, which makes them useful for administrative decisions such as pay raises. But the comparative approaches do a poor job of linking performance to organizational goals, and they do not provide feedback for improvement as well as other methods.

Narrative methods work best for development because they potentially generate more feedback information. However, without good definitions of criteria or standards, they can be so unstructured as to be of little value. Also, these methods are poor for administrative uses. The behavioral/objective approaches work well to link performance to organizational goals, but both can require much more effort and time to define expectations and explain the process to employees. These approaches may not work well for lower-level jobs.

When managers can articulate what they want a performance appraisal system to accomplish, they can choose and/or mix the methods just mentioned to get the combinations of advantages they want. For example, one combination might include a graphic rating scale of performance on major job criteria, a narrative of developmental needs, and an overall ranking of employees in a depart-
Different categories of employees (e.g., salaried exempt, nonexempt salaried, maintenance) might require different combinations.

**Rater Errors**

There are many possible sources of error in the performance appraisal process. One of the major sources is mistakes made by the rater. There is no simple way to completely eliminate these errors, but making raters aware of them through training is helpful. Various types of rater errors are discussed next.

**Problems of Varying Standards**

When appraising employees, a manager should avoid using different standards and expectations for employees performing similar jobs, which is certain to incur the anger of employees. Such problems are likely to exist when ambiguous criteria and subjective weightings by supervisors are used.

Even if an employee actually has been appraised on the same basis as others, his or her perception is crucial. If a student felt a professor had graded his exam harder than another student’s exam, he might ask the professor for an explanation. The student’s opinion might not be changed by the professor’s claim that she had “graded fairly.” So it is with performance appraisals in a work situation. If performance appraisal information is to be helpful, the rater must use the same standards and weights for every employee and be able to defend the appraisal.

**Recency Effect**

The *recency effect* occurs when a rater gives greater weight to recent events when appraising an individual’s performance. Giving a student a course grade based only on his performance in the last week of class, or giving a drill press operator a high rating even though she made the quota only in the last two weeks of the rating period are examples.

The recency effect is an understandable rater error. It may be difficult for a rater to remember performance that took place seven or eight months ago. Employees also become more concerned about performance as formal appraisal time approaches. Some employees may attempt to take advantage of the recency effect by currying favor with their supervisors shortly before their appraisals are conducted. The problem can be minimized by using some method of documenting both positive and negative performance.

**Central Tendency, Leniency, and Strictness Errors**

Students are well aware that some professors tend to grade easier or harder than others. A manager may develop a similar rating pattern. Appraisers who rate all employees within a narrow range (usually the middle or average) commit a central tendency error. For example, Dolores Bressler, office manager, tends to rate all her employees as average. Even the poor performers receive an average rating from Dolores. However, Jane Carr, the billing supervisor, believes that if employees are poor performers, they should be rated below average. An employee of Jane’s who is rated average may well be a better performer than one rated average by Dolores.
Rating patterns also may exhibit leniency or strictness. The leniency error occurs when ratings of all employees are at the high end of the scale. The strictness error occurs when a manager uses only the lower part of the scale to rate employees. Recent research on leniency strongly suggests that when performance evaluation is done for administrative purposes (e.g., pay or promotion), the ratings are on average one-third standard deviation higher than when they are done for development purposes. This finding illustrates that to avoid conflict, managers often rate employees higher than they should be. This “ratings boost” is especially likely when no manager or HR representative reviews the completed appraisals.

For related research, see the HR Perspective.

**Rater Bias**

**Rater bias** occurs when a rater’s values or prejudices distort the rating. Rater bias may be unconscious or quite intentional. If a manager has a strong dislike of certain ethnic groups, this bias is likely to result in distorted appraisal information.
for some people. Age, religion, seniority, sex, appearance, or other arbitrary classifications may be reflected in appraisals if the appraisal process is not properly designed. Examination of ratings by higher-level managers may help correct this problem.

One reason that positive rater bias or leniency may exist is that supervisors are concerned about damaging a good working relationship by giving an unfavorable rating. Or they may wish to avoid giving negative feedback, which is often unpleasant, so they inflate the ratings. Reasons for a rating biased on the low side might include sending the employee a “message” or documenting a case leading to dismissal. Rater bias is difficult to overcome, especially if a manager is not aware of the bias or will not admit to it.

**Halo Effect**

The halo effect occurs when a manager rates an employee high or low on all items because of one characteristic. For example, if a worker has few absences, her supervisor might give her a high rating in all other areas of work, including quantity and quality of output, because of her dependability. The manager may not really think about the employee’s other characteristics separately.

An appraisal that shows the same rating on all characteristics may be evidence of the halo effect. Clearly specifying the categories to be rated, rating all employees on one characteristic at a time, and training raters to recognize the problem are some ways of reducing the halo effect.

**Contrast Error**

Rating should be done using established standards. The contrast error is the tendency to rate people relative to other people rather than to performance standards. For example, if everyone else in a group is doing a mediocre job, a person performing somewhat better may be rated as excellent because of the contrast effect. But in a group performing well, the same person might have received a poor rating. Although it may be appropriate to compare people at times, the rating should reflect performance against job requirements, not against other people.

**Appraisal Feedback**

Once appraisals have been completed, it is important to communicate them so that employees have a clear understanding of how they stand in the eyes of their immediate superiors and the organization. It is fairly common for organizations to require that managers discuss appraisals with employees. The appraisal feedback interview can be used to clear up misunderstandings on both sides. In this interview, the manager should emphasize counseling and development, not just tell the employee, “Here is how you rate and why.” Focusing on development gives both parties an opportunity to consider the employee’s performance—what has been done well and what has potential for improvement. Because feedback is an important part of appraisal, a brief look at feedback and how it works is a useful aid to understanding of the appraisal interview.
Feedback as a System

There are three commonly recognized components of a feedback system. They are data, evaluation of that data, and some action based on the evaluation.

**Data** are factual information regarding observed actions or consequences. Feedback systems may be judged in terms of the accuracy, completeness, and appropriateness of the data they capture. Most often data are facts that report what happened, such as “Charlie broke a photon,” or “Mary spoke harshly to an engineer.” For instance, when Mary spoke harshly to the engineer, it may have been an instance of poor human relations reflecting a lack of sensitivity. However, it also may have been a proper and necessary action. Someone will have to judge the meaning or value of the data, which is evaluation.

**Evaluation** is the way the feedback system reacts to the facts, and it requires performance standards. Evaluators, of course, might come to very different conclusions on the same performance given different standards. Management might evaluate the same factual information differently than would customers (for example, regarding merchandise exchange or credit decisions) or coworkers. Evaluation can be done by the person supplying the data, by a supervisor, or by a group.

For feedback to cause change some decision must be made regarding subsequent action. A system in which data and evaluation did not influence action would not be a feedback system. In traditional appraisal systems, the manager makes specific suggestions regarding future actions the employee might take. In 360° feedback, those people from whom information was solicited might also suggest actions that the individual may consider in some decisions (for example, job assignments) but not in others (salary increases) depending on circumstances.26

It may be necessary to involve information providers if the subsequent actions are highly interdependent and require coordination with the people providing the information. All three components (data, evaluation, and action) are necessary parts of a successful feedback system.

The Appraisal Interview

The appraisal interview presents both an opportunity and a danger. It is an emotional experience for the manager and the employee, because the manager must communicate both praise and constructive criticism. A major concern for managers is how to emphasize the positive aspects of the employee’s performance while still discussing ways to make needed improvements. If the interview is handled poorly, the employee may feel resentment, and conflict may result, which could be reflected in future work.

Employees usually approach an appraisal interview with some concern. They often feel that discussions about performance are very personal and important to their continued job success. At the same time, they want to know how the manager feels they have been doing.27 Figure 12–13 on the next page summarizes hints for an effective appraisal interview for supervisors and managers.

Reactions of Managers

Managers and supervisors who must complete appraisals of their employees often resist the appraisal process. Managers may feel they are put in the position of
“playing God.” A major part of the manager’s role is to assist, encourage, coach, and counsel employees to improve their performance. However, being a judge on the one hand and a coach and counselor on the other may cause internal conflict and confusion for the manager.

The fact that appraisals may affect an employee’s future career may cause raters to alter or bias their ratings. This bias is even more likely when managers know that they will have to communicate and defend their ratings to the employees, their bosses, or HR specialists. From the manager’s viewpoint, providing negative feedback to an employee in an appraisal interview can be easily avoided by making the employee’s ratings positive. Reactions such as these are attempts to avoid unpleasantness in an interpersonal situation. But avoidance helps no one. A manager owes an employee a well-considered appraisal.

Reactions of Appraised Employees

Many employees view appraising as a zero-sum game—that is, one in which there must be a winner and a loser. Employees may well see the appraisal process as a threat and feel that the only way to get a higher rating is for someone else to receive a low rating. This win/lose perception is encouraged by comparative methods of rating. However, appraisals can also be non-zero-sum in nature—that is, both parties can win and no one must lose. Emphasis on the self-improvement and developmental aspects of appraisal appears to be the most effective means to reduce zero-sum reactions from those participating in the appraisal process.

Another common employee reaction is similar to students’ reactions to tests. A professor may prepare a test he or she feels is fair, but it does not necessarily follow that students will feel the test is fair. They simply may see it differently. Likewise, employees being appraised may not necessarily agree with the manager doing the appraising. In most cases, however, employees will view appraisals done well as what they are meant to be—constructive feedback.
Legal and Effective Performance Appraisals

A growing number of court decisions have focused on performance appraisals, particularly in relation to equal employment opportunity (EEO) concerns. The Uniform Guidelines issued by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and other federal enforcement agencies make it clear that performance appraisal must be job related and nondiscriminatory.

Performance Appraisals and the Law

It may seem unnecessary to emphasize that performance appraisals must be job related, because appraisals are supposed to measure how well employees are doing their jobs. Yet in numerous cases, courts have ruled that performance appraisals were discriminatory and not job related.29

The elements of a performance appraisal system that can survive court tests can be determined from existing case law. Various cases have provided guidance. The elements of a legally defensible performance appraisal are as follows:

- Performance appraisal criteria based on job analysis
- Absence of disparate impact and evidence of validity
- Formal evaluation criteria that limit managerial discretion
- Formal rating instrument
- Personal knowledge of and contact with appraised individual
- Training of supervisors in conducting appraisals
- Review process that prevents one manager acting alone from controlling an employee’s career
- Counseling to help poor performers improve

It is clear that the courts are interested in fair and nondiscriminatory performance appraisals. Employers must decide how to design their appraisal systems to satisfy the courts, enforcement agencies, and their employees.30
Effective Performance Management

Regardless of which approach is used, an understanding of what performance management is supposed to do is critical. When performance appraisal is used to develop employees as resources, it usually works. When management uses performance appraisal as a punishment or when raters fail to understand its limitations, it fails. The key is not which form or which method is used, but whether managers and employees understand its purposes. In its simplest form, a performance appraisal is a manager’s observation: “Here are your strengths and weaknesses, and here is a way to shore up the weak areas.” It can lead to higher employee motivation and satisfaction if done right.

But in an era of continuous improvement, an ineffective performance management system can be a huge liability. Figure 12—14 shows the areas where respondents to one survey felt performance management had “opportunities for improvement.” An effective performance management system will be:

- Consistent with the strategic mission of the organization
- Beneficial as a development tool
- Useful as an administrative tool
- Legal and job-related
- Viewed as generally fair by employees
- Useful in documenting employee performance

Most systems can be improved by training supervisors, because conducting performance appraisal is a big part of a performance management system. Training should focus on minimizing rater errors and providing a common frame of reference on how raters observe and recall information.

Organizationally, there is a tendency to distill performance into a single number that can be used to support pay raises. Systems based on this concept reduce the complexity of each person’s contribution in order to satisfy compensation system requirements. Such systems are too simplistic to give employees useful feedback or help managers pinpoint training and development needs. In fact, use of a single numerical rating often is a barrier to performance discussions, because

---

**FIGURE 12-14 Performance Management Improvements Needed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Needed Improvements</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear Goals and Objectives</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearer Links to Pay</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Administration</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-rater Process</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

what is emphasized is attaching a label to a person’s performance and defending or attacking that label. Effective performance management systems evolve from the recognition that human behaviors and capabilities collapsed into a single score have limited use in shaping the necessary range of performance.

Summary

- Performance management systems attempt to identify, encourage, measure, evaluate, improve, and reward employee performance.
- Performance is the critical link between organizational strategies and results.
- Job criteria are important job dimensions, such as teaching for a college professor, runs batted in for a major-league outfielder, or orders completed by a warehouse shipping worker.
- Relevance, contamination, and deficiency of criteria affect performance measurement.
- Appraising employee performance is useful for development and administrative purposes.
- Performance appraisal can be done either informally or systematically. Systematic appraisals usually are done annually.
- Appraisals can be done by superiors, employees, teams, outsiders, or a combination of raters. Employees also can conduct self-appraisals.
- Superiors’ ratings of employees are most frequently used.
- Four types of appraisal methods are available: category rating methods, comparative methods, narrative methods, and behavioral objective methods.
- Category rating methods, especially graphic rating scales and checklists, are widely used.
- Ranking and forced distribution are comparative methods.

- Narrative methods include the critical incident technique, the essay approach, and the field review.
- Two behavioral/objectives methods of appraisal include behavioral rating approaches and management by objectives (MBO).
- Construction of a behaviorally-oriented rating scale requires a detailed job analysis so that the rating criteria and anchors are job specific.
- Management by objectives (MBO) is an approach that requires joint goal setting by a superior and an employee.
- A major source of performance appraisal problems is rater error. Rater errors include varying standards, recency effect, rater bias (such as leniency bias), rating patterns (such as central tendency error), halo effect, and contrast error.
- The appraisal feedback interview is a vital part of any appraisal system.
- Both managers and employees may resist performance appraisals, and perfect systems do not exist.
- Federal employment guidelines and numerous court decisions have scrutinized performance appraisals. The absence of specific job relatedness can create legal problems, as can subjectivity.
- Training appraisers and guarding against the tendency to reduce performance to a single number are important for an effective performance management system.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. What is the difference between performance standards and job criteria, and why do the criteria problems of contamination and deficiency exist?
2. How can the developmental and administrative uses of performance appraisals conflict?
3. Suppose you are a supervisor. What errors might you make when preparing a performance appraisal on a clerical employee?
4. What sources are typically included in many 360° performance appraisals?
5. Explain the similarities and differences between the behavioral approaches to performance appraisal and management by objectives (MBO).
6. Construct a plan for a post-appraisal interview with an employee who has performed poorly.
7. Discuss the following statement: “Most performance appraisal systems in use today would not pass legal scrutiny.”
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Using the Internet

Conducting Team-Based Performance Appraisals

Your company has recently changed from an individual-based performance appraisal system for sales associates into one stressing team performance. As the HR manager, it is your job to change your current performance appraisal system to a team-based performance appraisal system. You are meeting with the sales managers at the end of the week to review the steps in your plan. Use the following website to assist you:

http://www.zigonperf.com/
Team_Friendly.htm

Case

Revising the Performance Appraisal System at St. Luke’s Hospital

Recently St. Luke’s Hospital, a thoroughly modern hospital in Jacksonville, Florida, had a thoroughly modern problem. Its performance appraisal system was rapidly becoming an insurmountable pile of papers; and with 1,325 employees, the HR staff recognized that changes were needed.

Performance appraisal forms can range from a simple sheet of paper to very lengthy and complex packets. St. Luke’s performance appraisal system had evolved over the years into a form with about 20 pages per employee. Although some of the length was due to concerns about meeting numerous federal, state, and health-care industry requirements, other facets of the system had been developed for administrative reasons.

The existing performance appraisal system was based on a combination of job descriptions and a performance appraisal. In addition, health-care accreditation requirements necessitated using a competency management program focusing on employee development and education. As a result, St. Luke’s had combined the competency profiles with the job descriptions and performance appraisal forms. To complete an appraisal on employees, supervisors and managers scored employee performance on formal weighted criteria and then summarized the information by compensation and benefits class. Those summaries were reviewed by upper management for consistency, as one would expect. The overall performance appraisal process was paper-intensive, slow, and frustrating because it required a total of 36 different steps.

A steering committee was formed to oversee the process of changing to a better performance appraisal system. The committee established that it was crucial for the new system to better fit the needs of those using it. Also, the committee wanted the system to use more technology and less paper. Based on these general objectives, brainstorming was conducted to find bottlenecks and identify what the ideal auto-
mated process would look like. At this point, the committee understood the current systems and what key users wanted. After reviewing literature on performance appraisal systems, surveying other hospitals, and looking at software packages, the committee decided it would have to design its own system.

The option chosen consisted of moving the numerical criteria scores from the individual pages of the job description to a summary sheet that provided for scoring up to six employees on one form. Then total scores were calculated by the computer. Also, written comments were moved to a summary sheet dealing only with exceptions to standards.

The most difficult part proved to be the design of the database. It had to be designed from scratch and had to interface with existing HR systems. A software program was written to do the calculations using data already in place, and another program was written to do the calculations. The new process reduced the paperwork from 20 to 7 pages per employee. Supervisors and managers were given the option of using computerized comment sheets. Another time-saver was the ability to use the system to record and document noteworthy employee performance incidents, both positive and negative in nature, as they occurred throughout the year. This documentation feature eliminated the need for a separate note-keeping system that many managers had been using.

To implement the new performance appraisal system, training for supervisors and managers was crucial. When the training program was developed for the new system, all 97 supervisors and managers were required to attend. During the training, attendees were given a sample package with appraisal forms, a checkoff time line, a resource text, and directions for using the on-line performance appraisal forms.

To determine if the original goals had been met, the committee developed an evaluation form. After the new appraisal system had been in use, an evaluation revealed that 90% of the supervisors and managers felt that the process had indeed been streamlined. The new process was viewed as easier to understand, a significant reduction in paper had occurred, arithmetic errors were prevented, and the appraisal information was clearer and more concise.

The next year the committee reconvened to examine the first year of operation and identify areas for improvement. Since then minor revisions have been made in the performance appraisal system, updates on computer hardware and software were undertaken, and data screens have been simplified for management users. Also, efforts have begun to fully automate the performance appraisal system. In summary, the revision of St. Luke’s performance appraisal system met its objectives.

Questions
1. Explain why the new performance appraisal system at St. Luke’s Hospital is more likely to result in more accurate performance appraisals.
2. Describe some of the advantages and disadvantages of combining job descriptions, performance appraisals, and competency profiles for development as St. Luke’s did.

Notes
CHAPTER 13

Compensation Strategies and Practices

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Identify the two general types of compensation and the components of each.
- Give examples of two different compensation philosophies in organizations.
- Discuss four strategic compensation design issues currently being used.
- Describe three behavioral considerations affecting compensation activities.
- Identify the basic provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).
- Define job evaluation and discuss four methods of performing it.
- Outline the process of building a wage and salary administration system.
- Discuss how a pay-for-performance system is established.
Strategic Redesign of Compensation at Bayer

The important link between a firm’s strategic objectives and its compensation system is illustrated by what has occurred at Bayer Corporation. The process used and experiences at Bayer also illustrate how compensation systems must be compatible with the culture of an organization.

Bayer Corporation is a subsidiary of Bayer Group AG, a Germany-based global chemical company. Several years ago, Bayer Corporation was created by combining three different operating companies, each with its own markets, products, and cultures—Mobay Chemicals, Miles, Inc., and Agfa. Bayer executives recognized that compensation systems were a critical component of creating a corporate culture that embodies the values and visions developed during the strategic planning for the new firm. Once the merger of the three entities had occurred, a new organizational structure was implemented. This structure had fewer layers and levels, and was developed to give Bayer employees the flexibility to move across organizational units and internationally.

Bayer, like many organizations today, compensated people for doing specific jobs. But they wanted to reward people for their flexibility in playing different roles in the organization and moving between jobs. At the same time, Bayer executives wanted a simple compensation system that was tied to the core values and culture that Bayer hoped would evolve.

Bayer began its transition to a different compensation system by establishing a task force of 14 executives chaired by Bayer’s Vice-President of Benefits. This Job Advisory Committee, as it was labeled, was to recommend the processes needed to move to a job evaluation system more aligned with the new organization. Job evaluation, the systematic process of determining the internal value of jobs in relation to other jobs, had previously been done in two of the companies using a traditional point factor system; however the third entity had not used a formal job evaluation system.

The committee began by identifying the advantages and disadvantages of the existing point system. The committee identified many features of the old system that were working well, particularly the involvement of managers and employees in the job evaluation “pointing” process. But the committee felt that the existing point factors and dimensions were too task-based, and they did not reflect the flexibility desired as part of the organizational culture. Also, greater recognition of employees’ capabilities, not just their jobs and budgetary responsibilities, needed to be considered.

Assisted by a major consulting firm over a period of time and a number of meetings, the committee decided to redesign the job evaluation system and focus on work-value competencies.

The new work-value clusters defined were:

- Improvement opportunity
- Contribution
- Capability
- Expertise and complexity
- Leadership and integration
- Relationship-building skills

For these six clusters, the committee identified scales and point values. The process of developing the new factors and points took about a year.

Once the new system had been tested by pointing jobs on both the old and new systems, fine-tuning was needed. Ultimately, a cross-section of benchmark jobs was pointed using the new system and the results calibrated statistically to the old system, rather than having all jobs in the organization repointed again.

The ultimate test of the new job evaluation system has been its acceptance and use throughout Bayer. Based on feedback from managers and employees alike, the new system is working well. Bayer’s job evaluation system has become the means of aligning its compensation system with the business values of the new corporate culture being created. The compensation plan also supports business strategies and rewards employees as Bayer grows and meets its strategic objectives.1

Greater recognition of employees’ capabilities, not just their jobs and budgetary responsibilities, needed to be considered.
Organizations need to be fluid to move as markets move. That necessitates a more flexible approach to compensation.

Kathryn McKee, SPHR, CCP

Compensation systems in organizations must be linked to organizational objectives and strategies, as the opening discussion of Bayer Corporation indicates. But compensation also requires balancing the interests and costs of the employer with the expectations of employees. A compensation program in an organization should have four objectives:

- Legal compliance with all appropriate laws and regulations
- Cost effectiveness for the organization
- Internal, external, and individual equity for employees
- Performance enhancement for the organization

For employers, compensation costs must be at a level that both ensures organizational competitiveness and provides sufficient rewards to employees for their knowledge, skills, abilities, and performance accomplishments. Balancing these facets so that the employer can attract, retain, and reward the performance of employees requires considering several types of compensation.

**Nature of Compensation**

Compensation is an important factor affecting how and why people choose to work at one organization over others. Employers must be reasonably competitive with several types of compensation in order to hire, keep, and reward performance of individuals in the organization.

**Types of Compensation**

Rewards can be both *intrinsic* and *extrinsic*. *Intrinsic* rewards often include praise for completing a project or meeting some performance objectives. Other psychological and social effects of compensation reflect the intrinsic type of rewards. *Extrinsic* rewards are tangible, having the form of both monetary and nonmonetary rewards. Tangible components of a compensation program are of two general types (Figure 13–1). With the direct type of compensation, monetary rewards are provided by the employer. *Base pay* and *variable pay* are the most common forms of direct compensation. Indirect compensation commonly consists of employee *benefits*.

**Base Pay**

The basic compensation that an employee receives, usually as a wage or salary.

**Wages**

Payments directly calculated on the amount of time worked.

**Salaries**

Payments that are consistent from period to period despite the number of hours worked.

**LOGGING ON . . .**

**Compensation Systems**

Benchmark compensation systems are outlined on this site, including information on both traditional and variable pay systems.

http://www.banschke.com/Bau_BCSI.htm

**Base pay**

The basic compensation an employee receives, usually as a wage or salary.

**Wages**

Payments directly calculated on the amount of time worked.

**Salaries**

Payments that are consistent from period to period despite the number of hours worked.
switched to an all-salaried approach with their manufacturing and clerical employees in order to create a greater sense of loyalty and organizational commitment. But they still must pay overtime to certain employees in jobs covered by federal and state pay laws.

**VARIABLE PAY** Another type of direct pay is **variable pay**, which is compensation linked directly to performance accomplishments. The most common types of variable pay for most employees are bonuses and incentive program payments. For executives, it is common to have longer-term rewards such as stock options. Variable pay, including executive compensation, is discussed in Chapter 14.

**BENEFITS** Many organizations provide numerous extrinsic rewards in an indirect manner. With indirect compensation, employees receive the tangible value of the rewards without receiving the actual cash. A **benefit** is an indirect reward, such as health insurance, vacation pay, or retirement pensions, given to an employee or group of employees as a part of organizational membership.

**Compensation Responsibilities**

Compensation costs are significant expenditures in most organizations. For instance, at one large hotel, employee payroll and benefits expenditures comprise about 50% of all costs. Although compensation costs are relatively easy to calculate, the value derived by employers and employees is more difficult to identify. To administer these expenditures wisely, HR specialists and other managers must work together.

A typical division of compensation responsibilities is illustrated in Figure 13–2. HR specialists usually guide the overall development and administration of an organizational compensation system by conducting job evaluations and wage surveys. Also, because of the technical complexity involved, HR specialists typically are the ones who develop base pay programs and salary structures and policies. Operating managers evaluate the performance of employees and consider

![Figure 13-1 Components of a Compensation Program](image-url)
that performance when deciding compensation increases within the policies and guidelines established by the HR unit.

**Strategic Compensation**

Compensation decisions must be viewed strategically. Because so many organizational funds are spent on compensation-related activities, it is critical for top management and HR executives to view the “strategic” fit of compensation with the strategies and objectives of the organization. The changes in the global marketplace for products and services have led to organizational changes in business philosophies, strategies, and objectives. Increasingly, organizations are recognizing that compensation philosophies must change also. The example of Bayer Corporation illustrates this alignment. The compensation practices that typically exist in a new organization may be different from those in a mature, bureaucratic organization. For example, if a firm wishes to create an innovative, entrepreneurial culture, it may offer bonuses and stock equity programs so that employees can participate in the growth and success of the company, but set its base pay and benefits at relatively modest levels. However, for a large, stable organization, highly structured pay and benefit programs may be more common.

**Compensation Philosophies**

There are two basic compensation philosophies, which should be seen as opposite ends of a continuum. At one end of the continuum in Figure 13–3 is the *entitlement* philosophy; at the other end, the *performance-oriented* philosophy.

**ENTITLEMENT ORIENTATION** The entitlement philosophy can be seen in many organizations that traditionally have given automatic increases to their employees every year. Further, most of those employees receive the same or nearly the same percentage increase each year. Employees and managers who subscribe to the entitlement philosophy believe that individuals who have worked another year are entitled to a raise in base pay, and that all incentives and benefit programs should continue and be increased, regardless of changing industry or economic conditions. Commonly, in organizations following an entitlement philosophy, pay increases are referred to as *cost-of-living* raises, whether or not they are tied specifically to economic indicators. Following an entitlement
philosophy ultimately means that as employees continue their employment lives, employer costs increase, regardless of employee performance or other organizational competitive pressures. Market comparisons tend to be made within an industry, rather than more broadly considering compensation in firms of all types. Bonuses in many entitlement-oriented organizations are determined very paternalistically and often do not reflect operating results. Instead, the CEO or owner acts as Santa Claus at the end of the year, passing out bonus checks that generally do not vary from year to year. Therefore employees “expect” to receive the bonuses as another form of entitlement.

PERFORMANCE ORIENTATION Where a performance-oriented philosophy is followed, no one is guaranteed compensation just for adding another year to organizational service. Instead, pay and incentives are based on performance differences among employees. Employees who perform well get larger compensation increases; those who do not perform satisfactorily receive little or no increase in compensation. Thus, employees who perform satisfactorily should keep up or advance in relation to a broad view of the labor market for their jobs, whereas poor or marginal performers should fall behind.

Bonuses are paid based on individual, group, and/or organizational performance results. Few organizations are totally performance-oriented in all facets of their compensation practices. However, breaking the entitlement mode is increasingly occurring in the organizational restructuring common throughout many industries. A study of public-sector HR managers found that there is a desire and need to shift toward more performance-oriented compensation practices in many public-sector organizations. How fast that occurs, given the historical traditions and the strength of public-sector unions, remains to be seen.

Strategic Compensation Design

Designing a compensation system for an organization requires knowledge of the strategic issues facing the organization and the culture of the organization. Organizations today are facing more pressures and greater demands for flexibility from their managers and employees. As Figure 13–4 on the next page notes, compensation strategies used in organizations have shifted. Organizations that are more static have fixed salaries, limited participation in bonuses, and other features clearly focused internally. However, dynamic, rapidly changing organizations have more varied compensation systems that reward current performance and growth.
It is critical that organizations align their compensation practices with their organizational cultures, especially if efforts are made to change the cultures because of competitive pressures. For instance, a telecommunications firm faced major changes in the industry after government restrictions on pricing were removed and cable television firms were allowed to provide telephone service. The firm could not continue to offer the wages it had paid when government agencies allowed the pricing of services to obtain full cost recovery and a set level of profits. When changing organizational culture, organizations must change their compensation systems if they are to avoid sending mixed signals to employees. The opening discussion about Bayer Corporation illustrates the importance of matching compensation practices to the organizational culture.

Another strategic design consideration for compensation systems is to balance the costs of attracting and retaining employees with the competitive pressures in its industry. Considering these pressures is particularly important when the organization faces a very tight labor market for workers with specific skills. The cost pressures of industry competition with organizations in lower-wage countries such as China or Mexico must also be addressed, while maintaining competitive pricing for the firm’s products and services.

Some organizations have specifically stated policies about where they wish to be positioned in the labor market. These policies use a quartile strategy, and Figure 13–5 illustrates the three different quartiles. Data in pay surveys reveals that the actual dollar difference between quartiles is generally 15–20%.

Most employers position themselves in the second quartile, in the middle of the market, based on pay survey data of other employers’ compensation plans.
Choosing this level attempts to balance employer cost pressures and the need to attract and retain employees by mid-level compensation plans.

An employer using a first-quartile approach is choosing to pay below market compensation. This may be done for several reasons. One is because of a shortage of funds and the inability to pay more and still meet strategic objectives. Also, if there is an abundance of workers, particularly those with lower skills, then a below-market approach can be used to attract sufficient workers at a lesser cost. The downside of this strategy is that higher turnover of workers is more likely. If the labor market supply tightens, then difficulty in attracting and retaining workers will probably result.

A third-quartile approach is an aggressive, above-market emphasis. This strategy may be chosen to ensure that sufficient workers with the required capabilities are attracted and retained. It also may allow the organization to be more selective when hiring workers. However, because it is a higher-cost approach, it is crucial that those paid above-market wages be more productive.

Most compensation programs are designed to reward employees for the tasks, duties, and responsibilities performed. It is the jobs done that determine, to a large extent, which employees have higher base rates than others. Employees are paid more for doing jobs that require more variety of tasks, more knowledge and skills, greater physical effort, or more demanding working conditions.

**COMPETENCY-BASED PAY** However, as discussed in Chapter 7 on job analysis, some organizations are emphasizing competencies more than tasks. A growing number of organizations, including Bayer Corporation, are paying employees for the competencies they have rather than just for the specific tasks being performed. Paying for competencies rewards employees who are more versatile and have continued to develop their competencies. In knowledge-based pay (KBP) or

---

### FIGURE 13–5  **Compensation Quartile Strategies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quartile</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Third Quartile</strong></td>
<td>Above-Market Strategy</td>
<td>(25% of firms pay above and 75% pay below)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second Quartile</strong></td>
<td>Middle-Market Strategy</td>
<td>(50% of firms pay above and 50% pay below)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Quartile</strong></td>
<td>Below-Market Strategy</td>
<td>(75% of firms pay above and 25% pay below)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
skill-based pay (SBP) systems, employees start at a base level of pay and receive increases as they learn to do other jobs or gain other skills and therefore become more valuable to the employer. For example, a printing firm has two-color, four-color, and six-color presses. The more colors, the more skill required of the press operators. Under a KBP or SBP system, press operators increase their pay as they learn how to operate the more complex presses, even though sometimes they may be running only two-color jobs. The HR Perspective describes research on such a plan.

A survey sponsored by the American Compensation Association (ACA) found that the success of competency plans requires managerial commitment to a philosophy different from the one that has existed traditionally in organizations. This approach places far more emphasis on training employees and supervisors. Also, workflow must be adapted to allow workers to move from job to job as needed.

When an organization moves to a competency-based system, considerable time must be spent identifying what the required competencies are for various jobs. Then each block of competencies must be priced using market data. Progression of employees must be possible, and they must be paid appropriately for all of their competencies. Any limitations on the numbers of people who can acquire more competencies should be clearly identified. Training in the appropriate competencies is particularly critical. Also important to a competency-based system is a means for certification of employees who have acquired certain competencies. Further, a process must exist for verifying that employees maintain competencies. In summary, use of a competency-based system requires significant investment of management time and needs a continuous commitment by top management.
Both the organization and employees can benefit from a competency-based system that is properly designed and implemented. Some outcomes are:

**Organization-Related Outcomes**
- Greater workforce flexibility
- Increased effectiveness of work teams
- Fewer bottlenecks in workflow
- Increased worker output per hour

**Employee-Related Outcomes**
- Enhanced employee understanding of organizational “big picture”
- Greater employee self-management capabilities
- Improved employee satisfaction
- Greater employee commitment

Because competency plans focus on growth and development of employee competencies, those employees who continue to develop their competencies to receive pay raises are the real winners. As more organizations recognize the value of human resources, it is likely that competency-based systems may spread.

**BROADBANDING AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT**

Using an approach closely related to competency-based compensation, many organizations have revised their hierarchical pay structures. Broadbanding, which uses fewer pay grades having broader ranges than traditional compensation systems, is increasingly being used. Figure 13–6 depicts the difference between traditional pay structures and broadbanding. Interest in broadbanding also has spread globally. One survey of global companies found increased usage of broadbanding and career bands in 15 different countries.7

There are several reasons why it is beneficial to reduce the number of pay grades and broaden pay ranges. First and foremost, broadbanding is more consistent with the flattening of organizational levels and the growing use of jobs that are multidimensional. With fewer bands and broader ranges, employees can

**FIGURE 13–6 Traditional Pay Structure vs. Broadbanding**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Pay Structure</th>
<th>Broadbanding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3: $30,000</td>
<td>Band B: $30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4: $35,000</td>
<td>Max: $56,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 5: $40,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min: $30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Broadbanding**
Practice of using fewer pay grades having broader ranges than traditional compensation systems.
shift responsibilities as market conditions and organizational needs change. Traditional questions from employees about when a promotion to a new grade occurs, and what pay adjustments will be made for temporarily performing some new job responsibilities, are unnecessary.\(^8\)

Another advantage of broadbanding is that employee career development can be enhanced when the artificial barriers of numerous pay grades are removed. With broadbanding, many of the control mechanisms traditionally enforced by HR departments also are removed, and authority for more compensation decisions is decentralized to the operating managers. By allowing employees to move into other job areas and broaden their knowledge, skills, and abilities without having to deal with a large number of constraints imposed by a compensation program, the organization encourages employees to move between departments, divisions, and locations. In firms that have adopted broadbanding, employees are encouraged to move across business units and apply for openings in areas of the company other than where they have been working. This cross-functional development is beneficial because it creates more employees who have greater flexibility and broader sets of capabilities. One study of companies using broadbanding found that the primary reasons for its use were (1) creating more flexible organizations, (2) encouraging competency development, and (3) emphasizing career development.\(^9\)

However, broadbanding is not appropriate for every organization. Many organizations still operate in a relatively structured manner, and the flexibility associated with broadbanding is not consistent with the traditional hierarchal culture in which executives and managers have been operating.

Another problem with broadbanding is that many employees have become “conditioned” to the idea that a promotion is accompanied by a pay raise and movement to a new pay grade. As a result of removing this grade progression, the organization may be seen as having fewer upward promotion opportunities. Furthermore, a number of individuals do not want to move across the organization into other areas.

Despite these and other problems, it is likely that broadbanding will continue to grow in usage. As more and more organizations face changes due to competition and other strategic factors, the flexibility of broadbanding may be needed.\(^10\)

**BASE AND VARIABLE PAY** Another growing compensation approach is the use of variable pay throughout the organization. Traditionally in many organizations, most employees receive compensation based either on wages or salaries. Except for executives, few individuals receive additional pay tied to performance except for annual raises in their base pay amounts.

Currently, variable pay programs have been extensively adopted throughout many organizations and for all levels of employees. Widespread use of various incentive plans, team bonuses, organizational gainsharing programs, and other designs have been implemented in order to link growth in compensation to results. Management must address two main issues when using variable pay systems:

- Should performance be measured and rewarded based on individual, group, or organizational performance?
- Should the length of time for measuring performance be short-term (less than one year) or longer-term (more than one year)?

The various types and facets of variable pay are discussed in the next chapter. But it is important to monitor the shift toward compensation being allocated
through such plans, rather than the organization relying solely on base pay to reward employees at all levels for attaining strategic organizational objectives.

**TEAM-BASED COMPENSATION** Another compensation design issue that has grown in importance is team-based compensation. As organizations have shifted to using work teams, a logical concern is how to develop compensation programs that build on the team concept. It becomes even trickier because organizations are compensating *individually* who work in teams. Paying everyone on teams the same amount even though there are differing competencies and levels of performance obviously may create equity concerns for individual employees.

Many organizations use team rewards as variable pay above base pay. For base pay, individuals are compensated using competency- or skill-based approaches. A study of organizations using team-based rewards, and of individuals serving on the teams, identified that team rewards are most frequently distributed annually (58%) as a specified dollar amount (56%), not as a percentage of base pay (44%).

Based on experiences in the team-based environment, as the HR Perspective illustrates, several factors should be considered when using team-based reward systems:

- Use skill-based pay for the base.
- Make the system simple and understandable.
- Use variable pay based on business entity performance.
- Distribute rewards at the team level.
- Have a high degree of employee involvement.
In summary, the most successful uses of team-based compensation have been as variable pay on top of base pay. Rather than substituting for base pay programs, team-based rewards appear to be useful in rewarding performance of a team beyond the satisfactory level. More discussion on team-based incentives is contained in the next chapter.

Behavioral Aspects of Compensation

Behavioral factors affect all types of compensation. Most people in work organizations are working in order to gain rewards for their efforts. Except in volunteer organizations, people expect to receive fair value in the form of compensation for their efforts. Whether regarding base pay, variable pay, or benefits, the extent to which employees perceive they are receiving fair value often affects their performance and how they view their jobs and employers.

Equity

People want to be treated fairly in all facets of compensation, including base pay, incentives, and benefits. This is the concept of equity, which is the perceived fairness of the relation between what a person does (inputs) and what the person receives (outcomes). Inputs are what a person brings to the organization and includes educational level, age, experience, productivity, and other skills or efforts. What a person receives from the organization, or outcomes, are the rewards obtained in exchange for inputs. Outcomes include pay, benefits, recognition, achievement, prestige, and any tangible or intangible reward received. Individuals judge equity in compensation by comparing the effort and performance they give with the effort and performance of others and the rewards those others receive. But it must be stressed that these comparisons are personal and based on individual perceptions, not just facts.

A sense of inequity occurs when the comparison process results in an imbalance between input and outcomes. As Figure 13-7 indicates, there are individual, organizational, and external dimensions to equity.

PROCEDURAL AND DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE IN COMPENSATION

Internally, equity means that employees receive compensation in relation to the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) they use in their jobs as well as their responsibilities and accomplishments. Two key issues that relate to internal equity are procedural justice and distributive justice.

Procedural justice is the perceived fairness of the process and procedures used to make decisions about employees, including their pay. Procedural fairness is viewed both in terms of the policies and procedures and the actions of supervisors and managers who implement the policies and procedures. As it applies to compensation, the process of determining the base pay for jobs, the allocation of pay increases, and the measurement of performance must be perceived as fair. Two critical issues are (1) how appropriate and fair is the process used to assign jobs to pay grades? and (2) how are the pay ranges for those jobs established?

Another related issue that must be considered is distributive justice, which refers to the perceived fairness of the amounts given for performance. This facet of equity refers to how pay relates to performance. For instance, if a hard-working employee whose performance is outstanding receives the same across-the-board raise as an employee with attendance problems and mediocre perfor-
performance, then greater inequity may be perceived. Likewise, if two employees have similar performance records but one receives a significantly greater pay raise, the other one may perceive that the inequity is due to supervisory favoritism or other factors not related to the job.

To address concerns about justice, some organizations establish appeals procedures. In public-sector organizations, appeals procedures usually are identified formally, whereas in private-sector firms they are usually more informal. Typically, employees can contact the HR department after they have discussed their concerns with their immediate supervisors and managers.

**PAY OPENNESS** Another equity issue concerns the degree of openness or secrecy that organizations allow regarding their pay systems. Pay information kept secret in “closed” systems includes how much others make, what raises others have received, and even what pay grades and ranges exist in the organization.

A growing number of organizations are opening up their pay systems to some degree by informing employees of compensation policies, providing a general description of the basis for the compensation system, and indicating where an individual’s pay is within a pay grade. Such information allows employees to make more accurate equity comparisons. It is crucial in an open pay system that managers be able to explain satisfactorily any pay differences that exist.

**EXTERNAL EQUITY** Externally, the organization must provide compensation that is seen as equitable in relation to the compensation provided employees performing similar jobs in other organizations. If an employer does not provide compensation that is viewed as fair by its employees, that organization may have higher turnover of employees, may have more difficulty recruiting qualified and scarce-skill employees, and may attract and retain individuals with less knowledge, skills, and abilities, resulting in lower overall organizational productivity. Organizations track external equity by using pay surveys, which are discussed later in the chapter.

**Importance of Equity and Compensation Activities**

It is important for HR professionals and managers to develop, administer, and maintain compensation programs that are perceived equitably by employees. The
consequence of an equitable compensation program is that individuals are more likely to be attracted to and take jobs in organizations where employees do not voice widespread concerns about equity. Greater loyalty, less turnover, and higher commitment to achieve organizational performance objectives are more likely if employees believe they are compensated fairly and will share in the growth of the organization. Also, the organization must have policies, procedures, and administrative support systems that are viewed as job-related and are not manipulated by favoritism or personality preferences of managers and supervisors.

Finally, external equity is crucial if the organization is going to compete effectively in the labor market. Increasingly in many labor markets, some employers are finding it difficult to attract and retain a workforce with the necessary capabilities to compete in a global marketplace. Regularly tracking external pay data and updating pay structures are integral to ensuring external equity in any organization.

Legal Constraints on Pay Systems

Compensation systems must comply with a myriad of government constraints. Minimum wage standards and hours of work are two important areas addressed by the laws. The following discussion examines the laws and regulations affecting base compensation; laws and regulations affecting incentives and benefits are examined in later chapters.

Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)

The major law affecting compensation is the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Passed in 1938, the FLSA has been amended several times to raise minimum wage rates and expand employers covered. Unless otherwise noted in the discussion that follows, both private- and public-sector employers are affected by the act. Generally, private-sector employers engaged in interstate commerce and retail service firms with two or more employees and gross sales of at least $500,000 per year are covered by the act. Very small, family-owned and -operated entities and family farms generally are excluded from coverage. Most federal, state, and local government employers are also subject to the provisions of the act, except for military personnel, volunteer workers, and a few other limited groups.

Compliance with FLSA provisions is enforced by the Wage and Hour Division of the U.S. Department of Labor. To meet FLSA requirements employers must keep accurate time records and maintain these records for three years. Inspectors from the Wage and Hour Division investigate complaints filed by individuals who believe they have not received the overtime payments due them. Also, certain industries that historically have had a large number of wage and hour violations can be targeted, and firms in those industries can be investigated. Penalties for wage and hour violations often include awards of back pay for affected current and former employees for up to two years.

The act has three major objectives:

- Establish a minimum wage floor.
- Discourage oppressive use of child labor.
- Encourage limits on the number of weekly hours employees work through overtime provisions (exempt and nonexempt status).
MINIMUM WAGE 
The FLSA sets a minimum wage to be paid to the broad spectrum of covered employees. The actual minimum wage can be changed only by congressional action. A lower minimum-wage level is set for “tipped” employees who work in such firms as restaurants, but their payment must at least equal the minimum wage when average tips are included. The level at which the minimum wage should be set is one of considerable debate by economists, politicians, employers, unions, and others. The concept of a minimum wage is that it should be set at a relatively low level, so that smaller employers can afford to hire workers. Also, having a lower minimum wage encourages employers to hire workers with minimal work histories and those with limited knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs).

Considerable research has been done regarding the effects of raising the minimum wage on the creation of new jobs and job opportunities for lower-skilled workers. The research results generally have been mixed:

Some studies show that a minimum-wage increase reduces job opportunities for some workers; other studies show little impact. Obviously, the overall state of the U.S. economy is a major mediating factor.

A new dimension to the debate on minimum wage has emerged in the past few years: the concept of a “living wage.” Some politicians in the United States and other countries with minimum-wage laws have argued that the minimum wage should be set at a level that provides a living wage for workers. In the United States the living-wage level typically has been identified as the amount needed for a family of four to be supported by one worker so that family income is above the officially identified “poverty” level. Currently in the United States, that is about $7.50/hour, which is significantly higher than the current minimum wage.

A number of cities have not waited for U.S. federal laws to change and have passed living-wage laws. Here are some examples:

- Baltimore, MD: $7.50/hour
- Duluth, MN: $7.25 or $6.50 plus health insurance
- Los Angeles, CA: $7.25 with benefits or $8.50 without benefits

Other cities—such as Boston, MA; Minneapolis, MN; and New Haven, CT—require a living-wage minimum at 100% or more of the poverty level established by U.S. government statistics.

Those favoring living-wage laws stress that they are needed so that even the lowest-skilled workers can earn wages above the poverty level. Those opposed to living-wage laws point out that because many of the lowest-paid workers are single, using the “family of four” test is inappropriate. Obviously there are ethical, economic, and employment implications on both sides of this issue. What do you think?

CHILD-LABOR PROVISIONS 
The child-labor provisions of the FLSA set the minimum age for employment with unlimited hours at 16 years. For hazardous occupations (see Chapter 16), the minimum is 18 years of age. Those aged 14 to 15 years old may work outside school hours with certain limitations.

Many employers require age certificates for employees because the FLSA places the responsibility on the employer to determine an individual’s age. The certificates may be issued by a representative of a state labor department, a state education department, or a local school district.
EXEMPT AND NONEXEMPT STATUS

Under the FLSA, employees are classified as exempt or nonexempt. **Exempt** employees are those who hold positions classified as executive, administrative, professional, or outside sales, to whom employers are not required to pay overtime. **Nonexempt** employees are those who must be paid overtime under the Fair Labor Standards Act.

In base pay programs, employers often categorize jobs into three different groupings that tie the FLSA status and the method of payment together:

- Hourly
- Salaried-nonexempt
- Salaried-exempt

**Hourly** jobs require employers to pay overtime and comply with the FLSA. Each salaried position must be identified as salaried-exempt or salaried-nonexempt. Employees in positions classified as salaried-nonexempt are covered by the overtime provisions of the FLSA and therefore must be paid overtime. Salaried-nonexempt positions sometimes include secretarial, clerical, and salaried blue-collar positions.

Salaried-exempt employees are not required by the FLSA to be paid overtime, although some organizations have implemented policies to pay a straight rate for extensive hours of overtime. For instance, some electric utilities pay first-line supervisors extra using a special rate for hours worked over 50 per week during storm emergencies. A growing number of salaried-exempt information professionals also receive additional compensation for working extensive hours.

Three major factors are considered in determining whether an individual holds an exempt position:

- Discretionary authority for independent action
- Percentage of time spent performing routine, manual, or clerical work
- Earnings level

Figure 13–8 shows the impact of these factors on each type of exemption. It is useful to note that the earnings levels are basically meaningless, because they have not changed in years despite increases in the minimum wage. These inconsistencies are due to political disagreements among employers, unions, legislators, and federal regulations.

COMPUTER-RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Due to the growth of information systems and computer jobs, a special category of professionals was added in 1990. For those working in computer-related occupations who are paid at least the equivalent of $27.63 per hour on a salaried basis, the FLSA does not require overtime pay. Because the wage level in this case is set at approximately $58,000 per year, a limited number of jobs and individuals are affected. For all other occupations, the FLSA has no set dollar level above which overtime is not required.

OVERTIME PROVISIONS

The FLSA establishes overtime pay requirements. Its provisions set overtime pay at one and one-half times the regular pay rate for all hours in excess of 40 per week, except for employees who are not covered by the FLSA. Overtime provisions do not apply to farm workers, who also have a lower minimum-wage schedule.

The work week is defined as a consecutive period of 168 hours (24 hours $\times$ 7 days) and does not have to be a calendar week. Hospitals are allowed to use a 14-day period instead of a 7-day week as long as overtime is paid for hours worked.
beyond 8 in a day or 80 in a 14-day period. No daily number of hours requiring overtime is set, except for special provisions relating to hospitals and other specially designated organizations. Thus, if a manufacturing firm has a 4-day/10-hour schedule, no overtime pay is required by the act.

**COMPENSATORY TIME OFF**  Often called *comp-time*, **compensatory time off** is given in lieu of payment for extra time worked. However, unless it is given at the rate of one and one-half times the hours worked over a 40-hour week, comp-time is illegal in the private sector. Also, comp-time cannot be carried over from one pay period to another.

The only major exception to those provisions is for public-sector employees, such as fire and police employees, and a limited number of other workers. Because they often are on 24-hour duty, these individuals may receive compen-
satory time off. Police and fire officers can accumulate up to 480 hours; all other covered public-sector employees can accumulate up to 240 hours. When those hours are used, the employees must be paid their normal rates of pay, and the comp-time hours used do not count as hours worked in the paid week.

**Independent Contractor Regulations**

The growing use of contingent workers by many organizations has called attention to another group of legal regulations—those identifying the criteria that independent contractors must meet. Classifying someone as an independent contractor rather than an employee offers two primary advantages. First, the employer does not have to pay Social Security, unemployment, or workers’ compensation costs. These additional payroll levies could add 10% or more to the costs of hiring the individual as an employee. Second, if the person is classified as an employee and is doing a job considered nonexempt under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, then the employer may be responsible for overtime pay at the rate of time-and-a-half for any week in which the person works more than 40 hours.

The criteria for deciding independent contractor status have been identified by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), and most other federal and state entities rely on those criteria. The IRS has identified 20 factors that must be considered in making such a determination. Figure 13–9 illustrates some of the key differences between an employee and an independent contractor.

**Acts Affecting Government Contractors**

Several compensation-related acts apply to firms having contracts with the U.S. government. The first one passed was the *Davis-Bacon Act of 1931*, which affects compensation paid by firms engaged in federal construction projects valued in excess of $2,000. It deals only with federal construction projects and requires that the “prevailing” wage rate be paid on all federal construction projects.

---

**FIGURE 13–9 Employees or Independent Contractors?—The IRS Test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>An Employee</th>
<th>An Independent Contractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Must comply with instructions about when, where, and how to work</td>
<td>• Can hire, supervise, and pay assistants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Renders services personally</td>
<td>• Generally can set his or her own hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Has a continuing relationship with an employer</td>
<td>• Usually is paid by the job or on straight commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Usually works on the premises of the employer</td>
<td>• Has made a significant investment in facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Normally is furnished significant tools, materials, and other equipment by the employer</td>
<td>• Can make a profit or suffer a loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can be fired by an employer</td>
<td>• Generally is free to provide services to two or more unrelated persons or firms at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can quit at any time without incurring liability</td>
<td>• Makes his or her services available to the public</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Internal Revenue Service
prevailing wage is determined by a formula that considers the rate paid for a job by a majority of the employers in the appropriate geographic area.

Two other acts require firms with federal supply or service contracts exceeding $10,000 to pay a prevailing wage. Both the Walsh-Healy Public Contracts Act and the Service Contracts Act apply only to those who are working directly on a federal government contract or who substantially affect its performance.

Equal Pay and Pay Equity

Various legislative efforts have addressed the issue of wage discrimination on the basis of gender. The Equal Pay Act was passed as a major amendment to the FLSA in 1963. The original act and subsequent amendments focus on wage discrimination on the basis of sex. The act applies to both men and women and prohibits paying different wage scales to men and women performing substantially the same jobs. Pay differences are justifiable on the basis of merit (better performance), seniority (longer service), quantity or quality of work, or any factor other than sex. Similar pay must be given for jobs requiring equal skills, equal effort, or equal responsibility or jobs done under similar working conditions.

Most of the equal-pay cases decided in court have involved situations in which women were paid less than men for doing similar work, though under different job titles. For example, equal-pay violations have been found in health-care institutions in which male “physician assistants” were paid significantly more than females with equal experience and qualifications who were called “nurse practitioners” but performed the same job duties.

There has been growing pressure to pay jobs requiring comparable capabilities similarly even if actual duties and market rates vary. Growing concerns about comparable worth have been translated into laws designed to address disparities between the pay levels of men and women. These laws focus on public-sector jobs, especially those in state governments. States with comparable-worth laws include Hawaii, Iowa, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Ohio, Oregon, Washington, and Wisconsin.

Pay equity is a different issue from that of equal pay for equal work. Pay equity is the concept that the pay for all jobs requiring comparable knowledge, skills, and abilities should be similar even if actual duties and market rates differ significantly. Except where state (in the United States) or provincial (in Canada) laws have required pay equity, simply showing that there are pay differences for jobs that are different has not been sufficient to prove discrimination in court.

Because the U.S. Supreme Court and other lower-court decisions generally have not supported the concept of pay equity, some advocacy groups have urged passage of a federal act mandating pay equity. For instance, in 1997 a bill called the Fair Pay Act was introduced in the U.S. Senate, but it has not been passed into law.

State Laws

Modified versions of federal compensation laws have been enacted by many state and municipal government bodies. These laws tend to cover workers included in intrastate commerce not covered by federal law. If a state has a higher minimum wage than that set under the Fair Labor Standards Act, the higher figure becomes the required minimum wage.
Many states once had laws that limited the number of hours women could work. However, these laws generally have been held to be discriminatory in a variety of court cases. Consequently, most states have dropped such laws.

**Garnishment Laws**

Garnishment of an employee's wage occurs when a creditor obtains a court order that directs an employer to submit a part of the employee's pay to the creditor for debts owed by the employee. Regulations passed as a part of the Consumer Credit Protection Act established limitations on the amount of wages that can be garnished and restricted the right of employers to discharge employees whose pay is subject to a single garnishment order. All 50 states have laws applying to wage garnishments.

**Wage and Salary Administration**

The development, implementation, and ongoing maintenance of a base pay system usually is described as wage and salary administration. The purpose of wage and salary administration is to provide pay that is both competitive and equitable. Underlying the administered activities are pay policies that set the overall direction of pay within the organization.

**Pay Policies**

Organizations must develop policies as general guidelines to provide for coordination, consistency, and fairness in compensating employees. The pay policies are an outgrowth of the answers to the compensation philosophy issues discussed earlier. For example, following a pay-for-performance philosophy requires incorporating performance appraisal results into the pay adjustment process. However, a more entitlement-oriented philosophy will require developing policies in automatic step increases based on length of service for hourly employees. Figure 13–10 identifies some questions about pay policy organizations must address. Many of these items are mentioned in the discussion that follows.

**MARKET POSITIONING** A major policy decision must be made about the comparative level of pay the organization wants to maintain. Specifically, an employer must identify how competitive it wishes to be in the market for employees. Organizations usually want to “pay market”—that is, to match the “going rates” paid to employees by competitive organizations in order to ensure external equity.

Some organizations choose to lead the market by paying above-market rates. This policy aids in attracting and retaining employees. One transportation firm that pays about 10% to 15% above local-market medians for clerical employees consistently has a waiting list for qualified word processing workers and other specialized office workers. By paying above market, the firm feels that it also deters efforts of its office workers to unionize.

In contrast, some employers may deliberately choose to lag the market by paying below market. If there is an excess of qualified workers in an area, an adequate number of people are willing to work for lower pay. Also, organizations in declining industries and some small businesses may not be able to afford to pay...
going rates because of financial pressures. However, paying rates below market can result in higher turnover or in having to hire less-qualified employees.

MARKET PRICING Some employers do not establish a formal wage and salary system. Smaller employers particularly may assume that the pay set by other employers is an accurate reflection of a job’s worth, so they set their pay rates at market price, the typical wage paid for a job in the immediate labor market.

One difficulty with this approach is the assumption that jobs are the same from organization to organization, which is not necessarily the case. Also, obtaining market information often means calling one or two other firms, which may not give an accurate picture of the market. Further, direct market pricing does not adequately consider the impact of economic conditions, employer size, and other variables. Consequently, more complex methods have been developed.

Unions and Compensation

A major variable affecting an employer’s pay policies is whether any employees are represented by a labor union. In nonunion organizations, employers have
significantly more flexibility in determining pay levels and policies. Unionized employees usually have their pay set according to the terms of a collective bargaining contract between their employer and the union that represents them. Because pay is a visible issue, it is natural for unions to emphasize pay levels.

According to U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics data, employers having unionized employees generally provide higher wage levels than nonunion employers. The strength and extent of unionization in an industry and in an organization affect wage levels. The levels generally are higher in firms in heavily unionized industries with highly unionized workforces. As union strength in heavily unionized industries has declined, pay increases on a percentage basis for union employees have diminished somewhat in recent years; in many areas, they have lagged those of nonunion employees.

Development of a Base Pay System

Once pay policies have been determined, the actual development of a base pay system begins. Because most organizations use task-based systems focusing on work done in specific jobs, that is the emphasis of this discussion. If skill-based or team pay systems are used, then many of the activities discussed here must be modified.

As Figure 13–11 shows, the development of a wage and salary system assumes that accurate job descriptions and job specifications are available. The job
descriptions then are used in two activities: job evaluation and pay surveys. These activities are designed to ensure that the pay system is both internally equitable and externally competitive. The data compiled in these two activities are used to design pay structures, including pay grades and minimum-to-maximum pay ranges. After the pay structures have been developed, individual jobs must be placed in the appropriate pay grades and employees’ pay adjusted based on length of service and performance. Finally, the pay system must be monitored and updated.

**Job Evaluation**

**Job evaluation** provides a systematic basis for determining the relative worth of jobs within an organization. It flows from the job analysis process and is based on job descriptions and job specifications. In a job evaluation, every job in an organization is examined and ultimately priced according to the following features:

- Relative importance of the job
- Knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) needed to perform the job
- Difficulty of the job

It is important that employees perceive their pay as appropriate in relation to pay for jobs performed by others. Because jobs may vary widely in an organization, it is particularly important to identify benchmark jobs—jobs that are found in many other organizations and are performed by several individuals who have similar duties that are relatively stable and that require similar KSAs. For example, benchmark jobs commonly used in clerical/office situations are accounts payable processor, word processing operator, and receptionist. Benchmark jobs are used with all of the job evaluation methods discussed here because they provide “anchors” against which unique jobs can be evaluated.

Several methods are used to determine internal job worth through job evaluation. All methods have the same general objective, but they differ in complexity and means of measurement. Regardless of the method used, the intent is to develop a usable, measurable, and realistic system to determine compensation in an organization.

**RANKING METHOD** The ranking method is one of the simplest methods of job evaluation. It places jobs in order, ranging from highest to lowest in value to the organization. The entire job is considered rather than the individual components. Several different methods of ranking are available, but all present problems.

Ranking methods are extremely subjective, and managers may have difficulty explaining why one job is ranked higher than another to employees whose pay is affected by these rankings. When there are a large number of jobs, the ranking method also can be awkward and unwieldy. Therefore, the ranking method is more appropriate in a small organization having relatively few jobs.

**CLASSIFICATION METHOD** In the classification method of job evaluation, descriptions of each class of jobs are written, and then each job in the organization is put into a grade according to the class description it matches the best.

The major difficulty with the classification method is that subjective judgments are needed to develop the class descriptions and to place jobs accurately in them. With a wide variety of jobs and generally written class descriptions, some jobs may appear to fall into two or three different grades.
Another problem with the classification method is that it relies heavily on job titles and duties and assumes that they are similar from one organization to another. For these reasons, many federal, state, and local government entities, which traditionally used the classification method, have shifted to point systems.

**POINT METHOD** The point method, the most widely used job evaluation method, is more sophisticated than the ranking and classification methods. It breaks down jobs into various compensable factors and places weights, or points, on them. A **compensable factor** is one used to identify a job value that is commonly present throughout a group of jobs. The factors are determined from the job analysis. For example, for jobs in warehouse and manufacturing settings, physical demands, hazards encountered, and working environment may be identified as factors and weighted heavily. However, in most office and clerical jobs, those factors are of little importance. Consequently, the compensable factors used and the weights assigned must reflect the nature of the job under study and the changes in it.21

Figure 13—12 helps to illustrate how the system is used. The individual using the point chart in the figure looks at a job description and identifies the degree to which each element is necessary to perform the job satisfactorily. For example, the points assigned for a payroll clerk for education might be 42 points, third degree. To reduce subjectivity, such determinations often are made by a group of people familiar with the jobs. Once points have been identified for all factors, the total points for the payroll clerk job are computed. After point totals have been determined for all jobs, the jobs are grouped together into pay grades.

A special type of point method used by a consulting firm, the Hay Group, has received widespread application, although it is most often used with exempt employees. The **Hay system** uses three factors and numerically measures the degree to which each of these factors is required in each job. The three factors and their sub-factors are as follows:22

**Know-How**
- Functional expertise
- Managerial skills
- Human relations

**Problem Solving**
- Environment
- Challenge

**Accountability**
- Freedom to act
- Impact of end results
- Magnitude

The point method has grown in popularity for several reasons. It is a relatively simple system to use. It considers the components of a job rather than the total job and is much more comprehensive than either the ranking or classification method. Once points have been determined and a job evaluation point manual has been developed, the method can be used easily by people who are not specialists. The system can be understood by managers and employees, which gives it a definite advantage.

Another reason for the widespread use of the point method is that it evaluates the components of a job and determines total points before the current pay structure is considered. In this way, an employer can assess relative worth instead of relying on past patterns of worth.

One major drawback to the point method is the time needed to develop a system. For this reason, employers often use manuals and systems developed by management consultants or other organizations. Point systems have also been criticized for reinforcing traditional organizational structures and job rigidity.
Although not perfect, the point method of job evaluation generally is better than the classification and ranking methods because it quantifies job elements.

**FACTOR COMPARISON** The factor-comparison method is a quantitative and complex combination of the ranking and point methods. It involves first determining the benchmark jobs in an organization, selecting compensable factors, and ranking all benchmark jobs factor by factor. Next, the jobs are compared with market rates for benchmark jobs, and monetary values are assigned to each factor. The final step is to evaluate all other jobs in the organization by comparing them with the benchmark jobs.

A major advantage of the factor-comparison method is that it is tailored specifically to one organization. Each organization must develop its own key jobs and its own factors. For this reason, buying a packaged system may not be...
appropriate. Further, factor comparison not only tells which jobs are worth more but also indicates how much more, so that factor values can be more easily converted to monetary wages.

The major disadvantages of the factor-comparison method are its difficulty and complexity. It is not an easy system to explain to employees, and it is time consuming to establish and develop. Also, a factor-comparison system may not be appropriate for an organization with many similar types of jobs. Managers attempting to use the method should consult a specialist or one of the more detailed compensation books or manuals that discuss the method.

INTEGRATED AND COMPUTERIZED JOB EVALUATION Increasingly, organizations are linking the components of wage and salary programs through computerized and statistical techniques. Using a bank of compensable factors, employers can select those factors that are most relevant for the different job families in the organization. Then these integrated systems can perform the following tasks:

- Create job descriptions that identify the compensable functions for each job.
- Link to pay survey data available on the Internet.
- Use multiple regression and other statistical methods to analyze job evaluation and pay survey relationships.
- Compare current employee pay levels in a database to the job evaluation and pay survey data.
- Develop costing models and budgetary implications of various implementation approaches.

Because of the advanced expertise needed to develop and computerize the integrated systems, management consultants are the primary source for them. These systems really are less a separate method and more an application of information technology and advanced statistics to the process of developing a wage and salary program. Integrated systems, including the consulting expertise necessary to work through and implement them, are relatively expensive to purchase. Therefore they generally are used only by medium- to large-sized employers.

Legal Issues and Job Evaluation

Employers usually view evaluating jobs to determine rates of pay as a separate issue from selecting individuals for those jobs or taking disciplinary action against individuals. But because job evaluation affects the employment relationship, specifically the pay of individuals, it involves legal issues that must be addressed.

JOB EVALUATION AND THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA) As emphasized in Chapter 7, the Americans with Disabilities Act requires employers to identify the essential functions of a job. However, all facets of jobs are examined during a job evaluation. For instance, assume a production job requires a punch press operator to drill holes in parts and place them in a bin of finished products. Every three hours the operator must push that bin, which may weigh two hundred pounds or more, to the packaging area. The movement of the bin probably is not an essential function. But if job evaluation considers the physical demands associated with pushing the bin, then the points assigned may be different from the points that would be assigned if only the essential functions were considered.

GENDER ISSUES AND JOB EVALUATION Critics have charged that traditional job evaluation programs place less weight on knowledge, skills, and working
conditions for many female-dominated jobs in office and clerical areas than on
the same factors for male-dominated jobs in craft and manufacturing areas.
Also, jobs typically are compared only with others in the same job “family.” As
discussed earlier, advocates of pay equity view the disparity between men’s jobs
and women’s jobs as evidence of gender discrimination. These advocates also
have attacked typical job evaluations as being gender biased.

Employers counter that because they base their pay rates heavily on external
equity comparisons in the labor market, they are not the ones who are discrimi-
nating; they are just reflecting rates the “market economy” sets for jobs and
workers. A number of different methodologies can be used to evaluate the dif-
ferences in pay based on gender.24 Undoubtedly, with further developments in
court decisions, government actions, and research, job evaluation activities will
face more pressures to address gender differences.

Pay Surveys

Another part of building a pay system is surveying the pay that other organiza-
tions provide for similar jobs. A pay survey is a collection of data on compen-
sation rates for workers performing similar jobs in other organizations. An
employer may use surveys conducted by other organizations, or it may decide to
conduct its own survey.

USING PREPARED PAY SURVEYS Many different surveys are available from a vari-
ety of sources. As the HR Perspective indicates, the growth of the Internet has re-
sulted in a large amount of pay survey sources and data being available on-line.
Whether available electronically or in printed form, national surveys on many
jobs and industries come from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics, and through national trade associations. In many communities, employ-
ers participate in a wage survey sponsored by the local Chamber of Commerce to
provide information to new employers interested in locating in the community.

When using surveys from other sources, it is important to use them properly. Some questions to be addressed before using a survey are:

- **Participants**: Is the survey a realistic sample of those employers with whom
  the organization competes for employees?
- **Broad-based**: Is the survey balanced so that organizations of varying sizes, in-
dustries, and locales are included?
- **Timeliness**: How current is the data (determined by the date when the survey
  was conducted)?
- **Methodology**: How established is the survey, and how qualified are those who
  conducted it?
- **Job matches**: Does it contain job summaries so that appropriate matches to
  organization job descriptions can be made?

DEVELOPING A PAY SURVEY If needed pay information is not already available,
the employer can undertake its own pay survey. Employers with comparable po-
sitions should be selected. Employers considered to be “representative” should
also be surveyed. Even if the employer conducting the survey is not unionized,
the pay survey probably should examine union as well as nonunion organiza-
tions. Developing pay competitive with union wages may deter employees from
joining a union.
Jobs to be surveyed also must be determined. Because not all of the jobs in all organizations can be surveyed, those designing the pay survey should select jobs that can be easily compared, have common job elements, and represent a broad range of jobs. Key or benchmark jobs are especially important ones to include. It is also advisable to provide brief job descriptions for jobs surveyed in order to ensure more accurate matches. For executive-level jobs, data on total compensation (base pay and bonuses) is often gathered as well.

In the next phase of designing the pay survey, managers decide what information is needed for various jobs. Information such as starting pay, base pay, overtime rate, vacation and holiday pay policies, and bonuses all can be included in a survey. However, requesting too much information may discourage survey returns.

The results of the pay survey usually are made available to those participating in the survey in order to gain their cooperation. Most surveys specify confidentiality, and data is summarized to assure anonymity. Different job levels often are

---

**HR PERSPECTIVE**

**The Internet and Pay Survey Data**

The growth of the Internet has provided HR professionals expanded access to pay survey data. There are numerous ways to access electronic pay surveys done by governmental entities, associations, and consulting firms. Following are some useful World Wide Web sites, with the specific web addresses in parentheses.

Many surveys that are conducted by governmental agencies can be tapped using web sources. Here are some useful federal and state government sources for pay survey data:

- **U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS):** By starting at the BLS home page (www.bls.gov), users can then move to a search by states, occupational titles, covered employment, and wages.
- **U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission:** This web site gives pay data for some executive salaries (www.sec.gov).
- **State Governments:** Many states compile pay survey data that can be accessed on the web.

For example, see New York (www.labor.state.ny/wages/man.htm) and South Dakota (www.state.sd.us/dol).

Many private-sector survey sources also provide pay survey data on the web. Many of them require users to pay subscription fees to access the actual data banks. One useful general source is the American Compensation Association (www.acaonline.org). Another web site that reviews the executive pay and incentives of 300 CEOs is compiled by the AFL-CIO union organization (www.afclio.paywatch.org).

Consulting firms are a major source of pay survey data on the web. Many firms, both large and small, conduct annual surveys on various industries, job fields, and geographic regions. Some of the more prominent ones are William M. Mercer, Inc. (www.mercer.com); Watson, Wyatt Worldwide (www.watsonwyatt.com); Hewitt Associates (www.hewitt.com); and Hay Group (www.haygroup.com). Various professional and trade associations also have pay survey data available. A few examples are:
- **Computer professionals:** Pencom (www.pencomsi.com)
- **Accounting:** ACSYS Resources, Inc. (www.ascysresources.com/acct.htm)
- **Advertising:** Ad Age Data Place (www.adage.com/egibin/)

Even international pay survey data can be obtained electronically. For instance, if data on pay in the United Kingdom is needed, an international HR professional can access the Eclipse Group, a private source for pay survey data at (www.ireclipse.co.uk). Or, for data in Venezuela, try a government site at (www.oci.gov.ve).

This brief discussion illustrates that pay survey data that was formerly available only in printed form now can be downloaded from electronic sources. These electronic sources definitely provide greater access to data.23
included, and the pay rates are presented both in overall terms and on a city-by-city basis to reflect regional differences in pay.

There has been some debate about how essential pay survey data will continue to be, as jobs continue to change and more “hybrid” jobs that are combinations of traditional jobs emerge. Also, as more disparate jobs are placed into broader pay bands, the difficulty of comparing diverse jobs increases.

LEGAL ISSUES AND PAY SURVEYS One reason for employers to use outside consultants to conduct pay surveys is to avoid charges that the employers are attempting “price-fixing” on wages. The federal government has filed suit in the past alleging that by sharing wage data, employers may be attempting to hold wages down artificially in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.

A key case involved the Utah Society for Healthcare Human Resource Administration and nine hospitals in the Salt Lake City area. The consent decree that resulted prohibits all health-care facilities in Utah from designing, developing, or conducting a wage survey. The hospitals can participate in surveys conducted by independent third-party firms only if privacy safeguards are met. Specifically, only aggregate data that is summarized may be provided, and no data from an individual firm may be identified. As a result, it is likely that fewer firms will conduct their own surveys, and the use of outside consultants to do pay surveys will continue to grow.

Pay Structures

Once survey data has been gathered, pay structures can be developed by the process depicted in Figure 13-13 on the next page. As indicated in that figure, one means of tying pay survey information to job evaluation data is to plot a wage curve, or scattergram. This plotting involves first making a graph that charts job evaluation points and pay survey rates for all surveyed jobs. In this way, the distribution of pay for surveyed jobs can be shown, and a linear trend line can be developed by use of the least-squares regression method. Also, a curvilinear line can be developed by use of multiple regression and other statistical techniques. The end result is the development of a market line. This line shows the relationship between job value, as determined by job evaluation points, and pay survey rates. (Details on these methods can be found in any basic statistics text.)

DIFFERENT PAY STRUCTURES In organizations there are a number of different job families. The pay survey data may reveal that there are different levels of pay due to market factors, which may lead to firms establishing several different pay structures, rather than just one structure. Examples of some common pay structures are (1) hourly and salaried; (2) office, plant, technical, professional, and managerial; and (3) clerical, information technology, professional, supervisory, management, and executive.

One basis for determining how many and which pay structures to have is the nature and culture of the organization. Another basis is the results of the statistical analysis done when determining market lines, particularly the r2 levels when the data is analyzed by different job families and groups. Generally, an r2 of .85 or higher is desired.

ESTABLISHING PAY GRADES In the process of establishing a pay structure, organizations use pay grades to group individual jobs having approximately the
same job worth. While there are no set rules to be used in establishing pay grades, some overall suggestions have been made. Generally, from 11 to 17 grades are used in small companies. However, as discussed earlier, a growing number of employers are reducing the number of grades by broadbanding.

By using pay grades, management can develop a coordinated pay system without having to determine a separate pay rate for each job in the organization. All the jobs within a grade have the same range of pay regardless of points. As discussed previously, the factor-comparison method of job evaluation uses monetary values, so an employer using that method can easily establish and price pay grades. A vital part of the classification method is developing grades. Organizations that use the ranking method can group several ranks to create pay grades.

**PAY RANGES** The pay range for each pay grade also must be established. Using the market line as a starting point, the employer can determine maximum and minimum pay levels for each pay grade by making the market line the midpoint line of the new pay structure. (See Figure 13–14.) For example, in a particular pay grade, the maximum value may be 20% above the midpoint and the minimum value 20% below it.
As Figure 13–15 shows, a smaller minimum-to-maximum range should be used for lower-level jobs than for higher-level jobs, primarily because employees in lower-level jobs tend to stay in them for shorter periods of time and have greater promotion possibilities. For example, a clerk-typist might advance to the position of secretary or word processing operator. In contrast, a design engineer likely would have fewer possibilities for upward movement in an organization. This “expanding” approach also recognizes that individual performance can vary more greatly among people in upper-level jobs than in lower-level jobs. However, using the same percentage range at all levels can make administration of a pay system easier in small firms. If broadbanding is used, then much wider ranges, often exceeding 100%, may be used.

Experts recommend having overlap between grades, as in Figure 13–16 on the next page. This structure means that an experienced employee in a lower grade can be paid more than a less-experienced employee in a job in the next pay grade.

Once pay grades and ranges have been computed, then the current pay of employees must be compared to the draft ranges. If a significant number of employees are out of range, then a revision of the pay grades and ranges may need to be computed. Also, once costing and budgeting scenarios are run in order

**FIGURE 13–15 Typical Pay Range Widths**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Jobs</th>
<th>Range Above Minimum</th>
<th>% Around Midpoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executives</td>
<td>50%–70%</td>
<td>± 20–25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Management/Professionals</td>
<td>40%–50%</td>
<td>± 16–20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technicians/Skilled Craft &amp;</td>
<td>30%–40%</td>
<td>± 13–16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerical</td>
<td>25%–35%</td>
<td>± 11–15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Clerical/Others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to see the financial input of the new pay structures, then pay policy decisions about market positioning may have to be revised. As a result, changes to the pay ranges may lead to lowering or raising the ranges.

**Individual Pay**

Once managers have determined pay ranges, they can set the specific pay for individuals. Each dot on the graph in Figure 13–16 represents an individual
employee’s current pay in relation to the pay ranges that have been developed. Setting a range for each pay grade gives flexibility by allowing individuals to progress within a grade instead of having to be moved to a new grade each time they receive a raise. A pay range also allows managers to reward the better-performing employees while maintaining the integrity of the pay system.

Rates Out of Range

Regardless of how well constructed a pay structure is, there usually are a few individuals whose pay is lower than the minimum or higher than the maximum. These situations occur most frequently when firms that have had an informal pay system develop a new, more formalized one.

RED-CIRCLED EMPLOYEES A red-circled job is shown on the graph in Figure 13–16. A red-circled employee is an incumbent who is paid above the range set for the job. For example, assume that an employee’s current pay is $10.92 per hour but the pay range for that grade is between $6.94 and $10.06. The person would be red circled, and attempts would be made over a period of time to bring the employee’s rate into grade. Typically, the red-circled job is filled by a long-service employee who has declined promotions or has been viewed as un promotable due to insufficient education or other capabilities. Yet the individual may have continued to receive large pay increases.

Several approaches can be used to bring a red-circled person’s pay into line. Although the fastest way would be to cut the employee’s pay, that approach is not recommended and is seldom used. Instead, the employee’s pay may be frozen until the pay range can be adjusted upward to get the employee’s pay rate back into the grade. The employee can also be transferred to a job with a higher grade or given more responsibilities. This method will result in greater job evaluation worth, thus justifying the job’s being upgraded. Another approach is to give the employee a small lump-sum payment but not adjust the pay rate when others are given raises.

GREEN-CIRCLED EMPLOYEES An individual whose pay is below the range is a green-circled employee. Promotion is a major cause of this situation. Assume someone receives a promotion that significantly increases his or her responsibilities and pay grade. Typical promotion adjustments are 8% to 15%, but such an adjustment may still leave the individual below the minimum of the new pay range. Because the promotion represents such a significant increase in responsibilities, the employer may not work to increase the person’s pay to the minimum until all facets of the new job are being fully performed. Generally, it is recommended that the green-circled individual receive pay increases to get to the pay grade minimum fairly rapidly. More frequent increases can be given if the increase to minimum would be large.

Pay Compression

One major problem many employers face is pay compression, which occurs when the range of pay differences among individuals with different levels of experience and performance becomes small. Pay compression occurs for a number of reasons, but the major one involves the situation in which labor market pay levels increase more rapidly than an employee’s pay adjustments. Such situations
have become prevalent in many occupational areas, particularly those in the information technology field.28

Occasionally, in response to competitive market shortages of particular job skills, managers may have to deviate from the priced grades to hire people with scarce skills. For example, suppose the worth of a specialized information systems analyst’s job is evaluated at $38,000 to $48,000 annual salary in a company, but qualified individuals are in short supply and other employers are paying $60,000. The firm must pay the higher rate. But suppose several analysts who have been with the firm for several years started at $38,000 and have received 6% increases each year. These current employees may still be making less than salaries paid to attract and retain new analysts from outside with lesser experience. One solution to pay compression is to have employees follow a step progression based on length of service, assuming performance is satisfactory or better.

Pay Increases

Once pay ranges have been developed and individuals’ placements within the ranges identified, managers must look at adjustment to individual pay. Decisions about pay increases often are critical ones in the relationships among employees, their managers, and the organization. Individuals have expectations about their pay and about how much increase is “fair,” especially in comparison with the increases received by other employees. There are several ways to determine pay increases.

**PAY-FOR-PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS** Many employers profess to have a pay system based on performance. But relying on performance-appraisal information for making pay adjustments assumes that the appraisals are done well, and this is not always the case, especially for employees whose work cannot be measured easily. Consequently, some system for integrating appraisals and pay changes must be developed and applied equally. Often, this integration is done through the use of a pay adjustment matrix, or salary guide chart (see Figure 13—17). Pay adjustment matrices base adjustments in part on a person’s compa-ratio, which is the pay level divided by the midpoint of the pay range. To illustrate from Figure 13—17, the compa-ratio for two employees would be:

\[
\text{Employee R} = \frac{16.50 \text{ (current pay)}}{15.00 \text{ (midpoint)}} \times 100 \rightarrow \text{Compa-ratio} = 110
\]

\[
\text{Employee J} = \frac{13.05 \text{ (current pay)}}{15.00 \text{ (midpoint)}} \times 100 \rightarrow \text{Compa-ratio} = 87
\]

Such charts reflect a person’s upward movement in an organization. Upward movement depends on the person’s performance, as rated in an appraisal, and on the person’s position in the pay range, which has some relation to experience as well. A person’s placement on the chart determines what pay raise the person should receive. For example, if employee J is rated as exceeding expectations (3) with a compa-ratio of 89, that person is eligible for a raise of 7% to 9% according to the chart in Figure 13—17.

The sample matrix has several interesting facets that illustrate the emphasis on paying for performance. First, those individuals whose performance is below expectations receive no raises, not even a so-called cost-of-living raise. This ap-
approach sends a very strong signal that poor performers will not continue to receive increases just by completing another year of service.

Second, notice that as employees move up the pay range, they must exhibit higher performance to obtain the same percentage raise as those lower in the range performing at the “meets performance expectations” (2) level. This approach is taken because the firm is paying above the market midpoint but receiving only satisfactory performance rather than above-market performance. Charts can be constructed to reflect the specific pay-for-performance policy and philosophy in an organization.

In many organizations, pay-for-performance systems are becoming a popular way to change the way pay increases are distributed. In a truly performance-oriented system, no pay raises are given except for increases in performance. Giving pay increases to people because they have 10 to 15 years’ experience, even though they are mediocre employees, defeats the approach. Further, unless the performance-based portion of a pay increase is fairly significant, employees may feel it is not worth the extra effort. Giving an outstanding industrial designer making $40,000 a year the “standard raise” of 4% plus 1% for merit means only $400 for merit versus $1,600 for “hanging around another year.”

**FIGURE 13–17 Pay Adjustment Matrix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Appraisal</th>
<th>Pay Grade (hourly rates)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee R = $16.50</td>
<td>Maximum = $18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee J = $13.05</td>
<td>Midpoint = $15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum = $12.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compa-ratio (percent of midpoint)</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>0%–3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>B3</td>
<td>3%–5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>5%–7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>7%–9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>D3</td>
<td>9%–11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does Not Meet Performance Expectations</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meets Performance Expectations</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>7%–9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceeds Performance Expectations</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>9%–11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SENIORITY  Seniority, or time spent in the organization or on a particular job, can be used as the basis for pay increases. Many employers have policies requiring that persons be employed for a certain length of time before they are eligible for pay increases. Pay adjustments based on seniority often are set as automatic steps once a person has been employed the required length of time, although performance must be at least satisfactory in many nonunion systems.

A closely related approach uses a maturity curve, which depicts the relationship between experience and pay rates. Pay rises as an employee’s experience increases, which is especially useful for professionals and skilled craft employees. Unlike a true seniority system, in which a pay raise occurs automatically once someone has put in the required time, a system using maturity curves is built on the assumption that as experience increases, proficiency and performance also increase, so pay raises are appropriate. If proficiency does not increase, theoretically pay adjustments are reduced, although that seldom happens in practice. Once a person plateaus in proficiency, then the pay progression is limited to following the overall movement of the pay structure.

COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS (COLA)  A common pay-raise practice is the use of a standard raise or cost-of-living adjustment (COLA). Giving all employees a standard percentage increase enables them to maintain the same real wages in a period of economic inflation. Often, these adjustments are tied to changes in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) or some other general economic measure. However, numerous studies have revealed that the CPI overstates the actual cost of living.

Unfortunately, some employers give across-the-board raises and call them merit raises, which they are not. If all employees get a pay increase, it is legitimately viewed as a cost-of-living adjustment having little to do with merit or good performance. For this reason, employers should reserve the term merit for any amount above the standard raise, and they should state clearly which amount is for performance and which is the “automatic” COLA adjustment.

LUMP-SUM INCREASES (LSI)  Most employees who receive pay increases, either for merit or seniority, first have their base pay adjusted and then receive an increase in the amount of their regular monthly or weekly paycheck. For example, an employee who makes $12.00 per hour and then receives a 3% increase will move to $12.36 per hour.

In contrast, a lump-sum increase (LSI) is a one-time payment of all or part of a yearly pay increase. The pure LSI approach does not increase the base pay. Therefore, in this example the person’s base pay remains at $12.00 per hour. If an LSI of 3% is granted, then the person received $748.80 (computed as 36¢ per hour \( \times \) 2080 working hours in the year.) However, the base rate remains at $12.00 per hour. It is that base rate upon which overtime is figured, and keeping the base rate static slows down the progression of the base wages. It also allows for the amount of the “lump” to be varied, without having to continually raise the base rate. Some organizations place a limit on how much of a merit increase can be taken as a lump-sum payment. Other organizations split the lump sum into two checks, each representing one-half of the year’s pay raise.

As with any plan, there are advantages and disadvantages. The major advantage of an LSI plan is that it heightens employees’ awareness of what their performance “merited.” A lump-sum check also gives employees some flexibil-
ity in their spending patterns so that they can buy big-ticket items without having to take out a loan. In addition, the firm can slow down the increase of base pay, so that the compounding effect of succeeding raises is reduced. Unionized employers, such as Boeing and Ford, have negotiated LSI plans as a way to hold down base wages, which also holds down the rates paid for overtime work. Pension costs and some other benefits, often tied to base wages, can be reduced as well.

One disadvantage of LSI plans is administrative tracking, including a system to handle income tax and Social Security deductions from the lump-sum check. Also, workers who take a lump-sum payment may become discouraged because their base pay has not changed. Unions generally resist LSI programs because of this and because of the impact on pensions and benefits. To some extent, this problem can be reduced if the pay increase is split to include some in the base pay and the rest in the lump-sum payment.

Summary

- Compensation provided by an organization can come both directly through base pay and variable pay, and indirectly through benefits.
- Compensation responsibilities of both HR specialists and managers must be performed well. Compensation practices are closely related to organizational culture, philosophies, strategies, and objectives.
- A continuum of compensation philosophies exists, ranging from an entitlement-oriented philosophy to a performance-oriented philosophy.
- Compensation strategies are shifting, and organizations must balance cost-effectiveness with labor market realities.
- Competency-based pay that focuses on what capabilities people have is growing in usage.
- Broadbanding, which uses fewer pay grades with wider ranges, provides greater career movement possibilities for employees.
- Variable-pay programs, including those that are team based, are being used to enhance organizational performance and reward greater employee participation in work teams.
- When designing and administering compensation programs, behavioral aspects must be considered. Equity, organizational justice, pay openness, and external equity are all important.
- The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), as amended, is the major federal law that affects pay systems. It requires most organizations to pay a minimum wage and to comply with overtime provisions, including appropriately classifying employees as exempt or nonexempt and as independent contractors or employees.
- Other laws place restrictions on employers who have federal supply contracts or federal construction contracts, or on those employers who garnish employees’ pay.
- Administration of a wage and salary system requires the development of pay policies that incorporate internal and external equity considerations.
- Job evaluation determines the relative worth of jobs. Several different evaluation methods exist, with the point method being the most widely used.
- Once the job evaluation process has been completed, pay survey data must be collected and a pay structure developed. An effective pay system requires that changes continue to be made as needed.
- Developing a pay structure includes grouping jobs into pay grades and establishing a pay range for each grade. Broadbanding, which uses fewer pay grades with broader ranges, is growing in popularity.
- Individual pay must take into account employees’ placement within pay grades. Problems involving rates above or below range and pay compression must be addressed.
- Individual pay increases can be based on performance, cost-of-living adjustments, seniority, or a combination of approaches.
Review and Discussion Questions

1. Give examples of direct and indirect compensation at a recent job that you have had.
2. Discuss what compensation philosophies seemed to be used at organizations where you have worked. What were the consequences of those philosophies?
3. Why are competency-based compensation, broadbanding, and variable pay all related to changing strategies for compensating employees?
4. Discuss the following statement: “If employees believe that subjectivity and favoritism shape the pay system in an organization, then it does not matter that the system was properly designed and implemented.”
5. What factors should be considered to determine if an employee who works over 40 hours in a week is due overtime under the FLSA?
6. Considering all methods, why is the point method the most widely used for job evaluation?
7. You have been named compensation manager for a hospital. How would you establish a pay system?
8. Why are pay-for-performance systems growing in importance?

Terms to Know

- base pay 416
- benchmark job 437
- benefit 417
- broadbanding 423
- compa-ratio 448
- compensable factor 438
- compensatory time off 431
- distributive justice 426
- equity 426
- exempt employees 430
- garnishment 434
- green-circled employee 447
- job evaluation 437
- lump-sum increase (LSI) 450
- market line 443
- market price 435
- maturity curve 450
- nonexempt employees 430
- pay compression 447
- pay equity 433
- pay grade 443
- pay survey 441
- procedural justice 426
- red-circled employee 447
- salaries 416
- variable pay 417
- wage and salary administration 434
- wages 416

Using the Internet

Using Pay Survey Data

As an HR manager, you are responsible for recruiting top job applicants. Your firm has just lost several administrative and marketing employees to other organizations. To prepare for the hiring process, you need to research market pay data to ensure that your firm is offering a competitive salary to top applicants.

Using the web site at http://www.ioma.com, access IOMA’s Salary of the month and identify the base pay and average bonus information for administrative and marketing jobs.

The information in the survey is according to Gross Annual Fee Range. Assume the fee range for your firm is “More than $6 Million.” The jobs are:

**Administrative**
- Secretary/Administrative Assistant
- Word Processor
- Receptionist

**Marketing**
- Marketing Director
- Network Administrator
- Computer Operator
CASE

Implementing a New Compensation Program

The changing nature of jobs in organizations has led to companies redesigning their compensation programs to reflect the changes. As mentioned in the chapter, one approach being used by some employers is competency-based pay. One firm has had success with using a knowledge-based program to measure and reward employees.

This medium-sized manufacturing firm has about 5,000 employees in one location, and none are represented by unions. As a result of continuing efforts by the firm’s management to examine and apply innovative organization and management practices, the senior managers at the company decided to redesign work processes and compensation in three production departments. A task force of employees analyzed the work in each of the production departments and recommended some changes.

First, individual jobs and job descriptions were changed to using a team-work approach. In the new system, workers were expected to become skilled in several tasks and rotate throughout the different tasks, depending upon the production schedule and workflow. Workers also were expected to perform their own quality control. Finally a pay-for-performance program was developed to encourage workers to broaden their capabilities and to reward them as they did so.

A series of “skill blocks” was identified by HR specialists and others familiar with the jobs, with each skill block containing what a worker was required to know and do. Skill blocks were developed for all processes in the production departments. As employees mastered a skill block, they received pay increases of 20 cents per hour, except for the basic skill block mastery, which provided a 30-cent-per-hour increase. Because pay is based on the number of skill blocks mastered, no maximum pay levels were set. These increases were granted on top of the entry-level pay rate of $9.81 per hour.

Following the communication of the new program, employees could choose to convert to the new program or transfer to other departments still using the traditional job-based pay plan. Only one production worker opted to transfer out of the new production compensation program and the department. HR specialists and production managers spent considerable time meeting with workers on the processes to be used to assess their competencies. Also, extensive training support had to be implemented so that employees could develop additional mastery of other skill blocks. Other coordination and program administration issues had to be addressed as well.

As a result of the changes to the new program, production technicians are rewarded continually for learning more and enhancing their capabilities. Also, greater workforce flexibility has resulted, so that workers can move between jobs and tasks as production needs dictate. Productivity has increased and production employees have become more knowledgeable about the linkage between compensation, their capabilities, and productivity.

Questions
1. Discuss how changing the compensation program was consistent with the strategic shifts occurring in the organization.
2. What difficulties can you identify with shifting to the new compensation program from the traditional ones used in many production settings?

Notes
CHAPTER 14
Variable Pay and Executive Compensation

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Define variable pay and give examples of three types of variable pay.
- Identify four guidelines for successful incentive programs.
- Discuss three types of individual incentives.
- Explain the three different ways that sales employees typically are compensated.
- Identify key factors that must be addressed when using team variable pay plans.
- Discuss why gainsharing, profit-sharing, and employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs) have grown as organizational incentive plans.
- Identify the components of executive compensation and discuss criticisms of the reasonableness of executive compensation.
Employees Stock Up

Variable pay in the form of incentives for employees can take many forms, ranging from commissions for sales representatives to annual bonuses for managers. But a growing number of companies are moving beyond the typical incentives given to lower-level workers and using stock options throughout the organization. Traditionally, stock options have been provided only to a limited number of top-level executives and senior managers. Now employee stock incentives at all levels are creating strong results for employers and employees alike.

One well-known firm using stock options effectively is Home Depot. Founded in 1978, Home Depot has numerous home improvement and building supply stores throughout the United States. Since its early years, Home Depot has provided stock option incentives for management and administrative employees. Additionally, the firm has a plan that permits virtually all other employees to buy Home Depot stock at a discounted price. Home Depot’s CEO, Arthur Blank, has stated that the employee stock plans are at the heart of the firm’s success. Black believes that the stock plan has contributed to the feeling among all employees that they “own” their stores, which leads to higher internal morale and greater attention to customer service. Another benefit of the stock program is that Home Depot employees are more likely to resist recruiting efforts by other employers because of their stock ownership in the company.

The Home Depot stock ownership program has paid off for employees, as well. One share of Home Depot stock bought in 1981 would be worth over 100 shares today. As a result, over 1,000 Home Depot employees have company stock valued at $1 million or more. Many of these “millionaires” are not executives, but administrative and sales employees throughout the company and its stores. In early 1998 Home Depot stock split 2 for 1, and some managers reported that employees were cheering and yelling like they were at a sports pep rally.

Home Depot’s biggest competitor also has established employee stock programs. Lowe’s, based in North Carolina, provides stock equivalents up to 13% of base pay to employees with one year of service or more. Lowe’s has found that its stock program provides a significant recruiting leverage when Lowe Stores are opened in tight labor markets.

Employee stock programs are spreading to other industries as well. One of the most interesting employee stock programs established recently is at the Edison Project. This firm contracts with public schools to operate public schools for fees equivalent to the costs currently incurred by local school districts. Despite significant resistance by traditional educational administrators and teachers’ unions, the Edison Project has had significant success in raising student test scores and improving the educational performance of students, many of whom are in lower socioeconomic neighborhoods. Several years after starting the Edison Project, Chris Whittle—its founder—developed a plan to begin providing stock options. In the year 2000, teachers and administrators in over 50 schools that Edison operates in Florida, Colorado, Kansas, and other states will receive shares of Edison Project stock. When the stock goes public, all full-time staff members can purchase stock at a price set lower than the market price. Employees must stay with Edison for at least five years to fully vest all of their shares, and then the employees can keep any appreciated value of the stock. A sliding scale based on job responsibilities identifies the number of Edison shares that can be purchased. In addition to the stock purchase plan, Edison teachers and administrative staff can earn annual cash bonuses upon the performances of their students against yearly objectives set by local school districts.

Many other firms have employee stock plans as well, and these plans have significantly rewarded employees for organizational performance. The major concern with such programs is if the value of the stock declines significantly over time. The incentive value of the stock is reduced when employees’ stock value declines, as happened in 1998 when the stock market temporarily dropped. However, these stock plans are designed to reward longer-term performance and employee loyalty, and many of the stock prices rebounded. Obviously, stock prices do not always go up; and when stock values decline, employee anxiety increases. Nevertheless, using stock plans as a means of providing additional compensation to employees appears to help focus employee efforts on increasing organizational performance. Certainly, the “millionaires” at Home Depot, Lowe’s, and other firms would agree.¹

Now, employee stock incentives at all levels are creating strong results for employers and employees alike.
A growing number of employers have established compensation programs for employees that provide additional compensation linked to individual, group or team, and organizational performance. For example, individual employees at a telecommunications company receive extra pay if they describe special calling features, such as call-waiting and caller identification, and customers mention their names when signing up for the services. For many sales representatives, commissions tied to sales performance are a significant portion of total compensation. At the executive level, many individuals receive stock options tied to the longer-term performance of firms and their stock prices. All of these examples are illustrations of variable pay plans.

**Variable Pay: Incentives for Performance**

**Variable pay** is compensation linked to individual, team, and/or organization performance. Traditionally also known as incentives, variable pay plans are attempts to tie additional tangible rewards given to employees for performance beyond normal expectations. The philosophical foundation of variable pay rests on several basic assumptions:

- Some jobs contribute more to organizational success than others.
- Some people perform better than others.
- Employees who perform better should receive more compensation.
- A portion of some employees’ total compensation should be given to reward above-satisfactory performance.

Contrast the assumptions above with a pay system based on seniority or length of service:

- Time spent each day is the primary measure of short-term contribution.
- In the long term, length of service with the organization is the primary differentiating factor among people.
- Differences in individual contributions to the organization are recognized through different base pay levels.
- Giving additional performance rewards to some people but not others is divisive and hampers employees working together.

The prevalence of variable pay programs can be seen in a study of over 400 large companies. As Figure 14–1 shows, almost half of all surveyed firms offer variable pay programs to hourly employees, while most offer such plans to executives. Generally, sales employees and executives have higher amounts of variable pay, which usually is linked to sales performance.² It is evident that variable pay plans have become significant to both employers and employees.

**Types of Variable Pay**

Variable pay plans can be established that focus on individual performance, team or group performance, and on organization-wide performance. An important fea-
ture of variable pay plans is that incentives increase the degree of cooperation in teams, whereas individual incentives do not.

Individual incentives are given to reward the effort and performance of individuals. Some of the most common means of providing individuals variable pay are piece-rate systems, sales commissions, and bonuses. Other means include special recognition rewards such as trips or merchandise. Two widely used individual incentives focus on employee safety and attendance. One of the difficulties with individual incentives is that an employee may focus on what is best individually and may block or inhibit performance of other individuals with whom the employee is competing. That competition particularly occurs if only the top performer or winner receives incentives. This is one reason why team or group incentives have been developed.

When an entire work group or team is rewarded for its performance, more cooperation among the members is required and usually forthcoming. However, competition among different teams for rewards can lead to decline in overall performance under certain circumstances. The most common types of team or group incentives are gainsharing plans where employee teams that meet certain goals share in the gains measured against performance targets. Often, gainsharing programs focus on quality improvement, labor-cost reduction, and other measurable results.

Organization incentives reward people for the performance of the entire organization. This approach reduces individual and team competition and assumes that
all employees working together can generate better organizational results that lead to better financial performance. These programs share some of the financial gains to the firm through payments to employees. The payments often are paid as an additional percentage of each employee’s base pay. Also, organizational incentives may be given as a lump-sum amount to all employees, or different amounts may be given to different levels of employees throughout the organization. The most prevalent forms of organization-wide incentives are profit-sharing plans and employee stock plans. For senior managers and executives, variable pay plans often are established to provide stock options and other forms of deferred compensation that minimize the tax liabilities of the recipients. Figure 14–2 shows some of the programs under each type.

**Successes and Failures of Variable Pay Plans**

As variable pay has grown in popularity, it is becoming evident that these plans have both succeeded and failed. One study of employers found that despite the fact that 61% of the companies have variable pay plans, almost half of them did not achieve their performance targets for the year. But to avoid negative employee reactions, many of those companies paid out 85% of the incentives anyway. The good news from the study is that over half of the variable pay plans achieved their performance objectives. Executive-focused variable pay plans tend to be viewed as more successful than those used with lower-level, non-management employees.

The reactions of employees are crucial to how variable pay plans are accepted. It is interesting that in a study of over 2,000 workers from a variety of companies, most respondents said they want performance rewards included in their base pay, rather than as one-time payments. Also, the employees strongly preferred individual rewards over team or organization incentives.

These studies and others highlight the fact that neither of the polar extremes—the view that incentives do not work versus the view that incentives are a

---

**FIGURE 14–2 Types of Variable Pay Plans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Group (Team)</th>
<th>Organization-Wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Piece rate</td>
<td>• Gain sharing</td>
<td>• Profit sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sales commissions</td>
<td>• Quality improvement</td>
<td>• Employee stock options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bonuses</td>
<td>• Labor-cost reduction</td>
<td>• Executive stock options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Special recognitions (trips, merchandise)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Deferred compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Safety awards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Attendance bonuses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
panacea—appears to be the case. Also, the enthusiasm that many employers and managers have for variable pay plans is not matched by many workers. The key to success seems to be to combine incentives with employee participation in the process.

In summary, it appears that variable pay plans are successful under certain circumstances. As Figure 14–3 indicates, a number of factors affect the success of variable pay plans. The next section discusses the guidelines for establishing successful variable pay plans.

**Guidelines for Variable Pay Plans**

Providing variable pay through incentive systems can be complex and can take many forms. However, certain general guidelines are useful in establishing and maintaining successful variable pay systems.

**RECOGNIZE ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND RESOURCES** An important factor in the success of any variable pay program is that it be consistent with both the culture and the financial resources of the organization. For example, if an organization is autocratic and adheres to traditional rules and procedures, an incentive

**FIGURE 14–3 Conditions for Successful Variable Pay Plans**
system that rewards flexibility and teamwork is likely to fail. The incentive plan is being “planted” in the wrong growing environment.6

Any variable pay system requires an organizational climate of trust and cooperation between employees and managers.7 As the amount of trust between employees and managers increases, and the objectivity of the criteria used for determining rewards becomes greater, the likelihood of a successful incentive program increases. If workers have a high level of trust and good working relationships with their superiors, they may accept more subjective performance measures. But low trust of management leads to a low probability of success for a variable pay system.

MAKE VARIABLE PAY PLANS UNDERSTANDABLE Another key factor for establishing effective variable pay plans is to make them easy for employees to understand. If these plans are clear, employees can track performance against the objectives of the plan and see what variable pay they are earning. However, if plans are developed that are too complicated and employees need calculators, worksheets, and assistance from analysts to determine where they are against incentive target levels, then the plans have lost some of their motivational value. The more complicated a plan is, the more difficult it will be to communicate it meaningfully to employees.8

Many plans include several performance criteria, which generally are recommended by experts in variable pay designs. But having two or three areas to focus on should not result in a significant number of steps being required for employees to compute their incentive amounts and for managers to be able to explain what further performance targets need to be met. In summary, effective variable pay plans give employees clear information on why the employer is establishing the plan, how the employees’ performance will be evaluated, what their contributions will produce for the organization, and what rewards they will receive.9

KEEP INCENTIVE PLANS CURRENT An incentive system should consistently reflect current technological and organizational conditions. Offering an incentive for sales representatives to sell older-generation equipment in order to clear it out of stock might be appropriate until that merchandise is gone, but no incentive may be needed to sell high-demand items.

Incentive systems should be reviewed continually to determine whether they are operating as designed. Follow-up, through an attitude survey or other means, will determine if the incentive system is actually encouraging employees to perform better. If it is not, then managers should consider changing the system.

TIE VARIABLE PAY TO DESIRED PERFORMANCE Variable pay systems should be tied as much as possible to desired performance. Employees must see a direct relationship between their efforts and their financial rewards.10 Further, both employees and managers must recognize that incentives are most effective when employees can see clearly that their extra efforts lead to increased performance and desirable rewards.11

Because people tend to produce what is measured and rewarded, it is important to make sure that what is being rewarded ties to organizational objectives. Also, often multiple measures are used to assure that various performance dimensions are not omitted. For example, assume a hotel reservation center sets incentives for its employees to increase productivity by lowering their time spent
per call. That reduction may occur, but customer service and the number of reservations made might drop as employees rush callers to reduce talk time.

Indeed, linking pay to performance may not always be appropriate. For example, if the output cannot be objectively measured, management may not be able to reward the higher performers with more pay. Managers may not even be able to accurately identify the higher performers.

**RECOGNIZE INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES** Incentive plans should provide for individual differences. People are complex, and a variety of incentive systems may have to be developed to appeal to various organizational groups and individuals. Therefore, variable pay plans must be designed carefully. As illogical as it may seem, informal group pressure and sanctions commonly are used to restrict the amount that individuals produce, even if individual pay is reduced as a result. Those who seek to maximize their earnings by exceeding group-imposed limits are labeled “rate busters” or something even more graphic. Rate restrictors often feel they are being made to suffer by comparison with the higher producers. Therefore, designers of incentive plans first must look at individual issues.

**IDENTIFY VARIABLE PAY SEPARATE FROM BASE PAY** Successful variable pay plans clearly identify how much the variable pay plan provides to employees separate from their base pay amounts. That separation makes a clear connection between performance and pay. It also reinforces the notion that one part of the employees’ pay must be “re-earned” in the next performance period.

## Individual Incentives

Individual incentive systems attempt to relate individual effort to pay. Conditions necessary for the use of individual incentive plans are as follows:

- **Identification of individual performance**: The performance of each individual can be measured and identified because each employee has job responsibilities and tasks that can be categorized from those of other employees.
- **Independent work**: Individual contributions result from independent work and effort given by individual employers.
- **Individual competitiveness desired**: Because individuals generally will pursue the individual incentives for themselves, competition among employees will occur. Therefore, independent competition whereby some individuals “win” and others do not must be desired.
- **Individualism stressed in organizational culture**: The culture of the organization must be one that emphasizes individual growth, achievements, and rewards. If an organization emphasizes teamwork and cooperation, then individual incentives will be counterproductive.

## Piece-Rate Systems

The most basic individual incentive system is the piece-rate system, whether of the straight or differential type. Under the **straight piece-rate system**, wages are determined by multiplying the number of units produced (such as garments sewn or customers contacted) by the piece rate for one unit. The rate per piece does not change regardless of the number of pieces produced. Because the cost is
Differential piece-rate system
Pays employees one piece-rate wage for units produced up to a standard output and a higher piece-rate wage for units produced over the standard.

**BNA 2035.20.70**
Piece-Rate Determination
To review the wage and hour regulations regarding determining the overtime rates for employees paid on piece rate plans, see this section.

**Bonus**
A one-time payment that does not become part of the employee’s base pay.

the same for each unit, the wage for each employee is easy to figure, and labor costs can be accurately predicted.

A **differential piece-rate system** pays employees one piece-rate wage for units produced up to a standard output and a higher piece-rate wage for units produced over the standard. Developed by Frederick W. Taylor in the late 1800s, this system is designed to stimulate employees to achieve or exceed established standards of production.

Managers often determine the standards, or quotas, by using time and motion studies. For example, assume that the standard quota for a worker is set at 300 units per day and the standard rate is 14 cents per unit. For all units over the standard, however, the employee receives 20 cents per installed unit. To ensure that quality standards were met, windshields installed improperly or broken were replaced at no additional pay. Using a workflow and tracking system, the firm could identify each installer’s work.

The success of the program exceeded most expectations. Individual productivity increased on average 20%, resulting in installer’s average pay increasing by 10%. The company output also increased. Closely related, employee turnover and absenteeism declined, especially among the most productive workers. Thus, Safelite could see clearly the link between managers and employees, organizational and individual performance, and the rewards generated by that performance.\(^\text{12}\)

**HR PERSPECTIVE**
Piece-Rate Plan Clear Winner at Safelite Glass

Many organizations attempt to link employee performance to compensation. One of the oldest programs of this type is a piece-rate plan, whereby employees are paid only for what they produce. At Safelite Glass Corporation, this traditional plan appears to have produced payoffs in higher productivity for the company and more pay for employees.

Safelite operates nationally, providing auto glass installation services. Several years ago, Safelite management decided to change from hourly pay for installation employees to a piece-rate plan. To avoid creating employee anxiety, Safelite guaranteed a base wage of $11 per hour to installers. But Safelite also offered the installers an alternative plan, under which they could receive $20 per installed unit. To ensure that quality standards were met, windshields installed improperly or broken were replaced at no additional pay. Using a workflow and tracking system, the firm could identify each installer’s work.

Despite their incentive value, piece-rate systems are difficult to use because standards for many types of jobs are difficult and costly to determine. In some instances, the cost of determining and maintaining the standards may be greater than the benefits derived. Jobs in which individuals have limited control over output or in which high standards of quality are necessary also may be unsuited to piecework.

**Bonuses**
Individual employees may receive additional compensation payments in the form of a **bonus**, which is a one-time payment that does not become part of the employee’s base pay. Generally, bonuses are less costly to the employer than
other pay increases because they do not become part of employees’ base wages, upon which future percentage increases are figured. Growing in popularity, individual incentive compensation in the form of bonuses often is used at the executive levels of an organization, but bonus usage also is spreading to lower-level jobs, as Figure 14–4 indicates.

Bonuses also can be used to reward employees for contributing new ideas, developing skills, or obtaining professional certifications. When the skills or certification requirements are acquired by an employee, a pay increase or a one-time bonus may follow. For example, a financial services firm provides the equivalent of two week’s pay to employees who master job-relevant computer skills. Another firm gives one week’s pay to members of the HR staff who obtain their professional certifications such as PHR, SPHR, CCP, and others discussed in Chapter 1. Firms in the information technology industry pay bonuses for obtaining special technical skills in order to keep employees from looking for new jobs elsewhere using their newly acquired skills and certification.13

A bonus recognizes performance by both the employee and the company. When both types of performance are good, bonuses go up. When both are bad, bonuses go down. When an employee has done poorly in a year that was good for the company, most employers base the employee’s bonus on individual performance. It is not always as clear what to do when an employee does well but the company does not. However, a growing number of companies are asking employees to put a portion of their pay “on the line.” While offering big incentive bonuses for high performance, they are withholding them when performance is poor and insisting that employees share both the risks and rewards of business.

**FIGURE 14–4 Bonuses as Percentage of Salary (averages for non-sales employees)**

![Bar chart showing bonuses as percentage of salary for non-exempt, exempt, and executive employees. Nonexempt employees: 5.6%, Exempt employees: 14.4%, Executives: 38.7%]

One method of determining an employee’s annual bonus is to compute it as a percentage of the individual’s base salary. Often, such programs pay bonuses only if specific individual and organizational objectives have been achieved. Though technically this type of bonus is individual, it comes close to being a group or organizational incentive system. Because it is based on the profits of the division, management must consider the total performance of the division and its employees.

Whatever method of determining bonuses is used, legal experts recommend that bonus plans be described in writing, especially for key managers. A growing number of lawsuits are being filed by employees who leave organizations either voluntarily or involuntarily, demanding payment of bonuses promised to them.14

### Special Incentive Programs

There are numerous special incentive programs that provide awards to individuals. These programs can take various forms, ranging from one-time contests for meeting performance targets to rewards for performance over time. For instance, safe-driving awards are given for truck drivers who have no accidents or violations during a year. Although special programs also can be developed for groups and for entire organizations, these programs often focus on rewarding only high-performing individuals.

#### INCENTIVE PROGRAM AWARDS

Cash merchandise, gift certificates, and travel are the most frequently used rewards, as Figure 14–5 shows. Cash is still highly valued by many employees because they have discretion on how to spend it; however, travel awards, particularly those to popular destinations such as Disney World, Las Vegas, Hawaii, and international locations, appeal to many employees. In one study, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company conducted an experiment in which some employees received cash and another set of employees received merchandise and other non-cash rewards. The employees receiving the non-cash incentives outperformed those receiving only cash by 46%. The study concluded that many employees like the continuing “trophy” value of merchandise rather than the short-term usage of cash.15

#### RECOGNITION AWARDS

Another type of program recognizes individual employees for their performance or service. For instance, many organizations in service industries such as hotels, restaurants, and retailers have established “employee of the month” and “employee of the year” awards. In the hotel industry over half of the hotels surveyed have recognition awards for desk clerks, housekeepers, and other hourly employees, with the awards being triggered by favorable guest comment cards.16

It is important that recognition awards be given to recognize specific efforts and activities targeted by the organization as important.17 While the criteria for selecting award winners may be subjectively determined in some situations, formally identified criteria provide greater objectivity and are more likely to reward performance, rather than being seen as favoritism. When giving recognition awards, organizations should use specific examples to describe clearly how those receiving the awards were selected.

#### SERVICE AWARDS

Another common type of reward given to individual employees is the service award. Although these awards often may be portrayed as
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**LOGGING ON . . .**

**Incentives at NASA**

An example of the incentive awards program used for government programs is found at this website. The program has been successful at NASA.

http://huminfo.arc.gov/Awards/awards.html

---
rewarding performance over a number of years, the reality is that they are determined by length of service, and performance plays little or no role.

Sales Compensation and Incentives

The compensation paid to employees involved with sales and marketing is partly or entirely tied to sales performance. Better-performing salespeople receive more total compensation than those selling less.

Sales Performance Measurement

Successfully using variable sales compensation requires establishing clear performance criteria and measures. Generally, no more than three sales performance measures should be used in a sales compensation plan. Consultants criticize many sales commission plans as being too complex to motivate sales representatives. Other plans may be too simple, focusing only on the salesperson’s pay, not on organizational objectives. Although many companies use an individual’s sales revenue compared to established quotas as the primary performance measure,
performance would be much better if these organizations used a variety of criteria, including obtaining new accounts and selling high-value versus low-value items that reflect marketing plans. Figure 14–6 shows the results of one study identifying the criteria used to determine incentive payments for salespeople.

Sales Compensation Plans

Sales compensation plans are generally of several different types. The types are based on the degree to which total compensation includes some variable pay tied to sales performance. A survey of over 260 firms found that plans providing salary with bonus (37%) and salary with commission and bonus (35%) were the most used types. Less used were plans providing commission only (24%) and salary only (5%).

**SALARY ONLY** Some firms pay salespeople only a salary. The salary-only approach is useful when serving and retaining existing accounts is being emphasized more than generating new sales and accounts. This approach is frequently used to pro-
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**FIGURE 14–6 Sales Performance Criteria**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sales Criterion</th>
<th>Percentages of Firms Using Criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales Relative to Quota</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division Profitability</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales from New Customers</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Product Sales</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of Sales Expenses</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account Retention</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Satisfaction</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NOTE: Because multiple criteria may be used, the totals exceed 100%.

tect the income of new sales representatives for a period of time while they are building up their sales clientele. It is also used when both new and existing sales reps have to spend considerable time learning about and selling customers new products and service lines. Generally, the salary-only approach may extend no more than six months, at which point sales plus commission or bonuses are implemented. However, one study found that salespeople who wanted extrinsic rewards were less effective in salary-only plans. They were less motivated to sell without additional performance-related compensation.21

**STRAIGHT COMMISSION** An individual incentive system widely used in sales jobs is the **commission**, which is compensation computed as a percentage of sales in units or dollars. Commissions are integrated into the pay given to sales workers in three common ways: straight commission, salary plus commission, and bonuses.

In the straight commission system, a sales representative receives a percentage of the value of the sales made. Consider a sales representative working for a
consumer products company. She receives no compensation if no sales are made, but for all sales made in her territory, she receives a percentage of the total amount. The advantage of this system is that the sales representative must sell to earn. The disadvantage is that it offers no security for the sales staff. This disadvantage can be especially pronounced when the product or service sold is one that requires a long lead time before purchasing decisions are made. Also, as the HR Perspective on the previous page indicates, commission-only plans may lead to unethical behavior of sales employees.

For these reasons just mentioned, some employers use a **draw** system, in which the sales representative can draw advance payments against future commissions. The amount drawn then is deducted from future commission checks. From the employer’s side, one of the risks in a draw system is that future commissions may not be large enough to repay the draw, especially for a new or marginally successful salesperson. In addition, arrangements must be made for repayment of drawn amounts if an individual leaves the organization before earning the draw in commission.

**SALARY PLUS COMMISSION OR BONUSES** The most frequently used form of sales compensation is the **salary plus commission**, which combines the stability of a salary with the performance aspect of a commission. Many organizations also pay salespeople salaries and then offer bonuses as a percentage of base pay tied to meeting various levels of sales targets or other criteria. A common split is 70% salary to 30% commission, although the split varies by industry and with other factors.

Some sales organizations combine both individual and group sales bonus programs. In these programs, a portion of the sales incentive is linked to the attainment of group sales goals. This approach encourages cooperation and teamwork for the salespersons to work together. Team incentives in situations other than sales jobs are discussed next.

**Team-Based Variable Pay**

The growing use of work teams in organizations has implications for compensation of the teams and their members. Interestingly, while the use of teams has increased significantly in the past few years, the question of how to equitably compensate the individuals who compose the team remains one of the biggest challenges. As Figure 14–7 notes, there are several reasons why organizations have established group or team variable pay plans, and evidently these goals are being met in a number of organizations.

As seen in the results of a survey of the *Fortune* 1000 large companies, almost 70% of these large firms are using work teams in some manner. About 87% of the executives and HR professionals surveyed were positive about the use of teams. However, only 45% of those surveyed were positive about the ways those teams were being paid. Also, the satisfaction with team-based pay plans was lower than two years before, despite a significant increase in the use of teams.22

**Types of Team Incentives**

Team-based reward systems use various ways of compensating individuals. The components often include individual wages and salaries in addition to team-
based rewards. Most team-based organizations continue to pay individuals based either on the jobs performed or the individuals’ competencies and capabilities. Several decisions about methods of distributing and allocating team rewards must be made.

**Distributing Team Incentives**

The two primary approaches for distributing team rewards are as follows:

- **Same size reward for each team member**: In this approach, all team members receive the same payout, regardless of job levels, current pay, or seniority.
- **Different size rewards for each team member**: Using this approach, individual rewards vary based upon such factors as contribution to team results, current pay, years of experience, and skill levels of jobs performed.

Generally more organizations use the same-size team reward approach as an addition to different levels of individual pay. This approach is used to reward team performance by making the team incentive equal, while still recognizing that individual pay differences exist and are important to many persons. The size of the team incentive can be determined either by using a percentage of base pay for the individuals or the team as a whole, or by offering a specific dollar amount. For example, one firm pays team members individual base rates that reflect years of experience and any additional training that team members have. The team reward is distributed to all as a flat dollar amount.

**TIMING OF TEAM INCENTIVES** How often team incentives are paid out is another important consideration. Some of the choices seen in firms with team-based incentives include payment monthly, quarterly, biannually, or annually. As Figure 14–8 on the next page shows, yearly is the most common period used. The shorter the time period, the more likely it is that employees will see a closer link to their efforts and the performance results that trigger the award payouts. A study of team rewards for quality management found that companies generally limited the team rewards to $500 or less, so that the rewards could be paid out more frequently. Naturally, the nature of the teamwork, measurement criteria, and organizational results must all be considered when determining the appropriate time period.

**DECISION MAKING ABOUT TEAM-INCENTIVE AMOUNTS** To reinforce the team concept, some team incentive programs allow group members to make decisions
about how to allocate the team rewards to individuals. For example, in one division of Motorola, teams are given a lump sum amount and they decide how to divide up the money. Some teams vote, while others have a team leader decide. In other companies teams divide the team “pot” equally, thus avoiding conflict and recognizing that all members contributed to the team results.

Although some teams actually make decisions on bonuses for their members, this practice seems to be the exception rather than the rule. Many companies find teams unwilling to handle pay decisions for coworkers. Team-based bonus plans present other problems as well. Should a member be rewarded for trying hard but not quite succeeding? What happens when extra money for a “superstar” has to come from other group members’ forgoing their own bonuses to some extent? Team-based incentives present both opportunities and challenges when they are developed and implemented.

**Problems with Team-Based Incentives**

The difference between rewarding team members *equally* or *equitably* triggers many of the problems associated with team-based incentives. Rewards that are
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**FIGURE 14-8 Characteristics of Team-Based Rewards**

- **Reward Size**
  - Different Size Reward: 24%
  - Same Size Reward: 76%

- **Determining Amount Received**
  - Percentage of Base Pay: 44%
  - Specific Dollar Amount: 56%

- **Timing of Payments**
  - Yearly: 58%
  - Biannually: 17%
  - Quarterly: 25%

distributed equally in amount to all team members may be perceived as “unfair” by employees who may work harder, have more capabilities, and perform more difficult jobs. This problem is compounded when a poorly performing individual negatively influences the team results. For instance, suppose that holding data-entry errors to below 2% is an objective that triggers payment of a group incentive. The presence of one or two poor performers who make numerous errors can result in the group being denied an incentive payment for a month. Unfortunately, even if management retrains or removes the poor performers, some incentive amounts already have been lost.

Equitable pay in the minds of many people means distributing the team rewards individually to recognize individual efforts and capabilities. One survey of employees working in teams found a relatively low level of employee satisfaction with rewards that are the same for all, rather than different amounts based on performance, which may be viewed more equitably.  

In summary, it seems that the concept of people working in teams is seen as beneficial by managers and organization leaders. But employees still expect to be paid based on individual performance, to a large extent. Until this individualism is recognized and compensation programs developed that are viewed as more equitable by more “team members,” caution should be used in developing and implementing team-based incentives.

**Successful Team-Based Incentives**

The unique nature of the team and its members is important when establishing successful team-based rewards. One consideration is the history of the group and its past performance. Use of incentives is more successful where groups have been used in the past and where those groups have performed well. However, simultaneously introducing the teamwork concept and changing to team-based incentives has not been as successful.

Another consideration for the success of team-based incentives is the size of the team. If a team becomes too large, employees may feel their individual efforts will have little or no effect on the total performance of the group and the resulting rewards. Incentive plans for small groups are a direct result of the growing number of complex jobs requiring interdependent effort. Team-based incentive plans may encourage teamwork in small groups where interdependence is high. Therefore, it is recommended that team-based performance measures be used. Such plans have been used in many service-oriented industries, where a high degree of contact with customers requires teamwork.

Team incentives seem to work best when the following criteria are present:

- Significant interdependence exists among the work of several individuals, and teamwork and cooperation are essential.
- Difficulties exist in identifying exactly who is responsible for differing levels of performance.
- Management wants to create or reinforce teamwork and cooperation among employees.
- Rewards are seen as being allocated in a fair and equitable manner.
- Employee input is obtained in the design of the team-incentive plan.

If these conditions cannot be met, then either individual or organizational incentives may be more appropriate.
Organizational Incentives

An organizational incentive system compensates all employees in the organization based on how well the organization as a whole performs during the year. The basic concept behind organizational incentive plans is that overall efficiency depends on organizational or plant-wide cooperation. The purpose of these plans is to produce teamwork. For example, conflict between marketing and production can be overcome if management uses an incentive system that emphasizes organizational profit and productivity. To be effective, an organizational incentive program should include everyone from nonexempt employees to managers and executives. Common organizational incentive systems include gainsharing, profit sharing, and employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs).

Gainsharing

Gainsharing is the sharing with employers of greater-than-expected gains in profits and/or productivity. Gainsharing attempts to increase “discretionary efforts”—that is, the difference between the maximum amount of effort a person can exert and the minimum amount of effort necessary to keep from being fired. It can be argued that workers currently are not paid for discretionary effort in most organizations. They are paid to meet the minimum acceptable level of effort required. However, when workers do exercise discretionary efforts, the organization can afford to pay them more than the going rate, because the extra efforts produce financial gains over and above the returns of minimal efforts.

DETERMINING PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

To begin a gainsharing program, management must identify the ways in which increased productivity, quality, and financial performance can occur and decide that some of the gains should be shared with employees. The most critical step is to involve employees at all levels in the gainsharing process, often by establishing a gainsharing task force or design team composed of managers and nonmanagers alike. Once the task force meets, there are two crucial decisions to be made: (1) How much gain is to be shared with employees? (2) What are the performance measures to be used?

Payouts of the gains can be made monthly, quarterly, semiannually, or annually, depending on management philosophy and the performance measures used. The more frequent the payouts, the greater the visibility of the rewards to employees. Therefore, given a choice, most firms with gainsharing plans have chosen to make the payouts more frequently than annually.

The rewards can be distributed in four ways:

- A flat amount for all employees
- Same percentage of base salary for all employees
- Percentage of the gains by category of employees
- Amount of percentage based on individual performance against measures

The first two methods generally are preferred because they promote and reward teamwork and cooperation more than the other two methods. Where performance measures are used, only those measures that employees actually can affect should be considered. Often, measures such as labor costs, overtime hours, and quality benchmarks are used. Both organizational measures and departmen-
tal measures may be used, with the gainsharing weighting being split between the two categories. Naturally, an individual’s performance must be satisfactory in order for that individual to receive the gainsharing payments.

**SUCCESS IN GAINSHARING** The success or failure of incentive programs begins with the culture of the organization. Putting a gainsharing program in autocratically or in desperation to save a badly managed firm virtually guarantees failure. Inadequate financial systems, severe external competitive conditions, and government constraints also inhibit the success of gainsharing programs. Simply offering gainsharing payouts may not be enough to generate much participation in the plan. Negative attitudes toward the gainsharing plan and management can lead to nonparticipation by the employees. However, gainsharing certainly can work to improve performance, as the closing case in this chapter on Baltimore County indicates.

**IMPROSHARE** A number of gainsharing-type plans have been devised. One is Improshare, which stands for Improved Productivity through Sharing. Improshare was created by Mitchell Fein, an industrial engineer. It is similar to a piece-rate plan except that it rewards all workers in the organization. Input is measured in hours and output in physical units. A standard is calculated and weekly bonuses are paid based on the extent to which the standard is exceeded. Generally, the Improshare programs have resulted in productivity gains.

**SCANLON PLAN** Since its development in 1927, the Scanlon plan has been implemented in many organizations, especially in smaller unionized industrial firms. The basic concept underlying the Scanlon plan is that efficiency depends on teamwork and plant-wide cooperation.

The system is activated through departmental employee committees that receive and review cost-saving ideas submitted by employees. Suggestions beyond the scope of the departmental committees are passed to the plant screening committee for review. Savings that result from suggestions are passed on to all members of the organization.

Incentive rewards are paid to employees on the basis of improvements in preestablished ratios. Ratios of labor costs to total sales value or total production or total hours to total production are the most commonly used. Savings due to differences between actual and expected ratios are placed in a bonus fund. A predetermined percentage of this fund is then split between employees and the organization.

The Scanlon plan is not a true profit-sharing plan, because employees receive incentive compensation for reducing labor costs, regardless of whether the organization ultimately makes a profit. Organizations that have implemented the Scanlon plan have experienced an increase in productivity and a decrease in labor costs. Also, employee attitudes have become more favorable, and cooperation between management and workers has increased.

**RUCKER PLAN** The Rucker plan, almost as old as the Scanlon plan, was developed in the 1930s by the economist Allan W. Rucker. The Scanlon formula measures performance against a standard of labor costs in relation to the dollar value of production, whereas the Rucker formula introduces a third variable: the dollar value of all materials, supplies, and services that the organization uses.
The Rucker formula is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Value of Labor Costs} - \text{Value of Production} - \text{Value of Materials, Supplies, Services}
\]

The result is what economists call the “value added” to a product by the organization. The use of value added rather than the dollar value of production builds in an incentive to save on other inputs.

**Profit Sharing**

As the name implies, **profit sharing** distributes a portion of organizational profits to employees. Typically, the percentage of the profits distributed to employees is agreed on by the end of the year before distribution. In some profit-sharing plans, employees receive portions of the profits at the end of the year; in others, the profits are deferred, placed in a fund, and made available to employees on retirement or on their leaving the organization. Figure 14–9 shows how profit-sharing plans can be set up.

Unions sometimes are skeptical of profit-sharing plans, because such plans only work when there are profits to be shared. Often, the level of profits is influenced by factors not under the employees’ control, such as marketing efforts, competition, and elements of executive compensation. However, in recent years, organized labor has supported profit-sharing plans in which employees’ pay increases are tied to improved company performance.

**OBJECTIVES OF PROFIT-SHARING PLANS** The primary objectives of profit-sharing plans are to:

- Improve productivity
- Recruit or retain employees
- Improve product/service quality
- Improve employee morale

**DRAWBACKS OF PROFIT-SHARING PLANS** When used throughout an organization, including lower-echelon workers, profit-sharing plans can have some drawbacks. First, management must be willing to disclose financial and profit information to
employees. As many people know, both the definition and level of profit can depend on the accounting system used and decisions made. Therefore, to be credible, management must be willing to disclose sufficient financial and profit information to alleviate the skepticism of employees, particularly if profit-sharing levels are reduced from previous years. Second, profits may vary a great deal from year to year—resulting in windfalls and losses beyond the employees’ control. Third, the payoff may be seen as too far removed from employees’ efforts to serve as a strong link between better performance and higher rewards.

**Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs)**

A common type of profit sharing is the **employee stock ownership plan (ESOP)**. An ESOP is designed to give employees stock ownership of the organization for which they work, thereby increasing their commitment, loyalty, and effort. According to the National Center for Employee Ownership, an estimated 15,000 firms in the United States have established broad employee-ownership programs. Of these firms, about 10,000 have formed ESOPs, covering about 9 million workers.29

**ESTABLISHING AN ESOP** An organization establishes an ESOP by using its stock as collateral to borrow capital from a financial institution. Once the loan repayment begins through the use of company profits, a certain amount of stock is released and allocated to an employee stock ownership trust (ESOT). Employees are assigned shares of company stock kept in the trust, based on length of service and pay level. On retirement, death, or separation from the organization, employees or their beneficiaries can sell the stock back to the trust or on the open market, if the stock is publicly traded.

Employee stock ownership plans are subject to certain tax laws. Generally, the employers who have treated all employees alike are most advantaged. Those that provide different levels of benefits for different groups of employees are penalized in the tax laws.

**ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ESOPS** Establishing an ESOP creates several advantages. The major one is that the firm can receive favorable tax treatment of the earnings earmarked for use in the ESOP. Second, an ESOP gives employees a “piece of the action” so that they can share in the growth and profitability of their firm. As a result, employee ownership may be effective in motivating employees to be more productive and focused on organizational performance. In one survey of over 1,100 ESOP companies, about 60% said productivity had increased, and 68% said financial performance was higher since converting to an ESOP.30

Almost everyone loves the concept of employee ownership as a kind of “people’s capitalism.” However, the sharing also can be a disadvantage because employees may feel “forced” to join, thus placing their financial future at greater risk. Both their wages or salaries and their retirement benefits depend on the performance of the organization. This concentration is even riskier for retirees because the value of pension fund assets also depends on how well the company does.

Another drawback is that ESOPs have been used as a management tool to fend off unfriendly takeover attempts. Holders of employee-owned stock often align with management to turn down bids that would benefit outside stockholders but would replace management and restructure operations. Surely, ESOPs were not

**Employee stock ownership plan (ESOP)**

A plan whereby employees gain stock ownership in the organization for which they work.
created to entrench inefficient management. Despite these disadvantages, ESOPs have grown in popularity.

**FASB RULES ON ESOPS** Perhaps in part because of the increase in popularity of ESOPs, companies have been required to disclose how much they would have earned if the stock options they gave employees had been charged against company income. The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) now requires companies to report the value of the stock options they give employees—but there is some real controversy over how to value the options.

### Executive Compensation

Many organizations, especially large ones, administer executive compensation somewhat differently than compensation for lower-level employees. An executive typically is someone in the top two levels of an organization, such as Chief Executive Officer (CEO), President, or Senior Vice-President. As Figure 14–10 shows, the common components of executive compensation are **salaries, annual bonuses, long-term incentives, supplemental benefits, and perquisites**.

Two objectives influence executive compensation: (1) ensuring that the total compensation packages for executives are competitive with the compensation packages in other firms that might employ them, and (2) tying the overall performance of the organization over a period of time to the compensation that is paid to executives. It is the second objective that critics of executive compensation believe is not being met. In many organizations, it appears that the levels of executive compensation may be unreasonable and not linked closely to organizational performance.

### Elements of Executive Compensation

At the heart of most executive compensation plans is the idea that executives should be rewarded if the organization grows in profitability and value over a
period of years. Because many executives are in high tax brackets, their compensation often is provided in ways that offer significant tax savings. Therefore, their total compensation packages are more significant than their base pay. Especially when the base salary is $1 million or more, the executive often is interested in the mix of items in the total package, including current and deferred compensation.

**EXECUTIVE SALARIES** Salaries of executives vary by type of job, size of organization, region of the country, and industry. On average, salaries make up about 40-60% of the typical top executive’s annual compensation total. A provision of a 1993 tax act prohibits a publicly traded company from deducting pay of more than $1 million for each of its top five officers unless that pay is based on performance criteria approved by outside directors and shareholders.

**EXECUTIVE BONUS PLANS** Because executive performance may be difficult to determine, bonus compensation must reflect some kind of performance measure if it is to be meaningful. As an example, a retail chain with over 250 stores ties annual bonuses for managers to store profitability. The bonuses have amounted to as much as 35% of a store manager’s base salary.

Bonuses for executives can be determined in several ways. A discretionary system whereby bonuses are awarded based on the judgments of the chief executive officer and the board of directors is one way. However, the absence of formal, measurable targets is a major drawback of this approach. Also, as noted, bonuses can be tied to specific measures, such as return on investment, earnings per share, or net profits before taxes. More complex systems create bonus pools and thresholds above which bonuses are computed. Whatever method is used, it is important to describe it so that executives trying to earn bonuses understand the plan; otherwise, the incentive effect will be diminished.

**PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES—LONG TERM VS. SHORT TERM** Performance-based incentives attempt to tie executive compensation to the long-term growth and success of the organization. However, whether the emphasis is really on the long term or merely represents a series of short-term rewards is controversial. Short-term rewards based on quarterly or annual performance may not result in the kind of long-run-oriented decisions necessary for the company to continue to do well.

A **stock option** gives an individual the right to buy stock in a company, usually at an advantageous price. Different types of stock options have been used depending on the tax laws in effect. Stock options have increased in use as a component of executive compensation during the past 10 years, and employers may use a variety of very specialized and technical approaches to them, which are beyond the scope of this discussion. However, the overall trend is toward using stock options as performance-based long-term incentives.

Where stock is closely held, firms may grant “stock equivalencies” in the form of **phantom stock** or **share appreciation rights**. These plans pay recipients the increased value of the stock in the future, determined by a base valuation made at the time the phantom stock or share appreciation rights are given. Depending on how these plans are established, the executives may be able to defer taxes or be taxed at lower capital-gains tax rates.

**BENEFITS FOR EXECUTIVES** As with benefits for non-executive employees, executive benefits may take several forms, including traditional retirement, health.
insurance, vacations, and others. However, executive benefits may include some items that other employees do not receive. For example, executive health plans with no co-payments and with no limitations on deductibles or physician choice are popular among small and middle-sized businesses. Corporate-owned life insurance on the life of the executive is popular and pays both the executive’s estate and the company in the event of death. Trusts of various kinds may be designed by the company to help the executive deal with estate issues. Deferred compensation is another possible means used to help executives with tax liabilities caused by incentive compensation plans.

**EXECUTIVE PERQUISITES** In addition to the regular benefits received by all employees, executives often receive benefits called perquisites. **Perquisites (perks)** are special executive benefits—usually noncash items. Perks are useful in tying executives to organizations and in demonstrating their importance to the companies. It is the status enhancement value of perks that is important to many executives. Visible symbols of status allow executives to be seen as “very important people (VIPs)” both inside and outside their organizations. In addition, perks can offer substantial tax savings because many perks are not taxed as income. Figure 14–11 on the next page lists some perks that are commonly available.

**Board of Directors’ Role with Executive Compensation**

In most organizations the board of directors is the major policy-setting entity. For publicly traded companies covered by federal regulatory agencies, such as the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the board of directors must approve executive compensation packages. Even many nonprofit organizations are covered by Internal Revenue Service requirements to have boards of directors review and approve the compensation for top-level executives. In family-owned or privately owned firms, boards of directors may have less involvement in establishing and reviewing the compensation packages for key executives.

**BOARD COMPENSATION COMMITTEE** The compensation committee usually is a subgroup of the board of directors composed of directors who are not officers of the firm. Compensation committees generally make recommendations to the board of directors on overall pay policies, salaries for top officers, supplemental compensation such as stock options and bonuses, and additional perquisites (“perks”) for executives. But the “independence” of board compensation committees increasingly has been criticized.31

One major concern voiced by many critics is that the base pay and bonuses of CEOs often are set by board compensation members, many of whom are CEOs of other companies with similar compensation packages. However, one study found little relationship between the composition of compensation committees of boards and the level of CEO compensation.32 Also, the compensation advisors and consultants to the CEOs often collect large fees, and critics charge that those fees distort the objectivity of the advice given.

To counter criticism, some corporations are changing the composition of the compensation committee and giving it more independence. Some of the changes include prohibiting “insider” company officers and board members from serving on compensation committees. Also, some firms empower the compensation committee to hire and pay compensation consultants without involving executive management.
More importantly, the link between the independence of board compensation committees and organization performances is crucial. If the compensation committee’s decisions about executive variable pay lead to higher organizational performance, then the composition of the compensation committee is less of an issue. Research on compensation committees and organizational performance indicates that having more “outside” directors is linked to better organizational performance results, as the HR Perspective on the next page indicates.

**BOARD MEMBERS’ COMPENSATION** Although they are not executives of the firm, outside members of boards of directors receive compensation as well. Generally, they receive directors’ fees, either as a set amount per year or a per-meeting fee. To counter some criticisms of the independence of board members,
some experts have recommended that board members be paid totally or in part with company stock. This approach is seen as linking board members’ pay more closely to that of the stockholders they represent. Also, some corporations require board members to purchase and own a minimum number of shares of stock in the company.

**Reasonableness of Executive Compensation**

The expansion of executive compensation to include significant stock options and other components may be necessary for firms to be competitive for top executive talent, especially in larger, publicly traded corporations. The purpose of including the stock and other components is to link organizational performance to executive compensation.

**Organizational Performance and Executive Compensation** Whether executive compensation levels are linked to organizational performance has been the subject of numerous studies. One key in evaluating all of the studies is to examine the performance measures used. In many settings, financial measures such as return on equity, return to shareholders, earnings per share, net income before taxes, and other criteria are used. However, a number of firms also incorporate nonfinancial organizational measures of performance when determining executive bonuses and incentives. Customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction, market share, productivity, quality, and other areas are measured and considered when executive performance rewards are given.
There are some indications that executive compensation, particularly when stock and stock options are included, has a positive effect on the total returns to shareholders. One study by Wyatt-Watson, a large consulting firm, found that high levels of CEO stock ownership has led to total returns to shareholders of 21% annually, compared to firms with lower levels of CEO stock ownership having total shareholder returns of 15% annually.36 However, reviews of numerous studies have found that the overall linkage between executive compensation and organizational performance is somewhat weak and statistically insignificant.37 Consequently, criticisms of executive compensation regularly are voiced.

CRITICISM OF EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION  Critics point out that many U.S. corporate CEOs make almost 200 times more than average workers in their firms make, up from 35 to 1 in the 1970s.38 Moreover, in Japan the ratio is 15 to 1 and in Europe 20 to 1. Also, Japanese CEOs are paid about one-third of what U.S. CEOs in comparable-sized firms are paid. Stock options are seldom used in Japan and many other countries, and base salaries and bonuses often are significantly lower as well.

The biggest criticism of executive compensation levels is that even though the various elements of executive compensation are supposed to be linked to organizational performance, in far too many companies the reality is that many executives get large compensation packages and produce mediocre to poor organizational results. Critics point to numerous examples of CEOs and other senior managers getting large rewards even when organizational performance declines.39 A noted critic of excessive levels of executive compensation, Graef Crystal, even publishes a newsletter annually identifying the most overpaid CEOs.

LOGGING ON . . .
Executive PayWatch
This site developed by labor unions provides a CEO compensation database index by company, including data on both base pay and stock options. Over 400 companies are tracked in this database. http://www.aflcio.org/paywatch/ceoyou/aflcio.pl

1. Talk Big.
2. On basis of big talk, get hired as CEO.
3. Gut company, ruin morale, ruin business into ground. Generally, be inept.
4. Get fired as soon as possible. "Live like king off the severance package."
“GOLDEN PARACHUTES” FOR EXECUTIVES

A special perk available to some executives, a golden parachute, provides protection and security to executives in the event that they lose their jobs or their firms are acquired by other firms. Typically, employment contracts are written to give special compensation to executives if they are negatively affected in an acquisition or merger.

Estimates are that over half of all CEOs and other senior executives in the largest major corporations have golden parachutes. A typical golden parachute gives a CEO a lump sum amount equal to 2–4 times their annual salary and bonus, extra pension credits, immediate vesting of stock options, outplacement assistance, and other sweeteners. Additionally, some golden parachutes provide consulting contracts of up to 10 years at the final annual salary and bonus. But the huge size of some parachute packages raises some ethical concerns, as the HR Perspective discusses.

There are a number of criticisms of golden parachutes. First, golden parachutes are often criticized for giving executives protection, while lower- and middle-level managers and other employees are left vulnerable when mergers or acquisitions occur. As a result, some firms have established silver parachutes, severance and benefit plans to protect nonexecutives if their firms are acquired.

Golden parachute
A severance benefit that provides protection and security to executives in the event that they lose their jobs or that their firms are acquired by other firms.

Silver parachute
A severance and benefits plan to protect nonexecutives if their firms are acquired by other firms.
by other firms. For example, one manufacturer has a generous severance pay and benefits plan that goes into effect if a hostile takeover threatens any of the 3,500 employees’ jobs. Whether golden or silver, the parachute phenomenon is a clear response to the takeover strategy that many organizations have faced.

Another problem with golden parachutes is that many parachute provisions are not tied to organizational performance. One study of the banking industry found that adoption of golden parachutes for top executives was correlated with poor bank operating performance, both before and after the adoption of the parachutes.42

Additionally, there are indications that executives push boards to adopt golden parachutes in order to deter takeover attempts.43 In this way the executives, particularly those in underperforming organizations, can continue in their jobs—for which they receive extensive compensation.

Another criticism of executive compensation is that a short-term focus of one year is used in some executive compensation packages. Instead, performance in a given year may lead to large rewards even though corporate performance over a multi-year period may be mediocre. This difference is especially apparent if the yearly measures are carefully chosen. Executives can even manipulate earnings per share by selling assets, liquidating inventories, or reducing research and development expenditures. All these actions may make organizational performance look better, but they may impair the long-term growth of the organization.

Overall, the reasonableness of executive compensation is often justified by comparison to compensation market surveys, but these surveys usually provide a range of compensation data that requires interpretation. A tax court case suggested some interesting criteria to determine if executive pay was “reasonable” in a specific instance.44

- Would another company hire this person as CEO?
- Is the company so tenuous that a premium must be paid?
- How does this compensation compare with that in similar companies?
- Is the CEO’s pay consistent with pay for the other employees?
- What would an investor pay for this CEO’s level of performance?

Undoubtedly, the criticisms of executive compensation will continue as huge payouts occur, particularly if organizational performance has been weak. Hopefully, boards of directors of more corporations will address the need to better link organizational performance with variable pay rewards for executives and other employees.

Summary

- Variable pay is additional compensation linked to individual, team (group), and/or organizational performance. Variable pay traditionally has been referred to as incentives.
- Effective variable pay plans should recognize organizational culture and resources, be clear and understandable, be kept current, tie incentives to performance, recognize individual differences, and identify plan payments separate from base pay.
- Sales employees may have their compensation tied to their performance on a number of sales-related criteria. Sales compensation can be provided as salary only, commission only, and salary plus commissions or bonuses.
- Design of team (group) variable pay plans must consider how team incentives are to be distributed, the timing of the incentive payments, and how decisions are made about who receives how much of the variable payout.
To overcome some problems associated with individual incentives, team (group) variable pay plans encourage and reward teamwork and group effort.

One prominent organization-wide variable pay plan is gainsharing, which provides rewards based on greater-than-expected gains in profits and/or productivity.

Other organization-wide incentive plans include Improshare, Scanlon, and Rucker plans.

Profit-sharing plans set aside a portion of the profits earned by organizations for distribution to employees.

An employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) enables employees to gain ownership in the firm for which they work.

Executive compensation must be viewed as a total package composed of salaries, bonuses, long-term performance-based incentives, benefits, and perquisites (perks).

A compensation committee, which is a subgroup of the board of directors, has authority over executive compensation plans.

Performance-based incentives often represent a significant portion of an executive's compensation package. Stock options, phantom stock, and stock appreciation rights are widely used.

Perks provide additional noncash compensation to executives.

**Review and Discussion Questions**

1. Identify what variable pay is and discuss why its usage has increased.
2. Describe why incentive plans you have received at work have been successful and/or unsuccessful.
3. Give several examples of individual incentives that have been used by an organization in which you were employed.
4. What are the positives and negatives associated with using salary-only and commission-only sales compensation plans?
5. Describe situations in which team incentive plans are likely to be successful.
6. Why would an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) be seen by employees both as an attraction and as a risk?
7. Locate a corporate annual report and review it to identify the components of executive compensation discussed in it. How reasonable is the compensation of the CEO compared with the corporate results described in the report?

**Terms to Know**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bonus</th>
<th>464</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>commission</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compensation committee</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>differential piece-rate system</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>draw</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employee stock ownership plan (ESOP)</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gainsharing</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>golden parachute</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perquisites (perks)</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>profit sharing</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silver parachute</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stock option</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>straight piece-rate system</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variable pay</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Using the Internet**

**Executive Compensation Issues**

The board of directors has asked you, as HR Director, to research some issues on CEO compensation. The board and some of the stockholders have expressed some concerns about the compensation plan for the CEO. They are not sure if it is justified, or if it is the market rate for a CEO. Using the following website, research six reasons why a large compensation plan for the CEO may not be justified.

CASE

County Governments and Incentive Programs

The spread of incentive programs is not limited to private-sector employers. A number of local and state governmental entities have established incentive programs, including public school districts, state-operated institutions, and county governments. Two county government programs illustrate both the advantages and the reactions to the use of incentives in the public sector.

In Maryland several years ago, Baltimore County employee morale was very low, and for good reason. Over the previous five years, employees had received raises in only one of the years, the number of employees had declined, and some layoffs had occurred. During the same period of time the population in Baltimore County had increased significantly, which meant more work for fewer workers who had received limited pay increases. Also, the quality of the services delivered by the county employees had declined somewhat.

Then changes began to be made when a new county executive, Dutch Ruppensberger, took office. Ruppensberger, who previously had served on the council, recruited outside consultants to help design an employee gainsharing program. Ruppensberger saw this program as a way to improve quality and productivity in delivering county services while also rewarding employees for their efforts. The program began by gathering employee ideas and obtaining employee input through some employee teams. Then a pilot program was begun in two very different divisions, Dietary Services and Recreational and Parks Maintenance. Employees in the two divisions participated in training on teamwork and resolving conflicts. Then the teams met to draft program objectives and action plans. The Dietary Services Division, which provided meals to prisoners in the county jails, identified potential savings of $88,000 that could be made. The Recreation and Parks Maintenance employees estimated that savings of $126,000 could be reached. Both divisions submitted their plans to county management and then the County Council. With approvals granted, the gainsharing program was implemented. Under the plan half of the savings are divided equally among participating division employees up to an identified maximum amount. Based upon the first year of the plan in these two divisions, significant savings have been obtained, and participating employees received their appropriate payments. The success of programs at Baltimore County appears to be due to its focus on rewarding employees directly involved in delivering county services.

However, a bonus incentive plan for executive-level managers in San Diego County in California created a firestorm of controversy. Under the San Diego County plan, executive-level, across-the-board pay increases were eliminated. Performance bonuses were paid only to executives who attained established performance objectives. A total of 180 executives and administrators received bonus payments totaling $1.34 million; but one-third of all executives received no bonus, and several had their base pay cut because of missing performance objectives.

When the amounts of the bonuses were made public, a furor resulted. The local union representing lower-paid county employees protested that executives—including the top county executive, who got a $45,000 bonus—were getting huge sums, while lower-level employees got only a 3% raise. Further, the union noted that some of the bonus amounts were more than the annual income of many lower-level county employees. Also, the bonus program for executives cost $500,000 more than if 3% across-the-board raises had been given to those executives. As a result of the controversy, the county board directed that the program be revised.

Questions

1. What factors determined the success and failure of the two programs described in the case?
2. Given the strength of public-sector unions, some experts believe that incentive programs in public-sector organizations will never become widespread. Comment on this view and discuss why it may or may not prevail.
Notes


CHAPTER 15
Managing Employee Benefits

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Define what a benefit is and identify two strategic reasons why employers provide benefits.
- Distinguish between mandated and voluntary benefits and list three examples of each.
- Describe two security benefits.
- List and define at least six pension-related terms.
- Explain why health-care cost management has become important and identify some methods of achieving it.
- Discuss why family-oriented and time-off benefits have grown in importance to many employees.
- Discuss benefits communication and flexible benefits as considerations in benefits administration.
Competing with Employee Benefits

In competing for workers, many employers are offering their employees a wide range of benefits other than those considered standard. Food services, counseling services, paid professional memberships, uniforms, and employee discounts are common. But some other employers offer more unusual benefits, as the following examples illustrate:

- At Autodesk, employees can have dry cleaning picked up and delivered to their desks.
- At some locations of Barnett Banks in Florida, employees can arrange for car washes.
- At Netscape Communications a dental van comes to the office complex twice a week and dentists perform root canals, teeth cleaning, and other general dental services.
- On his or her birthday, each employee at Mary Kay Cosmetics in Dallas, Texas, receives a birthday card and a coupon for a free lunch or movie tickets for two. After five years with the company, employees receive a $100 U.S. Savings Bond.
- At Con Agra’s frozen food division in Omaha, Nebraska, an employee who has a sick child can request that a trained babysitter go to the employee’s house so that the employee can go to work. Con Agra pays 75% of the cost for the “sick kid” sitter.

Organizations are offering such benefits in order to retain employees using means not readily available elsewhere. These organizations hope to create greater employee loyalty, which will enhance employee retention. They also hope that offering unusual benefits will help differentiate them when recruiting workers, particularly professionals and managers who have scarce skills. An employer with a more attractive benefits package may have an advantage over other employers in hiring qualified employees if the base pay is similar to that of competing firms. In fact, such benefits may create “golden handcuffs,” whereby employees may be more reticent to move to another employer.

In traditional organizational environments, most workers are full-time employees who have a high degree of job security and comprehensive benefits plans. However, in many organizations today, a large percentage of workers are part-time or contingent workers. Many workers, especially those with capabilities that are in high demand, leave jobs after one or two years. Organizations are “rightsizing” some people out of jobs, while they continue to hire others. Consequently, employers are looking for benefits that they can move from employer to employer and manage themselves. The rapid growth of 401(k) plans, in which employees and employers both contribute to funding of retirement benefits, illustrates this change to greater individual employee responsibility. Even part-time workers are sometimes participating in benefits programs, doing so in proportion to the percentage of full-time equivalent hours worked.

The benefits offered also are expanding to reflect changes in employee lifestyles and demographics. Due to the aging of the population, long-term care insurance is being added by some employers. According to a study by Hewitt Associates, a growing number of employers will be offering the opportunity for employees to purchase long-term care insurance. Providing employees benefits more often purchased individually also is seen as the way to save employees time and money, while costing the employers little.

Employees with family responsibilities see both child-care and elder-care benefits as valuable. On-site child-care centers, elder-care referral networks, alternative work schedules, and telecommuting are just some of the benefits options available to assist employees attempting to balance work and family demands.

From the employers’ perspective, employee benefits are a double-edged sword. On one side, employers are trying to cut costs, or at least restrain the growth of benefit costs. On the other side, employers are learning that in order to attract and retain employees with the necessary capabilities means that employers will have to offer more and varied benefits.
In this era of greater personal responsibility and demographic changes, government, employers and individuals are changing their approaches to financial security and how it can be maintained through employee benefits.

ANNA M. RAPPAPORT

Employee benefits are available in a smorgasbord of indirect compensation, such as pensions, health insurance, time off with pay, and many others. A benefit is a form of indirect compensation. Unlike employers in many other countries, employers in the United States have become a major provider of benefits for citizens. In many other nations, citizens and employers are taxed to pay for government-provided benefits such as health care and retirement. Although U.S. employers are required to provide some benefits, they voluntarily provide many others.

Benefits must be viewed as part of the total compensation package offered to employees. Total compensation includes money paid directly (such as wages and salaries) and money paid indirectly (such as benefits). Too often, both managers and employees think of only wages and salaries as compensation and fail to consider the additional costs associated with benefits expenditures.

Total labor compensation amounts to over half of all total costs at many employers’ operations and even more in some service operations. For example, around 80% of the U.S. Post Office budget is labor compensation. Because all of the compensation components of base pay, variable pay, and benefits are such a significant part of organizational cost, it is important that these costs be viewed realistically.

The scope of benefits costs is seen in Figure 15–1. According to a study by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, employer spending on benefits equals 41.39% of overall payroll costs. Using data from the Chamber of Commerce survey, average employee’s annual base pay is $29,371, and that “average” employee has benefits totaling $14,086 added to the base pay. This results in a total average annual cost of $43,457 for that typical employee. In manufacturing industries, the total annual individual benefits expenditure averages over $19,000; in non-manufacturing industries, the average is about $13,000. Figure 15–1 shows how the average benefit costs are divided. Notice that payments for time not worked, insurance payments, and legally required payments compose about 70% of the total benefits expenditures.

Strategic Perspectives on Benefits

Increasingly, employers consider benefits and the expenditures associated with them as linked to organizational strategic goals. This linkage is especially true as one considers some of the changing demographics affecting organizations and their implications in employee benefit plans. First, employers must offer competitive compensation packages if they are to compete in the tight labor markets present in many geographic locales and occupational fields. Second, the aging of the workforce places greater demands on employers to monitor the costs associated with health-care and retirement-related benefits plans. Additionally, with more dual-career couples and single-parent families, the benefits associated with
work and family issues—such as family leaves, working schedules, and dependent care—are having to be addressed daily by HR professionals.

**Nature of Benefits**

Benefits attempt to protect employees and their dependents from financial risks associated with illness, disability, and unemployment. Also, as discussed at the beginning of the chapter, from management’s perspective benefits are thought to contribute to attracting, retaining, and maintaining human resources. Two factors that have influenced the growth of benefits are federal tax laws and other legislation affecting benefits.

**TAX ADVANTAGES OF BENEFITS** Benefits generally are not taxed as income to employees. For this reason, they represent a somewhat more valuable reward to employees than an equivalent cash payment. For example, assume that employee Henry Schmidt is in a 25% tax bracket. If Henry earns an extra $400, he must pay $100 in taxes on this amount (disregarding exemptions). But if his employer provides prescription drug coverage in a benefit plan, and he receives the $400 as payments for prescription drugs, he is not taxed on the amount; he receives the value of the entire $400. This feature makes benefits a desirable form of compensation to employees, and more benefits are more desirable.
FEDERAL SOCIAL LEGISLATION AND BENEFITS  A variety of laws, from the Social Security Act to the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), have required that certain employers provide benefits to certain employees. These laws are covered later in this chapter. The number and total cost of mandated benefits have increased over the years, causing the total cost of keeping employees on the job to increase as well, even for employers who offer no voluntary benefits. As a result, a growing number of employers show a preference for having existing employees work overtime, rather than hiring new employees, in an attempt to save on such benefit costs.

Evaluating Benefits Strategically

As with any expenditure, it is important that a strategic evaluation of benefits expenditures be done. Given the significant dollars spent on benefits by many employers, HR professionals are the ones who must provide “cost-benefit” analyses on benefits. As part of their evaluative efforts, HR professionals should address a number of strategic concerns about benefits:

- What is expected from benefits?
- What is an appropriate mix of benefits?
- How much total compensation, including benefits, should be provided?
- What part should benefits comprise of the total compensation of individuals?
- What expense levels are acceptable for each benefit offered?
- Why is each type of benefit offered?
- Which employees should be given or offered which benefits?
- What is being received in return for each benefit?
- How does having a comprehensive benefits package aid in minimizing turnover or maximizing recruiting and retention of employees?
- How flexible should the package of benefits be?

Types of Benefits

Many different types of benefits are offered by employers. As Figure 15–2 indicates, some of the benefits are legally mandated by federal, state, and local laws. Employers have little choice but to pay for these benefits.

Mandated benefits

Mandated benefits are those benefits which employers in the United States must provide to employees by law. Social Security and unemployment insurance are funded through a tax paid by the employer based on the employee’s compensation. Workers’ compensation laws exist in all states. In addition, under the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), employers must offer unpaid leaves to employees with certain medical or family difficulties. Other mandated benefits are available through Medicare, which provides health care for those age 65 and over. It is funded in part by an employer tax through Social Security. The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) mandate that an employer extend health-care coverage to employees after they leave the organization, and that most employees be able to obtain coverage if they were previously covered in a health plan.
Mandated benefits have been proposed for many other areas, but as yet none of the proposals have been adopted. Areas in which coverage has been proposed are as follows:

- Universal health-care benefits for all workers
- Child-care assistance
- Pension plan coverage that can be transferred by workers who change jobs
- Core benefits for part-time employees working at least 500 hours per year

A major reason for these proposals is that federal and state governments want to shift many of the social costs for health care and other expenditures to employers. This shift would relieve some of the budgetary pressures facing governments to raise taxes and cut spending.
VOLUNTARY BENEFITS  Most of the other types of benefits are provided by employers voluntarily in order to compete for and retain employees. By offering additional benefits, organizations are recognizing the need to provide greater security and benefit support to workers with widely varied personal circumstances. By offering more benefits, employers hope to strengthen the ties between the organizations and employees as valuable human resources. Also, as the workforce ages and more individuals retire, financial security in retirement is an issue that employees and employers are addressing. In addition, with the changes in work and jobs emphasizing flexibility and choice, both workers and employers are seeing benefits choices as necessary. As a result, flexible benefits and cafeteria benefit plans have expanded. The following sections describe the different types of benefits that were shown in Figure 15–2.

Security Benefits

A number of benefits provide employees security. Some of these benefits are mandated by laws, while others are offered by employers voluntarily. Workers’ compensation, unemployment compensation, and severance pay are primary benefits existing in most organizations.

Workers’ Compensation

Workers’ compensation provides benefits to persons injured on the job. State laws require most employers to provide workers’ compensation coverage by purchasing insurance from a private carrier or state insurance fund or by providing self-insurance. Employers that self-insure are required to post a bond or deposit securities with the state industrial commission. State laws usually require that employers have a minimum number of employees before they are permitted to self-insure. Group self-insurance is permitted in some states and is useful for groups of small businesses. U.S. government employees are covered under the Federal Employees’ Liability Act, administered by the U.S. Department of Labor.

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION REQUIREMENTS  The workers’ compensation system requires employers to give cash benefits, medical care, and rehabilitation services to employees for injuries or illnesses occurring within the scope of their employment. Employees are entitled to quick and certain payment from the workers’ compensation system without proving that the employer is at fault. In exchange, employees give up the right of legal actions and awards; so employers enjoy limited liability for occupational illnesses and injury.

CONTROLLING WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COSTS  Workers’ compensation costs have increased dramatically in the past and have become a major issue in many states. These costs comprise from 2% to 10% of payroll costs for most employers. Major contributors to the increases have been higher litigation expenses and medical costs.

Employers continually must monitor their workers’ compensation expenditures. To reduce accidents and workers’ compensation costs, an employer should have a well-managed safety program, which typically results in: (1) reduction in insurance premiums, (2) savings of litigation costs, (3) fewer wages paid for lost time, (4) less expense in training new workers, (5) less overtime, and (6) greater

LOGGING ON . . .

Workers’ Compensation

This site contains a library of current and archived articles about workers’ compensation. It also provides links to other websites about workers’ compensation.

http://www.complink.com/
productivity. Efforts to reduce workplace injuries and illnesses can reduce workers’ compensation premiums and claims costs. Many of the safety and health management suggestions discussed in Chapter 16 can be used to reduce workers’ compensation costs.

Unemployment Compensation

Another benefit required by law is unemployment compensation, established as part of the Social Security Act of 1935. Each state operates its own unemployment compensation system, and provisions differ significantly from state to state.

Employers finance this benefit by paying a tax on the first $7,000 (or more, in 37 states) of annual earnings for each employee. The tax is paid to state and federal unemployment compensation funds. The percentage paid by individual employers is based on “experience rates,” which reflect the number of claims filed by workers who leave. An employee who is out of work and is actively looking for employment normally receives up to 26 weeks of pay, at the rate of 50% to 80% of normal pay. Most employees are eligible. However, workers fired for misconduct or those not actively seeking employment generally are ineligible.

CRITICISM OF UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

Changes in unemployment insurance laws have been proposed at both state and federal levels, for two reasons: (1) Abuses are estimated to cost billions each year, and (2) many state unemployment funds are exhausted during economic slowdowns. Some states allow union workers who are on strike to collect unemployment benefits, a provision bitterly opposed by many employers.

SUPPLEMENTAL UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS (SUB)

Supplemental unemployment benefits (SUB) are closely related to unemployment compensation, but they are not required by law. First obtained by the United Steelworkers in 1955, a SUB program is a benefit provision negotiated by a union with an employer as part of a collective bargaining agreement. The provision requires organizations to contribute to a fund that supplements the unemployment compensation available to employees from federal and/or state sources.

Severance Pay

Severance pay is a security benefit voluntarily offered by employers to employees who lose their jobs. Severed employees may receive lump-sum severance payments if their employment is terminated by the employer. For example, if a facility closes because it is outmoded and no longer economically profitable to operate, the employees who lose their jobs may receive lump-sum payments based on their years of service. Severance pay provisions often appear in union/management agreements and usually provide larger payments for employees with longer service. Figure 15–3 on the next page depicts a study of severance practices in the health-care industry. Notice that senior-level executives typically receive more severance per year of service than do lower-level managers and employees.

Many employers have begun reducing the amount of cash severance given, but replacing some of the severance value by offering continued health insurance and outplacement assistance. With outplacement assistance ex-employees receive resume-writing instruction, interviewing skills workshops, and career counseling.
The Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (WARN) of 1988 requires that many employers give 60 days’ notice if a mass layoff or facility closing is to occur. The act does not require employers to give severance pay.

Retirement Security Benefits

Few people have financial reserves to use when they retire, so retirement benefits attempt to provide income for employees who have retired. Except for smaller employers with fewer than 100 employees, most employers offer some kind of retirement plan. Generally, private pensions are a critical part of providing income for people after retirement. With the baby boomer generation closing in on retirement, pressures on such funds are likely to grow.

Retirement Benefits and Age Discrimination

As a result of a 1986 amendment to the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), most employees cannot be forced to retire at any age. As a result, employers have had to develop different policies to comply with these regulations. In many employer pension plans “normal retirement” is the age at which employees can retire and collect full pension benefits. Employers must decide whether individuals who continue to work past age 65 should receive the full benefits package, especially pension credits. As possible changes in Social Security increase the age for full benefits past 65, these policies likely will be modified. Despite the removal of mandatory retirement provisions, the age at which individuals retire has continued to decline in the United States. About 75% of all workers retire before the age of 65 years.6

*Column percentages do not total 100% due to multiple answers by respondents.

EARLY RETIREMENT Provisions for early retirement currently are included in many pension plans. Early retirement gives people an opportunity to get away from a long-term job; individuals who have spent 25 to 30 years working for the same employer may wish to use their talents in other areas. Phased-in and part-time retirements also are used by some individuals and firms.

Some employers use early retirement buyout programs to cut back their workforces and reduce costs. Care must be taken to make these early retirement programs truly voluntary. Forcing workers to take advantage of an early retirement buyout program led to the passage of a federal law entitled the Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (OWBPA).

OLDER WORKERS BENEFIT PROTECTION ACT (OWBPA) Passed in 1990, the Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (OWBPA) amended the ADEA and overturned a 1989 decision by the U.S. Supreme Court in Public Employees Retirement System of Ohio v. Betts. This act requires equal treatment for older workers in early retirement or severance situations. It sets forth some very specific criteria that must be met when older workers sign waivers promising not to sue for age discrimination.

RETIREE BENEFITS Some employers choose to offer their retirees benefits, which are paid by the retirees, the company, or both. These benefits are usually available until the retiree is eligible for Medicare. Figure 15–4 shows the retiree health-benefit coverage by employer size. The costs of such coverage have risen dramatically, and to ensure that firms adequately reflect the liabilities for retiree health benefits.
benefits, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued Rule 106 requiring that firms establish accounting reserves for funding retiree health-care benefits. FASB Rule 106 affected many firms, which now must reflect the liability on financial statements and reduce their current earnings each year to fund retiree health-care benefits. Huge write-offs against earnings have been taken by many firms in order to comply with FASB 106.

Another way employers have responded to FASB 106 is to change or discontinue some retiree benefits. The HR Perspective discusses ethical and legal issues associated with this practice.

Social Security

The Social Security Act of 1935, with its later amendments, established a system providing old age, survivor’s, disability, and retirement benefits. Administered by the federal government through the Social Security Administration, this program provides benefits to previously employed individuals. Employees and employers share in the cost of Social Security through a tax on employees’ wages or salaries.
SOcial Security Changes Since the system’s inception, Social Security payroll taxes have risen to 15.3% currently, with employees and employers each paying 7.65% up to an established maximum.10 In addition, Medicare taxes have more than doubled, to 2.9%. But benefits also became increasingly generous during the 1960s and 1970s. When generous benefits collided with a steep drop in labor-force growth, which slowed the growth of the amount being paid in to the system, problems emerged. Several other factors have created additional pressures: Social Security payments were tied to the cost of living (through the Consumer Price Index), which brought about automatic increases in payments. Increasing numbers of persons are covered by the Social Security system. Further, the aging of the U.S. population—and more people living longer—places increasingly severe strains on the system for the future as more and more people become eligible for payments. All of these problems have raised concerns about the availability of future funds from which to pay benefits.11 The political cartoon captures these concerns.

Because the Social Security system affects a large number of individuals and is government operated, it is a politically sensitive program. Congress has in part been responding to popular pressure when it has raised payments and introduced cost-of-living adjustments. At the same time, Congress must respond to criticism that the system is in trouble. Yet critics believe that further changes will be needed to ensure the future viability of the Social Security system.

Pension Plans

Pension plans are retirement benefits established and funded by employers and employees. Organizations are not required to offer pension plans to employees, and only 40% to 50% of U.S. workers are covered by them. Smaller firms offer them less often than large ones. Many employers do not offer pension plans

Pension plans Retirement benefits established and funded by employers and employees.
primarily because of the costs and administrative burdens imposed by government legislation, such as the law discussed next.

**Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)** It was widespread criticism of many pension plans that led to the passage of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) in 1974. The purpose of this law is to regulate private pension plans in order to assure that employees who put money into them or depend on a pension for retirement funds actually will receive the money when they retire.

ERISA essentially requires many companies to offer retirement plans to all employees if they are offered to any employees. Accrued benefits must be given to employees when they retire or leave. The act also sets minimum funding requirements. Plans that do not meet these requirements are subject to IRS financial penalties. Employers are required to pay plan termination insurance to ensure that employee pensions will be there even if the company goes out of business.

**Pension Contributions** Pension plans can be either contributory or noncontributory. In a contributory plan, money for pension benefits is paid in by both the employee and the employer. In a noncontributory plan, the employer provides all the funds. As would be expected, the noncontributory plan is preferred by employees and labor unions.

**Pension Benefits** Payment of benefits can follow one of two plans. In a defined-contribution plan, the employer makes an annual payment to an employee's pension account. The key to this plan is the contribution rate; employee retirement benefits depend on fixed contributions and employee earnings levels. Profit-sharing plans, employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs), and thrift plans often are defined-contribution plans. Because these plans hinge on the investment returns on the previous contributions, which can vary according to profitability or other factors, employees' retirement benefits are somewhat less secure and predictable. But because of their structure, these plans are preferred by younger, shorter-service employees, as shown in Figure 15—5.

In a defined-benefit plan, an employee is promised a pension amount based on age and service. The employers' contributions are based on actuarial calculations that focus on the benefits to be received by employees after retirement and the methods used to determine such benefits. The amount of an individual employee's benefits is determined by the person's length of service with the organization and the person's average earnings over a five-year or longer period. A defined-benefit plan gives the employee greater assurance of benefits and greater predictability in the amount of benefits that will be available for retirement. As Figure 15—5 shows, defined-benefit plans are often more preferred by older workers.12

If the funding in a defined-benefit plan is insufficient, the employers may have to make up the shortfall. Therefore, a growing number of employers are dropping defined-benefit plans in favor of defined-contribution plans so that their contribution liabilities are known.13

**Vesting Rights** Certain rights are attached to employee pension plans. The right of employees to receive benefits from their pension plans is called vesting.

Typically, vesting assures employees of a certain pension, provided they have worked a minimum number of years. If employees resign or are terminated before
they are vested (that is, before they have been employed for the required time), no pension rights accrue to them except the funds that they have contributed. If employees stay the allotted time, they retain their pension rights and receive benefits from the funds contributed by both the employer and themselves.

**PORTABILITY** Another feature of some employee pensions is *portability*. In a portable plan, employees can move their pension benefits from one employer to another. A commonly used portable pension system in colleges and universities is the Teacher Insurance Annuity Association (TIAA) system. Under this system, any faculty or staff member who accumulates pension benefits at one university can transfer these benefits to another university within the TIAA system. If they leave before retirement, individuals who are not in a portable system must take a *lump-sum settlement* made up of the money that they contributed to the plan plus accumulated interest on their contributions.

A growing number of firms are switching to portable pension plans. Instead of a traditional pension plan in which workers must wait until they retire to receive their pension benefits, the portable plan takes a different approach. Once workers have vested in a plan for a period of time, such as five years, they can transfer their fund balances to other retirement plans if they change jobs. Over 400 firms, including Bell Atlantic, Xerox, and Cigna, have switched to portable plans in the past few years.14
GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN PENSION PLANS  The pension area is like many others in HR management—it is constantly changing. Some relatively recent changes are concerned with making pension plans nondiscriminatory. Here, the term *nondiscriminatory* refers to discrimination against women.

Statistics have shown that women generally live longer than men. As a result, before 1983, women received lower benefits than men for the same contributions. However, this kind of discrimination was declared illegal by a U.S. Supreme Court decision. The *Arizona Governing Committee v. Norris* ruling forced pension plan administrators to use “unisex” mortality tables that do not reflect the gender differential in mortality. To bring legislation in line with this decision, the Retirement Equity Act was passed in 1984 as an amendment to ERISA and the Internal Revenue Code. It liberalized pension regulations that affect women, guaranteed access to benefits, prohibited pension-related penalties owing to absences from work such as maternity leave, and lowered the vesting age.

**Individual Retirement Benefit Options**

The availability of several retirement benefit options makes the pension area more complex. The most prominent options are individual retirement accounts (IRAs), 401(k) and 403(b) plans, and Keogh plans. These may be available in addition to pension plans.

**INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS (IRAs)** An individual retirement account (IRA) is a special account in which an employee can set aside funds that will not be taxed until the employee retires. The major advantages of an IRA are the ability to accumulate extra retirement funds and the shifting of taxable income to later years, when total income—and therefore taxable income—is likely to be lower. Until 1987, many workers took advantage of IRAs offered by financial institutions, insurance companies, and brokerage firms. However, with the passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, IRA use became more limited. Due to federal law changes in 1997, a special type of IRA, called the Roth IRA, was authorized, which likely will make the usage of IRAs grow.

**401(K) AND 403(B) PLANS** Both the 401(k) and 403(b) plans allow employees to elect to have their current pay reduced by a certain percentage and have that amount paid into a retirement plan. The 403(b) plan is available to nonprofit employers, while 401(k) plans are available to the greatest number of employers, particularly those in the private sector. Therefore, for discussion purposes, the focus will be on 401(k) plans due to their greater prominence.

The **401(k) plan** gets its name from Section 401(k) of the federal tax code and is an agreement in which a percentage of an employee’s pay is withheld and invested in a tax-deferred account. It allows employees to choose whether to receive cash or have employer contributions from profit-sharing and stock-bonus plans placed into tax-deferred accounts.

The use of 401(k) plans and the assets in them have grown significantly in the past few years. The advantage to employees is that they can save approximately $10,000 per year (as a ceiling) of pretax income toward their retirement. Typically, employers match employee contributions at a 50% rate up to a certain percentage of employee pay, and often employees can contribute additional funds of their own up to the ceiling set by the Internal Revenue Service.
The growing use of the Internet allows employees in a growing number of organizations to check their 401(k) balances and move funds among various financial options. The use of the web-based services is likely to grow in the next few years. The range of options is shown in Figure 15—6.

**KEOGH PLANS** A **Keogh plan** is a special type of individualized pension plan for self-employed persons. These individuals can set aside a percentage of their incomes in pension accounts. Keogh plans can be either defined-contribution or defined-benefit plans. Because of the complexity of Keogh plans and the special regulations covering them, many self-employed individuals seek advice from tax specialists before establishing one.

**Health-Care Benefits**

Employers provide a variety of health-care and medical benefits, usually through insurance coverage. The most common plans cover medical, dental, prescription-drug, and vision-care expenses for employees and their dependents. Basic health-care insurance to cover both normal and major medical expenses is highly...
desired by employees. Dental insurance is also important to many employees. Many dental plans include orthodontic coverage, which is usually very costly. Some employer medical insurance plans also cover psychiatric counseling.

**Health-Care Costs**

The costs of health-care insurance have escalated at a rate well in excess of inflation for several decades. However, by the mid-1990s, health-care costs had risen to such levels that employers began concerted efforts to control medical premium increases and other health-care related costs. Several approaches to restraining the growth in health-care costs are being used by employers.

One approach to reducing the cost of health care is that a growing number of employers are not offering health-care benefits. One survey of 500 small businesses with 25 or fewer employees found that only 39% of them offer employee health-care benefits, down from 46% in the previous year. These statistics on very small employers reflect the fact that health-care benefits are costs that many firms are not willing or able to incur.

Despite the prevalence of health-care benefit plans in medium and larger employers, the number of workers who have health-care insurance has dropped in the past decade. One study conducted by the AFL-CIO, the union federation, found that fewer U.S. workers have employer-based health insurance than in 1989. Most of the decline of 8 million workers without insurance was attributed to employers dropping health insurance or requiring employees to pay greater percentages of the premiums, which caused some workers to drop health insurance coverage totally. The number of uninsured workers is projected to be 30 million by the year 2005.

A second approach that employers are using to contain health-care costs is to use managed care plans and other cost-control means. Some of the most prevalent ones are discussed next.

**Managed Care**

Several types of programs are used to reduce health-care costs paid by employers. Managed care consists of approaches that monitor and reduce medical costs using restrictions and market system alternatives. These managed care plans emphasize primary and preventative care, the use of specific providers who will charge lower prices, restrictions on certain kinds of treatment, and prices negotiated with hospitals and physicians. Managed care programs are saving companies billions of dollars by reducing claims, but often such efforts to reduce costs lead to higher costs for employees and a shift in satisfaction with company-provided health plans.

**Preferred provider organization (PPO)**

A health-care provider that contracts with an employer group to provide health-care services to employees at a competitive rate.

**Health maintenance organization (HMO)**

Managed care plan that provides services for a fixed period on a prepaid basis.
The HMO emphasizes prevention as well as correction. An employer contracts with an HMO, which has doctors and medical personnel on its staff, to furnish complete medical care, except for hospitalization. The employer pays a flat rate per enrolled employee or per family. The covered individuals may then go to the HMO for health care as often as they need to. Supplemental policies for hospitalization also are provided.

HMO organizations have experienced a flurry of mergers, alliances, and acquisitions. Critics contend that in some cases, competing HMOs are spending millions of dollars on business matters such as destructive price wars and acquiring other businesses instead of focusing on innovation in health care. Employers in some areas are choosing to negotiate with smaller groups of doctors and hospitals, provide employees with information and vouchers, and let them shop among competing medical groups. But, as the HR Perspective indicates, there has been a backlash against managed care, particularly HMOs.

HMOs and other managed care options have accomplished their purpose—to reduce employer costs. One estimate is that managed care programs saved about $150 billion in health-care costs in six years, for an average of over $200 per employee. However, there has been a backlash against managed care, particularly HMOs. Critics argue that HMOs are spending too much on business matters and not enough on innovation in health care. Employers are considering alternative options, such as fee-for-service plans, to provide employees with more flexibility and choice.

**HR PERSPECTIVE**

**Backlash against Managed Care**

The expansion of managed care has resulted in a significant backlash from employees who have been forced into health-care plans that restrict their choices and provide little flexibility. Instead of traditional fee-for-service plans through health insurance policies, whereby individuals choose their physicians and decide when to go see them, many HMOs require that individuals have a primary care physician who must authorize all treatment and referrals to specialists. This “gatekeeper” role is perceived by many as inflexible, time-consuming, and leading to treatments based on cost control rather than health-care needs.

The following results of a survey published in *US News & World Report* reflect the “image” problem that HMOs have. What is evident is that managed care plans are not viewed by those being treated as positively as traditional fee-for-service plans.

Consequently, federal legislation was discussed in 1999 to place restrictions on what HMOs can do. Also, appeals procedures were identified for those who disagree with HMO treatment and decisions. The provisions of the “patients’ rights” bill were being discussed in Congress at the time this book was completed. Further, some employers are having to offer employees health-care choices that include additional fee-for-service options at somewhat similar costs, rather than having HMOs as the only or lowest-cost alternative.

**Consumer Attitudes about Health Maintenance Organizations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitudes differ by health care participants:</th>
<th>Fee for service</th>
<th>Managed care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very satisfied with choice of doctor</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concerned that doctors base treatment decisions on whether they think plans will pay</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have problems figuring out medical bills</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americans are more likely to think things have gotten worse in terms of:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holding down cost of care to families</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing health care to everyone</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

employee per year. In California alone, it has been estimated that HMOs saved $770 per family per year. Therefore, it is likely that managed care programs will continue to be the primary means whereby employers provide health-care benefits to employees.

Other Health-Care Cost Management Tools

Other means used to contain health-care costs include co-payment, utilization reviews, and wellness/communication programs.

**CO-PAYMENT** In the past, many employers offered *first-dollar coverage*. With this type of coverage, all expenses, from the first dollar of health-care costs, were paid by the employee’s insurance. Previously, a very small deductible amount was paid by the employee; but many basic coverage plans did not require an employee-paid deductible. Experts say that when first-dollar coverage is included in the basic plan, many employees see a doctor for every slight illness, which results in an escalation of the benefits costs.

As health insurance costs rose, employers shifted some of those costs to employees. The *co-payment* strategy requires employees to pay a portion of the cost of both insurance premiums and medical care. Many employers have raised the deductible per person from $50 to $250 or more.

**UTILIZATION REVIEW** Many employers have found that some of the health care provided by doctors and hospitals is unnecessary, incorrectly billed, or deliberately overcharged. Consequently, both employers and insurance firms are requiring that medical work and charges be audited and reviewed through a *utilization review*. This process may require a second opinion, review of procedures used, and review of charges for procedures done.

**WELLNESS AND COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS** Wellness programs try to encourage employees to have more healthy lifestyles. Included in wellness programs are activities such as smoking cessation classes, diet and nutrition counseling, exercise and physical fitness centers and programs, and health education. Wellness programs are discussed in more detail in Chapter 16.

Employers also are educating employees about health-care costs and how to reduce them. Newsletters, formal classes, and many other approaches are used, all designed to make employees more aware of why health-care costs are increasing and what employees can do to control them.

Finally, some employers are offering financial incentives for improving health habits. These programs reward employees who stop smoking, lose weight, and participate in exercise programs, among other actions.

**Health-Care Legislation**

The importance of health-care benefits to employers and employees has led to federal legislation that provides some protection to employees who leave their employers, either voluntarily or involuntarily. The two most important ones, COBRA and HIPAA, are known by the acts in which the provisions are contained.

**COBRA PROVISIONS** Legal requirements in the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) require that most employers (except churches and
the federal government) with 20 or more employees offer extended health-care coverage to the following groups:

- Employees who voluntarily quit, except those terminated for “gross misconduct”
- Widowed or divorced spouses and dependent children of former or current employees
- Retirees and their spouses whose health-care coverage ends

Employers must notify eligible employees and/or their spouses and qualified dependents within 60 days after the employees quit, die, get divorced, or otherwise change their status. The coverage must be offered for 18 to 36 months, depending on the qualifying circumstances. The individual no longer employed by the organization must pay the premiums, but the employer may charge this individual no more than 102% of the premium costs to insure a similarly covered employee.

For most employers the COBRA requirements mean additional paperwork and related costs. For example, firms must not only track the former employees but also notify their qualified dependents. The 2% premium addition generally does not cover all relevant costs; the costs often run several percentage points more. Consequently, management efforts to reduce overall health benefits costs have become even more of a concern to employers.

HIPAA PROVISIONS The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996 allows employees to switch their health insurance plan from one company to another to get the new health coverage, regardless of preexisting health conditions. The legislation also prohibits group insurance plans from dropping coverage from a sick employee and requires them to make individual coverage available to people who leave group plans.

Financial and Other Benefits

Employers may offer workers a wide range of special benefits—financial benefits, insurance benefits (in addition to health-related insurance), educational benefits, social benefits, and recreational benefits. From the point of view of the employer, such benefits can be useful in attracting and retaining employees. Workers like receiving special benefits, which often are not taxed as income.

Financial Benefits

Financial benefits include a wide variety of items. A credit union provides saving and lending services for employees. Purchase discounts allow employees to buy goods or services from their employers at reduced rates. For example, a furniture manufacturer may allow employees to buy furniture at wholesale cost plus 10%, or a bank may allow use of a safe deposit box and free checking to its employees.

Employee thrift, saving, or stock-investment plans may be made available. Some employers match a portion of the employee's contribution. These plans are especially attractive to executive and managerial personnel. To illustrate, in a stock-purchase plan, the corporation provides matching funds equal to the amount invested by the employee to purchase stock in the company. In this way,
employees can benefit from the future growth of the corporation. Also, it is hoped that employees will develop a greater loyalty and interest in the organization and its success.

Financial planning and counseling are especially valuable to executives, who may need information on investments, tax shelters, and comprehensive financial counseling because of their higher levels of compensation. These financial planning benefits likely will grow as a greater percentage of workers approach retirement age.

Numerous other financial-related benefits may be offered as well. These include the use of a company car and company expense accounts and assistance in buying or selling a house when an employee is transferred.

Other Insurance Benefits

In addition to health-related insurance, some employers provide other types of insurance. These benefits offer major advantages for employees because many employers pay some or all of the costs. Even when employers do not pay any of the costs, employees still benefit because of the lower rates available through group programs.

**LIFE INSURANCE** It is common for employers to provide life insurance for employees. Life insurance is bought as a group policy, and the employer pays all or some of the premiums, but the level of coverage is usually low and is tied to the employee's base pay. A typical level of coverage is one-and-a-half or two times an employee's annual salary. Some executives may get higher coverage as part of executive compensation packages.

**DISABILITY INSURANCE** Other insurance benefits frequently tied to employee pay levels are short-term and long-term disability insurance. This type of insurance provides continuing income protection for employees who become disabled and unable to work. Long-term disability insurance is much more common because many employers cover short-term disability situations by allowing employees to accrue the sick leave granted annually.

A growing number of employers are integrating their disability insurance programs with efforts to reduce workers’ compensation claims. As Figure 15–7 indicates, there are a number of reasons to have integrated disability management programs.

**LEGAL INSURANCE** Legal insurance is offered as a benefit through some employers, often as part of cafeteria benefit plans, which let workers choose from many different benefits. Legal insurance plans operate in much the same way health maintenance organizations do. Employees (or employers) pay a flat fee or a set amount each month. In return, they have the right to use the service of a network of lawyers to handle their legal problems.

Educational Benefits

Another benefit used by employees comes in the form of educational assistance to pay for some or all costs associated with formal education courses and degree programs, including the costs of books and laboratory materials. Some employers pay for schooling on a proportional schedule, depending on the grades received; others simply require a passing grade of C or above.
Unless the education paid for by the employer meets certain conditions, the cost of educational aid must be counted as taxable income by employees. To qualify as nontaxable income under Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code, the education must be:

- **Job-related**, in that it is used to maintain or improve a person’s skills for the current job
- **Expressly required**, either to meet specific current job requirements or to maintain required professional standing, such as licenses or continuing education
- **Above minimum standards**, meaning that it is not education necessary for the person to qualify for a job initially

Because of U.S. federal budget deficits, repeated attempts have been made to include all educational benefits as taxable income to employees, thereby raising the taxes to be paid by employees using those benefits. Some proposals have attempted to narrow the criteria for deciding if education is job related and expressly required. As of the writing of this text, those efforts have been unsuccessful, and many employer-provided educational benefits remain nontaxable to employees.

**Social and Recreational Benefits**

Some benefits and services are social and recreational in nature, such as bowling leagues, picnics, parties, employer-sponsored athletic teams, organizationally owned recreational lodges, and other sponsored activities and interest groups. As interest in employee wellness has increased, more firms have begun to provide recreational facilities and activities. But employers should retain control of all events associated with their organizations because of possible legal responsibility.

The idea behind social and recreational programs is to promote employee happiness and team spirit. Employees *may* appreciate this type of benefit, but

---

**FIGURE 15-7 Benefits of Integrated Disability Management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Percentage of Positive Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduced workers’ compensation costs</td>
<td>82.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased employee satisfaction</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery/elimination of duplicate claims</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased quality of medical care</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced short-term/long-term disability</td>
<td>71.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data consolidation</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced administration costs</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced litigation</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*By percentage of positive responses

managers should not necessarily expect increased job productivity or job satisfaction as a result. Other such benefits too numerous to detail are made available by various employers as well.

## Family-Oriented Benefits

The composition of families in the United States has changed significantly in the past few decades. As Figure 15–8 shows, the number of traditional families, in which the man went to work and the woman stayed home to raise children, has declined significantly, while the percentage of two-worker families has more than doubled.

The growth in dual-career couples, single-parent households, and increasing work demands on many workers has accelerated the emphasis employers are placing on family-oriented benefits. As mentioned in Chapter 1, balancing family and work demands is a major challenge facing many workers at all levels of

### FIGURE 15–8 Changing Composition of Families

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1950s</th>
<th>1990s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Traditional&quot; families</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other families</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female single parents</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male single parents</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-worker families</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MOTHERS IN THE WORKFORCE**

- **With children under 2**
  - 1970s: 32%
  - Late 1990s: 58%
- **With children under 6**
  - 1970s: 39%
  - Late 1990s: 62%
- **With children under 18**
  - 1970s: 47%
  - Late 1990s: 70%

organizations. To provide assistance, employers have established a variety of family-oriented benefits.

**Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)**

Passed in 1993, the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) covers all employers with 50 or more employees who live within 75 miles of the workplace and includes federal, state, and private employers. Only employees who have worked at least 12 months and 1,250 hours in the previous year are eligible for leaves under FMLA.

**FMLA Eligibility** The law requires that employers allow eligible employees to take a total of 12 weeks' leave during any 12-month period for one or more of the following situations:

- Birth, adoption, or foster-care placement of a child
- Caring for a spouse, child, or parent with a serious health condition
- Serious health condition of the employee

A serious health condition is one requiring inpatient, hospital, hospice, or residential medical care or continuing physician care. An employer may require an employee to provide a certificate from a doctor verifying such an illness.

Regarding taking leaves, FMLA provides for the following:

- Employees taking family and medical leave must be able to return to the same job or a job of equivalent status or pay.
- Health benefits must be continued during the leave at the same level and conditions. If, for a reason other than serious health problems, the employee does not return to work, the employer may collect the employer-paid portion of the premiums from the nonreturning employee.
- The leave taken may be intermittent rather than in one block, subject to employee and employer agreements, when birth, adoption, or foster-child care is the cause. For serious health conditions, employer approval is not necessary.
- Employees can be required to use all paid-up vacation and personal leave before taking unpaid leave.
- Employees are required to give 30-day notice, where practical.

**Employer Reactions to FMLA** Since the passage of the act, several factors have become apparent. First, many employers have not paid enough attention to the law. Some employers are denying leaves or failing to reinstate workers after leaves are completed. Other employers are retaliating against employees by assigning them more difficult workloads or work schedules.

Employers have had problems with the FMLA. Because of the many different circumstances in which employees may request and use family leave, many employers have difficulty interpreting when and how the provisions are to be applied. Also, the need to arrange work coverage for employees on FMLA leaves can be particularly challenging for smaller employers. This difficulty is compounded because the law requires that workers on these leaves be offered similar jobs at similar levels of pay when they return to work.

**Family-Care Benefits**

The growing emphasis on family issues is important in many organizations for many workers. But as the HR Perspective indicates, those employees without

BNA: 625.20

Family and Medical Leave Act

A copy of the required poster on FMLA that must be posted by employers and details on the provisions of the FMLA can be reviewed here.
families are feeling some resentment against those who seem to get special privileges because they have families.

ADOPTION BENEFITS Many employers have had maternity and paternity benefits for employees who give birth to children. In the interest of fairness, a growing number of organizations provide benefits for employees who adopt children. In comparison to those giving birth, a relatively small number of employees adopt children, but there is a fairness issue that employers have addressed by providing adoption benefits. For example, Microsoft gives a $5,000 cash benefit and four weeks of paid leave to employees who adopt children. Wendy’s provides $4,000 cash payments to cover adoption expenses and up to six weeks of paid leave for employee adoptions.24

CHILD CARE Balancing work and family responsibilities is a major challenge for many workers. Whether single parents or dual-career couples, these employees often experience difficulty in obtaining high-quality, affordable child care.

Employers are addressing the child-care issue in several ways. Some organizations provide on-site day-care facilities. Relatively few such facilities have been established, primarily because of costs and concerns about liability and attracting sufficient employee use. However for a number of firms, providing on-site child care has had a positive impact on employees who use the service.25 Having on-site child care also has been an advantage in recruiting workers in tight labor markets.

Other options for child-care assistance include:

- Providing referral services to aid parents in locating child-care providers
- Establishing discounts at day-care centers, which may be subsidized by the employer
Arranging with hospitals to offer sick-child programs partially paid for by the employer

Developing after-school programs for older school-age children, often in conjunction with local public and private school systems

**ELDER CARE** Another family-related issue of growing importance is caring for elderly relatives. Various organizations have surveyed their employees and found that as many as 30% of them have had to miss work to care for an aging relative. The responsibilities associated with caring for elderly family members have resulted in reduced work performance, increased absenteeism, and more personal stress for the affected employees.

One study estimated that lost productivity and absenteeism by workers caring for elders costs employers at least $29 billion per year. Some responses by employers have included conducting needs surveys, providing resources, and giving referrals to elder-care providers. Some employers provide eldercare assistance through contracts with firms that arrange for elder care for employee’s relatives located in other geographic locales.

**Benefits for Domestic Partners and Spousal Equivalents**

As lifestyles have changed in the United States, employers are being confronted with requests for benefits by employees who are not married but have close personal relationships with others. The employees who are submitting these requests are:

- Gay and lesbian employees requesting benefits for their partners
- Unmarried employees who have living arrangements with individuals of the opposite sex

The terminology most often used to refer to individuals with such living arrangements are *domestic partners* and *spousal equivalents*.

The argument made by these employees is that if an employer provides benefits for the spouses of married employees, then benefits should be provided for employees with alternative lifestyles and relationships as well. This view is reinforced by: (1) the fact that more gays and lesbians are being open about their lifestyles; and (2) data showing that a significant percentage of heterosexual couples live together before or instead of formally marrying.

Some cities, such as San Francisco, have passed laws requiring employers with city contracts to provide domestic partner benefits. The State of Hawaii also has such a law.

Some employers have voluntarily offered benefits to eligible domestic partners. These firms include Lotus Development Corporation, Walt Disney, Levi Strauss & Company, U.S. West, Coors Brewing, and Ben & Jerry’s Homemade, Inc. At Lotus, both the employee and the “eligible partner” must sign an “Affidavit of Spousal Equivalence.” In this affidavit, the employee and the partner are asked to affirm that:

- Each is the other’s only spousal equivalent.
- They are of the same sex and/or not blood relatives.
- They are living together and jointly share responsibility for their common welfare and financial obligations.

Disney’s decision to extend benefits to domestic partners has come under attack from certain religious leaders opposed to homosexual lifestyles. However,
one interesting facet is that for a number of employers, most of those using the domestic partner benefits are of the opposite sex and are involved in heterosexual relationships.

**Time-Off Benefits**

Employers give employees paid time off in a variety of circumstances. Paid lunch breaks and rest periods, holidays, and vacations are the most well known. But leaves are given for a number of other purposes as well. Time-off benefits are estimated to represent from about 5% to 13% of total compensation. Some of the more common time-off benefits include holiday pay, vacation pay, and leaves of absence.

**Holiday Pay**

Most, if not all, employers provide pay for a variety of holidays, as Figure 15–9 shows. Other holidays are offered to some employees through laws or union con-
tracts. As an abuse-control measure, employers commonly require employees to work the last scheduled day before a holiday and the first scheduled workday after a holiday to be eligible for holiday pay. Some employers pay time-and-a-half to hourly employees who must work holidays.

**Vacation Pay**

Paid vacations are a common benefit. Employers often use graduated vacation-time scales based on employees’ length of service. Some organizations allow employees to accumulate unused vacation. A growing number of companies are allowing employees to “buy” additional vacation or let them sell unused vacation back to employers. About 25% of all surveyed firms permit such options. As with holidays, employees often are required to work the day before and the day after a vacation. Figure 15–10 shows the average number of paid vacation days earned in the United States.

**Leaves of Absence**

*Leaves of absence*, taken as time off with or without pay, are given for a variety of reasons. All of the leaves discussed here add to employer costs even when they are unpaid, because usually the missing employee’s work must be covered, either by other employees working overtime or by temporary employees working under contract.

![Average Paid Vacation Days Earned in the United States](image)

**FIGURE 15–10 Average Paid Vacation Days Earned in the United States**
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FAMILY LEAVE  As mentioned earlier in the chapter, the passage of the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) helped clarify the rights of employees and the responsibilities of most employers. Even though paternity leave for male workers is available under FMLA, a relatively low percentage of men take it. The primary reason for the low usage is a perception that it is not as socially acceptable for men to stay home for child-related reasons. That view likely will change as a result of the increase in dual-career couples in the workforce.28

MEDICAL AND SICK LEAVE  Medical and sick leave are closely related. Many employers allow their employees to miss a limited number of days because of illness without losing pay. Some employers allow employees to accumulate unused sick leave, which may be used in case of catastrophic illnesses. Others pay employees for unused sick leave.

Some organizations have shifted emphasis to reward people who do not use sick leave by giving them well-pay—extra pay for not taking sick leave. Other employers have made use of the earned-time plan, which combines sick leave, vacations, and holidays into a total number of hours or days that employees can take off with pay. One organization found that when it stopped designating a specific number of sick-leave days and an earned-time plan was implemented, absenteeism dropped, time off was scheduled better, and employee acceptance of the leave policy improved.

PAID TIME-OFF (PTO) PLANS  Still other firms are using paid-time off plans, which lump various time-off-with-pay days together in one package to be used at the employee’s discretion. The new programs provide more flexibility in using time off, and some say they add dignity to the process of taking time off. Employers note that they save administrative costs as well.29

OTHER LEAVES  Other types of leaves are given for a variety of purposes. Some, such as military leave, election leave, and jury leave, are required by various state and federal laws. Employers commonly pay the difference between the employee’s regular pay and the military, election, or jury pay. Some firms grant employees military time off and give them regular pay while the employees also receive military pay. Federal law prohibits taking discriminatory action against military reservists by requiring them to take vacation time to attend summer camp or other training sessions. However, the leave request must be reasonable and truly required by the military.

Funeral or bereavement leave is another common leave offered. Leave of up to three days for immediate family members is usually given, as specified in many employers’ policy manuals and employee handbooks. Some policies also give unpaid time off for the death of more distant relatives or friends.

Benefits Administration

With the myriad of benefits and regulations, it is easy to see why many organizations must make coordinated efforts to administer benefits programs. Figure 15–11 shows how benefits administration responsibilities can be split between HR specialists and other managers. The greatest role is played by HR specialists, but managers are responsible for some of the communication aspects of benefits administration.
Benefits Communication

Employees generally do not know much about the values and costs associated with the benefits they receive from employers. Yet benefits communication and benefits satisfaction are linked. Many employers have instituted special benefits communication systems to inform employees about the value of the benefits they provide.30

**BENEFITS STATEMENTS** Employers also give each employee an annual “personal statement of benefits” that translates benefits into dollar amounts. Federal regulations under ERISA require that employees receive an annual pension-reporting statement, which also can be included in the personal statements. By having a personalized statement, each employee can see how much his or her own benefits are worth. Employers hope that by educating employees on benefit costs, they can manage expenditures better and can give employees a better appreciation for the employers’ payments.

**HRIS AND BENEFITS COMMUNICATION** The advent of HRIS options linked to intranets provides additional links to communicate benefits to employees. The use of employee self-service kiosks, as mentioned in Chapter 2, allows employees to obtain benefits information on-line. These kiosks and other information technology also allow employees to change their benefits choices, track their benefits balances, and submit questions to HR staff members and external benefits providers. HR professionals are utilizing information systems to communicate benefits information, conduct employee benefit surveys, and provide other benefits communications.

Flexible Benefits

A **flexible benefits plan**, sometimes called a _flex_ or _cafeteria_ plan, allows employees to select the benefits they prefer from groups of benefits established by the employer. By making a variety of “dishes,” or benefits, available, the organization allows each employee to select an individual combination of benefits within some overall limits. As a result of the changing composition of the workforce, flexible benefits plans have grown in popularity.

**Flexible benefits plan** One that allows employees to select the benefits they prefer from groups of benefits established by the employer.
As Figure 15–12 indicates, flexible benefits plans are used more by larger employers than by smaller ones. Primarily because benefits vendors require a sufficient number of employees to make providing the choices worthwhile, generally it has been recommended that at least 100 employees are needed before a flexible benefits plan is considered feasible.

These flexible benefits systems recognize that individual employee situations differ because of age, family status, and lifestyles. For instance, individuals in dual-career couples may not want the same benefits from two different employers. Under a flex plan, one of them can forgo some benefits available in the partner’s plan and take other benefits instead.

**FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACCOUNTS** Under current tax laws (Section 125 of the Tax Code administered by the Internal Revenue Service), employees can divert some income before taxes into accounts to fund certain benefits. These *flexible spending accounts* allow employees to contribute pretax dollars to buy additional benefits. An example illustrates the advantage of these accounts to employees. Assume an employee earns $3,000 per month and has $100 per month deducted to put into a flexible spending account. That $100 does not count as gross income for tax purposes, so her taxable income is reduced. The employee uses the money in the account to purchase additional benefits.

Under tax law at the time of this writing, the funds in the account can be used only to purchase the following: (1) *additional health care* (including offsetting de-
ductibles), (2) life insurance, (3) disability insurance, and (4) dependent-care benefits. Furthermore, tax regulations require that if employees do not spend all of the money in their accounts by the end of the year, they forfeit it. Therefore, it is important that employees estimate very closely the additional benefits they will use.

Flexible spending accounts have grown in popularity as more flexible benefits plans have been adopted by more employers. Of course, such plans and their tax advantages can be changed as Congress passes future health-care and tax-related legislation.

**ADVANTAGES OF FLEXIBLE BENEFITS PLANS** The flexible benefits approach has several advantages. First, this scheme takes into consideration the complexity of people and situations. Because employees in an organization have different desires and needs, they can tailor benefit packages to fit their individual life situations within the limits of legal restrictions.

The second advantage, and certainly an important one to most employers, is that flex plans can aid in benefits cost-control efforts. Although employers without flex plans can take cost-containment steps, the decision by employers to reduce benefits or increase co-payments is made easier and is more palatable to employees when these measures are integrated into flex plans.

Another advantage of the flexible benefits approach is heightened employee awareness of the cost and value of the benefits. Because they must determine what benefits they will receive, employees know what the trade-offs are.

The fourth advantage is that employers with flexible benefits plans can recruit, hire, and retain employees more easily because of the attractiveness of flexible plans. If they can tailor benefits to their needs, employees may not be as interested in shifting to other employers with fixed benefits plans.

**DISADVANTAGES OF FLEXIBLE BENEFITS PLANS** The flexible approach to benefits is not without some drawbacks. The major problem is the complexity of keeping track of what each individual chooses, especially if there are a large number of employees. Sophisticated computer software is now available to manage these complexities. Also, the increase in benefits communications costs is a concern. As more benefits are made available, employees may be less able to understand the options because the benefits structure and its provisions may become quite complicated.

A third problem is that an inappropriate benefits package may be chosen by an employee. A young construction worker may not choose a disability benefit; however, if he or she is injured, the family may suffer financial hardship. Part of this problem can be overcome by requiring employees to select a core set of benefits (life, health, and disability insurance) and then offering options on other benefits.

A final problem can be adverse selection, whereby only higher-risk employees select and use certain benefits. Because many insurance plans are based on a group rate, the employer may face higher rates if insufficient numbers of employees select an insurance option.

Despite these disadvantages, it is likely that flex plans will continue to grow in popularity. The ability to match benefits to differing employee needs, while also controlling some costs, is so attractive that employers will try to find ways to overcome the disadvantages while attuning all of their benefits plans to the 21st century.

---

**Adverse selection**

Situation in which only higher-risk employees select and use certain benefits.
Summary

- Benefits provide additional compensation to employees as a reward for having organizational membership.
- Because benefits generally are not taxed, they are highly desired by employees. The average employee now receives an amount equal to about 40% of his/her pay in benefit compensation.
- Strategic reasons for offering benefits include attracting and retaining employees, improving the company's image, and enhancing job satisfaction.
- The general types of benefits include security, retirement, health-care, financial, social and recreational, family-oriented, and time-off.
- An important distinction is made between mandated and voluntary benefits. Mandatory benefits are required by law.
- Three prominent security benefits are workers' compensation, unemployment compensation, and severance pay.
- Organizations that provide retirement-related benefits should develop policies on how to integrate Social Security benefits into employees' benefit plans.
- The pension area is a complex one, and it is governed by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) and other laws.
- Individual retirement accounts (IRAs), 401(k) plans, and Keogh plans are important individual options available for supplementing retirement benefits.
- Health-care benefits are the most costly insurance-related benefits. Employers have become more aggressive in managing their health-care costs.
- Various types of insurance, financial planning assistance, tuition aid, and other benefits that employers may offer enhance the appeal of benefits to employees.
- Family-related benefits include complying with the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) of 1993 and offering both child-care and elder-care assistance.
- Holiday pay, vacation pay, and various leaves of absence are means of providing time-off benefits to employees.
- Because of the variety of benefit options available and the costs involved, employers need to develop systems to communicate these options and costs to their employees.
- Flexible benefits systems, which can be tailored to individual needs and situations, have grown in popularity.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. Why have benefits grown in strategic importance to employers?
2. Discuss the following statement: “Employers should expect that more benefits will become mandatory and that voluntary benefits will become more varied.”
3. Why are workers’ compensation, unemployment compensation, and severance pay appropriately classified as security-oriented benefits?
4. Define the following terms: (a) contributory plan, (b) defined-benefit plan, (c) portability, (d) vesting.
5. Discuss the following statement: “Health-care costs are out of control in the United States, and it is up to employers to put pressure on the medical system to reduce costs.”
6. Some experts have forecasted that family-oriented and time-off benefits will expand in the future. Why?
7. Why are benefits communications and flexible benefits systems so intertwined?
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Terms to Know

- 401(k) plan 504
- adverse selection 521
- benefit 492
- contributory plan 502
- co-payment 508
- defined-benefit plan 502
- defined-contribution plan 502
- earned-time plan 518
- flexible benefits plan 519
- flexible spending account 520
- health maintenance organization (HMO) 506
- individual retirement account (IRA) 504
- Keogh plan 505
- managed care 506
- mandated benefits 494
- noncontributory plan 502
- pension plans 501
- portability 503
- preferred provider organization (PPO) 506
- serious health condition 513
- severance pay 497
- utilization review 508
- vesting 502
- well-pay 518
- workers’ compensation 496

Using the Internet

OWBPA and Early Retirement Plans

As the HR manager of your organization, you are in charge of all benefits and compliance with the laws. Senior management is considering offering a voluntary early retirement plan for employees who are age 55 or older and have at least 10 years of service. Before making the final decision to proceed with the early retirement option, the managers have asked you to investigate and report back about the effects of the Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (OWBPA) and the conditions that must be met. Using the following website from the Employment Law Resource Center, write your report.

http://www.ahipubs.com/FAQ/benefits/older.html

CASE

Don’t Cut My Benefits

Organizational mergers and acquisitions have been numerous during the last decade, and the trend shows little evidence of easing. Such combinations often are driven by the attraction of economies of scale and increased market share. The joined companies usually want to combine their benefit plans to reduce administrative costs and to provide the same benefits for all the employees. But often unnoticed in the atmosphere surrounding the merger or takeover are the difficulties and potential costs of merging benefits programs.

The difficulties are seen when Federal Mogul acquired Fel-Pro. Although both firms are auto parts manufacturers, they are very different in corporate culture. Federal Mogul, with 13,000 employees, has numerous unionized workers represented by the United Auto Workers and United Steel Workers. However, Fel-Pro, with 2,700 employees, had no unionized workers. The difference in culture and employee relations resulted in each firm having significantly different benefit plans.

Fel-Pro, as a family-owned firm based in Chicago, had established a broad range of highly employee-oriented benefits. For example, Fel-Pro had a company-owned summer camp for employees’ children and funded college scholarships now worth $3,500 per child in grants for employees’ children. As a result, Fel-Pro had employee loyalty, low employee turnover, and a highly team-oriented environment.

Federal Mogul’s culture and benefits program did not include many of the Fel-Pro benefits. Instead, having a union-dominated environment, the benefits
plan for Federal-Mogul employees had been gained through years of union-management negotiation and bargaining. Therefore, its benefits program contained few of the family-friendly and flexible benefits offered by Fel-Pro.

The acquisition of Fel-Pro made strategic sense for Federal Mogul. But executives at Federal Mogul had to confront two worries: (a) that Federal Mogul employees might want to add the Fel-Pro benefits; and (b) that the Fel-Pro employees would react very negatively if some benefits were discontinued, thus affecting productivity and morale.

To address these issues, Richard Snell, chairman of Federal Mogul, had to reassure Fel-Pro employees that the combined companies would continue to provide good benefits. But he stated that the scholarships and (b) that the Fel-Pro employees would react very negatively if some benefits were discontinued, thus affecting productivity and morale.

To address these issues, Richard Snell, chairman of Federal Mogul, had to reassure Fel-Pro employees that the combined companies would continue to provide good benefits. But he stated that the scholarships would continue for five years and might be discontinued after that. Also, it was decided that the summer camp would operate for two more years. But the Fel-Pro employees have recognized that the organizational culture and job security, as special benefits they had, are likely to be diminished as a result of the acquisition. There is real concern that the benefits changes may diminish the success of the acquired firm.33

Questions

1. Why should evaluating benefits programs be a crucial part of any planning for mergers and acquisitions?
2. What could be done to meld the different benefits plans in ways that balance both employer costs and employee morale considerations?

Notes


23. Adapted from Del Jones, “Child-Free Workers Silent Revolt,” USA Today, November 12, 1997, 1A–2A.

27. Del Jones, “Vacation as a Commodity: Sell It or Buy More,” *USA Today*, July 17, 1998, 1B.
CHAPTER 16

Health, Safety, and Security

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Define health, safety, and security and explain their importance in organizations.
- Explain how workers’ compensation and child labor laws are related to health and safety.
- Identify the basic provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
- Describe the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) inspection and record-keeping requirements.
- Identify and briefly discuss three different approaches to safety that comprise effective safety management.
- Discuss three different health problems and how employers are responding to them.
- Discuss workplace violence as a security issue and describe some components of an effective security program.
Companies Develop Best Safety Practices with Voluntary Protection Programs

Companies with Voluntary Protection Programs (VPP) are ones that choose to go beyond regulations with exemplary safety and health practices at work. Most participating companies are award winners, with safety records that are two-thirds better than industry averages. Following are some recent programs these companies have implemented to establish “best practices” benchmarks in safety and health.

Lee Company
The Lee Company in Springfield, Missouri, operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Its 135-member workforce, which is mostly female, had some special problems related to workplace violence. After two employees were assaulted in the parking lot, the company initiated a policy for workplace violence. First, employees attended a free training session on avoiding violence, presented jointly by local police and an association for battered women. Further, the company now screens all telephone calls to employees. Video surveillance cameras also were installed in the parking lot and screens are monitored continuously. The cameras have been helpful in protecting several employees from violence right from the start.

Titleist and Foot-Joy Worldwide
Golf supplies manufacturer Titleist and Foot-Joy Worldwide classifies jobs based on required strength levels in order to avoid people getting injured who are not strong enough to do a given job. The job classifications range from level 1 for office workers to level 6, for which employees must routinely lift 80 lbs. Classifying jobs in this manner allows Titleist to hire for each job level based on individuals’ physical abilities to do work at that level without straining themselves. Further, the company had problems with carpal tunnel syndrome for “winders,” who each make 8,500 golf-ball centers daily. Videotaping the motions used and then giving the winders training using the videos helped reduce the incidence of repetitive stress injuries.

AG Communications Systems
Safety training—in the form of a respiratory training course—saved the lives of two workers at AG Communications Systems in Genoa, Illinois. While the two employees were working underground in a confined space, carbon monoxide gases seeped into the workspace. Fortunately, as part of their training, the workers had learned to use a portable atmospheric testing machine. The industrial hygienist at the company attributed the two employees’ successful rescue to proper training in the use of up-to-date equipment.

Tropicana Dole Beverages
Tropicana Dole Beverages of Bradenton, Florida, has discovered that a poor safety program on the part of their subcontract suppliers can affect Tropicana’s own workers’ compensation costs. To offset the problem, the company requires subcontractors’ employees at Tropicana sites to attend monthly safety meetings, which are also required for Tropicana employees. When subcontractor employees have completed the training, they receive an electronic card that gives them admittance to Tropicana’s facilities.

Voluntary Protection Program companies meet annually to share ideas and approaches that have improved health, safety, and security in their workplaces.

1 Voluntary Protection Program companies meet annually to share ideas and approaches that have improved health, safety, and security in their workplaces.
Today employers are obligated to give their employees safe, healthy, and secure work environments. But meeting that general goal is not easy; nor can all situations affecting employee health, safety, and security always be anticipated. Nevertheless, both operating managers and HR specialists have responsibilities for the health, safety, and security issues of their organizations. Requiring employees to work with unsafe equipment or in areas where hazards are uncontrolled is a highly questionable practice that has led to the passage of workplace safety and health laws. Managers also must ensure that employees are safety conscious and are not subjected to conditions causing poor health.

Failure to provide a safe place to work can result in major fines and even criminal convictions for managers. For example, two agricultural employers faced fines of over a million dollars each. DeBruce Grain faced fines of $1.72 million for an explosion that killed seven workers, and Archer-Daniels Midland Company faced fines of $1.6 million for violating the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) “confined space” standard at a rail car repair facility. Further, individual managers can be held personally responsible. Thomas E. Bowley, Chief Executive of Tewksbury Industries Inc., was indicted on manslaughter charges after two company workers were killed in accidents. Mr. Bowley allegedly failed to repair safety hazards that had been identified by OSHA. If convicted, he could face up to 20 years in prison. In another case, the U.S. Supreme Court held that criminal penalties on top of civil fines do not constitute double jeopardy. For that case, in which three workers were killed, the employer was charged $750,000 in criminal fines and later $680,000 more in civil penalties.

The attitude of society toward an employer’s responsibility to provide a safe workplace has changed a great deal over the years. This chapter examines that responsibility in a legal sense and considers what can be done to establish and maintain good health, safety, and security at work.

**Health, Safety, and Security**

The terms health, safety, and security are closely related. The broader and somewhat more nebulous term is health, which refers to a general state of physical, mental, and emotional well-being. A healthy person is one who is free of illness, injury, or mental and emotional problems that impair normal human activity. However, the question of exactly what is healthy or normal behavior is open to interpretation. Health management practices in organizations strive to maintain the overall well-being of individuals.

Typically, safety refers to protecting the physical well-being of people. The main purpose of effective safety programs in organizations is to prevent work-related injuries and accidents.

The purpose of security is to protect employer facilities and equipment from unauthorized access and to protect employees while they are on work premises or work assignments. Certainly, preventing unauthorized persons from having access to organizational premises and internal systems such as computer systems is
part of protecting employees. Also, security may include providing emergency assistance programs to employees who encounter health problems while traveling on business internationally. With the growth of workplace violence, security at work has become an even greater concern for employers and employees alike.

Health, Safety, and Security Responsibilities

As Figure 16–1 indicates, the primary health, safety, and security responsibilities in an organization usually fall on supervisors and managers. An HR manager or safety specialist can help coordinate health and safety programs, investigate accidents, produce safety program materials, and conduct formal safety training. However, department supervisors and managers play key roles in maintaining safe working conditions and a healthy workforce. For example, a supervisor in a ball-bearing plant has several health and safety responsibilities: reminding employees to wear safety glasses; checking on the cleanliness of the work area; observing employees for any alcohol, drug, or emotional problems that may affect their work behavior; and recommending equipment changes (such as screens, railings, or other safety devices) to specialists in the organization.

Regarding security, HR managers and specialists must coordinate their efforts with those in other operating areas to develop access restrictions and employee identification procedures, contract or manage organizational security services such as guards, and train all managers and supervisors to handle potentially explosive situations. Managers and supervisors must observe work premises to identify potential security problems and communicate with employees exhibiting signs of stress that could lead to workplace violence.

Legal Requirements for Safety and Health

Complying with a variety of federal and state laws is fundamental for employers developing a healthy, safe, and secure workforce and working environment. A look at some major legal areas follows next.

**FIGURE 16–1 Typical Health, Safety, and Security Responsibilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR Unit</th>
<th>Managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Coordinates health and safety programs&lt;br&gt;- Develops safety reporting system&lt;br&gt;- Provides accident investigation expertise&lt;br&gt;- Provides technical expertise on accident prevention&lt;br&gt;- Develops restricted-access procedures and employee identification systems&lt;br&gt;- Trains managers to recognize and handle difficult employee situations</td>
<td>- Monitor health and safety of employees daily&lt;br&gt;- Coach employees to be safety conscious&lt;br&gt;- Investigate accidents&lt;br&gt;- Observe health and safety behavior of employees&lt;br&gt;- Monitor workplace for security problems&lt;br&gt;- Communicate with employees to identify potentially difficult employees&lt;br&gt;- Follow security procedures and recommend changes as needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Currently, all states have workers’ compensation laws in some form. Under these laws, employers contribute to an insurance fund to compensate employees for injuries received while on the job. Premiums paid reflect the accident rates at each employer. Also, these laws usually provide payments for lost wages, for medical bills, and for retraining if the worker cannot go back to the old job.

Before the passage of workers’ compensation laws, an employee might not recover damages for an injury, even if it was caused by hazards of the job or through the negligence of a fellow worker. Workers who died or became disabled as a result of occupational injury or disease received no financial guarantees for their families. Employers (and society) assumed that safety was the employee’s responsibility.

Employers once viewed accidents and occupational diseases as unavoidable by-products of work. This idea was replaced with the concept of using prevention and control to minimize or eliminate health and safety risks in the workplace.

Workers’ compensation coverage has been expanded in many states to include emotional impairment that may have resulted from physical injury, as well as job-related strain, stress, anxiety, and pressure. Some cases of suicide also have been ruled to be job-related, with payments due under workers’ compensation. However, the most common injuries are back problems, broken bones, cuts, and carpal tunnel syndrome. The most common illnesses are stress and allergies. Vehicle accidents are the number one cause of death on the job, with around 22,000 deaths occurring per year. These are examples of injuries and illnesses typically covered by workers’ compensation.

A new twist on workers’ compensation coverage is the increasing use of telecommuting by employees. It is not widely known that in most situations while working at home for an employer, individuals are covered under workers’ compensation laws. Therefore, if an employee is injured while doing employer-related work at home, the employer is liable for the injury. Some employers, including Merrill Lynch, inspect home offices and give telecommuters a two-week training course.

Workers’ compensation costs have increased dramatically in the past and have become a major issue in many states. These costs represent from 2% to 10% of payroll for most employers. Only recently has there been a small decline as workplaces have become safer and management has begun to manage workers’ compensation programs to hold costs down.

Employers must continually monitor their workers’ compensation expenditures. To reduce accidents and workers’ compensation costs, an employer should have a well-managed health and safety program. These programs typically result in:

- A reduction of insurance premiums
- Savings on litigation costs
- Less money paid to injured workers for lost work time
- Lowered expenses for training new workers
- Decreased overtime
- Increased productivity

Efforts to reduce workplace injuries and illnesses can reduce workers’ compensation premiums and claims costs. Many of the safety and health management suggestions discussed later in this chapter can be part of an effort to reduce workers’ compensation costs.
Child Labor Laws

Another area of safety concern is reflected in restrictions affecting younger workers, especially those under the age of 18. Child labor laws, found in Section XII of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), set the minimum age for most employment at 16 years. For “hazardous” occupations, 18 years is the minimum. Figure 16–2 lists 17 occupations that the federal government considers hazardous for children who work while attending school.

Age can be an issue with workers at the other end of the spectrum as well. The HR Perspective on the next page examines ethical issues in dealing with older workers.

In addition to complying with workers’ compensation, ADA, and child labor laws, most employers must comply with the Occupational Health and Safety Act of 1970. This act has had a tremendous impact on the workplace. Therefore, any person interested in HR management must develop a knowledge of the provisions and implications of the act, which is administered by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).

Americans with Disabilities Act and Safety

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is an entirely new form of regulation for health and safety. The ADA has created some problems for employers. For
example, employers sometimes try to return injured workers to “light-duty” work in order to reduce workers’ compensation costs. However, under the ADA, in making accommodations for injured employees through light-duty work, employers may be undercutting what really are essential job functions. Making such accommodations for injured employees for extended periods of time may require an employer to make accommodations for job applicants with disabilities.

Health and safety record-keeping practices have been affected by the following provision in the ADA:

Information from all medical examinations and inquiries must be kept apart from general personnel files as a separate confidential medical record available only under limited conditions specified in the ADA.

As interpreted by attorneys and HR practitioners, this provision requires that all medical-related information be maintained separately from all other confidential files. Also, specific access restrictions and security procedures must be adopted for medical records of all types, including employee medical benefit claims and treatment records.

**Occupational Safety and Health Act**

The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 was passed “to assure so far as possible every working man or woman in the Nation safe and healthful working conditions and to preserve our human resources.” Every employer engaged in commerce who has one or more employees is covered by the act. Farmers having fewer than 10 employees are exempt. Employers in specific industries, such as coal mining, are covered under other health and safety acts. Federal, state, and local government employees also are covered by separate provisions or statutes.

The Occupational Health and Safety Act of 1970 established the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, known as OSHA, to administer its provisions.
The act also established the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) as a supporting body to do research and develop standards. In addition, the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission (OSHRC) has been established to review OSHA enforcement actions and address disputes between OSHA and employers who have been cited by OSHA inspectors.

**Current Mission/Priorities of OSHA**

OSHA has fewer than a thousand inspectors for the entire country. With over six million workplaces to visit, some kind of priority system must be established. Inspection is aimed most frequently at sites that have higher-than-industry average injury and illness records. OSHA recently proposed a controversial CCP (Cooperative Compliance Program) through which employers could avoid an OSHA inspection in exchange for agreeing to establish a comprehensive safety and health program that would exceed the legal requirements of existing OSHA standards. However, the CCP idea has met with some resistance by employers.

Two recent legislative actions have been taken that affect OSHA. One law codifies the existing “consultation” programs, in which employers may voluntarily—and without penalty—request OSHA consultations to identify hazards and violations so that the problems can be corrected. The other law prohibits OSHA from basing evaluations for inspectors on the number of citations they issue. Figure 16–3 on the next page shows some areas commonly considered during a safety inspection.

**The OSHA-Safe Skier**

---
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Major OSHA Provisions Affecting Employers

The Occupational Health and Safety Act requires that in areas in which no standards have been adopted, the employer has a general duty to provide safe and healthy working conditions. Employers who know of, or who should reasonably know of, unsafe or unhealthy conditions can be cited for violating the general duty clause. Also, employers are responsible for knowing about and informing their employees of safety and health standards established by OSHA, and for displaying OSHA posters in prominent places. In addition, employers are required to enforce the use of personal protective equipment and to provide communications to make employees aware of safety considerations. The act also states that employees who report safety violations to OSHA cannot be punished or discharged by their employers.

REFUSING UNSAFE WORK Union as well as nonunion workers have refused to work when they considered the work unsafe. Although such actions may appear to be insubordination, in many cases they are not. The following are current legal conditions for refusing work because of safety concerns:

- The employee’s fear is objectively reasonable.
- The employee has tried to have the dangerous condition corrected.
- Using normal procedures to solve the problem has not worked.

WORK ASSIGNMENTS AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH Related to unsafe work is the issue of assigning employees to work in areas where their ability to have chil-
dren may be affected by exposure to chemical hazards. Women who are able to bear children or who are pregnant have presented the primary concerns, but in some situations, the possibility that men might become sterile also has been a concern.

In a court case involving reproductive health, the Supreme Court held that Johnson Controls’ policy of keeping women of childbearing capacity out of jobs that might involve lead exposure violated the Civil Rights Act and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act. To protect unborn children from the toxic effects of lead, Johnson Controls (which made lead batteries) barred women from jobs working around the lead. The Court said, “Decisions about the welfare of future children must be left to the parents who conceive, bear, support, and raise them rather than to the employers who hire those parents.”

There is very little research on reproductive health hazards. Yet employers need to protect themselves from liability for the effects of workers’ exposure to threats to reproductive health. To do so, the following actions are suggested:

- Maintain a safe workplace for all by seeking the safest methods.
- Comply with all state and federal safety laws.
- Inform employees of any known risks.
- Document employee acceptance of any risks.

However, it should be noted that there is no absolute protection from liability for employers.12

**ENFORCEMENT STANDARDS** To implement OSHA, specific standards were established regulating equipment and working environments. National standards developed by engineering and quality control groups are often used. Figure 16–4 on the next page shows the OSHA standard for personal protective equipment (PPE) as an illustration. OSHA rules and standards often are very complicated and technical. Small-business owners and managers who do not have specialists on their staffs may find the standards difficult to read and understand. In addition, the presence of many minor standards has hurt OSHA’s credibility.

**HAZARD COMMUNICATION** OSHA also has enforcement responsibilities for the federal Hazard Communication Standard, which requires manufacturers, importers, distributors, and users of hazardous chemicals to evaluate, classify, and label these substances. Employers also must make available—to employees, their representatives, and health professionals—information about hazardous substances. This information is contained in *material safety data sheets* (MSDSs), which must be kept readily accessible to those who work with chemicals and other substances. The MSDSs also indicate antidotes or actions to be taken should someone come in contact with the substances.

**PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)** One goal of OSHA has been to develop standards for personal protective equipment (refer again to Figure 16–4). These standards require that employers conduct analyses of job hazards, provide adequate PPE to employees in those jobs, and train employees in the use of PPE.

**BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS** OSHA issued a standard “to eliminate or minimize occupational exposure to hepatitis B virus (HBV), human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and other bloodborne pathogens.” This regulation was developed to
protect employees from AIDS who regularly are exposed to blood and other such substances. Obviously, health-care laboratory workers, nurses, and medical technicians are at greatest risk. However, all employers covered by OSHA regulations must be prepared in workplaces where cuts and abrasions are common. Employers with the most pronounced risks are required to have written control and response plans and to train workers in following the proper procedures.

**OSHA Inspections**

The Occupational Safety and Health Act provides for on-the-spot inspections by OSHA representatives, called compliance officers or inspectors. Under the original act, an employer could not refuse entry to an OSHA inspector. Further, the original act prohibited a compliance officer from notifying an organization before an inspection. Instead of allowing an employer to “tidy up,” this no-knock provision permits inspection of normal operations. The provision was challenged in numerous court suits. Finally, in 1978, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled on the issue in the case of *Marshall v. Barlow’s, Inc.* In that case, an Idaho plumbing and air conditioning firm, Barlow’s, refused entry to an OSHA inspector. The government
argued that the no-knock provision was necessary for enforcement of the act, and that the Fourth Amendment did not apply to a business situation in which employees and customers have access to the firm.

The Supreme Court rejected the government’s arguments, holding that safety inspectors must produce a search warrant if an employer refuses to allow an inspector into the plant voluntarily. However, the Court ruled that an inspector does not have to show probable cause to obtain a search warrant. A warrant can easily be obtained if a search is part of a general enforcement plan.13

DEALING WITH AN INSPECTION When an OSHA compliance officer arrives, managers should ask to see the inspector’s credentials. Next, the HR representative for the employer should insist on an opening conference with the compliance officer. The compliance officer may request that a union representative, an employee, and a company representative be present while the inspection is conducted. In the inspection, the officer checks organizational records to see if they are being maintained and to determine the number of accidents that have occurred. Following this review of the safety records, the officer conducts an on-the-spot inspection and may use a wide variety of equipment to test compliance with standards. After the inspection, the compliance officer can issue citations for any violations of standards and provisions of the act.

CITATIONS AND VIOLATIONS While OSHA inspectors can issue citations for violations of the provisions of the act, whether a citation is issued depends on the severity and extent of the problems, and on the employer’s knowledge of them. In addition, depending on the nature and number of violations, penalties can be assessed against employers. The nature and extent of the penalties depend on the type and severity of the violations as determined by OSHA officials. Figure 16–5 shows sample OSHA proposed penalties and violations for a recent year.

There are five types of violations, ranging from severe to minimal, including a special category for repeated violations:

- **Imminent danger:** When there is reasonable certainty that the condition will cause death or serious physical harm if it is not corrected immediately, an imminent-danger citation is issued and a notice posted by an inspector. Imminent-danger situations are handled on the highest-priority basis. They are reviewed by a regional OSHA director and must be corrected immedi-

**FIGURE 16–5 Examples of OSHA-Proposed Penalties for a Recent Year**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Proposed Penalty</th>
<th>Alleged Violations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wyman-Gordon Forgings</td>
<td>$1.8 million</td>
<td>Lockout/tagout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cagle’s Inc.</td>
<td>$1.3 million</td>
<td>Lockout/tagout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF &amp; I Steel</td>
<td>$1.3 million</td>
<td>Fall Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgriGeneral Co.</td>
<td>$1 million</td>
<td>Fire Electrical, Sanitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Rockwood Inc.</td>
<td>$824,600</td>
<td>Confined Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landis Plastics Inc.</td>
<td>$720,700</td>
<td>Record keeping, Machine Guards, Ergonomics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: The U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration
ately. If the condition is serious enough and the employer does not cooperate, a representative of OSHA may go to a federal judge and obtain an injunction to close the company until the condition is corrected. The absence of guard railings to prevent employees from falling into heavy machinery is one example.

- **Serious:** When a condition could probably cause death or serious physical harm, and the employer should know of the condition, a serious-violation citation is issued. Examples are the absence of a protective screen on a lathe or the lack of a blade guard on an electric saw.

- **Other than serious:** Other-than-serious violations could have an impact on employees’ health or safety but probably would not cause death or serious harm. Having loose ropes in a work area might be classified as an other-than-serious violation.

- **De minimis:** A de minimis condition is one that is not directly and immediately related to employees’ safety or health. No citation is issued, but the condition is mentioned to the employer. Lack of doors on toilet stalls is a common example of a de minimis violation.

- **Willful and repeated:** Citations for willful and repeated violations are issued to employers who have been previously cited for violations. If an employer knows about a safety violation or has been warned of a violation and does not correct the problem, a second citation is issued. The penalty for a willful and repeated violation can be very high. If death results from an accident that involves such a safety violation, a jail term of six months can be imposed on responsible executives or managers.

**Record-Keeping Requirements**

OSHA has established a standard national system for recording occupational injuries, accidents, and fatalities. Employers are generally required to maintain a detailed annual record of the various types of accidents for inspection by OSHA representatives and for submission to the agency. Employers that have had good safety records in previous years and that have fewer than 10 employees are not required to keep detailed records. However, many organizations must complete OSHA form 200, a portion of which is shown in Figure 16-6. Those organizations required to complete OSHA 200 reports are:

- Firms having frequent hospitalizations, injuries, or illnesses
- Firms having work-related deaths
- Firms included in OSHA’s annual labor statistics survey

No one knows how many industrial accidents go unreported. It may be many more than anyone suspects, despite the fact that OSHA has increased its surveillance of accident-reporting records. OSHA guidelines state that facilities whose accident record is below the national average rarely need inspecting.

**ACCIDENT FREQUENCY RATE** Accident frequency and severity rates must be calculated. Regulations from OSHA require organizations to calculate injury frequency rates per 100 full-time employees on an annual basis. Employers compute accident severity rates by figuring the number of lost-time cases, the number of lost workdays, and the number of deaths. These figures are then related to total work hours per 100 full-time employees and compared with industry-wide rates and other employers’ rates.
REPORTING INJURIES AND ILLNESSES

Four types of injuries or illnesses have been defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970:

- **Injury- or illness-related deaths:** These include job-related injuries or disabling occurrences that cause an employee to miss his or her regularly scheduled work on the day following the accident.
- **Lost-time or disability injuries:** These include job-related injuries or disabling occurrences that cause an employee to miss his or her regularly scheduled work on the day following the accident.
- **Medical care injuries:** These injuries require treatment by a physician but do not cause an employee to miss a regularly scheduled work turn.
- **Minor injuries:** These injuries require first-aid treatment and do not cause an employee to miss the next regularly scheduled work turn.

The record-keeping requirements for these injuries and illnesses are summarized in Figure 16–7 on the next page. Notice that only minor injuries do not have to be recorded for OSHA. Managers may attempt to avoid reporting lost-time or medical care injuries. For example, if several managers are trained in first aid, some minor injuries can be treated at the worksite.

**Evaluating Effects of OSHA**

By making employers and employees more aware of safety and health considerations, OSHA has had a significant impact on organizations. But how effective the act has been is not clear. It does appear that OSHA regulations have been able to reduce the number of accidents and injuries in some cases. But while some studies have shown that OSHA has had a positive impact, others have shown that OSHA has had no impact.
OSHA has been criticized on several fronts. Because the agency has so many worksites to inspect, many employers have only a relatively small chance of being inspected. Some suggest that many employers pay little attention to OSHA enforcement efforts for this reason. Labor unions and others have criticized OSHA and Congress for not providing enough inspectors. For instance, it is common to find that many of the worksites at which workers suffered severe injuries or deaths had not been inspected in the previous five years.

Employers, especially smaller ones, continue to complain about the complexity of complying with OSHA standards and the costs associated with penalties and with making changes required to remedy problem areas. Small employers point out that according to statistics from OSHA, their businesses already have significantly lower work-related injury and illness rates than larger ones. For larger firms, the costs of penalties and required changes may be larger, but incurring such costs does not appear to significantly affect the way outsiders—such as investors—view the firms.

**FIGURE 16-7 Guide to Recordability of Cases Under the Occupational Safety and Health Act**

OSHA Cases

- Result from a Work Accident or from an Exposure in the Work Environment
  - Death
  - Illness
  - Injury Involving Medical Treatment (other than first aid)
    - Cases Must Be Recorded

- Do Not Result from a Work Accident or from an Exposure in the Work Environment
  - None of These
    - Cases Are Not to Be Recorded

Safety Management

Effective safety management requires an organizational commitment to safe working conditions. But more importantly, well designed and managed safety programs can pay dividends in reduced accidents and the associated costs, such as workers’ compensation and possible fines. Further, accidents and other safety concerns do respond to management efforts emphasizing safety. The difference between firms with good safety performance and those OSHA has targeted as being well below the industry average often is an effective safety management program.

An Effective Safety Management Program

An effective safety management program usually entails the following:

- Organizational commitment and responsibility
- Safety policies and discipline
- Safety training and communications
- Safety committees
- Inspection, accident investigation, and research
- Evaluation of safety efforts

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT AND RESPONSIBILITY At the heart of safety management is an organizational commitment to a comprehensive safety effort. This effort should be coordinated from the top level of management to include all members of the organization. It also should be reflected in managerial actions. If the president of a small electrical manufacturing firm does not wear a hard hat in the manufacturing shop, he can hardly expect to enforce a requirement that all employees wear hard hats in the shop. Unfortunately, sincere support by top management often is missing from safety programs. However, the importance of a real commitment to safety is strongly demonstrated by some public and private organizations, which choose to reject contract bids from firms with poor safety records.

Once a commitment is made to safety, planning efforts must be coordinated with duties assigned to supervisors, managers, safety specialists, and HR specialists. Naturally, duties vary according to the size of the organization and the industry.

There are three different approaches that an employer might choose in managing safety. Successful programs may use all three in dealing with safety issues. Figure 16–8 on the next page shows the organizational, engineering, and individual approaches and their components.

The focus of any systematic approach to safety is the continued diligence of workers, managers, and others. Employees who are not reminded of safety violations, who are not encouraged to be safety conscious, or who violate company safety rules and policies are not likely to be safe.

SAFETY POLICIES AND DISCIPLINE Designing safety policies and rules and disciplining violators, are important components of safety efforts. Frequently reinforcing the need for safe behavior and supplying feedback on positive safety practices also are extremely effective in improving worker safety.

Consistent enforcement has been used by employers as a defense against OSHA citations. In one situation, a utility foreman was electrocuted while...
operating an overhead crane. However, the company was exonerated because it had consistently enforced safety rules and penalized violators. The employee who was killed had violated a safety rule for grounding equipment even though the company had given him regular safety training, had posted signs prominently, and had warned all employees about grounding equipment. The OSHA district director ruled that the employee’s action was an isolated incident and management was not to blame.

SAFETY TRAINING AND COMMUNICATIONS  One way to encourage employee safety is to involve all employees at various times in safety training sessions and committee meetings and to have these meetings frequently. In addition to safety training, continuous communication to develop safety consciousness is necessary. Merely sending safety memos is not enough. Posting safety policies and rules is part of this effort. Contests, incentives, and posters are all ways to heighten safety awareness. Changing safety posters, continually updating bulletin boards, and posting safety information in visible areas also are recommended. Safety films and videotapes are additional ways to communicate safety ideas.

SAFETY COMMITTEES  Workers frequently are involved in safety planning through safety committees, often composed of workers from a variety of levels and departments. A safety committee generally has regularly scheduled meetings, has specific responsibilities for conducting safety reviews, and makes recommendations for changes necessary to avoid future accidents. Usually, at least one member of the committee is from the HR unit.

Care must be taken that managers do not compose a majority on a safety committee. Otherwise, the employer may be in violation of some provisions of the National Labor Relations Act. That act, as explained in detail in Chapter 18,
prohibits employers from dominating a labor organization. Some safety committees have been ruled to be labor organizations because they deal with working conditions.

In approximately 32 states, all but the smallest employers may be required to establish safety committees. From time to time, legislation has been introduced at the federal level to require joint management/employee safety committees. But as yet, no federal provisions have been enacted. Figure 16–9 shows a job description for a safety committee.

**INSPECTION, ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION, AND RESEARCH** It is not necessary to wait for an OSHA inspector to inspect the work area for safety hazards. Inspections may be done by a safety committee or by a safety coordinator. They should be done on a regular basis, because OSHA may inspect organizations with above-average lost workday rates more frequently.

When accidents occur, they should be investigated by the employer’s safety committee or safety coordinator. In investigating the scene of an accident, it is important to determine the physical and environmental conditions that contributed to the accident. Poor lighting, poor ventilation, and wet floors are some possible contributors. Investigation at the scene should be done as soon as possible after an accident to ensure that the conditions under which the accident occurred have not changed significantly. One way to obtain an accurate view of the accident scene is with photographs or videotapes.

The second phase of the investigation is the interview of the injured employee, his or her supervisor, and witnesses to the accident. The interviewer attempts to

**FIGURE 16–9 Job Description for a Safety Committee**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAFETY COMMITTEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commitment:</strong> To eliminate workplace hazards that are capable of causing significant injury or illness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mission:</strong> To foster a spirit of open communication and cooperation in resolving all issues that pertain to employee safety and health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Responsibilities:</strong> The safety committee shall:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Review the results of workplace safety inspections to identify and analyze hazards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Review accident and injury reports (including close calls) to identify and analyze hazards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Review and act upon safety and health concerns, suggestions, and needs communicated by employees and supervisors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Review workplace hazard assessments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Conduct semiannual walk-through safety inspections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Identify and communicate specific safety and health related needs and improvements to the employer, supervisors, and employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Perform an annual audit of the safety and health program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

determine what happened and how the accident was caused. These interviews may also generate some suggestions on how to prevent similar accidents in the future. In the third phase, based on observations of the scene and interviews, investigators complete an accident investigation report. This report form provides the data required by OSHA.

Finally, recommendations should be made on how the accident could have been prevented, and on what changes are needed to avoid similar accidents. Identifying why an accident occurred is useful, but taking steps to prevent similar accidents from occurring also is important.

Closely related to accident investigation is research to determine ways of preventing accidents. Employing safety engineers or having outside experts evaluate the safety of working conditions is useful. If many similar accidents seem to occur in an organizational unit, a safety education training program may be necessary to emphasize safe working practices. As an example, a publishing company reported a greater-than-average number of back injuries among employees who lifted heavy boxes. Safety training on the proper way to lift heavy objects was initiated to reduce the number of back injuries.

**EVALUATION OF SAFETY EFFORTS** Organizations should monitor and evaluate their safety efforts. Just as organizational accounting records are audited, a firm’s safety efforts should be audited periodically as well. Accident and injury statistics should be compared with previous accident patterns to identify any significant changes. This analysis should be designed to measure progress in safety management. A manager at a hospital might measure its safety efforts by comparing the hospital’s accident rate with hospital industry figures and with rates at other hospitals of the same size in the area.

**Engineering Issues in Safety and Health**

Logic and reason suggest that both work design and human work behaviors contribute to safety. Yet some approaches to reducing accidents focus on one or the other exclusively. Both approaches as part of a well-organized safety effort are valuable, so they tend to be most effective when considered jointly.

**PHYSICAL SETTING OF WORK** Designing jobs properly requires consideration of the physical setting of a job. The way the work space surrounding a job is utilized can influence the worker’s performance of the job itself. Several job-setting factors have been identified, including: size of work area, kinds of materials used, sensory conditions, distance between work areas, and interference from noise and traffic flow. Temperature, noise, and light levels are sensory conditions that affect job performance. For example, noise decreases performance on complex mental tasks, tasks requiring speed, and tasks requiring high levels of perceptual capacity. “Personal space” is another factor to be considered. Some people need more space than others, and space needs vary from culture to culture. Violation of space requirements makes people feel either isolated or crowded. Both reactions may cause stress and related safety and health problems.

**SICK BUILDING SYNDROME** The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines sick building syndrome as a situation in which occupants experience acute health problems and discomfort that appear to be linked to time spent in a building. As an example, judges, lawyers, jurors, and employees who stayed in the Suffolk
County Courthouse in Boston for any length of time complained of headaches, dizziness, sore throats, and other illnesses. After extensive study, the problems were traced to a waterproof coating used when the building was renovated. The problems were so severe that approximately 200 workers had to be relocated for several years while various solutions were tried. Unfortunately, this building is not the only example of such problems.

One cause of sick buildings is poor air quality, which arises in “sealed” buildings where windows cannot be opened. Inadequate ventilation, as well as airborne contamination from carpets, molds, copy machines, adhesives, and fungi, can cause sick buildings. Also, problems may result when the air flow and circulation controls are too sophisticated for the people who maintain them, or when operators try to cut corners to save energy.

**ERGONOMICS AND SAFETY** **Ergonomics** is the proper design of the work environment to address the physical demands experienced by people. The term comes from the Greek *ergon*, meaning “work,” and the suffix “-omics,” meaning “management of.” An ergonomist studies physiological, psychological, and engineering design aspects of a job, including such factors as fatigue, lighting, tools, equipment layout, and placement of controls. Human factors engineering is a related field.

Most recently, attention has focused on the application of ergonomic principles to the design of workstations where computer operators work with personal computers (PCs) and video display terminals (VDTs) for periods of time. Figure 16–10 shows an ergonomically correct PC/VDT workstation. Notice that the level of the table, vision line of the screen, and chair height are all designed ergonomically. Workstations, tools, and jobs must “fit” a person just as a pair of shoes

**FIGURE 16–10 An Ergonomically Correct Workstation**
must fit, or injuries can occur. Many eyestrain problems are related to glare and poor lighting or poor screen resolution. Ergonomically correct workstations focus on chair adjustments and support, VDT area and quality, station height, lighting, glare, noise levels, document placement, and screen flicker; rest breaks and employee training are also emphasized. ¹⁷

**ENGINEERING OF WORK EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS** Employers can prevent some accidents by designing machines, equipment, and work areas so that workers who daydream periodically or who perform potentially dangerous jobs cannot injure themselves and others. Providing safety equipment and guards on machinery and installing emergency switches often forestall accidents. To prevent a punch-press operator from mashing her finger, a safety guard is attached to a machine so her hand cannot accidentally slip into the machine. Actions such as installing safety rails, keeping aisles clear, and installing adequate ventilation, lighting, heating, and air conditioning can all help make work environments safer.

**CUMULATIVE TRAUMA AND REPETITIVE STRESS** Repetitive stress injuries, repetitive motion injuries, cumulative trauma disorders, carpal tunnel syndrome, ergonomic hazards—this listing of serious-sounding problems applies to many workplaces. **Cumulative trauma disorders (CTDs)** occur when workers repetitively use the same muscles to perform tasks, resulting in muscle and skeletal injuries. These problems are occurring in a variety of work settings. The meat-packing industry has the highest level of CTDs. But office workers increasingly are experiencing CTDs, primarily from extensive typing and data entry on computers and computer-related equipment. Grocery cashiers also have experienced CTDs from repetitively twisting their wrists when they scan bar codes on canned goods.

Carpal tunnel syndrome, one of the most common cumulative trauma disorders, has existed for years. Figure 16–11 shows lost-time injuries caused by carpal tunnel syndrome. It is an injury common to people who put their hands through repetitive motions such as typing, playing certain musical instruments, cutting, or sewing. The motion irritates the tendons in the “carpal tunnel” area of the wrist. As the tendons swell, they squeeze the median nerve. The result is pain and numbness in the thumb, index finger, and middle finger. The hands of victims become clumsy and weak. Pain at night increases, and at advanced stages not even surgery can cure the problem. Victims eventually lose feeling in their hands if they do not receive timely treatment.

**Individual Approach to Safety**

Engineers approach safety from the perspective of redesigning the machinery or the work area. Industrial psychologists see safety differently. They are concerned with the proper match of individuals to jobs and emphasize employee training in safety methods, fatigue reduction, and health awareness.

Industrial psychologists have conducted numerous field studies with thousands of employees, looking at the “human factors” in accidents. The results show a definite relationship between emotional factors, such as stress, and accidents. Other studies point to the importance of individual differences, motivation, attitudes, and learning as key factors in controlling the human element in safety.
Individual-based safety attempts to identify and modify behaviors that can lead to accidents. It may use “coaches” or “observers” to identify dangerous behavior.

**ACCIDENT RATES AND INDIVIDUALS** Attitudinal variables are among the individual factors that affect accident rates. Attitudes toward working conditions, accidents, and safe work practices can be important, because more problems are caused by careless employees than by machines or employer negligence. At one time, workers who were dissatisfied with their jobs were thought to have higher accident rates. However, this assumption has been questioned in recent years. Although employees’ personalities, attitudes, and individual characteristics apparently have some influence on accidents, exact cause-and-effect relationships are difficult to establish.

**ACCIDENT RATES AND WORK SCHEDULES** Work schedules can be another cause for accidents. The relationship between work schedules and accidents can be explained as follows: Fatigue based on physical exertion rarely exists in today’s industrial workplace. But fatigue defined as boredom, which occurs when a person is required to do the same tasks for a long period of time, is rather common. As
fatigue of this kind increases, motivation is reduced; along with decreased motivation, workers’ attention wanders, and the likelihood of accidents increases.

A particular area of concern in work scheduling is overtime. Overtime work has been consistently related to accident incidence. Further, the more overtime worked, the more severe accidents appeared to be.

Another area of concern is the relationship of accident rates to different shifts, particularly late-night shifts. Many employees who work late-night shifts experience sleeplessness during the day, so that they arrive back at work tired and not as alert. Also, because there tend to be fewer supervisors and managers working the “graveyard” shifts, workers tend to receive less training and supervision. Both of these factors lead to higher accident rates; see the HR Perspective for an example.

**Employee Safety Motivation and Incentives** Convincing employees to keep safety standards continuously in mind while performing their jobs is difficult. Often, employees think that safety measures are bothersome and unnecessary until an injury occurs. For example, it may be necessary for employees to wear safety glasses in a laboratory most of the time. But if the glasses are awkward, employees may resist using them, even when they know they should have protection. Also some employees, who may have worked for years without wearing the glasses, may think this requirement is a nuisance. Because of such problems, safety training and communication efforts must address safety issues, so that employees view safety as important and are motivated to follow safe work practices.

To encourage employees to work safely, many organizations have used safety contests and have given employees incentives for safe work behavior.
Jewelry, clocks, watches, and even vacation trips have been given as rewards for good safety records. For example, safe driving awards for drivers in trucking firms have been quite successful in generating safety consciousness. Belt buckles and lapel pins are especially popular with the drivers. Unfortunately, there is some evidence that incentives tend to reinforce underreporting and "creative" classifying of accidents. In the last few days of a big safety contest, most people will think long and hard before they cost their team the prize by reporting an accident.20

Health

Employee health problems are varied—and somewhat inevitable. They can range from minor illnesses such as colds to serious illnesses related to the jobs performed. Some employees have emotional health problems; others have alcohol or drug problems. Some problems are chronic; others are transitory. But all may affect organizational operations and individual employee productivity. A look at some common health problems at work follows next.

AIDS and Other Life-Threatening Illnesses

Employers are increasingly confronted by problems associated with employees who have AIDS or other life-threatening illnesses such as cancer. First, there is eventual decline in productivity and attendance brought on by progressive deterioration. Then, with AIDS specifically, there are the problems associated with coworker anxiety in the workplace. However, with new treatments for HIV and AIDS, more HIV-positive employees are able to participate in the workforce longer. The Centers for Disease Control estimates that there are between 650,000 and 900,000 people with HIV or AIDS in the United States, with 40,000 added each year.21 Of those, 85% are male, 35% are African American, 18% are Hispanic American, and 46% are white.22

Some firms have policies to deal with AIDS and other life-threatening illnesses. Firms that have lost an employee to one of these diseases are more likely to have
a policy than those that have not. But estimates are that only 25% of the larger employers in the United States have a policy on life-threatening illness.

It appears that many companies deem it unnecessary to adopt specific policies that deal solely with AIDS and other life-threatening illnesses because they do not want to draw attention to them and unnecessarily alarm employees. No matter what information the experts might offer to assuage the fear of other employees, a co-worker with AIDS, whether on the shop floor or in the executive offices, creates feelings of anxiety and unease among other employees, suppliers, and customers. To meet this problem, and yet address the needs of afflicted employees, some companies are electing to continue to pay the employees full salary, medical, and retirement benefits on the stipulation that they not return to work. In a different approach, other employers have instituted education and training programs to educate employees about AIDS and other life-threatening illnesses.

**Smoking at Work**

Arguments and rebuttals characterize the smoking-at-work controversy, and statistics are rampant. A multitude of state and local laws have been passed that deal with smoking in the workplace and public places. Passage of these laws has been viewed by many employers positively, because they relieve employers of the responsibility for making decisions on smoking issues. But many courts, unlike state legislatures, have been hesitant to address the smoking-at-work issue. They clearly prefer to let employers and employees resolve their differences rather than prohibiting or supporting the right to smoke.

As a result of health studies, complaints by nonsmokers, and state laws, many employers have established no-smoking policies throughout their workplaces. Although employees who smoke tend to complain initially when a smoking ban is instituted, they seem to have little difficulty adjusting within a few weeks, and many quit smoking or reduce the number of cigarettes they use each workday. Employers have also offered smoking cessation workshops and even cash incentives to employees who quit smoking, and these measures do seem to reduce smoking by employees.

**Substance Abuse**

**Substance abuse** is defined as the use of illicit substances or the misuse of controlled substances, alcohol, or other drugs. There are millions of substance abusers in the workforce, and they cost the United States billions of dollars annually. The incidence of substance abuse is greatest among white men aged 19 to 23. At work it is higher among men than women and higher among whites than other groups. Also, blue-collar workers are more likely than white-collar workers to abuse substances.

Drug tests are used by many employers, and the number of positive test results are dropping. These results may mean that fewer employees are using drugs, or that drug users have learned to avoid analysis, or both. If an employee tests positive, 22% of employers terminate that worker immediately, 21% take disciplinary actions, and 63% refer the worker to counseling and treatment. More information on drug testing is contained in Chapter 17.

Alcohol testing is on the rise as well; about a third of businesses test for alcohol use. Most such testing follows an accident or is done for reasonable cause, such as failing a fitness-for-duty test.
**FITNESS-FOR-DUTY TESTS** Everyone experiences day-to-day variations in their ability to perform their work-related duties. These variations are usually small and of little consequence. However, alcohol or drugs can cause significant changes. Fitness-for-duty tests are an attempt to detect such impairment before putting a person behind dangerous equipment. As an example, when a crew of delivery-truck drivers comes to work, they are asked to “play” a video game—with serious consequences. Unless the machine presents a receipt saying they passed the test, they are not allowed to drive their trucks that day. These video games measure whether employees have the hand-eye coordination to perform their jobs on a given day. The computer has already established a baseline for each employee. Subsequent testing measures the employees against these baselines. Interestingly, most test failures are not drug- or alcohol-related. Initial results suggest that fatigue, illness, and personal problems more frequently render a person unfit to perform a sensitive job.

Not everyone likes fitness-for-duty testing. One federal drug official questions the reliability of such tests in detecting impairment. And a union official opposes the tests on the principle that management could come in and establish a company baseline designed to eliminate older employees. But another union president notes that fitness-for-duty tests are less invasive than drug tests overall and the results from them are often available sooner. Indeed, as a common saying goes in some dangerous jobs, urinalysis results arrive just in time for the funeral.26

**SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND THE ADA** The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) determines how management can handle substance-abuse cases. The practicing illegal drug abuser is specifically excluded from the definition of disabled under the act. However, those addicted to legal substances (alcohol, for example) are not excluded. Previous legislation and various government agencies have defined disabled differently, but members of the medical community seem to agree that both alcohol and drug abuse are mental disorders. Therefore, addiction is generally regarded as a disease, similar to mental disorders. Further, regulations developed to administer the ADA define as disabilities both alcoholism and drug addiction that have been treated. Therefore, the prudent employer considers recovering substance abusers as disabled under the ADA and proceeds accordingly in considering them for employment and making accommodations for them to receive treatment.

**SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MANAGERIAL RESPONSIBILITY** Employers are concerned about substance abuse because it alters work behaviors. The effects may be subtle, such as tardiness, increased absenteeism, slower work pace, higher rate of mistakes, and less time spent at the workstation. Substance abuse also can cause altered behaviors at work, so that more withdrawal (physical and psychological) and antagonistic behaviors occur. Also, the organization may be held liable for injuries to others if its managers should have been aware that an employee’s drug use was a problem. Figure 16—12 on the next page shows common signs of substance abuse. However, not all signs are present in any one case. A pattern that includes some of these behaviors should be a reason to play closer attention.

To encourage employees to seek help for their substance-abuse problems, a firm-choice option is usually recommended and has been endorsed legally. In this procedure, the employee is privately confronted by a supervisor or manager about unsatisfactory work-related behaviors. Then, in keeping with the disciplinary system, he or she is offered a choice between help, possibly through an
employee assistance program (discussed later in this chapter), and discipline. Treatment options and consequences of further unsatisfactory performance are clearly discussed, including what the employer will do. Confidentiality and follow-up are critical when employers use the firm-choice option.

**Stress**

The pressures of modern life, coupled with the demands of a job, can lead to emotional imbalances that are collectively labeled stress. Not all stress is unpleasant. To be alive means to respond to the stress of achievement and the excitement of a challenge. In fact, there is evidence that people need a certain amount of stimulation, and that monotony can bring on some of the same problems as overwork. The term stress usually refers to excessive stress.

Evidence of stress can be seen everywhere, from the 35-year-old executive who suddenly dies of a heart attack to the dependable worker who unexpectedly commits suicide. Several studies indicate that some people who abuse alcohol and/or drugs do so to help reduce stress.27

When an emotional problem (stress-related or otherwise) becomes so severe that it disrupts an employee’s ability to function normally, the employee should be directed to appropriate professionals for help. Because emotional problems are difficult to diagnose, supervisors and managers should not become involved in the diagnosis. For example, if a worker is emotionally upset because of marital difficulties, a supervisor should not give advice. Instead, the employee should be referred to a program staffed by professionals.

Stress, long considered an American phenomenon, is showing up in other places as well. For example, in France, a survey found that 57% of respondents said they work in stressful conditions. The main causes were time pressure, fear of losing a job, deadlines, and fragmented work.28

**Managing Health Issues at Work**

Employers who are concerned about maintaining a healthy workforce must move beyond simply providing healthy working conditions and begin to address employee health and wellness in other ways. Some major ways employers are attempting to deal with employee health issues are described next.

---

**FIGURE 16–12 Common Signs of Substance Abuse**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fatigue</th>
<th>Misses deadlines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slurred speech</td>
<td>Depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flushed cheeks</td>
<td>Irritability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties walking</td>
<td>Emotional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many unscheduled absences, especially on Mondays and Fridays</td>
<td>Overreacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistency</td>
<td>Exhibits violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty remembering details</td>
<td>Borrows money frequently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Argues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wellness Programs

Employers’ desires to improve productivity, decrease absenteeism, and control health-care costs have come together in the “wellness” movement. Wellness programs are designed to maintain or improve employee health before problems arise. Wellness programs encourage self-directed lifestyle changes. Early wellness programs were aimed primarily at reducing the cost and risk of disease. Newer programs emphasize healthy lifestyles and environment. Typical programs may include the following:

- Screenings (risk factors, blood pressures, cardiovascular disease, etc.)
- Exercise programs (endurance, aerobics, strength, etc.)
- Education and awareness programs (stress reduction, weight control, prevention of back pain, etc.)
- Skills programs (CPR, first aid, etc.)

Organizations have entered the “wellness business,” not just because they have suddenly developed a higher social conscience, but because each year, employers spend billions of dollars on group life and health insurance premiums. Much of that money goes to finance care after emergencies (such as heart attacks) that are, at least to some degree, preventable.

There are a number of ways to assess the effectiveness of wellness programs. Participation rates by employees is one way. The participation rates vary by type of activity, but generally 20% to 40% of employees participate in the different activities in a wellness program. Although more participation would be beneficial, the programs have resulted in healthier lifestyles for more employees. Cost/benefit analyses tend to support the continuation of wellness programs as well.

Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs)

One method that organizations are using as a broad-based response to health issues is the employee assistance program (EAP), which provides counseling and other help to employees having emotional, physical, or other personal problems. In such a program, an employer establishes a liaison with a social service counseling agency. Employees who have problems may then contact the agency, either voluntarily or by employer referral, for assistance with a broad range of problems. Counseling costs are paid for by the employer, either in total or up to a preestablished limit.

EAPs are attempts to help employees with a variety of problems. Some HR managers feel that EAPs make their other HR programs more effective. For example, in one large company, the Vice President of Human Resources found that much of his department’s time was being consumed by such problems as employee anxiety reactions, suicide attempts, alcohol- and drug-related absences, and family disturbances. Further, the medical department was not able to provide accurate information on whether affected employees could successfully return to work. The vice president decided an EAP might save a great deal of time and money and was able to convince the president of the firm to fund the costs of the EAP.

It is especially important to have such programs available when dealing with a potentially violent employee or one involved with substance abuse. Also, those with life-threatening illnesses or suffering from extreme stress can be referred to EAPs. Figure 16–13 shows the areas addressed by a typical EAP.
Unfortunately, it is hard to find an objective assessment of how effective EAPs have been. On the one hand, the Employee Assistance Professionals Association contends that for every dollar employers invest in EAPs, they recover an estimated three to five dollars in reduction of other costs or increased productivity. On the other side of the issue are those who contend that EAPs cause health-care costs to go up, not down, because of difficulty in measuring effectiveness. Further, there are many areas of potential liability arising out of EAPs for employers that must be considered before establishing them.32

**Security**

Traditionally, when employers have addressed worker health, safety, and security, they have been concerned about reducing workplace accidents, improving workers’ safety practices, and reducing health hazards at work. However, a shocking statistic is that *homicide* (meaning murder) is the second leading cause of workplace fatalities in the United States, following only transportation-related deaths.
During the last few years, workplace homicide has been the number one cause of job deaths in several states. Nationally, in one year, approximately one thousand individuals were killed at work, and an additional two million people were attacked at work. About 70% of the workplace fatalities involved armed robberies. (See Figure 16–14.)

Workers such as police officers, taxi drivers, and convenience store clerks are more likely to be murdered on the job than employees in many other occupations. Often, these deaths occur during armed robbery attempts. But what has shocked many employers in a variety of industries has been the number of disgruntled employees or former employees who have resorted to homicide in the workplace to deal with their anger and grievances.

Security in workplaces is increasing in importance as an HR issue. Vandalism of organization property, theft of company equipment and employees’ personal property, and unauthorized “hacking” of organization computers are all examples of major security concerns today.

**Workplace Violence**

The violence committed at work against employees by coworkers and former coworkers is a growing concern for employers. Also, employers have faced legal action by employees or their survivors for failing to protect workers from violence at work by disgruntled spouses, boyfriends, or girlfriends.

These concerns have led many employers to conduct training for supervisors and managers on how to recognize the signs of a potentially violent employee and what to do when violence occurs. During training at many firms, supervisors learn the typical profile of potentially violent employees. They are trained to notify the HR department and to refer employees to outside counseling.

**FIGURE 16–14 Workplace Violence**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workplace Fatalities</th>
<th>Homicides by Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leading Causes</strong> (by percent)</td>
<td><strong>Number Annually</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Incidents</td>
<td>Grocery stores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assaults and Violent Acts</td>
<td>Eating/Drinking places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact with Objects and Equipment</td>
<td>Taxi cabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falls</td>
<td>Police/Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure to Harmful Substances and Environments</td>
<td>Gas stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fires and Explosions and Other</td>
<td>Liquor stores</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration
professionals, whose services are covered by employee assistance programs that are offered by employers.

Figure 16–15 shows the warning signs and characteristics of a potentially violent person at work. Research on individuals who have committed the most violent acts shows the relatively common profile depicted in Figure 16–15. A person with some of these problems may cope for years until a trauma pushes him or her over the edge. A profound humiliation or rejection, the end of a marriage, or the loss of a lawsuit or job may make a difficult employee take a distinct turn for the worse.

Some experts recommend that supervisors talk with employees who make threats in order to allow the employees to vent some of their hostility and anger. Also, supervisors should try to get HR professionals involved. Often, an HR staff member can arrange for an upset employee to talk with the trained professionals available through employee assistance programs. Another approach is to establish a violence response team, composed of employees trained to handle violent individuals. Members of this team can discuss and/or deal with potentially violent employees and customers.

However, employers must be careful, because they may face legal action for discrimination if they discharge employees for behaviors that often precede violent acts. For example, in several cases, employees who were terminated or suspended for making threats or even engaging in physical actions against coworkers have sued their employees, claiming they had mental disabilities under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

**Domestic Causes of Workplace Violence**

Violence that begins at home with family or “friends” can spill over to the workplace. Women are much more likely than men to experience violence committed as a result of a personal relationship. The same is true in the workplace. On the other hand, men are more likely to be attacked by a stranger. Close to 1 in 5 homicides for women at work are current or former husbands or boyfriends.
About 75% of battered women report frequently being harassed by abusing partners at work, by telephone, or in person.36

Many employers are unaware of domestic violence and its effects on employees. As the problem gets more recognition, employers are taking some of the following actions to combat the problems:

- Classes in prevention
- Recommending counseling services for victims
- Domestic violence training
- Inclusion of victims in EAPs

**Security Audit**

Conducting a comprehensive analysis of the vulnerability of organizational security is the purpose of a **security audit**. Often, such an audit uses managers inside the organization—such as the HR manager and facilities manager—and outsiders, such as security consultants, police officers, fire officials, and computer security experts.37

Typically, a security audit begins with a survey of the area around the facility. Such factors as lighting in parking lots, traffic flow, location of emergency response services, crime in the surrounding neighborhood, and the layout of the buildings and grounds are evaluated. Also included is an audit of the security available within the firm, including the capabilities of guards and others involved with security.

Another part of the security audit is a review of **disaster plans**, which address how to deal with natural disasters such as floods, fires, and civil disturbances. The most commonly used preventative measures for enhancing workplace security are:

- Workshops/training
- Security cameras/doors, etc.
- Security guards
- ID badges
- Discipline/termination of offenders
- Threat assessment

**Controlled Access**

A key part of security is controlling access to the physical facilities of the organization. As mentioned earlier, many workplace homicides occur during robberies. Therefore, those employees most vulnerable, such as taxi drivers and convenience store clerks, must be provided secure areas to which access is limited. For instance, providing plexiglass partitions and requiring use of cash trays have reduced deaths in some convenience store/gasoline station locations.

Many organizations limit access to facilities and work areas by using electronic access or keycard systems. While not foolproof, these systems can make it more difficult for an unauthorized person, such as an estranged husband or a disgruntled ex-employee, to enter the premises. Access controls also can be used in elevators and stairwells to prevent unauthorized persons from entering certain areas within a facility.

Yet another part of security is controlling access to computer systems. With so many transactions and records being handled by computers, it is crucial that
adequate security provisions be in place to prevent unauthorized access to computer systems, including human resource information systems (HRIS).

**Employee Screening and Selection**

A key facet of providing security is to screen job applicants. As discussed in Chapter 9, there are legal limits on what can be done, particularly regarding the use of psychological tests and checking of references. However, firms that do not screen employees adequately may be subject to liability if an employee commits crimes later. For instance, an individual with a criminal record for assault was hired by a firm to perform interior maintenance of sound equipment. The employee used a passkey to enter a home and assault the owner, and the employer was ruled liable. Of course, employers must be careful when selecting employees to use only valid, job-related screening means and to avoid violating federal EEO laws and the Americans with Disabilities Act.

**Security Personnel**

Having sufficient security personnel who are adequately trained is a critical part of security management. Many employers contract for this service with firms specializing in security. If employees are to be used, they must be selected and trained to handle a variety of workplace security problems, ranging from dealing with violent behavior by an employee to taking charge in natural disasters.

**Summary**

- Health is a general state of physical, mental, and emotional well-being.
- Safety involves protecting the physical well-being of people.
- Security involves protection of employer facilities and equipment from unauthorized access and protection of employees while on work premises or work assignments.
- Workers’ compensation coverage is provided by employers to protect employees who suffer job-related injuries and illnesses. The costs are paid by employers, who must make efforts to control them.
- The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) limits the types of work that employees under the age of 18 can perform.
- The Occupational Safety and Health Act states that employers have a general duty to provide safe and healthy working conditions, and enforcement standards have been established to aid in that process.
- The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) conducts inspections of workplaces and can issue citations for several different levels of violations. Also, OSHA requires employers to keep records on occupational illnesses and injuries.
- Effective safety management requires integrating three different approaches: organizational, engineering, and individual.
- Among the organizational approaches to safety management, key elements include organizational commitment, safety policies and discipline, safety training and communications, safety committees, safety inspections and accident investigations, accident research, and evaluation of safety efforts.
- Accident prevention should be approached from both engineering and individual perspectives.
- Some work environments pose health problems, such as sick building syndrome. Fetal protection concerns may also arise in some environments.
- The engineering approach to safety and health considers the physical setting of work, work equipment and materials, and ergonomics to address problems such as cumulative trauma disorder (CTD).
Accidents and industrial health concerns are major problems, both from cost and personal standpoint. Worker attitudes play a major role in accidents and accident prevention.

Various health issues have grown in importance for organizations and employees. AIDS, smoking at work, substance abuse, and job stress are among the most prevalent.

Employers have responded to health problems by establishing and supporting wellness programs and employee assistance programs (EAPs).

Security of workplaces has grown in importance, particularly in light of the increasing frequency in which workplace violence occurs.

Employers can enhance security by conducting a security audit, controlling access to workplaces and computer systems, screening employees adequately, and providing security personnel.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. Identify the purpose of health, safety, and security as HR activities and discuss how they are interrelated.
2. Discuss how controlling workers’ compensation costs is related to effective health, safety, and security practices.
3. Describe the Occupational Safety and Health Act and some of its key provisions, including current issues and standards.
4. What should an employer do when faced with an OSHA inspection, and what records should be available?
5. Why must safety management address organizational, engineering, and individual perspectives to be effective?
6. Discuss the following statement by a supervisor: “I feel it is my duty to get involved with my employees and their personal problems to show that I truly care about them.”
7. Consider an organization where you have worked and describe some of the security issues discussed in the chapter as they might be identified during a security audit.
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Using the Internet

Conducting a Job Safety Analysis

As the HR manager of your organization, safety is one of your responsibilities. You have decided to conduct a safety analysis of some jobs. Before the analysis can be completed, it must be approved by the CEO. She has asked you to explain what a job safety analysis is, tell her why she should approve it, and describe the basic steps involved in the process. Use the following website to assist you. http://www.ncci.com/html/ncfom5.htm
Improving Safety and Health at Oneida Silversmiths

Oneida Silversmiths is a manufacturer of silver flatware and utensils located in Oneida, New York. In the early 1990s, Oneida was experiencing 137 lost-time incidents per year; these were cases in which a work-related injury or illness caused an Oneida worker to miss at least one scheduled workday. Also, Oneida was experiencing 7.3 lost-time accidents per 100 full-time workers. While both of these statistics were below national averages, they were still too high for Oneida. The firm’s management knew that occupational injuries and illnesses affected productivity and insurance costs. But being concerned about their employees, Oneida’s management also recognized that having workers miss work disrupted work-team activities and results and caused problems for employees and their families.

Oneida’s management decided a multifaceted effort was needed to reduce occupational illnesses and injuries. A key manager in this effort was Dr. Scott Treatman, Oneida’s medical director. Oneida’s approach used both reactive and proactive efforts.

Reactive efforts included actions taken after injuries and illnesses had occurred to (1) prevent them from occurring again and (2) reduce the associated costs. A more thorough injury investigation process was instituted, with the manager of the department where the injured employee worked playing a key role. Part of this process involved identifying how and understanding why the accident occurred and what changes were needed to prevent future accidents. Because back injuries were common at Oneida (and throughout the flatware industry), particular attention was given to reducing the number and severity of back injuries. Now, in addition to having medical assessments of their back disabilities, employees who lose work time due to a back injury must attend “back school training” before returning to their jobs. The focus of this training is to teach workers how to lift objects and move correctly in order to prevent back injuries. Additionally, the firm began monitoring its workers’ compensation costs and claims more closely.

Proactively, Oneida began an ergonomics review of jobs in the firm, particularly those in which the greatest number of occupational illnesses and injuries occurred. Under the direction of a coordinator, departmental ergonomics teams now assess ergonomic hazards, identify potential solutions, and monitor changes after they are made. Regular team meetings are held, and the coordinator reviews the team’s activities with senior managers every six months.

An on-site exercise program was started as well. Employees are shown stretching exercises and other movements that will help reduce fatigue and muscle tension. A wellness program builds on this program and focuses on employee health more broadly.

As a result of all of these efforts, over a four-year period, the number of lost-time incidents decreased to fewer than 50, and the number of accidents per 100 full-time workers declined from 7.3 to 1.0. In summary, safety management clearly paid off for Oneida and its workers.

Questions

1. Discuss how the organizational approach to safety management contributed to the changes at Oneida.
2. Oneida integrated the engineering and individual approaches to safety management. Identify some examples, and discuss why you believe they were successful.

Notes

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:

- Explain the difference between statutory rights and contractual rights.
- Define employment-at-will and identify three exceptions to it.
- Describe what due process is and explain some means of alternative dispute resolution.
- Identify employee rights concerns associated with access to employee records and free speech.
- Discuss issues associated with workplace monitoring, surveillance, investigations, and drug testing.
- List elements to consider when developing an employee handbook.
- Differentiate between the positive approach and progressive approach to discipline.
Employment Practices Liability Insurance (EPLI)

There is a growing recognition by employers in the United States that employee rights issues are creating significant liabilities. For instance, disciplining or discharging employees may lead to lawsuits.

Another illustration of the legal exposure employers face is that the number of sexual harassment claims doubled in six years, and monetary damages in federal sexual harassment suits were over $50 million. For sexual harassment and other employment-related claims, the average award to individuals is $1.5 million, which ultimately is paid by employers. Just as employers have insured “risks” on their facilities and equipment, they are recognizing that they need to insure their employment-related risks.

Beginning in 1992, some insurance companies offered employers a new type of insurance coverage—employment practices liability insurance (EPLI). In seven years the number of insurance carriers offering EPLI has grown to more than 70, and additional insurance carriers are entering the market each year. Because general company insurance policies do not include employment-related areas in their coverage, EPLI provides another means to insure organizational risks.

EPLI is purchased by employers for amounts ranging from $5,000 to hundreds of thousands of dollars, depending on the industry of the employer and the size of an employer’s workforce. The EPLI policies typically cover employer costs for legal fees, settlements, and judgments associated with employment-related actions. Insurance carriers provide coverage for some or all of the following employment-related actions:

- Discrimination
- Sexual harassment
- Wrongful termination
- Breach of employment contract
- Negligent evaluation
- Failure to employ or promote
- Wrongful discipline
- Deprivation of career opportunity
- Infliction of emotional distress
- Improper management of employee benefits

Employers use EPLI when faced with lawsuits from current or former employees, applicants, or other parties. Coverage of costs up to $100 million can be purchased, obviously with significantly higher premiums being charged by the insurance carriers. However, most EPLI policies exclude employment claims based on retaliatory actions by employers against employees who allege violations in legally protected areas.

To determine the level of risk and premiums to be charged to employers wanting EPLI, most insurance carriers conduct reviews of employers’ HR policies and practices. Included in this review is a detailed look at an employer’s HR policy manuals, employee handbooks, employment forms, and other items. Also, the employer’s history of employment-related charges and complaints over the past 3–5 years is reviewed. For multisite organizations, reviews may be done in several locations outside of corporate headquarters in order to ensure that consistency of HR policies and practices exists throughout the organization.

Viewing the growth of EPLI optimistically, it may indicate that more and more employers are recognizing that their employment-related policies and practices create liabilities. By taking positive steps to ensure that their HR policies and practices are conducted legally and that all employees are treated appropriately, employers will be better protected in the litigious world they face.
This chapter considers three related and important issues in managing human resources: employee rights, HR policies and rules, and discipline. These areas may seem separate, but they definitely are not. The policies and rules that an organization enacts define employee rights at work to a certain extent, and they also constrain those rights (sometimes inappropriately or illegally). Similarly, discipline for those who fail to follow policies and rules often is seen as a fundamental right of employers. Employees who feel that employer actions have been taken inappropriately can challenge those actions—both inside and outside the organization—using the legal system. As the opening discussion of employment practices liability insurance (EPLI) indicates, the costs to employers of those challenges can be substantial.

Employees come to organizations with certain rights that have been established by the U.S. Constitution. Some of those rights include freedom of speech, due process, unreasonable search and seizure, and others. Although the U.S. Constitution grants these and other rights to citizens, over the years laws and court decisions have identified limits on those rights in the workplaces. For example, an employee who voices threats against other employees may face disciplinary action by the employer without the employee’s freedom of speech being threatened. Indeed, the right of management to run organizations as it chooses was at one time so strong that employee rights were practically nonexistent. However, today management rights have been restrained to some degree as employee rights have been expanded.

Employee Rights and Responsibilities

Generally, rights do not exist in the abstract. They exist only when someone is successful in demanding their practical applications. Rights belong to a person by law, nature, or tradition. Of course, there is considerable potential for disagreement as to what really is a right. Pressures placed by employers on employees with “different” lifestyles illustrate one area in which conflicts can occur. Moreover, legal rights may or may not correspond to certain moral rights, and the reverse is true as well.

Rights are offset by employee responsibilities, which are obligations to be accountable for actions. Employment is a reciprocal relationship (both sides have rights and obligations). For example, if an employee has the right to a safe working environment, the employer has an obligation to provide a safe workplace. Because rights and responsibilities are reciprocal, the employer also has a right to expect uninterrupted, high-quality work from the employee, meaning that the worker has the responsibility to be on the job and meet job performance standards. The reciprocal nature of rights and responsibilities suggests that each party to an employment relationship should regard the other as having equal rights and should treat the other with respect.

Statutory Rights

Employees’ statutory rights are the result of specific laws passed by federal, state, or local governments. Federal, state, and local laws that granted employees
certain rights at work, such as equal employment opportunity, collective bargaining, and safety have changed traditional management prerogatives. These laws and their interpretations have been the subjects of a considerable number of court cases. For instance, in a 12-month period, over 23,000 employment discrimination claims were filed in federal trial courts. During the same time frame, over 78,000 employment-related discrimination complaints were filed with the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC).

**Contractual Rights**

An employee’s contractual rights are based on a specific contractual agreement with an employer. For instance, a union and an employer may agree on a labor contract that specifies certain terms, conditions, and rights that employees have with the employer.

Contracts are used when a formalized relationship is needed. For instance, if someone is being hired as an independent contractor or consultant, then a contract spells out the work to be performed, expected time lines, parameters, and costs and fees to be incurred by the hiring firm. Another situation in which formal contracts are used is in a separation agreement. In this agreement, an employee who is being terminated agrees not to sue the employer in exchange for specified benefits, such as additional severance pay or other considerations. Contractual rights can be spelled out formally in written employment contracts or implied in employer handbooks and policies disseminated to employees.

**EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS** Details of an employment agreement are often spelled out in a formal employment contract. These contracts are written and often very detailed. Traditionally, employment contracts have been used mostly for executives and senior managers. However, the use of employment contracts is filtering down the organization to include scarce-skilled, highly specialized professionals and technical employees. Even flexible staffing firms providing temporary help services are using contracts for employees with specialized skills. Employers who hire individuals from a staffing service after a short-term temporary assignment often are obligated to pay the staffing service a “placement fee” that can run as high as 30% of the employee's annual base salary at the new company.

Employment contracts typically contain several provisions relating to a number of different areas. Following an identification section listing the parties to the contract, the nature of employment is specified. The employment contract may note whether the employment relationship is to be for an indeterminate time, or whether it can be renewed automatically after a specified period of time. Typically, employment contracts indicate that employment can be terminated at the will of either the employer or employee, or for just cause. Also typically identified is the general nature of the employee’s job duties. The level of compensation and types of benefits often are addressed next, including any special compensation, benefits, incentives, or perquisites to be provided by the employer.

Common in employment contracts are nonpiracy and noncompete provisions. A nonpiracy agreement contains provisions stating that if the individual leaves the organization, existing customers and clients cannot be solicited for business for a specified period of time. Noncompete covenants are even more restrictive and prohibit an individual who leaves the organization from competing with the employer in the same line of business for a specified period of time.

**Contractual rights** Rights based on a specific contractual agreement between employer and employee.

**Separation agreement** Agreement in which an employee who is being terminated agrees not to sue the employer in exchange for specified benefits.

**Employment contract** Agreement that formally spells out the details of employment.

**Nonpiracy agreement** Provisions stating that if the individual leaves the organization, existing customers and clients cannot be solicited for business for a specified period of time.

**Noncompete covenants** Agreement that prohibits an individual who leaves the organization from competing with the employer in the same line of business for a specified period of time.
a specified period of time. These agreements may be overly restrictive, so that they prohibit an individual from earning a living, and that affects how enforceable they are in state courts.5 In a related area, employment contracts also may place limitations on an individual to prevent that person from soliciting the firm’s employees for employment with another company. As the HR Perspective indicates, employment contracts also are used to protect organizational secrets. Employment contracts also can restrict what employees may disclose to another employer.6

Finally, Figure 17–1 identifies typical employment provisions. Employment contracts identify the nature and conditions under which employees can be terminated from employment, or how they may resign. The contract also may spell out the severance agreement, continuation of benefits, and other factors related to employees leaving the employer.

IMPLIED CONTRACTS The idea that a contract (even an implied, unwritten one) exists between workers and their employers affects the employment relationship. Rights and responsibilities of the employee to the employer may be spelled out in a job description, in an employment contract, or in HR policies, but often are not. Employee rights and responsibilities also may exist only as unwritten employer expectations about what is acceptable behavior or performance on the part of the employee. For instance, a number of court decisions have held that if an employer

LOGGING ON . . .
Employment Contracts
This site describes a firm that specializes in providing employers with employment contracts. A directory of the jobs they write contracts for can be reviewed here.

http://www.espros.com/contract_info.html
hires someone for an indefinite period or promises job security, the employer has created an implied contract. Such promises establish employee expectations. When the employer fails to follow up on the implied promises, the employee has recourse in court. Numerous federal and state court decisions have held that such implied promises, especially when contained in an employee handbook, constitute a contract between an employer and its employees, even though there is no signed document.

Rights and Employee-Employer Relations

Workplace litigation has reached epidemic proportions as employees who feel that their rights have been violated sue their employers. As the opening discussion on EPLI indicates, some employers are purchasing insurance to try and
cover their risks from numerous lawsuits. Advocates for expanding employee
erights warn that management policies abridging free speech, privacy, or due
process will lead to further national legislation to regulate the employer-
employee relationship. At the same time, HR professionals argue that they must
protect management’s traditional prerogatives to hire, promote, transfer, or ter-
minate employees as they see fit, or the effectiveness of the organization may be
affected.

As employees increasingly regard themselves as free agents in the workplace—
and as the power of unions declines—the struggle between employee and employer
“rights” is heightening. Employers frequently do not fare very well in court. Fur-
ther, it is not only the employer that is liable in many cases. Individual managers
and supervisors have been found liable when hiring or promotion decisions have
been based on discriminatory factors, or when they have had knowledge of such
conduct and have not taken steps to stop it. The changing rights associated with
employee-employer relationships are an outgrowth of the changing psychological
contract between employers and employees that was highlighted in Chapter 3.

Rights Affecting the Employment Relationship

It can be argued that all employee-rights issues affect the employment rela-
tionship. However, several basic issues predominate: employment-at-will, due
process, and dismissal for just cause.

Employment-at-Will (EAW)

Employment-at-will (EAW) is a common-law doctrine stating that employers have
the right to hire, fire, demote, or promote whomever they choose, unless there is a law or
contract to the contrary.

Employment-at-Will (EAW) A common-law doctrine stating that employers have
the right to hire, fire, demote, or promote whomever they choose, unless there is a law or
contract to the contrary.
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In this section, see how EAW has been affected by state court rulings on
each of the three EAW exceptions.

EAW AND THE COURTS Nearly all states have adopted one or more statutes that
limit an employer’s right to discharge employees. The national restrictions in-
clude race, age, sex, national origin, religion, and disabilities. Restrictions on
other areas vary from state to state. In general, courts have recognized three dif-
ferent rationales for hearing EAW cases.

- **Public policy exception:** This exception to EAW holds that an employee can sue
  if he or she was fired for a reason that violates public policy. For example, if an
  employee refused to commit perjury and was fired, he could sue.
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FIGURE 17–2 Employment-at-Will Statement

Employment-At-Will

On the BNA CD-ROM attached to this text, Section 3605.40.10 contains sample employment-at-will wording on an acknowledgment form that employees sign upon receiving an employee handbook or policy manual. It is reproduced here so that typical at-will language can be reviewed by readers.

At-Will Acknowledgment Form

I, ________________________________, acknowledge that my employment with EMPLOYER is an at-will relationship that has no specific duration. This means that I can resign my employment at any time, with or without reason or advance notice, and that EMPLOYER has the right to terminate my employment at any time, with or without reason or advance notice.

I also acknowledge that no officer, supervisor, or employee of EMPLOYER, other than the chief executive officer and the vice president of HR, has the authority to promise or agree to any substantive terms of or conditions of employment different from those stated in the written guidelines and policies contained in the employee handbook I received from EMPLOYER. I also understand that any different employment agreement or arrangement entered into by the chief executive officer or vice president of HR must be clearly stated in writing and signed by both of those individuals.

Furthermore, I acknowledge that the employee handbook I received from EMPLOYER is neither a contract of employment nor a legal document, and nothing in the handbook creates an expressed or implied contract of employment. I understand that I should consult my supervisor or a representative of the HR department if I have any questions that are not answered in this handbook.

Signed: ________________________________ Date: ____________________

Implied employment contract: This approach holds that the employee will not be fired as long as he or she does the job. Long service, promises of continued employment, and lack of criticism of job performance imply continuing employment.

Good faith and fair dealing: This approach suggests that a covenant of good faith and fair dealing exists between the employer and at-will employees. If the employer has broken this covenant by unreasonable behavior, the employee has legal recourse.

WRONGFUL DISCHARGE Employers who violate EAW restrictive statutes may be found guilty of wrongful discharge, which occurs when an employer terminates an individual’s employment for reasons that are illegal or improper. Some state courts have recognized certain nonstatutory grounds for wrongful-discharge suits. Additionally, courts generally have held that unionized workers cannot pursue EAW actions as at-will employees because they are covered by the grievance-arbitration process.

A landmark court case in wrongful discharge is Fortune v. National Cash Register Company. The case involved the firing of a salesman (Fortune) who had been with National Cash Register (NCR) for 25 years. Fortune was fired shortly after winning a large order that would have earned him a big commission. From the evidence, the court concluded that he was wrongfully discharged because NCR wanted to avoid paying him the commission, which violated the covenant of good faith and fair dealings.

Wrongful-discharge lawsuits have become a major concern for many firms. According to one study, the median compensatory award for wrongful-termination cases lost by employers was $204,310. The same study found that wrongfully discharged executives won their cases 58% of the time, but general laborers won only 42% of their cases.

The lesson of wrongful-discharge suits is that employers should take care to see that dismissals are handled properly, that all HR management systems are in order, and that due process and fair play are observed. Suggestions for preparing for the defense of any such lawsuits are shown in Figure 17-3.

One often-cited case involving “just cause” examined the right of an employer to terminate an employee following investigation of allegations that a company vice president had sexually harassed two employees. The employee filed suit that he had been terminated without good cause, because the allegations had not been proven. Despite a lower court ruling for the employee, the California Supreme Court ruled that the company had conducted a proper investigation, had not reached its decision arbitrarily, and had a reasonable belief that the employee had engaged in the impermissible conduct. Therefore, this case emphasizes the importance of employers using due process and conducting appropriate investigations when handling employee disciplinary situations.

Just cause
Sufficient justification for taking employment-related actions.

Constructive discharge
Occurs when an employer deliberately makes conditions intolerable in an attempt to get an employee to quit.

Wrongful discharge
Occurs when an employer terminates an individual’s employment for reasons that are illegal or improper.

Just Cause
What constitutes just cause as sufficient justification for employment-related actions such as dismissal usually is spelled out in union contracts, but often is not as clear in at-will situations. While the definition of just cause varies, the criteria used by courts have become well-defined. They appear in Figure 17–4.

Related to just cause is the concept of constructive discharge, which occurs when an employer deliberately makes conditions intolerable in an attempt
to get an employee to quit. Under normal circumstances, an employee who resigns rather than being dismissed cannot later collect damages for violation of legal rights. An exception to this rule occurs when the courts find that the working conditions are so intolerable as to force a reasonable employee to resign. Then, the resignation is considered a discharge. For example, an employee had been told he should resign but refused. He was then given lesser assignments, publicly ridiculed by his supervisor, and threatened each day with dismissal. He finally resigned and sued his employer, and the judge held that he had been “constructively discharged.” His employer had to pay damages because it had forced him to resign.

FIGURE 17–3 Keys for Defense in Wrongful Discharge: The “Paper Trail”

- Performance Appraisal
  Make sure performance appraisals give an accurate picture of the person’s performance.

- Written Records
  Have good written records on behaviors leading to dismissal.

- Written Warning
  Warn employees in writing before dismissal.

- Group Involvement
  Involve more than one person in termination decision.

- Grounds for Dismissal
  Put grounds for dismissal in writing.

FIGURE 17–4 Just-Cause Determinants

- Was the employee warned of the consequences of the conduct?
- Was the employer’s rule reasonable?
- Did management investigate before disciplining?
- Was the investigation fair and impartial?
- Was there evidence of guilt?
- Were the rules and penalties applied in an evenhanded fashion?
- Was the penalty reasonable, given the offense?
Due Process

In employment settings, due process is the opportunity for individuals to explain and defend their actions against charges of misconduct or other reasons. Figure 17–5 shows some factors that are considered when evaluating whether due process was provided to an individual. These factors usually must be addressed by HR managers and their employers if due process procedures are to be perceived as fair by the courts.

Distributive justice
Perceived fairness in the distribution of outcomes.

Procedural justice
Perceived fairness of the process used to make decisions about employees.

DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE AND PROCEDURAL JUSTICE
Employees’ perceptions of fairness or justice in their treatment reflect at least two factors. First, people prefer favorable outcomes for themselves. They decide how favorable their outcomes are by comparing them with those of others, given their relative situations. This decision involves the concept of distributive justice, which deals with the question: Is the way the outcomes were distributed fair?

Procedural justice also is involved in whether an action generally will be viewed as fair by an employee. It focuses on whether the procedures that led to an action were appropriate, were clear, and gave appropriate opportunity for input. Procedural justice deals with the question: Was the process used to make the decision fair? Some research has found that if organizations provide procedural justice, employees are more likely to respond to positive behaviors that benefit organizations in return.12

DUE PROCESS AND UNIONIZED EMPLOYEES
For unionized employees, due process usually refers to the right to use the grievance procedure specified in the union contract. Due process may mean including specific steps in the grievance process, imposing time limits, following arbitration procedures, and providing knowledge of disciplinary penalties. More discussion of the grievance process and procedures in unions is contained in Chapter 18.

NONUNION COMPLAINT PROCESSES
Compared with due process procedures specified in union contracts, procedures for at-will employees are more varied and

FIGURE 17–5 Due Process Considerations

Due Process Considerations
- How have precedents been handled?
- Is a complaint process available?
- Was the complaint process used?
- Was retaliation used against the employee?
- Was a decision made based on facts?
- Were the actions and processes viewed as “fair” by outside entities?
may address a broader range of issues. Nonunion organizations should have formal complaint procedures providing due process for their employees. Just the presence of such a formal complaint mechanism is one indicator that an employee has been given due process. Further, if the due process procedure is seen as fair and available for use, employees with complaints are less likely to sue their employers.

**Due Process and Alternative Dispute Resolutions (ADR)**

Alternative means of ensuring that due process occurs in cases involving employee rights are being used with increasing frequency. A major reason for their growth is dissatisfaction with the expense and delays common in the court system when lawsuits are filed.\(^{13}\) The most common of the alternative dispute resolution (ADR) methods are arbitration, peer review panels, and ombudsmen.

**ARBITRATION** Because employers and employees do not always agree, disagreements often mean lawsuits and big legal bills to determine settlement. One alternative is arbitration, which uses a neutral third party to make a decision, thereby making use of the court system unnecessary. While arbitration has been a common feature of union contracts, a growing number of employers are requiring that arbitration be used to settle nonunion employment-related disputes.

Many firms have required compulsory arbitration. This approach requires employees to sign a preemployment agreement stating that all disputes will be submitted to arbitration, and that employees waive their rights to pursue legal action until arbitration has been completed. However, because the arbitrators often are selected by the employers, and because arbitrators may not be required to issue written decisions and opinions, many critics see the use of arbitration in employment-related situations as unfair.\(^{13}\) For instance, a female stockbroker was fired and was unable to pursue her sex discrimination claim because she had signed a mandatory arbitration clause when joining the brokerage firm 13 years earlier.\(^{15}\)

Continuing pressure from state courts, federal employment regulatory commissions, and additional cases have challenged compulsory arbitration as being unfair in some situations. In 1998, the U.S. Supreme Court declined to review a lower-court ruling favorable to employees. As a result, employers cannot force workers to use compulsory arbitration in job-related discrimination cases. Also, it was noted that voluntary arbitration can be agreed to by employees, but blanket mandatory arbitration agreements requiring all employees to waive their rights to pursue legal action were too broad.\(^{16}\) Consequently, it is recommended that employers eliminate the mandatory arbitration agreements and consider using either individually signed voluntary agreements or other ADR means.\(^{17}\)

**PEER REVIEW PANELS** Some employers allow employees to appeal disciplinary actions to an internal committee of employees. A peer review panel is composed of employees who hear appeals from disciplined employees and make recommendations or decisions. In general, these panels reverse management decisions much less often than might be expected. Such bodies really serve as the last stage of a formal complaint process for nonunion employees. Their use reduces the likelihood of unhappy employees filing lawsuits. Also, if lawsuits are filed, the employer’s case is strengthened when a peer group of employees has reviewed the employer’s decision and found it to be appropriate.
ORGANIZATIONAL OMBUDSMAN Another means that some organizations use to ensure process fairness is through an ombudsman, who is a person outside the normal chain of command who acts as a problem solver for management and employees. Some firms using ombudsmen are Rockwell, Volvo, and Johnson & Johnson, as well as others that are less well known.18

Balancing Employer Security Concerns and Employee Rights

The right to privacy that individuals have is defined in legal terms as the freedom from unauthorized and unreasonable intrusion into their personal affairs. Although the right to privacy is not specifically identified in the U.S. Constitution, a number of past Supreme Court cases have established that such a right must be considered. Also, several states have right-to-privacy statutes. Additionally, federal acts related to privacy have been passed, some of which affect HR policies and priorities in organizations.

The growing use of technology in organizations is making it more difficult to balance employer security rights with employee privacy concerns. Although computers, cameras, and telecommunications systems are transforming many workplaces, the usage of these items by employers to monitor employee actions is raising concerns that the privacy rights of employees are being threatened.

On one side, employers have a legitimate need to ensure that employees are performing their jobs properly in a secure environment. On the other side, employees have expectations that the rights to privacy that they have outside of work also exist at work. Although these two views may seem clear, balancing them becomes more difficult when addressing such issues as access to employee records, employees’ freedom of speech, workplace performance monitoring and surveillance, employer investigations, and substance abuse and drug testing.

Rights Issues and Employee Records

As a result of concerns about protecting individual privacy rights, the Privacy Act of 1974 was passed. It includes provisions affecting HR record-keeping systems. This law applies only to federal agencies and organizations supplying services to the federal government; but similar state laws, somewhat broader in scope, also have been passed. Regulation of private employers on this issue for the most part is a matter of state rather than federal law. Public-sector employees have greater access to their files in most states than do private-sector employees.

The following legal issues are involved in employee rights to privacy and HR records. These issues include rights to:

- Access personal information
- Respond to unfavorable information
- Correct erroneous information
- Know when information is given to a third party

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA) AND EMPLOYEE MEDICAL RECORDS

Record-keeping and retention practices have been affected by the following provision in the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA):
Information from all medical examinations and inquiries must be kept apart from general personnel files as a separate confidential medical record available only under limited conditions specified in the ADA.\textsuperscript{19}

As interpreted by attorneys and HR practitioners, this provision requires that all medical-related information be maintained separately from all other confidential files. As Figure 17–6 shows, the result of all the legal restrictions is that many employers are establishing several separate files on each employee.

SECURITY OF EMPLOYEE RECORDS  It is important that specific access restrictions and security procedures for employee records be established. These restrictions and procedures are designed to protect both the privacy of employees and employers from potential liability for improper disclosure of personal information. The following guidelines have been offered regarding employer access and storage of employee records:\textsuperscript{20}

- Restrict access to records to a limited number of individuals.
- Utilize confidential passwords for accessing employee records in an HRIS database.

\textbf{FIGURE 17–6}  Employee Record Files

- **Current File**
  - Last 2–3 years of employee information

- **Confidential File**
  - Reference letters
  - Promotability assessments
  - Other items

- **Historical File**
  - Older documents
  - Nonconfidential, nonmedical benefits details

- **Medical File**
  - Medical-related information, including medical benefits claims data
Set up separate files and restricted databases for especially sensitive employee information.
- Inform employees of types of data retained.
- Purge employee records of outdated data.
- Release employee information only with employee’s consent.

Regarding the last point, employers have run afoul of laws on employee records when other employers have asked for information about former employees. Many lawyers recommend the release of only the most basic employment history, such as job title, dates of employment, and ending salary.

**EMPLOYEE ACCESS TO HR RECORDS**

One concern that has been addressed in various court decisions and laws is the right of employees to have access to their own files. Related concerns are the types of information kept in those files and the methods used to acquire that information. In other business-related areas, federal laws have been passed that allow individuals access to their own files, such as credit records and medical records. But only in some states have laws been passed to require employers to give employees access to their HR records, or parts of them. Many of these state laws allow employers to exclude certain types of information from inspection, such as reference letters written by former employers. Some employers in states without access laws nevertheless allow employees access to certain records.

**Employer Restrictions on Employees’ Free Speech Rights**

The right of individuals to have freedom of speech is protected by the U.S. Constitution. However, that freedom is not an unrestricted one in the workplace. Three areas in which employees’ freedom of speech have collided with employers’ restrictions are discussed next.

**EMPLOYEE ADVOCACY OF CONTROVERSIAL VIEWS**

One area of free speech involves the right of employees to advocate controversial viewpoints at work. One example of an employer restricting free speech involved a woman working at a large telecommunications firm. The woman, an ardent opponent of abortion, wore buttons to work that had pictures of fetuses on them. When other employees complained, the employer ordered the employee to remove the buttons. When she refused, she was disciplined and ultimately terminated. The woman filed suit against the employer for violating her freedom of speech and wrongfully discharging her. The Court decision in this case ruled that the employer had the right to restrict the woman’s freedom of expression because of its effect on other employees, and that the employer could have workplace limitations for offensive items.\(^{21}\)

Numerous other examples can be cited as well. For instance, can an employee of a tobacco company join in antismoking demonstrations outside of work, or can a disgruntled employee at a nonunion employer wear a union badge on his cap at work? In situations such as these, it is important for employers to demonstrate that disciplinary actions taken against employees can be justified for job-related reasons, and that due process procedures are followed. This is especially important when dealing with whistle-blowing situations.

**WHISTLE-BLOWING**

Individuals who report real or perceived wrongs committed by their employers are called **whistle-blowers**. The HR Perspective describes a research study on whistle-blowing.
Two key questions in regard to whistle-blowing are (1) When do employees have the right to speak out with protection from retribution? (2) When do employees violate the confidentiality of their jobs by speaking out? Often, the answers are difficult to determine. What is clear is that retaliation against whistle-blowers is not allowed, based on a number of court decisions.23

Whistle-blowers are less likely to lose their jobs in public employment than in private employment, because most civil service systems have rules protecting whistle-blowers. However, there is no comprehensive whistle-blowing law that protects the right to free speech of both public and private employees.

Two cases illustrate the consequences of whistle-blowing in the private sector. In one case a scientist, who was the director of toxicology for a major oil company, was awarded almost $7 million. The scientist discovered that a Japanese subsidiary of the oil company was using gasoline containing a high level of benzene, which is carcinogenic. Even though Japanese industry guidelines called for lower levels, no Japanese law was broken. The director complained inside the firm, but was fired. He then filed suit under a New Jersey law protecting whistle-blowers, winning his case and the large monetary settlement.24

The other case involved Archer-Daniels Midland (ADM), a large agribusiness firm. A former executive of ADM, Mark Whitacre, blew the whistle on ADM’s participation in a price-fixing scheme with other industry competitors throughout the world. ADM ended up pleading guilty and had to pay a $100 million fine. Whitacre, who exposed the scheme, also went to jail when further investigation revealed that he had stolen $9 million through the use of false invoices and foreign bank accounts, and then lied about his involvement.25
MONITORING OF E-MAIL AND VOICE MAIL

Both e-mail and voice-mail systems increasingly are seen by employers as areas where employers have a right to monitor what is said and transmitted. Information and telecommunications technological advances have become a major issue for employers regarding employee privacy. The use of e-mail and voice mail increases every day, also raising each employer’s risks of being liable if they monitor or inspect employee electronic communications.26

The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) has been applied to employer monitoring of e-mail and voice mail. Originally intended for applications by law enforcement officials, the provisions of the ECPA have been extended by court decisions to cover employer “eavesdropping” on e-mail or voice mail. The act requires that at least one party to the electronic communication has provided consent, but that employers can use electronic monitoring as part of the ordinary course of business.

Additionally, the ECPA allows entities that provide electronic communications services to have access to stored electronic communications. This provision has been applied very broadly to employers, because they provide the electronic communications services to employees.

To address the various concerns regarding monitoring of e-mail and voice mail, many employers have established the following policies:

- Voice mail, e-mail, and computer files are provided by the employer and are for business use only.
- Use of these media for personal reasons is restricted and subject to employer review.
- All computer passwords and codes must be available to the employer.
- The employer reserves the right to monitor or search any of the media, without notice, for business purposes.

The most important actions that every employer can take to decrease potential exposure to lawsuits are to: (1) create an electronic communications policy; (2) inform employees and have them sign an acknowledgment; and (3) strictly enforce every portion of the policy and monitor usage for business purposes only. As Figure 17–7 indicates, it is especially important to inform employees that their electric communications may be monitored, and have them acknowledge the policy and sign a consent form. Thus employers can reduce their employees’ expectations of privacy, as well as their own potential liabilities. Experts note that due to ECPA considerations, employers should concentrate their monitoring of e-mail and voice mail on stored messages, rather than messages in transit.27

TRACKING EMPLOYEE INTERNET USAGE

Another concern in which employer-employee rights must be balanced is employee usage of employer-provided access to the Internet. As more and more employees access the Internet for business purposes, a major concern is employees’ use of the Internet for personal purposes that may be inappropriate. For example, some employees in different organizations have accessed pornographic or other websites which could create problems for employers. If law enforcement investigations were conducted, the employer could be accused of aiding and abetting illegal behavior. Therefore, many employers have purchased software that tracks the websites accessed by employees. Also, some employers use software programs for blocking certain categories and websites that would not be appropriate for business use.
Another concern about Internet usage is composing and/or forwarding personal messages to and from others outside the company. For instance, individuals may receive jokes or other items that clearly are not business related, and then may forward them to coworkers and friends both inside and outside the organization. If the content of the jokes or messages is sexual or otherwise inappropriate, a possibility of sexual harassment may exist. At one financial services firm, some African American employees filed race discrimination charges against their employer because of racist jokes that were forwarded to them and others in the firm. Ultimately the firm resolved the complaint by firing the two executives transmitting the jokes.28

A growing number of employers have developed and disseminated Internet usage policies. Communicating these policies to employees, enforcing them by monitoring employee Internet usage, and disciplining offenders are the ways employers ensure that appropriate usage of the Internet access occurs.

Workplace Performance Monitoring and Surveillance

Federal constitutional rights, such as the right to protection from unreasonable search and seizure, protect an individual only against the activities of the government. Thus, employees of both private-sector and governmental employers can be monitored, observed, and searched at work by representatives of the employer. This principle has been reaffirmed by several court decisions, which have held that both private-sector and government employers may search desks and files without search warrants if they believe that work rules have been violated. Often, workplace searches and surveillance are used as part of employee performance monitoring. Employers also conduct workplace investigations for theft and other illegal behavior. As Figure 17–8 on the next page indicates, various types of monitoring and surveillance means are relatively widespread.

**EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE MONITORING** Employee performance may be monitored to measure performance, ensure performance quality and customer service, check for theft, or enforce company rules or laws. Performance monitoring occurs with truck drivers, nurses, teleservice customer service representatives, and many other jobs. The common concern in a monitored workplace is usually not whether monitoring should be used, but how it should be conducted, how the information should be used, and how feedback should be communicated to employees.

As a minimum, employers should obtain a signed employee consent form indicating that performance monitoring and taping of phone calls will occur. Also, employers should communicate that monitoring is done and will be done
regularly. However, simply stating that employee conversations may be monitored does not eliminate all liability. In one case the employer recorded 22 hours of an employee's personal calls, in order to catch the employee admitting to theft of company property. The court refused to find consent where the employer had indicated that it “might” use monitoring to reduce employee personal phone calls.  

Finally, it is recommended that employers publish feedback on monitoring results, to help employees improve their performance or to commend them for good performance. For example, one major catalog retailer allows employees to listen to their customer service calls and rate their own performance. Then the employees meet with their supervisors to discuss both positive and negative performance issues.

**VIDEO SURVEILLANCE AT WORK** Numerous employers have installed video surveillance systems in workplaces. Sometimes these video systems are used to ensure employee security, such as in parking lots, garages, and dimly lighted exterior areas. Other employers have installed them in retail sales floors, production areas, parts and inventory rooms, and lobbies.

But it is when video surveillance is extended into employee restrooms, changing rooms, and other more private areas that employer rights and employee privacy collide. For instance, a small Midwestern firm videotaped women changing in and out of their uniforms. Male managers in the firm later viewed the tapes for entertainment. In this case a court found that the employer had invaded employees' privacy, and that there appeared to be no appropriate business purposes for the taping. In another case involving an electric utility, the use of hidden cameras, even as part of a criminal investigation for drug dealing in a men's locker room, was ruled to be questionable.

As with other forms of surveillance, it is important that employers develop a video surveillance policy, inform employees about it, do it only for legitimate
business purposes, and strictly limit those who view the video surveillance results. Also, except in unusual circumstances, employers should not have video surveillance in rest rooms, changing rooms, and other more private areas.

**Employer Investigations**

Another area of concern regarding employee rights involves workplace investigations. Public-sector employees are protected by the Constitution in the areas of due process, search and seizure, and privacy. But employees in the private sector are not protected. Whether at work or off the job, unethical employee behavior is becoming an increasingly serious problem for organizations. On the job, unethical behavior includes theft, illegal drug use, falsification of documents, misuse of company funds, and disclosure of organizational secrets. Workplace investigations are used as well by retailers and other employers, as Figure 17—9 indicates.

**Employee Theft**

An increasing problem faced by employers is theft of employer property and vital company secrets. According to one study, workplace theft and fraud have resulted in a 6% increase in the prices charged by employers to consumers. For instance, employee theft is estimated to cost retailers over $10 billion per year. Some major retailers have even joined forces to create a Theftnet database of workers who have confessed to theft, and all job applicants are checked to see if they appear in Theftnet. Any person appearing in Theftnet is not hired.

**POLYGRAPH AND HONESTY TESTING** The theory behind a polygraph is that the act of lying produces stress, which in turn causes observable physical changes. An examiner can thus interpret the physical responses to specific questions and make a judgment as to whether the person being tested is practicing deception. However, the Polygraph Protection Act prohibits the use of
polygraphs for most preemployment screening and for judging a person’s honesty while employed.

“Pencil-and-paper” honesty tests have gained popularity recently. They are not restricted by the Polygraph Protection Act nor by the laws of most states. Many organizations are using this alternative to polygraph testing, and over two dozen variations of such tests are being sold.

Honesty tests are developed from test items that differentiate between people known to be honest and those known to be dishonest. (This is similar to the way personality tests are developed.) It is not always easy to determine who is honest for the purpose of validating the tests. In the private sector, honesty tests do not violate any legal rights of employees if employers adhere to state laws. The Fifth Amendment (which protects persons from compulsory self-incrimination) may be a basis for prohibiting such tests in public-sector employment.

**BEHAVIOR OFF THE JOB** It is especially difficult for an employer to establish that there is a “just cause” for disciplining employees for their off-the-job behavior. The premise is that an employer should not control the lives of its employees off the job except when there are clear job-related consequences. However, in general, disciplinary action for off-the-job behavior of employees is unsettling to both employers and employees. Further, the general public is leery of employers’ investigating the off-the-job behavior of their workers. Many workers believe that their employers have no right to monitor or question employees’ private lives, lifestyles, and off-work activities.

**Employee Substance Abuse and Employer Drug Testing**

The issue of substance abuse and drug testing at work has received a great deal of attention. The importance of the problem to HR management is clear. Concern about substance abuse at work also is appropriate, given that accident rates, absenteeism, and worker compensation costs are higher for workers using illegal substances. The extent of substance abuse problems is seen in U.S. Department of Labor estimates that 70% of all users of illegal drugs are employed, totaling over 10 million people. However, among workers, the rate of drug usage has declined from 18% a decade ago to about 5.5% currently, according to data from a major pharmaceutical firm. Many experts believe that the decline is due to increased usage of workplace drug testing, including testing by employers covered by the federal act discussed next.

**DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE ACT OF 1988** The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that certain drug-testing plans do not violate the Constitution. But private employer programs are governed mainly by state laws, which currently are a confusing hodgepodge. Passage of the Drug-Free Workplace Act in 1988 has required government contractors to take steps to eliminate employee drug usage. Failure to do so can lead to contract termination. Tobacco and alcohol are not considered controlled substances under the act, and off-the-job drug use is not included. Additionally, the U.S. Transportation Department requires testing of truck and bus drivers, train crews, mass-transit employees, airline pilots and mechanics, pipeline workers, and licensed sailors.

**DRUG TESTING AND EMPLOYEE RIGHTS** Disciplinary action of an employee because of substance-abuse problems must be done only in keeping with the due
process described in an employer’s policy. Unless state or local law prohibits testing, employers have a right to require applicants or employees to submit to a drug test. Random drug testing of current employees may be more controversial, and public agencies must have “probable cause” to conduct drug tests.

However, there are several arguments against drug testing: (1) It violates employees’ rights. (2) Drugs may not affect job performance in every case. (3) Employers may abuse the results of tests. (4) Drug tests may be inaccurate, or the results can be misinterpreted.

It is interesting to note that employee attitudes toward drug testing appear to have changed. Apparently, experience with workplace drug problems has made managers and employees less tolerant of drug users. Drug testing appears to be most acceptable to employees when they see the procedures being used as fair, and when characteristics of the job (such as danger to other people) require that the employee be alert and fully functioning. Procedural justice appears to be an important issue in perceptions of fairness of drug testing, but drug testing raises less concern about employee rights than it once did.

**TYPES OF TESTS FOR DRUGS** The most common tests for drug use are urinalysis, radioimmunoassay of hair, and fitness-for-duty testing. Urinalysis is the test most frequently used. It requires a urine sample that must be tested at a lab. There is concern about sample switching, and the test detects drug use only over the past few days. But urinalysis is generally accurate and well accepted.

Hair radioimmunoassay requires a strand of an employee’s hair, which is analyzed for traces of illegal substances. These tests are based on scientific studies indicating that a relationship exists between drug dosage and the concentration of drugs detected in the hair. A 1.6-inch hair sample provides a 90-day profile. Sample swapping is more difficult than in urinalysis, and the longer time period covered is advantageous. However, the testing is somewhat controversial, and testing is not recommended following accidents because it does not detect how recent the drug usage has been.35

The fitness-for-duty tests discussed in Chapter 16 can be used alone or in conjunction with drug testing. These tests can also distinguish individuals who may have used alcohol or prescription drugs that might impair their abilities to perform their jobs.

**CONDUCTING DRUG TESTS** Employers who conduct drug tests can do so for both applicants and employees. As mentioned in Chapter 9, preemployment drug testing has become widely used. Its use by more employers is thought to contribute to the decline in employee drug use. It has been reported to employers in some areas that word spreads among applicants about which employers test and which do not test. Therefore, substance abusers do not even apply to employers who conduct preemployment drug tests. The rights of those testing positive who are not yet employed have been ruled to be different from the rights of those who are employees.

If drug testing is done, three different policies are used by employers: (1) random testing of everyone at periodic intervals; (2) testing only when there is probable cause; or (3) testing after accidents. Each method raises its own set of problems.

If testing is done for probable-cause reasons, it is important that managers be trained on how to handle those situations. It is important that managerial action be based on performance-related consequences, not just the substance usage
itself. From a policy standpoint, it is most appropriate to test for drugs when the following conditions exist:

- Job consequences of abuse are so severe that they outweigh privacy concerns.
- Accurate test procedures are available.
- Written consent of the employee is obtained.
- Results are treated confidentially, as with any medical record.
- Employers have a complete drug program, including employee assistance for substance users.

**HR Policies, Procedures, and Rules**

It is useful at this point to consider some guidelines for HR policies, procedures, and rules. They greatly affect employee rights (just discussed) and discipline (discussed next). Where there is a choice among actions, **policies** act as general guidelines that focus organizational actions. Policies are general in nature, while procedures and rules are specific to the situation. The important role of policies in guiding organizational decision making requires that they be reviewed regularly, because obsolete policies can result in poor decisions and poor coordination. Policy proliferation also must be carefully monitored. Failure to review, add to, or delete policies as situations change may lead to problems.

**Procedures** are customary methods of handling activities and are more specific than policies. For example, a policy may state that employees will be given vacations. Procedures will establish a specific method for authorizing vacation time without disrupting work.

**Rules** are specific guidelines that regulate and restrict the behavior of individuals. They are similar to procedures in that they guide action and typically allow no discretion in their application. Rules reflect a management decision that action be taken—or not taken—in a given situation, and they provide more specific behavioral guidelines than policies. For example, one computer-repair company has a policy stating that management intends to provide the highest-quality repair service in the area. The rule that repair technicians must have several technical product certifications or they will not be hired promotes this policy, and this constrains HR selection decisions.

**Responsibilities for HR Policy Coordination**

For policies, procedures, and rules to be effective, coordination between the HR unit and other managers is vital. As Figure 17–10 shows, managers are the main users and enforcers of rules, procedures, and policies; and they should receive some training and explanation in how to carry them out. The HR unit supports managers, reviews disciplinary rules, and trains managers to use them. It is critical that any conflict between the two entities be resolved so that employees receive appropriate treatment.

**Guidelines for HR Policies and Rules**

Well-designed HR policies and rules should be consistent, necessary, applicable, understandable, reasonable, and distributed and communicated. A discussion of each characteristic follows.
CONSISTENT  Rules should be consistent with organizational policies, and policies should be consistent with organizational goals. The principal intent of policies is to provide written guidelines and to specify actions. If some policies and rules are enforced and others are not, then all tend to lose their effectiveness.

NECESSARY  HR policies and rules should reflect current organizational philosophy and directions. To this end, managers should confirm the intent and necessity of proposed rules and eliminate obsolete ones. Policies and rules should be reviewed whenever there is a major organizational change. Unfortunately, this review is not always done, and outdated rules are still on the books in many organizations.

APPLICABLE  Because HR policies are general guidelines for action, they should be applicable to a large group of employees. For policies that are not general, the appropriate areas or people must be identified. For instance, if a sick-leave policy is applicable only to nonexempt employees, that should be specified in the company handbook. Policies and rules that apply only to one unit or type of job should be developed as part of specific guidelines for that unit or job.

UNDERSTANDABLE  HR policies and rules should be written so employees can clearly understand them. One way to determine if policies and rules are understandable is to ask a cross-section of employees with various positions, education levels, and job responsibilities to explain the intent and meaning of a rule. If the answers are extremely varied, the rule should be rewritten.

REASONABLE  Ideally, employees should see policies as fair and reasonable. Policies and rules that are perceived as being inflexible or as penalizing individuals unfairly should be reevaluated. For example, a rule forbidding workers to use the company telephone for personal calls may be unreasonable if emergency phone calls are occasionally necessary. Limiting the amount of time the telephone can be used for personal business and the number of calls might be more reasonable.

Some of the most ticklish policies and rules involve employee behavior. Dress codes are frequently controversial, and organizations that have them should be
able to justify them to the satisfaction of both employees and outside sources who might question them. Information on policies regarding dress at work in organizations is shown in Figure 17–11.

DISTRIBUTED AND COMMUNICATED To be effective, HR policies must be distributed and communicated to employees. It is especially important that any changes in HR policies and rules be communicated to all employees. Employee handbooks can be designed creatively to explain policies and rules, so that employees can refer to them at times when no one is available to answer a question. Supervisors and managers can maintain discipline by reminding their employees about policies and rules. Because employee handbooks are widely used to do so, guidelines for their preparation and use are discussed next.

FIGURE 17–11 Dress Policies for Regular Work Days

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employee Group</th>
<th>Traditional (suits, dresses)</th>
<th>Very casual (jeans, t-shirts)</th>
<th>Semi-formal (sport coats, skirts, dress slacks)</th>
<th>Uniforms</th>
<th>Informal (polo shirts, casual pants)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-level management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical/Professional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office/Clerical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production/Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Percentages are based on all 422 responding employers. Percentages in each column may not add to 100 due to rounding or having no response.

Guidelines for an Employee Handbook

An employee handbook gives employees a reference source for company policies and rules and can be a positive tool for effective management of human resources. Even smaller organizations can prepare handbooks relatively easily using computer software. However, management should consider several factors when preparing handbooks.

LEGAL REVIEW OF LANGUAGE As mentioned earlier, there is a current legal trend to use employee handbooks against employers in lawsuits charging a broken “implied” contract. But that is no reason to abandon employee handbooks as a way to communicate policies to employees. Not having an employee handbook with HR policies spelled out can also leave an organization open to costly litigation and out-of-court settlements.

A more sensible approach is first to develop sound HR policies and employee handbooks to communicate them and then have legal counsel review the language contained in them. Recommendations include the following:

- **Eliminate controversial phrases:** For example, “permanent employee” as a phase often is used to describe those people who have passed a probationary period. This wording can lead to disagreement over what the parties meant by permanent. A more appropriate phrase is “regular employee.”

- **Use disclaimers:** Contract disclaimers have been upheld in court, but only if they are prominently shown in the handbook. However, there is a trade-off between disclaimers and the image presented by the handbook, so disclaimers should not be overused. A disclaimer also should appear on application forms. A disclaimer in the handbook can read as follows:

  This employee handbook is not intended to be a contract or any part of a contractual agreement between the employer and the employee. The employer reserves the right to modify, delete, or add to any policies set forth herein without notice and reserves the right to terminate an employee at any time with or without cause.

- **Keep the handbook current:** Many employers simply add new material to handbooks rather than deleting old, inapplicable rules. Those old rules can become the bases for new lawsuits. Consequently, handbooks and HR policies should be reviewed periodically and revised every few years.

READABILITY The specialists who prepare employee handbooks may not write at the appropriate level. One review of the reading level of some company handbooks revealed that on average they were written at the third-year college level, which is much higher than the typical reading level of employees in most organizations. One solution is to test the readability of the handbook on a sample of employees before it is published.

USE Another important factor to be considered in preparing an employee handbook is its method of use. Simply giving an employee a handbook and saying, “Here’s all the information you need to know,” is not sufficient.

It is important that the HR information be communicated and discussed. A growing number of firms are distributing employee handbooks electronically using an intranet, which enables employees to access policies in employee handbooks at any time. Also, changes in policies in the handbook can be made.
electronically, rather than having to distribute correction pages and memos that must be filed with every handbook. In addition to distributing policies and rules in an employee handbook, it is important that communication about HR issues, policies, rules, and organizational information be disseminated widely.

**Communicating HR Information**

HR communication focuses on the receipt and dissemination of HR data and information throughout the organization. *Downward communication* flows from top management to the rest of the organization and is essential to informing employees about what is and will be happening in the organization, and what top management expectations and goals are. *Upward communication* also is important, so that managers know about the ideas, concerns, and information needs of employees.

**HR PUBLICATIONS AND MEDIA** Organizations communicate with employees through internal publications and media, including newspapers, company magazines, organizational newsletters, videotapes, Internet postings, and computer technology. Whatever the formal means used, managers should make an honest attempt to communicate information employees need to know. Communication should not be solely a public relations tool to build the image of the organization. Bad news, as well as good news, should be reported objectively in readable style. For example, an airline publication distributed to employees has a question-and-answer section in which employees anonymously can submit tough questions to management. Management’s answers are printed with the questions in every issue. Because every effort is made to give completely honest answers, this section has been very useful. The same idea fizzled in another large company because the questions were answered with “the company line,” and employees soon lost interest in the less-than-candid replies.

Some employers produce audiotapes or videotapes—explaining benefit programs, corporate reorganizations, and revised HR policies and programs—that are shipped to each organizational branch. At those locations, the tapes are presented to employees in groups and then questions are addressed by a manager or someone from headquarters. The spread of electronic communications has made disseminating HR information more timely and widespread.

**ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION: E-MAIL AND TELECONFERENCING** As electronic and telecommunications technologies have developed, many employers are adding more technologically based methods of communicating with employees. The growth of information systems in organizations has led to the widespread use of electronic mail. With the advent of e-mail systems, communication through organizations can be almost immediate. E-mail systems can operate worldwide through networks. Replies can be returned at once rather than in a week or more. One feature of e-mail systems is that they often result in the bypassing of formal organizational structure and channels.

Some organizations also communicate through teleconferencing, in which satellite technology links facilities and groups in various locations. In this way, the same message can be delivered simultaneously to various audiences.

**SUGGESTION SYSTEMS** A suggestion system is a formal method of obtaining employee input and upward communication. Such programs are becoming even
more important as they are integrated with gainsharing or total quality management (TQM) efforts. Giving employees the opportunity to suggest changes or ways in which operations could be improved can encourage loyalty and commitment to the organization. Often, an employee in the work unit knows more about how waste can be eliminated, how hazards can be controlled, or how improvements can be made than do managers, who are not as close to the actual tasks performed. Many suggestion systems give financial rewards to employees for cost-saving suggestions, and often payments to employees are tied to a percentage of savings, up to some maximum level. Often committees of employees and managers are used to review and evaluate suggestions.

**Employee Discipline**

Employee rights have been an appropriate introduction to employee discipline, because employee rights are often an issue in disciplinary cases. Discipline is a form of training that enforces organizational rules. Those most often affected by the discipline systems in an organization are problem employees. Fortunately, problem employees comprise a small number of employees, but they often are the ones who cause the most disciplinary situations. If employers fail to deal with problem employees, negative effects on other employees and work groups often result. Common disciplinary issues caused by problem employees include absenteeism, tardiness, productivity deficiencies, alcoholism, and insubordination.

Figure 17–12 shows a possible division of responsibilities for discipline between the HR unit and managers. Notice that managers and supervisors are the ones to make disciplinary decisions and administer the discipline. HR specialists often are consulted prior to disciplinary action being instituted, and they may assist managers in administering the disciplinary action.

**Approaches to Discipline**

The disciplinary system (see Figure 17–13) can be viewed as an application of behavior modification for problem or unproductive employees. The best discipline is clearly self-discipline; when most people understand what is required at work, they can usually be counted on to do their jobs effectively. Yet some find that the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR Unit</th>
<th>Managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Designs HR procedures that consider employees’ rights</td>
<td>● Are knowledgeable about organizational HR policies and rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Designs progressive discipline process if nonunion</td>
<td>● Make disciplinary decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Trains managers on the use of discipline process</td>
<td>● Notify employees who violate policies and rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Assists managers with administration of discipline</td>
<td>● Discuss discipline follow-up with employees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The prospect of external discipline helps their self-discipline. This philosophy has led to the development of the positive discipline approach.

**POSITIVE DISCIPLINE APPROACH** The positive discipline approach builds on the philosophy that violations are actions that usually can be constructively corrected without penalty. In this approach, the focus is on fact-finding and guidance to encourage desirable behaviors, instead of on using penalties to discourage undesirable behaviors. There are four steps to positive discipline.

1. **Counseling:** Counseling can be an important part of the discipline process, because it gives a manager or supervisor the opportunity to identify employee work behavior problems and discuss solutions. The goal of this phase is to heighten employee awareness of organizational policies and rules. Knowledge of disciplinary actions may prevent violations. The emphasis is similar to that on preventing accidents. Counseling by a supervisor in the work unit can have positive effects. Often, people simply need to be made aware of rules.

2. **Written documentation:** If employee behavior has not been corrected, then a second conference is held between the supervisor and the employee. Whereas the first stage was done orally, this stage is documented in written form. As part of this phase, the employee and the supervisor develop written solutions to prevent further problems from occurring.

3. **Final warning:** When the employee does not follow the written solutions noted in the second step, a final warning conference is held. In that conference the supervisor emphasizes to the employee the importance of correcting the inappropriate actions. Some firms incorporate a *decision-day off*, in which the employee is given a day off with pay to develop a firm, written action plan to remedy the problem behaviors. The idea is to impress on the offender the seriousness of the problem and the manager's determination to see that the behavior is changed.

4. **Discharge:** If the employee fails to follow the action plan that was developed and further problem behaviors exist, then the supervisor will discharge the employee.
The advantage of this positive approach to discipline is that it focuses on problem solving. Also, because the employee is an active participant throughout the process, employers using this approach are more likely to win wrongful-discharge lawsuits if they are filed. The greatest difficulty with the positive approach to discipline is the extensive amount of training required for supervisors and managers to become effective counselors. Also, the process often takes more supervisory time than the progressive discipline approach discussed next.

**PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINE APPROACH** Progressive discipline incorporates a sequence of steps into the shaping of employee behaviors. Figure 17–14 shows a typical progressive discipline system. Like the procedures in the figure, most progressive discipline procedures use verbal and written reprimands and suspension before resorting to dismissal. Thus, progressive discipline suggests that actions to modify behavior become progressively more severe as the employee continues to show improper behavior. For example, at one manufacturing firm, failure to call in when an employee is to be absent from work may lead to a suspension after the third offense in a year. Suspension sends a very strong message to an employee that undesirable job behavior must change or termination is likely to follow.38

An employee is given opportunities to correct deficiencies before being dismissed. Following the progressive sequence ensures that both the nature and seriousness of the problem have been clearly communicated to the employee.

Not all steps in the progressive discipline procedure are followed in every case. Certain serious offenses are exempted from the progressive procedure and may result in immediate termination. Typical offenses leading to immediate termination are as follows:

- Intoxication at work
- Possession of weapons
- Alcohol or drug use at work
- Fighting
- Theft
- Falsifying employment application

**FIGURE 17–14 Progressive Discipline Procedure**
Reasons Why Discipline Might Not Be Used

Sometimes managers are reluctant to use discipline. There are a number of reasons why discipline may not be used:

- **Organizational culture regarding discipline:** One factor affecting the use of discipline is the culture of the organization and managerial willingness to use discipline. If the organizational “norm” is to avoid penalizing problem employees, then managers are more likely not to use discipline. This reluctance to discipline extends even to dismissal of problem employees.39

- **Lack of support:** Many managers do not want to use discipline, because they fear that their decisions will not be supported by higher management. The degree of support also is a function of the organizational culture.

- **Guilt:** Some managers feel that before they become managers, they committed the same violations as their employees, and they cannot discipline others for doing something they used to do.

- **Loss of friendship:** Managers who allow themselves to become too friendly with employees may fear losing those friendships if discipline is used.

- **Time loss:** Discipline, when applied properly, requires considerable time and effort. Sometimes it is easier for managers to avoid taking the time required for disciplining, especially if their actions may be overturned on review by higher management.

- **Fear of lawsuits:** Managers are increasingly concerned about being sued for disciplining someone, particularly for taking the ultimate disciplinary step of dismissal.

Effective Discipline

Because of legal concerns, managers must understand discipline and know how to administer it properly. Effective discipline should be aimed at the behavior, not at the employee personally, because the reason for discipline is to improve performance.

Discipline can be positively related to performance, which surprises those who feel that discipline can only harm behavior. Employees may resist unjustified discipline from a manager, but actions taken to maintain legitimate standards actually may reinforce productive group norms and result in increased performance and feelings of fairness. A work group may perceive that an inequity has taken place when one individual violates standards. An individual who violates standards may also be violating group norms, so lack of discipline can cause problems for the group as well as for the manager. Distributive and procedural justice suggest that if a manager tolerates this unacceptable behavior, the group may feel it is not fair. Some of the factors leading to effective disciplinary practices in an organization are shown in Figure 17– 15 and are discussed next.

**TRAINING OF SUPERVISORS** Training supervisors and managers on when and how discipline should be used is crucial. Research has found that training supervisors in procedural justice as a basis for discipline results in both their employees and others seeing disciplinary action as more fair than discipline done by untrained supervisors.40 Regardless of the disciplinary approach used, it is important to provide training on counseling and communicating skills, because supervisors and managers will be using them as they deal with employee performance problems.
CONSISTENCY OF DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS  The manager administering discipline must consider the effect of actions taken by other managers and of other actions taken in the past. Consistent discipline helps to set limits and informs people about what they can and cannot do. Inconsistent discipline leads to confusion and uncertainty.

DOCUMENTATION  Effective discipline requires accurate, written record keeping and written notification to the employee. In a number of cases, the lack of written notification has been used to support an employee’s argument that he or she “did not know.”

PROMPT DISCIPLINARY ACTION  Additionally, effective discipline is immediate. The longer the time that transpires between the offense and the disciplinary action, the less effective the discipline will be.

IMPERSONAL DISCIPLINE  Finally, effective discipline is handled impersonally. Managers cannot make discipline an enjoyable experience, but they can minimize the unpleasant effects somewhat by presenting it impersonally and by focusing on behaviors, not on the person. Also, managers should limit how emotional they become in disciplinary sessions. Obviously, employees are likely to become angry, upset, or otherwise emotional. But it is important that the supervisor conducting the discipline avoid rising to the same emotional intensity as the employee does.
Discharge: The Final Disciplinary Step

The final stage in the disciplinary process is termination. A manager may feel guilty when dismissing an employee, and sometimes guilt is justified. If an employee fails, it may be because the manager was not able to create an appropriate work environment. Perhaps the employee was not adequately trained, or perhaps management failed to establish effective policies. Managers are responsible for their employees, and to an extent, they share the blame for failures.

Both the positive and progressive approaches to discipline provide that when dismissal is used, it is clear that employees have been warned about the seriousness of their performance problems. Terminating workers because they do not keep their own promises is more likely to appear equitable and defensible to a jury. Also, such a system seems to reduce the emotional reactions that lead fired workers to sue in the first place.

When dismissal occurs, the reasons for the termination should be clearly stated. Any effort to “sugar-coat” the reason ultimately confuses the employee, and it could undermine the employer’s legal case should the termination decision be challenged. Many employers provide a specific letter or memo, which can provide evidence that the employee was notified of the termination decision.

Often, it is valuable to have both an HR representative and the employee’s supervisor or manager attend the termination meeting, so that an additional witness exists to what occurred. Also, any severance benefits or other HR-related issues can be described. Some items that are HR related include COBRA notification rights, any continuance of other employee benefits, and payments for unused vacation or sick leave. Finally, throughout the termination discussion it is crucial that the supervisor and others remain professional and calm, rather than becoming emotional or making sarcastic or demeaning remarks.\

Summary

- The employment relationship is a reciprocal one in which both the employers and employees have rights.
- The two primary types of rights are statutory rights and contractual rights.
- Contractual rights can be spelled out in an employment contract or be implied as a result of employer promises.
- Rights affecting the employment relationship include employment-at-will, due process, and dismissal for just cause.
- Employment-at-will allows employers the right to hire or terminate employees with or without notice or cause.
- Employment-at-will relationships are changing in the courts, which have found exceptions for public policy, implied contract, and good-faith/fair-dealing reasons.
- Although due process is not guaranteed for at-will employees, the courts expect to see evidence of due process in employment-related cases.
- Wrongful discharge occurs when an employer terminates an individual’s employment for improper or illegal reasons.
- Just cause for employment-related actions should exist. When just cause is absent, constructive discharge may occur, in which the employee is forced to “voluntarily” quit the job.
- Due process is important for both unionized and nonunion employees. In nonunion situations, alternative dispute resolution (ADR) means are growing in use.
Balancing employer security concerns and employee rights is most often seen when dealing with access to employee records, free speech, workplace monitoring, employer investigations, and employee substance abuse.

Employers increasingly are facing free speech issues at work, in areas such as whistle-blowing, monitoring of e-mail and voice mail, and Internet usage.

Drug testing generally is legal and is widely used as employers try to deal with increasing drug problems at work.

To be effective, HR policies and rules should be consistent, necessary, applicable, understandable, reasonable, and communicated.

Employee handbooks have been viewed as implied contracts by the courts, which presents few problems as long as the handbook conforms to appropriate standards. Issues to be considered in preparing an employee handbook include reliability, use, and legal review of language.

Discipline is best thought of as a form of training. Although self-discipline is the goal, sometimes positive or progressive discipline is necessary to encourage self-discipline.

Managers may fail to discipline when they should, for a variety of reasons. However, effective discipline can have positive effects on the productivity of employees.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. Assume you had to develop an employment contract for a key research manager. What provisions should be included?
2. Give some examples to illustrate the public policy exception to employment-at-will.
3. Discuss the differences and similarities between the issues of due process and just cause.
4. Discuss the following statement: “Even though employers’ efforts to restrict employees’ free speech at work may be permissible, such efforts raise troubling questions affecting individual rights.”
5. Identify some advantages and disadvantages associated with employers monitoring employee e-mail and work performance using technological and electronic means.
6. Examine an employee handbook from a local employer and identify problems and issues with its content.
7. Why has the positive approach to discipline been useful in reducing employee lawsuits?

Terms to Know
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<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arbitration</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constructive discharge</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contractual rights</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discipline</td>
<td>591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distributive justice</td>
<td>574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>due process</td>
<td>574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employee responsibilities</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employment-at-will (EAW)</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employment contract</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>just cause</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noncompete covenants</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonpiracy agreement</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ombudsman</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peer review panel</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>policies</td>
<td>586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>procedural justice</td>
<td>574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>procedures</td>
<td>586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rights</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right to privacy</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rules</td>
<td>586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>separation agreement</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>statutory rights</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suggestion system</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whistle-blowers</td>
<td>578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrongful discharge</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using the Internet

Employment Contracts

The president has contacted you, the HR manager, about employment contracts. He would like you to prepare a report identifying the reasons it would be in the best interest of the company to begin using employment contracts for key managers and executives. He also asked you to identify and discuss what most organizations include in their employment contracts. Use the following website to assist you.

http://www.careerlinc.com/econtract.htm

CASE

Disciplinary Process at Red Lobster

At the Red Lobster restaurant in Pleasant Hills, Pennsylvania, a waitress was fired for stealing a guest comment card that was critical of her. Having worked for Red Lobster for almost 20 years, the employee naturally was very upset about being terminated for such an infraction.

While situations such as these happen in many organizations, it is the disciplinary due process at Red Lobster that is not common. In disciplinary situations such as these, employees at Red Lobster can request that their situation be reviewed by a panel of other Red Lobster employees. Instead of filing a lawsuit against Red Lobster, which likely would have happened, the discharged employee had her case heard by a peer review panel composed of five employees in the Red Lobster chain, not necessarily from her specific location. The panel was composed of a bartender, food server, hostess, assistant manager, and a general manager. Here are the facts they heard.

According to the manager of the Pleasant Hills restaurant, the waitress was fired because she took a customer comment card from the comment card box. On the customer’s card, the customer had called the waitress “uncooperative” and said that the prime rib served had been too rare. The irate customer complained to both the shift supervisor and the restaurant manager about the food and the waitress’s service. Through facts not clearly identified, the customer learned that the waitress had retrieved the critical comment card, which angered the customer more. Based on these facts, and on a policy in the Red Lobster handbook about unauthorized removal of company property, the Pleasant Hill manager terminated the waitress.

The waitress stated her case by noting that the customer had asked for a well-done prime rib. When she received it, the customer explained that it was too rare and that it had too much fat on it. Although the waitress explained that prime rib always has fat on it, the customer was not mollified; so the waitress had the prime rib cooked more. Still unhappy, the customer dumped steak sauce on it and pushed her dinner away. Despite being offered a free dessert by the waitress, the customer demanded the bill, completed a comment card, and dropped it in the locked customer comment box. She then left the restaurant.

Wanting to know what was said, the waitress asked the hostess for the key, unlocked the box, and pocketed the card. Support for the waitress came from the hostess, who stated that other people had requested and received the key to the comment box lock in the past.

After deliberating in the case, the peer review panel ruled that the waitress had not intentionally stolen company property. Further, the panel found that the manager had overreacted with an otherwise satisfactory employee, and a written disciplinary notice would have been more appropriate. In its final
decision, the panel decided that the waitress would receive reinstatement to her job; but that she would not receive the three weeks’ back wages she had requested. Interviewed several months later, the waitress indicated that the manager treated her professionally and had given her some accommodations when the waitress hurt her back.\textsuperscript{42}

Questions

1. Would you have reached the same decision in this case? Why or why not?
2. Discuss the importance of consistent rule enforcement and due process in disciplinary situations such as this.
3. What do you see as the advantages and disadvantages of using peer review panels?

Notes

19. Americans with Disabilities Act, 1992, Section 102C(3).
CHAPTER 18
Labor/Management Relations

After you have read this chapter, you should be able to:
• Describe what a union is and explain why employees join unions.
• Explain the acts that compose the “National Labor Code.”
• Identify and discuss the stages in the process of unionization.
• Describe the typical collective bargaining process.
• Define grievance and explain why a grievance procedure is important for every employer.
General Motors and the United Auto Workers—Labor Conflict

The United Auto Workers (UAW) union, which represents most General Motors (GM) employees, has struck GM several times during the last few years. Typically the strikes have not been against the whole company—only various plants that supply key parts—but the effect has often been to shut down operations across the huge company. Why has the union continued to use labor’s ultimate weapon when each shutdown costs members and their employer dearly? The story is one that illustrates clearly the major issues in labor-management relations today.

Competition from Ford Motor Company and global competitors like Daimler-Benz and Toyota has made it clear to GM executives that they must close the big gaps in productivity, but their progress to date has been too slow. For years the need to change GM from a “clumsy giant” into a lean global competitor has been obvious. But GM’s strategy has been to use attrition to shrink its bloated workforce. As tens of thousands of workers hired in the 1960s retire, the company could restructure itself to operate using significantly fewer employees. But meanwhile at Ford, aggressive cost cutting and an end to a “country-club” approach to competition has led to major successes against GM. To reach Ford’s level of productivity, GM would need to cut 50,000 more jobs—not an approach likely to make the UAW happy. At one time, GM had 50% of the huge U.S. market for cars and trucks. Now it is at 31% and falling. Ford and Daimler-Chrysler have already accomplished the streamlining that GM is only beginning.

But even with job cuts, GM cannot be competitive unless the union drops inefficient work rules—for example, a rule allowing some workers to leave with a full day’s pay after doing a half-day’s work. The average GM worker receives wages and benefits totaling around $44 per hour. For comparison, Mexican workers at GM’s Silao plant in Mexico earn $13 per day, which is six times Mexico’s minimum wage. Jobs at the GM plant there are much sought after and considered very good jobs in Mexico.

Union strikes at GM plants have been very expensive for the company. One 17-day strike cost almost $1 billion, and longer strikes cost even more. GM suppliers are forced to lay off employees and/or shut down during strikes, and the effect ripples through the economy. Further, GM loses sales and customers as its inventory of cars disappears. The UAW struck GM plants nine times in one two-year period. The company estimates that the longer strikes cost about 21,000 customers per day—and those customers buy another brand of vehicle. The result it says, is that the business gets smaller and loses even more jobs.

The string of strikes calls into question GM’s HR strategy for dealing with its complex labor and productivity problems. Job outsourcing, closing plants, and moving production outside the United States will continue to be major issues for GM and the UAW for many years to come.
A union is a formal association of workers that promotes the interests of its members through collective action. The state of unions varies among countries depending on the culture and the laws that define union-management relationships. In the United States a complex system of laws, administrative agencies, and precedent is in place to allow workers to join unions when they wish to do so. Although fewer workers choose to do so today than before, the mechanisms remain for a union resurgence if employees feel they need a formal representative to deal with management. This chapter examines why employees may choose to organize a union, how they go about it, and the bargaining and administration of the agreement that union and management reach.

When Management Faces a Union

Employers usually would rather not have to deal with a union. The wages paid union workers are higher, and unions constrain what managers can and cannot do in a number of HR areas. However, unions can be associated with higher productivity, although that may occur when management has to find labor-saving ways of doing work to offset higher wage costs. Some companies pursue a strategy of good relations with the unions. Others may choose an aggressive, adversarial approach, which is especially true among companies that follow a low-cost/low-wage strategy to deal with competition.²

Why Employees Unionize

Whether a union targets a group of employees, or the employees themselves request union assistance, the union still must win sufficient support from the employees if it is to become their legal representative. Research consistently shows that employees join unions for one primary reason: They are dissatisfied with how they are treated by their employers and feel the union can improve the situation. If the employees do not get organizational justice from their employers, they turn to the union to assist them in getting what they believe is equitable. Important factors seem to be wages and benefits, job security, and supervisory treatment.

The primary determinant of whether employees unionize is management. If management treats employees like valuable human resources, then employees generally feel no need for outside representation. That is why providing good working conditions, fair treatment by supervisors, responsiveness to worker complaints and concerns, and reasonably competitive wages and benefits are all antidotes to unionization efforts. In addition, many workers want more cooperative dealings with management, rather than being autocratically managed.³ The union’s ability to foster commitment from members and to remain as their bargaining agent apparently depends on how well the union succeeds in providing services that its members want.

Targeting Organizations by Unions

Unions may contact employees in industries or occupations where they have a traditional interest, or in new areas where expansion seems possible. For exam-
employees, see the HR Perspective. The following are some indicators identified by unions to predict when a unionization attempt might be successful in a given organization:

- Dissatisfaction with wages and benefits
- Dissatisfaction with safety or job security
- Boring or demeaning jobs
- Poor supervisory practices, including insufficient communication
- Lack of power to make changes

When these indicators are present, the employees might choose a union to represent them. If employees choose a union to represent them, management and union representatives enter into formal bargaining over certain issues such as pay scales, benefits, and working conditions. Once these issues have been resolved in a labor contract, management and union representatives must work together to

---

**HR PERSPECTIVE**

**Unions Needed Here?**

Targeting by unions is very evident today. As unions concentrate their efforts to organize employees, they have identified certain industries and one city as being ripe for union organizing. For example, Las Vegas, Nevada, has been picked by the largest national labor organization, the AFL-CIO, as a place where employees might see the advantages of union membership. In a sense, Las Vegas may seem an odd place for union organizing. It is a conservative area, but it has been a boom town for some time now, and its core service jobs cannot be moved elsewhere by employers. The union is pursuing hotels, hospitals, and construction workers in Las Vegas. Although Las Vegas is a targeted geographical area, certain industries, such as child care and nursing homes, are targeted elsewhere.

Child-care workers are a target in Philadelphia (and elsewhere as well). Child-care workers are often unskilled and receive low pay. For example, in Philadelphia child-care workers make less than $8/hour, 80% have no health insurance, and virtually none have employer-paid retirement benefits. Henry Nicholas, President of the National Union of Hospital and Health Care Employees, says, “We are building this movement to put dignity in child care.” About 24,000 people are employed in the child-care industry in the Philadelphia area.

Workers in nursing homes dealing with the elderly are a fast-growing segment of the workforce. However, many employees in this industry are relatively dissatisfied. The industry is often noted for its low pay and hard work, and many employees are women who work as nurse's aides, cooks, launderers, and in other low-wage jobs. The Bureau of Labor Statistics lists nursing home workers as among the most susceptible to workplace injuries—from assaults by patients to back injuries from lifting and turning patients. Even in the southern United States, where unions have been notably unsuccessful previously, the employees of nursing homes are organizing. As the vice president of a large nursing-home chain in the South notes, “We prefer to deal with our employees without a union. But if we end up with a union, it’s probably because we deserve it in that particular location.”

Nursing-home employees earn an average of $6.65 an hour and see unions as a chance for change. Ironically, they are health-care workers—although many of them cannot afford health insurance. Many homes are chronically short staffed, yet each patient must be cared for regularly. Recently, unions won 25 of 37 elections in the South, and three-fourths of their elections nationally.

Unions point out that targeting these areas and industries will help employees increase their wages, benefits, and working conditions. Workers in these industries also represent a source for growth in labor union members to offset declines elsewhere.
manage the contract and deal with grievances, which are formal complaints filed by workers with management. HR professionals may be involved in any or all of the process.

**HR Responsibilities with Unions**

Figure 18–1 shows a typical division of responsibilities between the HR unit and operating managers in dealing with unions. This pattern may vary among organizations. In some organizations, HR is not involved with labor relations because operating management handles them. In other organizations, the HR unit is almost completely in charge of labor relations. The typical division of responsibilities shown in Figure 18–1 is a midpoint between these extremes.

**Union Membership Trends**

Unionism in the United States has followed a pattern somewhat different from that in other countries. In such countries as Italy, England, and Japan, the union movement has been at the forefront of social policy issues. For the most part, this politicization has not occurred in the United States. Perhaps workers here tend to identify with the American free enterprise system. Further, class consciousness and conflict between the working “class” and the management “class” is less evident in the United States than in many other countries.

**Unions in the United States—and Globally**

The union movement in the United States has been characterized by the following approaches, which in some cases are very different from the approaches used in other countries. In the United States the key emphases have been:

- **Focus on economic issues:** Unions typically have focused on improving the “bread and butter” issues for their members—wages, job security, and benefits. In Germany, the workers and their unions have a say in the management of the company, with one or more members on the board of directors of many employers. The German approach is more comprehensive than that used in the United States.

**FIGURE 18–1 Typical Labor Relations Responsibilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR Unit</th>
<th>Managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deals with union organizing attempts at the company level</td>
<td>Promote conditions conducive to positive relationships with employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitors “climate” for unionization and union relationships</td>
<td>Avoid unfair labor practices during organizing efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helps negotiate labor agreements</td>
<td>Administer the labor agreement on a daily basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides detailed knowledge of labor legislation as needed</td>
<td>Resolve grievances and problems between management and employees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- **Organized by kind of job:** In the United States, carpenters often belong to the carpenter’s union, truck drivers to the Teamsters, and teachers to the American Federation of Teachers or the National Education Association. In Japan, unions are organized on a company-by-company basis or an “enterprise” basis rather than by kind of job.

- **Decentralized bargaining:** In the United States, bargaining is usually done on a company-by-company basis. In Sweden the government determines wage rates, and in other countries “councils,” rather than individual employers, set nationwide rates through bargaining.

- **Collective agreements are “contracts”:** Collective bargaining agreements are referred to as contracts. They spell out work rules and conditions of employment for 2 or 3 years or longer. In the United States, the agreements are enforceable after interpretation (if necessary) by an arbitrator. In Great Britain, the agreements are not enforceable; they are similar to a handshake or “gentleman’s agreement,” and cannot be enforced formally.

- **Adversarial relations:** U.S. tradition has management and labor as adversaries who must “clash” to reach agreement. In Mexico the employer-employee relationship is more friendly, almost family-like.

---

**FIGURE 18-2 Union Membership As a Percentage of U.S. Workforce**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Percentage of Labor Force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** Data from Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.
Union Decline Worldwide

Over the past several decades, the statistics on union membership have told a disheartening story for organized labor in the United States. As shown in Figure 18–2 on the previous page, unions represented over 30% of the workforce from 1945 through 1960. But by the end of the 1990s, unions in the United States represented less than 14% of all private-sector workers.

As in the United States, unions in other countries are facing declining membership. One factor in the decline of European unions is that European manufacturers have been reducing operations in Europe and moving jobs to the United States, as well as to low-wage countries such as China, Thailand, and the Philippines. Further, the need to reduce expenditures for social benefits, such as welfare and pensions, has forced European countries to eliminate jobs in their public sectors, which traditionally have been highly unionized. Compounding the problems, many large employers in western European countries are wholly or partially owned by the national government. Figure 18–3 shows the percentage of the labor force that is unionized in different countries. Other reasons for the shifts in union membership in the United States are addressed next.

Reasons for Union Decline in the U.S.

Economists speculate that several issues have sparked union decline: deregulation, foreign competition, a larger number of people looking for jobs, and a

---

**FIGURE 18–3 Union Membership as a Percentage of the Workforce for Selected Countries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Union Membership (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: OECD Data from The Economist, July 12, 1997, 70.
general perception by firms that dealing with unions is expensive compared with the nonunion alternative. Also, management has taken a much more activist stance against unions than during the previous years of union growth.

Unions have emphasized helping workers obtain higher wages, shorter working hours, job security, and safe working conditions from their employers. Ironically, some believe that one cause for the decline of unions has been their success in getting their important worker issues passed into law for everyone. Therefore, unions are not as necessary for many employees, even though they enjoy the results of past union efforts to influence legislation.

**Geographic Changes**

Over the past decade, job growth in the United States has been the greatest in states located in the South, Southwest, and Rocky Mountains. Most of these states have relatively small percentages of unionized workers. This is partly because of “employer-friendly” laws passed to attract new plants, many relocated from northern states, where unions traditionally have been stronger. Foreign competition, automation, and the lack of union traditions are the main barriers to unionization efforts in these areas.

Another issue involves the movement of many lower-skill jobs outside the United States. Primarily because of cheaper labor, many manufacturers such as General Motors have moved a significant number of low-skill jobs to Mexico, the Philippines, China, Thailand, and other lower-wage countries. Even some white-collar data processing jobs are being moved out of the country. For instance, a major airline has data entry of airline ticket receipts being done by workers on two different Caribbean islands.

A major impetus for moving low-skill, low-wage jobs to Mexico was the passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). It removed tariffs and restrictions affecting the flow of goods and services among the United States, Canada, and Mexico. Because wage rates are significantly lower in Mexico, a number of jobs that would have been susceptible to unionization are now being moved there. Supporters of NAFTA make the case that jobs are created in the United States as well, but many of those jobs are at higher levels and in areas less likely to be unionized. Thus, the overall result in many situations is that jobs that otherwise could lead to unionization and the growth of unions have been moving out of the reach of U.S. unions.

**Public-Sector Unionism**

An area where unions have had some measure of success is with public-sector employees, particularly with state and local government workers. Figure 18–4 on the next page shows that the government sector (federal, state, and local) is the most highly unionized part of the U.S. workforce.

Unionization of state and local government employees presents some unique problems and challenges. First, many unionized local government employees are in critical service areas. Allowing police officers, firefighters, and sanitation workers to strike endangers public health and safety. Consequently, over 30 states have laws prohibiting public employee work stoppages. These laws also identify a variety of ways to resolve negotiation impasses, including arbitration. But unions still give employees in these areas greater security and better ability to influence decisions on wages and benefits.
Although unions in the federal government hold the same basic philosophy as unions in the private sector, they do differ somewhat. Through past Executive Orders and laws, methods of labor/management relations that consider the special circumstances present in the federal government have been established. In the United States, the government sector is the only one in which there has been a recent growth and strengthening of unions.

The History of American Unions

The evolution of the union movement in the United States began with early collective efforts by employees to address job concerns and counteract management power. As early as 1794, shoemakers organized a union, picketed, and conducted strikes. However, in those days, unions in the United States received very little support from the courts. In 1806, when the shoemaker’s union struck for higher wages, a Philadelphia court found union members guilty of engaging in a “criminal conspiracy” to raise wages.

The AFL-CIO

In 1886, the American Federation of Labor (AFL) was formed as a federation of independent national unions. Its aims were to organize skilled craft workers, like carpenters and plumbers, and to emphasize such bread-and-butter issues as wages and working conditions.

The Civil War gave factories a big boost, and factory mass-production methods used semiskilled or unskilled workers. Unions found that they could not control the semiskilled workers entering factory jobs because these workers had no tradition of unionism. It was not until 1938, when the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) was founded, that a labor union organization focused on
semiskilled and unskilled workers. Years later, the AFL and the CIO merged to form one coordinating federation, the AFL-CIO.

**Early Labor Legislation**

The right to organize workers and engage in collective bargaining is of little value if workers are not free to exercise it. Historical evidence shows that management developed practices calculated to prevent workers from using this right. The federal government has taken action over time to both hamper unions and protect them.

**RAILWAY LABOR ACT** The Railway Labor Act (1926) represented a shift in government regulation of unions. As a result of a joint effort between railroad management and unions to reduce transportation strikes, this act gave railroad employees “the right to organize and bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing.” In 1936, airlines and their employees were added to those covered by the act. Both of these industries are still covered by this act rather than by others passed later.

**NORRIS-LAGUARDIA ACT** The crash of the stock market and the onset of the Great Depression in 1929 led to massive cutbacks by employers. In some industries, resistance by employees led to strikes and violence. Under the laws at that time, employers could go to court and have a federal judge issue injunctions ordering workers to return to work. In 1932, Congress passed the Norris-LaGuardia Act, which guaranteed workers some rights to organize and restricted the issuance of court injunctions in labor disputes.


The economic crises of the early 1930s and the restrictions on workers’ ability to organize into unions led to the passage of landmark labor legislation. Later acts reflected other pressures and issues that had to be addressed legislatively. Together, the following three acts, passed over a period of almost 25 years, comprise what has been labeled the “National Labor Code”: (1) the Wagner Act, (2) the Taft-Hartley Act, and (3) the Landrum-Griffin Act. Each act was passed to focus on some facet of the relationships between unions and management. Figure 18–5 on the next page shows each segment of the code and describes the primary focus of each act.

**Wagner Act (National Labor Relations Act)**

The National Labor Relations Act, more commonly referred to as the Wagner Act, has been called the Magna Carta of labor and is, by anyone’s standards, pro-union. Passed in 1935, the Wagner Act was an outgrowth of the Great Depression. With employers having to close or cut back their operations, workers were left with little job security. Unions stepped in to provide a feeling of solidarity and strength for many workers. The Wagner Act declared, in effect, that the official policy of the U.S. government was to encourage collective bargaining.
The Wagner Act helped union growth in three ways:

- It established workers' right to organize, unhampered by management interference.
- It defined unfair labor practices on the part of management.
- It established the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) as an independent entity to enforce the provisions of the Wagner Act.

The Wagner Act established the principle that employees would be protected in their right to form a union and to bargain collectively. To protect union rights, the act prohibited employers from undertaking the following five unfair labor practices:

- Interfering with, restraining, or coercing employees in the exercise of their right to organize or to bargain collectively.
- Dominating or interfering with the formation or administration of any labor organization.
- Encouraging or discouraging membership in any labor organization by discriminating with regard to hiring, tenure, or conditions of employment.
- Discharging or otherwise discriminating against an employee because he or she filed charges or gave testimony under the act.
- Refusing to bargain collectively with representatives of the employees.

The NLRB administers all provisions of the Wagner and subsequent labor relations acts. Although it was set up as an impartial umpire of the organizing process, the NLRB has altered its emphasis depending on which political party is in power to appoint members.

**Taft-Hartley Act (Labor-Management Relations Act)**

The passage in 1947 of the *Labor-Management Relations Act*, better known as the Taft-Hartley Act, answered the concerns of many who felt that unions had become too strong. An attempt to balance the collective bargaining equation, this act was designed to offset the pro-union Wagner Act by limiting union actions; therefore, it was considered to be *pro-management*. It became the second part of the National Labor Code.

The new law amended or qualified in some respect all of the major provisions of the Wagner Act and established an entirely new code of conduct for unions. The Taft-Hartley Act forbade unions from a series of unfair labor practices that
were very much like those prohibited for management. Coercion, discrimination against nonmembers, refusing to bargain, excessive membership fees, and other practices were forbidden for unions. The Taft-Hartley Act also allows the President of the United States to declare that a strike presents a national emergency. A **national emergency strike** is one that would affect an industry or a major part of it such that the national economy would be significantly affected.

**RIGHT-TO-WORK PROVISION** One specific provision of the Taft-Hartley Act, Section 14(b), deserves special explanation. This “right-to-work” provision affects the **closed shop**, which requires individuals to join a union before they can be hired. Because of concerns that a closed shop allows a union to “control” who may be considered for employment and who must be hired by an employer, Section 14(b) prohibits the closed shop except in construction-related occupations. The act does allow the **union shop**, which requires that an employee join the union, usually 30 to 60 days after being hired. The act also allows the **agency shop**, which requires employees who refuse to join the union to pay amounts equal to union dues and fees in return for the union’s representative services.

The Taft-Hartley Act allows states to pass laws that restrict compulsory union membership. Accordingly, some states have passed **right-to-work laws**, which prohibit both the closed shop and the union shop. The laws were so named because they allow a person the right to work without having to join a union. The states that have enacted these laws are shown in Figure 18–6 on the next page.

**Landrum-Griffin Act (Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act)**

In 1959 the third segment of the National Labor Code, the **Landrum-Griffin Act**, was passed. A congressional committee investigating the Teamsters union had found corruption in the union. The law was aimed at protecting the rights of individual union members against such practices. Under the Landrum-Griffin Act, unions must have bylaws, financial reports must be made, union members must have a bill of rights, and the Secretary of Labor will act as a watchdog of union conduct. Because a union is supposed to be a democratic institution in which union members vote on and elect officers and approve labor contracts, the Landrum-Griffin Act was passed in part to ensure that the federal government protects those democratic rights.

In a few instances, union officers have attempted to maintain their jobs by physically harassing or attacking individuals who try to oust them from office. In other cases, union officials have “milked” pension fund monies for their own use. Such instances are not typical of most unions, but illustrate the need for legislative oversight to protect individual union members.

**Civil Service Reform Act of 1978**

Passed as Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations statute made major changes in how the federal government deals with unions. The act also identified areas that are and are not subject to bargaining. For example, as a result of the law, wages and benefits are not subject to bargaining. Instead, they are set by congressional actions.

The act established the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) as an independent agency similar to the NLRB. The FLRA was given authority to oversee and
administer union-management relations in the federal government and to investigate unfair practices in union organizing efforts. The FLRA is a three-member body appointed on a bipartisan basis.

**Craft union**
A union whose members do one type of work, often using specialized skills and training.

**Industrial union**
A union that includes many persons working in the same industry or company, regardless of jobs held.

**Federation**
A group of autonomous national and international unions.

---

**Union Structure**

American labor is represented by many different kinds of unions. But regardless of size and geographical scope, two basic types of unions have developed over time. A **craft union** is one whose members do one type of work, often using specialized skills and training. Examples include the International Association of Bridge, Structural, and Ornamental Iron Workers and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists. An **industrial union** is one that includes many persons working in the same industry or company, regardless of jobs held. Examples are the United Food and Commercial Workers, the United Auto Workers, and the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees.

Labor organizations have developed complex organizational structures with multiple levels. The broadest level is the **federation**, which is a group of autonomous national and international unions. A federation allows individual
unions to work together and present a more unified front to the public, legislators, and members. The most prominent federation in the United States is the AFL-CIO, which is a confederation of national and international unions.

**National Unions**

National or international unions are not governed by the federation even if they are affiliated with it. They collect dues and have their own boards, specialized publications, and separate constitutions and bylaws. Such national-international unions as the United Steel Workers and the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees determine broad union policy and offer services to local union units. They also help maintain financial records and provide a base from which additional organizing drives may take place. Political infighting and corruption are sometimes problems for national unions, as when the federal government stepped in and overturned an election the Teamsters union had held.6

**Local Unions**

Local unions may be centered around a particular employer organization or around a particular geographic location. Officers in local unions are elected by the membership and are subject to removal if they do not perform satisfactorily. For this reason, local union officers tend to be concerned with how they are perceived by the union members. They tend to react to situations as politicians do because they, too, are concerned about obtaining votes. In local unions, women generally do not hold offices except when the union has a large percentage of women members.

Local unions typically have business agents and union stewards. A **business agent** is a full-time union official employed by the union to operate the union office and assist union members. The agent runs the local headquarters, helps negotiate contracts with management, and becomes involved in attempts to unionize employees in other organizations. A **union steward** is an employee of a firm or organization who is elected to serve as the first-line representative of unionized workers. Stewards negotiate grievances with supervisors and generally represent employees at the worksite.

**The Process of Unionizing**

The process of unionizing an employer may begin in one of two primary ways: (1) union targeting of an industry or company, or (2) employee requests. In the former case, the local or national union identifies a firm or industry in which it believes unionization can succeed. The logic for targeting is that if the union is successful in one firm or a portion of the industry, then many other workers in the industry will be more willing to consider unionizing.

The second impetus for union organizing occurs when individual workers in an organization contact a union and express a desire to unionize. The employees themselves—or the union—then may begin to campaign to win support among the other employees.

Once the unionizing efforts begin, all activities must conform to the requirements established by labor laws and the National Labor Relations Board for private-
sector employees, or by the appropriate federal or state governmental agency for public-sector employees. Both management and the unions must adhere to those requirements, or the results of the effort can be appealed to the NLRB and overturned. With those requirements in mind, the union can embark on the typical union organizing process, shown in Figure 18–7.

Organizing Campaign

Like other entities seeking members, a union usually mounts an organized campaign to persuade individuals to support its efforts. This persuasion takes many forms, including personally contacting employees outside of work, mailing materials to employees’ homes, inviting employees to attend special meetings away from the company, and publicizing the advantages of union membership.

**Handbilling**

Handbilling is a practice in which unions distribute written publicity to employees to convince them to sign authorization cards. Brochures, leaflets, and circulars are all handbills. Those items can be passed out to employees as they leave work, mailed to their homes, or even attached to their vehicles, as long as they comply with the rules established by laws and the NLRB.

**“Salting”**

Unions sometimes use paid organizers to infiltrate a targeted employer for the purpose of trying to organize other workers. In this practice, known as salting, the unions hire and pay people to apply for jobs at certain companies; when the people are hired, they begin organizing efforts. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that refusing to hire otherwise qualified applicants, even if they also are paid by a union, violates the Wagner Act.7

**Authorization Cards**

A union authorization card is signed by an employee to designate a union as his or her collective bargaining agent. At least 30% of the employees in the targeted group must sign authorization cards before an election can be called.

In reality, the fact that an employee signs an authorization card does not mean that the employee is in favor of a union; it means only that he or she would like the opportunity to vote on having one. Employees who do not want a union still might sign authorization cards because they want management to know they are disgruntled.

**Representation Election**

An election to determine if a union will represent the employees is supervised by the NLRB for private-sector organizations and by other legal bodies for public-sector employees, or by the appropriate federal or state governmental agency for public-sector employees. Both management and the unions must adhere to those requirements, or the results of the effort can be appealed to the NLRB and overturned. With those requirements in mind, the union can embark on the typical union organizing process, shown in Figure 18–7.
sector organizations. If two unions are attempting to represent employees, the employees will have three choices: union A, union B, or no union.

**BARGAINING UNIT** Before the election is held, the appropriate bargaining unit must be determined. A **bargaining unit** is composed of all employees eligible to select a single union to represent and bargain collectively for them. If management and the union do not agree on who is and who is not included in the unit, the regional office of the NLRB must make a determination.

A major criterion in deciding the composition of a bargaining unit is what the NLRB has called a “community of interest.” This concept means that the employees have mutual interests in the following areas:

- Wages, hours, and working conditions
- Traditional industry groupings for bargaining purposes
- Physical location of employees and the amount of interaction and working relationships among employee groups
- Supervision by similar levels of management

**UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES** Employers and unions engage in a number of activities before an election. Both the Wagner Act and the Taft-Hartley Act place restrictions on these activities. Figure 18–8 lists some common tactics that management legally can use and some tactics it cannot use.8

**FIGURE 18–8 Legal Do’s and Don’ts for Managers during the Unionization Process**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DO (LEGAL)</th>
<th>DON’T (ILLEGAL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Tell employees about current wages and benefits and how they compare with those in other firms</td>
<td>• Promise employees pay increases or promotions if they vote against the union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tell employees that the employer opposes unionization</td>
<td>• Threaten employees with termination or discriminate when disciplining employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tell employees the disadvantages of having a union (especially cost of dues, assessments, and requirements of membership)</td>
<td>• Threaten to close down or move the company if a union is voted in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Show employees articles about unions and relate negative experiences others have had elsewhere</td>
<td>• Spy on or have someone spy on union meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Explain the unionization process to employees accurately</td>
<td>• Make a speech to employees or groups at work within 24 hours of the election (before that, it is allowed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Forbid distribution of union literature during work hours in work areas</td>
<td>• Ask employees how they plan to vote or if they have signed authorization cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enforce disciplinary policies and rules consistently and appropriately</td>
<td>• Encourage employees to persuade others to vote against the union (such a vote must be initiated solely by the employee)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Various tactics may be used by management representatives in attempting to defeat a unionization effort. Such tactics often begin when handbills appear, or when authorization cards are being distributed. Some employers hire experts who specialize in combating unionization efforts. Using these “union busters,” as they are called by unions, appears to enhance employers’ chances of winning the representation election.

**ELECTION PROCESS** Assuming an election is held, the union need receive only the votes of a majority of those voting in the election. For example, if a group of 200 employees is the identified unit, and only 50 people vote, only 50% of the employees voting plus one (in this case, 26) would need to vote yes in order for the union to be named as the representative of all 200 employees.

If either side believes that unfair labor practices have been used by the other side, the election results can be appealed to the NLRB. If the NLRB finds that unfair practices were used, it can order a new election. Assuming that no unfair practices have been used and the union obtains a majority in the election, the union then petitions the NLRB for certification.

Over the years, unions have won representation elections about 45% to 50% of the time. Statistics from the NLRB consistently indicate that the smaller the number of employees in the bargaining unit, the higher the percentage of elections won by the unions. In the past few years, unions have won slightly more elections than they have lost.9

**Certification and Decertification**

Official certification of a union as the legal representative for employees is given by the NLRB (or by the equivalent body for public-sector organizations). Once certified, the union attempts to negotiate a contract with the employer. The employer must bargain, because it is an unfair labor practice to refuse to bargain with a certified union. Negotiation of a labor contract is one of the most important methods that unions use to achieve their major goals.

Employees who have a union and no longer wish to be represented by it can use the election process called **decertification**. The decertification process is similar to the unionization process. Employees attempting to oust a union must obtain decertification authorization cards signed by at least 30% of the employees in the bargaining unit before an election may be called. If a majority of those voting in the election want to remove the union, the decertification effort succeeds. Some reasons that employees decide to vote out a union include better treatment by employers, efforts by employers to discredit the union, the inability of some unions to address the changing needs of a firm’s workforce, and the declining image of unions. Newly certified unions are given at least a year before decertification can be attempted by workers in the bargaining unit.10

**Contract Negotiation (Collective Bargaining)**

**Collective bargaining** is the process whereby representatives of management and workers negotiate over wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment. It is a give-and-take process between representatives of two organizations for the benefit of both. It is also a relationship based on relative power. The power relationship in collective
bargaining involves conflict, and the threat of conflict seems necessary to maintain the relationship. But perhaps the most significant aspect of collective bargaining is that it is a continuing relationship that does not end immediately after agreement is reached. Instead, it continues for the life of the labor agreement and beyond.\textsuperscript{11}

Management-union relationships in collective bargaining can follow one of several patterns. Figure 18-9 shows the relationship as a continuum, ranging from conflict to collusion. On the left side of the continuum, management and union see each other as enemies. On the right side, the two entities join together illegally in collusion. Collusion, relatively rare in U.S. labor history, is against the law. A number of positions fall between these two extremes, as Figure 18-9 illustrates.

Collective Bargaining Issues

Figure 18-10 shows typical items in a formal labor agreement or contract. These items are all legitimate issues for collective bargaining. In addition, although not often listed as such in the contract, management rights and union security are two important issues subject to collective bargaining.

Management Rights

Virtually all labor contracts include management rights, which are those rights reserved to the employer to manage, direct, and control its business. Such a provision often reads as follows:

The employer retains all rights to manage, direct, and control its business in all particulars, except as such rights are expressly and specifically modified by the terms of this or any subsequent agreement.

By including such a provision, management is attempting to preserve its unilateral right to decide to make changes in any areas not identified in a labor contract.
Union Security

A major concern of union representatives when bargaining is to negotiate union security provisions, which are contract provisions to aid the union in obtaining and retaining members. One union security provision is the dues checkoff, which provides that union dues will be deducted automatically from payroll checks of union members. This provision makes it much easier for the union to collect its funds, which it must otherwise collect by billing each member separately.

Another form of security involves requiring union membership of all employees, subject to state right-to-work laws. The closed shop is illegal except in limited construction-industry situations. But other types of arrangements can be developed, including union shops, maintenance-of-membership, and agency shops.

A growing facet of union security in labor contracts is the no-layoff policy, or job security guarantee. The job security concerns at General Motors, described in the opening discussion, illustrate how important such provisions are to many union workers. This is especially true in light of all the mergers, downsizings, and job reductions taking place in many industries.

Classification of Bargaining Issues

A number of issues can be addressed during collective bargaining. The NLRB has defined bargaining issues in three ways—mandatory, permissive, and illegal. A discussion of each follows.
MANDATORY ISSUES Those issues that are identified specifically by labor laws or court decisions as being subject to bargaining are mandatory issues. If either party demands that issues in this category be bargained over, then bargaining must occur. Generally, mandatory issues relate to wages, benefits, nature of jobs, and other work-related subjects.

The following issues have been ruled to be mandatory subjects for bargaining:

- Discharge of employees
- Job security
- Grievances
- Work schedules
- Union security and dues checkoff
- Retirement and pension coverage
- Vacations
- Christmas bonuses
- Rest- and lunch-break rules
- Safety rules
- Profit-sharing plans
- Required physical exams

PERMISSIVE ISSUES Those issues that are not mandatory but relate to certain jobs are permissive issues. For example, the following issues can be bargained over if both parties agree:

- Benefits for retired employees
- Product prices for employees
- Performance bonds

ILLEGAL ISSUES A final category, illegal issues, includes those issues that would require either party to take illegal action, such as giving preference to individuals who have been union members when hiring employees. If one side wants to bargain over an illegal issue, the other can refuse. The HR Perspective on the next page identifies some current issues.

The Bargaining Process

The collective bargaining process is made up of a number of stages: preparation, initial demands, negotiations, settlement, or impasse, and strikes or lockouts.

Preparation and Initial Demands

Both labor and management representatives spend much time preparing for negotiations. Employer and industry data concerning wages, benefits, working conditions, management and union rights, productivity, and absenteeism are gathered. If the organization argues that it cannot afford to pay what the union is asking, the employer’s financial situation and accompanying data are all the more relevant. However, the union must request such information before the employer is obligated to provide it.

Typical bargaining includes initial proposals of expectations by both sides. The amount of rancor or calmness exhibited sets the tone for future negotiations between the parties.

Continuing Negotiations

After opening positions have been taken, each side attempts to determine what the other values highly so the best bargain can be struck. For example, the union may be asking the employer to pay for dental benefits as part of a package that
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Important Current Issues in the Labor Movement

For the labor movement nationally the major issues are often related to, but different from, issues confronting a local union and a company. Some of the issues already mentioned are the decline in membership, targeting industries, layoffs, and NAFTA. However, other issues are receiving considerable attention as well:

- **Dues—use and disclosure:** Dues that members pay to the union are used to maintain the union and advance its causes. Recently, union spending has become a topic of debate. For example, the AFL-CIO spent $35 million to back Democrats for Congress despite the fact that nearly 40% of union members routinely vote Republican. The NLRB has ruled that members are entitled to know how union dues money is spent. Further, a California voter initiative, which would have allowed workers who did not agree with the union’s expenditure of their dues to get the money back, was narrowly defeated in a statewide election.

- **When does cooperation become collusion?** The Supreme Court added another decision to the controversy over employee involvement issues (covered in more detail shortly). It ruled that WEBCOR Packaging, a Michigan-based cardboard box maker, “created a labor organization” in violation of the NLRA. WEBCOR had argued that it wanted to encourage employee involvement in workplace decisions when it constituted a “plant council.” The NLRA, which prohibits company-dominated or “sham” unions, had held that the council was “making recommendations for managements’ consideration,” relative to terms and conditions of work, and was a “company union.”

- **Who is an employee?** Are the independent contractors used by many businesses instead of full-time workers considered “employees” for organizing purposes? Contingent worker growth is a strong trend mentioned earlier. If unions cannot organize this growing group, they will continue to lose potential members.

- **Union mergers:** Like companies, unions find there is strength in size, and several national unions have merged or are considering doing so. However, not all merger attempts succeed. The NEA (National Education Association) recently rejected a plan to merge with the AFT (American Federation of Teachers). The NEA has long cherished its independence from traditional labor unions; and the AFT, which is affiliated with the AFL-CIO, is a more traditional labor union. The NEA suggests it is more akin to the American Medical Association than to a labor union, and is a “professional” group. However, the issue described next may call that professional orientation into question as a reason not to join a traditional labor union.

- **Professionals—in unions?** As the number of physicians who are salaried employees (perhaps of HMOs) increases from less than 25% to almost 50%, these professionals are joining unions. The physicians’ most common complaint is that they have lost control of patient care decisions. In another field, teaching assistants (future professors) at several universities such as Harvard and the University of Illinois have tried to start unions. But universities claim assistantships are part of a graduate student’s education and not subject to collective bargaining rights.

Dues, cooperation, contractors, mergers, and professionals are all issues forcing change on the union-management relationships. How these issues are addressed by unions and management may be significant in determining future union membership changes.12

also includes wage demands and retirement benefits. However, the union may be most interested in the wages and retirement benefits, and may be willing to trade the dental payments for more wages. Management has to determine which the union wants more and decide exactly what to give up.
GOOD FAITH  Provisions in federal law require that both employer and employee bargaining representatives negotiate in good faith. In good-faith negotiations, the parties agree to send negotiators who can bargain and make decisions, rather than people who do not have the authority to commit either group to a decision. Meetings between the parties cannot be scheduled at absurdly inconvenient hours. Some give-and-take discussions also must occur.

Settlement and Contract Agreement

After an initial agreement has been made, the bargaining parties usually return to their respective constituencies to determine if what they have informally agreed on is acceptable. A particularly crucial stage is ratification of the labor agreement, which occurs when union members vote to accept the terms of a negotiated agreement. Prior to the ratification vote, the union negotiating team explains the agreement to the union members and presents it for a vote. If the agreement is approved, it is then formalized into a contract. The agreement also contains language on the duration of the contract.

Bargaining Impasse

Regardless of the structure of the bargaining process, labor and management do not always reach agreement on the issues. If impasse occurs, then the disputes can be taken to conciliation, mediation, or arbitration.

CONCILIATION AND MEDIATION  When an impasse occurs, an outside party may aid the two deadlocked parties to continue negotiations and arrive at a solution. In conciliation, the third party attempts to keep union and management negotiators talking so that they can reach a voluntary settlement but makes no proposals for solutions. In mediation, the third party assists the negotiators in their discussions and also suggests settlement proposals. In neither conciliation nor mediation does the third party attempt to impose a solution.

ARBITRATION  The process of arbitration is a process that uses a neutral third party to make a decision. It can be conducted by either an individual or a panel of individuals. Arbitration is used to solve bargaining impasses primarily in the public sector. This “interest” arbitration is not frequently used in the private sector, because companies generally do not want an outside party making decisions about their rights, wages, benefits, and other issues. However, grievance, or “rights” arbitration is used extensively in the private sector. Arbitration is discussed in more detail when grievance procedures are described later in this chapter.

Strikes and Lockouts

If a deadlock cannot be resolved, then an employer may revert to a lockout—or a union may revert to a strike. During a strike, union members refuse to work in order to put pressure on an employer. Often, the striking union members picket or demonstrate against the employer outside the place of business by carrying placards and signs. In a lockout, management shuts down company operations to prevent union members from working. This action may avert possible damage or sabotage to company facilities or injury to employees who continue to work. It also provides leverage to managers.13

Ratification  Process by which union members vote to accept the terms of a negotiated labor agreement.

Conciliation  Process by which a third party attempts to keep union and management negotiators talking so that they can reach a voluntary settlement.

Mediation  Process by which a third party assists negotiators in their discussions and also suggests settlement proposals.

Arbitration  Process that uses a neutral third party to make a decision.

Strike  Work stoppage in which union members refuse to work in order to put pressure on an employer.

Lockout  Shutdown of company operations undertaken by management to prevent union members from working.
TYPES OF STRIKES  The following types of strikes can occur:

- **Economic strikes** occur when the parties fail to reach agreement during collective bargaining.
- **Unfair labor practice strikes** occur when union members walk away from their jobs over what they feel are illegal employer actions, such as refusal to bargain.
- **Wildcat strikes** occur during the life of the collective bargaining agreement without approval of union leadership and violate a no-strike clause in a labor contract. Strikers can be discharged or disciplined.
- **Jurisdictional strikes** occur when one union’s members walk out to force the employer to assign work to them instead of to another union.
- **Sympathy strikes** express one union’s support for another union involved in a dispute, even though the first union has no disagreement with the employer.

Workers’ rights vary depending on the type of strike that occurs. For example, in an economic strike, an employer is free to replace the striking workers. But with an unfair labor practice strike, workers who want their jobs back at the end of the strike must be reinstated.

Because there has been a decline in union power, work stoppages due to strikes and lockouts are relatively rare. Thus, many unions are reluctant to go on strike because of the financial losses their members would incur, or the fear that the strike would cause the employer to go bankrupt. In addition, management has shown its willingness to hire replacements, and some strikes have ended with union workers losing their jobs.

REPLACEMENT OF WORKERS ON STRIKE  Management has always had the ability to simply replace workers who struck, but the option was not widely used. A strike by the United Auto Workers (UAW) against Caterpillar in the 1990s changed that. A contrasting approach to replacing strikers is shown in the United Parcel Service strike, discussed in the HR Perspective on the next page.

Management’s Choice: Cooperate or Stay Nonunion

The adversarial relationship that naturally exists between unions and management may lead to the conflicts discussed previously. But there is also a growing recognition by many union leaders and employer representatives that cooperation between management and labor unions is sensible if organizations are going to compete in a global economy. An alternative to management cooperating with a union is to try to stay nonunion. The choice between the two is a strategic HR decision that each employer must make.

Cooperation and Employee Involvement

Companies often cited as examples of successful union-management cooperation include National Steel Corporation, Scott Paper Company, Saturn, and Xerox. All have established cooperative programs of one sort or another that include employee involvement. Some in the labor movement fear that such programs may lead to an undermining of union support by creating a closer identification with the company’s concerns and goals.
Suggesting that union-management cooperation or involving employees in making suggestions and decisions could be bad seems a little like arguing against motherhood, the flag, and apple pie. Yet some decisions by the National Labor Relations Board appear to have done just that. Some historical perspective is required to understand the issues that surrounded the decisions.

In the 1930s, when the Wagner Act was written, certain employers would form sham “company unions,” coercing workers into joining them in order to keep legitimate unions from organizing the employees. As a result, the Wagner Act contained prohibitions against employer-dominated labor organizations. These prohibitions were enforced, and company unions disappeared.
ELEKTROMATION DECISION Because of the Wagner Act, some or all of the 30,000 employee involvement programs set up in recent years may be illegal, according to an NLRB decision dealing with Electromation, an Elkhart, Indiana, firm. Electromation used teams of employees to solicit other employees’ views about such issues as wages and working conditions. The NLRB labeled them as “labor organizations,” according to the Wagner Act in 1935. It further found that they were “dominated” by management, which had formed the teams, set their goals, and decided how they would operate. As a result of this and other decisions, many employers have had to rethink and restructure their employee involvement efforts.

TEAM ACT Employer opposition to the NLRB decisions led to the drafting of the Teamwork for Employees and Managers Act. This act, called the TEAM Act, tried to amend the Wagner Act to allow nonunion employees in team-based situations to work with management concerning working conditions and workplace situations. Because of strong union opposition, President Clinton vetoed the bill. Nevertheless, the act showed that there was considerable support for overturning the NLRB decisions.

Union Ownership: The Ultimate Cooperation

Unions have become active participants by encouraging workers to become partial or complete owners of the companies that employ them. These efforts were spurred by concerns that firms were preparing to shut down, or to be merged or bought out by financial investors who the unions feared would cut union jobs.

Unions have been active in assisting members in putting together employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs) to purchase all or part of some firms. One of the best-known purchases is the employee buyout of United Airlines. The unions representing United Airlines employees made a counteroffer after a takeover bid. In conjunction with the top management group at United Airlines, the pilots’ union persuaded the unions representing machinists and other employees (excluding the flight attendants) to back the buyout offer.

Some firms also have union representatives on their boards of directors. The best-known example is Daimler-Chrysler Corporation, in which a representative of the United Auto Workers was given a seat on the board in exchange for assistance in getting federal government financial help in the late 1970s. This practice is very common in European countries, where it is called co-determination.

Staying Nonunion

Employees may make a strategic decision to remain nonunion. Such a choice is perfectly rational, but may require some different HR policies and philosophies to accomplish. “Preventative” employee relations may emphasize good morale and loyalty based on concern for employees, competitive wages and benefits, a good system for dealing with employee complaints, and safe working conditions. Other issues may also play a part in employees’ decisions to stay nonunion, but if the points just listed are adequately addressed, few workers will feel the need for a union to represent them to management.
Grievance Management

Unions know that employee dissatisfaction is a potential source of trouble, whether it is expressed or not. Hidden dissatisfaction grows and creates reactions that may be completely out of proportion to the original concerns. Therefore, it is important that dissatisfaction be given an outlet. A complaint, which is merely an indication of employee dissatisfaction that has not been submitted in writing, is one outlet.

If the employee is represented by a union, and the employee says, “I should have received the job transfer because I have more seniority, which is what the union contract states,” and she submits it in writing, then that complaint is a grievance. A grievance is a complaint that has been put in writing and thus made formal. Management should be concerned with both complaints and grievances, because both may be important indicators of potential problems within the workforce. Without a grievance procedure, management may be unable to respond to employee concerns because managers are unaware of them. Therefore, a formal grievance procedure is a valuable communication tool for the organization.\(^\text{18}\)

Grievance Responsibilities

Figure 18–11 shows the typical division of responsibilities between the HR unit and line managers for handling grievances. These responsibilities vary considerably from one organization to another, even between unionized firms. But the HR unit usually has more general responsibilities. Managers must accept the grievance procedure as a possible constraint on some of their decisions.\(^\text{19}\)

Management should recognize that a grievance is a behavioral expression of some underlying problem. This statement does not mean that every grievance is a symptom of something radically wrong. Employees do file grievances over petty matters as well as over important concerns, and management must be able to differentiate between the two. However, to ignore a repeated problem by taking a legalistic approach to grievance resolution is to miss much of what the grievance procedure can do for management.

FIGURE 18–11 Typical Grievance Responsibilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR Unit</th>
<th>Managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Assists in designing the grievance procedure</td>
<td>• Operate within provisions of the grievance procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Monitors trends in grievance rates for the organization</td>
<td>• Attempt to resolve grievances where possible “closest to the problem”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• May assist in preparing grievance cases for arbitration</td>
<td>• Document grievance cases for the grievance procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• May have responsibility for settling grievances</td>
<td>• Engage in grievance prevention efforts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Complaint
An indication of employee dissatisfaction that has not been submitted in writing.

Grievance
A complaint that has been put in writing and made formal.
Grievance Procedures

Grievance procedures are formal communications channels designed to settle a grievance as soon as possible after the problem arises. First-line supervisors are usually closest to a problem; however, the supervisor is concerned with many other matters besides one employee’s grievance, and may even be the subject of an employee’s grievance.

Supervisory involvement presents some problems in solving a grievance at this level. For example, William Dunn, a 27-year-old lathe operator at a machine shop, is approached by his supervisor, Joe Bass, one Monday morning and told that his production is lower than his quota. Bass advises Dunn to catch up. Dunn reports that a part of his lathe needs repair. Bass suggests that Dunn should repair it himself to maintain his production because the mechanics are busy. Dunn refuses, and a heated argument ensues; as a result, Bass orders Dunn to go home for the day.

The illustration shows how easily an encounter between an employee and a supervisor can lead to a breakdown in the relationship. This breakdown, or failure to communicate effectively, could be costly to Dunn if he loses his job, a day’s wages, or his pride. It also could be costly to Bass, who represents management, and to the owner of the machine shop if production is delayed or halted. Grievance procedures can resolve such conflicts.

In this particular case, the machine shop has a contract with the International Brotherhood of Lathe Operators, of which Dunn is a member. The contract specifically states that company plant mechanics are to repair all manufacturing equipment. Therefore, Bass appears to have violated the union contract. What is Dunn’s next step? He may use the grievance procedure provided for him in the contract. The actual grievance procedure is different in each organization. It depends on what the employer and the union have agreed on and what is written in the labor contract.

A unionized employee generally has a right to union representation if he or she is being questioned by management and if discipline may result. If these so-called Weingarten rights (named after the court case that established them) are violated and the employee is dismissed, he or she usually will be reinstated with back pay.

Steps in a Grievance Procedure

Grievance procedures can vary in the number of steps they include. Figure 18-12 shows a typical procedure, which includes the following steps:

1. The employee discusses the grievance with the union steward (the union’s representative on the job) and the supervisor.
2. The union steward discusses the grievance with the supervisor’s manager.
3. The union grievance committee discusses the grievance with appropriate company managers.
4. The representative of the national union discusses the grievance with designated company executives.
5. The final step may be to use an impartial third party for ultimate disposition of the grievance.

If the grievance remains unsettled, representatives for both sides would continue to meet to resolve the conflict. On rare occasions, a representative from the national union might join the process. Or, a corporate executive from headquar-
Arbitration is flexible and can be applied to almost any kind of controversy except those involving criminal matters. Advisory, or voluntary, arbitration may be used in negotiating agreements or in interpreting clauses in existing agreements. Because labor and management generally agree that disputes over the negotiation of a new contract should not be arbitrated in the private sector, the most important role played by arbitration in labor relations is as the final step in the grievance procedure.20

**Grievance arbitration** is a means by which disputes arising from different interpretations of a labor contract are settled by a third party. This should not be confused with contract or issues arbitration, discussed earlier, when arbitration is used to determine how a contract will be written.

Grievance arbitration presents several problems. It has been criticized as being too costly, too legalistic, and too time-consuming. One study found that arbitrators generally treated women more leniently than men in disciplinary grievance situations. In addition, many feel that there are too few qualified and experienced arbitrators. Despite these problems, arbitration has been successful and is currently seen as a potentially superior solution to traditional approaches to resolving union-management problems.21

### Summary

- A union is a formal association of workers that promotes the interests of its members through collective action.
- Workers join unions primarily because of management’s failure to address major job-related concerns.
- Current union membership as a percentage of the workforce is down dramatically from 1960.
- The structural levels of unions include federations, national or international unions, and local unions. Business agents and union stewards work at the local level.
The “National Labor Code” is composed of three laws that are the legal basis for labor relations today: the Wagner Act, the Taft-Hartley Act, and the Landrum-Griffin Act. The Wagner Act was designed to protect unions and workers; the Taft-Hartley Act restored some powers to management; and the Landrum-Griffin Act was passed to protect individual union members. The process of organizing includes an organizing campaign, authorization cards, a representation election, NLRB certification, and collective bargaining. Collective bargaining occurs when management negotiates with representatives of workers over wages, hours, and working conditions. The issues subject to collective bargaining fall into three categories: mandatory, permissive, and illegal. The collective bargaining process includes preparation, initial demands, negotiations, and settlement. Once an agreement (contract) is signed between labor and management, it becomes the document governing what each party can and cannot do. When impasse occurs, work stoppages through strikes or lockouts can be used to pressure the other party. Grievances express worker written dissatisfaction or differences in contract interpretations. Grievances follow a formal path to resolution. A formal grievance procedure is usually specified in a union contract, but it should exist in most organizations to provide a system for handling problems. A grievance procedure begins with the first-level supervisor—and ends (if it is not resolved along the way) with arbitration.

Review and Discussion Questions

1. Discuss the following statement: “I think anybody who anticipates that unions will reverse their decline in membership during the next 10 years is dreaming.”

2. Identify the three parts of the “National Labor Code” and the key elements of each.

3. A coworker has just brought you a union leaflet that urges each employee to sign an authorization card. What events would you expect to occur from this point on?

4. Discuss how union-management cooperation has been affected by NLRB rulings.

5. What steps are followed in a typical grievance process? Why is arbitration, as the final step of a grievance process, important and useful?

Terms to Know

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agency shop</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arbitration</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bargaining unit</td>
<td>617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>business agent</td>
<td>615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closed shop</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collective bargaining</td>
<td>618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complaint</td>
<td>627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conciliation</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>craft union</td>
<td>614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decertification</td>
<td>618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dues checkoff</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>federation</td>
<td>614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grievance</td>
<td>627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grievance arbitration</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grievance procedure</td>
<td>628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handbilling</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illegal issues</td>
<td>621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>industrial union</td>
<td>614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lockout</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management rights</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mandatory issues</td>
<td>621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediation</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>national emergency strike</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>permissive issues</td>
<td>621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratification</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right-to-work laws</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salting</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strike</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union authorization card</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union security provisions</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union shop</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union steward</td>
<td>615</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using the Internet

Recognizing Unionization Activity

Some of the supervisors have approached you, the HR manager, about union activity. They have heard some rumors and have asked you to give them a list of activities, behaviors, or actions to look for as they supervise their employees. Their intent is to recognize union activity before the union movement has spread throughout the plant. Use the following website to develop a set of guidelines for the supervisors.

http://www.genelevine.com/Papers/66.htm

CASE

The “Stolen” Orange Juice

Grievances can be filed over large or small matters. The following case represents a grievance that was decided by an arbitrator hired by Greyhound Food Management (Warren, Michigan) and the United Catering, Restaurant, Bar, & Hotel Workers, Local 1064.

The grievance was filed by the union on behalf of Tom, a union member working as a fast-food attendant at a Greyhound-operated cafeteria. The Greyhound Food Service provided food-service management on a contract basis for many firms, including Hydra Matic, a manufacturing company located in Warren, Michigan.

Tom had been working for Greyhound for almost a year and was working the 1 P.M.–8:30 P.M. swing shift at the time of his discharge from the company. The company justified Tom’s employment termination by asserting that he had attempted to steal a six-ounce container of orange juice, which normally sold for 58 cents.

Tom’s supervisor testified that from his office he had observed Tom attempting to leave the premises with the container of orange juice hidden under his jacket. After stopping Tom, the supervisor had accused him of attempting to steal the orange juice. Then the supervisor had telephoned the assistant manager for instructions. The assistant manager had told the supervisor to document the incident and had stated that he (the assistant manager) would take care of the matter the next morning. The supervisor’s written report stated that he had heard the refrigerator door slam, then had heard Tom walking toward the door. The supervisor had asked Tom twice what Tom had in his coat, after which Tom had pulled the juice out of his coat, dropping and spilling it on the floor.

The following morning, the assistant manager called Tom and the union steward into his office and confronted them with the supervisor’s written description of the incident. Tom denied that he had attempted to steal the orange juice, saying that the supervisor had just seen some orange juice on the floor. At a meeting later that morning, the assistant manager terminated Tom’s employment. Tom filed a grievance, which was immediately denied. Tom and the union then requested arbitration, as was allowed under the company/union labor contract.

The arbitrator reviewed several documents, including statements from the supervisor, the assistant manager, a former employee, and the union steward. Also, he reviewed the relevant sections of the labor contract on management rights, seniority, and the grievance procedure. Finally, the arbitrator reviewed the list of company rules and regulations posted by the time clock, one of which said that disciplinary action ranging from reprimand to immediate discharge could result from rule violation. The first rule prohibited “stealing private, company, or client’s property.”

Company Position

The company’s position was that Tom had knowledge of the posted work rules, the first of which clearly prohibited theft. The company also had a policy that no company property was to leave the restaurant. The
testimony of the supervisor established that Tom had attempted to steal and remove company property. It was not relevant that Tom’s impermissible act had not succeeded. The detection by management of the theft before Tom left the premises did not excuse the act. Also, the company said that the size or dollar amount of the theft was immaterial. Therefore, because the company followed the terms of the union contract that provided for dismissal of employees for "just cause," and because Tom knew, or should have known, of the rule against stealing, the arbitrator should rule for the company.

Union Position
The union’s position was that the act of attempting to steal a container of orange juice valued at 58 cents involved moral turpitude and therefore required the application of a “high degree of proof.” The employer carried the burden of convincing the arbitrator beyond a reasonable doubt through the witnesses that Tom had attempted to steal the orange juice. The union contended that even though Tom had been subject to some other minor disciplinary actions in the past, termination was too harsh a penalty and therefore the arbitrator should rule for Tom and the union.

Questions
1. How important is the value of the item in comparison with the alleged act of stealing?
2. Because Tom never left the company premises with the juice, did he actually steal it?
3. How would you rule in this case? (Your instructor can give you the actual decision of the arbitrator.)

Notes


After each of the major functional sub-areas are the weightings for that sub-area. The first number in the parentheses is the PHR percentage weighting and the second number is the SPHR percentage weighting. These weightings should help you allocate your time in preparing for each respective examination.

I. MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (15%, 21%)
   A. Role of HR in Organizations (2.78%, 3.91%)
      1. HR Roles: Advisory/Counselor, Consultant, Service, Control
      2. Change Agent Role/Reengineering and Facilitating Both Content & Process
      3. HR’s Role in Strategic Planning
      4. HR Generalist and HR Specialist Roles
      5. Effects of Different Organizational Contexts and Industries on HR functions
      6. HR Policies and Procedures
      7. Integration and Coordination of HR Functions
      8. Outsourcing the HR Functions
   B. Human Resource Planning (2.04%, 2.87%)
      1. Environmental Scanning
      2. Internal Scanning
      3. Human Resources Inventory
      4. Human Resource Information Systems
      5. Action Plans and Programs
   C. Organizational Design and Development (.65%, .99%)
      1. Organizational Structures
      2. Organizational Development
      3. Diagnosis and Intervention Strategies: Action Research, Sensing, Team Building, Goal Setting, Survey Feedback, Strategic Planning, Visioning, Sensitivity Training (T-groups), Grid Training
      4. Role of Organizational Culture in Organizational Development
      5. Role of International Culture in Organizational Development
      6. Organizational Development in Response to Technological Change
   D. Budgeting, Controlling, and Measurement (1.08%, 1.56%)
      1. HR Budgeting Process
      2. HR Control Process
      3. Evaluating HR Effectiveness
   E. Motivation (.59%, .77%)
      1. Motivation Theories
      2. Applying Motivation Theory in Management
   F. Leadership (.97%, 1.32%)
      1. Leadership Theories
      2. Effect of Leadership in Organizations
      3. Leadership Training
   G. Quality and Performance Management/TQM (1.82%, 2.41%)
      1. Performance Planning: Identifying Goals/Desired Behaviors
      2. Setting and Communicating Performance Standards
      3. Measuring Results and Providing Feedback
      4. Implementing Performance Improvement Strategies
      5. Evaluating Results
   H. Employee Involvement Strategies (2.11%, 2.57%)
      1. Work Teams
      2. Job Design and Redesign
      3. Employee Ownership/ESOPs
      4. Employee Suggestion System
      5. Participative Management
      6. Alternative Work Schedules
      7. Role of HR in Employee Involvement Programs
   I. HR Research (.71%, 1.16%)
      1. Research Design and Methodology
      2. Quantitative Analysis
      3. Qualitative Research
   J. International HR Management (1.49%, 2.48%)
      1. Cultural Differences
      2. Legal Aspects of International HR
      3. Expatriation and Repatriation
      4. Issues of Multinational Corporations
      5. Compensation and Benefits for Foreign Nationals and Expatriates
      6. The Role of HR in International Business
   K. Ethics (.77%, .96%)
      1. Ethical Issues
      2. Establishing Ethical Behavior in the Organization

II. GENERAL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES (19%, 17%)
   A. Legal & Regulatory Factors: Definitions, Requirements, Proscribed Practices, Exemptions, Enforcement, Remedies, & Case Histories (6.38%, 5.29%)
1. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act (1964) as Amended (1972, 1991)
2. Age Discrimination in Employment Act (1967) as Amended
3. Health, Medical, & Rehabilitation Statutes (e.g., Vocational Rehabilitation Act, Pregnancy Discrimination Act, Americans with Disabilities Act, Family & Medical Leave Act, HMO Act, etc.)
5. Immigration Reform and Control Act (1986) as Amended (1990)
7. Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures
8. Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (1988)
9. North American Free Trade Act
10. Common Law Tort Theories
11. Copyright Statutes
12. Compensation Laws and Regulations
14. Social Security/Retirement Legislation (e.g., ERISA)
15. COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (1990)); Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (1993)
16. Workers’ Compensation and Unemployment Compensation Laws and Regulations
17. Legal and Regulatory Factors Affecting Employee and Labor Relations (e.g., NLRA, Taft-Hartley, Landrum-Griffin, etc.)
18. Federal Health, Safety, and Security Legislation (e.g., OSHA)

B. Job Analysis, Job Description, and Job Specification (2.14%, 1.78%)
1. Methods of Job Analysis
2. Types of Data Gathered in a Job Analysis
3. Uses of Job Analysis
4. Job Descriptions
5. Job/Position Specifications
6. Validity & Reliability of Job Analysis, Job Description, & Job Specification

C. Individual Employment Rights (1.72%, 1.67%)
1. Employment-At-Will Doctrine
2. Exceptions to Employment-At-Will
3. Common Law Tort Theories
4. Job-As-Property Doctrine
5. Non-Compete Agreements

D. Performance Appraisals (5.10%, 4.60%)
1. Performance Measurement—The Criterion
2. Criterion Problems
3. Documenting Employee Performance
4. Category Rating Appraisal Methods
5. Comparative Appraisal Methods
6. Narrative Appraisal Methods
7. Special Appraisal Methods: MBO, BARS, BOS
8. Types of Appraisals
9. Rating Errors
10. Appraisal Interview
11. Linking Appraisals to Employment Decisions
12. Legal Constraints on Performance Appraisal
13. Documentation

E. Workplace Behavior Problems (1.90%, 1.55%)
1. Discipline
2. Absenteeism and Tardiness
3. Sexual Harassment
4. Drug and Alcohol Use
5. Off-duty Conduct

F. Employee Attitudes, Opinions and Satisfaction (2.01%, 2.11%)
1. Measurement
2. Results Analysis
3. Interpretation
4. Feedback
5. Intervention
6. Confidentiality and Anonymity of Surveys

III. STAFFING (19%, 15%)
A. Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action (3.56%, 2.99%)
1. Legal Endorsement of EEO: Supreme Court Decisions
2. Equal Employment Opportunity Programs
3. Affirmative Action Plans
4. Special Programs to Eliminate Discrimination
5. Fairness Issues: Reverse Discrimination, Quota Hiring vs. Merit Hiring

B. Recruitment (2.84%, 2.22%)
1. Determining Recruitment Needs and Objectives
2. Identifying Selection Criteria
3. Internal Sourcing
4. External Sourcing
5. Evaluating Recruiting Effectiveness

C. Selection (5.94%, 4.39%)
1. Application Process
2. Interviewing
3. Pre-employment Testing
4. Background Investigation
5. Medical Examination
6. Hiring Applicants with Disabilities
7. Illegal Use of Drugs and Alcohol
8. Validation and Evaluation of Selection Process Components

D. Career Planning and Development (2.06%, 1.84%)
1. Accommodating Organizational and Individual Needs
2. Mobility Within the Organization
3. Managing Transitions

E. Organizational Exit (4.60%, 3.56%)
   1. General Issues
   2. Layoffs/Reductions-in-Force
   3. Constructive Discharge
   4. Retaliatory
   5. Retirement
   6. Employer Defenses Against Litigation

IV. HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (11%, 12%)
   A. HR Training and the Organization (3.06%, 3.72%)
      1. The Learning Organization, Linking Training to Organizational Goals, Objectives, and Strategies
   2. Human Resources Development as an Organizational Component
   3. Funding the Training Function
   4. Cost/Benefit Analysis of Training
   B. Training Needs Analysis (1.52%, 1.52%)
      1. Training Needs Analysis Process
   C. Training and Development Programs (4.42%, 4.50%)
      1. Trainer Selection
      2. Design Considerations and Learning Principles
      3. Types of Training Programs
      4. Instructional Methods and Processes
      5. Training Facilities Planning
      6. Training Materials
   D. Evaluation of Training Effectiveness (2.00%, 2.26%)
      1. Sources for Evaluation
      2. Research Methods for Evaluation
      3. Criteria for Evaluating Training

V. COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS (19%, 15%)
   A. Tax & Accounting Treatment of Compensation & Benefit Programs (.57%, .53%)
      1. FASB Regulations
      2. IRS Regulations
   B. Economic Factors Affecting Compensation (2.09%, 1.77%)
      1. Inflation
      2. Interest Rates
      3. Industry Competition
      4. Foreign Competition
      5. Economic Growth
   C. Compensation Philosophy, Strategy, and Policy (1.81%, 1.55%)
      1. Fitting Strategy & Policy to the External Environment and to an Organization’s Culture, Structure, & Objectives
      2. Training in and Communication of Compensation Programs
   3. Making Compensation Programs Achieve Organizational Objectives
   4. Establishing Administrative Controls
   D. Compensation Programs: Types, Characteristics, and Advantages/Disadvantages (1.71%, 1.20%)
      1. Base Pay
      2. Differential Pay
      3. Incentive Pay
      4. Pay Programs for Selected Employees
   E. Job Evaluation Methods (2.20%, 1.60%)
      1. Compensable Factors
      2. Ranking Method
      3. Classification/Grading Method
      4. Factor Comparison Method
      5. Point Method
      6. Guide Chart-Profile Method (Hay Method)
   F. Job Pricing, Pay Structures, and Pay Rate Administration (2.14%, 1.49%)
      1. Job Pricing and Pay Structures
      2. Individual Pay Rate Determination
      3. Utilizing Performance Appraisal in Pay Administration
      4. Reflecting Market Influences in Pay Structures
      5. Wage Surveys
   G. Employee Benefit Programs: Types, Objectives, Characteristics, and Advantages/Disadvantages (3.42%, 2.17%)
      1. Legally Required Programs/Payments
      2. Income Replacement
      3. Insurance and Income Protection
      4. Deferred Pay
      5. Pay for Time Not Worked
      6. Unpaid Leave
      7. Flexible Benefit Plans
      8. Recognition and Achievement Awards
   H. Managing Employee Benefit Programs (3.75%, 3.43%)
      1. Employee Benefits Philosophy, Planning, and Strategy
      2. Employee Need/Preference Assessment: Surveys
      3. Administrative Systems
      4. Funding/Investment Responsibilities
      5. Coordination with Plan Trustees, Insurers, Health Service Providers and Third-Party Administrators
      6. Utilization Review
      8. Communicating Benefit Programs/Individual Annual Benefits Reports
      9. Monitoring Compensation/Benefits Legal Compliance Programs
   I. Evaluating Total Compensation Strategy & Program Effectiveness (1.32%, 1.26%)
      1. Budgeting
2. Cost Management
3. Assessment of Methods and Processes

VI. EMPLOYEE AND LABOR RELATIONS
(11%, 14%)

A. Union Representation of Employees (1.52%, 1.98%)
2. Achieving Representative Status
3. Petitioning for an NLRB Election
4. Election Campaign
5. Union Security

B. Employer Unfair Labor Practices (1.68%, 1.91%)
1. Procedures for Processing Charges of Unfair Labor Practices
2. Interference, Restraint, and Coercion
3. Domination and Unlawful Support of Labor Organization
4. Employee Discrimination to Discourage Union Membership
5. Retaliation
6. Remedies

C. Union Unfair Labor Practices, Strikes, and Boycotts (1.96%, 2.60%)
1. Responsibility for Acts of Union Agents
2. Union Restraint or Coercion
3. Duty of Fair Representation
4. Inducing Unlawful Discrimination by Employer
5. Excessive or Discriminatory Membership Fees
6. Strikes and Secondary Boycotts
7. Strike Preparation

D. Collective Bargaining (2.94%, 4.06%)
1. Bargaining Issues and Concepts
2. Negotiation Strategies
3. Good Faith Requirements
4. Notice Requirements
5. Unilateral Changes in Terms of Employment
6. Duty to Successor Employers or Unions: Buyouts, Mergers, or Bankruptcy
8. Injunctions
9. Mediation and Conciliation
10. National Emergency Strikes

E. Managing Organization—Union Relations (.88%, 1.16%)
1. Building and Maintaining Union-Organization Relationships: Cooperative Programs
2. Grievance Processes and Procedures
3. Dispute Resolution

F. Maintaining Nonunion Status (.79%, .91%)
1. Reasons
2. Strategies

G. Public Sector Labor Relations (1.12%, 1.38%)
1. Right to Organize
2. Federal Labor Relations Council
3. Limitations on Strikes
4. Mediation and Conciliation

VII. HEALTH, SAFETY, AND SECURITY (6%, 6%)

A. Health (2.41%, 2.22%)
1. Employee Assistance Programs
2. Employee Wellness Programs
3. Reproductive Health Policies
4. Chemical Dependency
5. Communicable Diseases in the Workplace
6. Employer Liabilities
7. Stress Management
8. Smoking Policies
9. Recordkeeping and Reporting

B. Safety (2.05%, 2.04%)
1. Areas of Concern
2. Organization of Safety Program
3. Safety Promotion
4. Accident Investigation
5. Safety Inspections
6. Human Factors Engineering (Ergonomics)
7. Special Safety Considerations
8. Sources of Assistance

C. Security (1.54%, 1.74%)
1. Organization of Security
2. Control Systems
3. Protection of Proprietary Information
5. Theft and Fraud
6. Investigations and Preventive Corrections
APPENDIX B

Important Organizations in HR Management

ASSOCIATIONS

Academy of Management
P.O. Box 3020
Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510-3020
www.aom.pace.edu/

AFL-CIO
815 - 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006
www.aflcio.org

American Arbitration Association
140 W. 51st Street
New York, NY 10020
www.adr.org

American Compensation Association
14040 N. Northsight Blvd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
www.acaonline.org

American Management Association
1601 Broadway
New York, NY 10019-7420
www.amanet.org

American Payroll Association
30 East 33rd Street, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10016-5386
www.americanpayroll.org

American Society for Industrial Security
1624 Prince Street
Arlington, VA 22314
www.asisonline.org

American Society for Public Administration
1120 G Street, NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20005
www.aspanet.org

American Society for Training and Development
1640 King Street
P.O. Box 1443
Alexandria, VA 22313-2043
www.astd.org

American Society of Safety Engineers
1800 East Oakton
Des Plaines, IL 60018
www.asse.org

Association of Executive Search Consultants, Inc.
500 Fifth Avenue, Suite 930
New York, NY 10110
www.aesc.org

College and University Personnel Association
1233 20th Street, NW, Suite 301
Washington, DC 20036
www.cupa.org

The Conference Board
845 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022-6679
www.conference-board.org

Employee Benefit Research Institute
2121 K Street, NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20037-1896
www.ebri.org

Employee Relocation Council
1720 N Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036-2900
www.erc.org

ESOP Association
1726 M St. NW, Suite 501
Washington, DC 20036
www.the-esop-employner.org

Human Resource Certification Institute (HRCI)
1800 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
www.shrm.org/hrci

Human Resource Planning Society
317 Madison Avenue, Suite 1509
New York, NY 10017
www.hrps.org

Incentive Manufacturers Representatives Association
1805 North Mill Street, Suite A
Naperville, IL 60563-1275
(no website)

Industrial Relations Research Association
4233 Social Science Building
University of Wisconsin-Madison
1180 Observatory Drive
Madison, WI 53706-1373
www.irra.ssc.wisc.edu
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Institute of Personnel and Development
IPD House
Camp Road, Wimbledon
London SW 19 4 UX
England
www.ipd.co.uk

International Association for Human Resource Information Management
401 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL  60611
www.ihrim.org

International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans
18700 Bluemound Road
Brookfield, WI  53008-0069
www.ifebp.org

International Personnel Management Association
1617 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA  22314
www.ipma-hr.org

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
4805 Mt. Hope Drive
Baltimore, MD  21215
www.naACP.org

National Association of Manufacturers (NAM)
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC  20004-1790
www.nam.org

National Association of Temporary and Staffing Services
119 South Saint Asaph Street
Alexandria, VA  22314-3119
www.natss.org

National Employee Services & Recreation Association
2211 York Road, Suite 207
Oak Brook, IL  60523
www.nesra.org

Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)
1800 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA  22314
www.shrm.org

U.S. Chamber of Commerce
1615 H. Street, NW
Washington, DC  20062
www.uschamber.org

Wellness Councils of America
Community Health Plaza, Suite 311
7101 Newport Avenue
Omaha, NE  68152
www.welcoa.org

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AGENCIES

The following agencies are part of and have the same address as the Department of Labor:

U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, DC  20210
www.dol.gov

Bureau of Labor Statistics
www.bls.gov

Wage and Hour Division
Employment Standards Administration

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
www.osha.gov

Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP)
www.ofccp.gov

OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
1801 L Street
Washington, DC  20507
www.eeoc.gov

Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
2100 K Street NW
Washington, DC  20427
www.fmcs.gov

Office of Personnel Management
1900 E Street NW
Washington, DC  20415-0001
www.opm.gov

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
1200 K Street NW
Washington, DC  20005-4026
www.pbgc.gov
Students are expected to be familiar with the professional literature in their fields of study. The professional journals are the most immediate and direct communication link between the researcher and the practicing manager. Three groups of publications are listed below.

A. RESEARCH-ORIENTED JOURNALS

These journals contain articles that report on original research. Normally these journals contain either sophisticated writing and quantitative verifications of the author’s findings or conceptual models and literature reviews of previous research.

ACA Journal
Academy of Management Journal
Academy of Management Review
Administrative Science Quarterly
American Behavioral Scientist
American Journal of Health Promotion
American Journal of Psychology
American Journal of Sociology
American Psychological Measurement
American Psychologist
American Sociological Review
Annual Review of Psychology
Applied Psychology: An International Review
British Journal of Industrial Relations
Decision Sciences
Dispute Resolution Quarterly
Group and Organization Studies
Human Organization
Industrial Relations
Interfaces
Journal of Abnormal Psychology
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science
Journal of Applied Business Research
Journal of Applied Psychology
Journal of Business
Journal of Business Communications
Journal of Business and Industrial Marketing
Journal of Business and Psychology
Journal of Business Research
Journal of Communications
Journal of Compensation & Benefits
Journal of Counseling Psychology
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology
Journal of Human Resources
Journal of Industrial Relations
Journal of International Business Studies
Journal of Labor Economics
Journal of Management
Journal of Management Studies
Journal of Managerial Psychology
Journal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology
Journal of Organizational Behavior
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology
Journal of Quality Management
Journal of Quality & Participation
Journal of Social Issues
Journal of Social Policy
Journal of Social Psychology
Journal of Vocational Behavior
Labor History
Labor Relations Yearbook
Management Science
Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes
Personnel Psychology
Psychological Bulletin
Psychological Review
Social Forces
Social Science Research
Work and Occupations

B. MANAGEMENT-ORIENTED JOURNALS

These journals generally cover a wide range of subjects. Articles in these publications normally are aimed at the practitioner and are written to interpret, summarize, or discuss past, present, and future research and administrative applications. Not all the articles in these publications are management-oriented.

ACA News
Academy of Management Executive
Administrative Management
Arbitration Journal
Australian Journal of Management
Benefits and Compensation Solutions
Business Horizons
Appendix C: Current Literature in HR Management

Business Management  
Business Monthly  
Business Quarterly  
Business and Social Review  
California Management Review  
Canadian Manager  
Columbia Journal of World Business  
Compensation and Benefits Management  
Compensation and Benefits Review  
Directors and Boards  
Economist  
Employee Benefits News  
Employee Relations Law Journal  
Employment Practices Decisions  
Employment Relations  
Employment Relations Today  
Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice  
Forbes  
Fortune  
Harvard Business Review  
Hospital & Health Services Administration  
HR Magazine  
Human Resource Executive  
Human Resource Management  
Human Resource Planning  
Human Behavior  
IHRIM Link  
INC.  
Incentive  
Industrial Management  
Industry Week  
International Management  
Journal of Business Strategy  
Journal of Pension Planning  
Journal of Systems Management  
Labor Law Journal  
Long-Range Planning  
Manage  
Management Consulting  
Management Review  
Management Solutions  
Management Today  
Management World  
Managers Magazine  
Michigan State University Business Topics  
Monthly Labor Review  
Nation's Business  
Occupational Health & Safety  
Organizational Dynamics  
Pension World  
Personnel Management  

c. Abstracts & Indices

For assistance in locating articles, students should check some of the following indices and abstracts that often contain subjects of interest.

ABI Inform  
Applied Science and Technology Index  
Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts  
Business and Industry  
Business and Management Practices  
Business Periodicals  
Compact Disclosure  
Dissertation Abstracts  
General BusinessFile ASAP  
Human Resources Abstracts  
Index to Legal Periodicals  
Index to Social Sciences and Humanities  
Investext  
Legaltrac  
Management Abstracts  
Management Contents  
Management Research Abstracts  
Psychological Abstracts  
Predicasts Prompt  
PsychLit  
PsycINFO  
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature  
Sociological Abstracts  
Wilson Business Abstracts  
Work-Related Abstracts
APPENDIX D

Starting a Career

STARTING YOUR CAREER

As students reach their Junior and Senior years of college, getting a job after graduation often becomes a major concern. For students who are uncertain about how to approach this process, this appendix provides an outline of the steps to follow, with helpful tips to increase your chance of success in the job market. Many other resources are available to you, and you are encouraged to make use of as many of these as possible.

Beginning the Job Search

You are looking for the best opportunity and setting in which to begin your career. To identify such an opportunity and setting, you must begin by knowing who you are. The first step is to sit down and determine your abilities, skills, work values, interests, strengths, and weaknesses. Next, go back through your list and determine which of these you would most like to use in your first job. For example, if you are good at understanding and explaining how systems or processes work and like solving problems, you may want to consider jobs that use these skills.

What you are willing and able to do will begin to shape your job search. You will use this information in determining types of positions that are of interest and employers you want to contact, in the construction of your resume and cover letters, and in preparing for your interviews. You must be honest with yourself and know your strengths and weaknesses. Only then will you head down the right path to landing a job that fits you as a person.

Next, you need to investigate the job market. Newspapers and business magazines often carry headlines regarding employment trends and company issues. This is just one source of information. Check with the career center at your school for information particular to the degrees being granted. Campus career fairs featuring employers hiring for different areas provide a wonderful opportunity to collect information on available jobs and preferred skills. Most states publish employment information through their Department of Labor or Commerce. The federal government publishes the Occupational Outlook Handbook.

A major source for checking out job opportunities is the Internet. There are many general websites, such as those mentioned in Chapter 8. Also, many professional associations have employment listings for their members. Accessing specific employer websites can provide information on job possibilities as well. Also, if at all possible, you need to be geographically flexible. A major complaint from employers is that students are not willing to relocate.

Once you have determined who you are and what the job market looks like in your field, you can begin to determine which employers you will pursue. The principles you learned in your marketing class will come into play here. You must have an organized plan for contacting employers. The first part of the plan is to identify those companies in which you are interested. Start with a small list of 10 to 20, which allows you to focus your efforts. This list may include employers that interview on your campus as well as those that don’t. The accessibility of the employers will determine how you approach them. For example, if they interview on your campus, your approach will be to sign up for interviews, thoroughly research the employers, and use your resume and interviewing skills to pursue getting a job. If your targeted employers do not interview on your campus, you will use your resume and cover letter to secure an interview on site.

There are many resources available to determine employers in your field. Your college or university career center is a good starting point, because it will have information on employers specifically looking for new college graduates. Membership directories for professional associations can provide member information by field and geographic location. The school or public library may also have company directories and annual reports. The growth of the Internet and World Wide Web has resulted in company home pages that provide information on employment opportunities, as well as several sites available for conducting a job search. Be aware that some of these sites require the user to pay a subscription fee. Campus or regional career fairs provide opportunities to visit in person with employers regarding careers and/or job openings. Many business schools offer free lectures from visiting executives. Attend and take advantage of the information presented in these lectures. Your faculty may also have contacts in various organizations—let them know of your interests.

Once you have determined your list of potential employers, you need to put together your package—your resume, cover letter, interview preparation, and follow-up plans. You also need to purchase a personal day planner and/or large calendar with which to track your job search progress. You may also need to purchase an answering machine. Most employers call you to set up and follow up with interviews. By having an answering machine, you can
increase the chance of their reaching you. Make sure you check your initial recording on the machine. It should identify the number called, have a professional greeting, and be easy to understand.

Your Resume

Many students put off constructing a resume for fear that they don’t have enough information to put on the page or because of a lack of personal focus. If you have completed the first step of the job search process, knowing who you are, it will be easier to construct your resume. The resume is a very important document. It is the first impression the employer will have of you as a candidate. It MUST BE PERFECT! This is the means by which you promote yourself and present your skills. Unfortunately, the employers initially may spend only 20 seconds looking at this document; therefore, you must make it as easy as possible for them to find what they are looking for.

There are some hard and fast rules for resume construction:

Rule 1—Keep it to one page. Again, be aware that employers may look at your resume initially for only about 20 seconds. Keep it to the point and on one page. Only those individuals, such as adult students who have significant work experience, should have two-page resumes.

Rule 2—No mistakes! This is your presentation of your skills; your lack of attention to the details of your resume will speak a thousand words to the employer. Have three knowledgeable people proofread it, and then correct any mistakes in spelling, punctuation, and grammar.

Rule 3—No personal information. The employer can’t legally ask about your marital status, weight, health, height, or age, and the resume is not the place to provide this information.

Rule 4—Provide contact information at the top. Be sure to include your name, address, phone number, and e-mail address. Use a mailing address that will remain current if you are nearing graduation.

Rule 5—Keep your resume uncluttered. Many computer programs allow you to dress up your resume with graphics, but do not distract from your text. In some fields, the use of graphics is more appropriate than others—check with your career center. Many resumes today are being submitted electronically, so be sure yours will be easy to read and will transmit clearly. For printed resumes use a good-quality printer and good-quality bond paper. The additional expense of bond paper is a good investment. The color paper should be conservative and give a professional look. Never print on the back of your resume.

Rule 6—Place your most important information close to the top. Include your name, address, phone number, objective, education, skills, and related work experience. Make it easy for the employer to find the things they need.

Rule 7—Use action verbs, and avoid using “I.” Your resume should include incomplete sentences stressing your accomplishments.

Rule 8—Do not put your references on the resume. Indicate that references are available upon request. Be sure you compile a list of references should it be requested.

Resume Format

A variety of resume formats can be used, such as the targeted resume, the functional resume, and the resume letter. Some of them can be seen on career-oriented websites, which allow you to construct your resume using format templates.

For college graduates with limited work experience, the chronological format is used most often. However, for adult students with significant professional experience, either the chronological or functional format may be used. Figure D—1 shows an example of a chronological resume. Notice that the experience listed contains details on accomplishments, not just a listing of tasks performed on the jobs. Figure D—2 is an example of an electronic resume. Notice the inclusion of keywords, which aids in locating your resume in electronic scanning databases. A similar version also can be used for submitting your resume electronically over the Internet or World Wide Web.

Cover Letter

The cover letter is the most difficult component to write. The purpose of the letter is to tell employers why you are writing, and to persuade them to consider you for an interview if an opening exists, or to consider you for future openings. Submission of electronic resumes may not require a cover letter, depending on the parameters identified by employers. Some employers accept electronic cover letters, while others specify that the resume only should be sent electronically. When submitting printed resumes, you should always send a cover letter.
Julie F. Candidate  
5866 Jupiter Street  
Midvale, KS 67778  
Phone: AC-987-6543  
e-mail: jcand@abc.com  

Job Objective  
Human resource management position offering professional growth and development  

Education  
University of Midvale, Bachelor of Science Business Administration, May 2001  
Major: Human Resource Management  
Minor: Psychology  
• Overall grade point average of 3.7 (A = 4.0)  
• Graduated Magna Cum Laude  

Relevant Course work  
• Human Resource Management  
• Compensation and Benefits  
• Human Resource Seminar  
• Industrial Psychology  
• Organizational Change  
• Management Information Systems  

Special Skills  
• Microsoft Word - Excel - PowerPoint  
• Excellent mathematical, writing, and oral communication skills  

Employment History  
10/98 - present  
Payroll Specialist: Financial National Bank, Midvale, KS  
• Prepares biweekly payroll for 150 employees, including payroll taxes and appropriate deductions  
• Advises department managers on personnel policies  
• Coordinates compliance with Family/Medical Leave Act  
• Administers employee bonus incentive plan  

4/96 - 10/98  
Human Resources Assistant: Midvale Insurance Company, Midvale, KS  
• Conducted initial interviews for clerical applicants  
• Conducted reference checks on applicants  
• Maintained employment records in computerized HRIS  

9/95 - 3/96  
Compensation and Benefits Intern: Midvale Insurance Co., Midvale, KS  
• Used HRIS to update employee information  
• Updated employee compensation  
• Completed pay surveys sent to company  

Additional Employment (part-time)  
• Teller, Financial National Bank, Midvale, KS  
• Casher, Essex Retail Store, Omaha, NE  

Activities  
Student Chapter, Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)  
• President, 2000 - 2001  
• Program chair, 1999 - 2000  
• Member, 1998 - present  

References available upon request
Lee M. Applicant  
488 Woodpark Drive  
Midvale, KS 67777  
Phone: AC-669-6666  
e-mail: Lmapp@xyz.com

KEYWORDS  

Education:  
Bachelor of Science, Accounting, University of Midvale, May 2001  
GPA 3.4 (A = 4.0)

Related Course Work:  
Cost Accounting  
Income Tax Accounting  
Accounting for Not-for-Profit Organizations  
Auditing Principles  
Management Information Systems

Employment:  
9/98-present Bookkeeper, Holiday West, Midvale, KS  
• Coordinated accounts payable, payroll, preliminary preparation of financial statements, and year-end reports  
• Maintained restaurant inventory  
• Worked full-time summers; 15-20 hours weekly in school year

5/98-8/98 Camp Counselor, Camp Joy, Rural, KS  
• Developed and scheduled water activities and ensured participants’ safety  
• Created new programs for campers  
• Instructed “Working with Others” training for campers

Summers Lifeguard/Swim Instructor, Midvale Country Club, Midvale, KS  
1994-96

Activities:  
Beta Alpha Psi, Accounting Honorary, 1998-2001  
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority, President, 2000-2001  
Big Brothers, Big Sisters, Volunteer, 1999-2000

References available upon request
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The cover letter must be specific to the company and demonstrate you know what the firm does and how you might fit into the organization. It should be directed to a specific person or to a title, if a person’s name is not available. It is best to send your cover letter and resume to the division or area you are interested in working for rather than the HR department, unless you are otherwise instructed. Because the HR department may receive hundreds of such letters each week, it is more likely that your resume/cover letter will receive the attention you want from the actual department in which you are interested.

The same rules that apply to your resume also apply to your cover letter. It must be error free, one page in length, and printed on a good quality bond paper. It must be specific to the company and to the position of interest. There are two types of cover letters—the letter of inquiry and the letter of application. You use the letter of inquiry to make initial contact with an employer for the purpose of inquiring what positions may be coming open. You may also use it when you have been referred by someone else. For example, a professor suggests you contact a certain person in XYZ corporation that he or she knows. The letter of application indicates that you are writing to apply for a specific position.

In each case, the letter is typically three to four paragraphs in length. The first paragraph details why you are writing (to inquire to apply or at the suggestion of so-and-so). In the second paragraph, you use the information you have gained from prior research of the employer to make comparisons with your qualifications. Do not lie or exaggerate.

In the third paragraph, you refer to your enclosed resume and ask for an interview. You should indicate if you are going to be in the area during a certain time period. Many companies will be happy to visit with you if you are already there. School breaks are a great time to schedule such interviews. You should give them a time frame for responding to your letter, and indicate that you will be back in touch by a certain date. This is where your calendar or daily planner is helpful. Mark the date you are to contact them again. Many employers wait to see if you will follow through and make that second contact. The letter ends with a closing, such as “Sincerely,” and signature followed by your typed name. This cover letter should then be sent with your resume. Proofread carefully and make sure you sign it before you put it in the mail.

Applications

Some employers will ask you to complete an application before being considered for employment. Make sure you are thorough and complete all sections to the best of your ability. On occasion you may run into what may be illegal questions on the application form. Questions can be asked only if they can be shown to concern bona fide occupational qualifications (BFOQ). Therefore questions pertaining to age, gender, marital status, race, national origin, religion, and mental and physical limitations are usually not allowed.

It is best if you, as the applicant, leave these questions blank or put a dash (—) in the blank. Employers asking questions for the purpose of EEO compliance should provide these questions on a separate form or after you have been hired. If possible, type your application—and again, make sure it has no errors.

Getting the Interview

The purpose of the cover letter and resume is to generate an interview. Once you know you have an interview, you must begin to prepare for it. Because the interview is a conversation with a purpose—finding the best candidate for the job—you can assist the interviewer in this pursuit by being prepared and professional. The key to a successful interview is to know yourself, to know the employer and the position for which you are being interviewed, and to be professional and enthusiastic in your approach.

You should already have done some self-inquiry during the first step of your job search process. The key now is to take, those results and apply them to this employer. To do that, you need to know what the employer does, where the organization is located, and the requirements and description of the positions under consideration. It is highly appropriate to ask the employer for an annual report, job description, or other company information. Your career center may also have this information. Read these, but go beyond that by going to your library and searching for recent information in the news and on the Internet. After reviewing the company information, match your skills and experiences so that you can give specific examples in the interview and show that you have done your homework. It is also recommended that you prepare a list of questions to ask the interviewer. Remember this is a two-way street, and you will also be making a decision on where will be the best place to begin your career. However, it is not appropriate during a screening interview to ask about your salary or benefits.

Being Prepared for the Interview

It is strongly suggested that you participate in a practice interview prior to the real one. Many career centers offer videotaped practice interviews. By doing this, you will increase your confidence and comfort level. Also take a look at potential interview questions and think of how you would answer each one.

You need to make sure that you present a professional appearance. A suit and tie for men and a skirted suit for women are the most appropriate attire, even if the employer has a “business casual” dress code. You should be conservative with accessories, jewelry, make-up, and cologne or perfume. Your hair should be clean and off the face. This is your first step into the professional world, and you need to look the part. Take the time to make sure everything is clean and pressed, because first impressions last the longest. Also make sure that you reflect enthusiasm about your future.
During the Interview

On the day of the interview, plan to arrive about 10 to 15 minutes early, which will give you time to locate the proper office. If you are headed to an unfamiliar site, map your route ahead of time and plan for the unexpected. While being lost and having flat tires make funny stories later, your potential employer will not be impressed. Do not smoke before you walk in the door, and remember to get rid of your gum. It is acceptable to have a leather portfolio with extra resumes and a writing portfolio that you take into the interview.

You may initially be greeted by a receptionist or secretary. Be polite and follow their instructions. When the person with whom you will be interviewing comes to get you, stand, smile, and extend your hand. The person is already forming an impression of you based on this initial interaction.

During the interview, sit straight but be comfortable and maintain an acceptable amount of eye contact with the employer. It is important that you listen to each question in its entirety, because it may contain more than one part. Answer the questions to the best of your ability. When appropriate, use an example to personalize your answer, which allows you to demonstrate your research on the company. It is appropriate to ask for clarification if you do not understand a question, but don’t do that often. If you should be given the opportunity to ask your questions, ask two or three questions that are focused on the job. At the end of the interview, the interviewer should indicate the next step in the selection process and tell you when that will occur. If the interviewer does not give this information, it is acceptable to ask for it.

The employer may invite you back for a second, more extensive interview. This second interview may include managers, coworkers, and human resource professionals. It also may include meeting with employer representatives at breakfast or lunch. Many students do not think about the meal until it is about to occur. Proper etiquette is very important, especially if you will be placed in situations where you will be dining with clients or customers. Brush up on your dining etiquette before the interview. For example, do not order foods that are difficult to eat or that may spill easily (such as spaghetti), do not order an alcoholic drink even if the employer does, and learn which utensils are appropriate for each course.

Follow Up

At the conclusion of the interview, shake the interviewer’s hand and express thanks for the interview. If it has not already been provided, ask the individual for a business card. When you get home, take a moment to jot down your impression of the interview, what you could have done differently, and your impression of the company. These notes will help you later in preparing for additional interviews and in making your employment decision.

It is important to take time to send a thank-you note. If you interviewed with several people in the company, send a thank-you note to the appropriate individuals. In the note, thank them for their time and again express your interest in the position. If you are no longer interested in the position, send a thank-you note indicating this.

Accepting a Position

This is the step you hope to get to quickly! Before accepting a position, make sure you have in writing the starting salary and start date, the benefit package, and the location. Once you have accepted a position, you should cease your job search. It is unethical to continue to interview once you have accepted a position, and it could have long-term ramifications for your career.

Concluding Thoughts

You have worked long and hard to get to this point. With preparation, determination, and persistence, you will be able to reach your goal. The main points are to know yourself and what you are looking for, to know the employer and what they are looking for, and to be able to communicate these things in writing and in person. The easier you can make it for employers to see that the qualifications you offer fit what they need, the more successful you will be.

Good luck!

Note: The authors express appreciation to Jo Chytka, the Director of the Career Services Center at the University of Wyoming, for providing the content for this appendix.
# APPENDIX E

## Annual Report Form EEO-1

**Joint Reporting Committee**
- Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
- Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (Labor)

**EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY**

**EMPLOYER INFORMATION REPORT EEO-1**

**Standard Form 100**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O.M.B. No. 3046-0007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPIRES 10/31/99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Section A — TYPE OF REPORT

Refer to instructions for number and types of reports to be filed.

1. Indicate by marking in the appropriate box the type of reporting unit for which this copy of the form is submitted (MARK ONLY ONE BOX).

   - [ ] Single-establishment Employer Report
   - [ ] Consolidated Report (Required)
   - [ ] Headquarters Unit Report (Required)
   - [ ] Individual Establishment Report (submit one for each establishment with 50 or more employees)
   - [ ] Special Report

### Section B — COMPANY IDENTIFICATION

(To be answered by all employers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OFFICE USE ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. Parent Company

   a. Name of parent company (owns or controls establishment in item 2) omit if same as label

   Address (Number and street)  
   City or town  
   State  
   ZIP code

2. Establishment for which this report is filed. (Omit if same as label)

   a. Name of establishment

   Address (Number and street)  
   City or town  
   County  
   State  
   ZIP code

   b. Employer identification No. (IRS 9-DIGIT TAX NUMBER)

   c. Was an EEO-1 report filed for this establishment last year?  [ ] Yes  [ ] No

### Section C — EMPLOYERS WHO ARE REQUIRED TO FILE

(To be answered by all employers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OFFICE USE ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. Does the entire company have at least 100 employees in the payroll period for which you are reporting?  [ ] Yes  [ ] No

2. Is your company affiliated through common ownership and/or centralized management with other entities in an enterprise with a total employment of 100 or more?  [ ] Yes  [ ] No

3. Does the company or any of its establishments (a) have 50 or more employees AND (b) is not exempt as provided by 41 CFR 60-1.5. AND either (1) is a prime government contractor or first-tier subcontractor, and has a contract, subcontract, or purchase order amounting to $50,000 or more, or (2) serves as a depository of Government funds in any amount or is a financial institution which is an issuing and paying agent for U.S. Saving Bonds and Saving Notes?  [ ] Yes  [ ] No

   If the response to question C-3 is yes, please enter your Dun and Bradstreet identification number (if you have one): 

   Note: If the answer is yes to questions 1, 2, or 3, complete the entire form, otherwise skip to Section G.
### Appendix E Annual Report Form EEO-1

#### Section D — Employment Data

Employment at this establishment—Report all permanent full-time and part-time employees including apprentices and on-the-job trainees unless specifically excluded as set forth in the instructions. Enter the appropriate figures on all lines and in all columns. Blank spaces will be considered as zeros.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB CATEGORIES</th>
<th>NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OVERALL TOTALS (SUM OF COL B THROUGH K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officials and Managers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionals</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technicians</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Workers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office and Clerical</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craft Workers (Skilled)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operatives (Semi-Skilled)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laborers (Unskilled)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Workers</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Omit questions 1 and 2 on the Consolidated Report.

1. Date(s) of payroll period used:  
2. Does this establishment employ apprentices?  
   - [ ] Yes  
   - [ ] No

#### Section E — Establishment Information (Omit on the Consolidated Report)

1. What is the major activity of this establishment? (Be specific, i.e., manufacturing steel castings, retail grocer, wholesale plumbing supplies, title insurance, etc. Include the specific type of product or type of service provided, as well as the principal business or industrial activity.

#### Section F — Remarks

Use this item to give any identification data appearing on last report which differs from that given above, explain major changes in composition or reporting units, and other pertinent information.

#### Section G — Certification (See Instructions G)

- Check one
- All reports are accurate and were prepared in accordance with the instructions (check on consolidated only)

- This report is accurate and was prepared in accordance with the instructions.

- Name of Certifying Official
- Title
- Signature
- Date

- Name of person to contact regarding this report (Type or print)
- Address (Number and Street)
- City and State
- ZIP code
- Telephone Number (Including Area Code)
- Extension

All reports and information obtained from individual reports will be kept confidential as required by Section 709(e) of Title VII.

WILLFULLY FALSE STATEMENTS ON THIS REPORT ARE PUNISHABLE BY LAW, U.S. CODE, TITLE 18, SECTION 1001.
Glossary

4/5ths Rule  Rule stating that discrimination generally is considered to occur if the selection rate for a protected group is less than 80% of the group’s representation in the relevant labor market or less than 80% of the selection rate for the majority group.

401(k) plan An agreement in which a percentage of an employee’s pay is withheld and invested in a tax-deferred account.

Ability tests Tests that assess learned skills.

Active practice The performance of job-related tasks and duties by trainees during training.

Adverse selection Situation in which only higher-risk employees select and use certain benefits.

Affirmative action A process in which employers identify problem areas, set goals, and take positive steps to guarantee equal employment opportunities for people in a protected class.

Agency shop A firm that requires employees who refuse to join the union to pay amounts equal to union dues and fees for the union’s representative services.

Applicant pool All persons who are actually evaluated for selection.

Applicant population A subset of the labor force population that is available for selection using a particular recruiting approach.

Aptitude tests Tests that measure general ability to learn or acquire a skill.

Arbitration Process that uses a neutral third party to make a decision.

Assessment center A collection of instruments and exercises designed to diagnose a person’s development needs.

Attentional advice Providing trainees information about the processes and strategies that can lead to training success.

Attitude survey A special type of survey that focuses on employees’ feelings and beliefs about their jobs and the organization.

Autonomy The extent of individual freedom and discretion in the work and its scheduling.

Availability analysis An analysis that identifies the number of protected-class members available to work in the appropriate labor markets in given jobs.

Balance-sheet approach An approach to international compensation that provides international employees with a compensation package that equalizes cost differences between the international assignment and the same assignment in the home country of the individual or the corporation.

Bargaining unit All employees eligible to select a single union to represent and bargain collectively for them.

Base pay The basic compensation an employee receives, usually as a wage or salary.

Behavior modeling Copying someone else’s behavior.

Behavioral description interview Interview in which applicants give specific examples of how they have performed or handled problems in the past.

Behavioral rating approach Assesses an employee’s behaviors instead of other characteristics.

Behaviorally experienced training Training methods that deal less with physical skills than with attitudes, perceptions, and interpersonal issues.

Benchmark job Job found in many organizations and performed by several individuals who have similar duties that are relatively stable and require similar KSAs.

Benchmarking Comparing specific measures of performance against data on those measures in other “best practices” organizations.

Benefit An indirect reward given to an employee or group of employees as a part of organizational membership.

Bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ) A characteristic providing a legitimate reason why an employer can exclude persons on otherwise illegal bases of consideration.

Bonus A one-time payment that does not become part of the employee’s base pay.

Broadbanding Practice of using fewer pay grades having broader ranges than traditional compensation systems.

Business agent A full-time union official employed by the union to operate the union office and assist union members.

Business necessity A practice necessary for safe and efficient organizational operations.

Career The sequence of work-related positions a person occupies throughout life.

Central tendency error Rating all employees in a narrow band in the middle of the rating scale.

Checklist Performance appraisal tool that uses a list of statements or words that are checked by raters.
Closed shop  A firm that requires individuals to join a union before they can be hired.

Co-determination  A practice whereby union or worker representatives are given positions on a company’s board of directors.

Co-payment  Employee’s payment of a portion of the cost of both insurance premiums and medical care.

Coaching  Daily training and feedback given to employees by immediate supervisors.

Collective bargaining  The process whereby representatives of management and workers negotiate over wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment.

Commission  Compensation computed as a percentage of sales in units or dollars.

Compa-ratio  Pay level divided by the midpoint of the pay range.

Compensable factor  That used to identify a job value that is commonly present throughout a group of jobs.

Compensation committee  Usually a subgroup of the board of directors composed of directors who are not officers of the firm.

Compensatory time off  That given in lieu of payment for extra time worked.

Competencies  Basic characteristics that can be linked to enhanced performance by individuals or teams.

Complaint  An indication of employee dissatisfaction that has not been submitted in writing.

Compressed workweek  Workweek in which a full week’s work is accomplished in fewer than five days.

Conciliation  Process by which a third party attempts to keep union and management negotiators talking so that they can reach a voluntary settlement.

Concurrent validity  Validity measured when an employer tests current employees and correlates the scores with their performance ratings.

Construct validity  Validity showing a relationship between an abstract characteristic and job performance.

Constructive discharge  Occurs when an employer deliberately makes conditions intolerable in an attempt to get an employee to quit.

Content validity  Validity measured by use of a logical, nonstatistical method to identify the KSAs and other characteristics necessary to perform a job.

Contractual rights  Rights based on a specific contractual agreement between employer and employee.

Contrast error  Tendency to rate people relative to other people rather than to performance standards.

Contributory plan  Pension plan in which the money for pension benefits is paid in by both employees and employers.

Core competency  A unique capability in the organization that creates high value and that differentiates the organization from its competition.

Correlation coefficient  An index number giving the relationship between a predictor and a criterion variable.

Cost/benefit analysis  Compares costs of training with the benefits received.

Craft union  A union whose members do one type of work, often using specialized skills and training.

Criterion-related validity  Validity measured by means of a procedure that uses a test as the predictor of how well an individual will perform on the job.

Culture  The societal forces affecting the values, beliefs, and actions of a distinct group of people.

Cumulative trauma disorders (CTDs)  Muscle and skeletal injuries that occur when workers repetitively use the same muscles to perform tasks.

Decertification  A process whereby a union is removed as the representative of a group of employees.

Defined-benefit plan  Pension plan in which an employee is promised a pension amount based on age and service.

Defined-contribution plan  Pension plan in which the employer makes an annual payment to an employee’s pension account.

Development  Efforts to improve employees’ ability to handle a variety of assignments.

Differential piece-rate system  Pays employees one piece-rate wage for units produced up to a standard output and a higher piece-rate wage for units produced over the standard.

Disabled person  Someone who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits that person in some major life activities, who has a record of such an impairment, or who is regarded as having such an impairment.

KSA  Key skills and abilities.

Discipline  A form of training that enforces organizational rules.

Disparate impact  Situation that exists when there is a substantial underrepresentation of protected-class members as a result of employment decisions that work to their disadvantage.

Disparate treatment  Situation that exists when protected-class members are treated differently from others.

Distributive justice  Perceived fairness in the distribution of outcomes.

Diversity  Differences among people.

Downsizing  Reducing the size of an organizational workforce.

Draw  An amount advanced from and repaid to future commissions earned by the employee.
Due process  In employment settings, the opportunity for individuals to explain and defend their actions against charges of misconduct or other reasons.

Dues checkoff  Provision that union dues will be deducted automatically from payroll checks of union members.

Duty  A large work segment composed of several tasks that are performed by an individual.

Earned-time plan  Plan that combines all time-off benefits into a total number of hours or days that employees can take off with pay.

Economic value added (EVA)  A firm’s net operating profit after the cost of capital is deducted.

Effectiveness  The extent to which goals have been met.

Efficiency  The degree to which operations are done in an economical manner.

Employee assistance program (EAP)  Program that provides counseling and other help to employees having emotional, physical, or other personal problems.

Employee responsibilities  Obligations to be accountable for actions.

Employee stock ownership plan (ESOP)  A plan whereby employees gain stock ownership in the organization for which they work.

Employment contract  Agreement that formally spells out the details of employment.

Employment-at-will (EAW)  A common-law doctrine stating that employers have the right to hire, fire, demote, or promote whomever they choose, unless there is a law or contract to the contrary.

Encapsulated development  Situation in which an individual learns new methods and ideas in a development course and returns to a work unit that is still bound by old attitudes and methods.

Environmental scanning  The process of studying the environment of the organization to pinpoint opportunities and threats.

Equal employment opportunity (EEO)  The concept that individuals should have equal treatment in all employment-related actions.

Equity  The perceived fairness of the relation between what a person does (inputs) and what the person receives (outcomes).

Ergonomics  The proper design of the work environment to address the physical demands experienced by people.

Essential job functions  The fundamental job duties of the employment position that an individual with a disability holds or desires.

Executive order  An order issued by the President of the United States to provide direction to government departments on a specific issue or area.

Exempt employees  Employees to whom employers are not required to pay overtime under the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Exit interview  An interview in which those leaving the organization are asked to identify the reasons for their departure.

Expatriate  An employee working in a unit or plant who is not a citizen of the country in which the unit or plant is located, but is a citizen of the country in which the organization is headquartered.

Experiment  Research to determine how factors respond when changes are made in one or more variables, or conditions.

Extinction  The absence of an expected response to a situation.

Extranet  An Internet-linked network that allows employees access to information provided by external entities.

Federation  A group of autonomous national and international unions.

Feedback  The amount of information received about how well or how poorly one has performed.

Flexible benefits plan  One that allows employees to select the benefits they prefer from groups of benefits established by the employer.

Flexible spending account  Account that allows employees to contribute pretax dollars to buy additional benefits.

Flexible staffing  Use of recruiting sources and workers who are not employees.

Flextime  A scheduling arrangement in which employees work a set number of hours per day but vary starting and ending times.

Forced distribution  Performance appraisal method in which ratings of employees’ performance are distributed along a bell-shaped curve.

Forecasting  Identifying expected future conditions based on information from the past and present.

Gainsharing  The sharing with employees of greater-than-expected gains in profits and/or productivity.

Garnishment  A court action in which a portion of an employee’s wages is set aside to pay a debt owed a creditor.

Glass ceiling  Discriminatory practices that have prevented women and other protected-class members from advancing to executive-level jobs.

Global organization  An organization that has corporate units in a number of countries that are integrated to operate as one organization worldwide.

Golden parachute  A severance benefit that provides protection and security to executives in the event that they lose their jobs or that their firms are acquired by other firms.

Graphic rating scale  A scale that allows the rater to mark an employee’s performance on a continuum.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green-circled employee</td>
<td>An incumbent who is paid below the range set for the job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grievance</td>
<td>A complaint that has been put in writing and made formal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grievance arbitration</td>
<td>A means by which disputes arising from different interpretations of a labor contract are settled by a third party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grievance procedures</td>
<td>Formal channels of communications used to resolve grievances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halo effect</td>
<td>Rating a person high or low on all items because of one characteristic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handbilling</td>
<td>Practice in which unions distribute written publicity in order to convince employees to sign authorization cards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>A general state of physical, mental, and emotional well-being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health maintenance organization (HMO)</td>
<td>Managed care plan that provides services for a fixed period on a prepaid basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host-country national</td>
<td>An employee working in a unit or plant who is a citizen of the country in which the unit or plant is located, but where the unit or plant is operated by an organization headquartered in another country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR audit</td>
<td>A formal research effort that evaluates the current state of HR management in an organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR generalist</td>
<td>A person with responsibility for performing a variety of HR activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR research</td>
<td>The analysis of data from HR records to determine the effectiveness of past and present HR practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR specialist</td>
<td>A person with in-depth knowledge and expertise in a limited area of HR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR strategies</td>
<td>The means used to aid the organization in anticipating and managing the supply and demand for human resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human capital</td>
<td>The total value of human resources to the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resource (HR) management</td>
<td>The design of formal systems in an organization to ensure the effective and efficient use of human talent to accomplish the organizational goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resource (HR) planning</td>
<td>The process of analyzing and identifying the need for and availability of human resources so that the organization can meet its objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resource information system (HRIS)</td>
<td>An integrated system designed to provide information used in HR decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal issues</td>
<td>Collective bargaining issues that would require either party to take illegal action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate confirmation</td>
<td>The concept that people learn best if reinforcement is given as soon as possible after training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importing and exporting</td>
<td>The phase of international interaction in which an organization begins selling and buying goods and services with organizations in other countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent contractors</td>
<td>Workers who perform specific services on a contract basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual retirement account (IRA)</td>
<td>A special account in which an employee can set aside funds that will not be taxed until the employee retires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual-centered career planning</td>
<td>Career planning that focuses on individuals’ careers rather than on organizational needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualism</td>
<td>Dimension of culture that refers to the extent to which people in a country prefer to act as individuals instead of members of groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial union</td>
<td>A union that includes many persons working in the same industry or company, regardless of jobs held.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal training</td>
<td>Training that occurs internally through interactions and feedback among employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces</td>
<td>Areas of contact between the HR unit and managers within the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intranet</td>
<td>An organizational network that operates over the Internet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job</td>
<td>A grouping of similar positions having common tasks, duties, and responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job analysis</td>
<td>A systematic way to gather and analyze information about the content and the human requirements of jobs, and the context in which jobs are performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job criteria</td>
<td>Important elements of a job on which performance is measured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job description</td>
<td>Identification of the tasks, duties, and responsibilities of a job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job design</td>
<td>Organizing tasks, duties, and responsibilities into a productive unit of work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job enlargement</td>
<td>Broadening the scope of a job by expanding the number of different tasks to be performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job enrichment</td>
<td>Increasing the depth of a job by adding employee responsibility for planning, organizing, controlling, and evaluating the job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job evaluation</td>
<td>The systematic determination of the relative worth of jobs within an organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job family</td>
<td>A grouping of jobs having similar characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job posting and bidding</td>
<td>A system in which the employer provides notices of job openings within the organization and employees respond by applying for specific openings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job responsibilities</td>
<td>Obligations to perform certain tasks and duties.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Job rotation The process of shifting a person from job to job.

Job satisfaction A positive emotional state resulting from evaluating one's job experiences.

Job specifications List the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) an individual needs to do the job satisfactorily.

Just cause Sufficient justification for taking employment-related actions.

Keogh plan A type of individualized pension plan for self-employed individuals.

Labor force population All individuals who are available for selection if all possible recruitment strategies are used.

Labor markets The external sources from which organizations attract employees.

Lockout Shutdown of company operations undertaken by management to prevent union members from working.

Long-term orientation Dimension of culture that refers to values people hold that emphasize the future, as opposed to short-term values focusing on the present and the past.

Lump-sum increase (LSI) A one-time payment of all or part of a yearly pay increase.

Managed care Approaches that monitor and reduce medical costs using restrictions and market system alternatives.

Management by objectives (MBO) Specifies the performance goals that an individual hopes to attain within an appropriate length of time.

Management rights Those rights reserved to the employer to manage, direct, and control its business.

Mandated benefits Those benefits which employers in the United States must provide to employees by law.

Mandatory issues Collective bargaining issues that are identified specifically by labor laws or court decisions as being subject to bargaining.

Marginal functions Functions that are part of a job but are incidental or ancillary to the purpose and nature of a job.

Market line The line on a graph showing the relationship between job value, as determined by job evaluation points, and pay survey rates.

Market price Typical wage paid for a job in the immediate labor market.

Masculinity/Femininity Dimension of culture that refers to the degree to which "masculine" values prevail over "feminine" values.

Massed practice The performance of all of the practice at once.

Maturity curve Curve that depicts the relationship between experience and pay rates.

Mediation Process by which a third party assists negotiators in their discussions and also suggests settlement proposals.

Mental ability tests Tests that measure reasoning capabilities.

Mentoring A relationship in which managers at midpoints in their careers aid individuals in the earlier stages of their careers.

Moonlighting Work outside a person's regular employment that takes 12 or more additional hours per week.

Motivation The desire within a person causing that person to act.

Multinational enterprise (MNE) An organization with units located in foreign countries.

National emergency strike A strike that would affect the national economy significantly.

Negative reinforcement An individual works to avoid an undesirable consequence.

Nepotism Practice of allowing relatives to work for the same employer.

Noncompete covenants Agreement that prohibits an individual who leaves the organization from competing with the employer in the same line of business for a specified period of time.

Noncontributory plan Pension plan in which all the funds for pension benefits are provided by the employer.

Nondirective interview Interview that uses general questions, from which other questions are developed.

Nonexempt employees Employees who must be paid overtime under the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Nonpiracy agreement Provisions stating that if the individual leaves the organization, existing customers and clients cannot be solicited for business for a specified period of time.

Ombudsman Person outside the normal chain of command who acts as a problem solver for management and employees.

Organization chart A depiction of the relationships among jobs in an organization.

Organization-centered career planning Career planning that focuses on jobs and on constructing career paths that provide for the logical progression of people between jobs in an organization.

Organizational commitment The degree to which employees believe in and accept organizational goals and desire to remain with the organization.

Organizational culture A pattern of shared values and beliefs giving members of an organization meaning and providing them with rules for behavior.

Orientation The planned introduction of new employees to their jobs, coworkers, and the organization.

Outplacement A group of services provided to displaced employees to give them support and assistance.

Panel interview Interview in which several interviewers interview the candidate at the same time.
**Pay compression**  Situation in which pay differences among individuals with different levels of experience and performance in the organization becomes small.

**Pay equity**  Similarity in pay for jobs requiring comparable levels of knowledge, skills, and ability even where actual job duties differ significantly.

**Pay grade**  A grouping of individual jobs having approximately the same job worth.

**Pay survey**  A collection of data on existing compensation rates for workers performing similar jobs in other organizations.

**Peer review panel**  Alternative dispute resolution method in which a panel of employees hear appeals from disciplined employees and make recommendations or decisions.

**Pension plans**  Retirement benefits established and funded by employers and employees.

**Performance appraisal (PA)**  The process of evaluating how well employees perform their jobs when compared to a set of standards, and then communicating that information.

**Performance management system**  Processes used to identify, encourage, measure, evaluate, improve, and reward employee performance.

**Performance standards**  Indicators of what the job accomplishes and how performance is measured; expected levels of performance.

**Permissive issues**  Collective bargaining issues that are not mandatory but relate to certain jobs.

**Perquisites (perks)**  Special benefits—usually noncash items—for executives.

**Placement**  Fitting a person to the right job.

**Policies**  General guidelines that focus organizational actions.

**Portability**  A pension plan feature that allows employees to move their pension benefits from one employer to another.

**Position**  A job performed by one person.

**Positive reinforcement**  A person receives a desired reward.

**Power distance**  Dimension of culture that refers to the inequality among the people of a nation.

**Predictive validity**  Validity measured when test results of applicants are compared with subsequent job performance.

**Predictors**  Measurable indicators of selection criteria.

**Preferred provider organization (PPO)**  A health-care provider that contracts with an employer group to provide health-care services to employees at a competitive rate.

**Primary research**  Research method in which data is gathered firsthand for the specific project being conducted.

**Procedural justice**  The perceived fairness of the process and procedures used to make decisions about employees.

**Procedures**  Customary methods of handling activities.

**Production cells**  Groupings of workers who produce entire products or components of products.

**Productivity**  A measure of the quantity and quality of work done, considering the cost of the resources it took to do the work.

**Profit sharing**  A system to distribute a portion of the profits of the organization to employees.

**Protected class**  Those individuals who fall within a group identified for protection under equal employment laws and regulations.

**Psychological contract**  The unwritten expectations that employees and employers have about the nature of their work relationships.

**Punishment**  Action taken to repel a person from an undesired action.

**Quality circle**  A small group of employees who monitor productivity and quality and suggest solutions to problems.

**Ranking**  Listing of all employees from highest to lowest in performance.

**Rater bias**  Error that occurs when a rater's values or prejudices distort the rating.

**Ratification**  Process by which union members vote to accept the terms of a negotiated labor agreement.

**Realistic job preview (RJP)**  The process through which an interviewer provides a job applicant with an accurate picture of a job.

**Reasonable accommodation**  A modification or adjustment to a job or work environment that enables a qualified individual with a disability to have equal employment opportunity.

**Recency effect**  Error in which the rater gives greater weight to recent events when appraising an individual's performance.

**Reciprocity**  A feeling of obligation to "give in return" or reciprocate good treatment.

**Recruiting**  The process of generating a pool of qualified applicants for organizational jobs.

**Red-circled employee**  An incumbent who is paid above the range set for the job.

**Reengineering**  Rethinking and redesigning work to improve cost, service, and speed.

**Reinforcement**  A concept that people tend to repeat responses that give them some type of positive reward and avoid actions associated with negative consequences.

**Reliability**  The consistency with which a test measures an item.

**Repatriation**  The process of bringing expatriates home.

**Retaliation**  Punitive actions taken by employers against individuals who exercise their legal rights.
Return on investment (ROI) Calculation showing the value of expenditures for HR activities.

Reverse discrimination A condition that may exist when a person is denied an opportunity because of preferences given to protected-class individuals who may be less qualified.

Rights That which belongs to a person by law, nature, or tradition.

Right to privacy Defined in legal terms for individuals as the freedom from unauthorized and unreasonable intrusion into their personal affairs.

Right-to-work laws State laws that prohibit both the closed shop and the union shop.

Right-to-sue letter A letter issued by the EEOC that notifies a complainant that he or she has 90 days in which to file a personal suit in federal court.

Role playing A development technique requiring the trainee to assume a role in a given situation and act out behaviors associated with that role.

Rules Specific guidelines that regulate and restrict the behavior of individuals.

Sabbatical leave Paid time off the job to develop and rejuvenate oneself.

Safety Condition in which the physical well-being of people is protected.

Salaries Payments that are consistent from period to period despite the number of hours worked.

Salting Practice in which unions hire and pay people to apply for jobs at certain companies; when the people are hired, they begin union organizing efforts.

Secondary research Research method using data already gathered by others and reported in books, articles in professional journals, or other sources.

Security Protection of employer facilities and equipment from unauthorized access and protection of employees while on work premises or work assignments.

Security audit A review of the security vulnerability in an organization.

Selection The process of choosing individuals who have relevant qualifications to fill jobs in an organization.

Selection criteria Characteristics that a person must have to do the job successfully.

Selection interview Interview designed to identify information on a candidate and clarify information from other sources.

Self-directed work team An organizational team composed of individuals who are assigned a cluster of tasks, duties, and responsibilities to be accomplished.

Separation agreement Agreement in which an employee who is being terminated agrees not to sue the employer in exchange for specified benefits.

Serious health condition A health condition requiring inpatient, hospital, hospice, or residential medical care or continuing physician care.

Severance pay A security benefit voluntarily offered by employers to employees who lose their jobs.

Sexual harassment Actions that are sexually directed, are unwanted, and subject the worker to adverse employment conditions or create a hostile work environment.

Shamrock team An organizational team composed of a core of members, resource experts who join the team as appropriate, and part-time/temporary members as needed.

Silver parachute A severance and benefits plan to protect nonexecutives if their firms are acquired by other firms.

Simulation A development technique that requires participants to analyze a situation and decide the best course of action based on the data given.

Situational interview A structured interview composed of questions about how applicants might handle specific job situations.

Skill variety The extent to which the work requires several different activities for successful completion.

Spaced practice Several practice sessions spaced over a period of hours or days.

Special-purpose team An organizational team that is formed to address specific problems and may continue to work together to improve work processes or the quality of products and services.

Statutory rights Rights based on laws.

Stock option A plan that gives an individual the right to buy stock in a company, usually at a fixed price for a period of time.

Straight piece-rate system A pay system in which wages are determined by multiplying the number of units produced by the piece rate for one unit.

Strategic planning The process of identifying organizational objectives and the actions needed to achieve those objectives.

Strike Work stoppage in which union members refuse to work in order to put pressure on an employer.

Structured interview Interview that uses a set standardized questions asked of all job applicants.

Substance abuse The use of illicit substances or the misuse of controlled substances, alcohol, or other drugs.

Suggestion system A formal method of obtaining employee input and upward communication.

SWOT analysis Examines the strengths and weaknesses of the organizations internally and the opportunities and threats externally.
Task A distinct, identifiable work activity composed of motions.

Task identity The extent to which the job includes a “whole” identifiable unit of work that is carried out from start to finish and that results in a visible outcome.

Task significance The amount of impact the job has on other people.

Tax equalization plan Compensation plan used to protect expatriates from negative tax consequences.

Third-country national An employee who is a citizen of one country, working in a second country, and employed by an organization headquartered in a third country.

Total Quality Management (TQM) A comprehensive management process focusing on the continuous improvement of organizational activities to enhance the quality of the goods and services supplied.

Training A process whereby people acquire capabilities to aid in the achievement of organizational goals.

Transition stay bonus Extra payment for those employees whose jobs are being eliminated, thereby motivating them to remain with the organization for a period of time.

Turnover Process in which employees leave the organization and have to be replaced.

Uncertainty avoidance Dimension of culture that refers to the preference of people in a country for structured rather than unstructured situations.

Undue hardship Condition created when making a reasonable accommodation for individuals with disabilities that imposes significant difficulty or expense on an employer.

Union A formal association of workers that promotes the interests of its members through collective action.

Union authorization card Card signed by an employee to designate a union as his or her collective bargaining agent.

Union security provisions Contract provisions to aid the union in obtaining and retaining members.

Union shop A firm that requires that an employee join a union, usually 30 to 60 days after being hired.

Union steward An employee of a firm or organization who is elected to serve as the first-line representative of unionized workers.

Unit labor cost The total labor cost per unit of output, which is the average cost of workers divided by their average levels of output.

Utility analysis Analysis in which economic or other statistical models are built to identify the costs and benefits associated with specific HR activities.

Utilization analysis An analysis that identifies the number of protected-class members employed and the types of jobs they hold in an organization.

Utilization review An audit and review of the services and costs billed by health-care providers.

Validity The extent to which a test actually measures what it says it measures.

Validity generalization The extension of the validity of a test to different groups, similar jobs, or other organizations.

Variable pay Compensation linked directly to performance accomplishments; compensation linked to individual, team, and/or organization performance.

Vestibule training A type of training which occurs in special facilities that replicate the equipment and work demands of jobs.

Vesting The right of employees to receive benefits from their pension plans.

Wage and salary administration Activities involved in the development, implementation, and maintenance of a base pay system.

Wages Payments directly calculated on the amount of time worked.

Well-pay Extra pay for not taking sick leave.

Wellness programs Programs designed to maintain or improve employee health before problems arise.

Whistle-blowers Individuals who report real or perceived wrongs committed by their employers.

Work analysis Studying the workflow, activities, context, and output of a job.

Work sample tests Tests that require an applicant to perform a simulated job task.

Workers’ compensation Benefits provided to persons injured on the job.

Wrongful discharge Occurs when an employer terminates an individual’s employment for reasons that are illegal or improper.

Yield ratio A comparison of the number of applicants at one stage of the recruiting process to the number at the next stage.